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SEEQ is your link to the future.

New products utilizing our highly advanced 1.25 micron CMOS technology 
continue to expand ourexisting EEPROM, EPROM, and data communications 
product offerings As the acknowledged thin film EEPROM technology leader, 
SEEQ is continuing to develop advanced technologies to help solve your 
future system challenges

SEEQ’s clustered product strategy, as shown on the cover, utilizes our EE 
technology to tie together a group of focused system solutions, high density 
EEPROMS and EPROMS, high speed EEPROMS, EEPROM micro computers, 
and more. Each of these focused areas utilize our base memory technology, as 
well as various versions of our proprietary Q cell memory design.

SEEQ’s unique EEPROM cell design, which we call our Q cell, complements 
our proprietary oxynitride process technology to give you the most reliable 
EEPROM’savailablefrom any manufacturer. Our5516A(2Kx8 EEPROM) has 
an endurance failure rate of <.001 % per 1,000 cycles and is guaranteed for a 
minimum of 1 million write/erase cycles (Intrinsic MOS has a failure rate of .05 
percent per 1000 hours)

Packaging of our products includes standard dual in-line packages and a 
variety of surface mount options SEEQ products may be ordered in plastic, 
ceramic dip, LCC, PLCC, flatpack or if you wish, unencapsulated die.

Let SEEQ be your link to the future. Call us today for your design solution.

Mike Villott
V.P. Marketing
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Product Previews contain information on products under development. These 
specifications may be changed at any time, without notice.
Advance Data Sheets contain target product specifications which are subject to change 
upon device characterization over the full specified temperature range. These 
specifications may be changed at any time, without notice.
Preliminary Data Sheets contain minimum and maximum limits specified over the full 
temperature range based upon initial production device characterization. These 
specifications may be changed at any time, without notice.
Additional copies of this manual or other SEEQ literature may be obtained from:

SEEQ Technology Incorporated
Literature Department
1849 Fortune Drive
San Jose, CA 95131

The following are trademarks of SEEQ Technology and may only be used to identify 
SEEQ products:

SEEQ™
Silicon Signature™
EDLC™
DiTrace™
MCC™ Trademark Applied For
Flash™ Trademark Applied For
Q Cell™ Trademark Applied For

Assembly locations: Military products are assembled at SEEQ’s offshore (Korea, Philippines, Taiwan) and stateside assembly plants. The assembly plants 
are identified by a designated alpha code as part of the device backside marking. The alpha codes used are: Korea= K, Philippines= P, Taiwan = T, United 
States = U.S.A.

Applications for any integrated cicuits contained in this publication are for illustration purposes only and SEEQ makes no representation or warranty that 
such applications will be suitable for the use specified.

Circuit diagrams are included as a means of illustrating typical applications, and complete information for construction purposes is not necessarily given. 
The information presented here has been carefully checked, and is believed be entirely reliable, but no responsiblity is assumed for inaccurancies. 
Furthermore, no responsibility is assumed by SEEQ Technology, Inc., for use; not for any infringements of patents or other rights of third parties, which may 
result from its use. No license is granted by implication, or otherwise, under any patent or patent rights of SEEQ Technology, Inc.

Products of SEEQ may not be used as critical components in Life Support Systems without the express written authorization of the President and Vice- 
President of Quality/Reliability of SEEQ Technology, Ina

A critical component is any component whose failure to perform its intended function, could possibly lead to loss of life, or bodily harm.

Life Support Systems that may include but are not necessarily limited to:
1) Surgical implants in a human body,
2) Equipment used to sustain human life, or
3) Equipment used to monitor and/or measure human body conditions.

SEEQ Technology makes no warranty for the use of its products and assumes no responsibility for any errors which may appear in this document nor does it 
make a commitment to update the information contained herein.

SEEQ retains the right to make changes to these specifications at any time, without notice.

Contact your local sales office to obtain the latest specifications before placing your order.

A “For Reference Only” specification on a purchase order denotes the designated specification is for reference by the customer and is not invoked on the 
manufacturer.

Technology, Incorporated
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SEEQ Technology 
Product Selection Guide

4K EEPROMS (See Military Section for Military and Extended Temperature Range Products.)

PART 
NUMBER

ORGANIZATION ACCESS 
TIME(ns)

ICC MAX. (mA*) TEMP 
RANGE

PACKAGE DATA SHEET 
PAGE #ACTIVE STANDBY P D N L F

2804A 512 x8 250 80 40 C,E,M • • 1-31

2804A 512 x8 300 80 40 C,E,M • • 1-31

2804A 512 x8 350 80 40 C,E,M • • 1-31

16K EEPROMS (See Military Section for Military and Extended Temperature Range Products.)

PART 
NUMBER

ORGANIZATION ACCESS 
TIME(ns)

ICC MAX. (mA*) TEMP 
RANGE

PACKAGE DATA SHEET 
PAGE #ACTIVE STANDBY P D N L F

52B13 2Kx8 200 80 30 C • • 1-3

52B13 2Kx8 250 80 30 C, E, M • • 1-3

52B13 2Kx8 300 80 30 M • • 1-3

52B13 2Kx8 350 80 30 C, E • • 1-3

2816A 2Kx8 200 110 40 C • • 1-19

2816A 2Kx8 250 110 40 C, E, M • • 1-19

2816A 2Kx8 300 110 40 C, E, M • • 1-19

2816A 2Kx8 350 110 40 C • • 1-19

5516A 2Kx8 200 110 40 C • 1-19

551 6A 2Kx8 250 110 40 C • 1-19

5516A 2Kx8 300 110 40 C • 1-19

2817A 2Kx8 200 110 40 C • • 1-25

2817A 2Kx8 250 110 40 C, E, M • • 1-25

2817A 2Kx8 300 110 40 C, E, M • • 1-25

2817A 2Kx8 350 110 40 C • • 1-25

5517A 2Kx8 250 110 40 C • 1-25

5517A 2Kx8 300 110 40 C • 1-25

TEMPERATURE RANGE

C = Commercial 0°C to +70°C 
E = Extended -40°C to +85°C
M = Military -55°C to +125°C

TBD = To Be Determined

PACKAGE

P= Plastic
D = Cerdip
N = Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier 
L= Ceramic Leadless Chip Carrier 
F = Flat Pack

Commercial Temperature Range



EEPROMS (See Military Section for Military and Extended Temperature Range Products.)

PART 
NUMBER

ORGANIZATION ACCESS 
TIME(ns)

ICC MZ 
ACTIVE

kX. (mA*)
STANDBY

TEMP 
RANGE

p 
p

AC 
D

KZ 
N

KG 
L

E 
F

DATA SHEET 
PAGE #

52B33 8Kx8 200 110 40 C • • 1-11

52B33 8Kx8 250 110 40 C, E, M • • • 1-11

52B33 8Kx8 300 110 40 C, E, M • • • 1-11

52B33 8Kx8 350 110 40 C • • 1-11

2864 8Kx8 250 110 40 C, E, M • • • • • 1-37

2864 8Kx8 300 110 40 C, E, M • • • • • 1-37

2864 8Kx8 350 110 40 C, E, M • • • • • 1-37

28C64 8Kx8 250 50 .150 C, E, M • • • • 1-43

28C64 8Kx8 300 50 .150 C, E, M • • • • 1-43

28C64 8Kx8 350 50 .150 C, E, M • • • • 1-43

28C65 8Kx8 250 50 .150 C, E, M • • • • 1-51

28C65 8Kx8 300 50 .150 C, E, M • • • • 1-51

28C65 8Kx8 350 50 .150 C, E, M • • • • 1-51

256K EEPROMS (See Military Section for Military and Extended Temperature Range Products.)

PART 
NUMBER

ORGANIZATION ACCESS 
TIME(ns)

ICC MZ 
ACTIVE

kX. (mA*)
STANDBY

TEMP 
RANGE

p 
p

AC 
D

KZ 
N

kG 
L

E 
F

DATA SHEET 
PAGE #

28C256 32Kx8 250 60 .150 C,E,M • • • • 1-59

28C256 32Kx8 300 60 .150 C,E,M • • • • 1-59

28C256 32Kx8 350 60 .150 C,E,M • • • • 1-59

FLASH™ EEPROMS (See Military Section for Military and Extended Temperature Range Products.)

PART 
NUMBER

ORGANIZATION ACCESS 
TIME(ns)

ICC MX 
ACTIVE

IX. (mA*)
STANDBY

TEMP 
RANGE

p 
p

AC 
D

KZ 
N

kG 
L

E 
F

DATASHEET 
PAGE #

48128 16Kx8 170 100 30 C • • • 1-81

48128 16Kx8 200 100 30 C • • • 1-81

48128 16Kx8 250 100 30 c • • • 1-81

48128 16Kx8 300 100 30 c • • • 1-81

48C512 64Kx8 200 TBD TBD c • • • 1-93

48C1024 128Kx8 200 TBD TBD c • • • 1-93

TEMPERATURE RANGE PACKAGE
C = Commercial 0°C to+70°C P= Plastic
E = Extended-40°C to+85°C D = Cerdip
M = Military-55°c to +125°C n = plastic Leaded Chip Carrier

L= Ceramic Leadless Chip Carrier 
TBD= To Be Determined F= Flat Pack
•Commercial Temperature Range



HIGH SPEED 16K EEPROMS
Range Products.)(See Military Section for Military and Extended Temperature

PART 
NUMBER

ORGANIZATION ACCESS 
TIME(ns)

ICC MA 
ACTIVE

iX. (mA*)
STANDBY

TEMP 
RANGE

P
P

AC 
D

K/ 
N

tG 
L

Lil U
- 

I

DATA SHEET 
PAGE#

36C16 2Kx8 35 100 - C • 1-67

36C16 2Kx8 45 100 - C • 1-67

36C16 2Kx8 55 100 - C, E, M • 1-67

36C16 2Kx8 70 100 - E, M • 1-67

38C16 2Kx8 35 100 60 C • 1-75

38C16 2Kx8 45 100 60 C • 1-75

38C16 2Kx8 55 100 60 C, E, M • 1-75

38C16 2Kx8 70 100 60 E, M • 1-75

HIGH SPEED 32K EEPROMS
(See Military Section for Military and Extended Temperature Range Products.)

PART 
NUMBER

ORGANIZATION ACCESS 
TIME(ns)

ICC MA 
ACTIVE

X. (mA*)
STANDBY

TEMP 
RANGE

P 
P

AC 
D

k/ 
N

tG
L

E 
F

DATASHEET 
PAGE#

36C32 4Kx8 35 100 - C • 1-67

36C32 4Kx8 45 100 - C • 1-67

36C32 4Kx8 55 100 - C,E,M • 1-67

36C32 4Kx8 70 100 - E,M • 1-67

38C32 4K X 8 35 100 60 C • 1-75

38C32 4Kx8 45 100 60 C • 1-75

38C32 4Kx8 55 100 60 C,E,M • 1-75

38C32 4K x 8 70 100 60 E,M • 1-75

64K/1 28K/256K UVEPROMS
(See Military Section for Military and Extended Temperature Range Products.)

PART 
NUMBER

ORGANIZATION ACCESS 
TIME(ns)

ICC MA 
ACTIVE

X. (mA*)
STANDBY

TEMP 
RANGE

P 
P

AC 
D

KV 
N

tG 
L

E 
F

DATA SHEET 
PAGE #

2764 8Kx8 160 100 30 C • 2-3

2764 8Kx8 200 100 30 C,E,M • 2-3

2764 8Kx8 250 100 30 C,E,M • 2-3

2764 8Kx8 300 100 30 C • 2-3

2764 8Kx8 350 100 30 E,M • 2-3

2764 8Kx8 450 100 30 C,M • 2-3

27128 16Kx8 200 100 30 C,E,M • 2-3

27128 16Kx8 250 100 30 C,E,M • 2-3

27128 16Kx8 300 100 30 C • 2-3

27128 16Kx8 350 100 30 E,M • 2-3

27128 16Kx8 450 100 30 C • 2-3

27C256 32Kx8 200 50 .150 C • 2-11

27C256 32Kx8 250 50 .150 C,E,M • • 2-11

27C256 32Kx8 300 50 .150 C,E,M • • 2-11

27C256 32Kx8 450 50 .150 C • 2-11

xi



COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS
(See Military Section for Military and Extended Temperature Range Products.)

PART 
NUMBER

ICC MAX. 
ACTIVE (mA*)

TEMP 
RANGE

PACKAGE FUNCTION DATA SHEET 
PAGE #P D N L F

8003 200 C • Data Link Controller 3-25

8020 100 C • • • 10 MHz Manchester 
Encoder/Decoder

3-37

8023A 100 C • • • 10 MHz Manchester 
Encoder/Decoder

3-51

8005 300 C • Advanced Data 
Link Controller

3-67

EEPROM MICROPROCESSORS
(See Military Section for Military and Extended Temperature Range Products.)

PART 
NUMBER

CLOCK 
RATE (MHz)

EEPROM 
SIZE

ICC MAX. 
ACTIVE (mA*)

TEMP 
RANGE

PACKAGE DATA SHEET 
PAGE#P D N L F

72720-10 10 2Kx8 150 C • • 3-1

72720-16 16 2Kx8 150 C • • 3-1

TEMPERATURE RANGE

C = Commercial 0°C to +70°C 
E = Extended -40°C to +85°C
M - Military -55°C to +125°C

TBD = To Be Determined

•Commercial Temperature Range

PACKAGE

P= Plastic
D = Ceramic Dip
N = Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier
L = CeramicLeadlessChipCarrier 
F = Flat Pack

xii
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SEEQ Technology 
EEPROM Alternate Source EE

PR
O

M
S

MFG. Part No. Description SEEQ Part No.

A.M.D. 2817A 2K X8 EEPROM 2817A

A.M.D. 9864 8K X8 EEPROM 2864

A.M.D. 2864B 8K X8 EEPROM 28C64

ATMEL 28C64 8K X8 EEPROM 28C64

EXEL 2804A 512 X 8 EEPROM 2804A

EXEL 46C16-55 2KX8 EEPROM 36C16-55

EXEL 281 6A 2K X8 EEPROM 2816A

EXEL 2864 8K X8 EEPROM 28C64

EXEL 2865 8K X8 EEPROM 28C65

FUJITSU 28C64 8K X8 EEPROM 28C64

FUJITSU 28C65 8KX8 EEPROM 28C65

GJ. 28C64 8K X8 EEPROM 28C64

HITACHI 58064 8K X8 EEPROM 52B33

INTEL 2816 2K X8 EEPROM 52B13

INTEL 2816A 2K X8 EEPROM 52B13

INTEL 2817A 2K X8 EEPROM 2817A

NATIONAL 9816A 2K X8 EEPROM 2816A

NATIONAL 9817A 2K X8 EEPROM 2817A

SAMSUNG 2816A 2K X8 EEPROM 2816A

SAMSUNG 2817A 2K X8 EEPROM 2817A

XICOR 2616 2K X8 EEPROM 36C16-45

XICOR 2816H 2K X8 EEPROM 38C16-45

XICOR 2804A 512 X 8 EEPROM 2804A

XICOR 2816A 2K X8 EEPROM 2816A

XICOR 2864A 8KX8 EEPROM 28C64

XICOR 2864B 8KX8 EEPROM 28C64

XICOR 28256 32K X8 EEPROM 28C256

Technology, Incorporated
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SEEQ Technology 
PROM Replacement Chart

MFG. Part No. Description SEEQ Part No.

A.M.D. AM27PS291DC 2K X 8 PROM 36C16-45

A.M.D. AM27PS291DM 2K X8 PROM 36C16-55

A.M.D. AM27PS291ADM 2K X8 PROM 36C16-55

A.M.D. AM27S291ADC 2K X 8 PROM 36C16-35

CYPRESS CY7C291-35 2K X 8 PROM 36C16-35

CYPRESS CY7C291-50 2KX8 PROM 36C16-45

FUJITSU MB7138Y-SKZ 2K X 8 PROM 36C16-35

FUJITSU MB7138H-SKZ 2K X8 PROM 36C16-45

FUJITSU MB7138E-WZ 2K X8 PROM 36C16-45

HARRIS 6-76161 2K X8 PROM 36C16-45

M.M.I. 63S1681NS 2K X 8 PROM 36C16-45

M.M.I. 63S1681ANS 2KX8 PROM 36C16-35

NATIONAL DM77S291 2K X8 PROM 36C16-55

NATIONAL DM87S291 2K X8 PROM 36C16-55

RAYTHEON 29681 ASM 2K X8 PROM 36C16-55

RAYTHEON 29681ASC 2K X8 PROM 36C16-55

RAYTHEON 29681 SC 2KX8 PROM 36C16-55

RAYTHEON 29683ASC 2K X 8 PROM 36C16-45

RAYTHEON 29683ASM 2K X 8 PROM 36C16-55

SIGNETICS 82S291 2K X8 PROM 36C16-45

T.l. 27C291-35 2K X8 PROM 36C16-45

T.l. 27C291-50 2K X8 PROM 36C16-45

T.l. TBP28S166N 2K X8 PROM 36C16-45

WAFRSCAL 57C291-40 2KX8 PROM 36C16-35

WAFRSCAL 57C291-55 2K X 8 PROM 36C16-55

NATIONAL DM87S421 4K X8 PROM 36C32-55

NATIONAL DM87S421A 4K X8 PROM 36C32-45

NATIONAL DM77S421 4K X8 PROM 36C32-55

NATIONAL DM77S421A 4KX8 PROM 36C32-55

RAYTHEON 29671ASC 4KX8 PROM 36C32-45

RAYTHEON 29671 ASM 4K X8 PROM 36C32-55

RAYTHEON 29673SC 4K X 8 PROM 36C32-55

RAYTHEON 29673SM 4K X 8 PROM 36C32-55

Technology, Incorporated

1-2



52B13/52B13H
16K Electrically Erasable PROM

October 1987

EE
PR

O
M

S

Features
■ Input Latches
■ TTL Byte Erase/Byte Write
■ 1 ms(52B13H) or9 ms Byte Erase/Byte Write
■ Power Up/Down Protection
■ 10,000 Erase/Write Cycles per Byte Minimum
■ 5 V ± 10% Operation
■ Fast Read Access Time — 200 ns
■ Infinite Number of Read Cycles
■ Chip Erase and Byte Erase
■ DiTrace"
■ JEDEC Approved Byte Wide Memory Pinout
■ Military And Extended Temperature Range 

Available

Description
SEEQ's52B13 and52B13H are2048 x8 bit, 5 volt 
electrically erasable programmable read only 
memories (EEPROM) with input latches on all 
address, data and control (chip and output enable) 
lines. Data is latched and electrically written by 
either a TTLora21 V pulse on the Write Enable pin. 
Once written, which requires under 10 ms, there is 
no limit to the number of times data may be read. 
Both byte and chip erase modes are available. The 
erasure time in either mode is under 10 ms, and 
each byte maybe erased and written a minimum of 
10,000 times. They are direct pin-for-pin replace
ment for SEEQ’s 52B13.

Block Diagram

The 52B13 and 52B13H are ideal for applications that 
require a non-volatile memory with in-system write and 
erase capability. Dynamic reconfiguration (the altera
tion of operating software in real-time) Is made possible 
by this device. Applications for the 52B13 and 52B13H 
will be found in military avionics systems, program
mable character generators, self-calibrating instruments/ 
(continued on next page)

Pin Configuration

Pin Names

*—seeo Technology, Incorporated 
MD400006/A

A0-A10 ADDRESSES
CE CHIP ENABLE
OE OUTPUT ENABLE

WE WRITE ENABLE

l/OQ-7 DATA INPUT (WRITE OR 
ERASE)

DATA OUTPUT (READ)

1-3



52B13/52B13H

machines, programmable industrial controllers, and an 
assortment of other systems. Designing the 52B13 and 
52B13H into eight and sixteen bit microprocessor sys
tems is also simplified by utilizing the fast access time 
with zero wait states. The addition of the latches on all 
data, address and control inputs reduces the overhead 
on the system controller by eliminating the need for the 
controller to maintain these signals. This reduces IC 
count on the board and improves the system perfor
mance. Extended temperature and military grade 
versions are available.

Device Operation
S EEQ’s 52B13 and 52B13H have six modes of operation 
(see Table 1) and except for the chip erase mode they 
require only TTL inputs to operate these modes.
To write into a particular location of the 52B13 or 
52B13H, that byte must first be erased. A memory loca
tion is erased by presenting the 52B13 or52B13H with 
Chip Enable at a TTL low while Output Enable is at TTL 
high, and TTL highs (logical 1s) are being presented to 
all the HO lines. These levels are latched and the data 
written when write enable is brought to a TTL low level. 
The erase operation requires under 10 ms. A write oper
ation is the same as an erase except true data is 
presented to the I/O lines. The 52B13H performs the 
same as the 52B13 except that the device byte 
erase/byte write time has been enhanced to 1 ms.

The 52B13 is compatible to prior generation EEPROMs 
which required a high voltage signal for writing and 
erasing. In the 52B13 there is an internal dual level 
detection circuit which allows either a TTL low or 21V 
signal to be applied to WE to execute an erase or 
write operation. The 52B13 specifies no restriction 
on the rising edge of WE.

For certain applications, the user may wish to erase the 
entire memory. A chip erase is performed in the same 
manner as a byte erase except that Output Enable is 
between 14V and 22V. All 2K bytes are erased in under 
10 ms.
A characteristic of all EEPROMs is that the total number 
of write and erase cycle is not unlimited. The52B13and 
52B13H have been designed for applications requiring 
up to 10,000 write and erase cycles per byte. The write 
and erase cycling characteristic is completely byte 
independent. Adjacent bytes are not affected during 
write/erase cycling.
A fter the device is written, data is read by applying a TTL 
high to WE, enabling the chip, and enabling the outputs. 
Data is available tcE time after Chip Enable is applied or 
Iaa time from the addresses. System power may be 
reduced by placing the 52B13 or52B13H into a standby 
mode. Raising Chip Enable to a TTL high will reduce the 
power consumption by over 60%

DiTrace"
SEEQ's family of EEPROMs incorporate a DiTrace" 
field. The DiTrace" feature is a method for storing 
production flow information to wafer level in an extra 
column of EEPROM cells. As each major manufacturing 
operation is performed the DiTrace"' field is automati
cally updated to reflect the results of that step. These 
features establish manufacturing operation traceabil
ity of the packaged device back to the wafer level. 
Contact SEEQ for additional information on these 
features.

Table 1. Mode Selection (Vcc = 5V ± 10%)

PIN
Mode .__

CE 
(18)

OE 
(20)

WE 
(21)

I/O 
(9-11, 13-17)

Read 11 Vil Vil Vih Dout

Standby11! Vih Don’t Care Vih High Z

Byte Erase121 Vil Vih Vil Din = Vih

Byte Write!21 Vil Vih Vil Din

Chip Erase121 Vil VOE Vil Din = Vih

Write/Erase Inhibit Vih Don’t Care Don’t Care High Z

NOTES:
1. WE may be from Vih to 6V in the read and standby mode. ___
2. We may be at Vil (TTL WE Mode) or from 15 to 21V (High Voltage WE Mode) in the byte erase, byte write, or chip erase mode of 
the 52B13/52B13H.

L-seeo
MD400006/A

Technology. Incorporated
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52B13/52B13H

Power Up/Down Considerations
SEEQ’s "52B" E2 family has internal circuitry to minim
ize false erase or write during system Vqc power up or 
down. This circuitry prevents writing or erasing under 
any one of the following conditions:
1. Vcc is less than 3 V.1’1
2. A negative Write Enable transition has not occurred 

when Vqc's between 3 V and 5 V.

Writing will also be prevented if CE or OE are in a 
logical state other than that specified for a byte write in 
the mode selection table.

Typical EEPROM Write/Erase Routine

EE
PR

O
M

S

Microprocessor Interface Circuit Example for Byte Write/Erase

NOTE:
1. Characterized. Not tested.

— seeo
MD400006/A

Technology, Incorporated
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52B13/52B13H

Absolute Maximum Stress Ratings*
‘COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under “Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the 
device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation 
of the device at these or any other conditions above those 
indicated in the operational sections of this specification is 
not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating condi
tions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Storage .........................
Under Bias .................

All Inputs or Outputs with 
Respect to Ground ..

WE During Writing/Erasing 
with Respect to Ground

-65° C to+150° C
-10° C to +80° C

+6V to -0.3V

+22.5V to -0.3V

Recommended Operating Conditions
52B13-200/250/-350

52B13H-200/-250/-3SO

Vcc Supply Voltage 5 V± 10%
Temperature Range (Ambient) 0°C to 70°C

Endurance and Data Retention

Symbol Parameter Value Units Condition

N Minimum Endurance 10,000 Cycles/Byte MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1033

Tdr Data Retention > 10 Years MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1008

D.C. Operating Characteristics During Read or Write/Erase (Over the operating Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter Min. Norn. 1 Max. Unit Test Conditions
IlN Input Leakage Current 10 mA Vin = Vcc Max.
lo Output Leakage Current 10 mA VouT = Vcc Max.
IWE Write Enable Leakage 

Read Mode 10 mA WE = Vih

TTL W/E Mode 10 mA WE = Vil

High Voltage W/E Mode 1.5 mA WE = 22V, CE = Vil

High Voltage W/E Inhibit Mode 1.5 mA WE = 22V, CE = Vih

Chip Erase — TTL Mode 10 mA WE = Vil

Chip Erase — High Voltage 
Mode 1.5 mA WE = 22V

led Vcc Standby Current 15 30 mA CE = Vih

ICC2 Vcc Active Current 50 80 mA CE = OE = Vil

VlL Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V
VlH Input High Voltage 2 Vcc + 1 V
VWE WE Read Voltage 2 Vcc + 1 V

WE Write/Erase Voltage 
TTL Mode -0.1 0.8 V
High Voltage Mode 14 22 V

Vol Output Low Voltage 0.45 V Iol = 2.1 mA
Voh Output High Voltage 2.4 V Ioh = -400 mA
Voe OE Chip Erase Voltage 14 22 V Ioe = 10 mA

Notes:
1 Nominal values are for Ta = 25°C and Vcc = 5.0V.

Lseeo
MD400006/A

Technology, Incorporated
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52B13/52B13H

A.C. Operating Characteristics During Read (Over the operating Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter

Device 
Number 

Extension

52B13 
52B13H

Unit Test ConditionsMin. Max.

tAA Address Access Time -200 200 ns CE = OE = Vil
-250 250 ns
-350 350 ns

tCE Chip Enable to Data Valid -200 200 ns OE — Vil
-250 250 ns
-350 350 ns

tOEl’l Output Enable to Data Valid -200 80 ns CE = Vil
-250 90 ns
-350 100 ns

tDF|S| Output Enable to High Impedance -200 0 60 ns CE - Vil
-250 0 70 ns
-350 0 80 ns

tOH Output Hold All 0 ns CE = OE = Vil

EE
PR

O
M

S

Capacitance131 ta=25°c, t=i mhz

Symbol Parameter Max. Unit Conditions

ClN Input Capacitance 10 pF ViN = ov

COUT Output Capacitance 10 pF VOUT = OV

Cvcc Vcc Capacitance 500 pF OE = CE = Vih

CvWE Vwe Capacitance 10 pF OE = CE = Vih

A.C. Test Conditions

Output Load: 1 TTL gate and Cl = 100 pF
Input Rise and Fall Times: < 20ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0.45V to 2.4V
Timing Measurement Reference Level:

Inputs 1V and 2V
Outputs 0.8V and 2V

Read Timing

ADDRESSES ADDRESSES 
VALID

NOTES:
1. OE may be delayed to tAA - t0E after the falling edge of CE without impact on tAA.
2. tDF is specified from OE or CE, whichever occurs first
3. This parameter is measured only for the initial qualification and after process or design changes which may affect capacitance.

L-eeeo
MD400006/A

Technology, Incorporated
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52B13/52B13H

A. C. Opera ting Characteristics During Write/Erase (Over the operating Vcc and temperature range)
Symbol Parameter Mln. Max. Units
ts CE, OE or An Setup to WE 50 ns

fps Data Setup to WE 15 ns
tHl’l WE to CE, OE, An or Data Change 50 ns

twpl’l
Write Enable, WE, 52B13 9 ms
Pulse Width 52B13H 1 ms

IWR® WE to Mode Change
WE to next Byte Write/Erase Cycle 50 ns

WE to start of a Read Cycle 2 AS

52B13/52B13H High Voltage Write Specifications
Except for the functional differences noted here, the 52B13 and 52B13H operate to the same specifications, 
including the TTL W/E mode.

Symbol Function/Parameter

52B13 52B13H

UnitsMin. Max. Min. Max.

twp Write Enable Pulse Width 
Byte Write/Erase 

Chip Erase

9
9

20
20

1
9

10

20

ms

ms

VWE WE Write/Erase Voltage 
High Voltage Mode 14 22 14 22 V

Byte Erase or Byte Write Timing

ADDRESSES

-----------------------v------------------------’
Y VALID

v-------------------- *-----------
Y DON'T CARE |

I
I |

CE
A // DON'T CARE |

' I

i
I 1

OE

-----------------------f H-’h-h
-!—- ts k- •-------------

\ DON'T CARE

\-------------------- ------------ 1

--------------------- twp------------------------------------|

I/O 
(WRITE)

I/O 
(ERASE)

DON T CARE

DON'T CARE

START OF NEXT MODEBYTE ERASE/WRITE PERIODI-
NOTES:
1. After tH, hold time, from WE, the inputs, CE, OE, address and Data are latched and are "Don’t Cares" until tWR. write recovery time, after the trailing 

edge of WE.
2. The Write Recovery Time, tWR. is the time afterthe trailing edge of WE that the latches are open and able to accept the next mode set-up conditions. Reference 

Table 1 (page 2) for mode control conditions.

L-seeo Technology, Incorporated
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52B13/52B13H

ChipErase Specifications
Symbol Parameter Min. Max. Units
ts CE, OE Setup to WE 1 pS

tOEH OE Hold Time 1 ps
twp WE Pulse Width 10 ms
tER Erase Recovery Time 10 /IS

EE
PR

O
M

S

Chip Erase Timing

CE

WE

OE

NOTES:
1. Vwe and Vqe can be from 15V to 21V in the high voltage mode for chip erase on 52B13.

Ordering Information

D Q 52B13 H - 200

JTTTX

UX- UNENCAPSULATED DIE

PACKAGE 
TYPE

TEMPERATURE 
RANGE

PART TYPE EEPROM BYTE WRITE TIME ACCESS TIME

D-CERAMIC DIP 
P-PLASTIC DIP

Q-0°C to + 70 C 
(Commercial)

2K x 8 EEPROM (Blank) - Standard Write Time 
H - Fast Write Time

200-200 ns
250-250 ns

©eeo Technology, Incorporated
MD400006/A 1-9
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52B33/52B33H
64K Electrically Erasable PROM

October 1987 EE
PR

O
M

S

Features
■ High Write Endurance Over Temperature 

Range
— 52B33/52B33H; 10,000 cydes/byte 

minimum
■ Input Latches
■ Fast TTL Byte Write Time

— 1 ms for 52B33H
— 9 ms for 52B33

■ 5 V± 10% Vcc
■ Power Up/Down Protection
■ 200 ns Read Access Time
■ DiTrace™
■ Infinite Number of Read Cycles
■ JEDEC Approved Byte Wide Memory Pinout
■ Military And Extended Temperature Range 

Available

Description
SEEQ's52B33isa8192x8 bit, 5 volt electrically erasable 
programmable read only memory (EEPROM) which is 
specified over a 0°C to 70°C temperature range. Data 
retention is specified to be greater than 10 years. The 
device has input latches on all addresses, data, and 
control (chip and output) lines. Data is latched and elec
trically written by a TTL pulse on the Write Enable pin. 
Once written there is no limit to then umber of times data 
may be read. The erasure time is under 10 ms, and each 
byte may be erased and written a minimum of 10,000 
times. For applications requiring a faster byte write or 
erase time, a 52B33H is available at 1 ms, giving a 10 
times speed increase.

(continued on next page)

Pin Configuration

Block Diagram

seeo Technology, Incorporated
MD400008/A

CC(,
Ai2; 
At; 
Ae ; 
a5; 
a<; 
a3; 
a2; 
Alt. 
Ao; 

"o0; 
i/o,; 
i/o2; 

GND

Pin Names
Ao~A4 ADDRESSES - COLUMN (LOWER ORDER BITS)

A5-A12 ADDRESSES-ROW

Ce CHIP ENABLE

OE OUTPUT ENABLE

WE WRITE ENABLE

I/O0-7 DATA INPUT (WRITE OR ERASE), DATA OUTPUT (READ)

cc CHIP CLEAR

N/C NO CONNECT

1-11



52B33/52B33H

The pin configuration is to the JEDEC approved byte 
wide memory pinout. EEPROMs are ideal for applica
tions that require a non-volatile memory with 
in-system write and erase capability. Dynamic config
uration (the alteration of opening software in 
real-time) is made possible by EEPROMs. Applications 
will be found in military avionics systems, program
mable character generators, self-calibrating 
instrument/machines, programmable industrial con
trollers, and an assortment of other systems. 
Designing the EE PRO Ms into these systems is simpli
fied because of the fast access time and input latches. 
The specified 200 ns access time eliminates or redu
ces the number of microprocessor wait states. The 
addition of the latches on all data, address and con
trol inputs reduces the overhead on the system 
controller by eliminating the need for the controller to 
maintain these signals. This reduces IC count on the 
board and improves the system performance.

Device Operation

SEEQ’s52B33 has six modes of operation (see Tablet) 
and requires only TTL inputs to operate these modes. 
The “H" members of the family operate in the same 
manner as the other devices except that a faster write 
enable pulse width oft ms is specified during byte erase 
or write.

Read
A read is accomplished by presenting the address of 
the desired byte to the address inputs. Once the 
address is stable, CE is bought to a TTL low in order 
to enable the chip. The write enable (WE) pin must be 
at a TTL high during the entire read cycle. The output 
drivers are made active by bringing output enable 
(OE) to a TTL low. During read, the address, CE, OE, 
and I/O latches are transparent.

Mode Selection Table 1 >

Write
To write in to a particular location, that byte must first 
be erased. A memory location is erased by having 
valid addresses, Chip Enable at a TTL low, Output 
Enable at TTL high, and TTL highs (logical 1’s) pres
ented to all the I/O lines. Write Enable is then brought 
to a TTL low level to latch all the inputs and I/O lines. 
All inputs can be released after the write enable hold 
time (tH) and the next input conditions can be estab
lished while the byte is being erased. During this 
operation, the write enable must be held at a TTL low 
for 9 ms (twp)- A write operation is the same as an 
erase except true data is presented to the I/O lines. 
The 52B33H performs the same as the 52B33 except 
that the byte erase/byte write time has been enhanced 
to 1 ms.

Chip Clear
Certain applications may require all bytes to be 
erased simultaneously. See A.C. Operating Characteris
tics for TTL chip erase timing specifications.

D IT race"'
SEEO's family of EE PRO Ms incorporate a DiTrace" 
field. The DiTrace'" feature is a method for storing 
production flow information in an extra row of EE PROM 
cells. As each ma/or manufacturing operation is per
formed the DiTrace'" field is automatically updated to 
reflect the results of that step. These features establish 
manufacturing operation traceability of the packaged 
device back to the wafer level. Contact SEEQ for 
additional information on these features.

Power Up/Down Considerations
SEEQ's "52B" E2 family has internal circuitry to min
imize false erase or write during system VCc power up 
or down. This circuitry prevents writing or erasing 
under any one of the following conditions:
1. Vcc is less than 3 V.1’1
2. A negative Write Enable transition has not occurred 

when Vcc /s between 3 V and 5 I/.

Writing will also be prevented if CE or OE are in a 
logical state other than that specified for a byte write 
in the mode selection table.

NOTE:
1. Characterized. Not tested.

Mode
Function CE 

(20)
cc
(1)

OE 
(22)

WE
(27)

I/O 
(11-13,15-19)

Read VlL VlH VlL VlH DOUT

Standby VlH Don’t Care Don’t Care Don’t Care High Z
Byte Erase VlL VlH VlH VlL Din = Vih

Byte Write VlL VlH VlH VlL Din

Chip Clear VlL VlL VlH VlL Vil or Vih

Write/Erase Inhibit VlH Don't Care Don’t Care Don’t Care High Z

L-seeo Technology, Incorporated
MD400008/A 1-12



52B33/52B33H

Absolute Maximum Stress Rating*
Temperature

Storage ...
Under Bias

-65°C to +100°C
. —10°Cto+80°C

All Inputs or Outputs with
Respect to Ground ............................ +6V to -0.3V

'COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under “Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the 
device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of 
the device at these or any other conditions above those indi
cated in the operational sections of this specification is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating conditions for 
extended periods may affect device reliability.

EE
PR

O
M

S

Recommended Operating Conditions

52B33, 52B33H
Vcc Supply Voltage 5 V± 10%
Temperature Range (Ambient) 0°C to 70°C

Endurance and Data Retention

Symbol Parameter Value Units Condition

N Minimum Endurance 10,000 Cycles/Byte MIL-STD 883 Test
Method 1033

Tdr Data Retention > 10 Years MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1008

D.C. Operating Characteristics During Read or Erase/Write (Over the operating Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter Min. Nom. Max. Unit Test Conditions
IlN Input Leakage Current 10 mA Vin = Vcc Max.
lo Output Leakage Current 10 mA VouT = Vcc Max.
IWE Write Enable Leakage 10 mA WE = Vil

Icci Vcc Standby Current 18 40 mA CE = Vih

ICC2 Vcc Active Current 60 110 mA CE = OE = Vil

Vil Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V

Vih Input High Voltage 2 Vcc + 1 V

Vol Output Low Voltage 0.45 V Iol = 2.1 mA

Voh Output High Voltage 2.4 V lOH = -400 pA

Notes:
1. Nominal values are for Ta = 25° C and Vcc = 5.0 V

-seeQ
MD400008/A

Technology, Incorporated
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52B33/52B33H

AC Operating Characteristics During Read (Over the operating Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter

Device 
Number 

Extension

52B33 
52B33H

Unit Test ConditionsMin. Max.
tAA Address Access Time -200 200 ns CE = OE= Vil

-250 250 ns
-350 350 ns

tCE Chip Enable to Data Valid -200 200 ns OE = Vil
-250 250 ns
-350 350 ns

toEl’l Output Enable to Data Valid -200 80 ns CE — Vil
-250 90 ns
-350 100 ns

tor'2’ Output Enable to High -200 0 60 ns CE = Vil
Impedance -250 0 70 ns

-350 0 80 ns
tOH Output Hold All 0 ns CE = OE = Vil
Cin/ Input and Output All 10 pF Vin — 0 V for
CpUT131 Capacitance C|N, VoUT = 0 V 

for Cout.
Ta = 25°C

Read Cycle Timing

NOTES: __
1. OE may be delayed to tAA "Joe after the falling edge of CE without impact on tAA.
2. tDF is specified from OE or CE, whichever occurs first
3. This parameter is measured only for the initial qualification and after process or design changes which may affect capacitance.
4. After tH, hold time, from WE, the inputs CE, OE, CC, Address and Data are latched and are“Don’t Cares" until tWR, Write Recovery Time, after the

trailing edge of WE. ___
5. The Write Recovery Time, twr> is the time after the trailing edge of WE that the latches are open and able to accept the next mode set-up conditions. 

Reference Table 1 (page 2) for mode control conditions.

L-seeo
MD400008/A

Technology. Incorporated
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52B33/52B33H

A.C. Test Conditions
Output Load: 1 TTL gate and Cl = 100 pF
Input Rise and Fall Times: <20 ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0.45 1/ to 2.4 V
Timing Measurement Reference Level:

Inputs 1 V and 2 V
Outputs 0.8 V and 2 1/

EE
PR

O
M

S

A.C. Operating Characteristics During Write/Erase (Over the operating Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter Min. Max. Units

*s CE, OE or Address Setup to WE 50 ns

•ds Data Setup to WE 15 ns
WE to CE, OE, Address or Data Change 50 ns

•wp Write Enable (WE) Pulse Width 
Byte Modes — 52B33 9

ms
Byte Modes — 52B33H 1

•wr'5' WE to Mode change
WE to Start of Next Byte Write Cycle 50 ns
WE to Start of Read Cycle 1 MS

Byte Erase or Byte Write Cycle Timing

seeo
MD400008/A

Technology, Incorporated
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52B33/52B33H

A. C. Operating Characteristics During Chip Erase (Over the operating Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter Min. Max. Units

ts CC, CE OE Setup to WE 50 ns
W4' WE to CE, OE, CC change 50 ns

twp Write Enable (WE) Pulse Width 
Chip Erase — 52B33 
Chip Erase — 52B33H

10 ms

twB<5' WE to Mode change
WE to Start of Next Byte Write Cycle

50 ns

WE to Start of Read Cycle 1 MS

TTL Chip Erase Timing

------------------------------------------------------------------------1----------------------------------------

/ DON'T CARE II
I 1

Z
I
I

i

/ DON'T CARE |

1
1

/ ’----------
\ DON'T CARE

1
<S ------------------ twp------------------------------ • 1

CHIP ERASE PERIOD

NOTE: Address, Data are don’t care during Chip Erase.

L-eeeQ
MD400008/A

Technology, Incorporated
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52B33/52B33H
Microprocessor Interface Circuit Example for Byte Wrlte/Erase

FUNCTION. IN CASE OF A SINGLE EEPROM, THE TWO SIGNALS WOULD 
BE COMMON

EE
PR

O
M

S

Typical EEPROM Write/Erase Routine

START

ISSUE 
MEMORY WRITE 

COMMAND 
TO EEPROM

INITIALIZE 
COUNT

EXECUTE 
WAIT 

SUBROUTINE 
FOR tWP

(Note: Data is 
invalid in this 

operation)

ISSUE 
MEMORY READ 
COMMAND TO 

CLEAR EXTERNAL 
WE LATCH

Ordering Information

D Q u 52B33 H - 250

"TKE
PACKAGE
TYPE

D-CERAMIC DIP
P- PLASTIC DIP

UX - UNENCAPSULATED DIE

OPERATING 
TEMPERATURE 
RANGE

Q = O’C TO 7O°C 
(COMMERCIAL)

350 = 350 ns

PART TYPE EEPROM BYTE WRITE TIME ACCESS TIME

8K x8 EEPROM (BLANK) = STANDARD WRITE TIME 
H = FAST WRITE TIME

200 = 200 ns
250 = 250 ns

L-seeo
MD400008/A

Technology, Incorporated
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seeo t2s°«Timer E 
4K Electrically Erasable PROM

PRELIMINARY DATA SHEET October 1987 EE
PR

O
M

S

Features
■ High Endurance

— 10,000 Cycles/Byte Minimum
■ On-Chip Timer

— Automatic Erase and Write Time Out
■ All Inputs Latched by Write or Chip Enable
■ Direct Replacement to 512 x8 EEPROMS
■ 5 V ± 10% Power Supply
■ Power Up/Down Protection Circuitry
■ 250 ns max. Access Time
■ Low Power Operation

— 80 mA max. Active Current
— 40 mA max. Standby Current

• 10 Year Data Retention
■ J EDEC Standard Byte-Wide Pinout

Description
SEEO’s 2804A is a 5 V only, 512 x 8 electrically 
erasable programmable read only memory 
(EEPROM). EEPROMs are ideal for applications 
which require non-volatility and in-system data 
modification. The endurance, the number of times 
that a byte may be written, is 10 thousand cycles 
for the 2804A.

This device has an internal timer that automatically 
times out the write time. A separate erase cycle is 
not required and the minimum write enable (WE) 
pulse width needs to be only 150 ns. The on-chip 
timer, along with the inputs being latched by a 
write or chip enable signal edge, frees the micro
computer system for other tasks during the write 
time. The write time is 10 ms. Once a byte is written, 
it can be read in 250 ns. The inputs are TTL for both 
the byte write and read mode.

(Continued on page 2)

Block Diagram
Pin Configuration

A7G 1 * 24 J vcc

46 G 2 23 J *8

A5G 3 22 J NC

A4C 4 21 J WE

A3t 5 20 J

A2G 6 19 J NC

A’G 18 5
*°G 8 17 □ 1/07

|/Oo£ 9 16 J 1/06

10 15 J I/O5

i/o2£ 11 14 J I/O4
GND^ 12 13 J >/O3

Pin Names
A0-A4 COLUMN ADDRESSES

A5-A8 ROW ADDRESSES
CF CHIP ENABLE

OE OUTPUT ENABLE

WE WRITE ENABLE

I/O0-7 DATA IN PUT (WRITE) 
DATA OUTPUT (READ)

eeeo Technology, Incorporated
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2804A
PRELIMINARY DATA SHEET

Device Operation
There are four operational modes (see Table 1) 
and only TTL inputs are required. To write into a 
particular location, a TTL low is applied to the 
write enable (WE) pin of a selected (CE low) 
device. This, combined with output enable (OE) 
being high, initiates a write cycle. During a byte write 
cycle, addresses are latched on the last falling 
edge of CE or WE and data is latched on the first 
rising edge of CE or WE. An internal timer times 
out the required byte write time. An automatic byte 
erase is performed internally in the byte write mode. 
The 2804A ignores attempts to read or write while 
the internal write cycle is in progress.

Absolute Maximum Stress Ratings*
Temperature

Storage................................... —65°C to+150°C
Under Bias............................... -10°C to +80°C

All Inputs or Outputs with
Respect to Ground.................... +6V to —0.3V

Mode Selection (Table n

X- Any TTL Level.

MODE CE OE WE I/O
Read VIL Vil Vih Dout

Standby Vih X X HI Z
Byte Write Vil Vih Vil Din

Write X Vil X HI Z/Dout
Inhibit X X Vih HI Z/Dout

Recommended Operating Conditions
2804A

Temperature Range (Ambient) O’C to 70°C
Vcc Supply Voltage 5 V± 10%

Power Up/Down Considerations
The 2804A has internal circuitry to minimize a 
false write during system VCc power up or down. 
This circuitry prevents writing under any one of 
the following conditions.
1. Vcc is less than 3 V.1’1
2. A negative Write Enable (WE) transition has not 
occurred when Vcc is between 3 V and 5 V.
Writing will also be prevented if CE or OE are in a 
logical state other than that specified for a byte 
write in the Mode Selection table.

"COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the 
device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of 
the device at these or any other conditions above those 
indicated in the operational sections of this specification is 
not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating conditions 
for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Endurance and Data Retention

DC Operating Characteristics ta=o° to 7o°c; vCc=5 v± 10%, unless otherwise noted.

Symbol Parameter Value Units Condition

N Minimum Endurance 10,000 Cycles/Byte MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1033

Tdr Data Retention > 10 Years MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1008

NOTE:
1. Characterized. Not tested.

Symbol Parameter
Limits

Unit Test ConditionMin. Max.
Ice Active Vcc Current 80 mA CE=OE=ViL; All I/O open; 

Other Inputs = 5.5 V
■SB Standby Vcc Current 40 mA CE=Vih, OE=Vil; All I/O’s 

Open; Other Inputs = 5.5 V
IlL Input Leakage Current 10 mA Vin=5.5 V
lOL Output Leakage Current 10 mA Vout=5.5 V

Vil Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V
Vih Input High Voltage 2.0 6 V

Vol Output Low Voltage 0.4 V Iol=2.1 mA
VpH Output High Voltage 2.4 V Ioh=-400 gA

MD400019/A 1-20



2804A
PRELIMINARY DATA SHEETAC Characteristics

Read Operation Ta=O° to 70°C; Vcc=5 V± 10%, unless otherwise noted.

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Units
2804A-250 2804A-300

Min. Max. Mln. Max.
tRC Read Cycle Time 250 300 ns
tCE Chip Enable Access Time 250 300 ns
tAA Address Access Time 250 300 ns
tOE Output Enable Access Time 90 100 ns
tLZ CE to Output in Low Z 10 10 ns
tHZ CE to Output in HI Z 100 100 ns
toiz OE to Output in Low Z 50 50 ns
tOHZ OE to Output in HI Z 100 100 ns
ton'1 2' Output Hold from Address Change 20 20 ns
tpUl’l CE to Power-up Time 0 0 ns
tPD11’ CE to Power Down Time 50 50 ns

EE
PR

O
M

S

Capacitance121 TA=25°c,t=i mhz

Symbol Parameter Max Conditions

ClN Input Capacitance 6 pF ViN = 0 V

COUT Data (I/O) Capacitance 10 pF Vi/o = 0 V

E.S.D. Characteristics
Symbol Parameter Value Test Conditions

VzarI’1 E.S.D. Tolerance >2000 V
MIL-STD 883 
Test Method 3015

A.C. Test Conditions
Output Load: 1 TTL gate and Cl = 100 pF
Input Rise and Fall Times: <20 ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0.45 V to 2.4 V
Timing Measurement Reference Level:

Inputs 1 V and 2 M
Outputs 0.8 V and 2 V

Read Cycle Timing

1. Characterized. Not tested.
2. This parameter measured only for the initial qualification and after process or design changes which may affect capacitance.

MD400019/A 1-21



2804A
PRELIMINARY DATA SHEET

AC Characteristics
TTL WRITE CYCLE Ta=O° to 70°C; Vcc=5 V ± 10%, unless otherwise noted.

NOTES:
1. WE is noise protected. Less than a 20 ns write pulse will not activate a write cycle.
2. Data must be valid within 1 gs maximum after the initiation of a write cycle. Characterized, not tested.

Symbol Parameter
2804A-250 2804A-300

UnitsMin. Max. Min. Max.

two Write Cycle Time 10 10 ms
tAS Address Set Up Time 10 10 ns
tAH Address Hold Time 50 70 ns

tcs Write Set Up Time 0 0 ns
tCH Write Hold Time 0 0 ns

tew CE to End of Write Input 150 150 ns
tOES OE Set Up Time 10 10 ns
t0EH OE Hold Time 10 10 ns
twpl’1 WE Write Pulse Width 150 150 ns
tDL Data Latch Time 50 50 ns
toy'2' Data Valid Time 1 1 /XS

tps Data Set Up Time 50 50 ns
tDH Data Hold Time 0 0 ns

TTL Byte Write Cycle
WE CONTROLLED WRITE CYCLE

MD400019/A

CE CONTROLLED WRITE CYCLE



2804A
PRELIMINARY DATA SHEET

Ordering and Package Information

EE
PR
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M

S

D-CERAMIC DIP 
P- PLASTIC DIP

Q-O°C TO +7O°C 
(COMMERCIAL)

512 x8 EEPROM

ACCESS TIME

250-250 ns
300 - 300 ns

seeo---------------------
MD400019/A 1-23
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eeeo 2816A/5516A
Timer E2

16K Electrically Erasable PROMs
March 1987
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Features Description
■ High Endurance Write Cycles

— 5516A: 1,000,000 Cycles/Byte Minimum
— 2816A: 10,000 Cycles/Byte Minimum

■ On-Chip Timer
— Automatic Erase and Write Time Out
— 2 ms Byte Write Time (2816AH)

■ All Inputs Latched by Write or Chip Enable
■ 5 V ± 10% Power Supply
■ Power Up/Down Protection Circuitry
■ 200 ns max. Access Time
■ Low Power Operation

— 110 mA max. Active Current
— 40 mA max. Standby Current

■ JEDEC Approved Byte-Wide Pinout
■ Military and Extended Temperature 

Range Available.

Block Diagram

SEEQ’s 5516A and 2816A are 5 Vonly, 2Kx8 electri
cally erasable programmable read only memories 
(EEPROMs). EEPROMs are ideal for applications 
which require non-volatility and in-system data 
modification. The endurance, the minimum number 
of times that a byte maybe written, is 1 million for 
the 5516A and 10 thousand for the 2816A. The 
5516A’s extraordinary high endurance was 
accomplished using SEEQ’s proprietary oxy nt ride 
EEPROM process and its innovative “Q celT"’’ 
design. The 5516A is ideal for systems that 
require frequent updates.

Both EEPROMs have an internal timer that 
automatically times out the write time. A separate 
erase cycle is not required and the minimum write 
enable (WE) pulse width needs to be only 150 ns. 
The on-chip timer, along with the inputs being 
latched by a writeorchipenablesignaledge, frees 
the microcomputer system for other tasks during 
the write time. The standard 2816A and 5516A’s 
write time is 10 ms, while the 2816AH’s write time

Technology, Incorporated

(continued on next page)

Pin Configuration

Pin Names

L-Geeo
MD400016/A

Vcc 

*8 
Ag 

WE 

oT 

*10 
CE 

l/O7 

i/oe 

i/o5 

1/O4 

1/O3

A0-A10 ADDRESSES

CE CHIP ENABLE

Ce OUTPUT ENABLE

WE WRITE ENABLE

I/O0-7 DATA INPUT (WRITE OR 
ERASE)
DATA OUTPUT (READ)

1-25



2816A/5516A
is a fast 2 ms. Once a byte is written, it can be read 
in 200 ns. The inputs are TTL for both the byte 
write and read mode.

Device Operation
There are five operational modes (see Table 1) and, 
except for the chip erase model2', only TTL inputs are 
required. To write into a particular location, a TTL low 
is applied to the write enable (WE) pin of a selected 
(CE low) device. This, combined with output enable 
(OE) being high, initiates a write cycle. During a byte 
write cycle, addresses are latched on the last falling 
edge of CE or WE and data is latched on the first rising 
edge of CE or WE. An internal timer times out the 
required byte write time. An automatic byte erase is 
performed internally in the byte write mode.

Mode Selection (Table n

X: any TTL level

Mode CE OE WE I/O
Read V,L Vil VlH Dout

Standby VlH X X High Z
Byte Write Vil VlH Vil Din

Write X Vil X High Z/Dout
Inhibit X X VlH High Z/Dqut

Power Up/Down Considerations
The 2816A/5516A has internal circuitry to minimize a 
false write during system Vcc power up or down. This 
circuitry prevents writing under any one of the follow
ing conditions.

13]
1. VCc is less than 3 V.
2. A negative Write Enable (WE) transition has not 

occurred when Vcc,s between 3 V and 5 V.

Writing will also be prevented if CE or OE are in a 
logical state other than that specified for a byte write in 
the Mode Selection table.

Absolute Maximum Stress Ratings*
Temperature

Storage................................... -65° C to + 150°C
Under Bias............................... -10°C to +80°C

All Inputs or Outputs with
Respect to Ground...................... +6V to —0.3V 

‘COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under “Absolute Maxi
mum Ratings"may cause permanent damage to the device. This is 
a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these 
or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational 
sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device 
reliability.

Recommended Operating Conditions
5516A/5516AH
2816A/2816AH

Temperature Range (Ambient) 0°C to 70°C
Vcc Supply Voltage 5 V ± 10%

Endurance and Data Retention

NOTES:
1.5516A-1 million cycles/byte.
2. Chip Erase is an optional mode.
3. Characterized. Not tested.

Symbol Parameter Value Units Condition
N Minimum Endurance 10,000

1,000,000 in
Cycles/Byte MIL-STD 883 Test 

Method 1033

Tor Data Retention > 10 Years MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1008

L-seeo
MD400016/A

Technology, Incorporated
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2816A/5516A
DC Operating Characteristics ta=o° to 7o°c, vCc=5 v± 10% unless otherwise noted

Symbol Parameter
Limits

Units Test ConditionMin. Max.

Ice Active Vcc Current 110 mA CE = OE = Vil; All I/O Open;
Other Inputs = 5.5 V

ISB Standby Vcc Current 40 mA CE = VlH, OE = Vil; All I/O’s 
Open; Other Inputs = 5.5 V

Ili Input Leakage Current 10 mA Vin = 5.5 V

Ilo Output Leakage Current 10 mA Vout = 5.5 V

VlL Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V
VlH Input High Voltage 2.0 6 V

Vol Output Low Voltage 0.4 V Iol = 2.1 mA

Voh Output High Voltage 2.4 V Ioh = -400 mA

EE
PR

O
M
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AC Characteristics
Read Operation TA=0° to 70°C, Vcc=5 V ± 10%, unless otherwise noted

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Units

5516A/5516AH-200
2816A/2816AH-2OO

5516A/5516AH-250
2816A/2816AH-250

5516A/5516AH-300
2816A/2816AH-300 2816A-350

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.
tRC Read Cycle Time 200 250 300 350 ns
tCE Chip Enable Access Time 200 250 300 350 ns

tAA Address Access Time 200 250 300 350 ns
tOE Output Enable Access Time 90 90 100 100 ns
tLZ CE to Output in Low Z 10 10 10 10 ns
tHZ CE to Output in High Z 100 100 100 100 ns
tOLZ OE to Output in Low Z 50 50 50 50 ns
tOHZ OE to Output in High Z 100 100 100 100 ns

tonl’l Output Hold from Addr Change 20 20 20 20 ns
tpu"> CE to Power-up Time 0 0 0 0 ns
tpof> CE to Power Down Time 50 50 50 50 ns

Capacitance121 ta=25°c, t=t mhz

Symbol Parameter Max Conditions
ClN Input Capacitance 6 pF Vin = 0V

CoUT Data (I/O) Capacitance 10 pF Vi/o=0V

E.S.D. Characteristics

A.C. Test Conditions
Output Load: 1 TTL gate and Cl = 100 pF
Input Rise and Fall Times: <20 ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0.45 V to 2.4 1/
Timing Measurement Reference Level:

Inputs 1 V and 2 V
Outputs 0.8 V and 2 V

Symbol Parameter Value Test Conditions

VzAp>1' E.S.D. Tolerance >2000 V MIL-STD 883 
Test Method 3015

NOTES:
1. Characterized. Not tested
2. This parameter measured only for the initial qualification and after process or design changes which may affect capacitance.

seeo
MD400016/A

Technology, Incorporated
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2816A/5516A

Read Cycle Timing

AC Characteristics
Write Operation Ta=O° to 70°C, Voc=5 V ± 10% unless otherwise noted

Symbol Parameter

Limits
5516A-200

2816A/2816AH-200
5518A-250

2816A/2816AH-250
5516A-300 

2816A/2816AH-300
2816A-350

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Units

two Write Cvcle Time 5516AH/2816AH 2 2 2 - ms
5516A/2816A 10 10 10 10

tAS Address Set Up Time 10 10 10 10 ns

tAH Address Hold Time 50 50 70 70 ns

tcs Write Set Up Time 0 0 0 0 ns

tCH Write Hold Time 0 0 0 0 ns

tew CE to End of Write Input 150 150 150 150 ns

t0ES OE Set Up Time 10 10 10 10 ns

tOEH OE Hold Time 10 10 10 10 ns

twpl1l WE Write Pulse Width 150 150 150 150 ns

tDL Data Latch Time 50 50 50 50 ns

tov'2! Data Valid Time 1 1 1 1 AS

tos Data Set Up Time 50 50 50 50 ns

tDH Data Hold Time 0 0 0 0 ns

Notes:
1. WE is noise protected. Less than a 20 ns write pulse will not activate a write cycle.
2. Data must be valid within 1 gs maximum after the initiation of a write cycle.

L-seeo
MD400016/A

Technology, Incorporated
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2816A/5516A

TTL Byte Write Cycle
WE CONTROLLED WRITE CYCLE EE

PR
O

M
S

Ordering Information

D Q 5516A -200 
D Q 2816A H-200 

 

£JTl_

PACKAGE
TYPE

D-CERAMIC DIP
P-PLASTIC DIP

UX- UNENCAPSULATED DIE

TEMPERATURE 
RANGE

PART TYPE EEPROM BYTE WRITE TIME ACCESS TIME

Q-0°Cto + 70°C 
(Commercial)

2Kx8 EEPROM (Blank) - Standard Write Time 
H-Faat Write Time

200-200 ns 
250-250 na 
300 - 300 na 
350-350 na

Lseeo Technology, Incorporated
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eeeo 2817A/5517A
Timer E2

16K Electrically Erasable PROMs
March 1987
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Features _
■ Ready/Busy Line for End-of-Write
■ High Endurance Write Cycles

— 551 7A: 1,000,000 Cycies/Byte Minimum
— 281 7A: 10,000 Cycies/Byte Minimum

■ On-Chip Timer
— Automatic Byte Erase Before Byte Write
— 2 ms Byte Write Time (2817AH)

■ All Inputs Latched by Write or Chip Enable
■ 5 V ± 10% Power Supply
■ Power Up/Down Supply
■ 200 ns max. Access Time
■ 10 Year Data Retention for Each Write
■ J EDEC Approved Byte-Wide Pinout
■ Military and Extended Temperature Range 

Available

Description
SEEQ’s5517Aand2817Aare5Vonly,2Kx8 electri
cally erasable programmable read only memories 
(EEPROMs). They are packaged in a 28 pin package 
and have a ready/busy pin. These EEPROMs are 
ideal for applications which require non-volatility 

and in-system data modification. The endurance, 
the minimum number of times which a byte may be 
written, is 1 million for the 5517A and 10 thousand 
for the 2817A. The 5517A’s extraordinary high 
endurance was accomplished using SEEQ’s proprie
taryoxynitride EEPROM process and its innovative 
“0 cell” design. The 5517A is ideal for systems that 
require frequent updates and/or high reliability. 
System reliability is enhanced greatly over lower 
specified endurance EEPROMs while still main
taining 10 year data retention.

Both EEPROMs have an internal timer that automati
cally times out the write time. The on-chip timer, along 
with the input latches, frees the microcomputer sys
tem for other tasks during the write time. The standard 
5517A/2817A’s write time is 10 ms, while the 
281 7AH’s write time is a fast 2 ms. An automatic 
byte erase is performed before a byte operation is 
started. Once a byte has been written, the ready/ 
busy pin signals the microprocessor that it is avail
able for either a write or read mode. The inputs are 
TTL for both the byte write and read mode. Data 
retention is specified for 10 years.

Block Diagram

Pin Names
A0-A10 ADDRESSES

CE CHIP ENABLE

OE OUTPUT ENABLE

WE WRITE ENABLE

l/o„.7 DATA INPUT (WRITE OR ERASE) 
DATA OUTPUT (READ)

RDY/BUSY DEVICE READY/BUSY

NC NO CONNECT

MD400014/A
eeeo Technology. Incorporated
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2817A/5517A

Device Operation
There are five operational modes (see Table 1) and, 
except for the chip erase mode'2!, only TTL inputs are 
required. To write into a particular location, a TTL 
low is applied to the write enable (WE) pin of a 
selected (CE low) device. This, combined with out
put enable (OE) being high, initiates a write cycle. 
During a byte write cycle, addresses are latched on 
either the falling edge of CE or WE, whichever one 
occurred last. Data is latched on the rising edge of 
CE or WE, whichever one occured first. The byte is 
automatically erased before data is written. While the 
write operation is in progress, the RDY/BUSY output 
is at a TTL low. An internal timer times out the 
required byte write time and at the end of this time, 
the device signals the RDY/BUSY pin to a TTL high. 
The RDY/BUSY pin is an open drain output and a 
typical 3K Q pull-up resistor to Vcc is required. The 
pull-up resistor value is dependent on the number of 
OR-tied 2817A RDY/BUSY pins.

Mode Selection (Table 1)

X: Any TTL level

Mode/Pin CE OE WE I/O RDY/BUSY
Read Vil Vil Vih Dout HighZ
Standby Vih X X High Z HighZ
Byte Write Vil Vih Vil Din Vol

Write X Vil X High Z/Dout High Z
Inhibit X X Vih High Z/Dout High Z

Power Up/Down Considerations
The 2817A/5517A has internal circuitry to minimize a 
false write during system Vcc power up or down. 
This circuitry prevents writing under any one of the 
following conditions.

131
1. VCc is less than 3 V. __
2. A negative Write Enable (WE) transition has not 

occurred with Vcc is between 3 V and 5 V.

Writing will also be prevented if CE or OE are in TTL 
logical states other than that specified for a byte 
write in the Mode Selection table.

Absolute Maximum Stress Ratings*
Temperature

Storage.................................... -65°C to +150°C
Under Bias................................ -10°C to +80°C

All Inputs or Outputs with
Respect to Ground....................... +6V to —0.3 V

"COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maxi
mum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is 
a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these 
or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational 
sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device 
reliability.

Recommended Operating Conditions
551 7A

2817A/2817AH
Vcc Supply Voltage 5 V ± 10%
Temperature Range (Ambient) 0°Cto70°C

Endurance and Data Retention

NOTES:
1.5517A — 1 million cycles/byte.
2. Chip Erase is an optional mode.
3. Characterized. Not tested.

Symbol Parameter Value Units Condition
N Minimum Endurance 10,000

1,000,000 in
Cycles/Byte MIL-STD 883 Test 

Method 1033

Tdr Data Retention > 10 Years MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1008

seeo
MD400014/A

Technology. Incorporated
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2817A/5517A

D.C. Operating Characteristics (Over the operating Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Units Test ConditionMin. Max.

Ice Active Vcc Current 
(Includes Write Operation)

110 mA CE = OE = Vil; All I/O Open;
Other Inputs = 5.5 V

iSB Standby Vcc Current 40 mA CE = Vih, OE = Vil; All I/O 
Open; Other Inputs = 5.5 V

iLI Input Leakage Current 10 mA Vin = 5.5 V
Ilo Output Leakage Current 10 mA Vout = 5.5 V
Vil Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V
VlH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc + 1 V
Vol Output Low Voltage 0.4 V Iol = 2.1 mA
VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V Ioh = -400 mA

EE
PR

O
M

S

A.C. Characteristics
Read Operation (Over the operating Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Units Test Conditions

2817AH-200 
2817A-200

2817AH-250
5517A-250
2817A-250

2817AH-300 
5517A-300 
2817A-300 2817A-35O

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.
tRC Read Cycle Time 200 250 300 350 ns CE = OE = Vil

tCE Chip Enable Access Time 200 250 300 350 ns OE = Vil

tAA Address Access Time 200 250 300 350 ns CE = OE = Vil

tOE Output Enable Access Time 75 90 100 100 ns CE = Vil

tDF Output Enable High 
to Output Not being 
Driven

60 60 60 80 ns CE = Vil

tOH Output Hold from Address 
Change, Chip Enable, or 
Output Enable whichever 
occurs first

0 0 0 0 ns CE or OE = Vil

eeeo
MD400014/A

Technology, Incorporated
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2817A/5517A

Capacitance111 ta=25C, t=i mhz

Symbol Parameter Max Conditions
C|N Input Capacitance 6 pF ViN = 0 V
COUT Data (I/O) Capacitance 10 pF V|/O = 0 V

E.S.D. Characteristics

A.C. Test Conditions
Output Load: 1 TTL gate and Cl = 100 pF
Input Rise and Fall Times: <20 ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0.45 V to 2.4 V
Timing Measurement Reference Level:

Inputs 1 V and 2 V
Outputs 0.8 V and 2 V

Symbol Parameter Value Test Conditions
VZAP121 E.S.D. Tolerance >2000 V MIL-STD 883 

Test Method 3015

AC Characteristics
Write Operation (Over the operating Vccand temperature range)

Symbol Parameter

Limits

2817AH-200
2817A-200

2817AH-250 
5517A-250 
2817A-250

2817AH-300 
551 7A-300 
2817A-300 2817A-350

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Units
tAS Address to Write 

Set Up Time
10 10 10 10 ns

tcs CE to Write Set Up Time 10 10 10 10 ns
twpl3l WE Write Pulse Width 120 150 150 150 ns
tAH Address Hold Time 50 50 50 70 ns
tDS Data Set Up Time 50 50 50 50 ns
tDH Data Hold Time 0 0 0 0 ns
tCH CE Hold Time 0 0 0 0 ns
tOES OE Set Up Time 10 10 10 10 ns
t0EH OE Hold Time 10 10 10 10 ns
tDL Data Latch Time 50 50 50 50 ns
tovl4! Data Valid Time 1 1 1 1 MS
tDB Time to Device Busy 120 120 120 120 nt
twR Write Recovery Time 

Before Read Cycle
10 10 10 10 MS

twc
2817A/5517A 10 10 10 10 ms

2817AH 2 2 2 ms

NOTES:
1. This parameter is measured only for the initial qualification and after process or design changes which may affect capacitance.
2. Characterized. Not tested.
3. WE is noise protected. Less than a 20 ns write pulse will not activate a write cycle.
4. Data must be valid within 1 ms maximum after the initiation of a write cycle.

seeo
MD400014/A

Technology. Incorporated
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2817A/55V7A

Write Cycle Timing
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Ordering Information

5517 A
2817 A
281 7A

PART TYPETEMPERATUREPACKAGE
RANGE

D-CERAMIC DIP Q—0°C to 70°C
P- PLASTIC DIP

UX- UNENCAPSULATED DIE

(Blank) - Standard Write Time 
H- Fast Write Time

200-200 ns
250-250 ns
300-300 ns
350-350 ns

seeo
MD400014/A

Technology, Incorporated
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seeo 2864/2864H
Timer E2

64 K Electrically Erasable PROM
October 1987
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Features
■ Ready/Busy Pin
■ High Endurance Write Cycles

— 10,000 Cycles/Byte Minimum
■ On-Chip Timer

— Automatic Byte Erase Before Byte Write
-2 ms Byte Write (2864H)

■ 5 V±10% Power Supply
■ Power Up/Down Protection Circuitry
■ 250 ns max. Access Time
■ Military and Extended Temperature

Range Available
Description
SEEO's 2864 is a 5 V only, 8K x 8 NMOS electrically 
erasable programmable read only memory(EEPROM). It 
is packaged in a 28 pin package and has a ready/busy 
pin. This EEPROM is ideal forapplications which require 
non-volatility and in-system data modification. The 
endurance, the number of times which a byte may be 
written, is a minimum of 10 thousand cycles.

The EE PROM has an internal timer that automatically 
times out the write time. The on-chip timer, along 
with the input latches, frees the microcomputer 
system for tasks during the write time. The 
standard byte write cycle time is 10 ms. For systems 
requiring faster byte write, a 2864H is specified at 2 
ms. An automatic byte erase is performed before a 
byte operation is started. Once a byte has been 
written, the ready/busy pin signals the micropro
cessor that it is available for another write or a read 
cycle. All inputs are TTL for both the byte write and 
read mode. Data retention is specified for ten years.

These two timer EEPROMs are ideal for systems with 
limited board area. For systems where cost is impor
tant, SEEQ has a latch only "52B" family at 16K and 
64K bit densities. All "52B" family inputs, except for 
write enable, are latched by the falling edge of the 
write enable signal.

Pin Configuration

Block Diagram

RDY/BUSY r

WE

Aq-4

A5-12I

DUAL-IN-LINE 
TOP VIEW

PLASTIC LEADED CHIP CARRIER 
TOP VIEW

Pin NamesERASE

.ATCHES

1

NC Q2_

!/Oo [~i~3~

g' g" z z o o' o*
— — 0 i i i

LATCH ENABLE

COLUMN 
ADDRESS 
LATCHES =c> COLUMN S

ADDRESS ■ 
DECODE ■

ROW 
ADDRESS 
LATCHES

ROW I
ADDRESS ■ 
DECODE I

rdy/BUSy

DETECTION CKT 
AND LATCHES

LATCH ENABLE

CONTROL 
LATCHES

CONTROL 
LOGIC IO BUFFERS

SZ

A0-4 ADDRESSES - COLUMN (LOWER ORDER BITS!

As-12 ADDRESSES - ROW
CE CHIP ENABLE
OE OUTPUT ENABLE

WE WRITE ENABLE
I/O DATA INPUT (WRITE OR ERASE), DATA OUTPUT 

(READ)
RDY/BUSY DEVICE READY/BUSY

N/C NO CONNECT

seeo Technology. Incorporated
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2864/2864H

Device Operation
There are five operational modes (see Table 1) and, 
except for the chip erase mode, only TTL inputs are 
required. To write into a particular location, a 150 ns 
TTL pulse is applied to the write enable (WE) pin of 
a selected (CE low) device. This, combined with 
output enable (OE) being high, initiates a 10 ms 
write cycle. During a byte write cycle, addresses are 
latched on either the falling edge of CE or WE, 
whichever one occurred last. Data is latched on the 
rising edge of CE or WE, whichever one occurred 
first. The byte is automatically erased before data is 
written. While the write operation is in progress, the 
RDY/BUSY output is at a TTL low. An internal timer 
times out the required byte write time and at the end 
of this time, the device signals the RDY/BUSY pin to 
a TTL high. The RDY/BUSY pin is an open drain 
output and a typical 3K li pull-up resistor to Vcc's 
required. The pull-up resistor value is dependent on 
the number of OR-tied RD Y/BUSY pins. If RD Y/BUSY 
is not used it can be left unconnected.

Mode Selection (Table n

‘Pin 1 has an open drain output and requires an external 3K 
resistor to Vcc ■ The value of the resistor is dependent on the 
number of OR-tied RDY/BUSY pins.

Mode/Pin CE 
(20)

OE 
(22)

WE 
(27)

r“
I/O

(11-13,15-19)

RDY/ 
BUSY
(D*

Read VIL Vil VlH Dout High Z
Standby VlH X X High Z High Z
Byte Write Vil VlH Vil Din Vol

Write X Vil X High Z/Dout High Z
Inhibit X X VlH High Z/Dout High Z

Chip Erase
Certain applications may require all bytes to be 
erased simultaneously. This feature is optional and 
the timing specifications are available from SEEQ.

Power Up/Down Considerations
The 2864 has internal circuitry to minimize a false 
write during system Vcc power up or down. This 
circuitry prevents writing under any one of the 
following conditions.
1. Vcc is less than 3 V.nl
2. A negative Write Enable (WE) transition has not 

occurred when VccIS between 3 V and 5 V.

Writing will also be prevented if CE or OE are in TTL 
logical states other than that specified for a byte 
write in the Mode Selection table.

Absolute Maximum Stress Ratings*
Temperature
Storage.................................................. -65° C to +15CfC
Under Bias .......................................... -KFC to +8CFC

All Inputs or Outputs with
Respect to Ground.................................. +6 V to -0.3 V

‘COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maxi
mum Ratings” may cause permanent damage to the device. This 
is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at 
these or any other conditions above those indicated in the opera
tional sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to 
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may 
affect device reliability.

Recommended Operating Conditions

2864H-250/H-300
2864-250/-300

2864-350

Vcc Supply Voltage 5V± 10% 5 V± 10%
Temperature Range (Ambient) 0°C to70°C 0°C to 70°C

Endurance and Data Retention

NOTE: 1 - Characterized. Not tested.

Symbol Parameter Value Units Condition
N Minimum Endurance 10,000 Cycles/Byte MIL-STD 883 Test 

Method 1033

Tor Data Retention >10 Years MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1008

seeo Technology. Incorporated
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2864/2864H
DC Operating Characteristics (Over the operating Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter
Limits

Units Test ConditionMin. Max.
Icc Active Vcc Current 

(Includes Write Operation) 110 mA
CE = OE = Vil; All I/O Open; 
Other Inputs = Vcc Max.

Isb Standby Vcc Current
40 mA

CE = Vih, OE = Vil; All I/O Open; 
Other Inputs = Vcc Max.

ILI Input Leakage Current 10 mA Vin = Vcc Max.
Ilo Output Leakage Current 10 mA Vout = Vcc Max.
Vil Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V
Vih Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc + 1 V
Vol Output Low Voltage 0.4 V Iol = 2.1 mA
Voh Output High Voltage 2.4 V Ioh = -400 mA
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AC Characteristics Read Operation (Over the operating Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Units Test Conditions

2864H-250
2864-250

2864H-300
2864-300 2864-350

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

tRC Read Cycle Time 250 300 350 ns CE = OE = Vil

tCE Chip Enable Access Time 250 300 350 ns OE = Vil

tAA Address Access Time 250 300 350 ns CE = OE = Vil

tOE Output Enable Access Time 90 100 100 ns CE = Vil

tDF Output Enable High to Output Not 
being Driven

0 60 0 60 0 80 ns CE = Vil

tOH Output Hold from Address Change, Chip 
Enable, or Output Enable whichever occurs 
first

0 0 0 ns CE or OE = Vil

Technology, Incorporated
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2864/2864H

Capacitance taid = 25°C; f = mhz

Symbol Parameter Max. Conditions
ClN Input Capacitance 6 pF Vin = 0 V
COUT Data (I/O) Capacitance 10 pF Vi/o = o V

AC Test Conditions
Output Load: 1 TTL gate and CL = 100 pF
Input Rise and Fall Times: <20 ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0.45 V to 2.4 V
Timing Measurement Reference Level:

Inputs 1 V and 2 V
Outputs 0.8 V and 2 V

E.S.D. Characteristics141
Symbol Parameter Value Test Conditions

VzAP
E.S.D. 
Tolerance >2000 V MIL-STD 883 

Test Method 3015

AC Characteristics
Write Operation (Over operating temperature and Vcc range)

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Units

2864H-250 
2864-250

2864H-300 
2864-300

2864-350

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.
twc Write Cycle Time/Byte 

Standard Family Only
10 10 10 ms

“H” Family Only 2 2 - ms
tAS Address to WE Set Up Time 10 10 10 ns

tcs CE to Write Set Up Time 0 0 0 ns
twpl2l WE Write Pulse Width 150 150 150 ns
tAH Address Hold Time 50 50 70 ns

tos Data Set Up Time 50 50 50 ns
tDH Data Hold Time 20 20 20 ns
tCH CE Hold Time 0 0 0 ns
tOES OE Set Up Time 10 10 10 ns
t0EH OE Hold Time 10 10 10 ns
tDL Data Latch Time 50 50 50 ns
tDV<3> Data Valid Time 1 1 1 MS
t0B Time to Device Busy 200 200 200 ns
twR Write Recovery Time 

Before Read Cycle 10 10 10 MS

Notes:
1. This parameter measured only for the initial qualification and after process or design changes which may affect capacitance.
2. WE is noise protected. Less than a 20 ns write pulse will not activate a write cycle.
3. Data must be valid within 1 p.s maximum after the initiation of a write cycle.
4. Characterized. Not tested.

seeo Technology. Incorporated
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Write Cycle Timing
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Ordering Information

PACKAGE 
TYPE

TEMPERATURE 
RANGE

D=CERAMIC DIP Q-0°Cto + 70°C
P= PLASTIC DIP
N= PLASTIC LEADED

CHIP CARRIER
U= UNENCAPSULATED DIE

D Q 
D Q

2864
2864 H

Tl
DEVICE TYPE

8K x 8 EEPROM

EEPROM WRITE TIME ACCESS TIME

(BLANK)-STANDARD 
WRITE TIME
H-FAST WRITE TIME

250=250 na
300 = 300 na
350=350 na

Technology, Incorporated
MD400002/A
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Features
■ CMOS Technology
■ Low Power

• 50 mA Active
• 150 nA Standby

■ Page Write Mode
• 64 Byte Page
• 160 us Average Byte Write Time

■ Byte Write Mode
■ Write Cycle Completion Indication

• DATA Polling
■ On Chip Timer

• Automatic Erase Before Write
■ High Endurance

• 10,000 Cycles/Byte
• 10 Year Data Retention

■ Power Up/Down Protection Circuitry
■ 250 ns Maximum Access Time
■ JEDEC Approved Byte Wide Pinout
■ Military and Extended Temperature 

Range Available

Description
SEEQ’s 28C64 is a CMOS 5 V only, 8Kx 8 Elec
trically Erasable Programmable Read Only 
Memory (EEPROM). It is manufactured using 
SEEQ’s advanced 1.25 micron CMOS Process and 
is available in both a 28 pin Cerdip package as well 
as a Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier (PLCC). The 
28C64 is ideal for applications which require low 
power consumption, non-volatility and in system 
reprogramability. The endurance, the number of 
times a byte can be written, is specified at 10,000 
cycles per byte and is typically 1,000,000 cycles per 
byte. The extraordinary high endurance was accom
plished using SEEQ’s proprietary oxynitride EEP
ROM process and it's innovative “Q-Cell" design. 
System reliability, in all applications, is higher 
because of the low failure rate of the Q-Cell.

The 28C64 has an internal timer which automati
cally times out the write time. The on-chip timer, 
along with input latches free the microprocessor

Pin Configuration

DUAL-IN-LINE 
TOP VIEW

PLASTIC LEADED CHIP CARRIER 
TOP VIEW

6 o § z o 6 d- 0 >

Pin Names
Ao-# ADDRESSES—COLUMN

A.-A,, ADDRESSES-ROW

CE CHIP ENABLE

OE OUTPUT ENABLE

WE WRITE ENABLE

I/O0-7 DATA INPUT (WRITE)/DATA 
OUTPUT (READ)

NC NO CONNECTION

—seeo Technology, Incorporated
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for other tasks while the part is busy writing. The 
28C64’s write cycle time is 10 ms. An automatic 
erase is performed before a write. The DA TA polling 
feature of the 28C64 can be used to determine the 
end of a write cycle. Once the write has been com
pleted, data can be read in a maximum of 250 ns. 
Data retention is specified for 10 years.

Device Operation

Operational Modes
There are five operational modes (see Table 1) 
and, except for the chip erase mode, only TTL 
inputs are required. A Write can only be initiated 
under the conditions shown. Any other conditions 
for CE, OE, and WE will inhibit writing and the I/O 
lines will either be in a high impedance state or 
have data, depending on the state of aforemen
tioned three input lines.

Mode Selection

X: Any TTL level 
Vh: High Voltage

MODE CE OE WE I/O
Read Vil Vil Vih Dout

Standby Vih X X HI Z
Write Vil Vih Vil OlN

Write X Vil X HI Z/Dout
Inhibit X X Vih HI Z/Dout

Chip Erase Vil Vh Vil X

Writes
To write into a particular location, the address must 
be valid and a TTL low applied to the Write Enable 
(WE) pin of a selected (CE low) device. This com
bined with Output Enable (OE) being high, 
initiates a write cycle. During write cycle, all inputs 
except data are latched on the falling edge of WE 
orCE, whicheveroccurred last. Writeenable needs 
to be at a TTL low only for the specifiedJ_^P time. 
Data is latched on the rising edge of WE or CE, 
whichever occurred first. An automatic erase is 
perfomed before data is written.

Write Cycle Control Pins
For system design simplification, the 28C64 is 
designed such that either the CE or WE pin can be 
used to initiate a write cycle. The device uses the 
latest high-to-low transition of either CE or WE 
signal to latch addresses and the earliest low-to- 
high transition to latch the data. Address and OE 
setup_and hold are with respect to the later of CE 
or WE; data setup and hold is with respect to the 
earlier of WE or CE.

To simplify the following discussion, the WE pin is 
used as the write cycle control pin throughout the 
rest of this data sheet. Timing diagrams of both 
write cycles are included in the AC Character
istics.

Reads
A read is accomplished by presenting the address 
of the desired byte to the address inputs. Once the 
address is stable, CE is brought to a TTL low in 
order to enable the chip. The WE pin must be at a 
TTL high during the entire read cycle. The output 
drivers are made active by bringing Output Enable 
(OE) to a TTL low. During read, the address, CE, 
OE, and I/O latches are transparent.

Technology. Incorporated
MD400004/B
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Write Mode
One to 64 bytes of data can be randomly loaded 
into the page. The part latches row addresses, 
A6-A12, during the first byte write. These addresses 
are latched on the falling edge of the WE signal 
and are ignored after that until the end of the write 
cycle. This will eliminate any false write into another 
page if different row addresses are applied and 
the page boundary is crossed.

The column addresses, A0-A5, Which are used to 
select different locations of the page, are latched 
every time a new write initiated. These addresses 
and the OE^state (high) are latched on the falling 
edge of WE signal. For proper write initiation and 
latching, the WE pin has to stay low for a minimum 
of twp ns. Data is latched on the rising edge of WE, 
allowing easy microprocessor interface.

Upon a low to high WE transition, the 28C64 
latches data and starts the internal page load timer. 
The timer is reset on the falling edge of the WE 
signal if another write is initiated before the timer 
has timed out. The timer stays reset while the WE 
pin is kept low. If no additional write cycles have 
been initiated within tBLc after the last WE low to 
high transition, the part terminates the page load 
cycle and starts the internal write. During this time 
which takes a maximum of 10 ms, the device 
ignores any additional write attempts. The part 
can be read to determine the end of write cycle 
(DATApolling).

Extended Page Load
In order to take advantage of the page mode’s fas
ter average byte write time, data must be loaded at 
the page load cycle time(tBLc). Since some applica
tions may not be able to sustain transfers at this 
minimum rate, the 28C64 permits an extended 
page load cycle. To do this, the write cycle must be 
"stretched" by maintaining WE low, assuming a 
write enable-controlled cycle, and leaving all other 
control inputs (CE OE) in the proper page load 
cycle state. Since thr^page load timer is reset on 
the failing edge of WE, keeping this signal low will 

not start the page load timer. When WE returns 
high, the input data is latched and the page load 
cycle timer begins. In CE controlled write the same 
is true, with CE holding the timer reset instead 
of WE.
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DATA Polling
The 28C64 has a maximum write cycle time of 
10 ms. Typically though, a write will be completed 
in less than the specified maximum cycle time. 
DATA polling is a method of minimizing write times 
by determining the actual endpoint of a write cycle. 
If a read is performed to any address while the 
28C64 is still writing, the device will present the 
ones-complement of the last byte written. When 
the 28C64 has completed its write cycle, a read 
from the last address written will result in valid 
data. Thus, software can simply read from the part 
until the last data byte written is read correctly.

A DATA polling read can occur immediately after a 
byte is loaded into a page, prior to the initiation of the 
internal write cycle. DATA polling attempted during 
the middle of a page load cycle will present a ones- 
complement of the most recent data byte loaded 
into the page. Timing for a DATA polling read is the 
same as a normal read.

Chip Erase
Certain applications may require all bytes to be 
erased simultaneously. This feature, which 
requires high voltage, is optional and timing 
specifications are available from SEEQ.

Power Up/Down Considerations
There is internal circuitry to minimize a false write 
during power up or powerdown. This circuitry pre
vents writing under any one of the following 
conditions:
1. VCc is less than Vw/V __
2. A high to low Write Enable (WE) transition has 

not occurred when the VCc supply is between 
Vw/V and Vcc wiM CE low and (5E high.

Writing will also be inhibited when WE, CE, or OE 
are in TTL logical states other than that specified 
for a write in the Mode Selection table.

seeo Technology. Incorporated
MD400004/B
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Absolute Maximum Stress Range*
Temperature

Storage................................... -65°C to +150°C
Under Bias............................... —10°C to +80°C

All Input or Output Voltages
with Respect to Ground............ +6 V to -0.3 V 

★COMMENT: Stresses beyond those listed under "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings” may cause permanent damage to the 
device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of 
the device at these or any other conditions beyond those 
indicated in the operational sections of this specification is 
not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating conditions 
for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Recommended Operating Conditions

28C64-250 28C64-3OO 28C64-35O
Temperature Range (Ambient) 0°C to 70°C 0°C to 70°C 0°C to 70°C
Vcc Power Supply 5V± 10% 5V± 10% 5 V± 10%

Endurance and Data Retention

Symbol Parameter Value Units Condition
N Minimum Endurance 10,000 Cycies/Byte MIL-STD 883 Test 

Method 1033

Tdr Data Retention >10 Years MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1008

DC Characteristics (Over operating temperature and Vcc range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter

Limits
Units Test ConditionMin. Max.

Icc Active Vcc Current 50 mA CE = OE = Vil; All I/O Open; 
Other Inputs = Vcc Max.;
Max read or write cycle time

ISBI Standby Vcc Current 
(TTL Inputs)

2 mA CE = VlH, OE = Vil; All I/O Open; 
Other Inputs = ANY TTL LEVEL

ISB2 Standby Vcc Current 
(CMOS Inputs)

150 mA CE = Vcc -0.3
Other inputs = Vil to Vih
All I/O Open

IilI2' Input Leakage Current 1 mA Vin = Vcc Max.

lOL Output Leakage Current 10 ma Vout = Vcc Max.

VlL Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V

Vih Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc + 0.3 V

Vol Output Low Voltage 0.45 V Iol = 2.1 mA
VoH Output High Voltage 2.4 V Ioh=—400 /iA

Vwil’l Write Inhibit Voltage 3.8 V
Notes:
1. Characterized. Not tested.
2. Inputs only. Does not include I/O.

MD400004/B
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AC Test Conditions
Output Load: 1 TTL gate and CL= 100 pF
Input Rise and Fall Times: <20 ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0.45 V to 2.4 V
Timing Measurement Reference Level:

Inputs 1 V and 2 V
Outputs 0.8 V and 2 V

Capacitance ta = 25 c.r= 1 mhz

Symbol Parameter Max. Conditions

ClN Input Capacitance 6 pF Vin = ov

Cour Data (I/O) Capacitance 12 pF Vi/o = OV
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E.S.D. Characteristics
Symbol Parameter Value Test Conditions

VZAP'2' E.S.D. 
Tolerance >2000 V MIL-STD 883 

Test Method 3015

AC Characteristics Read Operation (Over operating temperature and Vcc Range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Units
Test 
Conditions

28C64-25O 28C64-3OO 28C84-350

Min. Max. Mln. Max. Mln. Max.
tnc Read Cycle Time 250 300 350 ns CE = OE = Vil

tCE Chip Enable Access Time 250 300 350 ns OE = Vil

t*A Address Access Time 250 300 350 ns CE = <5E = Vil

tOE Output Enable Access Time 90 150 150 ns CE = Vil

tDF Output orChip Enable High to 
output not being driven

0 60 0 80 0 80 ns CE = V,l

tOH Output Hold from Address 
Change, Chip Enable, or Output 
Enable, whichever occurs first

0 0 0 ns CE = OE = Vil

Read/Data Polling Cycle Time

NOTES:
1. This parameter is measured only for the initial qualification and after process or design changes which may affect capacitance.
2. Characterized. Not tested.

MD400004/B
seeo Technology. Incorporated
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AC Characteristics Write Operation (Over the operating temperature and Vcc range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter

Limits
28C64-25O 28C64-3OO 28C64-350

Mln. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Units

twc Write Cycle Time 10 10 10 ms
tAS Address Set-up Time 10 10 10 ns

tAH Address Hold Time (see note 1) 150 150 150 ns

tcs Write Set-up Time 0 0 0 ns
tCH Write Hold Time 0 0 0 ns

tew CE Pulse Width (note 2) 150 150 150 ns
tOES OE High Set-up Time 10 10 10 ns

t0EH OE High Hold Time 10 10 10 ns
twp WE Pulse Width (note 2) 150 150 150 ns
tDS Data Set-up Time 50 50 50 ns
tDH Data Hold Time 0 0 0 ns

tBLC Byte Load Timer Cycle 
(Page Mode Only) (see note 3)

0.2 300 0.2 300 0.2 300 us

tl_p Last Byte Loaded 
to DATA Polling

200 200 200 ns

Write Timing
WE CONTROLLED WRITE CYCLE CE CONTROLLED WRITE CYCLE

Notes:
1. Address hold time is with respect to the falling edge of the control signal WE or CE.
2. WE and CE are noise protected. Less than a 20 nsec write pulse will not activate a write cycle.
3. tBLC min. is the minimum time before the next byte can be loaded. tBLC max. is the minimum time the byte load timer waits before 

initiating internal write cycle.

MD400004/B
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Write Timing
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Ordering Information

D Q 28C64- 250

JTTT
PACKAGE

D = CERAMIC DIP

P= PLASTIC DIP

N= PLASTIC LEADED
CHIP CARRIER

UX = UNENCAPSULATED DIE

TEMP. RANGE
0-0' to 70°C 
(COMMERCIAL)

PART TYPE 
8Kx8E2PROM

ACCESS TIME
250 = 250 ns
300 = 300 ns
350 = 350 ns

MD400004/B
seeo Technology. Incorporated
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Features
■ CMOS Technology
■ Low Power

• 50 mA Active
• 150 pA Standby

■ Page Write Mode
• 64 Byte Page
• 160 us Average Byte Write Time

■ Byte Write Mode
■ Write Cycle Completion Indication

• DATA Polling
. RDY/BUSY Pin

■ On Chip Timer
• Automatic Erase Before Write

■ High Endurance
• 10,000 Cycles/Byte
• 10 Year Data Retention

■ Power Up/Down Protection Circuitry
■ 250 ns Maximum Access Time
■ JEDEC Approved Byte Wide Pinout
■ Military and Extended Temperature 

Range Available

Description
SEEQ’s 28C65 is a CMOS 5V only, 8K x 8 elec
trically Erasable Programmable Read Only 
Memory (EEPROM). It is manufactured using 
SEEQ’s advanced 1.25 micron CMOS Process and 
is available in both a 28 pin Cerdip package as well 
as a Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier (PLCC). The 
28C65 is ideal for applications which require low 
power consumption, non-volatility and in system 
reprogramability. The endurance, the number of 
times a byte can be written, is specified at 10,000 
cycles per byte and is typically 1,000,000 cycles per 
byte. The extraordinary high endurance was accom
plished using SEEQ’s proprietary oxynitride EEP
ROM process and it's innovative "Q-Cell" design. 
System reliability, in all applications, is higher 
because of the low failure rate of the Q-Cell.

The 28C65 has an internal timer which automati
cally times out the write time. The on-chip timer, 
along with input latches free the microprocessor

Pin Configuration

RDY/BUSY

PLASTIC LEADED CHIP CARRIER 
TOP VIEW

DUAL-IN-LINE 
TOP VIEW

6 o Z Z O O o

Pin Names
Ao-5 ADDRESSES-COLUMN
A6-A12 ADDRESSES ROW

CE CHIP ENABLE

OE OUTPUT ENABLE

WE WRITE ENABLE

l/Oo-7 DATA IN PUT (WRITE) 
DATA OUTPUT (READ)

RDY/BUSY DEVICE READY/BUSY

NC NO CONNECTIONeeo Technology, Incorporated
MD400025/A
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for other tasks while the part is busy writing. The 
28C65's write cycle time is 10 ms. An automatic 
erase is performed before a write. The DA TA polling 
featureofthe28C65 can be used to determinethe 
end of a write cycle. Once the write has been com
pleted, data can be read in a maximum of 250 ns. 
Data retention is specified for 10 years.

Device Operation

Operational Modes
There are five operational modes (see Table 1) 
and, except for the chip erase mode, only TTL 
inputs are required. A Write can only be initiated 
under the conditions shown. Any other conditions 
for CE, OE, and WE will inhibit writing and the I/O 
lines will either be in a high impedance state or 
have data, depending on the state of aforemen
tioned three input lines.

Mode Selection

X: Any TTL level 
Vh: High Voltage

MODE CE OE WE I/O RDY/BUSYl’l
Read VlL V,L VlH Dout HI Z
Standby VlH X X HI Z HI Z
Write VlL VlH VlL Din Vol

Write X VlL X HI Z/Dout HI Z
Inhibit X X VlH Hl Z/Dout HI Z
Chip Erase VlL Vh VlL X HI Z

Writes
To write into a particular location, the address must 
be valid and a TTL low applied to the Write Enable 
(WE) pin of a selected (OE low) device. This com
bined with Output Enable (OE) being high, 
initiates a write cycle. During write cycle, all inputs 
except data are latched on the falling edge of WE 
orCE, whicheveroccurred last. Writeenable needs 
to be at a TTL low only for the specified t_WP time. 
Data is latched on the rising edge of WE or CE, 
whichever occurred first. An automatic erase is 
perfomed before data is written.

Write Cycle Control Pins
For system design simplification, the 28C65 is 
designed such thateitherthe CEorWEpin can be 
used to initiate a write cycle. The device uses the 
latest high-to-low transition of either CE or WE 
signal to latch addresses and the earliest low-to- 
high transition to latch the data. Address and OE 
setup_and hold are with respect to the later of CE 
or WE; data setup and hold is with respect to the 
earlier of WE or CE.
To simplify the following discussion, the WE pin is 
used as the write cycle control pin throughout the 
rest of this data sheet. Timing diagrams of both 
write cycles are included in the AC character
istics.

Reads
A read is accomplished by presenting the address 
of the desired byte tothe address inputs. Once the 
address is stable, CE is brought to a TTL low in 
order to enable the chip. The WE pin must be at a 
TTL high during the entire read cycle. The output 
drivers are made active by bringing Output Enable 
(OE) to a TTL low. During read, the address, CE, 
OE, and I/O latches are transparent.

NOTES:
1. RDY/BUSY Pin 1 (Pin 2 on PLCC) has an opendrain output and requires an external 3K resistorto Vcc- The value of the resistor is 
dependent on the number of OR-tied RDY/BUSY pins.

MD400025/A
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Write Mode
One to 64 bytes of data can be randomly loaded 
into the page. The part latches row addresses, 
A6-A12, during the first byte write. These addresses 
are latched on the falling edge of the WE signal 
and are ignored after that until the end of the write 
cycle. This will eliminate any false write into another 
page if different row addresses are applied and 
the page boundary is crossed.

The column addresses, A0-A5, which are used to 
select different locations of the page, are latched 
every time a new write initiated. These addresses 
and the OE^state (high) are latched on the falling 
edge of WE signal. For proper write initiation and 
latching, the WE pin has to stay low for a minimum 
of tWP ns. Data is latched on the rising edge of WE, 
allowing easy microprocessor interface.

Upon a low to high WE transition, the 28C65 
latches data and starts the internal page load timer. 
The timer is reset on the falling edge of the WE 
signal if another write is initiated before the timer 
has timed out. The timer stays reset while the WE 
pin is kept low. If no additional write cycles have 
been initiated within tBLc after the last WE low to 
high transition, the part terminates the page load 
cycle and starts the internal write. During this time 
which takes a maximum of 10 ms, the device 
ignores any additional write attempts. The part 
can be read to determine the end of write cycle 
(DATA polling).

Extended Page Load
In order to take advantage of the page mode's fas
teraverage byte write time, data must be loaded at 
the page load cycle time (tsiq). Since some applica
tions may not be able to sustain transfers at this 
minimum rate, the 28C65 permits an extended 
page load cycle. To do this, the write cycle must be 
"stretched" by maintaining WE low, assuming a 
write enable-controlled cycle, and leaving all other 
control inputs (CE, OE) in the proper page load 
cycle state. Since the^page load timer is reset on 
the falling edge of WE, keeping this signal low will 
not start the page load timer. When WE returns 
high, the input data is latched and the page load 
cycle timer begins. In CE controlled write the same 
is true, with CE holding the timer reset instead 
of WE.

DATA Polling
The 28C65 has a maximum write cycle time of 
10 ms. Typically though, a write will be completed 
in less than the specified maximum cycle time.

-eeeo Technology. Incorporated------------------------
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DA TA polling is a method of minimizing write times 
by determining the actual endpointofa write cycle. 
If a read is performed to any address while the 
28C65 is still writing, the device will present the 
ones-complement of the last byte written. When 
the 28C65 has completed its write cycle, a read 
from the last address written will result in valid 
data Thus, software can simply read from the part 
until the last data byte written is read correctly.

A DA TA polling read can occur immediately after a 
byte is loaded into a page, prior to the initiation of 
the internal write cycle. DATA polling attempted 
during the middle of a page load cycle will present 
a ones-complement of the most recent data byte 
loaded into the page. Timing for a DATA polling 
read is the same as a normal read.

READY/BUSY Pin
28C65 provides write cycle status on this pin. 
RDY/BUSY output goes toaJJL. low immediately 
after the falling edge of WE. RDY/BUSY will 
remain low during the byte load or page load cycle 
and continues to remain at a TTL low while the 
write cycle is in progress. An internal timer times 
out the required write cycle time and at the end of 
this time, the device signals RDY/BUSY pin to a 
TTL high. This pin can be polled for write cycle 
status or used to initate a rising edge triggered 
interrupt indicating write cycle completion. The 
RD Y/BUSYpin is an open drain out put and a typical 
3 K pull-up resistor to Vcc is required. The pull-up 
value is dependent on the number of OR-tied 
RDY/BUSY pins. If RDY/BUSY is not used it can 
be left unconnected.

Chip Erase
Certain applications may require all bytes to be 
erased simultaneously. This feature, which 
requires high voltage, is optional and timing 
specifications are available from SEEQ.
Power Up/Down Considerations
There is internal circuitry to minimize a false write 
during power up or power down. This circuitry pre
vents writing under any one of the following 
conditions:
1. Vcc is less than VWIV __
2. A high to low Write Enable (WE) transition has 

not occurred when the VCc supply is between 
Vw/V and VCc with CE low and GE high.

Writing will also be inhibited when WE, CE, or OE 
are in TTL logical states other than that specified 
for a write in the Mode Selection table.
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Absolute Maximum Stress Range*
Temperature

Storage................................... -65°C to +150°C
Under Bias............................... —10°C to +80°C

All Input or Output Voltages
with Respect to Ground............ 4-6 V to —0.3 V 

★COMMENT: Stresses beyond those listed under "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the 
device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of 
the device at these or any other conditions beyond those 
indicated in the operational sections of this specification is 
not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating conditions 
for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Recommended Operating Conditions

28C65-250 28C65-300 28C65-350
Temperature Range (Ambient) 0°C to 70°C 0°C to 70°C 0°C to 70°C
Vcc Power Supply 5 V ± 10% 5 V± 10% 5 V ± 10%

Endurance and Data Retention

Symbol Parameter Value Units Condition
N Minimum Endurance 10,000 Cycles/Byte MIL-STD 883 Test 

Method 1033
Tor Data Retention >10 Years MIL-STD 883 Test 

Method 1008

DC Characteristics (Over operating temperature and Vcc range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter
Limits

Units Test ConditionMin. Max.

Icc Active Vcc Current 50 mA CE = OE = Vil; All I/O Open; 
Other Inputs = Vcc Max.;
Max read or write cycle time

ISB1 Standby Vcc Current 
(TTL Inputs)

2 mA CE = Vih, OE = Vil; All I/O Open; 
Other Inputs = ANY TTL LEVEL

ISB2 Standby Vcc Current 
(CMOS Inputs)

150 mA CE = Vcc -0.3
Other inputs = Vil to Vih
All I/O Open

lid2’ Input Leakage Current 1 mA Vin = Vcc Max.
lOL Output Leakage Current 10 mA Vout = Vcc Max.

Vil Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V

Vih Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc + 0.3 V

Vol Output Low Voltage 0.45 V Iol = 2.1 mA

Voh Output High Voltage 2.4 V Ioh=—400 gA

Vwil’l Write Inhibit Voltage 3.8 V
Notes:
1. Characterized. Not tested.
2. Inputs only. Does not include I/O.

MD400025/A
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AC Test Conditions
Output Load: 1 TTL gate and CL= 100 pF
Input Rise and Fall Times: <20 ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0.45 V to 2.4 V
Timing Measurement Reference Level:

Inputs 1 V and 2 V
Outputs 0.8 V and 2 V

Capacitance1'1 ta = 25 c. f= 1 mhz

Symbol Parameter Max. Conditions

ClN Input Capacitance 6 pF ViN = ov
COUT Data (I/O) Capacitance 12 pF Vi,o = OV
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E.S.D. Characteristics
Symbol Parameter Value Test Conditions

VzAP121 E.S.D. 
Tolerance >2000 V MIL-STD 883 

Test Method 3015

AC Characteristics Read Operation (Over operating temperature and Vcc Range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Units
Test 
Conditions

28C65-250 28C65-3OO 28C65-350

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.
tRC Read Cycle Time 250 300 350 ns CE = OE = Vil

tCE Chip Enable Access Time 250 300 350 ns OE = Vil

tAA Address Access Time 250 300 350 ns CE = OE = Vil

tOE Output Enable Access Time 90 150 150 ns CE = Vil

tDF Output orChip Enable High to 
output not being driven

0 60 0 80 0 80 ns CE — Vil

tOH Output Hold from Address 
Change, Chip Enable, or Output 
Enable, whichever occurs first

0 0 0 ns CE = OE = Vil

Read/Data Polling Cycle Time

Notes:
1. This parameter is measured only for the initial qualification and after process or design changes which may affect capacitance.
2. Characterized. Not tested.

seeo Technology. Incorporated
MD400025/A
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AC Characteristics
Write Operation (Over the operating Vccand temperature range)

Symbol Parameter

Limits
28C65-250 28065*300 28C65-350

Mln. Max. Min. Max. Mln. Max. Units
twc Write Cycle Time 10 10 10 ms
tAS Address Set-up Time 10 10 10 ns
tAH Address Hold Time (see note 1) 150 150 150 ns
tcs Write Set-up Time 0 0 0 ns
tCH Write Hold Time 0 0 0 ns
tew CE Pulse Width (note 2) 150 150 150 ns
t0ES OE High Set-up Time 10 10 10 ns
tOEH OE High Hold Time 10 10 10 ns
twp WE Pulse Width (note 2) 150 150 150 ns
tps Data Set-up Time 50 50 50 ns
tDH Data Hold Time 0 0 0 ns
tBLC Byte Load Timer Cycle 

(Page Mode Only) (note 3)
0.2 300 0.2 300 0.2 300 us

t|_P Last Byte Loaded 
to DATA Polling

200 200 200 ns

tDB Time to Device Busy 100 100 100 ns

Write Timing

WE CONTROLLED WRITE CYCLE CE CONTROLLED WRITE CYCLE

NOTES: __  __
1. Address hold time is with respect to the falling edge of the control signal WE or CE.
2. WE and CE are noise protected. Less than a 20 nsec write pulse will not activate a write cycle.
3. tBLC min. is the minimum time before the next byte can be loaded. Iblc max. is the minimum time the byte load timer waits before 

initiating the internal write cycle.

MD400025/A
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Ordering Information

D Q 28C65-250

JTT T
PACKAGE

D= CERAMIC DIP

P= PLASTIC DIP

N- PLASTIC LEADED
CHIP CARRIER

______ I __  PART TYPE
TEMP. RANGE 8Kx8EaPROM 

Q-0c to 70°C 
(COMMERCIAL)

ACCESS TIME

250 = 250 ns

300 = 300 ns

350 = 350 ns

UX= UNENCAPSULATED DIE

MD400025/A
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Features

■ CMOS Technology
■ Low Power

• 60 mA Active
• 150 nA Standby

■ Page Write Mode
• 64 Byte Page
• 160 us Average Byte Write Time

■ Byte Write Mode
■ Write Cycle Completion Indication

• DATA Polling
■ On Chip Timer

• Automatic Erase Before Write
■ High Endurance

• 10,000 Cycles/Byte
• 10 Year Data Retention

■ Power Up/Down Protection Circuitry
■ 250 ns Maximum Access Time
■ Military and Extended Temperature Range 

Available.

Description
SEEQ’s 28C256 is a CMOS 5Vonly, 32Kx 8 Elec
trically Erasable Programmable Read Only 
Memory (EEPROM). It is manufactured using 
SEEQ’s advanced 1.25 micron CMOS Process 
and is available in both a 28 pin Cerdip package as 
well as a Leadless Chip Carrier (LCC). The 
28C256 is ideal forapplications which require low 
power consumption, non-volatility and in system 
reprogramability. The endurance, the number of 
times a byte can be written, is specified at 10,000 
cycles per byte and is typically 1,000,000 cycles 
per byte. The extraordinary high endurance was 
accomplished using SEEQ’s proprietary oxy
nitride EEPROM process and its innovative “Q- 
Cell" design. System reliability in all applications 
is higher because of the low failure rate of the Q- 
Cell.

The 28C256 has an internal timer which 
automatically times out the write time. The on- 
chip timer, along with input latches free the micro

Pin Configuration
DUAL-IN-LINE 

TOP VIEW
PLASTIC LEADED CHIP CARRIER 

TOP VIEW

Pin Names
Ao-5 ADDRESSES - COLUMN

As-14 ADDRESSES - ROW

CE CHIP ENABLE

OE OUTPUT ENABLE

WE WRITE ENABLE

l/O<rT DATA INPUT(WRITE)/DATA 
OUTPUT (READ)

seeo
MD400020/B
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processor for other tasks while the part is busy 
writing. The 28C256's write cycle time is 10 ms 
maximum. An automatic erase is performed before 
a write. The DATA polling feature of the 28C256 
can be used to determine the end of a write cycle. 
Once the write cycle has been completed, data 
can be read in a maximum of 250 ns. Data reten
tion is greater than 10 years.

Device Operation

Operational Modes
There are five operational modes (see Table 1) 
and, except for the chip erase mode, only TTL 
inputs are required. A Write can only be initiated 
under the conditions shown. Any otherconditions 
for CE, OE, and WE will inhibit writing and the I/O 
lines will either be in a high impedance state or 
have data, depending on the state of the a foremen- 
tioned three input lines.

Table 1
Mode Selection

MODE CE OE WE I/O
Read VlL VlL VlH Dout

Standby VlH X X HI Z

Write VlL VlH VlL Din

Write X X VlH Hl Z/Dout
Inhibit X VlL X HI Z/Dout

Chip Erase VlL Vh VlL X

X: any TTL level 
VH: High Voltage

Writes

To write into a particular location, the address must 
be valid and a TTL low applied to the Write Enable 
(WE) pin of a selected (CE low) device. This com
bined with Output Enable (OE) being high 
initiates a write cycle. During a byte write cycle, all 
inputs except data are latched on the falling edge 
of WEorCE, whichever occurred last. Writeenable 
needs to be at a TTL low only for the specified twp 
time. Data is latched on the rising edge of WE or 
CE, whichever occurred first. An automatic erase 
is performed before data is written.

The 28C256 can write both bytes and blocks of up 
to 64 bytes. The write mode is discussed below.

Write Cycle Control Pins
For system design simplification the_28C256 is 
designed such that either the CE or WE pin can 
be used to initiate a write cycle. The device uses 
the latest high-to-low transition of either CE or WE 
signal to latch addresses and the earliest low-to- 
high transition to latch the data. Address and OE 
set up and hold are with respect to the later of CE 
or WE; datas.et up and hold is with respect to the 
earlier of WE or CE.

To simplify the following discussion, the WE pin is 
used as the write cycle control pin throughout the 
rest of this data sheet. Timing diagrams of both 
write cycles are included in the AC Character
istics.

Reads
A read is typically accomplished by presenting the 
addresses of the desired byte to_the address 
inputs. Once the address is stable, CE is brought 
toaTTLIowin ordertoenable the chip. The WE pin 
must beat a TTL high during the entire read cycle. 
The output drivers are made active by bringing 
Output Enable (OE) to a TTL low. During read, the 
addresses, CE, OE, and input data latches are 
transparent.

Technology, Incorporated
MD400020/B
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Write Mode
One to 64 bytes of data can be randomly loaded 
into the device. The part latches row addresses, 
A6-A14, during the first byte write. These 
addresses are latched on the falling edge of the 
WE signal and are ignored after that until the end 
of fwc. This will eliminate any false write into 
another page if different row addresses are 
applied and the page boundary is crossed.

The column addresses, A0-A5, which are used to 
select different locations of the page, are latched 
every time a new write is initiated. These 
addresses and the OE state (high) are latched on 
the falling edge of WE signal. For proper write 
initiation and latching, the WE pin has to stay low 
fora minimum of twpns. Data is latched on the rising 
edge of WE, allowing easy microprocessor 
interface.
Upon a low to high WE transition, the 28C256 
latches data and starts the internal page load timer. 
The timer is reset on the falling edge of the WE 
signal if another write is initiated before the timer 
has timed out. The timer stays reset while the WE 
pin is kept low. If no additional write cycles have 
been initiated in (tBLC) after the last WE low to high 
transition, the part terminates the page load cycle 
and starts the internal write. During this time 
which takes a maximum of 10 ms, the device 
ignores any additional write attempts. The part 
can now be read to determine the end of write 
cycle (DATA Polling).

Extended Page Load
In order to take advantage of the page mode's fas
ter average byte write time, data must be loaded at 
the page load cycle time (tBLC)- Since some 
applications may not be able to sustain transfers 
at this minimum rate, the 28C256 permits an 
extended page load cycle. To do this, the write 
cycle must be "stretched" by maintaining WE low, 
assuming a write enable-controlled cycle, and 
leaving all other control inputs (CE OE) in the pro
per page load cycle state. Since the_page load 
timer is reset on the falling edge of WE, keeping 
this signal low will inhibit the page load timer. 
When WE returns high, the input data is latched 
and the page load cycle timer begins. In CE con
trolled write the same is true, with CE holding the 
timer reset instead of WE.

DATA Polling
The 28C256 has a maximum write cycle time of 10 
ms. Typically though, a write will be completed in 
less than the specified maximum cycle time. DATA 
polling is a method of minimizing write times by 
determiningtheactualendpointofa write cycle. If 
a read is performed to any address while the 
28C256 is still writing, the device will present the 
ones-complement of the last byte written. When 
the 28C256 has completed its write cycle, a read 
from the last address written will result in valid 
data. Thus, software can simply read from the part 
until the last data byte written is read correctly. A 
DATA polling read should not be done until a 
minimum of tipmicroseconds after the last byte is 
written. Timing for a DA TA polling read is the same 
as a normal read once the tLP specification has 
been met.
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Chip Erase
Certain applications may require all bytes to be 
erased simultaneously. This feature, which 
requires high voltage, is optional and timing 
specifications are available from SEEQ.

Power Up/Down Considerations
There is internal circuitry to minimize a false write 
during power up or powerdown. Thiscircuitry pre
vents writing under any one of the following 
conditions:
1. Vcc is less than Vw/ V
2. A high to low Write Enable (WE) transition has 

not occurred when the Vcc supply is between 
Vw, V and Vcc with CE low and OE high.

Writing will also be inhibited when WE, CE, or OE 
are in TTL logical states other than that specified 
for a byte write in the Mode Selection table.

MD400020/B
—seeo Technology. Incorporated
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Absolute Maximum Stress Range*
Temperature 

Storage.... 
Under Bias

-65°C to +150°C 
. -10°C to +80°C

All input or Output Voltages
with Respect to VSs.......................+6 V to —0.3 V 

★COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under 
‘‘Absolute Maximum Ratings” may cause perma
nent damage to the device. This is a stress rating 
only and functional operation of the device at 
these or any other conditions above those 
indicated in the operational sections of this 
specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum rating conditions for extended periods 
may affect device reliability.

Recommended Operating Conditions
28C256

Temperature Range (Ambient) 0°C to 70°C
Vcc Supply Voltage 5 V ± 10%

Endurance and Data Retention

DC Characteristics Read Operation (Over operating temperature and VccRange, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter Value Units Condition

N Minimum Endurance 10,000 Cycles/Byte MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1033

Tdr Data Retention > 10 Years MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1008

NOTES:
1. Characterized. Not tested.
2. Inputs only. Does not include I/O.
3. For I/O only.

Symbol Parameter
Limits

Units Test ConditionMin. Max.

Icc Active Vcc Current
60 mA CE=OE=Vil; All I/O open; 

Other Inputs = Vcc Max 
Min. read or write cycle time

ISBi
Standby Vcc Current 
(TTL Inputs)

2 mA CE=Vih, OE=Vil; All I/O open; 
Other I nputs = Vil to Vih

ISBz
Standby Vcc Current 
(CMOS Inputs)

150 mA CE=Vcc-0.3
Other Inputs = Vil to Vih
All I/O Open

Iil'2' Input Leakage Current 1 mA Vin=Vcc Max.

Iol'3' Output Leakage Current 10 mA Vout=Vcc Max.

Vil Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V

Vih Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc +0.3 V

Vol Output Low Voltage 0.45 V Iol=2.1 mA

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V Ioh=—400 /iA
vwlt’l Write Inhibit Voltage 3.8 V

Technology, Incorporated
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AC Test Conditions
Output Load: 1 TTL gate and Cl= 100 pF
Input Rise and Fall Times: <20 ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0.45 V to 2.4 V
Timing Measurement Reference Level:

Inputs 1 V and 2 V
Outputs 0.8 V and 2 V
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Capacitance^ ta = 25°c,f= 1 mhz

Symbol Parameter Max. Conditions

ClN Input Capacitance 6 pF Vin = OV

COUT Data (I/O) Capacitance 12 pF Vi/o = OV

E.S.D. Characteristics
Symbol Parameter Value Test Conditions
VZAP'2' E.S.D. Tolerance > 2000 V. Mil-STD 883 

Test Method 3015

AC Characteristics Read Operation (Over operating temperature and Vcc range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Units
Test 
Conditions

28C256-250 28C256-300 28C256-350

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

tnc Read Cycle Time 250 300 350 ns CE = 0E=Vil

tCE Chip Enable Access Time 250 300 350 ns OE = Vil

tAA Address Access Time 250 300 350 ns CE = OE = Vil

tOE Output Enable Access Time 90 90 90 ns CE = V,l

tDF Output or Chip Enable High to 
output in Hi-Z

0 60 0 80 0 80 ns
CE= V,l

tOH Output Hold from Address Change, 
Chip Enable, or Output Enable, 
whichever occurs first

0 0 0 ns Ct or3E= Vil

Read/DA TA Polling Cycle

*RC

ADDRESS An NEXT ADDRESS

H GH Z

Notes:
1. This parameter is measured only for the initial qualification and after process or design changes which may affect capacitance.
2. Characterized. Not tested.

seeo Technology, Incorporated
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AC Characteristics Write Operation (Over the operating temperature and Vcc range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter

Limits
28C256-25O 28C256-3OO 28C256-350

Mln. Max. Mln. Max. Min. Max. Units

twc Write Cycle Time 10 10 10 ms

tAS Address Set-up Time 20 20 20 ns

tAH Address Hold Time (see note 1) 150 150 150 2!J

tcs Write Set-up Time 0 0 0 ns

tcH Write Hold Time 0 0 0 ns

tew CE Pulse Width (note 2) 150 150 150 ns

tOES OE High Set-up Time 20 20 20 ns

t0EH OE High Hold Time 20 20 20 ns

twp WE Pulse Width (note 2) 150 150 150 ns

tDS Data Set-up Time 50 50 50 ns

tDH Data Hold Time 0 0 0 ns

tBLC Byte Load Timer Cycle 
(Page Mode Only) (note 3)

0.2 300 0.2 300 0.2 300 us

t|_P Last Byte Loaded 
to DATA Polling Output

600 600 600 us
—

Write Timing
WE CONTROLLED WRITE CYCLE CE CONTROLLED WRITE CYCLE

Notes:
1. Address hold time is with respect to the falling edge of the control signal WE or CE.
2. WE and CE are noise protected. Less than a 20 nsec write pulse will not activate a write cycle.
3. tBLc min. is the minimum time before the next byte can be loaded. tBLc max is the minimum time the byte load timer waits before 

initiating internal write cycle.

MD400020/B
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Page Write Timing
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Ordering Information

D Q 28C256-250

PACKAGE 
TYPE

D-CERAMIC DIP 
N-PLASTIC LEADED

CHIP CARRIER 
UX- UN ENCAPSULATED DIE

TEMPERATURE 
RANGE

PART TYPE ACCESS TIME

Q-O’Cto +7O°C 
(Commercial)

32Kx8 EEPROM 250 = 250 ns
300 = 300 ns
350 = 350 ns

©eeo Technology, Incorporated
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Features
■ High Speed:

• 35 ns Maximum Access Time
■ CMOS Technology
■ Low Power:

• 350 mW
■ 10 Year Data Retention
■ High Output Drive

• Sink 16 mA At 0.45 V
• Source 4 mA At 2.4 V

■ 51/ ± 10% Power Supply
■ Power Up/Down Protection Circuitry
■ 50 ms Chip Erase
■ Fast Byte Write

• 5 ms/Byte
■ Automatic byte clear before write
■ Jedec approved byte wide pinout
■ Direct replacement for bipolar PROMS
■ Slim 300 mil Packaging Available
■ Military and Extended Temperature Range 

Available.

Block Diagram

I3I 1-----------
A4-A11 | ) ROW 

DECODERS

E2 
MEMORY 

ARRAY

A°-A3 1 COLUMN 
DECODER

COLUMN ADDRESS 
GATING

OS?! r
CONTROL

— ERASE
I/O

rq3l2)-------------- ►
LOGIC BUFFERS

0
I/O0-7

Description
SEEQ’s 36C16/32 are high speed 2K x 8 / 4K x 8 
Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only 
Memories, manufactured using SEEQ’s advanced 
1.25 micron CMOS process.

The 36C16/32 are intended as bipolar PROM 
replacements in high speed applications. The 35 
ns maximum read access time meets the 
requirements of many of today’s high perfor
mance processors. In addition they offer in- 
system reprogrammability. The endurance, the 
number of times the part can be erased/written, is 
specified to be greater than 100 cycles. The 
36C16/32 are built using SEEQ’s proprietary 
oxynitride EEPROM process and its innovative 
“DQ cell" design. System reliability in applications 
where writes are frequent is increased because of 
the low endurance-failure rate of the DQ-cell.

Data retention is specified to be greater than 
10 years.

The 36C16/32 are available in 24 pin Slim 300 mil 
CERAMIC DIP and PLASTIC DIP. 24/28 pin full 
featured EEPROM versions are also available 
(38C16/32). All parts are available in commercial 
as well as military temperature ranges.

Pin Configuration

DUAL-IN-LINE 
TOP VIEW

36C16/36C32

Pin Names
A0-A3 ADDRESSES - COLUMN
A4-A,,'31 ADDRESSES - ROW

CSt

CS2
CS3

CHIP SELECT INPUTS

I/O DATA INPUT (WRITE) 
DATA OUTPUT (READ)

(24 pins)

Vcc 
A8
A9
A1Q
CS1

CS3/A11
CS2
I/O7
I/O6
I/O5
I/O4
I/O3

[1]

NOTES: 1. Pin 19 is A11 on the 36C32.
2. CS3 is on the 36C16 only.
3. A4-A10 on 36C16.

Technology, Incorporatedseeo
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Device Operation 
Operational Modes

X: Any TTL level

MODE PIN CS, cs2 CS3|2' I/O
Read Vil Vih Vih Dout

Standby
Vih X X

HI ZX Vil X

X X Vil

Write VHI’I Vil X Din

Read
A read is started by presenting the addresses of 
the desired byte to the address inputs. Once the 
address is stable, the chip select inputs should be 
brought to the proper levels in order to enable the 
outputs (see Table above).

Write
To write into a particular location, addresses and 
data must be valid, CS2 must be TTL low and a V^” 
pulse has to be applied to CS, for 5ms. An 
automatic internal byte clear is done prior to the 
byte write. The byte clear feature is transparent to 
the user.

NOTES:
1. Vh- High Voltage.
2. CS3 applies only to the 36C16. This pin becomes A,, in the 

36C32 and a don’t care during operational modes.
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Absolute Maximum Rating

Temperature 
Storage.............................
Under Bias.......................

All Inputs and Outputs 
with Respect to Ground

Dedicated High Voltage Inputs 
with Respect to Ground........ -0.5 Vto+14V

—65°C to +150°C 
—10°C to +80° C

—0.5 V to +7 V

COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under “Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the 
device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of 
the device at these or any other conditions above those 
indicated in the operational sections of this specification is 
not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating conditions 
for extended periods may affect device reliability.
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Recommended Operating Conditions
36C16
36C32

Vcc Supply Voltage 5 V± 10%
Temperature Range (Ambient) 0°C to 70°C

DC Operating Characteristics (Over operating temperature and Vcc Range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter
Limits

Unit Test ConditionMln. Max.

Ice Vcc Active Current 100 mA
CS2=CS3=Vih; CSi=Vil; 
All inputs = Vcc Max. 
Max read/write cycle time

IlN Input Leakage Current 1 M 0.1V>=Vin<=Vcc Max.
lOUT Output Leakage Current 10 mA Vout=Vcc Max.
VlL Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V

VlH Input High Voltage 2 Vcc +1 V
Vh Input High Voltage During 

Write/Chip Erase 10.8 13.2 V For CS, Input Only

Vol Output Low Voltage 0.45 V Iol=16 mA, Vcc= Vcc Min.
Voh Output High Voltage 2.4 V Ioh=—4 mA, Vcc= Vcc Min.

los111 Output Short Circuit Current -20 -90 mA Vcc=Vcc Max, 
Vout=0

Vci[11 Input Clamp Voltage -1.5 V Vin Pulse width < 10ns

NOTE:
1. Only one output at a time for less than one second.

seeo Technology, Incorporated
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AC Test Conditions
Output Load: 10 TTL gates and total CL = 30 pF
Input Rise and Fall Times: < 5 ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0.45 V to 2.4 V
Timing Measurement Reference Level:

Inputs 1 V and 2 V
Outputs 0.8 V and 2 V

Capacitance1" TA«25°c,f=i mhz

Symbol Parameter Max. Conditions
C|N Input Capacitance 6 pF ViN = OV
COUT Data (I/O) Capacitance 12 pF Vi/o = 0 V

E.S.D. Characteristics
Symbol Parameter Value Test Conditions

Vzap121 E.S.D. Tolerance >2000 V MIL-STD 883
Test Method 3015

AC Characteristics Read Operation (Over operating temperature and Vcc Range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Units

36C16-35 
36C32-35

36C16-45
36C32-45

36C16-55
36C32-55

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

tRC Read Cycle Time 35 45 55 ns

tcs Chip Select Access 
Time

25 30 35 ns

tAA Address Access Time 35 45 55 ns
tDF Output Enable to 

Output not being Driven
25 25 30 ns

tOH
Output Hold from 
Address Change or Chip 
Select whichever occurs first

0 0 0 ns

Read Cycle Timing

nuios.
1. This parameter is measured only for the initial qualification and after process or design changes which may affect capacitance.

2. Characterized. Not tested.

Technology,
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AC Characteristics Write Operation (All Speeds) 
(Over operating temperature and Vcc Range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter

36C16 
36C32

UnitsMin. Max.
twp Write Pulse Width 5 50 ms
tAS Address Set-up Time 0 MS
tAH Address Hold Time 0.5 MS
tcs CS2Set-up Time 0 MS
tCH CS2Hold Time 0 MS
tDS Data Set-up Time 0 MS
tDH Data Hold Time 0 MS
twR Write Recovery 10 MS

Write Cycle Timing

eeeo Technology, Incorporated
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Ordering Information

Q 36C16-35
Q 36C32- 35

PACKAGE
TEMPERATURE 
RANGE

PART TYPE SPEED

D-SLIM 
CERAMIC DIP

P-SLIM 
PLASTIC DIP

Q-0’Cto70°C 
(COMMERCIAL)

36C1 6 - 2K x 8 EEPROM 
36C32 - 4K x 8 EEPROM

35-35 n»
45-45 ns
55-55 ns

The “Preliminary Data Sheet" designation on a SEEQ data sheet indicates that the product is not fully characterized. The 
specifications are subject to change, are based on design goals or preliminary part evaluation, and are not guaranteed. SEEQ 
Technology or an authorized sales representative should be consulted for current information before using this product. No res
ponsibility is assumed by SEEQ for its use, nor for any infringements of patents and trademarks or other rights of third parties 
resulting from its use. SEEQ reserves the right to make changes in specifications at any time and without notice.

seeo Technology, Incorporated-------------------------
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Features
■ High Speed:

• 35 ns Maximum Access Time
■ CMOS Technology
■ Low Power:

• 350 mW
■ High Endurance:

• 10,000 Cycles/Byte Minimum
• 10 Year Data Retention

■ On-Chip Timer and Latches
• Automatic Byte Erase Before Write
• Fast Byte Write: 5 ms/Byte

■ High Speed Address/Data Latching
■ 50 ms Chip Erase
a 5V± 10% Power Supply
■ Power Up/Down Protection Circuitry
■ DATA Polling of Data Bit 7
■ Jedec approved Byte Wide Pinout

• 38C16: 2816A Pin Compatible
• 38C32: 28C64 Pin Compatible

■ Military and Extended Temperature Range 
Available.

Pin Names

Description
SEEQ’s 38C16/32 are high speed 2K x 8 / 4K x 8 
Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only 
Memories (EEPROM), manufactured using SEEQ’s 
advanced 1.25 micron CMOS process.

The 38016/32 are ideal for high speed 
applications which require non-volatility and in- 
system reprogrammability. The endurance, the 
number of times a byte maybe written, is specified 
at 10,000 cycles per byte and is typically 1,000,000 
cycles per byte. The extraordinarily high endurance

Pin Configuration
DUAL-IN-LINE 

TOP VIEW

EE
PR
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M

S

A0-A3 ADDRESSES - COLUMN
A4-A11"1 ROW ADDRESSES

Ce CHIP ENABLE

OE OUTPUT ENABLE

WE WRITE ENABLE

I/O0-7 DATA INPUT (WRITE) 
DATA OUTPUT (READ)

Block Diagram

Technology, Incorporated

A,G 
a.; 
A’ G
A‘G
A’G
A’G
A.G
A’G 

l/Oo£ 
I/O,
I/O, £

GND

38C16
(24 pins)

NC £ 
NC £ 

A'G 
A‘G 
A’G 
A*G  
A’G 
A-G 
A'G 
A’G 

l/Oo £ 
I/O.
I/O, £ 

GND £

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

38C32 
(28 pins) 

~V* -

PLASTIC LEADED CHIP CARRIER 
TOP VIEW

38C16

28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15

a, r?
A. [~6~ 

A- EZ 
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was accomplished using SEEQ's proprietary 
oxynitride EEPROM process and its innovative 
“DQ cell" design. System reliability in applications 
where writes are frequent is increased because of 
the low endurance-failure rate of the DQ-cell. The 
35 ns maximum access time meets the require
ments of many of today’s high performance pro
cessors. The 38C16/32 have an internal timer 
which automatically times out the write time. The 
on-chip timer, along with the input latches, frees 
the microprocessor for other tasks during the write 
time. DATA Polling can be used to determine the 
end of a write cycle. All inputs are TTL compatible 
for both write and read modes.

Data retention is specified to be greater than 
10 years.

The 38C16 and 38C32 are both available in 
CERAMIC DIP, PLASTIC DIP and PLCC packages. 
24 pin versions of both 38C16 and38C32 intended 
for bipolar PROM replacement are also available 
(36C16/36C32). All parts are available in commer
cial as well as military temperature ranges.

Device Operation 
Operational Modes

X: Any TTL level

MODE PIN CE OE WE I/O
Read V,L Vil Vih □ out

Standby VlH X X HI Z
Write VlL Vih Vil Din

Write X X Vih HI Z/Dout
Inhibit Vih X X HI Z

X Vil Vih Hl Z/Dout
Vil Vil Vil No Operation

(HI Z)
Chip Erase11! Vih Vh'2' Vih HI Z

Read
A read is started by presenting the addresses of 
the desired byte to the address inputs. Once the 
address is stable, CE is brought to a TTL low in 
order to enable the chip. The WE pin must be at a 
TTL high during the entire read cycle. The output 
drivers are made active by bringing output enable 
(OE) to a TTL low. During read, the address, CE, 
OE, and I/O latches are transparent.

38C16/38C32
PRELIMINARY DATA SHEET

Write
To write into a particular location, addresses must 
be valid and a TTL low is applied to the write ena
ble (WE) pin of a selected (CE low) device. This 
initiates a write cycle. During a write cycle, all 
inputs except for data are latched on the falling 
edge of WE (or CE whichever one occurred last). 
Write enable needs to be at a TTL low only for the 
specified tnP time. Data is latched on the rising 
edge of WE (or CE, which ever one occurred first). 
An automatic byte erase is performed before data 
is written.

DATA Polling
The EEPROM has a specified twc write cycle time 
of 5ms. The typical device has a write cycle time 
faster than the twc. DATA polling is a method to 
indicate the completion of a timed write cycle. 
During the internal write cycle, the complement of 
the data bit 7 is presented at output 7 when a read 
is performed. Once the write cycle is finished, the 
true data is presented at the outputs. A software 
routine can be used to ‘‘poll", i.e. read the output, 
for true or complemented data bit 7. The polling 
cycle specifications are the same as for a read 
cycle. During data polling, the addresses are 
don’t care.

Chip Erase
Certain applications may require all bytes to be 
erased simultaneously. This feature, which 
requires high voltage, is optional and timing 
specifications are available from SEEQ.

Power Up/Down Considerations
Protection against false write during Vcc power 
up/down is provided through on chip circuitry. 
Writing is prevented underanyone of the following 
conditions:

1. Vcc is less than Vw, V.
1. A high to low Write Enable (WE) transition has 

not occurred when the Vcc supply is between 
Vw, V and Vcc with CE low and OE high.

Writing will also be inhibited when WE, CE, or OE 
are in TTL logical states other than those 
specified for a byte write in the Mode Selection 
table.

NOTES:
1. Chip erase is an optional mode.
2. Vh — High Voltage.

MD400029/A
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Absolute Maximum Rating EE
PR
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S

Temperature
Storage....................................... -65°C to +150°C
Under Bias................................. —10°C to +80° C

All Inputs and Outputs
with Respect to Ground........ —0.5 V to +7 V

Recommended Operating Conditions

COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the 
device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of 
the device at these or any other conditions above those 
indicated in the operational sections of this specification is 
not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating conditions 
for extended periods may affect device reliability.

38C16
38C32

Vcc Supply Voltage 5 V± 10%
Temperature Range (Ambient) 0°Cto70°C

Endurance and Data Retention
Symbol Parameter Value Units Condition

N Minimum Endurance 10,000 Cycles/Byte MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1033

Tor Data Retention > 10 Years MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1008

DC Operating Characteristics (Over operating temperature and Vcg Range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter
Limits

Unit Test ConditionMin. Max.

Icc Vcc Active Current 100 mA
CE=OE=Vil;
All I/O open;
All other inputs = Vcc Max. 
Max read/write cycle time

ISB Stand by Vcc Current 60 mA
CE=Vih;
All I/O open;
All other inputs TTL don’t care;

IlN Input Leakage Current 1 mA 0.1V>=Vin<=Vcc Max.
loUT Output Leakage Current 10 mA Vout=Vcc Max.
Vil Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V

Vih Input High Voltage 2 Vcc +1 V
Vol Output Low Voltage 0.45 V Iol=2 mA, Vcc= Vcc Min.
VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V Ioh=—400 juA, Vcc Min.
Vwi"1 Write Inhibit Voltage 3.8 V

NOTES:
1. Characterized. Not tested.

seeo Technology, Incorporated
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AC Test Conditions
Output Load: 1 TTL gate and total CL = 30 pF
Input Rise and Fall Times: < 5 ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0.45 V to 2.4 V
Timing Measurement Reference Level:

Inputs 1 V and 2 V
Outputs 0.8 V and 2 V

Capacitance111 TA=25°c,t=i mhz

Symbol Parameter Max. Conditions
Cin Input Capacitance 6 pF V,N = ov

CoUT Data (I/O) Capacitance 12 pF Vi/o = OV

E.S.D. Characteristics
Symbol Parameter Value Test Conditions

VZAPI2' E.S.D. Tolerance >2000V MIL-STD 883 
Test Method 3015

AC Characteristics Read Operation
(Over operating temperature and Vcc Range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Units
Test 

Conditions

38C1 6-35 
38C32-35

38C1 6-45 
38C32-45

38C16-55
38C32-55

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

tRC Read Cycle Time 35 45 55 ns CE=OE=Vil

tCE Chip Enable Access 
Time

25 30 35 ns OE=Vil

tAA Address Access Time 35 45 55 ns CE=OE=Vil

tOE Output Enable Access 
Time

20 25 30 ns CE=Vil

tDF Output Or Chip Enable 
To Output Float

15 20 30 ns CE=Vil

tOH

Output Hold from 
Address Change, Chip 
Enable Or Output Enable 
Which ever occurs first

0 0 0 ns CE or OE=Vil

Read Cycle Timing

1. This parameter is measured only for the initial qualification and after process or design changes which may affect capacitance.

2. Characterized. Not tested.
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AC Characteristics Write Operation
(Over operating temperature and Vcc Range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter

38C16-35
38C32-35

38C1 6-45 
38C32-45

38C16-55
38C32-55

UnitsMin. Max. Mln. Max. Min. Max.
twc Write Cycle Time 5 5 5 ms
tAS Address Set-up Time 0 0 0 ns

tAH Address Hold Time 25 25 30 ns
tcs Write Set-up Time 0 0 0 ns
tCH Write Hold Time 0 0 0 ns
tew CE Pulse Width 20 25 30 ns
tOES OE High Set-up Time 5 5 5 ns
toEH OE High Hold Time 0 0 0 ns
twp WE Pulse Width 20 25 30 ns
tps Data Set-up Time 20 25 30 ns
tDH Data Hold Time 0 0 0 ns
tDP Time to DATA Polling 

from Byte Latch
35 45 55 ns

EE
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WE CONTROLLED WRITE CYCLE

Write Cycle Timing

CE CONTROLLED WRITE CYCLE

BYTE WRITE

DATA 
POLLING—►!

DATA 
.— POLLING —

DON T CARE DON T CARE

DATA IN DATA IN DATA

ADDRESSES^ VALID ' ADDRESSES^! ( VALID '

eeeo Technology, Incorporated
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Ordering Information

D Q 38C16-35

PACKAGE 
TYPE

TEMPERATURE 
RANGE

38C32-35

35-35 ns 
38C16-2Kx8 EEPROM 45-45 ns 
38C32 - 4K x 8 EEPROM 55-55 ns

D-CERAMIC DIP 
P- PLASTIC DIP 
N-PLCC

Q-O’C to70°C 
(COMMERCIAL)

The “Preliminary Data Sheet” designation on a SEEQ data sheet indicates that the product is not fully characterized. The 
specifications are subject to change, are based on design goals or preliminary part evaluation, and are not guaranteed. SEEO 
Technology or an authorized sales representative should be consulted for current information before using this product. No res
ponsibility is assumed by SEEQ for its use, nor for any infringements of patents and trademarks or other rights of third parties 
resulting from its use. SEEQ reserves the right to make changes in specifications at any time and without notice.
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Features
■ 128K (16K x 8)
■ Pin Compatible to 27128 EPROM
■ Low Cost Non-Volatile Memory
■ Chip Erase . . . Electrically

• 20 seconds
■ Fast Byte Write

• 2 ms/byte
■ 170 ns Access Time

• 5 V± 10% Vcc
• 0°C to 70°C Temperature Range

■ Single High Voltage Power Supply for Write 
and Erase

■ FLASH" EEPROM Memory Cell Technology
• 100 Cycle Endurance
• 10 Years Data Retention

■ JEDEC Approved Bytewide Pin Configuration

Block Diagram

Pin Configuration

A6-A13 I ROW 
DECODERS

I > MEMORY
ARRAY

---------------

K-K I COLUMN --------- %
DECODER

---------------
GATING

5F------------ ►
CE_______ CONTROL I/O

PGM------------»■
LOGIC _________ » BUFFERS

I/Oq-7

DUAL-IN-LINE PLASTIC LEADED CHIP CARRIER 
TOP VIEW 

{ 1 >311 <=
TOP VIEW

Jvcc1 28

*’C
2 27 z0
3 26 J A'J *6 E£ ZU as

4 25 J Ag As [T Ml A9

*>c 5 24 □ A0 A4 EL ZZJ An

6 23 J A,, *3 Li ~26~l NC

7 22 JOE A2 d TH oe

8 21 J A'O A, (jo ZU A10
9 20 JCE AO EL '231 CE

‘■C 10 19 J 0? nc nr ZD V07
O.C 11 18 5 i/oo El ZU I/Os

°> L 12 17 J o.

o.c 13 16 J |7||£||s||lI|21|2||s]
gnd£ 14 J C>3

O S § z 8 3 0> i (5 — —
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Description
SEEQ’s 48128 is a new 128K (16K x 8) memory 
device which combines both EEPROM and EPROM 
technologies to give a high density, low cost, non
volatile, Electrically Erasable Programmable 
Read Only Memory. The 48128 is a bulk erasable 
memory, and is an ideal memory device for applica
tions with high density and infrequent in-system 
updates, such as program store. The 170 nsec 
read access time meets the performance require
ments of many of today’s popular microprocessors. 
The 48128 can be electrically erased as fast as 12 
seconds. Once the chip is erased, a byte write may 
be performed. Only a single high voltage supply is 
required for chip erase or byte write.

The 48128 has two major features: first it elec
trically erases in seconds instead of minutes for a 
UV type EPROM. Before a byte can be written, the 
entire chip must first be erased. For the 48128, the 
total erasure time is 12 seconds. This is approxi
mately 50 times faster than an EPROM’s 15 to 30 
minute erasure time. Second, the 48128 has a 
2 ms/byte write time, which is five times faster 
than the 10 msec single byte write specification of 
other electrically programmable non-volatile 
memories. Once the memory is written, data is 
retained for more than 10 years. Data may be read 
as fast as 170 nsecs over the temperature range 
and at worst case Vcc.

The 48128 is the first of a family. It has a double 
polysilicon, floating gate structure and is manu
factured using n-channel technology. Erasing, 
like EEPROMs, is by electron tunneling while writing 
uses hot electron injection as in EPROMs. The cell 
uses a high quality SEEQ proprietary thin oxide 
process. This product offers the high density and 
low cost advantages of EPROMs as well as in- 
system circuit programmability of EEPROMs.

Pin Names
Ao-5 ADDRESSES - COLUMN

Ab-13 ADDRESSES - ROW

CE CHIP ENABLE

OE OUTPUT ENABLE

l/Oo-, DATA INPUTS/OUTPUTS

PGM PROGRAM
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Read
The read cycle operation is the same as EPROMs. 
With the chip selected and valid addresses 
applied, data is valid at the specified data sheet 
limit after the Output Enable has been valid. During 
a read cycle, PGM is at TTL high. The VPP input is a 
logical don't care.

Chip Erase
Erasure, i.e. all memory locations reset to a logic 
‘1’ state is performed by raising the VPP pin to the 
high voltage with OE held at a TTL high level. 
Address pins A „ A2 andAe must also be brought to 
high voltage. Afterwards, either PGM or CE will 
start the erasure cycle. The chip is then erased by 
either of the methods described in the timing 
diagrams. For either erasure method, the 
minimum and maximum terase time specification 
must be met. Long term device reliability may be 
affected by exceeding the maximum Ierase time.

There are three possible erasure algorithms. For 
the first case, all bits in the memory can be erased 
by applying a TTL high (or low) level to A3 for the 
specified t erase time (i.e. 6 seconds), then switching 
to the TTL low (or high) level and held for Ierase to 
have complete erasure. Note that the TTL levels 
can be applied in either order when using this 
method of chip erase. A partial erasure or device 
damage can occur if the A3 erase timing 
requirements are not met.

A series of pulses may also be applied to A3 or a 
series of writes with A,, A2 and Ae at VEA may be 
used to erase the memory. This algorithm 
eliminates a need for a 6 second timer to erase 
one memory section as in the previously des
cribed TTL level erase method. Each pulse applied 
partially erases the memory. To completely erase 
the memory, the minimum chip erase time 
specification (i.e. t erase) must be met. The number 
of cycles that must be applied to effectively meet 
the erase time willdependon the pulse width used. 
The number of cycles is determined by dividing 
the 48128’s terase time by the lesser of A3 or PGM 
pulse width. It is important to note that the 
memory must be effectively erased for the 
minimum terase time. Consequently if a duty cycle 
other than 50% is used, then the number of pulses 
is determined by the smallest pulse width in the 
cycle. For example, the 48128’s minimum pulse 
width is 90 usee and erasure time is 6 seconds.

The number of cycles is therefore 66,700 if a 250 
usee and 90 usee A3 low and high pulse, respec
tively, is used. The maximum terase specification 
must not be exceeded by the number of cycles 
times the largest pulse width applied.

Byte Write
Once the chip is fully erased, the 48128 can be 
programmed by applying a high voltage to the VPP 
pin and having the Vcc, OE, and CEpins in the pro
per logic statesasshown in the Mode Table. A 100 
usee typical PGM pulse is then applied after 
data is valid. The next address is then made valid 
and the PGM pulse is applied after new data is 
valid. This is repeated for all addresses which are to 
be written. Once all the addresses have been 
written, one write loop has been completed. This 
“address looping" write algorithm is repeated 
until minimumeffective2 mseefi.e. 20 loops using 
a 100 usee PGM pulse width) byte write time is 
achieved for all bytes.

In order to write to the 48128, the chip must nor
mally be erased first. Howeverthe write mode also 
supports partial writing in order to further 
enhance the total memory programming speed 
and flexibility. For this mode, those memory 
locations which were previously in the erased 
state (e.g. FF Hex) need not be addressed if they 
will remain unprogrammed. Memory addresses 
are not affected by rewriting an FF (Hex). 
Therefore, processor time can be saved by only 
writing to those locations in which the data will 
change from the erased state.

High Voltage Protection
The 48128 requires a single 20V power supply 
and has a maximum operating voltage condition 
of 20.5V for both the write and chip erase. There is 
also an absolute maximum VPP voltage of 22V.

Exceeding this 22V VPP will cause damage to 
the device.
It is recommended that VPP and VEA rise times be 
controlled in order to minimize overshoots. Also, a 
0.1 pF capacitor should be placed between VPP 
and ground to further insure against overshoots 
during write and erase operations. If VPPis toggled 
using a mechanical switch, a voltage de-bounce 
circuit must be connected between the switch 
and the VPP pin.

eeeo Technology, Incorporated
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High Voltage Recovery Time
The internal word and bit lines are charged to the 
high voltage VPP during a chip erase or write cycle. 
A twp recovery time is required before a valid read 
cycle can begin to allow discharging from the 
VPP level.

Programming Equipment
Programming support is a vailable or planned to be 
available from the following suppliers: Stag, 
Oliver Advanced Engineering, Digilec, Sunrise 
Electronics. The programming method in this 
datasheet is designed to permit in-circuit pro
gramming of the 48128.

EE
PR
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Mode Selection
Function 

Mode (Pin)
CE 
(20)

OE 
(22)

PGM 
(27)

Vpp 
(D

Ai, A2, Ab 
(9, 8, 4)

A3 
(7)

Vcc 
(28)

D0-D7
(11-13,15-19)

Read Vil Vil Vih X Address Aa Vcc Dout
Standby Vih X X X X X Vcc HI Z
Write Vil Vih TTL Pulse Vpp Address A3 Vcc Din
Verify Vil Vil Vih X Address A3 Vcc Dout
Chip Erase Vil Vih TTL Pulse Vpp Vea TTL Pulse Vcc Din=Vih

Absolute Maximum Stress Ratings*
Temperature 

Storage...................................
Under Bias.............................

All Inputs or Outputs with 
Respect to Ground..............

VPP During Programming with
Respect to Ground...................  +22V to -0.6 V 

—65°C to +150°C 
. -10QC to +80°C

+6V to -0.3V

★COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under 
“Absolute Maximum Ratings” may cause perma
nent damage to the device. This is a stress rating 
only and functional operation of the device at 
these or any other conditions above those 
indicated in the operational sections of this 
specification is not implied. Exposure to 
absolute maximum rating conditions for exten
ded periods may affect device reliability.

Recommended Operating Conditions

48128-170, 48128-200
48128-250, 48128-300

Vcc Supply Voltage 5 V± 10%
Temperature Range (Ambient) 0°C to 70°C

eeeo Technology, Incorporated
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Endurance and Data Retention

Symbol Parameter Value Units Condition

N Minimum Endurance 100 Cycles/Byte MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1033

Tor Data Retention > 10 Years MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1008

DC Characteristics (Over operating temperature and Vcc Range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter
Limits

Unit Test ConditionMin. Max.
IlH Input Leakage Current High 10 mA Vin = Vcc Max.
IlL Input Leakage Current Low -10 mA Vin = 0.1V

l0UT
Output High 10 mA Vout = Vcc Max.
Leakage ------------------------
Current Low -10 mA Vout = 0.1 V

Vpp Vpp Program/Erase High Voltage 19.5 20.5 V
Vppi Vpp Voltage During Read 0.0 21.5 V
Ipp Standby Mode 5 mA CE = Vih, Vpp = Vcc Max.

Read Mode 5 mA Vpp = Vcc Max.
Vpp Current _ .. .Erase Mode 30 mA Vpp = 21.5 V, FGM = Vil

Write Mode 30 mA Vpp = 21.5 V, PGM = Vil

Vea A,,A2, and A6 Voltage During Erase 15.0 21.5 V

Iea Ai,A2, and A6 Current During Erase 50 mA A, = A2 = A6 = Vea Max.

Icci Vcc Standby Current 30 mA CE = Vih

lcC2 Vcc Active Current 100 mA CE = OE = Vil

Vil Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V
VlH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc+1 V

Vol Output Low Voltage 0.45 V Iol = 2.1 mA
Vqh Output High Voltage 2.4 V Ioh = —400 /xA

MD400018/A
seeo Technology. Incorporated
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Capacitance131 TA=25°c,f=i mhz

Symbol Parameter Max Unit Conditions
C|N Input Capacitance 6 pF ViN = 0 V
CoUT Output Capacitance 10 PF Vout — 0 V

AC Test Conditions
Input Rise and Fall Times (10% to 90%)........ 20 ns
Input Pulse Levels...........................0.45 V to 2.4 V
Input Timing Reference Level... 1.0 V and 2.0 V
OutputTiming Reference Levels... 0.8 V and 2.0 V
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AC Characteristics
Read Operation (Over operating temperature and Vcc Range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter

Limits (ns)

Test 
Conditions

48128-170 481 28-200 481 28-250 481 28-300

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.
tAA Address Access Time 170 200 250 300 CE = OE = Vil

tCE Chip Enable to Data Valid 170 200 250 300 0E = Vil

tOE Output Enable to Data Valid 60 75 100 120 CE = Vil

tDF Output Enable to Output Float 0 50 0 60 0 60 0 105 CE = Vil

tOH Output Hold from Chip 
Enable, Addresses, or 
Output Enable 0 0 0 0 CE = UE = Vil

READ CYCLE TIMING

NOTES:
1. OE may be delayed up to tAA - toE after the falling edge of CE without impact on Iaa
2. tpF is specified from OE or CE, whichever occurs first
3. This parameter is measured only for the initial qualification and after process or design changes which may affect capacitance.

seeo Technology, Incorporated
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AC Characteristics
Write Operation (Over operating temperature and Vcc Range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter
Limits

UnitMin. Max.
twc Write time per byte 2 ms

tAS Address Setup Time 0 ns

tOES Output Enable Setup Time 100 ns

tCES CE Setup Time 0 ns

tos Data Setup Time 0 ns

tvps Vpp Setup Time 2 MS
tOEH OE Hold Time 0 ns

tCEH CE Hold Time 0 ns

tAH Address Hold Time 0 ns
tpH Data Hold Time 0 ns
tpw PGM Pulse Width 90 120 Ms
twR High Voltage Write Recovery 

Time Before A Read Cycle
2 MS

NOTES:
1. Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and may be removed simultaneously or after Vpp.
2. The write procedure is described under the Byte Write section in the data sheet. The number of “write loops” is given in the 

recommended operating conditions section. It is determined by dividing the minimum byte write time by the PGM pulse with. 
The minimum byte write time is 2 msec.

WRITE TIMING

NOTE:
1. The 48128 requires N write loops. After N write loops, the device will be fully programmed. The value of N is a function of tpw-

seeo Technology. Incorporated
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Write Algorithm
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48128 FLASH" EE PROM

AC Erase Characteristics Option 1

Symbol Parameter
Limits

UnitMin. Max.

tERASE 
(note 2)

A3 Total High/LowTime 
to Erase Memory 12 16 sec.

tERH
A3 Cummulative High Time 
to Erase Memory

6 8 sec.

*ERL
A3 Cummulative Low Time 
to Erase Memory 6 8 sec.

tpWH 
(note 3)

A3 High Pulse Width to 
Erase Memory

90 3x108 /XS

tpwL 
(note 3)

A3 Low Pulse Width to 
Erase Memory 90 3 x10s MS

tpGS PGM Setup Time 0 ns

tvps Vpp Setup Time 2 MS

t*DS Ai,A2, A6 Setup Time 2 MS

toES OE Setup Time 0 ns

twR
Erase Recovery
Time Before A Read Cycle

2 MS

NOTES:
1. Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp, Ai, A2 and A6 and may be removed after Vpp, Ai, A2 and A*.
2. The 48128 is erased by toggling A3 between TTL levels. Both TTL low and TTL high times must meet the tpwH and tpwL 

specification. Total erasure occurs when the cummulative A3 low time (tERL) and cummulative A3 high time (tERH) each meet the 
minimum tERASE requirement.

3. The total number of pulses to A3 is determined by the minimum high or low pulse width used.

ERASE TIMING OPTION 1

seeo Technology. Incorporated
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48128 FLASH" EE PROM

AC Erase Characteristics — Option 2

Symbol Parameter
Limits

UnitMin. Max.
tERASE Total PGM Low Time 12 16 seconds(note 2) to Erase Memory
tERH Sum of PGM Pulse Widths 

with A3 High 6 8 seconds

tERL Sum of PGM Pulse Widths 
with A3 Low. 6 8 seconds

twp PGM Pulse Width 90 3 x 10® Ms
tcs CE Setup Time 0 ns
tCH CE Hold Time 0 ns
tOES OE Setup Time 0 ns
tOEH OE Hold Time 0 ns
tADS A1, A2, A6 Setup Time 2 MS
tAS A3 Setup Time 0 ns
tAH A3 Hold Time 0 ns
twR Write Recovery Time 2 MS
tvps Vpp Setup Time 2 MS

NOTES:
1. Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp, A,, A2, and Ae and removed after Vpp, A,, A2, and Ae.
2. The 48128 is erased when the cumulative time that PGM is low with CF low equals tEPH and Ierl-
3. A3 may alternate between high and low or remain low for half the PGM cycles and high for half.
4. Addresses A., As and A7 - An are don’t care during erase.
5.1/O0-7 = Vih during erase.
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48128 FLASHu EE PROM

Chip Erase Algorithm

[1] OPTIONALLY, PGM MAY BE PULSED LOW OR MAINTAINED LOW. IF PGM IS PULSED, IT SHOULD BE ON FOR 100gS. 
A3 MAY THEN BE LONGER THAN 100/xS.

Technology. Incorporated
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Ordering Information
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PACKAGE 
TYPE

TEMPERATURE 
RANGE

PART TYPE ACCESS TIME

D-CERAMIC DIP 
P - PLASTIC DIP 
N-PLCC

Q-0°Cto + 70°C 16Kx8 FLASH' EEPROM 170-170 ns
200-200 ns
250-250 ns
300-300 ns

MD400018/A
seeo Technology. Incorporated
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512K/1024K FLASH'" EEPROM

ADVANCE DATA SHEET July 1987
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Features
■ 64K/128K Byte Writable Non-Volatile Memory
■ Low Power CMOS Process
■ Electrical Chip and Block Erase

• 7.5 Second Maximum Erase Time
■ Electrical Byte Write

• 1 ms. Maximum, 500 fis typical
■ Input Latches for Writing and Erasing
■ Fast Read Access Time
■ Single High Voltage for Writing and Erasing
■ Flash ' EEPROM Cell Technology
■ Ideal for Low-Cost Program and Data Storage

• Minimum 100 Cycle Endurance
• Optional 1000 Cycle Endurance Screening
• Minimum 10 Year Data Retention 

U5V± 10% Vcc,
0°C to +70°C Temperature Range

■ Silicon Signature”" and DiTrace""
■ Jedec Standard Byte Wide Pinout

• 32 Pin D.I.P.
• 32 Pin J-Bend Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier

Block Diagram

NOTE 1: A1 0-A16 FOR 48C1024,
A9-A15 FOR48CS12,
A0-A9 FOR48C1024,
A0-A8 FOR48C512

NOTE 2: PIN 2 IS N.C. ON THE 48C51 2
SILICON SIGNATURE', FLASH' and DITRACE' 
are registered trademarks of SEEQ Technology.

Pin Names

A0-A8 COLUMN ADDRESS INPUT(48C512)
A0-A9 COLUMN ADDRESS INPUT(48C1 024)

A9-A15 ROW ADDRESS INPUT (48C512)

A10-A16 ROW ADDRESS INPUT (48C1024)

CE CHIP ENABLE

OE OUTPUT ENABLE

WE WRITE ENABLE

I/O0-7 DATA INPUT(WRITE)/OUTPUT(READ)

N.C. NO INTERNAL CONNECTION

Vpp WRITE/ERASE INPUT VOLTAGE

Technology, Incorporated
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Description
The 48C512 and48C1024 are 512 Kbit and 1024 
Kbit CMOS Flash EEPROMS organized as64Kx8 
and 128K x 8 bits. Built using Seeq's proprietary 
Flash EEPROM single transistor memory cell, they 
feature input latches on address and data inputs 
for both erasing and writing, chip erase and block 
erase capability and a fast byte write. Endurance, 
the number of times a byte can be written, is 
specified as 100 with an optional screen to 
1000 cycles.

Read
Reading is accomplished by presenting a valid 
address with chip enable and output enable at ViL, 
write enable at VIH, and VPP at any level. See timing 
waveforms fc A.C. parameters.

Erase and Write
Latches on address, data and control inputs permit 
erasing and writing using normal microprocessor 
bus timing. Address inputs are latched on the fall
ing edge of write enable or chip enable, whichever 
is later, while data inputs are latched on the rising 
edge of write enable or chip enable, whichever is 
earlier. The write enable input is noise protected; 
a pulse of less than 20 ns. will not initiate a write or 
erase. In addition, chip enable, output enable and 
write enable must be in the proper state to initiate 
a write or erase. Timing diagrams depict write 
enable controlled writes; the timing also applies 
to chip enable controlled writes.

Block Erase
Block erase erases all bits in a block of the array to 
a logical one. It requires that the VPP pin be 
brought to a high voltage and a write cycle per
formed. The block to be erased is defined by 
address inputs Ag through A15 for the 48C512 and 
A10 through A16 for the 48C1024. The data inputs 
must be all ones to begin the erase. Following a 
write of ‘FF’, the part will wait for time Tabort to 
allow aborting the erase by writing again. This per
mits recovering from an unintentional block erase 
if, for example, in loading a block of data a byte of 
‘FF’ was written. After the Tabort delay the block 
erase will begin. The erase is accomplished by 
following the erase algorithm in figure 2. VPP can 

be brought to any TTL level or left at high voltage 
after the erase.

Chip Erase
Chip erase changes all bits in the memory to a 
logical one. Refer to figure 3 for the chip erase 
algorithm. VPP can be brought to any TTL level or 
left at high voltage after the erase.

Block and Chip Erase Algorithm
To reduce the block and chip erase times, a 
software erase algorithm is used. Refer to figures 
2 and 3 for the block erase and chip erase flow 
charts.

Byte Write
A byte write is used to change any 1 in a byte to a 0. 
To change a bit in a byte from aO to a 1, the byte 
must be erased first via either block erase or 
chip erase.

Data are organized in these Flash EEPROMs in a 
group of bytes called a block. There are 128 
blocks in both the 48C512 and the 48C1024. >4 
block, which is 512 bytes in the48C512 and 1024 
bytes inthe48C1024, is conceptually like a sector 
on a disk drive. Individual bytes must be written as 
part of a block write algorithm which is detailed in 
figure 1. This algorithm is designed to minimize 
the total time to write a block of data.

Blocks are written by applying a high voltage to 
the VPPpin and writing individual non-FF bytes in 
sequential order. Each byte write is automatically 
latched on-chip, so that the user can do a normal 
microprocessor write cycle and then wait a 
minimum of twc ns. for the self-timed write to 
complete. Each byte write incrementally pro
grams bits that are to become a zero. A write loop 
has been completed when all non-FF data for all 
desired blocks have been written. Following each 
loop, a read-verification is done. If any bytes do 
not verify, another write loop is performed. When 
all bytes read correctly, additional loops are 
performed to insure adequate bit cell margin. The 
total number of loops will vary by device and 
depends on temperature; low temperature reduces 

Technology, Incorporated
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the number of loops required. Forexample, a typical 
(room temperature) loop count is 4. Blocks need 
not be written separately; the entire device or any 
combination of blocks can be written using the 
write algorithm.

Because bytes can only be written as part of a 
block write, if data is to be added to a partially 
written block oroneormore bytes in a block must 
be changed, the contents of the block must first be 
read into system RAM; the bytes can then be 
added to the block of data in RAM and the block 
written using the block write algorithm.

Power Up/Down Protection
These two devices contain a Vcc sense circuit 
which disables internal erase and write 
operationswhen Vccis below 3.5 volts. In addition, 
erases and writes are prevented when any control 
input (CE, OE, WE) is in the wrong state for writing 
or erasing (see mode table).

High Voltage Input Protection
The VPP pin is at a high voltage for writing and 
erasing. There is an absolute maximum specifica

48C512/48C1024
ADVANCE DATA SHEET

tion which must not be exceeded, even briefly, or 
permanent device damage may result. To 
minimize switching transients on this pin we 
recommend using a minimum 0.1 uf decoupling 
capacitor with good high frequency response 
connected from VPP to ground at each device. In 
addition, sufficient bulk capacitance should be 
provided to minimize Vpp voltage sag when a 
device goes from stand by to a write or erase cycle.

Silicon Signature"
A row of fixed ROM is present in the 48C512 and 
48C1024 which contains the device’s Silicon 
Signature". Silicon Signature" contains data 
which identifies Seeq as the manufacturer and 
gives the product code. This allows device pro
grammers to match the programming specification 
against the product which is to be programmed. 

Silicon Signature" is read by raising address Ag to 
12 ± 0.5 V. and bringing all other address inputs 
plus chip enable and output enable to V/L with Vcc 
at 5 V. The two Silicon Signature" bytes are selec
ted by address input Ao. Silicon Signature" is 
functional at room temperature only (25 C.)

EE
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Silicon Signature" Bytes
Ao Data (Hex)

Seeq Code V|L 94
Product code (48C512) Vih 1A
Product code (48C1024) Vih 1C

Mode Selection Table

MODE CE OE WE Vpp
Ag-15 
A1O-16

*0-8
*0-9 Oo-7

Read Vil Vil Vih X Address Address Dout

Standby Vih X X X X X Hl-Z
Byte write Vil Vih Vil Vp Address Address Din

Chip erase select Vil Vih Vil TTL X X X
Chip erase Vil Vih Vil VP X X ‘FF'
Block erase Vil Vih Vil Vp Address X 'FF'

seeo Technology, Incorporated
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DC Operating Characteristics
Over the Vcc and temperature range

Symbol Parameter
Limits

Test ConditionMin. Max. Unit

IlH Input leakage high 1 V|N = Vcc

hL Input leakage low -1 VlN = 0.1 V

lOL Output leakage 10 pA V|N = Vcc

Vp Program/erase voltage 11.5 12.5 V

VpR Vpp voltage during read 0 Vp V
Ipp Vp current

Standby mode 
Read mode 
Byte write 
Erase

200
200
40
60

M 
M 
mA 
mA

CE = Vih, Vpp = VP 
CE = Vil, Vpp = VP 
Vpp = Vp
Vpp = Vp

Icci Standby Vcc current 100 pA CE = Vcc - 3
lcC2 Standby Vcc current 5 mA CE = Vih min.
lcC3 Active Vcc current 60 mA CE= Vil

Vil Input low voltage -0.3 0.8 V

Vih Input high voltage 2.0 Vcc+-3 V

Vol Output low voltage 0.45 V Iol = 2.1 ma

Vohi Output level (TTL) 2.4 V Ioh = —400/xA

VoH2 Output level (CMOS) Vcc~-4 V Ioh — —100 /iA

AC Test Conditions
Output load: 1 TTL gate and C(load) = 100 pf.
Input rise and fall times: < 20 ns.
Input pulse levels: 0.45 V to 2.4 V
Timing measurement reference level:

Inputs 1 V and 2 V
Outputs 0.8 V and 2 V

NOTE:
In AC. characteristics, all inputs to the device, e.g., setup time, hold time and cycle time, are tabulated as a minimum time; the user must pro
vide a valid state on that input or wait for the stated minimum time to assure proper operation. All outputs from the device, e.g., access time, 
erase time, recovery time, are tabulated as a maximum time, the device will perform the operation within the stated time.
Advance Data Sheets contain target product specifications which are subject to change upon device characterization over the full specif ied 
temperature range. These specifications may be changed at any time, without notice.

■^^5—Technology, Incorporated
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Absolute Maximum Stress Ratings

Temperature:
Storage.......................................
Under bias.................................

E.S.D. Characteristics EE
PR
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S

—65°C to +150°C
-10°C to +85°C

All Inputs except VPPand 
outputs with Respect to Vss... +6 V to —0.3 V Note: Characterization data — not tested.

Symbol Parameter Value Test Conditions

VzAP E.S.D. Tolerance >2000 V MIL-STD 883 
Method 3015

VPP pin with respect to Vss... 14 V

Recommended Operating Conditions

48C51 2/ 
48C1024

Vcc supply voltage 5 V ± 10%
Temperature range 0°C to 70°C 

(ambient temp.)

Capacitance111 ta=25°c, t=i mhz

Symbol Parameter Value Test Conditions
C|N Input capacitance 6 pt. ViN = 0 V

CouT Output capacitance 12 pf. V|/o = 0 V
Note 1: This parameter is only sampled and not 100% tested.

AC Characteristics READ
(over the Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter

48CXXXX 
-200

48CXXXX 
-250

48CXXXX 
-300

UnitMin. Max. Min. Max. Mln. Max.
tRC Read cycle time 200 250 300 ns

tAA Address to data 200 250 300 ns
tCE CE to data 200 250 300 ns

tOE OE to data 75 100 150 ns

tDF OE/CE to data float 50 60 100 ns

t0H Output hold time 0 0 0 ns

Read Timing

L-seeo Technology, Incorporated
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AC Characteristics BYTE WRITE
(Over the Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter

48CXXXX 
-200

48CXXXX 
-250

48CXXXX 
-300

UnitMln. Max. Mln. Max. Mln. Max.

tvPS Vpp setup time 2 2 2 /XS
tvPH Vpp hold time 250 250 250 /IS

tcs CE setup time 0 0 0 ns
tCH CE hold time 0 0 0 ns
tOES OE setup time 10 10 10 ns
t0EH OE hold time 10 10 10 ns
tAS Address setup time 20 20 20 ns
tAH Address hold time 100 100 100 ns

tos Data setup time 50 50 50 ns
tpH Data hold time 0 0 0 ns

twp WE pulse width 100 100 100 ns

twc Write cycle time 100 150 100 150 100 150 MS

twR Write recovery time 1.5 1.5 1.5 ms

Byte Write Timing

Technology, Incorporated
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AC Characteristics BLOCK ERASE
(Over the Vcc and temperature range)
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Symbol Parameter

48CXXXX 
-250

48CXXXX 
-300

48XXXX 
-350

UnitMin. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

tvPS Vrp setup time 2 2 2 MS
tvPH Vpp hold time 500 500 500 ms

*cs CE setup time 0 0 0 ns
t0ES OE setup time 0 0 0 ns
tAS Address setup time 20 20 20 ns
tAH Address hold time 100 100 100 ns
tps Data setup time 50 50 50 ns
tDH Data hold time 0 0 0 ns
twp WE pulse width 100 100 100 ns
tCH CE hold time 0 0 0 ns
tOEH OE hold time 0 0 0 ns
tERASE Block erase time 500 500 500 ms
tABORT Block erase delay 250 250 250 MS

Block Erase Timing

©eeo Technology, Incorporated
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AC Characteristics CHIP ERASE
(Over the Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter

48CXXXX 
-200

48CXXXX 
-250

48CXXXX 
-300

UnitMin. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

tvPS Vpp setup time 2 2 2 MS

tvPH Vpp hold time 500 500 500 ms

tcs CE setup time 0 0 0 ns

t(DES OE setup time 0 0 0 ns

*DS Data setup time 50 50 50 ns

tDH Data hold time 0 0 0 ns

twp WE pulse width 100 100 100 ns

tcH CE hold time 0 0 0 ns

tOEH OE hold time 0 0 0 ns

tERASE Chip erase time 500 500 500 ms

Chip Erase Timing

Technology, Incorporated
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FIGURE 1
48C512/1024 WRITE ALGORITHM
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FIGURE 2
48C512/1024

BLOCK ERASE ALGORITHM
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FIGURE 3
48C512/1024

CHIP ERASE ALGORITHM
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EPROMS

(Erasable Programmable Read Only Memories)





©eeo 2764
64 K EPROM

27128
128 K EPROM

March 1987

Features
■ Fast Access Times at 0° to 70°C

— 2764 - 160 ns
— 27128 ■ 200 ns 

■ Programmed Using Intelligent Algorithm
— 21V VPP
— 2 Minutes for 27128
— 1 Minute for 2764

■ JEDEC Approved Bytewide Pin 
Configuration
— 2764 8K x 8 Organization
— 27128 16K x 8 Organization

■ Low Power Dissipation
— 100 mA Active Current
— 30 mA Standby Current

■ Military And Extended Temperature 
Range Available

■ Silicon Signature™

Description
SEEO's 2764 and 27128 are ultraviolet light erasable 
EPROMs which are organized8Kx8 and 16Kx8 respec
tively. They are pin for pin compatible to JEDEC 
approved 64K and 128K EPROMs in all operational/ 
programming modes. The devices have access times as 
fast as 160 ns over the 0° to 70°C temperature and Vcc 
tolerance range. The access time is achieved without 
sacrificing power since the maximum active and 
standby currents are 100 mA and 30 mA respec- 
tively.The fast access times allow higher system 
efficiency by eliminating the need for wait states in 
today's 8 - or 16-bit microprocessors.

Initially, and after erasure, all bits are in the "1" state. 
Data is programmed by applying 21 V to Vpp and a TTL 
“0" to pin 27 (program pin). The 2764 and 27128 may be 
programmed with an intelligent algorithm that is now
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Block Diagram Pin Configuration

ON THE 2764.

PINS
MODE

CE
(20)

OE
(22)

PCM
(27)

Vpp 

d)
Vcc 
(28)

Outputs 
(11-13, 15-19)

Read Vil Vil Vih Vcc Vcc Dout

Output Disable X Vih Vcc Vcc Vcc High Z
Standby Vih X X Vcc Vcc High Z
Program Vil Vih Vil Vpp Vcc Din

Program Verify Vil Vil Vih Vpp Vcc Dout

Program Inhibit Vih X X Vpp Vcc High Z
Silicon Signature™* Vil Vil Vih Vcc Vcc Encoded 

Data

Pin Names
Ac ADDRESSES — COLUMN LSB
Ar ADDRESSES — ROW
CE CHIP ENABLE
OE OUTPUT ENABLE
O0 - O7 OUTPUTS
PGM PROGRAM

>—seeo
MD400010/-

Technology, Incorporated 2-1

X can be either Vil or Vih

* For Silicon Signature’": Ao is toggled, Ag = 12V, and all other addresses are at a TTL low.

Silicon Signature'" is a registered trademark of SEEQ Technology.



2764
27128

available on commercial programmers. The programming 
time is typically 5 ms/byte or 2 minutes for all 16K bytes 
of the 27128. The 2764 requires only half of this time, 
about a minute for 8K bytes. This faster time improves 
manufacturing throughput time by hours over conven
tional 50 ms algorithms. Commercial programmers (e.g. 
Data I/O, Pro-log, Digelec, Kontron, and Stag) have 
implemented this fast algorithm forSEEQ's EPROMs. If 
desired, both EPROMs may be programmed using the 

conventional 50 ms programming specification of older 
generation EPROMs.

Incorporated on SEEQ's EPROMs is Silicon Signa- 
ture,“. Silicon Signature contains encoded data 
which identifies SEEQ as the EPROM manufacturer, 
the product's fab location, and programming infor
mation. This data is encoded in ROM to prevent 
erasure by ultraviolet light.

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Temperature

Storage ....................................... -65° C to+150° C
Under Bias .....................................-10°Cto +80° C

All Inputs or Outputs with
Respect to Ground ............................ +6V to -0.3V

Vpp During Programming with
Respect to Ground.......................... +22V to -0.3 V

Voltage on Ag with
Respect to Ground ....................... +15.5V to—0.3V 

‘COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the 
device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation 
of the device at these or any other conditions above those 
indicated in the operational sections of this specification is 
not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating condi
tions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Recommended Operating Conditions

2764 
27128

Vcc Supply Voltage12! 5V± 10%
Temperature Range (Read Mode) (Ambient) 0°C to 70°C
Vpp During Programming 21 ± 0.5 V

DC Operating Characteristics During Read or Programming

Symbol Parameter
Limits

Unit Test ConditionsMin. Max.
IlN Input Leakage Current 10 mA Vin = Vcc Max.
Io Output Leakage Current 10 mA Vout = Vcc Max.
IppHl Vpp Current Read Mode 5 mA Vpp = Vcc Max.

Prog. Mode 30 mA Vpp = 21.5 V
ICC11'1 Vcc Standby Current 30 mA CE = Vih

ICC2111 Vcc Active Current 100 mA CE = OE = Vil

Vil Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V

Vih Input High Voltage 2 Vcc +1 V

Vol Output Low Voltage 0.45 V Iol = 2.1 mA
VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V Ioh = -400 pA

NOTES:
1. Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and removed simultaneously or after Vpp.

MD400010/- 2-2
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AC Operating Characteristics During Read

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Test 
Conditions

2764-16 27XX-20 27XX-25 27XX-30 27XX-45
Min. Max. Mln. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

tAA Address Access Time 160 200 250 300 450 CE = OE = Vil

tCE Chip Enable to Data Valid 160 200 250 300 450 OE = Vil

tOE Output Enable to Data Valid 75 75 100 120 150 CE — Vil

tDF Output Enable to Output Float 0 60 0 60 0 60 0 105 0 130 CE = Vil

tOH Output Hold from Chip 
Enable, Addresses, or 
Output Enable whichever 
occurred first

0 0 0 0 0 CE = OE = Vil

Capacitance 1
A.C. Test Conditions

Symbol Parameter Typ. Max. Unit Conditions

ClN Input Capacitance 4 6 pF Vin = OV
COUT Output Capacitance 8 12 pF VOUT = OV

Output Load: 1 TTL gate and Cl = 100 pF
Input Rise and Fall Times: < 20ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0.45V to 2.4V
Timing Measurement Reference Level:

Inputs 1Vand2V
Outputs 0.8V and 2V

A.C. Waveforms

NOTES:
1. THIS PARAMETER IS SAMPLED AND IS NOT 100% TESTED.
2. OE MAY BE DELAYED TO_t^A - toe_AFTER THE FALLING EDGE OF CE WITHOUT IMPACT ON tAA.
3. tDF IS SPECIFIED FROM OE OR CE, WHICHEVER OCCURS FIRST.
4. THESE ARE EQUIVALENT TEST CONDITIONS AND ACTUAL TEST CONDITIONS ARE DEPENDENT ON THE TESTER.
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Erasure Characteristics
The 64K and 128K EPROMs are erased using ultra
violet light which has a wavelength of 2537 
Angstroms. The integrated dose, i.e., intensity x 
exposure time, for erasure is a minimum of 15 watt- 
second/cm2. The EPROM should be placed within 
one inch of the lamp tube during erasure. Table 1 
shows the typical EPROM erasure time for various 
light intensities.

Table 1. Typical EPROM Erasure Time

Light Intensity 
(Micro-Watts/cm2)

Erasure Time
(Minutes)

15,000 20

10,000 30

5,000 55

Silicon Signature'"
Incorporated in SEEQ’s EPROMs is a row of mask 
programmed read only memory (ROM) cells which is 
outside of the normal memory cell array. The ROM 
contains the EPROM's Silicon Signature. Silicon 
Signature contains data which identifies SEEQ as the 
manufacturer and gives the product code. This data 
allows programmers to match the programming 
specification against the product which is to be 
programmed. If there is verification, then the pro
grammer can proceed programming.

Silicon Signature is activated by raising address Ag to 
12V ± 0.5V, bringing chip enable and output enable 
to a TTL low, having Vcc st 5V, and having all 
addresses except Ao at a TTL low. The Silicon Signa
ture data is then accessed by toggling (using TTL) 

the column address Ag. There are 2 bytes of data 
available (see Table 2). The data appears on outputs 
Oo to Og, with O7 used as an odd parity bit. This 
mode is functional at 25 ±5° C ambient temperature.

Table 2. Silicon Signature Bytes

A0 Hex Data
SEEQ Code (Byte 0) Vil 94

Product Code (Byte 1) 
2764 Vih 40
27128 Vih C1

Programming
Both EPROMs may be programmed using an intelli
gent algorithm or with a conventional 50 msec 
programming pulse. The intelligent algorithm 
improves the total programming time by approxi
mately 10 times over the conventional 50 msec 
algorithm. It typically requires only 1 and 2 minute 
programming time for all 64K and 128K bits 
respectively.

The intelligent algorithm requires VCc - 6V and Vpp 
= 21V during byte programming. The initial program 
pulse width is one millisecond, followed by a se
quence of one millisecond pulses. A byte is verified 
after each pulse. A single program pulse, with a time 
duration equal to 4 times the number of one milli
second pulses applied, is additionally given to the 
address after it is verified as being correctly pro
grammed. A maximum of 15 one millisecond pulses 
per byte should be applied to each address. When 
the intelligent algorithm cycle has been completed, 
all bytes must be read at Vcc = Vpp = 5 V.

L-seeo
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Intelligent Algorithm Flowchart
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2764
27128

Intelligent Algorithm

NOTES:
1. ALL TIMES SHOWN IN ( ) ARE MINIMUM AND IN pSEC UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
2. THE INPUT TIMING REFERENCE LEVEL IS ,8V FOR A V|L AND 2V FOR A V)H.
3. tQE AND tDFP ARE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DEVICE BUT MUST BE ACCOMMODATED BY THE PROGRAMMER.

Technology, Incorporated
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Intelligent Algorithm
AC Programming Characteristics 4 ta = 25° ± 5°c, Vcci1i = 6.0 v ± 0.25 v, Vpp = 21 v ± 0.5 v

Symbol Parameter
Limits

UnitMin. Typ. Max.

tAS Address Setup Time 2 MS

tOES OE Setup Time 2 MS

tDS Data Setup Time 2 MS

tAH Address Hold Time 0 MS

tDH Data Hold Time 2 MS

tOFP Output Enable to Output Float Delay 0 130 ns

tVPS Vpp Setup Time 2 MS

tvcs Vcc Setup Time 2 MS

tpvyl2l PGM Initial Program Pulse Width 0.95 1.0 1.05 ms
tOPWl3! PGM Overprogram Pulse Width 3.8 63 ms

tCES CE Setup Time 2 MS

tOE Data Valid from OE 150 ns

EP
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NOTES:
1. Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and 

removed simultaneously or after Vpp.
2. Initial Program Pulse width tolerance is 1 msec ± 5%.
3. The length of the overprogram pulse will vary from 3.8 msec 

to 63 msec as a function of the iteration counter value X.
4. For 50 ms programming, Vcc = 5 V ± 5%, Tpw = 50 ms 

± 10%, and Topw is not applicable.

AC Test Conditions
Input Rise and Fall Times (10% to 90%) 
Input Pulse Levels .................................
Input Timing Reference Level.............
Output Timing Reference Level ..........

.......... 20 ns
0.45 V to 2.4 V
0.8V and 2.0V
0.8V and 2.0V

Ordering Information

PART TYPE

271 28-XX 
2764-XX

PACKAGE 
TYPE

TEMPERATURE 
RANGE

ACCESS TIME

D-CERDIP a-o'ctoTo’C 
(Commercial)

^seeo Technology, Incorporated
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seeo 27C256
256K CMOS EPROM

March 1987

=
Features
■ 256K (32K x 8) CMOS EPROM
■ Ultra Low Power

• 100 pA Max. VCc Standby Current
• 40 mA Max. Active Current

■ Programmed Using Intelligent Algorithm
• 12.5V Vpp

■ 200 ns Access Times
• 5 V±10% Vcc
• 0° to 70° C Temperature Range

■ Minimum 10 Year Data Retention
■ JEDEC Approved Bytewide Pin 

Configuration
■ Silicon Signature"
■ Military And Extended Temperature Range 

Available.

Description
SEEQ’s 27C256 is the industry’s first 256K CMOS 
EPROM. It has a 32K x 8 organization and has very 
low power dissipation. Its 40 mA active current is 
less than one half the active power of n-channel 
EPROMs. In addition the 100 pA Vcc standby 
current is orders of magnitude lower than those 
same EPROMs. Consequently, system memory sizes 
can be substantially increased at a very small 
increase in power. Low active and standby power is 
important in applications which require portability, 
low cooling cost, high memory bit density, and long 
term reliability.

The27C256 is specified over the 0° to 70° C tempera
ture range and at 5 V ± 10% VCc- The access time is 
specified at 200 ns, making the27C256 compatible 
with most of today's microprocessors. Its inputs and 
outputs are completely TTL compatible.
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Block Diagram
Pin Configuration

X can be either Vil or Vih.
* For Silicon Signature’”: Ao is toggled, Ag = 12 V, and all other addresses are at a TTL low. 
Silicon Signature’" is a registered trademark of SEEQ Technology.

PINS
MODE

CE 
(20)

OE
(22)

Vpp 
(1)

Vcc 
(28)

Outputs 
(11-13, 15-19)

Read Vil Vil Vcc Vcc Dout

Output Disable X Vih Vcc Vcc High Z

Standby Vih X Vcc Vcc High Z

Program Vil Vih Vpp Vcc Din

Program Verify ■Vih Vil Vpp Vcc Dout

Program Inhibit Vih Vih Vpp Vcc High Z

Silicon Signature™* Vil Vil Vcc Vcc Encoded 
Data

Pin Names

Ao - As ADDRESSES — COLUMN (LSB)
A6 - A14 ADDRESSES — ROW
CE CHIP ENABLE
OE OUTPUT ENABLE
Oo - O7 OUTPUTS

©eeo
MD400012/-
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27C256

Initially, and after erasure, all bits are in the "1" state. 
An intelligent algorithm is used to program the 
27C256 typically in four minutes. Data is programmed 
using a 12.5 V Vpp and an initial chip enable pulse of 
1.0 ms.

Incorporated on the 27C256 is Silicon Signature™. 
Silicon Signature contains encoded data which iden
tifies SEEQ as the EPROM manufacturer and gives 
the product code. This data is encoded in ROM to 
prevent erasure by ultraviolet light.

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Temperature 

Storage ... 
Under Bias

All Inputs or Outputs with
Respect to Ground.....................

Vpp with Respect to Ground.........
Voltage on Ag with

Respect to Ground.....................  

-65°C to + 150°C 
. -10°C to +80°C

.. +6 V to —0.3 V
+ 14.0 V to —0.3 V

+ 14.0 V to —0.3 V

'COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under “Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the 
device. This is a stress rating only and functional opera
tion of the device at these or any other conditions above 
those indicated in the operational sections of this specifi
cation is not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum 
rating conditions for extended periods may affect device 
reliability.

Recommended Operating Conditions

27C256-20, 27C25B-25, 
27C25B-30, 27C256-45.

Vcc Supply Voltage1'1 5 V± 10%
Temperature Range (Read Mode) (Ambient) 0°C to 70°C
Vpp During Read121 Vcc
Vpp During Programming131 12.5 ± 0.3 V

DC Operating Characteristics During Read or Programming

Symbol Parameter
Limits

Unit Test ConditionMin. Max.
Iin[4> Input leakage 1 mA Vin=Vcc Max.
lo|s| Output leakage 10 mA Vout=Vcc Max.
Ipp Vpp current:

Standby mode 
Read Mode 
Programming mode

150
1

30

mA 
mA 
mA

CE=Vcc-1 v. min.
F=5 MHz., CE=Vil
Vpp=1 2.5 v.

Icci Vcc standby current 100 mA CE>=Vcc-1 v.
lcC2 Vcc standby current 1.5 mA CE=Vih

Icc3 Vcc active current 40 mA CE=OE=Vil, Oo-7=0, 
F=5 MHz.

Vil Input low voltage -0.1 0.8 V

Vih Input high voltage 2.0 Vcc + 1 V

Vol Output low voltage 0.45 V Iol=2.1 ma
Voh Output high voltage 2.4 V Iqh——400 /xA.

NOTES:
1. Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and removed simultaneously or after Vpp.
2. Vpp cannot be left floating and should be connected to Vcc during read.
3. 0.1 juF ceramic capacitor on Vpp is required during programming only, to suppress voltage transients.
4. Inputs only. Does not include I/O.
5. For I/O only.

eeeo Technology, Incorporated
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27C256

AC Characteristics Read Operation (Over Operating Temperature And Vcc Range, Unless Otherwise Specified)

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Units
Test 

Conditions
27C256-20 27C256-25 27C256-30 27C256-45
Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

tAA Address Access Time 200 250 300 450 ns CE=OE=Vil

tCE Chip Enable Access Time 200 250 300 450 ns OE=Vil
tOE Output Enable Access Time 75 100 120 150 ns CE=V,l
tDF Output or Chip Enable off

To Output Float131
60 60 105 130 ns CE=Vil

tOH

Output Hold from Address 
Change, Chip Enable, or 
Output Enable, 
whichever occurs first

0 0 0 0 ns CE=OE=Vil

EP
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Capacitance 1

Symbol Parameter Typ. Max. Unit Conditions
ClN Input Capacitance 4 6 PF ViN = ov

COUT Output Capacitance 8 12 pF Vout = OV

A.C. Test Conditions
Output Load: 1 TTL gate and Cl = 100 pF
Input Rise and Fall Times: < 20ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0.45V to 2.4V
Timing Measurement Reference Level:
Inputs 1Vand2V
Outputs 0.8V and 2V

A.C. Waveforms

NOTES:
1. THIS PARAMETER IS SAMPLED AND IS NOT 100% TESTED.
2. OE MAY BE DELAYED TOU, - tqe_AFTER THE FALLING EDGE OF CE WITHOUT IMPACT ON tw.
3. tDF IS SPECIFIED FROM OE OR CE. WHICHEVER OCCURS FIRST.

eeeo
MD400012/-
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Erasure Characteristics
The 27C256 is erased using ultraviolet light which 
has a wavelength of 2537 Angstroms. The integrated 
dose, i.e., intensity x exposure time, for erasure is a 
minimum of 15 watt-second/cm2. The EPROM 
should be placed within one inch of the lamp tube 
during erasure. Table 1 shows the typical EPROM 
erasure time for various light intensities.

Table 1. Typical EPROM Erasure Time
Light Intensity 

(Micro-Watts/cm2)
Erasure Time 

(Minutes)
15,000 20

10,000 30

5,000 55

Silicon Signature'"
Incorporated in SEEQ’s EPROMs is a row of mask 
programmed read only memory (ROM) cells which is 
outside of the normal memory cell array. The ROM 
contains the EPROM’s Silicon Signature. Silicon Sig
nature contains data which identifies SEEQ as the 
manufacturer and gives the product code. This data 
allows programmers to match the programming 
specification against the product which is to be pro
grammed. If there is verification, then the pro
grammer proceeds to program.

Silicon Signature is activated by raising address Ag to 

12V ± 0.5V, bringing chip enable and output enable 
to a TTL low, having Vcc at 5V, and having all 
addresses except Ao at a TTL low. The Silicon Signa
ture data is then accessed by toggling Ao- The data 
appears on outputs Oo to 0® with Oy used as an odd 
parity bit (see Table 2).

Table 2. Silicon Signature Bytes

Ao Data (Hex)
SEEQ Code (Byte 0) Vil 94

Product Code (Byte 1) Vih C2

Programming
The 27C256 is programmed using the industry stand
ard intelligent algorithm.

The intelligent algorithm requires Vcc = 6 V and Vpp = 
12.5 V during byte programming. The initial program 
pulse width is 1.0 millisecond, followed by a sequence 
of 1.0 millisecond pulses. A byte is verified after each 
pulse. A single program pulse, with a time duration 
equal to 3 times the number of 1.0 millisecond pulses 
applied, is additionally given to the address after it is 
verified as being correctly programmed. A minimum of 
one to a maximum of 25 1-ms pulses, plus one 3X 
overpulse, may be applied to each byte. When the 
intelligent algorithm cycle has been completed, all 
bytes must be read at Vcc = Vpp = 5 V.

©eeo
MD400012/-
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Intelligent Algorithm Flowchart
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27C256

Intelligent Algorithm

NOTES:
1. ALL TIMES SHOWN IN ( ) ARE MINIMUM AND IN MSEC UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
2. THE INPUT TIMING REFERENCE LEVEL IS 0.8 V FOR A V|L AND 2 V FOR A V|H.
3. t0E AND tDFP ARE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DEVICE BUT MUST BE ACCOMMODATED BY THE PROGRAMMER.
4. 0.1 /xF CERAMIC CAPACITOR ON Vpp IS REQUIRED DURING PROGRAMMING ONLY, TO SUPPRESS VOLTAGE TRANSIENTS.

L-eeeo
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Intelligent Algorithm

AC Programming Characteristics t4 = 25° ± 5°c, vcc|11 = 6.ov± 0.25V. vPP = 12.5V
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NOTES:
1.

Symbol Parameter
Limits

UnitMin. Typ. Max.
tAS Address Setup Time 2 ms

tOES OE Setup Time 2 ms

Ids Data Setup Time 2 MS
tAH Address Hold Time 0 MS
tDH Data Hold Time 2 MS
tDFP Output Enable to Output Float Delay 0 130 ns
tVPS Vpp Setup Time 2 MS
tvcs Vcc Setup Time 2 MS
tpw CE Initial Program Pulse Width 0.95 1.0 1.05 ms
topwl2! CE Overprogram Pulse Width 2.85 78.75 ms
tOE Data Valid from OE 150 ns

AC Conditions of Test

Input Rise and Fall Times (10% to 90%) .......... 20 ns
Input Pulse Levels ............................... 0.45 V to 2.4 V
Input Timing Reference Level............0.8 V and 2.0 V
Output Timing Reference Level ..........0.8 V and 2.0 V

2.

Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and 
removed simultaneously or after Vpp.
The length of the overprogram pulse will vary from 2.85 
msec to 78.75 msec as a function of the iteration counter 
value X.

Ordering Information

ACCESS TIMEPART TYPEPACKAGE 
TYPE

TEMPERATURE 
RANGE

D-Cerdip

UX- Unencapsulated Die

Q-O’Cto 70°C 
(Commercial)

20-200 ns
25-250 ns
30-300 ns
45-450 ns

L-seeo Technology, Incorporated
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PRELIMINARY DATA SHEET

72720
Self-Adaptive

E2 Single Chip Microcomputer
March 1987

Features
■ On Chip 5V EEPROM Program Memory: 2Kx8
■ Write to EEPROM Instruction allows pro

cessor to load and alter its own program
memory

■ EEPROM programmable externally as well 
as under processor control

■ EEPROM progamming instruction can pro
gram external EEPROM

■ On Chip Static Ram: 256 x 8
■ Silicon Security" lock to prevent external 

access to user code and data
■ Silicon Signature" and DiTrace"
■ TMS 7000 Microlanguage Processor 

Architecture
■ High Speed Clock Rates:

— 10 MHz for 72720-10
— 16 MHz for 72720-16

Functional Block Diagram

CONTROL

Description
The Seeq 72720 is a full function single chip micro
computer fabricated in N channel silicon gate 
technology which contains a non-volatile elec
trically erasable EEPROM program memory. This 
program memory can be erased and programmed 
via the processor itself during normal program 
execution or can be programmed under external 
control as if it were a standard 5 V EEPROM 
memory component. The EEPROM can easily be 
expanded off chip using the processor’s Full 
Expansion Mode. External EEPROM can be pro
grammed with the same instruction used to alter 
on chip EEPROM.

A Silicon Security’' lock mechanism is implemen
ted in EEPROM which allows the user’s program 
to inhibit external access to its proprietary pro
gram code. Once activated this lock can be reset 
only by a EEPROM Block Clear operation which 
erases the entire program memory contents.

As with other EEPROM devices which SEEQ 
manufactures, the 72720 has Silicon Signature" 
and DiTrace" features to facilitate production 
testing and tracking. Each device is encoded with 
detailed processing and testing results which are 
stored in a special EEPROM memory as it passes 
through the manufacturing cycle. Also stored is 
an unalterable identification code which contains 
such information as mask revision and EEPROM 
programming parameters.

EEPROM Microcomputer Applications 
Summary
The availability of a single chip microcomputer 
with non-volatile program memory which can be 
altered under processor control makes possible 
the design of a variety of low cost products with 
many new features including:

• SELF ADAPTIVE CODE for machines that learn 
as they perform their tasks.

• IN-CIRCUIT REPROGRAMMABILITY to elimi
nate product disassembly for firmware 
updates and diagnostics.

• REMOTE REPROGRAMMABILITY to eliminate 
service calls for firmware modifications.
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DATA SHEET

• DATA LOGGINGof factory test results, product 
configuration, revision level, service records, 
product usage, and product errors.

• STORED INITIALIZATION PARAMETERS to 
eliminate front panel switches and automatically 
configure product for one or many users.

• CODE AND DATA SECURITY to protect pro
prietary programs and confidential data.

Silicon Security1'
The combination of EEPROM Program Memory 
with a single chip microcomputer provides unique 
possibilities for the design of highly secure yet

adaptable computer and control systems. When 
all program code exists on chip, instructions do 
not appear on the I/O pins of the processor (as 
they do on any system where CPU and Program 
Memory are separate) making the code externally 
invisible. Also when instruction fetches occur only 
from on chip memory, instructions cannot be forced 
on the processor externally causing it to dump the 
contents of internal registers or memory. The 
72720 provides for security by allowing the pro
cessor to lock itself in the Single Chip mode pre
venting external access but allowing the 
processor complete read/write access to all 
memory including EEPROM.

Pin Descriptions
PIN

I/O DESCRIPTIONNAME NUMBER
Ao(LSB) 6 I Data input
A, 7 I Data input
a2 8 I Data input
A3 9 I Data input
a4 10 I Data input
A5 16 I Data input
A6 15 I Data input
A7 11 I Data input
Bo 3 0 Data output
B, 4 0 Data output
b2 5 0 Data output
b3 37 0 Data output
B4/ALATCH 38 0 Data output/Memory interface address latch strobe
Bg/R/W 1 0 Data output/Memory interface Read/Write signal
Bg/ENABLE 39 0 Data output/Memory interface enable strobe
b7/clkout 2 0 Data output/Memory interface clock
Co 28 I/O Port C is bidirectional data port. In Peripheral Expansion, Ful
C, 29 I/O Expansion, and Microprocessor modes, Port C is a
c2 30 I/O multiplexed low address and data bus.
C3 31 I/O
C4 32 I/O
C5 33 I/O
Ce 34 I/O
c7 35 I/O
Do 27 I/O Port D is bidirectional data port In Full Expansion and
D, 26 I/O Microprocessor modes, Port D is the high address bus.
d2 24 I/O
d3 23 I/O
d4 22 I/O
d5 21 I/O
d6 20 I/O
&r, 19

13
I/O 

I Highest priority maskable, software programmable interrupt
irrr3
RESET

12 I Lower priority maskable, software programmable interrupt
14 I Device reset

MC 36 I Mode control pin
xtal2/clkin 17 I Crystal input for control of internal oscillator
XTAL, 18 0 Crystal output for control of internal oscillator
Vqc 25 Supply voltage
Vss 40 Ground reference

Technology, Incorporated
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Security is also enhanced because program data 
is stored in the EEPROM in the form of electrical 
charges hidden under metal gates on the die 
which makes visual orelectronic determination of 
bit patterns extremely difficult if not impossible. 
Finally, since program memory is non-volatile yet 
alterable, programs can be written which alter 
themselves in response to equipment tampering 
to confuse the would be product copier.

The oscillator frequency is divided by four on the 
72 720 to generate both an internal machine cycle 
clock and an external clock which is output on I/O 
Port line B7 when the processor is placedin one of 
its expansion modes. All instructions execute in 
multiples of this machine cycle clock as described 
under INSTRUCTION SET. The internal cycle 
clock is further divided by eight to provide a clock 
input to the on chip timer prescaler.

Functional Description
Oscillator and Clocks
The 72720 operates synchronously to internal 
clocks which can be generated either by the on 
chip oscillator or an externally supplied square 
wave. To operate using the on chip oscillator, a 
parallel resonant crystal is connected to the 
XTAL, and XTAL2 input pins.

Each of these inputs must have a small high fre
quency filter capacitor to ground to guarantee 
reliable oscillator startup. To operate using an 
externally supplied clock, the XTAL, pin is left 
open and XTAL2 is driven by a TTL level square 
wave. Required high and low time and allowable 
frequency range for this input are specified under 
AC CHARACTERISTICS.

CRYSTAL OPTION

INTERNAL 
CYCLE 

CLOCKS 
(400 ns PERIOD)

SQUARE 
WAVE

EXTERNAL DRIVE OPTION

111
2-10 MHz K

NO 
CONNECTION

XTAL,

XTAL2

OSCILLATOR

OSCILLATOR AND CLOCK CIRCUITS 
FIGURE 1

NOTE:
1.2-16MHzfor 72720-16.
2.16MHz for 72720-16.

Reset
Reset is a hardware initialization input which can 
be treated as a non-maskable highest priority 
interrupt. The RESET input pin must be active low 
at power on and must be held low until a minimum 
of 100 microseconds after the power supply is 
within specified operating range to guarantee 
proper initialization. Reset can be applied 
asynchronously to the processor clock and is 
recognized immediately on assertion. It is recom
mended that the timing and sequence specified in 
the RESET TIMING diagram be followed to 
eliminate program disturb.
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RESET 
INPUT

RECOMMENDED RESET CIRCUIT 
FIGURE 2

The application of Reset causes the following to 
occur immediately:

1. Ports C and Dare placed in the high impedance 
input mode.

2. All bits of Port B are set to one.

After Reset is removed and before execution of 
the first instruction the following occurs:

1. The I/O Control and Status Registers are 
cleared to zero. (Single Chip mode
interrupts disabled)

2. The Program Counter is saved in the A and B 
Registers.

3. The Stack Pointer is initialized to 01.

seeo Technology, Incorporated
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4. The Reset Vector is fetched from Program The Interrupt Flags of the I/O Control Register
Memory locations FFFE/FFFF and placed in the have indeterminate values after Reset. Itisrecom-
Program Counter. mended that they be cleared before interrupts

are enabled.

72720
RECOMMENDED POWER UP/DOWN SEQUENCE

Interrupts
The 72720 has four hardware interrupt sources 
and levels as follows:

Level Source Priority

0 Reset Highest
1 External 1 I
2 Timer I
3 External 2 Lowest

The external interrupts consist of three input 
lines: RESET, INT1t and INT3. These interrupts are 
activated by a low level or pulse on the corres
ponding pin and require no external synchroniza
tion. External interrupt inputs must be held low for 
five oscillator (1.25 machine) cycles to be detec
ted. Interrupt level 2 is asserted internally upon 
rollover of the on chip Timer/Counter.

Each interrupt source (except Reset) can be 
individually enabled and disabled via Interrupt 

Enable bits in the I/O Control Register in the 
Peripheral File (see figure 4). Writing a ‘1’ to an 
Interrupt Enable bit enables the Interrupt, while ‘0’ 
disables it. All interrupts with the exception of 
Reset, can be globally disabled via an Interrupt 
Enable bit (bit 4) in the CPU’s Status Register.

The status of each interrupt request can be tested 
even if the interrupt is disabled by reading the 
appropriate Interrupt Flag bit in the I/O Control 
Register. These flag bits will indicate the pre
sence of a previously latched and unserviced 
interrupt pulse input or the presence of a current 
interrupt level input. Writing a ‘1’ to the Interrupt 
Clear bit clears the corresponding Interrupt flag, 
while a ‘0’ has no effect on the bit. The active low 
level inputs allow for collector ORing of several 
interrupts at one input pin.

MD4 00005/-
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0 = INT3 Inactive

READ

1

PF ni 
Add re

INT3 Ac

mber = 
ss = >01

7

five 4.

’O
00

6

1

5 4

r
3

!■ Inactive 
Active

r*
0 = INT,
0 = INT,

0

PO

MEMORY 
MODE 1

MEMORY 
MODE 0

int3 
FLAG

int3 
ENABLE

int2 
FLAG

int2 
ENABLE

INT, 
FLAG

INT, 
ENABLE

PO

Inactive 
Active

MEMORY 
MODE 1

MEMORY 
MODEO

int3 
CLEAR

int3 
ENABLE

INT2 
CLEAR

INT2 
ENABLE

INT, 
CLEAR

INT, 
ENABLE

WRITE

00 = Single Chip
01 = Peripheral Expansion
10 = Full Expansion
11 = Undefined

INT1 Disable 
1 = INT-, Enabled

4 0 = No effect
1 = Clear INT, flag

4 0 = INT2 Disable
1 = INT2 Enabled

♦ 0 = No effect
1 = Clear INT2 flag

4- 0 = INT3 Disable 
1 = INT3 Enabled

No effect
1 = Clear INT3 flag

* 0 =

READ

I/O CONTROL REGISTER
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

INTERRUPT LOGIC DIAGRAM

FIGURE 4
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Normal interrupt processing occurs as follows:

1. Interrupt input is applied.
2. Input is sampled, latched, and the appropriate 

Interrupt Flag is set.
3. If the global and specific Interrupt Enable bits 

are set the interrupt request is passed to the 
interrupt priority logic.

4. The prority logic continuously compares the 
priority level of the request to others pending 
and applies a vector associated with the 
highest currently pending to the CPU along 
with an interrupt request signal.

5. The CPU completes its currently executing 
instruction and then executes a modified sub
routine call to the appropriate interrupt service 
routine. The CPU then responds with an 
interrupt acknowledge signal which is directed 
via the priority logic to reset the appropriate 
interrupt input pulse latch.

The vector which is supplied by the priority logic is 
used to select the appropriate two byte sub
routinepointerstoredin the upper 48 bytes of sys
tem memory. Nineteen (19) machine cycles occur 
between the completion of the currently execut
ing instruction and the beginning of the first 
instruction of the interrupt service routine. This 
time is reduced to 17 cycles if the CPU is execut
ing an IDLE (wait for interrupt) instruction at the 
time the interrupt occurs.

As a part of the call to the interrupt service routine 
the CPU pushes the current Program Counter on 
the Stack and also pushes the Status Register 
then zeroes it's contents (including the global 
Interrupt Enable bit). Interrupts are thus disabled 
for the duration of the service routine and are re
enabled by the Return from Interrupt instruction 
RETI. If interrupts are to be allowed during the 
execution of an interrupt service routine, the 
user’s program must set the Interrupt Enable bit in 
the Status Register after the routine has been 
entered.

Mode Control
The 72720 can be placed in several different 
modes consisting of both normal operating 
modes alterable during program execution and 
non-alterable modes entered only at Reset.

The normal operating modes consisting of Single 
Chip, Peripheral Expansion, and Full Expansion 
are enabled by holding the MC (Memory Mode 
Control) pin at V/L during Reset. For normal opera
tion the MC pin can be permanently tied to GND. 
The modes are latched at the rising edge of Reset. 
MC=ViL at Reset initializes the processor in the 
Single Chip mode. Once in this mode, either the 
Peripheral Expansion or Full Expansion modes 
can be entered under program control by writing 
to the Memory mode bits of the I/O Control Regis
ter in the Peripheral File (address 01 OOH).

On Chip Interrupt System

FIGURE 5
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I/O Control Register

Single Chip Mode 
Peripheral Expansion 
Full Expansion Mode

Bit 7
0
0
1

Bit 6
0
1
0

The Microprocesor mode is an operating mode 
which is entered at Reset with the MC pin at VH 
and three I/O pins held as indicated in the figure 6. 
This initialization can be inconvenient to perform 
in-circuit but can be done once out of circuit then 
permanently locked using the Silicon Security™ 
lock feature of the 72720.

The external EEPROM Programming mode is 
entered at Reset with the MC, A4 and A7 pins held 
at V/h- Once this mode is entered, pin A7 acts as 
programming pulse control line andA4 becomes a 
Read/Write control line.

MODE LOCK- The MODE LOCK feature allows the 
three normal operating modes and the micropro
cessormode to be permanently locked. Once the 
desired mode has been entered, MODE LOCK is 
achieved by writing a one (via a PRG instruction) 
to bit 0 and bit 7 of the Security Lock Register in 
the Peripheral File (all other bits = 0). Other bits in 
this EEPROM register should normally be written 
with zeroes as they are reserved for other 
functions. MODE LOCK can be removed by enter
ing the BLOCK CLEAR MODE.

BLOCK CLEAR- The Block Clear mode erases all 
EEPROM memory including the Security Lock 
Register. The Mode is entered at Reset with MCat 
VH and three I/O pins B2, A4, A7 at V/H as shown. 
Block Clear mode should be maintained for at 
least 100 milliseconds and can be operated 
indefinitely. Block Clear is terminated by Resetting 
into another mode. A second BLOCK CLEAR is 
required to clear the Security Register if the 
SECURITY LOCK has been set. See Block Clear 
Mode Timing for details.
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MC PIN = 0 V

INITIAL MODE 
DETERMINED 

AT RESET 
I

MC PIN = 12 V 
A4 PIN = 5 V 
A7 PIN = 0 V
B2 PIN = 0 V

MC PIN = 5 V 
A7 PIN = 5 V

MC PIN = 12 V 
A4 PIN = 5 V 
A7 PIN = 5 V 
B2 PIN = 5 V

I

A - DETERMINED BY A4 I/O PIN.

FIGURE 6
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•NOTE: Pin B2 should be driven NO ENTRY INDICATES DON'T CARE
thru a 5K resistor

Mode
Pin Voltages at Reset I/O Control 

Register
MC B2* A< a7 BIT 7 BIT 6

Single Chip Vil 0 0
Peripheral Expansion Vil 0 1
Full Expansion Vil 1 0
Microprocessor Vh Vil Vih Vil

Slave Prog/Verify 
EEPROM

Vih Vih Vih

Slave Verify EEPROM Vih Vil Vih

Block Clear EEPROM Vh Vih Vih Vih

Memory Address Space
The 72720 has a single 64 K byte address space 
divided into three basic areas: a Register File, a 
Peripheral File, and Memory.

REGISTER FILE- The Register File resides in the 
lower 256 bytes of system memory. The Register 
File contains the A Register (Accumulator), the B 
Register (a secondary accumulator and index 
register) and 254 general purpose registers. The 
Stack resides in the Register File and is accessed 
via a separate 8 bit Stack Pointer Register. The 
Register File resides entirely on chip.

VH=+12V±10%

A REG 
B REG

STACK

1
REGISTER FILE
(256 x 8)

DATA

0100

01 oc

017F

0200

ON-CHIP I/O 
AND CONTROL 

REGISTERS .
OFF-CHIP I/O

SECURITY LOCK

OFF CHIP I/O

F800

FFDO

FFFE 
FFFF RESET VECTOR

PERIPHERAL FILE
(256 x 8)

_ OFF-CHIP MEMORY 
(61 K)

ON-CHIP PROGRAM 
r- MEMORY

(2K x 8 EEPROM)

TRAP VECTORS 
(48 x 8)

REGISTER FILE

0106

0108 
0109 
01OA

0102
0103
0104

01 OC

0100

I
I
I

I/O CONTROL
...............................■
TIMER DATA

TIMER CONTROL
PORT A DATA

PORT B DATA1
...........

PORT C DATA1
PORT C DIRECTION1

PORT D DATA2
PORT D DIRECTION2

_ OFF-CHIP
I/O

SECURITY LOCK

OFF-CHIP
I/O -

NOTES:
1. UPPER HALF OF P6, P8, and P9 BECOME PART OF OFF-CHIP I/O EXPANSION SPACE IN 

PERIPHERAL AND FULL EXPANSION MODES.
2. P,o and P,, ALSO BECOME PART OF I/O EXPANSION SPACE IN FULL EXPANSION MODE.

I

MEMORY MAP PERIPHERAL FILE

Technology, Incorporated
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PERIPHERAL FILE- The Peripheral File occupies 
the next 256 locations above the Register File and 
contains all on-chip I/O ports within the first 11 
locations. The remaining 245 locations can be 
used to access off-chip I/O ports and 
peripherals in the Peripheral Expansion mode.

For details of the various registers in the 
Peripheral File see the following sections:

I/O Control—see INTERRUPTS and MODE 
CONTROL

Timer Data/Timer Control—see TIMER COUNTER 
Port Data/Port Direction—see INPUT/OUTPUT 
Security Lock-see SILICON SECURITY LOCK 
MEMORY- The remainder of the 64K address 
space is general purpose memory for storage of 
both programs and data. In the 72720 the upper 
2K bytes exist on chip as EEPROM which serves to 
store programs, constants, and for non-volatile 
storage of infrequently varying data. The remain
der of the address space is available in the Full 
Expansion mode for any type of memory or I/O.

The upper 48 bytes (FFDO-FFFF) of the memory 
address space can be used to store up to 24 two 
byte address vectors which are used by 24 special 
TRAP instructions (TRAPO-TRAP23). A TRAP 
instruction is a subroutine call instruction which 
substitutes a vector fetched from the TRAP vector 
table at the top of memory for the two byte direct 
address of a CALL instruction. The TRAP instruc
tion is therefore a more code efficient form of the 
CALL for frequently used subroutines.

MACHINE REGISTERS-There are three user vis
ible registers in the 72720 which are not a part of 
the 64K memory address space;

1. A 16 bit Program Counter
2. An 8 bit Stack Pointer
3. An 8 bit Status Register

I I

Instruction Set
The 72720 shares the standard instruction set of 
the TMS7000 MicroLanguage Processor family 
which consists of 61 different instructions to 
which has been added the PRG EEPROM pro
gramming instruction. The instruction set 
includes: direct support for BCD arithmetic with 
Decimal Add and Decimal Subtract on packed 
BCD bytes, single instruction I/O operations on 
bit fields from one to eight bits via the Peripheral 
File logical instructions, masked bit test and jump 
instructions that function on both I/O and 
memory, and an 8x8 multiply of any two registers 
in the Register File. Several double byte 
operations are provided including load 
immediate to register pair and move register pair 
to register pair.

72720 addressing modes include three byte direct 
addressing allowing direct register to register 
operations bypassing the Accumulator, 16 bit 
indirect addressing to the entire 64K address 
space using any register pair in the Register File, 
and 16 bit direct addressing indexed with the B 
Register.

For full details and examples of the use of the 
72720 instruction set see the Texas Instruments 
TMS7000 Assembly Language Programmer’s 
Guide.

Timer/Counter
The programmable Timer/Counter on board the 
72720 consists of a modulo-eight binary down 
counter and a 5 bit clock prescaler counter both of 
which are programmable. The Timer Counter can 
be started and stopped via bit 7 of the Timer Con
trol Register in the Peripheral File (“1 ” = start, “0" 
= stop). Each time a one is written to this start bit 
(whether the bit was previously a one or not) the 
Contents of a Prescaler Initial Value Register and 
a Counter Initial Value Register are loaded into 
the prescaler and counter; then decrementing 
begins. Counter underflow generates an interrupt 
level 2 pulse and sets the associated flag in the I/O 
Control Register. Underflow also automatically 
initiates reload of the counter from the Counter 
Initial Value Register (but allows the prescaler to 
continue running in order to maintain accuracy 
over long periods of time) to provide unattended 
generation of periodic events. The counter clock 
source is controlled by bit 6 in a Timer Control 
Register. A"1" specifies an internal clock which is 

eeeo Technology, Incorporated
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the oscillator frequency divided by 32 (resulting in 
a 3.2 microsecond period at 10MHz) and a “0” 
selects an external source which the user applies 
to I/O pin A7. A zero to one transition on A7 de
crements the prescaler. The maximum clock fre
quency which can be applied to A7is the oscillator 
frequency divided by 32 and the minimum high or 
low pulse width must be at least 1.25 machine 
cycles. The Counter also has associated with it an 
8 bit Capture Latch which can be used to instan
taneously save the counter value in response to 
an external level 3 interrupt input. This feature 
facilitates the measurement of input pulse width 
and also provides a means of measuring and com
pensating for variable interrupt response times. 
Pulse width measurement is accomplished by 
loading the capture latch on each edge of the 

pulse and comparing the difference. Interrupt res
ponse time (latency) can be determined by an 
interrupt service routine, if the interrupt loads the 
capture latch, by subtracting the content of the 
Capture Latch from the current counter value.

There are only two Peripheral File locations 
associated with the Timer/Counter— Timer Data 
(location 0102H) and Timer Control (location 
0103H). A write to Timer Data loads the Counter 
Initial Value and read fetches the Current Counter 
Value. Likewise a write to Timer Control loads the 
Prescaler Initial Value bits 0-4, the Start bit 7 and 
the clock Source bit 6 (bit 5 is not used and should 
be loaded with "0"). A read of Timer Control 
returns the contents of the Capture Latch.

XTAL FREQ 
+ 32

INPUT
PIN A7

EXTERNAL 
INTERRUPT 
PIN INT3

PROGRAMMABLE TIMER/EVENT COUNTER
FIGURE 7

Input/Output
In the Single Chip mode the 72 720 provides 32 I/O 
lines configured as four 8 bit ports A B, C, and D. A 
Port is input only, B Port is output only, and both C 
and D Ports are fully bidirectional (programmable 
as inputs or outputs on a bit by bit basis). Ports C 
and D are configured by writing to Data Direction 
Registers in the Peripheral File.

A PORT - All eight lines of A Port are high 
impedance TTL level compatible input lines with 
internal pullup resistors to Vcc of approximately 
30K ohms. The most significant bit of A Port A7 
can also serve as a clock input to the on chip 
Timer/Counter. Inputs are not latched and a read 

of the port returns the state of the A Port pins. 
Input data is sampled approximately two machine 
cycles before the end of an I/O instruction.

B PORT - All eight lines of B Port are latched TTL 
level compatible push/pull outputs capable of 
driving two standard TTL loads. A read of the B 
Port returns the state of the B Port pins which 
should reflect the contents of the port’s output latch.

C and D PORT - Ports C and D are identical 8 bit 
input/output ports. Each port has associated with 
it a Data Direction Register which determines 
whether each bit in the port is in input or output 
mode and a Buffer Register which holds data to 
be output.

Technology, Incorporated
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Bidirectional I/O Port Control
FIGURE 8

All four registers are addressable as part of the 
Peripheral File. A "1 ” bit in a Data Direction Regis
ter causes the corresponding I/O pin to be an out
put while a “0” makes it a high impedance 
non-latched input. At reset all pins of the C and D 
ports are set to input mode but the Buffer Regis
ters are not initialized so they should be loaded 
before defining any pins as outputs. Reading 
Ports C or D provides the input pin values for 
inputsandtheoutput latch values for outputs. The 
output values in the Buffer Registers are not 
affected by switching I/O pins from output to 
input or vice versa.

Silicon Security " Lock
Location 017FH in the Peripheral File is a special 
control register implemented as EEPROM 
memory which serves to disable external access 
to on board program memory. The highest level of 
security in the 72720 is achieved by locking the 
processor in the Single Chip mode via two EEPROM 
bits. This is achieved by writing a "1 ” to bit 0 and bit 
7 of the control register via the PRG EEPROM pro
gramming instruction (writing '81H' to 017FH 
location) while the 72720 is in the Single Chip 
mode. When this bit is written the current mode is 
permanently locked preventing anyone from 
reading program memory by placing the chip in 
the EEPROM Program/Verify mode. The security 
lock register should be written only once on 
power-up/reset to achieve security lock. Subse
quent power-up/reset operations should not 
execute any writes to the register after first write 
to lock. The security lock can be reset only by 
entering the Block Clear mode at Reset TWICE, 
which also erases all of program memory. The 
72720 is designed to guarantee that in Block 

72720
DATASHEET

Clear all of EEPROM memory will be completely 
erased before the lock bit is erased.

Expansion Modes
In addition to the stand alone Single Chip mode 
the 72720 has three expansion modes which pro
vide for the addition of external I/O peripheral 
devices and memory to supplement on chip 
functions.

PERIPHERAL EXPANSION MODE- This mode is 
intended to provide for the addition of external I/O 
ports and specialized I/O peripheral devices 
which are accessed as part of the 256 byte 
Peripheral File. The mode uses Port Casa bidirec
tional multiplexed 8 bit data/address bus and one 
half of Port B for address latch, and read/write 
control lines. This is the most efficient expansion 
mode in that it leaves 20 lines available on chip for 
general purpose I/O. Devices placed on this 
expansion bus are accessed the same as if they 
existed in the on chip Peripheral File sharing the 
same instructions and timing. This includes the 
logical instructions AN DP, ORP, andXORPwhich 
perform read/modify/write cycles on external 
Peripheral File locations to provide bit set, reset, 
and test capability.

References to Port B while in this mode are handled 
in a special manner. When a write is performed to 
Port B, pins B0-B3 output their new value and an 
external memory cycle writing the full 8 bit port 
value to address 0106H is performed as well. 
When Port B is read the least significant nibble is 
provided by I/O pins B0-B3 and the most significant 
nibble by external Peripheral address 0106H.

FULL EXPANSION MODE- This mode allows for 
the addition of up to 61.5K bytes of external pro
gram and/or data memory to the 72720 using 
standard memory devices. This mode also 
includes the functions of Peripheral Expansion 
mode and uses the same I/O lines with the addi
tion of Port D to provide the additional address 
lines required to access the full 64K address 
space. In this mode read and/or write sequence(s) 
to ports Cand D reference external Peripheral File 
addresses 0108H and 010AH.

MICROPROCESSOR MODE- This mode operates 
the same as the Full Expansion mode except that 
any on chip program memory is disabled. All 
accesses to addresses not a part of the Register 
or Peripheral Files result in external memory 
access cycles. Unlike the Full Expansion mode 
the Microprocessor mode cannot be entered
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Single Chip Mode Peripheral Expansion 
Mode

Full Expansion Mode

INPUT
LINES

OUTPUT
LINES
A LATCH
R/W
ENABLE
CLOCK OUT

ADDRESS/DATA
ADDRrADDR0

BIDIRECTIONAL 
LINES

b6 
b7

INPUT
LINES

OUTPUT
LINES
A LATCH 
R/V?
ENABLE 
CLOCK OUT

ADDRESS/DATA 
addr7-addr0

ADDRESS 
addr15-addr8

under processor control from the Single Chip 
mode but must be initiated at Reset with VH on 
the MC pin (see MODE CONTROL fora complete 
description). Once activated however, the Micro
processor mode can be permanently locked via 
the Security Lock Register in the same manner as 
can the Single Chip, Peripheral, and Full Expansion 
modes.

Programming the EEPROM Memory
The 72720 provides two modes in which the on 
board program memory can be programmed:

PROGRAM INSTRUCTION (PRG) - In all normal 
operating modes the 72720’s EEPROM memory 
can be programmed a byte at a time by executing 
a special instruction called Program (PRG). The 
PRG instruction can use any 16 bit register pair in 
the Register File as a pointer to the location to be 
programmed. The 8 bits of data to be programmed 
is placed in the A register prior to executing PRG. 
This addressing mode allows EEPROM memory to 
exist anywhere in the memory address space of 
the processor either on or off chip. The PRG 
instruction is a byte write operation approximately 
13 milliseconds long (with a 10MHz XTAL) which 
can write any “1" bit to a “0”. Any byte not erased 
i.e. not all “1 ”s must be initialized via an extra PRG 
instruction with data of all “1 "s. The external read/ 
write control logic of the 72 720 operates in a spe
cial manner for PRG instructions to external 
memory to allow direct interface to both latched 
and non latched EEPROM memory components. 
Therefore EEPROM memory can be added off chip 
with no impact on system software or timing.

SLAVE MODE PROGRAMMING - This mode pro
vides for programming the EEPROM memory 
under external control. Programming of the 

72720 requires that the CPU be running since 
programming is performed under microcode 
control.

CPU operation requires the application of Vcc. 
VSs, and an external 2 to 10MHz clock input to the 
XTAL 2 pin, or a 2 to 10 MHz crystal between the 
XTAL 1 and XTAL 2 pins. Both crystal input pins 
must have a small high frequency capacitor (15 
pf) to ground to guarantee reliable oscillator 
startup.

Before programming cycles can begin, the 72720 
must first be placed in the Slave Program mode by 
releasing Reset while the MC, A4 and A7 pins are 
held at a logic one level (ViH). In the Slave Pro
gram mode full 16 bit address is used. Memory 
starts at F800 Hex and ends at FFFF Hex (72720 
has 2K of EEPROM). Once the Slave Program 
mode has been entered, eleven bit addresses 
which select the byte to be programmed are 
applied to the Port D and Port A pins. The low order 
address ArA0 is applied to Port D (7-0) input/ 
output pins and the high order address A10-As to 
the lower half of Port A (2-0) pins. Data is written 
and read via the 8 bits of Port C (see figure 9 for 
Slave Program/Verify mode pin out). The Slave 
Program mode has both program and verify 
features. Once this mode has been entered, the 
A7 pin acts as a programming pulse and pin A4 
becomes a Write/Read (Program/Verify) control 
line. Prior to programming data, the 72720’s 
memory must beerased(all"1 ”s) either by a Block 
Clear of the entire memory or by writing all “1 ”s to 
the locations to be programmed using either the 
PRG Program Instruction or the Slave Program 
mode. A data byte is programmed into the 
addressed memory location when PGM (A7) is 
pulsed high while keeping CS (A4) high. This is 

Technology, Incorporated
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followed by keeping PGM(A7) low and pulsing CS 
(A4) low at which time the 72720 outputs the pro
grammed data byte on its Port C (7-0) bits, making 
verification of the programmed data byte possible. 
See SLAVE MODE PROGRAMMING TIMING for 
details.

SLAVE VERIFY EEPROM MODE - The pro
grammed data bytes can be verified or read in this 
mode. This mode is entered by releasing Reset 
while holding A4 pin at Vib MC and A7 pins at V/H 
respectively. To read or verify data at an 
addressed location, PGM (A7) has to be pulsed 
high while holding CS (A4) high. This is followed 
by keeping PGM (A7) low and pulsing CS (A4) low, 
at which time the 72720 outputs the data byte at 
the addressed location on its Port C (7-0) for 
verification. See SLAVE VERIFY EEPROM MODE 
TIMING for details.

SLAVE PROGRAMMING 
PIN CONFIGURATION

R/Wn.cBj

CLKOUT n.c. B7 £

n-aBo

AD DR (81*0

ADDR (9) A, 

ADDR (10) Aj 

(LOGIC ONE) ADDR < 11) A3

CS-ADDR (12)

PGM-ADDR (15) A7 

(LOGIC ONE)INT3 

(LOGIC ONE) iHT,

RESET RESET

(LOGIC ONE) ADDR (14) Ag 

(LOGIC ONE) ADDR (13) As

XTAL 2/CLKIN XTAL 2 

XTAL 1 XTAL ,

ADDR (7) Dy

ADDR (6) Do

VSS
B6 n.c ENABLE 

B4 n.c. ALATCH 

B3 n.c. INTA 

MC (LOGIC ONE) 

C7 DATA (7) (msb) 

Ce DATA (6) 

C5 DATA (5) 

C4 DATA (4) 

C3 DATA (3) 

C2 DATA (2) 

C, DATA(1) 

Cq DATA (0) Lsb) 

Do ADDR (0) Lsb) 

D1 ADDR(1)

VCC

D2 ADDR (2) 

D3 ADDR (3) 

04 ADDR (4) 

D5 ADDR (5) M
IC

R
(

D
A

TA
 C

ADDRESS ON PORT A (2-0): PINS (9-6)
ON PORT D (7-0): PINS (19-24, 26, 27)

DATA ON PORT C (7-0): PINS (35-28)

FIGURE 9

Electrical Specifications
Absolute Maximum Ratings:
Ambien t Tempera ture Linder Bias...—10 C to+80' C 
Storage Temperature............... —65°C to + 150°C
All Input or Output Voltages

with Respect to Ground.................. +6V to -0.3 V
(+14V to -0.3V on mode control input pins) 

Package Maximum Power Dissipation... 1.5 Watts

DC Operating Characteristics
Ta=0°C to 70°C, Vcc=4.5 V to 5.5 V

Operating Conditions:
Ambient Temperature Range............0°C to 70°C
Vcc Power Supply.................................4.5V to 5.5V

'COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maxi
mum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This 
is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at 
these or any other conditions above those indicated in the 
operational sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure 
to absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may 
affect device reliability.

Notes:
1. Characterized. Not tested.

Symbol Parameter
Limits

Units ConditionMin. Typ. Max
In Input Current A Port and Interrupts 100 200 V|N = Vss to Vcc
Il2 Input Current C and D Port 10 100 pA Vin = 0.4 V to Vcc

113 Input Current Reset 10 mA V|N = Vss to Vcc

Ik Input Current MC 10 M V|N = Vss to Vcc
Cil’l Input Capacitance 10 pF
VoH High Level Output Voltage 2.4 2.8 V Ioh = —400 pA

Vol Low Level Output Voltage 0.2 0.4 V Iol= 3.2 mA

Vih HI Level Input Voltage Clkin 2.6 V
All Others 2.0

Vil LO Level Input Voltage Clkin 0.6 V
All Others 0.8

Icc Power Supply Current 80 150 mA All Outputs Open

Pd (AV) Average Power Dissipation 400 825 mW All Outputs Open

©eeo Technology, Incorporated
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AC Characteristics
CLOCK IN/CRYSTAL Input specifications
Ta=O°C to 70°C, Vcc=4.5 V to 5.5 V

Note 1 - Rise and fall times are measured between the maximum low level
and the minimum high level using the 10% and 90% points. (See figure 12).
Measured outputs have 100-pF loads to Vss- (See figure 10).

Symbol Parameter
72720-10 72720-16

Units Condition
Min. Typ. Max. Mln. Typ. Max.

top Clockin Cycle Time 100 500 62.5 500 nS
twPH Clockin High Time 45 25 nS
twPL Clockin Low Time 45 25 nS
tR Clockin Rise Time 30 30 nS (D
tF Clockin Fall Time 30 30 nS (D
tDPHCL Clockin to Clockout Rise 125 200 70 150 nS

2.192 V

Figure 11 
Clock Timing

Figure 10
Output Loading Circuit for Test

OUTPUTS

2.4 V
2.2 V

0.6 V
0.4 V

0

INPUTS

2.0 V
1.88 V

0.92 V
0.80 V

0

Figure 12 
Measurement Points For 
Switching Characteristics
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Bus Cycle Parameters
Ta=O°C to 70°C, Vcc=4.5 V to 5.5 V

Note 1 - Rise and fall times are measured between the maximum low level and the minimum high level using the 10% and 90% points. 
See figure 10 and 12.

Note 2 - All parameters specified at clockin/crystal frequency of 10 MHz.
Note 3 - All parameters specified at clockin/crystal frequency of 16 MHz.

Symbol Parameter
72720-10 I2' 72720-1 6 I3'

Units
ConditionMin. Typ. Max. Min. Typ. Max.

1 tcc Clockout Cycle Time 400 2000 250 2000 nS
2 twCH Clockout High Pulse Width 130 170 200 100 nS
3 twCL Clockout Low Pulse Width 150 190 240 100 nS
4 tDCHJL Clockout to Alatch 260 300 340 180 nS
5 twjH Alatch High Width 150 190 230 100 nS
6 tDAHJL HI Address Valid to Alatch 50 170 220 75 nS
7 tDALJL LO Address Valid to Alatch 50 150 220 75 nS
8 tHJLAL LO Addr Hold after Alatch 20 45 80 20 nS
9 tDRWJL RD/WR Valid to Alatch 50 140 200 50 nS

10 tHEHRW RD/WR Hold After.Enable 40 100 40 nS
11 tHEHAH HI Addr Hold After Enable 30 40 30 nS
12 tHEHQ Data Out Hold After Enable 65 80 50 nS
13 toQEH Data Out Valid to Enable 230 290 150 nS
14 tDAFEL Enable to LO Addr High-Z 0 30 120 0 nS
15 tDEHAF Enable to Next Address 60 85 50 nS
16 tOELD Data in After Enable 155 190 140 nS
17 tDAD Valid Address to Data in 400 470 265 nS
18 tDAEH Enable HI After Valid Addr 580 730 390 nS
19 tHEHD Data in Hold After Enable 0 0 nS
20 tDCHEL Clockout to Enable -10 15 50 -10 nS

tRO Output Rise Time 9 50 9 50 nS 100 pF Load to Vss1’1
tFO Output Fall Time 10 60 10 60 nS 100 pF Load to Vss* 1'
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72720 Timing Diagram

Clock in JWWWWWWWWUWWW1

Clock Out

Alatch

Addr Hi

Adr Lo/Data

ENA

RD/WR

2 J—
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Memory and Peripheral Interface timing
These equations are given to allow memory and peripheral interface timings for the 72720 to be 
calculated at different frequencies using the propagation delay values which are constant with varying 
frequency. See 72720 Read/Write timing diagram for details (figure 14).

Propagation delay values:

Values listed are typical values at 70°C @ 10 MHz XTAL frequency.

Ref. No. Parameter Typ. Units Comments
30 Clock in to Clock out HI 85 nS
31 Clock in to Clock out LO 85 nS
32 Clock in to AL Rise 95 nS
33 Clock in to AL Fall 90 nS
34 Clock in to Enable Fall 90 nS
35 Clock in to Enable Rise 100 nS
36 Clock in to HI Address Valid 120 nS
37 Clock In to LO Address Valid 130 nS
38 Clock in to Read/Write 140 nS
39 Clock in to Data Out 120 nS
40 Clock in to Data Out Hold 120 nS
41 Data in Set Up to Clock in 40 nS
42 Data in Hold After Clock in 35 nS

Memory Interface Timing Equations

Symbol Parameter Equation
Computed 

Value Units
2 twCH Clockout High Pulse Width tcc/z + Clk in to Clk Out Fall- Clk in to Clk out Rise nS
3 twCL Clockout Low Pulse Width tcc/a+ Clk in to Clk Out Rise- Clk in to Clk out Fal nS
4 tDCHJL Clockout to Alatch 3/4*  tcc + Clk in to AL Fall - Clk in to Clk out Rise nS
5 twjH Alatch High Width tcc/2+ Clk in to AL Fall - Clk in to AL Rise nS
6 tDAHJL H1 Address Valid to Alatch tcc/2+ Clk in to AL Fall - Clk in to High Addrs Valid nS
7 tDALJL LO Address Valid to Alatch tcc/2+ Clk in to AL Fall - Clk in Low Addrs Valid
8 Ihjlal LO Address Hold After Alatch 20 nS
9 tDRWJL Read/Write Valid to Alatch tcc/2+ Clk in to AL Fall - Clk in to Read/Write nS

10 tHEHRW Read/Write Hold After Enable tcc/<+ Clk in to R/W- Clk in to Enable Rise nS
11 tHEHAH HI Address Hold After Enable tcc/4+ClkintoHI AddrValid-CIkinto Enable Rise nS
12 tHEHQ Data Out Hold After Enable tcc/4 + Clk in to Data out Hold-CIk in to Enable Rise nS
13 tDQEH Data Out Valid to Enable 3/4*  tec + Clk in to Enable Rise-CIk in to Data Out nS
14 tDAFEL Enable to LO Address High-Z tcc/4 + Clk in to Enable Fall - Clk in to Low 

Address Tristate
nS

15 tDEHAF Enable to Next Address tcc/4 + Clk in to Low Address-CIk in to Enable Rise nS
16 tDELD Data in After Enable 3/4*  tec + Data in Set Up to Clk in - Clk in to 

Enable Fall
nS

17 tDAD Valid Address to Data in 3/2*  tec + Data in Set Up to Clk in - Clk in to 
Low Address

nS

18 tDAEH Enable HI after Valid Address 7/4*  tec + Clk in Enable Rise - Clk in Low Addr nS
19 tHEHD Data in Hold After Enable tcc/4 + Clk in Enable Rise - Data in Hold 

After Clk in
nS

20 tDCHEL Clockout to Enable Clk in to Enable Fall - Clk in to Clk out high nS

Technology, Incorporated
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Alatch

ENA

RD/WR

Figure 14 
72720 Timing Diagram

Clock In

Clock Out

Addr Hi

Adr Lo/Data
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Block Clear Specifications
BLOCK CLEAR: Vcc= +6 V ± 10%
SECURITY ENDURANCE: 50 CYCLES MAXIMUM

BLOCK CLEAR TIMING

Symbol Parameter Min. Typ. Max Units Comments
tsUBC Set Up Time 

to Reset
1 uS

tHBC Hold Time 
After Reset

1 uS

tBCH Block Clear 
Time HI

100 mS

tBCL Block Clear 
Time LO

10 uS

Figure 15

seeo Technology, Incorporated
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External PRG Instruction Timing

Note: All other PRG instruction timings are the same as for a normal external write operation.

Symbol Parameter
72720-10 7272016

Units
Condition

Mln. T\p. Max. Min. Typ. Max.

tDQEL Data Valid to Enable LO 200 100 nS
tDALEL Address Valid to Enable LO 13261 8287 uS
twEL Width of Enable Low 13.26 8.287 mS
tHEHAQ Addr/Data Hold After Enable 65 50 nS
tDQEH Data Valid to Enable Rise 13261 8287 uS

CLOCK OUT

ALATCH

d0-d7

Co-C7

ENABLE

RD/WR -j h___
’hehrw

Figure 16

Endurance and Data Retention

Symbol Parameter Value Units Condition

N Minimum Endurance 10,000 Cycles/Byte MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1033

Tdr Data Retention > 10 Years MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1008

Technology,
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Slave Programming Mode Timing at 10 MHz

Symbol Parameter
Limits

Units ConditionsMln. Typ. Max
tDRLVP Reset to Vpp 2 uS
tHRLAZ Address Hold HI Z 400 nS
tHRLDZ Data Hold HI Z 400 nS
twRL Reset Width 2 uS
tDVPRH Vpp to Reset 1 uS
tDPHRH PGM to Reset 1 uS
tDCHRH CS HI to Reset 0
toCLRH CS LO to Reset 1 uS
tDARH Address to Reset 0
tDDIRH Data to Reset 0
tHPLA Address Hold PGM 0
tHPLDI Data Hold PGM 0
tHRHPH PGM Hold 10 mS
tHRHCL CS Hold 1 uS
tDPLCL PGM to CS 4 uS
tDDZCL Data HI Z to CS 0
tDCLDO CS to Data Out 400 nS
twPH PGM High Width 10 mS
tDAPH Address to PGM 0
tDDIPH Data to PGM 0
tHCHDZ Data HI Z Hold 400 nS
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Figure 17
72720 SLAVE PROGRAM MODE TIMING

Figure 18
72720 SLAVE VERIFICATION TIMING

eeeo Technology, Incorporated
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Instruction Set Summary
DATA MOVE INSTRUCTIONS

MNEMONIC DESCRIPTION CODE BYTES CYCLES FLAGS

MOV Rn,A Move Register File to A 12 2 8 ZN C

MOV%n,A Move Immediate to A 22 2 7 ZN C

MOV Rn,B Move Register File to B 32 2 8 ZN C

MOV Rn,Rn Move Register File to Register File 42 3 10 ZN C

MOV%n,B Move Immediate to B 52 2 7 ZNC

MOV B,A Move B to A Register 62 1 5 ZNC

MOV%n,Rn Move Immediate to Register File 72 3 9 ZNC

MOV A,B Move A to B Register CO 1 6 ZNC

MOVA,Rn Move A to Register File DO 2 8 ZNC

MOV B,Rn Move B to Register File D1 2 7 ZNC

MOV A,Pn Move A to Peripheral 82 2 10 ZNC

MOV B,Pn Move B to Peripheral 92 2 9 ZNC

MOV%n,Pn Move Immediate to Peripheral A2 3 11 ZNC

MOV Pn,A Move Peripheral to A 80 2 9 ZNC

MOV Pn,B Move Peripheral to B 91 2 8 ZNC

MOV%n,Rn Move Double Byte Immediate to Register File 88 4 15 ZNC

MOVD Rn,Rn Move Double Byte Register File to Register File 98 3 14 ZNC

MOVD %n(B),Rn Move Immediate Double Byte + B Register to Register File A8 4 17 ZNC

LDA @n Load A Direct (16 Bit Address) 8A 3 11 ZNC

LDA’Rn Load A Indirect (via Register Pair) 9A 2 10 ZNC

LDA @n(B) Load A Direct indexed AA 3 13 ZNC

STA*Rn Store A Direct 8B 3 11 ZNC

STA @n Store A Indirect 9B 2 10 ZNC

STA @n(B) Store A Direct Indexed AB 3 13 ZNC

PRG *Rn Program EEPROM Indirect 04 2 33165 ZNC

XCHBA Exchange A with B Register B6 1 6 ZNC

XCHBB Exchange B with B Register C6 1 6 ZNC

XCHB Rn Exchange Register File with B Register D6 2 8 ZNC

SWAP A Swap Nibbles of A Register B7 1 8 ZNC

SWAP B Swap Nibbles of B Register C7 1 8 ZNC

SWAP Rn Swap Nibbles of Register File D7 2 10 ZNC

PUSH A Push A Register on Stack B8 1 6 ZNC

PUSH B Push B Register on Stack CB 1 6 ZNC

PUSH Rn Push Register File on Stack D8 2 8 ZNC

POP A Pop A Register from Stack B9 1 6 ZNC

POPB Pop B Register from Stack C9 1 6 ZNC

POP Rn Pop Register File from Stack D9 2 8 ZNC

©eeo Technology, Incorporated
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ARITHMETIC INSTRUCTIONS

MNEMONIC DESCRIPTION CODE BYTES CYCLES FLAGS

ADD Rn,A Add Register File to A Register 18 2 8 ZNC
ADD %n,A Add Immediate to A Register 28 2 7 ZN C
ADD Rn,B Add Register File to B Register 38 2 8 ZNC
ADD Rn,Rn Add Register to Register 48 3 10 ZNC
ADD %n,B Add Immediate to B Register 58 2 7 ZNC
ADD B,A Add B to A Register 68 1 5 ZNC
ADD %n,Rn Add Immediate to Register File 78 3 9 ZNC
ADC Rn,A Add w Carry Register File to A Reg. 19 2 8 ZNC
ADC %n,A Add w Carry Immediate to A Reg. 29 2 7 ZNC
ADC Rn,B Add w Carry Register File to B Reg. 39 2 8 ZNC
ADC Rn,Rn Add w Carry Reg File to Reg File 49 3 10 ZNC
ADC %n,B Add w Carry Immediate to B Reg 59 2 7 ZNC
ADC B.A Add w Carry B to A Register 69 1 5 ZNC
ADC %n,Rn Add w Carry Immediate to Reg File 79 3 9 ZNC
SUB Rn,A Subtract Register File from A 1A 2 8 ZNC
SUB%n,A Subtract Immediate from A 2A 2 7 ZNC
SUB Rn,B Subtract Register File from B 3A 2 8 ZNC
SUB Rn,Rn Subtract Reg File from Reg File 4A 3 10 ZNC
SUB%n,B Subtract Immediate from B 5A 2 7 ZNC
SUB B.A Subtract B from A Register 6A 1 5 ZNC
SUB%n,Rn Subtract Immediate from Reg. File 7A 3 9 ZNC
SBB Rn,A Subtract w Borrow Reg File from A 1B 2 8 ZNC
SBB%n,A Subtract w Borrow Immediate from A 2B 2 7 ZNC
SBB Rn,B Subtract w Borrow Reg File from B 3B 2 8 ZNC
SBB Rn,Rn Subtract w Borrow Reg File from 

Register File
4B 3 10 ZNC

SBB%n,B Subtract w Borrow Immediate from B 5B 2 7 ZNC
SBB B,A Subtract w Borrow B from A Reg 6B 1 5 ZNC
SBB %n,Rn Subtract w Borrow Immediate from 

Register File
7B 3 9 ZNC 

ZNC
CMP Rn,A Compare Register File to A 1D 2 8 ZNC
CMP%n,A Compare Immediate to A 2D 2 7 ZNC
CMP Rn,B Compare Register File to B 3D 2 8 ZNC
CMP Rn,Rn Compare Register File to Reg File 4D 3 10 ZNC
CMP%n,B Compare Immediate to B 5D 2 7 ZNC
CMP B.A Compare B to A Register 6D 1 5 ZNC
CMP%n,Rn Compare Immediate to Register File 7D 3 9 ZNC
CMPA @n Compare Direct to A 8D 3 12 ZNC
CMPA*Rn Compare Indirect to A 9D 2 11 ZNC
CMPA @n(B) Compare Direct Indexed to A AD 3 14 ZNC

ARITHMETIC INSTRUCTIONS

MNEMONIC DESCRIPTION CODE BYTES CYCLES FLAGS

DAC Rn,A Decimal Add w Carry Reg File to A IE 2 10 ZNC
DAC %n,A Decimal Add w Carry Immed. to A 2E 2 9 ZNC
DAC Rn,B Decimal Add w Carry Reg File to B 3E 2 10 ZNC
DAC Rn,Rn Decimal Add w Carry Register File 

to Register File
4E 3 12 ZNC

DAC %n,B Decimal Add w Carry Immed. to B 5E 2 9 ZNC
DAC B,A Decimal Add w Carry B to A Reg 6E 1 7 ZNC
DAC %n,Rn Decimal Add w Carry Immediate 

to Register File
7E 3 11 ZNC

DSB Rn,A Decimal Subtract w Borrow 
Register File from A Register

1F 2 10 ZNC

DSB%n,A Decimal Subtract w Borrow 
Immediate from A Register

2F 2 9 ZNC

DSB Rn,B Decimal Subtract w Borrow 
Register File from B Register

3F 2 10 ZNC

DSB Rn,Rn Decimal Subtract w Borrow 
Register File from Register File

4F 3 12 ZNC

DSB%n,B Decimal Subtract w Borrow 
Immediate from B Register

5F 2 9 ZNC

DSB B,A Decimal Subtract w Borrow B 
from A Register

6F 1 7 ZNC

DSB %n,Rn Decimal Subtract w Borrow 
Immediate from Register File

7F 3 11 ZNC

MPY Rn,A Multiply A by Register File 1C 2 47 ZNC
MPY%n,A Multiply A Immediate 2C 2 46 ZNC
MPY Rn,B Multiply B by Register File 3C 2 47 ZNC
MPY Rn,Rn Multiply Register File by Reg File 4C 3 49 ZNC
MPY%n,B Multiply B Immediate 5C 2 46 ZNC
MPY B,A Multiply A by B Register 6C 1 44 ZNC
MPY%n,Rn Multiply Register File Immediate 7C 3 48 ZNC
INCA Increment A Register B3 1 5 ZNC
INC B Increment B Register C3 1 5 ZNC
INC Rn Increment Register File D3 2 7 ZNC
DECA Decrement A Register B2 1 5 ZNC
DEC B Decrement B Register C2 1 5 ZNC
DEC Rn Decrement Register File D2 2 7 ZNC
DECD A Decrement Double A Register BB 1 9 ZNC
DECD B Decrement Double B Register CB 1 9 ZNC
DECD Rn Decrement Double Register File DB 2 11 ZNC
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LOGICAL INSTRUCTIONS

MNEMONIC DESCRIPTION CODE BYTES CYCLES FLAGS

AND Rn,A AND Register File to A 13 2 8 ZNC
AND %n,A AND Immediate to A 23 2 7 ZN C
AND Rn, B AND Register File to B 33 2 8 ZNC
AND Rn, Rn AND Reg. File to Reg. File 43 3 10 ZNC
AND %n,B AND Immediate to B 53 2 7 ZNC
AND B.A AND B to A Register 63 1 5 ZNC
AND %n,Rn AND Immediate to Reg. File 73 3 9 ZNC
OR Rn,A OR Register File to A 14 2 8 ZNC
OR %n,A OR Immediate to A 24 2 7 ZNC
OR Rn,B OR Register File to B 34 2 8 ZNC
OR Rn,Rn OR Register File to Reg. File 44 3 10 ZNC
OR%n,B OR Immediate to B 54 2 7 ZNC
OR B,A OR B to A Register 64 1 5 ZNC
OR %n,Rn OR Immediate to Reg. File 74 3 9 ZNC
XOR Rn,A Exclusive OR Reg. File to A 15 2 8 ZNC
XOR%n,A Exclusive OR Immediate to A 25 2 7 ZNC
XOR Rn,B Exclusive OR Reg. File to B 35 2 8 ZNC
XOR Rn,Rn Exclusive OR Register File to 

Register File
45 3 10 ZNC

XOR%n,B Exclusive OR Immediate to B 55 2 7 ZNC
XOR B,A Exclusive OR B to A Register 65 1 5 ZNC
XOR%n,Rn Exclusive OR Immediate to 

Register File
75 3 9 ZNC

ANDPA,Pn AND A Register to Peripheral File 83 2 10 ZNC
ANDPB.Pn AND B Register to Peripheral File 93 2 9 ZNC
ANDP%n,Pn AND Immediate to Peripheral File A3 3 11 ZNC
ORPA,Pn OR A Register to Peripheral File 84 2 10 ZNC
ORP B,Pn ORB Register to Peripheral File 94 2 9 ZNC
ORP%n,Pn OR Immediate to Peripheral File A4 3 11 ZNC
XORPA,Pn Exclusive OR A Register to 

Peripheral File
85 2 10 ZNC

XORP B,Pn Exclusive OR B Register to 
Peripheral File

95 2 9 ZNC

XORP%n,Pn Exclusive OR Immediate to 
Peripheral File

A5 3 11 ZNC

RRA Rotate Right A Register BC 1 5 ZNC
RR B Rotate Right B Register CC 1 5 ZNC
RR Rn Rotate Right Register File DC 2 7 ZNC
RRC A Rotate Right w Carry A Register BD 1 5 ZNC
RRC B Rotate Right w Carry B Reg. CD 1 5 ZNC
RRC Rn Rotate Right w Carry Register File DD 2 7 ZNC
RLA Rotate Left A Register BE 1 5 ZNC
RLB Rotate Left B Register CE 1 5 ZNC
RL Rn Rotate Left Register File DE 2 7 ZNC
RLC A Rotate Left w Carry A Reg BF 1 5 ZNC
RLC B Rotate Left w Carry B Reg CF 1 5 ZNC
RLC Rn Rotate Left w Carry Register File DF 2 7 ZNC
INVA Invert A Register B4 1 5 ZNC
INV B Invert B Register C4 1 5 ZNC
INV Rn Invert Register File D4 2 7 ZNC
CLRA Clear A Register B5 1 5 ZNC
CLRB Clear B Register C5 1 5 ZNC
CLR Rn Clear Register File D5 2 7 ZNC

JUMP INSTRUCTIONS

M^MONIC DESCRIPTION CODE BYTES CYCLES FLAGS

BA @n Branch Direct 8C 3 10
BR’Rn Branch Indirect 9C 2 9
BR @n(B) Branch Direct Indexed AC 3 12
JMP Jump Relative EO 2 7
JN Jump if Negative E1 2 5/7
JZ Jump if Zero E2 2 5/7
JC Jump if Carry E3 2 5/7
JP Jump if Positive E4 2 5/7
JPZ Jump if Positive or Zero E5 2 5/7
JNZ Jump if Non Zero E6 2 5/7
JNC Jump if No Carry E7 2 5/7
BTJO Rn,A Bit Test Jump if One A Reg 

(Bit Mask in Register File)
16 3 10 ZNC

BTJO %n,A Bit Test Jump if One A Reg 
(Bit Mask is Immediate)

26 3 9 ZNC

BTJO Rn,B Bit Test Jump if One B Reg 
(Bit Mask in Register File)

36 3 10 ZNC

BTJO Rn,Rn Bit Test Jump if One Reg File 
(Bit Mask in Register File)

46 4 12 ZNC

BTJO %n,B Bit Test Jump if One B Reg 
(Bit Mask is Immediate)

56 3 9 ZNC

BTJO B,A Bit Test Jump if One A Reg 
(Bit Mask in B Register)

66 2 7 ZNC

BTJO %n,Rn Bit Test Jump if One Reg. File 
(Bit Mask is Immediate)

76 4 11 ZNC

BTJZ Rn,A Bit Test Jump if Zero A Reg 
(Bit Mask in Register File)

17 3 10 ZNC

BTJZ%n,A Bit Test Jump if Zero A Reg 
(Bit Mask is Immediate)

27 3 9 ZNC

BTJZ Rn,B Bit Test Jump if Zero B Reg 
(Bit Mask in Register File)

37 3 10 ZNC

BTJZ Rn,Rn Bit Test Jump if Zero Reg File 
(Bit Mask in Register File)

47 4 12 ZNC

BTJZ %n,B Bit Test Jump if Zero B Reg 
(Bit Mask is Immediate)

57 3 9 ZNC

BTJZ B.A Bit Test Jump if Zero A Reg 
(Bit Mask in B Register)

67 2 7 ZNC

BTJZ%n,Rn Bit Test Jump if Zero Reg File 
(Bit Mask is Immediate)

77 4 11 ZNC

BTJOP A,Pn Bit Test Jump if One Periph. 
File (Bit Mask in A Register)

86 3 11 ZNC

BTJOP B,Pn Bit Test Jump if One Periph. 
File (Bit Mask in B Register)

96 3 10 ZNC

BTJOP %n,Pn Bit Test Jump if One Periph. 
File (Bit Mask is Immediate)

A6 4 12 ZNC

BTJZPA,Pn Bit Test Jump if Zero Periph. 
File (Bit Mask in A Register)

87 3 11 ZNC

BTJZP B,Pn Bit Test Jump if Zero Periph. 
File (Bit Mask in B Register)

97 3 10 ZNC

BTJZP%n,Pn Bit Test Jump if Zero Periph. 
File (Bit Mask is Immediate)

A7 4 12 ZNC

DJNZA Decrement Jump if Non Zero A Reg BA 2 7/9 ZNC
DJNZB Decrement Jump if Non Zero B Reg CA 2 7/9
DJNZ Rn Decrement Jump if Non Zero 

Register File
DA 3 9/11

3-22
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SUBROUTINE INSTRUCTIONS

MNEMONIC DESCRIPTION CODE BYTES CYCLES FLAGS

CALL@n Call Subroutine Direct 8E 3 14
CALL'Rn Call Subroutine Indirect 9E 2 13
CALL @n(B) Call Subroutine Direct Indexed AE 3 16
TRAP 23 Trap to Vector 23 E8 1 14
TRAP 22 22 E9 1 14
TRAP 21 21 EA 1 14
TRAP 20 20 EB 1 14
TRAP 19 19 EC 1 14
TRAP 18 18 ED 1 14
TRAP 17 17 EE 1 14
TRAP 16 16 FF 1 14
TRAP 15 15 FO 1 14
TRAP 14 14 F1 1 14
TRAP 13 13 F2 1 14
TRAP 12 12 F3 1 14
TRAP 11 11 F4 1 14
TRAP 10 10 F5 1 14
TRAP 9 9 F6 1 14
TRAP 8 8 F7 1 14
TRAP 7 7 F8 1 14
TRAP 6 6 F9 1 14
TRAP 5 5 FA 1 14
TRAP 4 4 FB 1 14
TRAP 3 3 FC 1 14
TRAP 2 2 FD 1 14
TRAP1 1 FE 1 14
TRAPO 0 FF 1 14
RETS Return from Subroutine OA 1 7
RET1 Return from interrupt Routne OB 1 9 IZNC

CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS

MNEMONIC DESCRIPTION CODE BYTES CYCLES FLA8S

NOP No. Operation 00 1 4
IDLE Wait for Interrupt 01 1 6+
EINT Enable Interrupts 05 1 5 IZNC
DINT Disable Interrupts 06 1 5 IZNC
LDSP Load Stack Pointer from B Register OD 1 5
STSP Store Stack Pointer to B Register 09 1 6
POP ST Pop Status from Stack OB 1 6 IZNC
PUSH ST Push Status on Stack OE 1 6 IZNC
TSTA Test A/Set Flags on Contents BO 1 6 ZNC
TSTB Test B/Set Flags on Contents C1 1 5 ZNC
SETC Set Carry Flag 07 1 5 ZNC
CLRC Clear Carry Flag 

(and Test A Register)
BO 1 6 ZNC

NOTES 1. Rn denotes a register or register pair in Register File where n= 0 to 255. When a 
Register pair is called for, pair consists of Rn and Rn-1 where Rn is least 
significant byte.

2. Pn denotes a location in the Peripheral File where n= 0 to 255.
3. %n denotes one or two byte immediate data
4. @ n denotes a Direct 16 bit Address.
5. (B) indicates contents of B Register is added as index to direct address
6. *Rn  denotes a 16 bit Indirect address located in registers Rn and Rn-1 (Least 

significant byte in Rn).
7. Each Cycle= 400ns with 10MHz Crystal, 250ns with 16MHz Crystal.
8. Conditional Jumps require two cycles more to execute if jump is taken than if 

jump is not taken
9. Flag definitions:

I - Interrupt Enable
Z-Zero
N - Negative
C-Carry
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Ordering Information

D Q 72720-10

£JL3
UX- UNENCAPSULATED WITH 2K x 8 EEPROM

DIE

PACKAGE 
TYPE

TEMPERATURE 
RANGE

PART TYPE CLOCK RATE

D-CERDIP 
P- PLASTIC DIP

Q-O’C to + 7O°C 
(COMMERCIAL)

SINGLE CHIP 
MICROCOMPUTER

10-10 MHz
16-16 MHz

seeo Technology, Incorporated
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8003
EDLC'" Ethernet

Data Link Controller
February 1987

Features
■ Optimized for Burst Mode DMA Applications
■ 100% Ethernet/IEEE 802.3 Compatible
■ 10 MHz Serial/Parallel Conversion
■ Preamble Generation and Removal
■ Automatic 32-Blt FCS (CRC) Generation and 

Checking
■ Collision Handling, Transmission Deferral 

and Retransmission with Automatic Jam and 
Backoff Functions

■ Error Interrupt and Status Generation
■ 40 Pin Package
■ Single 5 V ±10% Power Supply
■ Standard CPU and Peripheral Interface 

Control Signals
■ Loopback Capability for Diagnostics
■ Single Phase Clock
■ Inputs and Outputs TTL Compatible
Description
The SEEQ Ethernet Data Link Controller (EDLC) is 
designed to support the Data Link Layer (layer 2) of 
the Ethernet specification for Local Area Networks 
(LAN). The system interface is optimized for ease of 
connection to commonly available DMA Controllers 
and specifically for BURST MODE OPERA TION. The

8003 interfaces directly to the 8023 Manchester Code 
Converter to complete the station resident Ethernet 
functions. The protocol used is Carrier Sense, Multiple 
Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD). The 
8003 EDLC chip is a single 40 pin VLSI device which 
replaces approximately 60 MSI and SSI devices. It is 
designed to greatly simplify the development of 
Ethernet communication in computer based systems. 
The 8003 provides an economic solution for the con
struction of an Ethernet node, providing high speed 
data communication at 10 Megabits/second and sees 
applications in terminals, workstations, personal 
computers, small business systems, and large com
puter systems, in both the office and industrial 
environment. The 8003 EDLC chip has a universal 
system interface compatible with almost any micro
processor, microcomputer, or system bus, allowing 
the system designer to make the price/performance 
tradeoffs for each application. The transmit and 
receive sections of the EDLC chip are independent 
and can operate simultaneously to allow reception of a 
transmitted frame for use in loopback diagnostics 
modes.
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Functional Block Diagram
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8003

Functional Description
Frame Format
On an Ethernet communication network, information 
is transmitted and received in packets or frames. An 
Ethernet frame consists of a preamble, two address 
fields, a byte-count field, a data field, and a frame 
check sequence (FCS). Each field has a specific for
mat which is described in detail below. An Ethernet 
frame has a minimum length of 64 bytes and a maxi
mum length of 1518 bytes exclusive of the preamble. 
The Ethernet frame format is shown below.

NOTE:

PREAMBLE 
(8)

I

SOURCE 
ADDRESS 

(6)

I I

DATA FCS
(46-1500) (4)

DESTINATION 
ADDRESS

(6)

BYTE 
COUNT 

(2)

Field length in bytes in parentheses.

Preamble: The preamble is a 64-bit field consisting of 
62 alternating “1 "s and “0”s followed by a “11" End-of- 
Preamble indicator.
Destination Address: The Destination Address is a 
6-byte field containing either a specific Station 
Address, a Broadcast Address, ora Multicast Address 
to which this frame is directed.

Source Address: The Source Address is a 6-byte field 
containing the specific Station Address from which 
this frame originated.

Byte-Count Field: The Byte-Count Field consists of 
two bytes providing the number of valid data bytes in 
the Data Field, 46 to 1500. This field is uninterpreted 
at the Data Link Layer, and is passed through the 
EDLC chip to be handled at the Client Layer.

Data Field: The Data Field consists of 46 to 1500 bytes 
of information which are fully transparent in the sense 
that any arbitrary sequence of bytes may occur.

Frame Check Sequence: The Frame Check Sequence 
(FCS) field is a 32-bit cyclic redundancy check (CRC) 
value computed as a function of the Destination 
Address Field, Source Address Field, Type Field, and 
Data Field. The FCS is appended to each transmitted 
frame, and used at reception to determine if the 
received frame is valid.

Transmitting
The transmit data stream consists of the Preamble, 
four information fields, and the FCS which is 
computed in real time by the EDLC chip and 
automatically appended to the frame at the end of the 
serial data. The Preamble is also generated by the 
EDLC chip and transmitted immediately prior to the 
Destination Address. Destination Address, Source 
Address, Type Field and Data Field are prepared in the 
buffer memory prior to initiating transmission. The 
EDLC chip encapsulates these fields into an Ethernet 
frame by inserting a preamble prior to these information 
fields and appending a CRC after the information fields.

Transmission Initiatlon/Deferral
The Ethernet node initiates a transmission by storing 
the entire information content of the frame to be 
transmitted in an external buffer memory, and then 
transferring initial frame bytes to the EDLC Transmit 
FIFO. "Transmit-buffer to FIFO" transfers are 
coordinated via the TxWR and TxRDY handshake 
interface, i.e., bytes are written to the FIFO via TxWR 
only when TxRDY is HIGH. Actual transmission of the 
data onto the network will only occur if the network 
has not been busy for the minimum defer time (9.6 ps) 
and any Backoff time requirements have been 
satisfied. When transmission begins, the EDLC chip 
activates the transmit enable (TxEN) lineconcurrently 
with the transmission of the first bit of the Preamble 
and keeps it active for the duration of the transmission.

BITS WITHIN A BYTE ARE TRANSMITTED/RECEIVED BIT NO “0" FIRST THROUGH BIT NO. ' 7" LAST

FIRST BYTE

-----------------------------RxTxDO 
RxTxDI
RxTxD2
RxTxD3
RxTxD4
RxTxD5
RxTxD6 

r------- RxTxD7

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

SIXTH BYTE

PREAMBLE AO ... A7 A8 ... A15

—ff—
A40 . . . A47 SOURCE ADDRESS . . .

Figure 1. Bit Serialization/Deserialization
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FIRST BYTE

LAST BYTE

BYTE COUNT 
(2 BYTES)

(46 -1500 
BYTES)

DESTINATION 
ADDRESS 
(6 BYTES)

Figure 2. Typical Frame Buffer Format 
for Byte-Organized Memory

SOURCE 
- ADDRESS 

[6 BYTES)

A7 ... ... AO

A15 ... ... A8

A23 ... ... A16

A31 ... ... A24

A39 ... ... A32

A47 ... ... A40

B7 ... BO

B15 ... ... B8

B23 ... ... B16

B31 ... ... B24

B39 ... ... B32

B47 ... ... B40

T7 ... ... TO

T15 ... ... T8

D7 ... ... DO

Collision
When concurrent transmissions from two or more 
Ethernet nodes occur (collision), the EDLC chip halts 
the transmission of the data bytes in the Transmit 
FIFO and transmits a Jam pattern consisting of 
55555555 hex. At the end of the Jam transmission, the 
EDLC chip issues a TxRET signal to the CPU, and 
begins the Backoff wait period.

To reinitiate transmission, the initial bytes of the frame 
information fields must be reloaded into the EDLC 
Transmit FIFO. The TxRET is used to indicate to the 
buffer manager the need for frame reinitialization. The 
reloading of the Transmit FIFO may be done prior to 
the Backoff interval elapsing, so that no additional 
delay need be incurred to retransmission.

Scheduling of retransmission is determined by a 
controlled randomization process called Truncated Binary 
Exponential Backoff. The EDLC chip waits a random 
interval between 0 and 2K slot times (51.2 ps per slot 
time) before attempting retransmission, where “K" is 
the current transmission attempt number (not 
exceed 10).

When 16 consecutive attempts have been made 
transmission and all have been terminated due 
collision, the EDLC Transmit Control sets an error 
status bit and issues an interrupt to the CPU if enabled.

to

at 
to

Terminating Transmission
Transmission terminates under the following 
conditions:

Normal: The frame has been transmitted successfully 
without contention. Loading of the last data byte into 
the Transmit FIFO is signaled to the EDLC chip by 
activation of the RxTxEOF signal concurrently with 
the last byte of data loaded into the Transmit FIFO. 
This line acts as a ninth bit in the Transmit FIFO. When 
this last byte is serialized, the CRC is appended and 
transmitted concluding frame transmission. The 
Transmission Successful bit of the Transmit Status 
Register will be set by a normal termination.
Collision: Transmission attempted by two or more 
Ethernet nodes. The Jam sequence is transmitted, the 
Collision status bit is set, the TxRET signal is 
generated, and the Backoff interval begun.
Underflow: Transmit data is not ready when needed 
for transmission. Once transmission has begun, the 
EDLC chip on average requires one transmit byte 
every 800 ns in order to avoid Transmit FIFO 
underflow (starvation). If this condition occurs, the 
EDLC chip terminates the transmission, issues a 
TxRET signal, and sets the Transmit-Underflow status 
bit.
16 Transmission Attempts: If a Collision occurs for the 
sixteenth consecutive time, the 16-Transmission- 
Attempts status bitisset, the Collision status bit is set, 
the TxRET signal is generated, and the Backoff 
interval begun. The counter that keeps track of the 
number of collisions is modulo 16 and therefore rolls 
over on the 17th collision.

At the completion of every transmission or 
retransmission, new status information is loaded into 
the Transmit Status Register. Dependent upon the bits 
enabled in the Transmit Command Register, an 
interrupt will be generated for the just completed 
transmission. In both collision and underflow the 
TxRET signal is activated.

Receiving
The EDLC chip is continuously monitoring the net
work. When activity is recognized via the Carrier 
Sense (CSN) line going active, the EDLC chip syn
chronizes itself to the incoming data stream during the 
Preamble, and then examines the destination address 
field of the frame. Depending on the Address Match 
Mode specified, the EDLC chip will either recognize 
the frame as being addressed to itself in a general or 
specific fashion or abort the frame reception.

Preamble Processing
The ELDC chip recognizes activity on the Ethernet via 
the Carrier Sense line. The Preamble is normally 64 

©eeo Technology, Incorporated
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bits (8 bytes) long. The Preamble consists of a 
sequence of 62 alternating "1"s and “O’’s followed by 
“11", with the frame information fields immediately 
following. In order for the decoder phase-lock to 
occur, the EDLC chip waits 16 bit times before looking 
for the “11” end of preamble indicator. If the EDLC 
chip receives a “00“ before receiving the “11" in the 
Preamble, an error condition has occurred. The frame 
is not received, and the EDLC chip begins monitoring 
the network for a carrier again.

Address Matching
Ethernet addresses consist of two 6-byte fields. The 
first bit of the address signifies whether it is a Station 
Address or a M ulticast/Broadcast Address.

First Bit Address

0 Station Address (Physical)
1 Multicast/Broadcast Address 

(logical)

Address matching occurs as follows:

Station Address: All destination address bytes must 
match the corresponding bytes found in the Station 
Address Pegister.

Multicast Address: If the first bit of the incoming 
address is a 1 and the EDLC chip is programmed to 
accept Multicast Addresses, the frame is received.

Broadcast Address: The six incoming destination 
address bytes must all be FF hex. If the EDLC chip is 
programmed to accept Broadcast or Multicast 
Addresses the frame will be received.

If the incoming frame is addressed to the EDLC chip 
specifically (Destination Address matches the 
contents of the Station Address Register), or is of 
general or group interest (Broadcast or Multicast 
Address), the EDLC chip will pass the frame exclusive 
of Preamble and FCS to the CPU buffer and indicate 
any error conditions at the end of the frame. If, however, 
the address does not match, as soon as the mismatch is 
recognized the EDLC chip will terminate reception and 
issue an RxDC.

The EDLC chip may be programmed via the Match 
Mode bits of the Receive Command Register to ignore 
all frames (Disable Receiver), accept all frames 
(Promiscuous mode), accept frames with the proper 
Station Address or the Broadcast Address (Station/ 
Broadcast), or accept all frames with the proper 
Station Address, the Broadcast Address, or all 
Multicast Addresses (Station/Broadcast/Multicast).

Terminating Reception
Reception is terminated when either of the following 
conditions occur:

Carrier Sense Inactive: Indicates that traffic is no 
longer present on the Ethernet cable.

Overflow: The host node for some reason is not able to 
empty the Receive FIFO as rapidly as it is filled, and an 
error occurs as frame data is lost. On average the 
Receive FIFO must be serviced every 800 ns to avoid 
this conditions.

Frame Reception Conditions
Upon terminating reception, the EDLC chip will 
determine the status of the received frame and condi
tionally load it into the Receive Status Register. An 
interrupt will be issued if the appropriate conditions as 
specified in the Receive Command Register are pres
ent. The EDLC chip may report the following 
conditions at the end of frame reception:
Overflow: The EDLC internal Receive FIFO overflows. 
Dribble Error: Carrier Sense did not go inactive on a 
receive data byte boundary.

CRC Error: The 32-bit CRC transmitted with the frame 
does not match that calculated upon reception.

Short Frame: A frame containing less than 64 bytes of 
information was received (including FCS).

Good Frame: A frame is received that does not have a 
CRC error, Shortframe, or Overflow condition.

System Interface
The EDLC chip system interface consists of two 
independent busses and respective control signals. 
Data is read and written over the Receive/Transmit 
Data Bus RxTxD (0-7). These transfers are controlled 
by the TxRDY and TxWR signals for transmitted data, 
and RxRDY and RxRD for received data. All 
Commands and Station Addresses are written, and all 
status read over a separate Command/Status Bus 
CdSt (0-7). These transfers are controlled by the CS, 
RD, WR, and A0-A2 signals. The EDLC chip’s 
command and status registers may be accessed at any 
time. However, it is recommended that writing to the 
command register be done only during interframe 
gaps.

With the exception of the two Match Mode bits in the 
Receive Command Register, all bits in both command 
registers are interrupt enable bits. Changing the 
interrupt enable bits during frame transmission does 
not affect the frame integrity. Asynchronous error 
events, however, e.g., overflow, underflow, etc., may 
cause chip operation to vary, if their corresponding 
enable bits are being altered at the same time.

seeo Technology, Incorporated
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Figure 3. Typical Ethernet Node Configuration
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Reading the status registers may also occur at any 
time during transmission or reception.

Internal Register Addressing

Register 
Address

Register Description

Read WriteA2 A1 AO
0 0 0 0 — Station Addr 0
1 0 0 1 — Station Addr 1
2 0 1 0 — Station Addr 2
3 0 1 1 — Station Addr 3
4 1 0 0 — Station Addr 4
5 1 0 1 — Station Addr 5
6 1 1 0 Rx Status Rx Command
7 1 1 1 Tx Status Tx Command

Status registers are read only registers. Command and 
Station Address registers are write only registers. 
Access to these registers is via the CPU interface: 
Control signals CS, RD, WR, and the Command/Status 
Data Bus CdSt (0-7).

Station Address Register
The Station Address Register is 6 bytes in length. The 
contents may be written in any order, with bit “0” of 
byte "0" corresponding to the first bit received in the 

data stream, and indicating whether the address is 
physical or logical. Bit 7 of station address byte 5 is 
compared to the last bit of the received destination 
address. The Station Address should be programmed 
prior to enabling the receiver.

Transmit Command Register
The Transmit Command Register is an in terrupt mask 
register, which provides for control of the conditions 
allowed to generate transmit interrupts. Each of the 
four least significant bits of the register may be indi
vidually set or cleared. When set, the occurrence of the 
associated condition will cause an interrupt to be gen
erated. The four specific conditions for which interrupts 
may be generated are:

• Underflow
• Collision
• 16 Collisions
• Transmission Successful
The interrupt signal INT will be set when one or more 
of the specified transmission termination conditions 
occurs and the associated command bit has been set. 
The interrupt signal INT will be cleared when the 
Transmit Status Register is read.

All bits of the Transmit Command Register are cleared 
upon chip reset.

sees Technology, Incorporated
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Transmit Command Register Format

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 Bit

0 0 0 0
Interrupt on Transmit Underflow 
Interrupt on Transmit Collision 
Interrupt on 16 Transmission 
Attempts
Interrupt on Transmission 
Successful

Transmission Successful is set only on the successful 
transmission or retransmission of a frame.

Transmit Status Register
The Transmit Status Register is loaded at the 
conclusion of each frame transmission or 
retransmission attempt. It provides for the reporting of 
both the normal and error termination conditions of each 
transmission.

The OLD/NEW status bit is set each time the Transmit 
Status Register is read, and reset each time new status 
is loaded into the Transmit Status Register. The 
OLD/NEW status bit is SET, and all other bits 
CLEARED upon chip reset.

Old/New Status

16 Transmission Attempts 
Transmission Successful

Transmit Status Register Format

Receive Command Register
The Receive Command Register has two primary 
functions, it specifies the Address Match Mode, and it 
specifies Frames-of-lnterest. i.e. frames whose arrival 
must be communicated to the CPU via interrupts and 
status register updates. Frames-of-lnterest are frames 
whose status must be saved for inspection, even at the 
expense of losing subsequent frames.

Receive Command Register Format

Bits 0-5 specify Interrupt and Frame-of-lnterest when 
set. Bit 4, End of Frame, specifies any type of frame 
except overflow.

Match Mode Definition

Match 
Mode 

1

Match 
Mode 

0 Function

0 0 0 Receiver Disable

1 0 1 Receive All Frames

2 1 0 Receive Station or Broadcast 
Frames

3 1 1 Receive Station, 
Broadcast/Multicast Frames

Changing the receive Match Mode bits during frame 
reception may change chip operation and give 
unpredictable results.

Interrupt Enable and Frames-of-lnterest
Bits 0-5 when set specify interrupt generation on 
occurrence of the corresponding frame reception 
condition. They also specify the corresponding types 
of frames to be Frames-of-lnterest for use by the 
Receive Status Register to control status loading.

Receive Status Register
The Receive Status Register is normally loaded with 
the status of each received frame when the frame has 
been received or frame reception has been terminated 
due to an error condition. In addition, this register 
contains the Old/New Status bit which is set when the 
Receive Status Register is read or the chip is reset, and 
cleared only when new status is loaded fora Frame-of- 
lnterest (as defined by bits 0-5 of the Receive 
Command Register). All other bits are cleared upon 
chip reset.

Receive Status Register Format

Bit

Received Frame with Overflow 
Error
Received Frame with CRC Error 
Received Frame with Dribble Error 
Received Short Frame
Received End of Frame
Received Good Frame 
Old/New Status

The Old/New Status bit write-protects the Receive 
Status Register while it contains unread status for a 
Frame-of-lnterest. When this bit is zero, the register is 
write-protected. The Old/New Status bit is cleared 
whenever the status of a new Frame-of-lnterest is 
loaded into the Receive Status Register and is set after 
that status is read. When zero, it indicates "new status 
for a Frame-of-lnterest".

—seeo Technology. Incorporated
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Thus the status of any frame received following the 
reception of a Frame-of-lnterest will not be loaded into 
the Receive Status Register unless the previous status 
has been read. If any following frame is received 
before the status of the previous Frame-of-lnterest has 
been read, the new status will not be loaded, the 
Receive Discard (RxDC) signal will be issued and the 
Receive FIFO will be cleared.

With this one exception caused by a write-protect 
condition, the status of each frame is always loaded 
into the Receive Status Register on completion of 
reception.

Any frame received will cause an interrupt to be 
generated if the corresponding Interrupt Enable bit is 
set. This interrupt is reset upon reading the Receive 
Status Register.

These conditions ensure that a maximum number of 
good frames are received and retained.

Figure 4. Pin Configuration

A0G 2

40

39

JVCC
>A2

TxEN^ 3 38 Jcs

TxD(^ 37 JRD
TxRET(^ 36 JWR

RxTxDO^ 6 35 JCdStO

RxTxDl£ 7 34 JCdSH
RxTxD2(^ 8 33 lCdSt2

RxTxD3(^ 9 32 JCdSt3
RxTxD4^ 10 31 JCdSt4

RxTxD5(^ ’’ 30 JCdStS
RxTxD6(^ 29 JCdSt6

RxTxD7^ 33 28 JCdSI7
TxC(^ 14 27 JRxC

TxWR(^ 15 26 JRxDC
TxRDY(^ 16 25 JINT

RxTxEOF^ 17 24 JCOLL

RxPD^ 23 □reset

RxRDY^ 22 JCSN

Vsst 20 21 JRxD

Pin Description
The EDLC chip has four groups of interface signals:

• Power Supply • Data Buffer
• Encoder/Decoder • Command/Status

Power Supply
Vcc ........................................................................ +5 V
V$s ................................................................ Ground
Encoder/Decoder Interface
TxC Transmit Clock (Input): 10 MHz, 50% duty cycle 
transmit clock used to synchronize the transmit data 

from the EDLC chip to the encoder. This clock runs 
continuously, and is asynchronous to RxC.

TxD Transmit Data (Output): Serial data output to the 
encoder. Active HIGH.

TxEN Transmit Enable (Output): This signal is used to 
activate the encoder. It becomes active when the first 
bit of the Preamble is transmitted and inactive when 
the last bit of the frame is transmitted. Active HIGH and 
cleared by Reset.

RxC Receive Clock (Input): 10 MHz, 50% duty cycle 
nominal. The receive clock is used to synchronize 
incoming data to the EDLC chip from the decoder. 
This clock runs continuously, and is asynchronous to 
TxC.

RxD Receive Data (Input): Serial input data to the 
EDLC chip from the decoder. Active HIGH.

CSN Carrier Sense (Input): Indicates traffic on the 
coaxial cable to the EDLC chip. Becomes active with 
the first bit of the Preamble received, and inactive one 
bit time after the last bit of the frame is received. Active 
HIGH.

COLL Collision (Input): Indicates transmission 
contention on the Ethernet cable. The Collision input 
is latched internally. Sampled during transmission, 
Collision is set by an active high pulse on the COLL 
input and automatically reset at the end of 
transmission of the JAM sequence.

Data Buffer Interface
RxTxD (0-7) Receive/Transmit Data Bus (l/O):Carries 
Receive/Transmit data byte from/to the EDLC chip 
Receive/Transmit FIFOs.

RxTxEOF Receive/Transmit End of Frame (I/O): 
Indicates last byte of data on the Receive/Transmit 
Data Bus. Effectively a ninth bit in the FIFOs with 
identical timing to RxTxD (0-7). Active HIGH.

RxRD Y Receive Ready (Output):lndicates that at least 
one byte of received data is available in the Receive 
FIFO. This signal will remain active high as long as one 
byte of data remains in the Receive FIFO. When this 
condition no longer exists, RxRDY will be deasserted 
with respect to the leading edge of the RxRD strobe 
that removes the last byte of data from the Receive 
FIFO. RxRD should not be activated if RxRDY is low. 
Active HIGH and cleared by Reset.

RxRD Receive Read Strobe (Input): Enables transfer 
of received data from the EDLC Receive FIFO to the 
RxTxD Bus. Data is valid from the EDLC Receive FIFO 
at the RxTxD pins on the rising edge of this signal. This 
signal should not be activated unless RxRDY is high. 
Active LOW.
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RxDC Receive Discard (Output): Asserted when one 
of the following conditions occurs, and the associated 
interrupt Enable bit in the Receive Command Register 
is reset. (1) Receive FIFO overflow. (2) CRC Error. (3) 
Short Frame Error. (4) Receive frame address non
match or (5) current frame status lost because 
previous status was not read. RxDC does not activate 
on errors when the associated Interrupt Enable bit is 
set. In this case, EOF will be generated instead when 
the Receive FIFO is read out. This allows reception of 
frames with errors. RxDC acts internally to clear the 
Receive FIFO.
TxRDY Transmit Ready (Output): Indicates that the 
Transmit FIFO has space available for at least one data 
byte. This signal will remain active high as long as one 
byte of space exists for transmitted data to be written 
into. When this condition no longer exists, TxRDYwill 
be deasserted with respect to the leading edge of the 
TxWR strobe that fills the Transmit FIFO. TxRDY is 
forced inactive during Reset, and when TxRET is 
active. Active HIGH. Goes high after Reset.

TxWR Transmit Write (Input): Synchronizes data 
transfer from the RxTxD Bus to the Transmit FIFO. 
Data is written to the FIFO on the rising edge of this 
signal. This signal should not be active unless TxRDY 
is high. Active LOW.

TxRET Transmit Retransmit (Output): Asserted when
ever either transmit underflow or transmit collision 
conditions occur. It is nominally 800 ns in width. Active 
HIGH. Asserted by Reset.
TxRET clears the internal Transmit FIFO.
Command/Status Interface
CdSt (0-7) Command/Status Data Bus (I/O): These 
lines carry commands and status as well as station 
address initialization information between the EDLC 
chip and CPU. These lines are nominally high 
impedance until activated by CS and RD being 
simultaneously active.

A0-A2 Address (0-2) (Input): Address lines to select 
the proper EDLC internal registers for reading or 
writing.

CS Chip Select (Input): Chip Select input, must be 
active in conjunction with RD or WR to successfully 
access the EDLC internal registers. Active LOW.

RD Read (Input): Enables reading of the EDLC 
internal registers in conjunction with CS. Data from 
the internal registers is enabled via the falling edge of 
RD and is valid on the rising edge of the signal. Active 
LOW.

WR Write (Input): Enables writing of the EDLC internal 
registers in conjunction with CS. Write data on the 
CdSt (0-7) data lines must be set up relative to the 
rising edge of the signal. Active LOW.

INT Interrupt (Output): Enabled as outlined above by a 
variety of transmit and receive conditions. Remains 
active until the status register containing the reason 
for the interrupt is read. Active HIGH.

RESET (Input): Initializes control logic, clears 
command registers, clears the Transmit Status 
Register, clears bits 0-5 of the Receive Status Register, 
sets the Old/New Status bit (bit 7 of the Receive Status 
Register), asserts RxDC and TxRET and clears the 
Receive and Transmit FIFOs. In addition, TxRDY is 
forced low during a reset. TxRDY goes high when 
RESET goes high, indicating the EDLC chip is ready to 
transmit. RESET is active LOW.

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Ambient Temperature
Under Bias........................................ — 10°C to +80°C
Storage Temperature..................... —65°C to +150°C
All Input or Output Voltages
with Respect to Ground..................... +6 V to -0.3 V
Package Maximum Power Dissipation....... 1.5 Watts

DC Characteristics TA = O°C to 70° C, Vcc = 4.50 V to 5.50 V

Symbol Paramater

Limits!1)

Units ConditionMin. Typ. Max.

IlN Input Leakage Current 10 mA Vin = 0.45 V to 5.25 V
lo Output Leakage Current 10 mA Vout = 0.45 V to 5.25 V
Icc Vcc Current 150 200 mA
VCH Clock Input High Voltage 3.5 Vcc + 1 V
Vcl Clock Input Low Voltage 0.8 V
VlL Input Low Voltage 0.8 V
VlH, Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc +1 V Except TxWR and 

RxRD
Vih2 Input High Voltage 3.0 Vcc + 1 V TxWR and RxRD
Vol , Output Low Voltage 0.4 V Iol = 2.1 mA
VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V Ioh = -400 mA

NOTE:
1. Typical values are for Ta = 25° C and nominal supply voltages, 
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Operating Conditions
Ambient Temperature Range ............ 0°C to 70°C
VCc Power Supply ......................... 4.50 V to 5.50 V

Capacitance161 TA = 25° C, Fc = 1 MHz

Symbol Parameter Maximum Condition

ClN Input Capacitance 15 pF Vin — 0 V

Cl/O I/O Capacitance 15 pF Vi/o = 0 V

AC Test Conditions
Output Load: 1 Schottky TTL Gate + CL = 100 pF 
(All pins except TxEN, TxD)
TxEN, TxD Load: 1 Schottky TTL Gate + CL = 35 pF
Input Pulse Level: 0.4 V to 2.4 V
Timing Reference Level: 1.5 V

A.C. Characteristics TA = O°C to 70° C, Vcc = 4.50 V to 5.50 V

Symbol^ Parameter
Limits Units

(ns) ConditionMin. Typ. Max.
DATA AND COMMAND/STATUS INTERFACE TIMING

TDBD RxTx/CdSt Bus Data Delay 150 ns
TDBR RxTx/CdSt Bus Release Delay 10 ns
TDBS RxTx/CdSt Bus Seizure Delay 10 150 ns
TDRY RxRDY/TxRDY Clear Delay 100 ns
THAR Ao-2/C5 Hold 10 ns
THDA RxTx/CdSt Bus Hold 0 ns
THRW RxRD/TxWR Hold 0 ns
TSAR A0-2/CS Setup 0 ns
TSCS CdSt Bus Setup 90 ns
TSRT RxTx Bus Setup 90 ns
TWCH RxRD/TxWR/RD//WR High Width 100 ns
TWCL RxRD/TxWR/RD/WR Low Width 200 10,000 ns
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NOTES:
1. For frame reception with Shortframe or CRC Error. If frame reception is terminated due to Overflow, RxDC will be issued within 1.2 ns 

of Overflow. If frame reception is terminated due to non-match of address, RxDC will be issued within 2.4 of the receipt of the last

SERIAL TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE INTERFACE TIMING

TDDC RxDC Set Delay 800 ns Note 1
TDIC INT Clear Delay 150 ns
TDRE TxRET Set Delay 2400 3400 ns Note 3
TDRI Receive INT Delay 1000 ns Note 2
TDTD TxD/TxEN Delay 20 60 ns Cl = 35 pF
TDTI Transmit INT Delay 1200 ns Note 4
THRD RxD Hold 20 ns
TPCK RxC/TxC Clock Period 95 1000 ns
TSRD RxD Setup 30 ns
TWDC RxDC High Width 600 ns
TWRC RxC High/Low Width 45 ns
TWRE TxRET High Width 600 ns
TWRS RESET Low Width 10,000 ns
TWTC TxC High/Low Width 45 ns
TWCO COLL Width 50 ns

address bit.
2. Normal frame reception without Overflow. If frame reception is terminated due to Overflow, INT will be issued within 1,2MSof Overflow.
3. For TxRET caused by Collision or 16 Collision condition. If transmission is terminated due to Underflow TxRET will be issued within 

1.2 ns of the Underflow.
4. For INT caused by Collision or 16 Collision condition. If caused by Underflow, INT will be issued within 1.2 gs. If caused by normal 

termination, INT will be issued within 200 ns of TxEN going LOW.
5. Italics indicate input requirement, non-italics indicate output timing.
6. Characterized. Not tested.
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RECEIVE DATA INTERFACE TIMING

NOTE 1: BUS IS DRIVEN AT THIS TIME. HOWEVER, NO VALID INFORMATION PRESENT.
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Ordering Information
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PRELIMINARY DATA SHEET

Features
■ Compatible with IEEE 802.3 and Ethernet 

Rev. 1 Specification
■ Compatible with the 8003 EDLC ", 8005 

Advanced EDLC
■ Manchester Data Encoding/Decoding and 

Receiver Clock Recovery with Phase Locked 
Loop (PLL)

■ Receiver and Collision Squelch Circuit and 
Noise Rejection Filter

■ Differential TRANSMIT Cable Driver
■ Loopback Capability for Diagnostics and 

Isolation
■ Fail-Safe Watchdog Timer Circuit to Prevent 

Continuous Transmission
■ 20 MHz Crystal Oscillator
■ Transceiver Interface High Voltage (16 V) 

and Low Voltage Short Circuit Protection
■ Low Power CMOS Technology with Single 

5V Supply
■ 20 pin DIP & PLCC Packages

Functional Block Diagram

8020
MCC™ Manchester 

Code Converter
March 1987

Description
The SEEQ 8020 Manchester Code Converter chip pro
vides the Manchester data encoding and decoding 
functions of the Ethernet Local Area Network physical 
layer. It interfaces to the SEEQ 8003 and 8005 Con
trollers and any standard Ethernet transceiver as 
defined by IEEE 802.3 and Ethernet Revision 1.

The SEEQ 8020 MCC" is a functionally complete 
Encoder/Decoder including ECL level balanced driver 
and receivers, on board oscillator, analog phase locked 
loop for clock recovery and collision detection circuitry. 
In addition, the 8020 includes a watchdog timer, a 4.5 
microsecond window generator, and a loopback mode 
for diagnostic operation.

Together with the 8003 or 8005 and a transceiver, the 
8020 Manchester Code Converter provides a high per
formance minimum cost interface for any system to 
Ethernet.

Pin Configuration
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DUAL-IN LINE 
TOP VIEW
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Functional Description
The8020 Manchester Code Converterchiphas two por
tions, transmitter and receiver. The transmitter uses 
Manchester encoding to combine the clock and data 
into a serial stream. It also differentially drives up to 50 
meters of twisted pair transmission line. The receiver 
detects the presence of data and collisions. The 8020 
MCC~ recovers the Manchester encoded data stream 
and decodes it into clock and data outputs. Manchester 
Encoding is the process of combining the clock and 
data stream so that they may be transmitted on a single 
twisted pair of wires, and the clock and data may be 
recovered accurately upon reception. Manchester 
encoding has the unique property of a transition at the 
center of each bit cell, a positive going transition for a 
"1," and a negative going transition fora "O"(See Figure 
2). The encoding is accomplished by exlusive-ORing 
the clock and data prior to transmission, and the decod
ing by deriving the clock from the data with a phase loc
ked loop.

Clock Generator
The internal oscillator is controlled by a 20 MHz 
parallel resonant crystal or by an external clock on 
X1. The 20 MHz clock is then divided by 2 to gener
ate a 10 MHz ±O.O1°/o transmitter clock. Both 10 MHz 
and 20 MHz clocks are used in Manchester data 
encoding.

Manchester Encoder and Differential Output Driver 
The encoder combines clock and data information for 
the transceiver. In Manchester encoding, the first half of 
the bit cell contains the complement of the data and the 
second half contains the true data. Thus, a transition is 
always guaranteed in the middle of a bit cell.

Data encoding and transmission begin with TxEN going 
active; the first transition is always positive for Tx(-) and 
negative for Tx(+). In IEEE mode, at the termination of a 
transmission, TxEN goes inactive and transmit pair 
approach to zero differential. In Ethernet mode, at the 
end of the transmission, TxEN goes inactive and the 
transmit pair stay differentially high. The transmit ter
mination can occur at bit cell center if the last bit is a one 
or at a bit boundary if the last bit is a zero. To eliminate 
DC current in the transformer during idle, Tx± is brought 
to 100 mV differential in 600 ns after the last transition 
(IEEE mode). The back swing voltage is guaranteed to 
be less than . 1 V.

Watchdog Timer

A watchdog timer is built on chip. It can be enabled or 
disabled by the LPBK/WDTD signal. The timer starts 
counting at the beginning of the transmission. If TxEN 
goes inactive before the timer expires, the timer is reset 
and ready for the next transmission. If the timer expires 
before the transmission ends, transmission is aborted 
by disabling the differential transmitter. This is done by 
idling the differentia! output drivers (differential output 
voltage becomes zero) and deasserting CSN.

Differential Input Circuit (Rx ■ and Rx-, COLL+ and 
COLL-)
As shown in Figure 3, the differential input for Rx+ 
and Rx- and COLL+ and COLL- are externally ter
minated by a pair of 39.2 Q ± 1°/o resistors in series 
for proper impedance matching.
The center tap has a 0.01 pF capacitor, tied to 
ground, to provide the AC common mode impedance 
termination for the transceiver cable.

TRANSMITTED 
DATA 
(MANCHESTER 
ENCODED)

SERIAL 
DATA

Figure 3. Differential Input TerminatorFigure 2. Manchester Coding
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Both collision and receiverinputcircuits provide a static 
noise margin of-140 mV to-300 mV (peak value). Noise 
rejection filters are provided at both input pairs to pre
vent spurious signals. For the receiver pair, the range is 
15 ns to 30 ns. For the collision pair, the range is 10 ns to 
18 ns. The D.C. threshold and noise rejection filter 
assure that differential receiver data signals less than 
-140 mV in amplitude or narrower than 15 ns (10 ns for 
collision pair) are always rejected, signals greater than 
-300 mV and wider than30ns(18ns for collision pair) are 
always accepted.
Manchester Decoder and Clock Recovery Circuit
The filtered data is processed by the data and clock 
recovery circuit using a phase-locked loop technique. 
The PLL is designed to lock onto the preamble of the 
incoming signal with a transition width asymmetry not 
greater than +8.25 ns to-8.25 ns within 12 bit cell times 
worst case and can sample the incoming data with a 
transition width asymmetry of up to +8.25 ns to-8.25 ns. 
The RxC high or low time will always be greater than 40 
ns. If MODE2 to high or floating, RxC will be held low for 
1.2 us maximum while the PLL is acquiring lock. If 
M0DE2 is low, RxC follows TxC for the first 1.2 ps and 
then switches to the recovered clock In addition, the 
Encoder/Decoder asserts the CSN signal while it is 
receiving data from the cable to indicate the receiver 
data and clock are valid and available. At the end of 
frame, after the node has finished transmitting, CSN is 
deasserted and will not be asserted again for a period of 
4.5 ms regardless of the state of the state of the receiver 
pair or collision pair. This is called the inhibit period. 
There is no inhibit period after packet reception. During 
clock switching, RxC may stay high for 200ns maximum.
Collision Circuit

A collision on the Ethernet cable is sensed by the 
transceiver. It generates a 10 MHz ±15% differential 
square wave to indicate the presence of the collision. 
During the collision period, CSN is asserted 
asynchronously with RxC. However, if a collision arrives 
during inhibit period 4.5 ps from the time CSN was 
deasserted, CSN will not be reasserted.
Loopback

In loopback mode, encoded data is switched to the PLL 
instead of Tx+/Tx- signals. The recovered data and 
clock are returned to the Ethernet Controller. All the 
transmit and receive circuits, including noise rejection 
filter, are tested except the differential output driver and 
the differential input receiver circuits which are dis
abled during loopback. At the end of frame transmission, 
the 8020 also generates a 650 ns long COLL signal 

550 ns after CSN was deasserted to simulate the IEEE
802.3 SQE test. The watchdog timer remains enabled in 
this mode.

Pin Description
The MCC“ chip signals are grouped into four 
categories:

• Power Supply and Clock
• Controller Interface
• Transceiver Interface
• Miscellaneous

Power Supply
Vcc ....................................................................... +5V
l/ss ........................................................... Ground

X1 and X2 Clock (Inputs): Clock Crystal: 20 MHz 
crystal oscillator input. Alternately, pin X1 may be 
used as a TTL level input for external timing by float
ing pin X2.

Controller Interface'
RxC Receive Clock (Output): This signal is the 
recovered clock from the phase decoder circuit. It is 
switched to TxC when no incoming data is present from 
which a true receive clock is derived. 10 MHz nominal 
and TTL compatible.

RxD Receive Data (Output): The RxD signal is the 
recovered data from the phase decoder. During idle 
periods, the RxD pin is LOW under normal conditions. 
TTL and MOS level compatible. Active HIGH.

CSN Carrier Sense (Output): The Carrier Sense Signal 
indicates to the controller that there is activity on the 
coaxial cable. It is asserted when receive data is present 
or when a collision signal is present. It is deasserted at 
the end of frame or at the end of collision, whichever 
occurs later. It is asserted or deasserted synchronously 
with RxC. TTL compatible.

TxC Transmit Clock (Output): A 10 MHz signal 
derived from the internal oscillator. This clock is always 
active. TTL and MOS level compatible.

TxD Transmit Data (Input): TxD is the NRZ serial input 
data to be transmitted. The data is clocked into the MCC 
by TxC. Active HIGH, TTL compatible.

TxEN Transmit Enable (Input): Transmit Enable, when 
asserted, enables data to be sent to the cable. It is asser
ted synchronously with TxC. TxEN goes active with the 
first bit of transmission. TTL compatible.
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COLL Collision (Output): When asserted, indicates to 
the controller the simultaneous transmission of two or 
more stations on network cable. TTL Compatible.

Transceiver Interlace
Rx+ and Rx- Differential Receiver Input Pair (Input): 
Differential receiver input pair which brings the 
encoded receive data to the 8020. The last transi
tion is always positive-going to indicate the end of 
the frame.

COLL+ and COLL-Differential Collision Input Pair 
(Input): This is a 10 MHz ±15% differential signal from 
the transceiver indicating collision. The duty cycle 
should not be worse than 60%/40% — 40%/60%. The 
last transition is positive-going. This signal will respond 
to signals in the range of 5 MHz to 11.5 MHz. Collision 
signal may be asserted if ‘MAU not available’ signal 
is present.

Tx+and Tx- Differential Transmit Output Pair (Out
put): Differential transmit pair which sends the 
encoded data to the transceiver. The cable driver buf
fers are source follower and require external 243 fl 
resistors to ground as loading. These resistors must be 
rated at 1 watt to withstand the fault conditions 
specified by IEEE 802.3/10 base 2. lfM0DE1=1, after 
200 ns following the last transition, the differential 
voltage is slowly reduced to zero volts in 8 ps to limit the 
back swing of the coupling transformerto less than 0.1 V.

Miscellaneous
M0DE1 (Input): This pin is used to select between 
AC or DC coupling. When it is tied high or left 
floating, the output drivers provide differential zero 
signal during idle (IEEE 802.3 specification). When 
pin 1 is tied low, then the output is differentially high 
when idle (Ethernet Rev. 1 specification).

LPBK/WDTD Loopback/Watchdog Timer Disable 
(Input):
Normal Operation: For normal operation this pin 
should be HIGH or tied to V'cc- In normal operation 
the watchdog timer is enabled.

Figure 4. 8020 Interface
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Loopback: When this pin is brought low, the Man- 
chester encoded transmit data from TxD and TxC is 
routed through the receiver circuit and sent back 
onto the RxD and RxC Pins. During loopback, Colli
sion and Receive data inputs are ignored. The trans
mit pair is idled. At the end of transmission, the signal 
quality error test (SQET) will be simulated by asserting 
collision during the inhibit window. During loopback, 
the watchdog timer is enabled.
Watchdog Timer Disable: When this pin is between 10 
V (Min.) and 16 V (Max.), the on chip 25 ms Watchdog 
Timer will be disabled. The watchdog timer is used to 
monitor the transmit enable pin. If TxEN is asserted for 
too long, then the watchdog timer (if enabled) will 
automatically deassert CSN and inhibit any further 
transmissions on the Tx+ and Tx- lines. The watchdog 
timer is automatically reset each time TxEN is 
deasserted.
Interconnection to a Data Link Controller
Figure 5 shows the interconnections between the 8020 
MCC™ and SEEQ's 8003 or 8005. There are three con
nections for each of the two transmission channels, 
transmit and receive, plus the Collision Signal line 
(COLL).

Transmitter connections are:

Transmit Data, TxD
Transmit Clock, TxC
Transmit Enable, TxEN
Collision, COLL

Receiver connections are:

Receive Data, RxD
Receive Clock, RxC 
Carrier Sense, CSN

D.C. and A.C. Characteristics and Timing
Crystal Specification
Resonant Frequency (Ci_ = 20 pF) ................ 20 MHz

± 0.005% 0-70° C 
and ±0.003% at25°C

Type ........................................... Fundamental Mode
Circuit ......................................... Parallel Resonance
Load Capacitance (CJ ..................................... 20 pF
Shunt Capacitance (Co) ........................... 7 pF Max.
Equivalent Series Resistance (R1) ............ 25 II Max.
Motional Capacitance (01) ................. 0.02 pF Max.
Drive Level .............................. 2 mW

"W>---------- 1|------------ UUUkZ
Ri Ci Li

HF

Co

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF CRYSTAL

Figure 6.

TxD TxD

TiC TxC

TxEN TxEN
loopback'^ >— ---------------c LOOPBACK

8003 8020
OR MCC'

8005

RxD RxD

RxC RxC

CSN CSN

Figure 5. Interconnection of 8020 and 8003/8005

NOTE
1. Loopback output on 8005 only.
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Absolute Maximum Ratings*
Storage Temperature ..................... -65° C to 150° C
All Input and Output Voltage ........ -0.3 to Vcc +0.3
VCc .............................................................. -0.3 to 7 V
(Rx±, Tx±, COLL+) High Voltage
Short Circuit Immunity ......................... -0.3 to 16V 

'COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the 
device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation 
of the device at these or any other conditions above those 
indicated in the operational sections of this specification is 
not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating condi
tions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

DC Characteristics ta=o°c to 7o°c; vcc=5 v ± 1 o%

NOTE:
1. Characterized. Not tested.

Symbol Parameter Min. Max. Unit Conditions
In Input Leakage Current (except MODE1, 

Receive and Collision Pairs) 10 mA 0<Vin^Vcc

MODE1 Input Leakage Current 200 mA 0<Vin^Vcc

Receive and Collision Pairs (Rx±, 
COLL±) Input Leakage Current 2 mA V,N=0

Icc Vcc Current 75 mA All Inputs, Outputs Open

VlL TTL Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.8 V
VlH TTL Input High Voltage (except X1) 2.0 Vcc+0.3 V

X1 Input High Voltage 3.5 Vcc+0.3 ±1.2 V

Vol TTL Output Low Voltage except TxC 
TxC Output Low Voltage

0.4
0.4

> > Iol=2.1 mA
Iol=4.2 mA

VoH TTL Output High Voltage (except 
RxC, TxC, RxD)
RxC, TxC, RxD Output High Voltage

2.4
3.9

V
V

toH=~400/xA 
toH=—400/iA

VODF Differential Output Swing ±0.55 ±1.2 V 780 Termination Resistor and 
2430 Load Resistors

VoCM Common Mode Output Voltage Vcc - 2.5 Vcc - 1 V 780 Termination Resistor and 
2430 Load Resistors

Vbksv Tx±Backswing Voltage During Idle 0.1 V Shunt inductive load<27 mH
V|DF Input Differential Voltage 

(measured differentially)
±0.3 ±1.2 V

ViCM Input Commnon Mode Voltage 0 Vcc V
Cin'1' Input Capacitance 15 pF
CoUT111 Output Capacitance 15 pF

l— seeo
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A.C. Test Conditions

Output Loading TTL Output:
Differential Output:

Differential Signal Delay Time Reference Level: 
Differential Output Rise and Fall Time:
RxC, TxC, X1 High and Low Time:

RxD, RxC, TxC, X1 Rise and Fall Time:
TTL Input Voltage (except X1):
X1 Input Voltage:
Differential Input Voltage:

1 TTL gate and 20 pF capacitor
243Tl resistor and 10 pF capacitor from each pin to Vss and 
a termination 7811 resistor load resistor in parallel with a
27 pH inductor between the two differential output pins 
50% point of swing
20% to 80% points
High time measured at 3.0V
Low time measured at 0.6V
Measured between 0.6 V and 3.0 V points

0.8V to 2.0V with 10 ns rise and fall time
0.8V to 3.5V with 5 ns rise and fall time
At least ±300 mV with rise and fall timeofl Ons measured 
between —0.2V and +0.2V M
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20 MHz TTL Clock Input Timing ta=o°c to 7o°c; vcc=5 v ± 1 o%

Symbol Parameter Min. Max. Units

ti X1 Cycle Time 49.995 50.005 ns

t2 X1 High Time 15 ns

t3 X1 Low Time 15 ns

t4 X1 Rise Time 5 ns

t5 X1 Fall Time 5 ns

t5A X1 to TxC Delay Time 10 45 ns

L-seeo
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Transmit Timing ta=oc to 70°c; vCc=5 v ± 1 o%

NOTE:
1. Characterized. Not tested.

Symbol Parameter Min. Max. Units
te<1> TxC Cycle Time 99.99 100.01 ns

t, TxC High Time 40 ns

t8 TxC Low Time 40 ns

t.l’l TxC Rise Time 5 ns

t,„l" TxC Fall Time 5 ns

til TxEN Setup Time 40 ns

t,2 TxD Setup Time 40 ns

t,3[1i Bit Center to Bit Center Time 99.5 100.5 ns
tl.l'l Bit Center to Bit Boundary Time 49.5 50.5 ns

tl.1" Tx+ and Tx— Rise Time 5 ns

t,.'1' Tx+ and Tx— Fall Time 5 ns

t.7 Transmit Active Time From The Last 
Positive Transition

200 ns

t„A'1> From Last Positive Transition of the 
Transmit Pair to Differential Output 
Approaches within 100 mV of 0 V

400 600 ns

t,7Bl'l From Last Positive Transition of the
Transmit Pair to Differential Output 
Approaches within 40 mV of 0 V

7000 ns

tl8 Tx+ and Tx- Output Delay Time 70 ns

tl9 TxD Hold Time 15 ns

t20 TxEN Hold Time 15 ns

Technology. IncorporatedL-seeo
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Receive Timing ta=o°c to 70°c; vcc=5v± 10%

Symbol Parameter Min. Max. Units
t2, CSN Assert Delay Time 240 ns

t22 CSN Deasserts Delay Time (measured 
from Last Bit Boundary)

240 ns

t23A CSN Hold Time 30 ns

t23B CSN Set up Time 30 ns

^24 RxD Hold Time 30 ns

t25 RxD Set up Time 30 ns

t2.l" RxC Rise and Fall Time 5 ns

t27[1> During Clock Switch RxC Keeps High Time 40 200 ns

t28 RxC High and Low Time 40 ns
t2.l’l RxC Clock Cycle Time (during) 

data period)
95 105 ns

t30 CSN Inhibit Time (on Transmission 
Node only)

4.3 4.6 MS

t„ Rx+/Rx- Rise and Fall Time 10 ns

t32[11 Rx+/Rx- Begin Return to Zero from Last 
Positive-Going Transition

160 ns

t33l’l RxD Rise Time 10 ns
t3*nj RxD Fall Time 10 ns

Figure 9. Receive Timing-Start of Packet

NOTE:
1. Characterized. Not tested.
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Figure 10. Receive Timing - End of Packet
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Collision Timing ta=o°c to 7o°c; vcc=5 v ± 1 o%

Symbol Parameter Mln. Max. Units

t51 COLL+/COLL— Cycle Time 86 118 ns

t52 COLL+/COLL— Rise and Fall Time 10 ns

t53 COLL+/COLL— High and Low Time 35 70 ns

t54 COLL+/COLL— Width (measured at-0.3V) 26 ns

t55 COLL Asserts Delay Time 300 ns

t56 COLL Deasserts Delay Time 500 ns

t57 CSN Asserts Delay Time 400 ns

t58 CSN Deasserts Delay Time 600 ns

Notes:
1. COLL*  and COLL- asserts and deasserts COLL, asynchronously, and asserts and deasserts CSN synchronously with RxC
2. If COLL+ and COLL- arrives within 4.5ps from the time CSN was deasserted; CSN will not be reasserted (on transmission node only).
3. When COLL*  and COLL- terminates, CSN will not be deasserted if Rx+ and Rx- are still active.
4 When the node finishes transmitting and CSN is deasserted, it cannot be asserted again for 4.5 ps.

Figure 11. Collision Timing
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Loopback Timing ta=o°c to 7o°c; vcc=5 v ± 1 o%

Note:
1. PLL needs 12-bit cell times to acquire lock, RxD is invalid during this period.

Symbol Parameter Mln. Max. Units
t61 LPBK Setup Time 500 ns
t62 LPBK Hold Time 5 MS

t63 In Collision Simulation, COLL Signal 
Delay Time 475 625 ns

t64 COLL Duration Time 600 750 ns
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Ordering Information

8020

CHIP CARRIER

PACKAGE TEMPERATURE PRODUCT
TYPE RANGE MCC’ MANCHESTER
D= CERDIP 0°C TO 70°C CODE CONVERTER
P= PLASTIC DIP
N = PLASTIC LEADED

Technology. Incorporated
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eeeo 8023A
MCC™ Manchester

Code Converter
March 1987

Features
■ Compatible with IEEE 802.3 and Ethernet 

Rev. 1 Specification
■ Compatible with the 8003 EDLC", 8005 

Advanced EDLC and Intel 82586 LAN 
Controller

■ Manchester Data Encodlng/Decoding and 
Receiver Clock Recovery with Phase Locked 
Loop (PLL)

■ Receiver and Collision Squelch Circuit and 
Noise Rejection Filter

■ Differential TRANSMIT Cable Driver
■ Loopback Capability for Diagnostics and 

Isolation
■ Fall-Safe Watchdog Timer Circuit to Prevent 

Continuous Transmission
■ 20 MHz Crystal Oscillator
■ Transceiver Interface High Voltage (16 V) 

and Low Voltage Short Circuit Protection
■ Low Power CMOS Technology with Single

5 V Supply
■ 20 pin DIP & PLCC Packages

Description
The SEEQ 8023A Manchester Code Converter chip 
provides the Manchester data encoding and decod
ing functions of the Ethernet Local Area Network 
physical layer. It interfaces to the SEEQ 8003 and 8005 
Ethernet Data Link Controllers orto the Intel82586 LAN 
Controller and any standard Ethernet transceiver as 
defined by IEEE 802.3 and Ethernet Revision 1.

The SEEQ 8023A MCCr“ is a functionally complete 
Encoder/Decoder including ECL level balanced driver 
and receivers, on board oscillator, analog phase 
locked loop for clock recovery and collision detection 
circuitry. In addition, the 8023A includes a 25 milli
second watchdog timer, a 4.5 microsecond window 
generator, and a loopback mode for diagnostic oper
ation.
Together with the 8003 or 8005 and a transceiver, the 
8023A Manchester Code Converter provides a high per
formance minimum, cost interface for any system to 
Ethernet.

Pin Configuration dual-in-line

top view

Functional Block Diagram

COLL+

COLL—

MODE1

MODE2

Figure 1. 8023A MCC™ Manchester Code Converter Block Diagram.

PLASTIC LEADED CHIP CARRIER 
TOP VIEW
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Functional Description
The 8023A Manchester Code Converter chip has two 
portions, transmitter and receiver. The transmitter 
uses Manchester encoding to combine the clock and 
data into a serial stream. It also differentially drives 
up to 50 meters of twisted pair transmission line. The 
receiver detects the presence of data and collisions. 
The 8023A MCC™ recovers the Manchester encoded 
data stream and decodes it into clock and data 
outputs. Manchester Encoding is the process of 
combining the clock and data stream so that they 
may be transmitted on a single twisted pair of wires, 
and the clock and data may be recovered accurately 
upon reception. Manchester encoding has the unique 
property of a transition at the center of each bit cell, a 
positive going transition for a “1", and a negative 
going transition for a “0" (See Figure 2). The en
coding is accomplished by exlusive-ORing the clock 
and data prior to transmission, and the decoding by 
deriving the clock from the data with a phase locked 
loop.

Clock Generator
The internal oscillator is controlled by a 20 MHz 
parallel resonant crystal or by an external clock on 
X1. The 20 MHz clock is then divided by 2 to gener
ate a 10 MHz ±0.01% transmitter clock. Both 10 MHz 
and 20 MHz clocks are used in Manchester data 
encoding.

Manchester Encoder and Differential Output Driver 
The encoder combines clock and data information for 
the transceiver. In Manchester encoding, the first half of 
the bit cell contains the complement of the data and the 
second half contains the true data Thus, a transition is 
always guaranteed in the middle of a bit cell.

Data encoding and transmission begin with TxEN going 
active; the first transition is always positive for Tx(-) and 
negative for Tx(+). In IEEE mode, at the termination of a 
transmission, TxEN goes inactive and the transmit pair 
approach to zero differential. In Ethernet mode, at the 
end of the transmission, TxEN goes inactive and the 
transmit pair stay differentially high. The transmit ter
mination can occur at bit cell center if the last bit is a one 
or at a bit boundary if the last bit is a zero. To eliminate 
DCcurrentin the transformerduringidle, Tx ± is brought 
to 100 mV differential in 600 ns after the last transition 
(IEEE mode). The back swing voltage is guaranteed to 
be less than . 1 V.

Watchdog Timer
A 25 ms watchdog timer is built on chip. It can be 
enabled or disabled by the LPBK/WDTD signal. The 
timer starts counting at the beginning of the trans
mission. If TxEN goes inactive before the timer 
expires, the timer is reset and ready for the next 
transmission. If the timer expires before the trans
mission ends, transmission is aborted by disabling 
the differential transmitter. This is done by idling the 
differential output drivers (differential output voltage 
becomes zero) and deasserting CSN.

Differential Input Circuit (Rx- and Rx-, COLL+ and 
COLL-)
As shown in Figure 3, the differential input for Rx+ 
and Rx- and COLL+ and COLL- are externally ter
minated by a pair of 39.2 Cl ± 1% resistors in series 
for proper impedance matching.
The center tap has a 0.01 pF capacitor, tied to 
ground, to provide the AC common mode impedance 
termination for the transceiver cable.

! ’
SERIAL 
DATA

0 0I
II
i

TRANSMITTED 
DATA 
(MANCHESTER 
ENCODED)

Figure 3. Differential Input TerminatorFigure 2. Manchester Coding
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Both collision and receiver input circuits provide a static 
noise margin of-140 mV to -300 mV (peak value). Noise 
rejection filters are provided at both input pairs to pre
vent spurious signals. For the receiver pair, the range is 
15 ns to 30 ns. For the collision pair, the range is 10 ns to 
18 ns. The D.C. threshold and noise rejection filter 
assure that differential receiver data signals less than 
-140 mV in amplitude or narrower than 15 ns (10 ns for 
collision pair) are always rejected, signals greater than 
-300 mV and wider than 30ns(18nsfor collision pair) are 
always accepted.

Manchester Decoder and Clock Recovery Circuit 
The filtered data is processed by the data and clock 
recovery circuit using a phase-locked loop technique. 
The PLL is designed to lock onto the preamble of the 
incoming signal with a transition width asymmetry not 
greater than +8.25 ns to-8.25 ns within 12 bit cell times 
worst case and can sample the incoming data with a 
transition width asymmetry of up to +8.25 ns to-8.25 ns. 
The RxC high or low time will always be greater than 40 
ns. If MODE 2 is high or floating, RxC will be held low for 
1.2 us maximum while the PLL is acquiring lock. If 
M0DE2 is low, RxC follows TxC for the first 1.2 psand 
then switches to the recovered clock In addition, the 
Encoder/Decoder asserts the CSN signal while it is 
receiving data from the cable to indicate the receiver 
data and clock are valid and available. At the end of 
frame, after the node has finished transmitting, CSN is 
deasserted and will not be asserted again for a period of 
4.5 ps regardless of the state of the state of the receiver 
pair or collision pair. This is called the inhibit period. 
There is no inhibit period after packet reception. During 
clock switching, RxC may stay high for 200ns maximum.

Collision Circuit

A collision on the Ethernet cable is sensed by the 
transceiver. It generates a 10 MHz ±15% differential 
square wave to indicate the presence of the collision. 
During the collision period, CSN is asserted 
asynchronously with RxC. However, if a collision arrives 
during inhibit period 4.5 ps from the time CSN was 
deasserted, CSN will not be reasserted.

Loopback

In loopback mode, encoded data is switched to the PLL 
instead of Tx+/Tx- signals. The recovered data and 
clock are returned to the Ethernet Controller. All the 
transmit and receive circuits, including noise rejection 
filter, are tested except the differential output driver and 
the differential input receiver circuits which are dis
abled during loopback At the end of frame transmission, 

the 8023A also generates a 650 ns long COLL signal 
550 ns after CSN was deasserted to simulate the IEEE 
802.3 SQE test. The watchdog timerremains enabled in 
this mode.

Pin Description
The MCC’“ chip signals are grouped into four 
categories:

• Power Supply and Clock
• Controller Interface
• Transceiver Interface
• Miscellaneous
Power Supply
VCC ........................................................................ +5V
Vss ................................................................ Ground
X1 and X2 Clock (Inputs): Clock Crystal: 20 MHz 
crystal oscillator input. Alternately, pin X1 may be 
used as a TTL level input for external timing by float
ing pin X2.

Controllerjnterface
RxC (RxC) Receive Clock (Output): This signal is 
the recovered clock from the phase decoder circuit. 
It is switched to TxC when no incoming data is 
present from which a true receive clock is derived. 
10 MHz nominal and TTL compatible. If the M0DE2 
signal is high, RxC is inverted (RxC) and there is a 
1.25 psec discontinuity at the beginning of frame 
reception.

RxD Receive Data (Output): The RxD signal is the 
recovered data from the phase decoder. During idle 
periods, the RxD pin is LOW under normal conditions. 
However, if the M0DE2 signal is HIGH, the RxD output 
will be HIGH during idle. TTL and MOS level compatible. 
Active HIGH.

CSN (CSN) Carrier Sense (Output): The Carrier 
Sense Signal indicates to the controller that there is 
activity on the coaxial cable. It is asserted when 
receive data is present or when a collision signal is 
present. It is deasserted at the end of frame or at the 
end of collision, whichever occurs later. It is asserted 
or deasserted synchronously with RxC. TTL compat
ible. Normally active HIGH, unless MODE2 is HIGH, 
in which case CSN is active LOW.

TxC Transmit Clock (Output): A 10 MHz signal 
derived from the internal oscillator. This clock is always 
active. TTL and MOS level compatible.

TxD Transmit Data (Input): TxD is the NRZ serial input 
data to be transmitted. The data is clocked into the MCC 
by TxC. Active HIGH, TTL compatible.
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TxEN (TxEN) Transmit Enable (Input): Transmit 
Enable, when asserted, enables data to be sent to 
the cable. It is asserted synchronously with TxC. 
TxEN goes active with the first bit of transmission. 
TTL compatible. If M0DE2 is HIGH, TxEN is 
inverted.

COLL (COLL) Collision (Output): When asserted, 
indicates to the controller the simultaneous trans
mission of two or more stations on network cable. 
TTL compatible. If MODE2 is HIGH, COLL is inverted.

Transceiver Interface
Rx+ and Rx- Differential Receiver Input Pair (Input): 
Differential receiver input pair which brings the 
encoded receive data to the 8023A. The last transi
tion is always positive-going to indicate the end of 
the frame.
COLL+ and COLL- Differential Collision Input Pair 
(Input): This is a 10 MHz ±15% differential signal from 
the transceiver indicating collision. The duty cycle 
should not be worse than 60%/40% — 40%/60%. The 
last transition is positive-going. This signal will respond 
to signals in the range of 5 MHz to 11.5 MHz. Collision 
signal may be asserted if ‘MAU not available' signal 
is present.

Tx+ and Tx- Differential Transmit Output Pair (Out
put): Differential transmit pair which sends the 
encoded data to the transceiver. The cable driver buf
fers are source follower and require external 243 O 
resistors to ground as loading. These resistors must be 
rated at 1 watt to withstand the fault conditions 
specified by IEEE 802.3. If M0DE1 = 1, after 200 ns 
following the last transition, the differential voltage is 
slowly reduced to zero volts in 8 ps to limit the back 
swing of the coupling transformer to less than 0.1 V.

Miscellaneous
MODE1 (Input): This pin is used to select between 
AC or DC coupling. When it is tied high or left 
floating, the output drivers provide differential zero 
signal during idle (IEEE 802.3 specification). When 
pin 1 is tied low, the output is differentially high when 
idle (Ethernet Rev. 1 specification).
M0DE2 (Input): The MODE2 Input signal is normally 
active LOW. In this configuration, the 8023A operates 
in a mode compatible with the SEEQ 8003. An alter
nate mode of operation may be achieved by con
figuring the MODE signal active HIGH, or by allowing 
it to float HIGH with its internal pullup. In this configu
ration, RxC, TxEN, CSN and COLL become active 
LOW. In addition, RxD is HIGH during idle, and RxC 
has a 1.2 ps discontinuity during signal acquisition.

LPBK/WDTD Loopback/Watchdog Timer Disable 
(Input):
Normal Operation: For normal operation this pin 
should be HIGH or tied to Vcc. In normal operation 
the watchdog timer is enabled.

Figure 4. 8023A Interface
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Loopback: When this pin is brought low, the Man- 
chester encoded transmit data from TxD and TxC is 
routed through the receiver circuit and sent back 
onto the RxD and RxC Pins. During loopback, Colli
sion and Receive data inputs are ignored. The trans
mit pair is idled. At the end of transmission, the signal 
quality error test (SQET) will be simulated by asserting 
collision during the inhibit window. During loopback, 
the watchdog timer is enabled.
Watchdog Timer Disable: When this pin is between 
10 V (Min.) and 16 V (Max.), the on chip 25 ms 
Watchdog Timer will be disabled. The watchdog 
timer is used to monitor the transmit enable pin. If 
TxEN is asserted for longer than 25 ms, then the 
watchdog timer (if enabled) will automatically deas
sert CSN and inhibit any further transmissions on 
the Tx+ and Tx- lines. The watchdog timer is auto
matically reset each time TxEN is deasserted.

Interconnection to a Data Link Controller

Figure 5 shows the interconnections between the 
8023A MCC" and SEEQ's 8003 or8005. There are three 
connections for each of the two transmission channels, 
transmit and receive, plus the Collision Signal line 
(COLL).

Transmitter connections are:

Transmit Data, TxD
Transmit Clock, TxC
Transmit Enable, TxEN
Collision, COLL

Receiver connections are:

Receive Data, RxD
Receive Clock, RxC 
Carrier Sense, CSN

Compatibility with Other LAN Controllers
SEEO's 8023A is compatible with other LAN Con
trollers, such as the 82586, when Pin 2 (MODE2) of 
the 8023A is floating or tied to Vcc- ln this mode of 
operation, timing and polarity on the controller inter
face lines are compatible, with the 82586 specifica
tion dated March 1984.
Use of Time Domain Reflectometry in the 82586 is 
not recommended since the TDR transmission does 
not have a valid preamble.

D.C. and A.C. Characteristics and Timing
Crystal Specification
Resonant Frequency (Cl = 20 pF) ............... 20 MHz

±0.005% 0-70° C 
and ±0.003% at25°C

Type ........................................... Fundamental Mode
Circuit ......................................... Parallel Resonance
Load Capacitance (Cl) ..................................... 20 pF
Shunt Capacitance (Co) ........................... 7 pF Max.
Equivalent Series Resistance (R1) ............ 25 U Max.
Motional Capacitance (C1) .................. 0.02 pF Max.
Drive Level ........................................................ 2 mW

--------- --------VA--------------------- 1|-------------- LJLAJL/-------------- ----------
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Figure 6.

Figure 5. Interconnection of 8023A and 8003/8005

NOTE:
1. Loopback output on 8005 only.
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Absolute Maximum Ratings*
Storage Temperature ..................... -65° C to 150° C
All Input and Output Voltage ........ -0.3 to Vcc +0.3
VCC .............................................................. -0.3to7V
(Rx±, Tx±, COLL+) High Voltage
Short Circuit Immunity ......................... -0.3 to 16V 

*COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under “Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the 
device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation 
of the device at these or any other conditions above those 
indicated in the operational sections of this specification is 
not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating condi
tions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

DC Characteristics ta=o°cto7o°c; vcc=5 v± 10%

NOTE:
1. Characterized. Not tested.

Symbol Parameter Min. Max. Unit Conditions
IlL Input Leakage Current (except MODE1, 

MODE2 Receive and Collision Pairs) 10 mA 0< Vin^Vcc

MODE1 Input Leakage Current 200 mA 0<Vin^Vcc

Receive and Collision Pairs (Rx±, 
COLL±) Input Leakage Current 2 mA V|N = O

Icc Vcc Current 75 mA All Inputs, Outputs Open
Vil TTL Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.8 V
Vih TTL Input High Voltage (except X1) 2.0 Vcc+0.3 V

X1 Input High Voltage 3.5 Vcc+0.3 ±1.2 V
Vol TTL Output Low Voltage except TxC 

TxC Output Low Voltage
0.4
0.4

> > Iol=2.1 mA
Iol=4.2 mA

VoH TTL Output High Voltage (except 
RxC, TxC, RxD)
RxC, TxC, RxD Output High Voltage

2.4
3.9

V
V

toH=—400/xA 
toH=—400/xA

VoDF Differential Output Swing ±0.55 ±1.2 V 780 Termination Resistor and 
2430 Load Resistors

VoCM Common Mode Output Voltage Vcc-2.5 Vpc- 1 V 780 Termination Resistor srd 
2430 Load Resistors

Vbksv TxiBackswing Voltage During Idle 0.1 V Shunt inductive load<27 /iH
V|DF Input Differential Voltage 

(measured differentially)
±0.3 ±1.2 V

VlCM Input Commnon Mode Voltage 0 Vcc V
CIN'1' Input Capacitance 15 pF
CoUT111 Output Capacitance 15 pF
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A.C. Test Conditions

Output Loading TTL Output:
Differential Output:

Differential Signal Delay Time Reference Level:
Differential Output Rise and Fall Time:
RxC, TxC, X1 High and Low Time:

RxD, RxC, TxC, X1 Rise and Fall Time:
TTL Input Voltage (except X1):
X1 Input Voltage:
Differential Input Voltage:

1 TTL gate and 20 pF capacitor
24311 resistor and 10 pF capacitor from each pin to Vss and 
a termination 78(1 resistor load resistor in parallel with a
27 pH inductor between the two differential output pins 
50% point of swing
20% to 80% points
High time measured at 3.0V
Low time measured at 0.6V
Measured between 0.6V and 3.0V points

0.8V to 2.0V with 10 ns rise and fall time
0.8V to 3.5V with 5 ns rise and fall time
At least ±300 mV with rise and fall time oflOns measured 
between -0.2V and +0.2V M
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20 MHz TTL Clock Input Timing ta=o°c to 70°c; vcc=5 v± 10%

Symbol Parameter Min. Max. Units

ti X1 Cycle Time 49.995 50.005 ns

t2 X1 High Time 15 ns

t3 X1 Low Time 15 ns

U X1 Rise Time 5 ns

t5 X1 Fall Time 5 ns

t5A X1 to TxC Delay Time 10 45 ns

seeo
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Figure 12.20 MHz TTL Clock Timing
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Transmit Timing ta=o°c to 7o°c; vcc=5 v ± 1 o%

NOTE:
1. Characterized. Not tested.

Symbol Parameter Min. Max. Units
TxC Cycle Time 99.99 100.01 ns

tr TxC High Time 40 ns

t8 TxC Low Time 40 ns

t.l’l TxC Rise Time 5 ns
TxC Fall Time 5 ns

t,1 TxEN Setup Time if Mode2=O
TxEN Setup Time if Mode2=1

40
55

ns 
ns

tl2 TxD Setup Time if Mode2=0
TxD Setup Time if Mode2=1

40
55

ns
ns

t,3111 Bit Center to Bit Center Time 99.5 100.5 ns
Bit Center to Bit Boundary Time 49.5 50.5 ns
Tx+ and Tx— Rise Time 5 ns
Tx+ and Tx- Fall Time 5 ns

t,7 Transmit Active Time From The Last 
Positive Transition

200 ns

to.l’l From Last Positive Transition of the 
Transmit Pair to Differential Output 
Approaches within 100 mV of 0 V

400 600 ns

From Last Positive Transition of the 
Transmit Pair to Differential Output 
Approaches within 40 mV of 0 V

7000 ns

tl8 Tx+ and Tx- Output Delay Time 70 ns
tl9 TxD Hold Time if Mode2=0 

TxD Hold Time if Mode2=1
15 
0

ns 
ns

t20 TxEN Hold Time if Mode2=0 
TxEN Hold Time if Mode2=1

15
0

ns 
ns
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8023AMODE1 = 1
M0DE2 = 0
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Figure 7. Transmit Timing

Figure 8. Transmit TimingNOTE:
1. If MODE2= 1, TxEN becomes active low signal TxEN.
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Receive Timing ta=o°c to 7o°c; vcc=5 v ± 10% 8023A
Symbol Parameter Min. Max. Units

t21 CSN Assert Delay Time 240 ns

t22 CSN Deasserts Delay Time (measured 
from Last Bit Boundary)

240 ns

t23A CSN Hold Time 30 ns

t23B CSN Set up Time 30 ns

t24 CSN Deassertion Delay Time 10 35 ns

t25A RxD Hold Time 30 ns

t25B RxD Set up Time 30 ns

t„l'l RxC, RxC Rise and Fall Time 5 ns

t22"l During Clock Switch RxC Keeps High, 
RxC Keeps Low Time

40 200 ns

t28 RxC, RxC High and Low Time 40 ns

U’l RxC, RxC Clock Cycle Time (during) 
data period)

95 105 ns

tso CSN Inhibit Time (on Transmission 
Node only)

4.3 4.6 MS

t31 Rx+/Rx- Rise and Fall Time 10 ns

t32l’l RxC Held Low Duration from First Valid 
Negative-Going Transition

1.15 1.35 MS

^33 RxC Stops Delay Time from First Valid 
Negative-Going Transition

240 ns

t3.l’l Rx+/Rx- Begin Return to Zero from Last 
Positive-Going Transition

160 ns

t35l’l RxD Rise Time 10 ns

t36'1> RxD Fall Time 10 ns

L-seeo Technology, Incorporated
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M0DE2 = 0

MODE2 = 1
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Figure 10. Receive Timing — End of Packet
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Collision Timing ta=o°c to 70°c; vCc=s v ± 1 o%

Symbol Parameter Mln. Max. Units
t51 COLL+/COLL— Cycle Time 86 118 ns
t52 COLL+/COLL— Rise and Fall Time 10 ns
t53 COLL+/COLL— High and Low Time 35 70 ns
t54 COLL+/COLL— Width (measured at-0.3V) 26 ns
t55 COLL Asserts Delay Time 300 ns
t56 COLL Deasserts Delay Time 500 ns
t57 CSN Asserts Delay Time 400 ns
t58 CSN Deasserts Delay Time 600 ns

Notes:
1. COLL+ and COLL- asserts and deasserts COLL, asynchronously, and asserts and deasserts CSN synchronously with RxC.
2. If COLL+ and COLL- arrives within 4.5/i/s from the time CSN was deasserted; CSN will not be reasserted (on transmission node only).
3. When COLL+ and COLL- terminates, CSN will not be deasserted if Rx+ and Rx- are still active.
4. When the node finishes transmitting and CSN is deasserted, it cannot be asserted again for 4.5 ps.
5. If MODE2 = 1, then COLL and CSN are inverted.

Figure 11. Collision Timing
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Loopback Timing ta=o°c to7o°c; vCc=5 v± 10%

Note:
1. PLL needs 12-bit cell times to acquire lock, RxD is invalid during this period. RxC is low for 1.35 /xs(max) if M0DE2= 1. RxD=O if MODE2=0.

RxD=1 ifMODE2=1.

Symbol Parameter Mln. Max. Units
tei LPBK Setup Time 500 ns

t62 LPBK Hold Time 5 MS

t63 In Collision Simulation, COLL Signal 
Delay Time 475 625 ns

t64 COLL Duration Time 600 750 ns
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Ordering Information

D Q 8023A
T T T

PACKAGE
TYPE
D=CERDIP
P= PLASTIC DIP 
N = PLCC

TEMPERATURE
RANGE
Q = O°C TO 70°C

PART TYPE
8O23A= MCC" MANCHESTER

CODE CONVERTER
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Preliminary

8005
Advanced Ethernet 

Data Link Controller
October 1987

Features
■ Conforms to IEEE 802.3 Standard for 

Media Access Control
■ Recognizes One to Six Selectable Station 

Addresses
■ Software Selection of 2 Byte or 6 Byte 

Station Addresses
■ User Selectable Preamble and Frame 

Check Sequence Generation
■ Directly Supports 64K Bytes of Local 

Packet Buffer
— Connects to RAS/CAS/Data/Control of 

64K x 4 Dynamic RAMS
— Automatic RAM Refresh

■ Manages Local Receive/Transmit Packet 
Buffer by Buffer Chaining Technique
— Automatic Posting of Status in Buffer 

Header
■ Flexible System Bus Interface

— 8 or 16 Bit Data Transfers with Byte 
Swap Capability

— Programmable DMA Burst Length
— Selectable for Intel or Motorola 

Compatible Bus Signals
■ Connects Directly to 8020 Manchester 

Code Converter
■ 68 Pin Surface Mount Plastic Leaded Chip 

Carrier Package

Technology, Incorporated'

Pin Description
(An asterisk after a signal name signifies a low active 
signal)
D0-D15: A 16 bit bidirectional system data bus. If BUS
SIZE =0, the bus is configured as 8 bits and D8-D15 are 
not used for data transfer. D8-D15 are used to provide 
address information to the address PROM in both 8 and 
16 bit modes. Byte order for local buffer data transfers 
on a 16 bit bus is software configured.
EN*:  An output which can be used to control the tri-state 
control pin of external bi-directional drivers such as the 
74LS245.
APEN': Low active address PROM enable output.
lOW'/R.W.*:  If busmode=1, this input defines the cur
rent bus cycle as a write. If busmode=0, this input defines 
the bus cycle as a read if a 1 or a write if a 0.
IOR': If busmode=1, this input defines the current bus 
cycle as a read. If busmode=0, this input is not used. 
CS*:  The chip select input, used to access internal 
registers and the packet buffer.
A0-A3: Address select inputs used to select internal 
registers for reading or writing.
DACK*:  An input used to acknowledge granting of the 
system bus for external DMA transfers. When DREO is 
active, DACK*  functions as a chip select for reads and 
writes.
DREQ/DREQ*:  An output to an external DMA controller 
used to signal that a DMA request is being made. This 
signal is high active when busmode=1, low active when 
busmode=0.
TERMCT/TERMCT": An input which signals that the last 
byte or word of a DMA access is on the bus. When 
busmode=1, this input is high active; when busmode=0, 
it is low active.
READY/DTACK*:  A tri-state output. When busmode=1, 
this output functions as a READY pin (Intel compatible); 
when busmode=0, this output is DTACK*  (Motorola 
compatible).
INT/INT*:  When busmode=1, this is a high active inter
rupt output; when busmode=0, this output is low active.
I ACK*:  Active low interrupt acknowledge input. When this 
input is active and INT is active the contents of the in
terrupt vector register are placed on D0-D7.

RESET*;  The low active reset input. Asserting RESET*  
clears all configuration and pointer registers to 00. 
Following rpset, a wait of 4 fis is necessary before 
accessing the part.
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BUSMODE: An input which selects Intel-compatible bus 
signals when high or Motorola-compatible bus signals 
when low.
BUSSIZE: An input which selects 8 bit system bus when 
low or 16 bit system bus when high.
AD0-AD7: A multiplexed address and data bus used to 
provide row and column addresses and read/write data 
to the packet buffer dynamic RAM.
RAS': Row address strobe to the packet buffer memory. 
CAS': Column address strobe to the packet buffer 
memory. Page mode addressing is used when possible 
to speed access to the buffer.
IV*;  An output to the dynamic RAM buffer that indicates 
the current cycle is a write.
G': An output to the dynamic RAM buffer that enables 
read data onto the AD bus.
TXEN: An output to the Manchester Code Converter that 
indicates a transmission is in progress.
TXC': An input from the Manchester Code Converter that 
is used to synchronize transmitted data.
TXD: The transmit data output to the Manchester Code 
Converter.
RXC: An input from the Manchester Code Converter 
used to synchronize received data.
RXD: The receive data input from the Manchester Code 
Converter.
COLL: The collision input from the Manchester Code 
Converter.
CSN: The carrier sense input from the Manchester Code 
Converter.
WDTD: The watchdog timer disable output.
LPBK': The loopback control output.
CLK: The master 20 MHz input clock.

Block Description
Three major blocks comprise the 8005: the EDLC (Ether
net Data Link Controller), PBC (Packet Buffer Controller) 
and BIU (Bus Interface Unit).
The EDLC supports the link layer (layer 2) of the IEEE 
802.3 standard. It performs serialization/deserializa- 
tion, preamble generation/stripping, frame check se
quence generation/stripping, transmission deferral, colli
sion handling and address recognition of up to 6 sta
tion addresses as well as multicast/broadcast addresses. 
It also supplies loopback and watchdog timer disable 
outputs which can be controlled by software to provide 
local diagnostic support. For non-IEEE 802.3 applica
tions such as serial backplane buses, support is also 
provided for 2 byte address recognition, reduced slot time 
and reduced preamble length.

The PBC provides management for a 64K byte local 
packet buffer consisting of two 64K x 4 dynamic RAMS. 
This block provides arbitration and control for four dif
ferent memory ports: the EDLC transmitter, for network 
transmit packets; the EDLC receiver, for received frames; 
the BIU, for system data and control; and an internal 
DRAM refresh generator. To minimize pin count, dynamic 
RAM addresses and data are time multiplexed on a 
single 8 bit bus. A control line and an 8 bit address is 
also provided to permit reading or writing to a locally at
tached EEPROM or PROM. This permits configuring a 
P.C. board with its station address(es) and configuration 
data independent of the network layer software used.
The BIU interfaces to the system bus and provides ac
cess to internal configuration/status registers, the local 
packet buffer and a control signal interface to permit DMA 
or programmed I/O transfer of packet data. The data path 
between the system bus and the local DRAM buffer is 
buffered by a 16 byte FIFO called the DMA FIFO. This 
permits high speed data transfers to occur even when 
the PBC is busy servicing the EDLC transmitter or 
receiver or refreshing the DRAM. Both 8 and 16 bit 
transfers are supported, and byte ordering on a 16 bit 
bus is under software control. The 8005 supports both 
Intel-compatible and Motorola-compatible buses.

Buffer Management
The PBC manages a 64K byte packet buffer into which 
packets that are received are temporarily stored until the 
system either reads or disposes of them and packets 
placed there by the system are held for transmission over 
the link . The buffer is logically divided into separate 
receive and transmit areas of selectable size. The trans
mit area always originates at location 0. Each packet in 
the buffer is prefixed by a header of 4 bytes that con
tains command and status information and a 16 bit 
pointer to the start of the next packet in the buffer.
To transmit frames, the system loads one or more packets 
of data, complete with header information, into the trans
mit area of the buffer and commands the 8005 to begin 
transmission starting from the address contained in the 
transmit pointer register. When transmission is complete, 
the 8005 updates the status byte in the header and 
interrupts the system if so programmed. The trans
mit pointer automatically wraps to location 0 when the 
transmit end area is reached.
The PBC manages the buffer area as a circular buffer 
with automatic wraparound. As data is received from the 
EDLC it is stored in the buffer beginning at the location 
specified by the receive pointer register. While receiving, 
the PBC compares the most significant byte of the 
receive pointer register to the value in the receive end 
area register. If the receive pointer register is incremented 
to this value, one of two actions will be taken: if receive 
overflow is not enabled, the PBC will discard any packets 
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that do not fit and wait for a packet that will fit (a packet 
will fit if all the data plus 4 bytes for the next packet 
header fit in the space available); if receive overflow is 
enabled it will receive as much of the packet as possi
ble in the available space, turn off the receiver, set the 
Receive Interrupt bit and assert interrupt (if interrupts are 
enabled). The header for an incomplete packet will be 
4 bytes of 00. The length of the packet can be deter
mined by reading the receive pointer, which will be frozen 
at the first byte of the next header. Restarting the receiver 
is accomplished by freeing up buffer space and turning 
the receiver back on.

Transmit Packet Format
Each packet to be transmitted consists of a four byte 
header and up to 65,532 bytes of data which are placed 
into the local buffer via the BIU. The header contains the 
following information in the indicated order:
1. Most significant byte of the address of the next packet 

header.
2. Least significant byte of the address of the next packet 

header.
3. A transmit command byte.
4. A transmit status byte which should be initialized to 

zero by the system and will contain status for this 
packet when transmission is complete.

Bytes 1 and 2, called the next packet pointer, point to 
the location immediately following the last byte of the 
packet, which is the first byte of the next packet header, 
if it exists. When in 16 bit mode, the user should note 
the order of these bytes to be sure it is compatible with 
the MSB-LSB storage convention of the processor/bus 
being used.
Byte 3 is the transmit command byte. It contains infor
mation to guide the controller in processing the packet 
associated with this block.
Bit O: Xmit Babble Int. Enable. The 8005 will transmit 
frames as large as the transmit buffer can hold but will 
flag long frames in the transmit status byte and inter
rupt if this bit is set to a one. This condition is caused 
by an attempt to transmit a packet larger than the allowed 
1514 bytes.
Bit 1: Xmit Collision Interrupt Enable. When set to a 
one, a transmit interrupt will be generated if a collision 
occurs during a transmit attempt.
Bit 2: 16 Collisions Enable. When set to a one, a 
transmit interrupt will be generated if 16 collisions oc
cur during a transmit attempt.
Bit 3: Xmit Success Interrupt Enable. When set to a 
one, a transmit interrupt will be generated if the trans
mission issuccessful, thatis, fewerthan 16collisions 
occurred.
Bit 4: Not used.

Bit 5: Header Only. If this bit is cleared to a zero, the 
transmitter will process this header as a pointer only, with 
no data associated with it.
Bit 6: Chain Continue/End. If set to a one, there are 
more headers in the chain to be processed. If this bit 
is a zero, this header is the last one in the chain.
Bit 7: Xmit/Receive. If this bit is a one, the current 
header is for a packet to be transmitted. If this bit is a 
zero, the frame header will be processed as a header 
only, like the header only bit (bit 5).
Byte 4 is the transmit status byte, which is written by 
the PBC upon conclusion of each frame transmission 
or retransmission attempt. It provides for reporting of both 
normal and error termination conditions of each trans
mission.
Bit 0: Xmit Babble. If set to a one, transmit babble oc
curred during the transmission attempt. This is caused 
by an attempt to transmit a packet larger than the allowed 
1514 bytes.
Bit 1: Xmit Collision. If set to a one, a collision occurred 
during the transmission attempt.
Bit 2: 16 Collisions. If set to a one, 16 collisions oc
curred during the transmission attempt.

Bit 3, 4, 5 and 6: Reserved.
Bit 7: Done. If set to a one, the controller has completed 
all processing of the packet associated with this header 
(either the packet has been sent successfully or 16 col
lisions occurred) and there is now valid status in the 
status byte. The user may now reuse the buffer area.

Receive Packet Format
Each packet received is preceded by a four byte 
header and contains up to 65,528 (64K— 2 headers) 
bytes of data which are placed into the local buffer via 
the PBC. The header contains the following informa
tion in the indicated order:
1. Most significant byte of the address of the next 

packed header.
2. Least significant byte of the address of the next 

packet header.
3. Header status byte.
4. Frame status byte.
Bytes 1 and 2, called the next packet pointer, point to 
the first byte of the next receive packet header. The 
next packet header starts immediately after the end 
of the current packet. The packet length is equal to 
the difference between the starting addresses of the 
two packet headers minus 4. If the value of the next 
packet pointer is less than the current one, the poin
ter has wrapped around from the end of the buffer to 
the Receive Start Area (the Receive Start Area equals 
the Transmit End Area address + 1) and then to the 
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value of the next pointer. When in 16 bit mode, the 
user should note the order of these bytes to be sure it 
is compatible with the MSB-LSB storage convention 
of the processor/bus being used.

The third byte of the header contains header informa
tion associated with this packet.

Bits 0 through 4: Not used.
Bit 5: Header Only. If this bit is cleared to a zero, there 
is no packet associated with this header. This enables 
the controller to specify the end of a chain without touch
ing the status of a packet already received. All 4 bytes 
in a header-only packet will be 00.
Bit 6: Chain Continue/End. If this bit is set to a one, 
there are more headers in this chain to be processed. 
If this bit is a zero, this header is the last one in the 
chain and this header space will be used for the next 
packet that is received.

Bit 7: Xmit/Receive. This bit is always set to 0 by the 
controller to indicate a receive packet header.
The fourth byte of the header, called the packet status 
byte, contains status information resulting from process
ing the packet associated with this block.
Bit 0: Oversize Packet. If this bit is a one, the packet 
was larger than 1514 bytes.
Bit 1: CRC Error. If this bit is a one, a CRC error (frame 
check sequence error) occurred in this frame. CRC status 
is captured on byte boundaries, so that 7 or less drib
ble bits will not cause a CRC error.
Bit 2: Dribble Error. Frames are integral multiples of 
octets (bytes). If this bit is a one, the received frame did 
not end on an octet (byte) boundary. This is normally not 
a fatal error unless the CRC error bit is also set.
Bit 3: Short Frame. If this bit is a one, the frame con
tained less than 64 bytes including CRC. Short frames 
are properly received as long as they are at least 6 bytes 
long; frames with less than 6 bytes will only be received 
if the match mode bits in configuration register #1 specify 
promiscuous mode, multicast/broadcast is selected and 
the first bit of the destination address is a 1, or the 2-byte 
address mode has been selected.

Bit 4 and 5: Not used.
Bit 6: Overflow. If this bit is a one, an overflow occurred 
during the frame reception. This condition is caused by 
insufficient space remaining in the local buffer.
Bit 7: Done. If this bit is a one, the controller has com
pleted all processing of this frame and there are now valid 
pointers and status in this header. The user may now 
move this packet out of the local buffer, if desired, and 
reuse this buffer space.

Registers
There are nine directly accessible 16 bit registers in the 
8005, one of which is used as a "window” into indirectly 
accessed registers as well as the local buffer memory. 
Access is controlled by chip select, I/O read, I/O write 
and four address inputs, A0-A3. The following description 
assumes a 16 bit wide system interface; as such, the 
low order address input, AO, is shown as “X," a don’t 
care. In 8 bit mode, input pin AO selects bits 0 through 
7 of the register when a zero, and bits 8 through 15 when 
a one. Note that the byte swap bit does not affect the 
byte order of these registers.
Command Register, A3-0=000X2 (Write only)
Bit 0: DMA Interrupt Enable. When set to a 1, com
pletion of a DMA operation, as signaled by Terminal 
Count, will generate an interrupt.
Bit 1: Rx Interrupt Enable. When set to a 1, this bit 
enables interrupts whenever a packet becomes available 
in the packet buffer.
Bit 2: Tx Interrupt Enable. When set to a 1, this bit 
enables interrupts for completion of transmit operations. 
See the transmit header command byte description for 
conditions that can cause an interrupt.
Bit 3: Buffer Window Interrupt Enable. Setting this bit 
to a one enables interrupts for buffer window register 
reads from the packet buffer.
Bit 4: DMA Interrupt Acknowledge. Setting this bit to 
a one causes a pending DMA interrupt to be cleared.
Bit 5: Rx Interrupt Acknowledge. Settling this bit to 
a one causes a pending receive interrupt to be cleared.
Bit 6: Tx Interrupt Acknowledge. Setting this bit to a 
one causes a pending transmit interrupt to be cleared.
Bit 7: Buffer Window Interrupt Acknowledge. Setting 
this bit to a one causes a pending buffer window inter
rupt to be cleared.

Bit 8: Set DMA On. Setting this bit to a one enables 
the DMA request logic. If the DMA FIFO is set to the 
read direction, a DMA request will be asserted when 
the DMA FIFO has enough bytes to satisfy the burst 
size. If the DMA FIFO is in the write direction the DMA 
request will be asserted immediately. Clearing this bit 
has no effect. Setting this bit with bit 11 set will force a 
DMA interrupt, provided the DMA interrupt enable bit 
is set, which permits testing the interrupt without 
actually performing DMA operations.

Bit 9: Set Rx On. Setting this bit to a one enables the 
EDLC receiver. Clearing this bit toaO has no effect. Set
ting this bit with bit 12 set will force an interrupt, provided 
the receive interrupt enable bit is set, which permits 
testing the interrupt without receiving packet data.
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Bit 10: Set Tx On. Setting this bit to a 1 enables the 
EDLC transmitter. The PBC will read the header infor
mation pointed to by the transmit pointer and process 
the frame accordingly (see transmit packet header 
description). The conditions for interrupting upon com
pleting packet processing are specified in the transmit 
header command byte, which is stored in the buffer 
memory. Setting this bit with bit 13 set will force a transmit 
interrupt for test purposes.
Bit 11: Set DMA Off. Setting this bit to a one disables 
the DMA request logic.
Bit 12: Set Rx Off. Setting this bit to a one disables the 
EDLC receive logic. If the EDLC is actively receiving a 
packet when bit 12 is set, the EDLC receiver will be dis
abled after completing reception of the packet.
Bit 13: Set Tx Off. Setting this bit to a one disables the 
EDLC transmitter. If a packet is being transmitted when 
this bit is set, the packet will be aborted.
Bit 14: FIFO Read. When set to a one, the DMA FIFO 
direction is set to read from the packet buffer. The FIFO 
direction should not be changed from a write to a read 
until it is empty (see FIFO status bits).
Bit 15: FIFO Write. When set to a one, the DMA FIFO 
direction is set to write to the packet buffer. Changing 
the DMA FIFO direction clears the DMA FIFO.
Status Register, A3-0 = 000X2 (Read only)
Bit 0: DMA Interrupt Enable. When set, this bit in
dicates that interrupts are enabled for terminal count dur
ing a DMA operation.
Bit 1: Rx Interrupt Enable. When set, this bit indicates 
that interrupts are enabled for receive events.
Bit 2: Tx Interrupt Enable. When set, this bit indicates 
that interrupts are enabled for transmit events.
Bit 3: Buffer Window Interrupt Enable. When set, 
this bit indicates that interrupts are enabled for buffer 
window reads from the packet buffer.
Bit 4: DMA Interrupt. When set, this bit indicates that 
a DMA operation has been completed. If the associated 
interrupt enable bit is set, an interrupt will also be 
asserted.
Bit 5: Rx Interrupt. When set, this bit indicates that a 
receive packet chain is available. If the associated in
terrupt enable bit is set, an interrupt is also asserted. 
Bit 6: Tx Interrupt. When set, this bit indicates that a 
transmit packet or packet chain has been completed. 
If the associated interrupt enable bit is set, an interrupt 
is also asserted.
Bit 7; Buffer Window Interrupt. When set, this bit in
dicates that data has been read from the local buffer in
to the DMA FIFO and is ready to be read via the BIU. 
If the associated interrupt enable bit has been set, an 
interrupt is asserted.

Bit 8: DMA On. When set, this bit indicates that the 
DMA logic is enabled. When terminal count is asser
ted, this bit will be reset to indicate that the DMA 
activity has been completed.

Bit 9: Rx On. When set, this bit indicates that the EDLC 
receiver is enabled.
Bit 10: Tx On. When set, this bit indicates that the EDLC 
transmitter is enabled.
Bits 11 & 12: Not used.
Bit 13: DMA FIFO Full. When set, this bit indicates that 
the DMA FIFO is full.
Bit 14: DMA FIFO Empty. When set, this bit indicates 
that the DMA FIFO is empty.
Bit 15: FIFO Direction. When set, this bit indicates that 
the DMA FIFO is in the read direction; when cleared, 
it indicates that the DMA FIFO is in the write direction. 
After hardware or software reset, this bit is cleared.
Configuration Register 1, A3-0 = 001X2
Bits 0-3: BufferCode. These four bits are the buffer win
dow code bits, which determine the source of buffer win
dow register reads and the destination of buffer window 
register writes.

Buffer Code Selection Table

BufferCode Efits Buffer Window Reg. Contents
3 2 1 0
0 0 0 0 Station addr. reg. 0
0 0 0 1 Station addr. reg. 1
0 0 1 0 Station addr. reg. 2
0 0 1 1 Station addr. reg. 3
0 1 0 0 Station addr. reg. 4
0 1 0 1 Station addr. reg. 5
0 1 1 0 Address PROM
0 1 1 1 Transmit end area
1 0 0 0 Buffer memory
1 0 0 1 Interrupt vector
1 0 1 X Reserved — do not use
1 1 X X Reserved — do not use

Bits 4-5: DmaBurstlnterval. These two bits specify the 
interval between DMA requests.

5 4 Burst Interval
0 0 Continuous
0 1 800 nanoseconds
1 0 1600 nanoseconds
1 1 3200 nanoseconds

If configured for continuous mode, the DMA request will 
persist until TermCt is asserted.
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Bits 6-7: DmaBurstSize. These two bits specify the 
DMA burst size in bytes. In 16 bit mode, the number of 
transfers is half that in byte mode.

DMA Burst Size Selection
7 6 # Bytes Transferred
0 0 2
0 1 4
1 0 8
1 1 16

Bits 8-13: These six bits select which of the station 
address register sets (each register set contains 6 bytes) 
will be used to compare incoming destination addresses. 
Bit 8 corresponds to station address register set 0, bit 
9 to register set 1, . . . bit 13 to register set 5. A 1 in any 
bit enables that station address register set for recep
tion. These bits are both read and write.
Bits 14-15: These two bits define the match modes for 
the EDLC receiver logic.

Configuration Register 2, AO-A3 = 010X2

15 14 Matchmode Description
0 0 Specific addresses only
0 1 Specific + broadcast addresses
1 0 Above + multicast addresses
1 1 All frames (promiscuous mode)

Bit 0: ByteSwap. The normal order for packing packet 
bytes into a 16 bit word is low byte first, i.e., the first byte 
of a packet is contained in bits 0 through 7, the second 
byte in bits 8 through 15. Setting this bit to a 1 causes 
the high and low order bytes to be swapped for data 
reads and writes to the buffer window when the 8005 
is in 16 bit mode. Control registers are not affected. This 
bit has no effect when the 8005 is in 8 bit mode. It should 
not be changed when a DMA is in progress. Changing 
this bit will not affect the sequence of receive data bytes 
in the local buffer memory since the swap occurs on the 
system (BIU) side of the buffer memory. This bit is both 
read and write.
Bit 1: AutoUpdREA. If this bit is set to 1, the receive 
end area register will be updated with the most signifi
cant byte of the DMA pointer register after each DMA 
transfer. In this way, as buffer memory space is released 
by reading from it, free buffer space is automatically 
allocated to the receive logic.
Bit 2: Overflow Enable. When set, the receive logic will 
retain partial packets that do not fully fit in the available 
local buffer space. If cleared, packets that do not fit in 
the remaining local buffer space will be discarded.
Bit 3: CRC Error Enable. When set, the receiver will 
accept packets with CRC errors, place them in the local 
buffer and indicate that a packet is available via the Rx 
Interrupt status bit.

Bit 4: Dribble Error. When set, the receiver will accept 
packets with a byte alignment error.
Bit 5: Short Frame Enable. When set, frames of less 
than 512 bits (64 bytes) exclusive of preamble and start 
frame delimiter bits will be received and placed in the 
local buffer. Frames shorter than 6 bytes (2 bytes if bit 
8=1) will always be rejected unless the receiver is in pro
miscuous mode (all addresses match) or multicast/ 
broadcast mode and the packet is a multicast/broad- 
cast packet.

Bit 6: SlotSelect. This bit selects the slot time used 
to calculate backoff time following a collision. When 
a 0, which is the state after reset, the slot time is 512 
bits and meets the IEEE 802.3 standard; when a 1, the 
slot time is 128 bits, the interframe spacing is 24 bits 
and the collision jam is 2 bytes long, which is useful 
for smaller networks such a serial backplane buses.

Bit 7: PreamSelect. When this bit is a 0, which is the 
state after reset, the 8005 automatically transmits an 
IEEE 802.3 compatible 64 bit preamble; when set to 1, 
the user must supply the preamble as part of the packet 
data. The preamble must still follow the 802.3 form in 
order to be recognized by other 8005’s, but may have 
arbitrary length. Note that a minimum of 16 preamble 
bits are required by the 8005 on reception.
Bit 8: AddrLength. This bit selects the length of address 
to be used in address matching. When a 0, which is the 
state after reset, the length is 6 bytes, which conforms 
with the IEEE 802.3 standard; when set to 1 the length 
is 2 bytes, which is useful in limited networks such as 
serial backplane buses.
Bit 9: RecCrc. If set to a 1, received frames will include 
the CRC (Frame Check Sequence). If set to a 0, which 
is the state after reset, the 4 byte CRC will be stripped 
when received.
Bit 10: XmitNoCrc. If set to a 1, the transmitter will not 
append the 4 byte frame check sequence to each frame 
transmitted. This is useful in local loopback to perform 
diagnostic checks, since it allows the software to pro
vide its own CRC as the last four bytes of a frame to 
check the EDLC receiver CRC logic. It is initialized to 
0 after hardware or software reset.
Bit 11: Loopback. This bit controls the external loop- 
back pin. When set to a 1, the loopback output pin is 
at Vol; after reset or when cleared to a 0, the loopback 
output pin is at Voh.
Bit 12: WatchTimeDis. This bit controls the external 
watchdog timer disable pin. When set to a 1, the watch
dog timer disable pin is at Voh; when cleared to 0 or after 
reset, the watchdog timer disable pin is at Vol.
Bits 13-14: Not used.

Bit 15: ChipRst. Writing a 1 to this bit is the same as 
asserting the hardware reset input. Chip reset should 
be followed bya4ns wait before attempting another 
access. Reads as a 0.
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Receive End Area Register, A3-0 = 011X2
Bits 0-7: ReaPtr. The receive end area pointer contains 
the high order byte of the local buffer address at which 
the receive logic must stop to prevent writing over previ
ously received packets. If the receive logic reaches this 
address it will stop and wait for a packet that will fit into 
the available space. If receive overflow is not enabled, 
frames that do not fit will be discarded. If receive over
flow is enabled, the receive logic will receive as much 
as will fit and mark receive overflow in the receive status. 
If space later becomes available, the receive logic will 
again continue to fill it. This register can be updated 
automatically by setting bit 1 in configuration register #2, 
which causes ReaPtr to be updated after each DMA 
read. It is both read and write.

Buffer Window Register, A3-0 = 100X2
This register provides access to the area specified 
by the buffer code bits (bits 0-3) in configuration regis
ter #1. When the buffer code points to either the buf
fer memory (Bcode=10002) or the address PROM 
(Bcode=01102), the address of the data transferred 
through this register is determined by the DMA pointer 
register.

Receive Pointer Register, A3-0 = 101X2

The receive pointer register provides a 16 bit address 
that points to the next buffer memory location into which 
data or header information will be placed by the receive 
logic. The low order 8 bits contain the least significant 
byte of the address. Prior to enabling the receiver, this 
register should be set to point to the beginning of the 
receive area in the local buffer. This initial value should 
be remembered by system software since it will be the 
address of the first byte of the header block of the first 
packet received. While receiving, the receive pointer will 
be incremented for each byte stored into the local buf
fer. When the receive pointer increments past hex FFFF 
the most significant byte will be set equal to the value 
of the transmit end area + 1 and the least significant 
byte will be set to 00. Reading this register may be 
done at any time. It should be written only when the 
receiver is idle.

Transmit Pointer Register, A3-0 = 110X2
The transmit pointer register points to the current loca
tion being accessed by the transmit logic. Before star
ting the transmitter, software loads this register with the 
address of the beginning of a transmit packet chain.

DMA Address Register, A3-0 = 111X2

The DMA address register provides 16 bits of address 
information to the local buffer memory and 8 bits of ad
dress to the address PROM, depending on the buffer 

code written into configuration register 1. Its normal use 
is to provide an auto-incremented address to the local 
buffer so that packet data can be moved via the BIU. 
When the DMA address register is loaded, the DMA 
FIFO is cleared. Therefore it is important to insure that 
the DMA FIFO is empty if it is in the write direction before 
loading the DMA register. When writing a packet to be 
transmitted, the DMA address register automatically 
wraps around to 0000 when the transmit end area (con
tained in an indirect register, buffer code 01112) has 
been reached. When reading receive packets, the DMA 
address register automatically wraps around to the 
receive start area (transmit end area + 1) when address 
$FFFF has been read.

Indirectly Accessed Registers
Infrequently used registers, e.g., those that are normally 
loaded only when initially configuring the 8005, are ac
cessed indirectly by first loading the buffer code bits in 
configuration register #7 with a code that points to the 
desired register. Reads and writes occur through the buf
fer window register. All indirect registers (a total of 38) 
are 8 bits wide, thus only D0-D7 are used.

Station Address Registers
The 8005 contains six 48-bit station address registers, 
which permits one network connection to provide up to 
6 different server functions. Each of these station address 
registers is comprised of six 8-bit registers which must 
be loaded through the buffer window register. Only those 
station address registers that will be enabled for address 
matching need to be loaded.
To load a station address register, first insure that the 
associated station address enable bit is not set to a 1. 
Select the desired station number (0-5) by writing the 
buffer code bits in configuration register #1. Next do 6 
sequential byte writes to the buffer window register as 
follows: Write the most significant byte of the 6 byte sta
tion address; its low order bit, bit 0, will be the first bit 
received. Next write the remaining 5 bytes in descend
ing order. To read a station address register, select the 
desired station number by writing the buffer code bits 
in configuration register #1. Do 6 sequential reads to the 
buffer window; the first byte read will be the most signifi
cant byte. If the 8005 is configured to match 2 byte in
stead of 6 byte addresses, only the first 2 station address 
bytes are significant, although all 6 will read and write 
properly.

Transmit End Area Pointer

The 8 bit value in this register defines, with 256 location 
granularity, the end of the transmit packet buffer area 
by specifying the highest value permitted in the most 
significant byte of the transmit pointer register and, when 
loading a packet to be transmitted, the DMA address 
register. It also indirectly defines the receive start area 
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address, since the PBC automatically calculates the high 
order byte of this address by adding 1 to the transmit 
end area pointer. To read or write this value, load the buf
fer code bits of configuration register #1 with the code 
for the transmit end area, and do a read or write to the 
buffer window register.

Interrupt Vector Register

This read/write register is accessed through the buffer 
window register when the buffer code in configuration 
register #7 /s 9. It contains an 8 bit vector which is placed 
on data bits D0-D7 during an interrupt acknowledge 
cycle. If BUSMODE=0, an interrupt acknowledge cycle 
is defined by INT"=O, IACK‘=O and READ/WRITE‘=1. 
When BUSM0DE=1, an interrupt acknowledge cycle is 
defined by INT=1, IACK*=O,  and IOR*=0.

Other Buffer Window Register Uses
Address PROM Access
The 8005 supports access to up to 256 bytes of con
figuration data contained in a PROM or EEPROM. This 
can be used for any purpose, such as storing station ad
dresses, register configurations, network connection 
data, etc. The address to the PROM is supplied by the 
DMA register through data bus bits D8-D15; the data lines 
from the PROM are connected to D0-D7. Chip select for 
the PROM is provided by output APEN". Before access
ing this PROM, insure that transmit, receive and DMA 
sections of the 8005 are disabled. Next load the PROM 
starting address which you wish to access into the low 

byte of the DMA register. Set the buffer code bits in con
figuration register #1 to point to the address PROM. Each 
access to the buffer window register will chip enable the 
PROM, permitting reads or writes. Successive accesses 
will increment the DMA register to point to the next byte 
in the PROM. If a 16 bit wide bus is used, the address 
supplied to the PROM will also be read on D8-D15.

Buffer Memory Access
The normal state of the buffer code bits, once the 8005 
has been initialized with station addresses and buffer 
areas have been allocated, is with buffer memory 
selected. Access to the local buffer memory is provided 
by the DMA register, which automatically increments after 
each byte or word transfer. To read from or write to the 
local buffer, set the buffer code to select the buffer 
memory, load a starting address into the DMA register 
and read from or write to the buffer window register. This 
is the simplest way to access the local buffer as it re
quires no system DMA activity. It also permits network 
layer software to read network control data at the begin
ning of a received packet to determine if it is necessary 
to move the packet into global memory for further pro
cessing or simply reuse the area occupied by the packet 
by updating the receive end area register. For fastest 
transfer speed, e.g., to move packet data, an external 
system DMA controller is supported via the DMA Re
quest output, DMA Acknowledge input and Terminal 
Count input signals.
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Example of Chained Receive Frames
Bit #

Addr. ptr 1
Addr. ptr 2 
Header status 
Packet status 
Data

Addr. ptr 1
Addr. ptr 2 
Header status 
Packet status 
Data

Addr, ptr 1
Addr. ptr 2 
Header status 
Packet status 
Data

Addr. ptr 1
Addr. ptr 2 
Header status 
Packet status

Packet Header Bytes
Transmit Header Command Byte 

(Byte #3)
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Receive Header Status Byte 
(Byte #3)

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

1
Chain 
Con
tinue

Data 
Fol
lows

Not 
Used

Xmit
Sucess
Enable

16 
Coll.
Enable

Coll. 
Int. 
Enable

Babble 
Int.
Enable

Chain Data Not Not Not Not Not
0 Con

tinue
Fol
lows

Used Used Used Used Used

Transmit Packet Status Byte
(Byte #4)

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Receive Packet Status Byte 
(Byte #4)

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Done
, I I I

, Reserved i
1 1 1

16 
Coll.

Colli- 
sicn

Bab
ble

Done Over
flow

Not 
Used

Not
Used

Short 
Frame

Drib. 
Error

CRC 
Error

Over
size
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8005 Configuration and Pointer Registers

Command (write only) (A3-0 = 000X)
7 3 2 10

FIFO
Write

FIFO 
Read

Set 
Tx
Off

Set 
Rx 
Off

Set 
DMA 
Off

Set 
Tx 
On

Set 
Rx 
On

Set 
DMA 
On

Bufr 
Wndow 
Ack

Tx 
Int 
Ack

Rx 
Int 
Ack

DMA 
Int 
Ack

Bufr 
Wndow 
Enable

Tx
Int
Enable

Rx
Int
Enable

DMA 
Int 
Enable

Status (read only) (A3-0 = 000X)
7 3 2 10

FIFO 
Dir

FIFO 
Empty

FIFO 
Full

Not 
Used

Not 
Used

Tx 
On

Rx 
On

DMA 
On

Bufr
Wndow
Int

Tx 
Int

Rx 
Int

DMA 
Int

Bufr 
Wndow 
Enable

Tx 
Int 
Enable

Rx
Int 
Enable

DMA 
Int 
Enable

Configuration Register #1 (A3-0 = 001X)
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Addr 
Match 
Mode

Addr 
Match 
Mode

Sta.
5 
Enable

Sta.
4 
Enable

Sta.
3 
Enable

Sta.
2 
Enable

Sta.
1
Enable

Sta.
0 
Enable

DMA 
Burst 
Lngth

DMA 
Burst 
Lngth

DMA 
Burst 
Intvl

DMA 
Burst 
Intvl

Buffr 
Code 
3

Buffr 
Code
2

Buffr
Code
1

Buffr
Code
0

Configuration Register #2 (A3-0 = 010X)

Reset Not Not Watch Loop- Xmit Recv. Addr Xmit Slot Short Drib. CRC Over- Auto Byte
Used Used Time 

Dis.
Back No 

CRC
CRC Leng. No 

Pream
Time 
Sei.

Frame 
Enable

Error 
Enable

Error 
Enable

flow 
Enable

Update 
REA

Swap

Receive End Area Register (A3-0 = OTIX)

5 4 3 2 1 0

Receive End Area Pointer

Receive Pointer Register (A3-0 = 1O1X)
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

LOCAL BUFFER ADDRESS FOR NEXT RECEIVE BYTE

Transmit Pointer Register (A3-0 = 110X)

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

LOCAL BUFFER ADORESS FOR NEXT TRANSMIT BYTE

DMA Address Register (A3-0 = TI1X)

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

LOCAL BUFFER ADDRESS FOR SYSTEM READS OR WRITES

Buffer Window Register (A3-0 = 1OOX)
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 O

BUFFER CODE BITS DETERMINE SOURCE/DESTINATION FOR READSAND WRITES

L_seeo Technology, Incorporated
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Preliminary 8005

Station Address Register Format
2 of 6 Station Address Registers Shown

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

M
STATION ADDRESS REGISTER 0 BYTE 0 S
BUFFER CODE = 0000 B

M
STATION ADDRESS REGISTER 1 BYTE 0 S
BUFFER CODE = 0001 B

STATION ADDRESS REGISTER 0 BYTE 1
BUFFER CODE - 0000

STATION ADDRESS REGISTER 1 BYTE 1 
BUFFER CODE = 0001

STATION ADDRESS REGISTER 0 BYTE 2 
BUFFER CODE = 0000

STATION ADDRESS REGISTER 1 BYTE 2 
BUFFER CODE = 0001

STATION ADDRESS REGISTER 0 BYTE 3 
BUFFER CODE = 0000

STATION ADDRESS REGISTER 1 BYTE 3 
BUFFER CODE = 0001

STATION ADDRESS REGISTER 0 BYTE 4 
BUFFER CODE = 0000

STATION ADDRESS REGISTER 1 BYTE 4 
BUFFER CODE = 0001

STATION ADDRESS REGISTER 0 BYTE 5 
BUFFER CODE = 0000

STATION ADDRESS REGISTER 1 BYTE 5 
BUFFER CODE = 0001

Absolute Maximum Stress Ratings
Temperature:

Storage..................................... -65°Cto +150°C
Under Bias ................................ -10°Cto +80°C

All Inputs and Outputs with
Respect to Vss.............................. +6 V to -0.3 V

Recommended Operating Conditions
Vcc Supply Voltage 5V ± 10%
Ambient Temperature 0°C to 70 °C

DC Operating Characteristics (Over the Vcc and Temperature Ranges)

Symbol Parameter
Limits

Unit Test ConditionMin. Max.

IlL Input/Output Leakage 10 
-10

mA 
mA

V|N = Vcc
V|N = 0.1V

Ice Active Vcc Current 300 mA CS*  = Vil, Outputs Open

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.8 V

Vih Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc + 1 V

VoLl Output Low Voltage 
(except ADo 7)

0.40 V Iol= 2.1 mA

VOL2 Output Low Voltage 
(AD0-7)

0.40 V Iol = 200 /xA

V0H1 Output High Voltage 
(except AD0-7)

2.4 V Ioh = -400 ^A

V0H2 Output High Voltage 
(AD0-7)

2.4 V •oh = ~ 200 /xA

i— seeo Technology. Incorporated
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Preliminary 8005

A.C. Characteristics (Assuming 20 MHz Input Master Clock)
Over the operating Vcc and Temperature Range

Capacitance (Characterized — Not Tested)
Ambient Temperature = 25°C, F = 1 MHz

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Unit Test ConditionMin. Max.

C|N Input Capacitance 15 pF Vin = 0

COUT Output Capacitance 15 pF VquT = 0

Electrostatic Discharge Characteristics (Characterized — Not Test)

Symbol Parameter Value Test Condition
VzAP E.S.D. Tolerance > 2000 V Mil-STD 883 

Meth. 3015

M
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A.C. Test Conditions
Output Load:

ADO-AD7, RAS', CAS' IV*,  G*:  l(load) = ± 200 pA, 
C(load) = 50 pF.
All Other Outputs: 1 TTL Gate and C(load) = 100 pF. 

Input Rise and Fall Times (except TXC, RXC, CLK): 
10 ns. maximum.

Input Rise and Fall Times (TXC, RXC, CLK): 
5 ns. maximum.

Input Pulse Levels: 0.45 V to 2.4 1/
Timing Measurement Reference Level: 

Inputs: 1 V and 2 V
Outputs: 0.8 V and 2 V

L-seeo Technology. Incorporated
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8005
A.C. Characteristics (Assuming 20 MHz Input Master Clock)
Over the operating vcc and Temperature Range

Table A. Bus Write Cycle - BUSMODE = 0

Ref. # Symbol Description Min. Max. Units

1 TAVCSL Address Setup Time 20 ns

2 TRWVCSL R/W*  Setup Time 20 ns

3 TCSLCSH CS*  Pulse Width 100 ns

4 TDVCSL Data Setup Time 70 ns

5 TCSHDX Data Hold Time 0 ns

6 TCSLDTL DTACK*  Assertion Delay3 50 ns

7 TCSHDTH DTACK*  Deassertion Delay 50 ns

8 TCSHDTZ DTACK*  Hi-Z Delay 50 ns

9 TCSHAX Address Hold Time 20 ns

10 TCSHRWX R/W*  Hold Time 20 ns

11 TCSHCSL Write Recovery Time 205 ns

12 TCSLCSL Write Cycle Time:
a. FIFO Data Write'
b. Configuration Regs.12
c. Pointer Regs.' 2

600
800

1600

ns 
ns 
ns 
ns

13 TCSLAPL APEN*  Assert Time 50 ns

14 TCSHAPH APEN*  Deassert Time 50 ns

15 TCSLENL EN*  Assert Delay 50 ns

16 TCSHENH EN*  Deassert Delay 50 ns

NOTES:
1. Cycle times are for 16 bit writes. If BUSSIZE = 0 (8 bit writes), subtract 200 ns. from these times.
2. Configuration Registers are: Command/Status Register, Configuration Register #1 & 2, Interrupt Vector Register, and Station Address Registers. 

Pointer Registers are: Receive End Area Pointer, Receive Pointer Register, Transmit Pointer Register, Transmit End Area Register, and DMA
Register

3. DTACK* assertion will be delayed for all subsequent reads or writes until reference 12 cycle time has elapsed.

Figure A. Bus Write Cycle Timing Diagram — BUSMODE = 0

L-oeeo Technology, Incorporated
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Preliminary 8005

A.C. Characteristics (Assuming 20 MHz Input Master Clock)
Over the operating Vcc and Temperature Range

Table B. Bus Read Cycle — BUSMODE = 0

NOTES:
1. Cycles times are for 16 bit writes. If BUSSIZE = 0 (8 bit writes), subtract 200 ns. from these times
2. Configuration Registers are: Command/Status Register, Configuration Register # 1 & 2, Interrupt Vector Register, DMA Pointer Register, and Station 

Address Registers Pointer Registers are: Receive E nd Area Pointer, Receive Pointer Register, Transmit Pointer Register, and Transmit End Area Register.

Ref. # Symbol Description Min. Max. Units
1 TAVCSL Address Setup Time 20 ns
2 TRWVCSL R/W*  Setup Time 20 ns
3 TCSLDV Read Data Delay from CS*:

a. FIFO Data
b. Configuration Regs.12
c. Other Pointer Regs.1’2

100
700 

1500

ns 
ns 
ns 
ns

4 TCSLDTL DTACK*  Assertion Delay ref. 3 + 50 ns
5 TCSLCSH CS*  Pulse Width 100 ns
6 TCSHDTH DTACK*  Deassertion Delay 50 ns
7 TCSHDTZ DTACK*  Hi-Z Delay 50 ns
8 TCSHDZ Data Hi-Z Delay 100 ns
9 TCSHDX Data Hold Time 20 ns

10 TCSHRWX R/W*  Hold Time 20 ns
11 TCSHAX Address Hold Time 20 ns
12 TCSHCSL Read Recovery Time 205 ns
13 TCSLCSL Read Cycle Time 305 ns
14 TCSLAPL APEN*  Assert Delay 50 ns
15 TCSHAPH APEN*  Deassert Delay 50 ns
16 TCSLENL EN*  Assert Delay 50 ns
17 TCSHENH EN*  Deassert Delay 50 ns

M
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Preliminary
A.C. Characteristics (Assuming 20 MHz Input Master Clock) 
Over the operating Vcc and Temperature Range

8005

Table C. Interrupt Cycle - BUSMODE = 0

Ref. r Symbol Description Min. Max. Units

1 TIAVQV Data Delay from I ACK* 500 ns

2 TIAVDTV DTACK*  Delay from IACK* 500 ns

3 TDTLIAH IACK*  Hold from DTACK* 0 ns

4 TIAHDX Data Hold from I ACK*  Deassert 20 ns

5 TIAHDZ Data Hi-Z from IACK*  Deassert 100 ns

6 TIAHDTH DTACK*  Deassert from IACK* 50 ns

7 TIAHDTZ DTACK*  Hi-Z from IACK*  Deassert 50 ns

8 TRHIAL R/W*  Setup Time 20 ns

9 TIAHRX R/W*  Hold Time from IACK* 0 ns

10 TIALENL EN*  Assert Delay 50 ns

11 TIAHENH EN*  Deassert Delay 50 ns

Figure C. Interrupt Cycle Timing Diagram — BUSMODE = 0

seeo Technology, Incorporated
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8005Preliminary
A.C. Characteristics (Assuming 20 MHz Input Master Clock)
Over the operating vcc and Temperature Range

Table D. DMA Read Cycle - BUSMODE = 0

NOTES:
1. Subtract 200 ns for BUSSIZE = 0 (8 bit bus).
2. DREQ deassert delay for end of DMA burst. If DREQ is deasserted due to TERMCT, the time is measured from the falling edge of TERMCT.

Ref. # Symbol Description Min. Max. Units

1 TRWHDAL R/W*  Setup Time 20 ns

2 TDALDAH DACK*  Pulse Width 100 ns

3 TDALDV Data Delay Time 100 ns

4 TDAHDX Data Hold Time 20 ns

5 TDAHDZ Data Hi-Z Delay 100 ns

6 TDAHDAL Read Recovery Time 205 ns

7 TDALDAL DMA Read Cycle Time 305 ns

8 TTCLDAL TERMCT Setup Time 0 ns

9 TDAHRWX RIW Hold Time 20 ns

10 TDAHTCX TERMCT Hold Time 100 ns

11 TDALDRH DREQ*  Delay2 200 ns

12 TDALDTL DTACK*  Assertion Delay 100 ns

13 TDAHDTH DTACK*  Deassertion Delay 50 ns

14 TDTHDTZ DTACK*  Hi-Z Delay 50 ns

15 TDRLDAL DREQ*  Setup to DACK* 0 ns

16 TDALENL EN*  Assert Delay 50 ns
17 TDAHENH EN*  Deassert Delay 50 ns
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Figure D. DMA Read Cycle Timing Diagram — BUSMODE = 0
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8005Preliminary
A.C. Characteristics (Assuming 20 MHz Input Master Clock)
Over the operating Vcc and Temperature Range

Table E. DMA Write Cycle - BUSMODE = 0

NOTES:
1. Subtract 200 ns for BUSSIZE = 0 (8 bit bus).
2. DREQ deassert delay for end of DMA burst. If DREQ is deasserted due to TERMCT, the time is measured from the falling edge of TERMCT.

Ref. # Symbol Description Min. Max. Units

1 TRWLDAL R/W*  Setup Time 20 ns

2 TDALDAH DACK*  Pulse Width 100 ns

3 TDVDAH Data Setup Time 70 ns

4 TDAHDX Data Hold Time 0 ns

5 TTCLDAL TERMCT*  Setup Time 0 ns

6 TDAHDAL Write Recovery Time 205 ns

7 TDALDAL DMA Write Cycle Time1 505 ns

8 TDALTCH TERMCT*  Hold Time 100 ns

9 TDAHRWH R/W*  Hold Time 20 ns

10 TDALDRH DREQ*  Delay2 200 ns

11 TDALDTL DTACK*  Assertion Delay 100 ns

12 TDAHDTH DTACK*  Deassertion Delay 50 ns

13 TDTHDTZ DTACK*  Hi-Z Delay 50 ns

14 TDRLDAL DREQ*  Setup to DACK* 0 ns

15 TDALENL EN*  Assert Delay 50 ns

16 TDAHENH EN*  Deassert Delay 50 ns

Figure E. DMA Write Cycle Timing Diagram — BUSMODE = 0
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Preliminary 8005
A.C. Characteristics (Assuming 20 MHz Input Master Clock)
Over the operating Vcc and Temperature Range

Table F. Bus Write Cycle - BUSMODE = 1

NOTES:
1. Cycle times are for 16 bit writes. If BUSSIZE = 0 (8 bit writes), subtract 200 ns. from these times.
2. Configuration Registers are: Command/Status Register, Configuration Register #1 & 2, Interrupt Vector Register, DMA Pointer Register, and Station

Address Registers
Pointer Registers are: Receive End Area Pointer, Receive Pointer Register, Transmit Pointer Register, Transmit End Area Register, and DMA 

Pointer Register

Ref. # Symbol Description Min. Max. Units
1 TAVWL Address Setup Time 20 ns

2 TCSLWL CS*  Setup Time 20 ns

3 TWLWH IOW Pulse Width 100 ns
4 TDVWH Data Setup Time 70 ns

5 TWHDX Data Hold Time 0 ns

6 TCSLRYL READY Deassert Delay 50 ns

7 TWLRYH READY Assert Delay 50 ns

8 TRYHRYZ READY Delay to Hi-Z 50 ns

9 TWHAX Address Hold Time 20 ns

10 TWHCSH CS*  Hold Time 20 ns

11 TWHWL Write Recovery Time 205 ns

12 TWLCSL Write Cycle Time
a. FIFO Data Write1
b. Configuration Regs.1-2
c. Pointer Registers'2

600
800 

1600

ns 
ns 
ns 
ns

13 TWLAPL APEN*  Assert Delay 50 ns
14 TWHAPH APEN*  Deassert Delay 50 ns

15 TCSLENL EN*  Assert Delay 50 ns

16 TCSHENH EN*  Deassert Delay 50 ns
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Figure F. Write Cycle Timing Diagram — BUSMODE = 1
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Preliminary 8005
A.C. Characteristics (Assuming 20 MHz Input Master Clock)
Over the operating Vcc and Temperature Range

Table G. Bus Read Cycle - BUSMODE = 1

NOTES:
1. Cycle times are for 16 bit writes. If BUSSIZE = 0 (8 bit writes), subtract 200 ns. from these times.
2. Configuration Registers are: Command/Status Register, Configuration Register #1 & 2, interrupt Vector Register, DMA Pointer Register, and Station

Address Registers
Pointer Registers are: Receive End Area Pointer, Receive Pointer Register, Transmit Pointer Register, and Transmit End Area Register

Ref. # Symbol Description Min. Max. Units

1 TAVRL Address Setup Time 20 ns

1a TCSLRL CS*  Setup Time 20 ns

2 TRHRL Read Recovery Time 205 ns

3 TRLRYH READY Assert Delay
a. FIFO Data
b. Configuration Regs.12
c. Pointer Registers12

100
700 

1500

ns 
ns 
ns 
ns

4 TCSLRYL READY Deassertion Delay 50 ns

5 TDVRYH Data Setup to READY Deassert 20 ns

6 TRYHRYZ READY Delay to Hi-Z 50 ns

7 TRHDX Data Hold Time 20 ns

8 TRHDZ Data Delay to Hi-Z 100 ns

9 TRHAX Address Hold Time 20 ns

10 TRHCSH CS*  Hold Time 20 ns

11 TRLRH IOR*  Pulse Width 100 ns

12 TRLAPL APEN*  Assert Delay 50 ns

13 TRHAPH APEN*  Deassert Delay 50 ns

14 TCSLENL EN*  Assert Delay 50 ns

15 TCSHENH EN*  Deassert Delay 50 ns

Figure G. Read Cycle Timing Diagram — BUSMODE = 1
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Preliminary 8005
A.C. Characteristics (Assuming 20 MHz Input Master Clock)
Over the operating vcc and Temperature Range

Table H. Interrupt Cycle - BUSMODE = 1

Ref. # Symbol Description Min. Max. Units
1 TRLDV Data Delay from IOR* 500 ns
2 TIALRYL READY Deassertion Delay 50 ns
3 TRLRYH READY Assert Delay 500 ns
4 TIALIAH IACK Pulse Width 350 ns
5 TIAHDZ Data Delay to Hi-Z 100 ns
6 TRYHRYZ READY Delay to Hi-Z 50 ns
7 TIAHDX Data Hold from IACK*  or IOR* 20 ns
8 TELRL IACK*  Setup Time 20 ns
9 TRYHIAH READY Assert to IACK* 0 ns

10 TIALENL EN*  Assert Delay 50 ns
11 TIAHENH EN*  Deassert Delay 50 ns
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Figure H. Interrupt Cycle Timing Diagram — BUSMODE = 1
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Preliminary 8005
A.C. Characteristics (Assuming 20 MHz Input Master Clock)
Over the operating Vcc and Temperature Range

Table I. DMA Write Cycle - BUSMODE = 1

Ref. # Symbol Description Min. Max. Units

1 TDALWL BACK*  Setup Time 20 ns

2 TWLWH IOW*  Pulse Width 100 ns

3 TDVWH Data Setup Time 70 ns

4 TWHDX Data Hold Time 0 ns

5 TWHWL Write Recovery Time 205 ns

6 TWLWL Write Cycle Time 305 ns

7 TTCLTCH TERMCT Pulse Width 80 ns

8 TTCLDRL DREQ Delay 150 ns

9 TWLDRL DREQ Delay from IOW* 100 ns

10 TDRHDAL DACK*  Delay 0 ns

11 TRLTCL TERMCT*  Assert Delay 20 ns

12 TTCLWH IOW*  Hold Time 80 ns

13 TWHDAH DACK*  Hold Time 0 ns

14 TDALENL EN*  Assert Delay 50 ns

15 TDAHENH EN*  Deassert Delay 50 ns

16 TDALRYL READY Deassert Delay 50 ns

17 TWLRYH READY Assert Delay 50 ns

18 TRYHRYZ READY Delay to Hi-Z 50 ns

Figure I. DMA Write Cycle Timing Diagram — BUSMODE = 1
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Preliminary 8005
A.C. Characteristics (Assuming 20 MHz Input Master Clock)
Over the operating Vcc and Temperature Range

Table J. DMA Read Cycle - BUSMODE = 1

Ref. # Symbol Description Min. Max. Units
1 TDALRL DACK*  Setup Time 20 ns
2 TRLRH IOR*  Pulse Width 100 ns
3 TRLDV Data Delay Time 100 ns
4 TRHDX Data Hold Time 20 ns
5 TRHRL Read Recovery Time 205 ns
6 TRLRL Read Cycle Time 305 ns
7 TTCLTCH TERMCT*  Pulse Width 80 ns
8 TTCLDRL DREQ Delay 100 ns
9 TDALDRL DREQ Delay from IOR* 100 ns

10 TDRHDAL DACK’ Delay 0 ns
11 TRLTCL TERMCT*  Assert Delay 20 ns
12 TTCLRH IOR*  Hold Time 80 ns
13 TRHDAH DACK*  Hold Time 0 ns
14 TRHDZ Data Hi-Z Delay 50 ns

15 TDALENL EN*  Assert Delay 50 ns
16 TDALENL EN*  Deassert Delay 50 ns
17 TDALRYL READY Deassert Delay 50 ns
18 TRLRYH READY Assert Delay 50 ns
19 TRYHRYZ READY Delay to Hi-Z 50 ns
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Figure J. DMA Read Cycle Timing Diagram — BUSMODE = 1

MD400031/A
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8005Preliminary
A.C. Characteristics (Assuming 20 MHz Input Master Clock)
Over the operating Vcc and Temperature Range

Table K. Local Buffer Read or Write Cycle

Ref. # Symbol Description Min. Max. Units

1 TRSLAX Row Address Hold Time 150 ns

2 TAVRSL Row Address Setup Time 5 ns

3 TRSHRSL RAS*  Pulse Width High 200 ns

4 TCSLAX Column Address Hold Time 45 ns

5 TAVCSL Column Address Setup Time 5 ns

6 TCSHCSL CAS*  Pulse Width - High 60 ns

7 TCSLCSH CAS*  Pulse Width - Low 110 ns

8 TCSLAZ Address Hi-Z Time 0 ns

9 TGLCH G*  Setup Time 60 ns

10 TDVCSH Data Setup to CAS* 15 ns

11 TCSHDX Data Hold from CAS Deassert 0 ns

12 TCSHDZ Data Hi-Z from CAS Deassert 40 ns

13 TAVAV Read or Write Cycle Time 
a Single Cycle
b. Page Mode

600
200

ns 
ns

14 TDVWL Data Setup Time 10 ns

15 TWLDX Data Hold Time 60 ns

16 TWLWH Write Pulse Width 60 ns

17 TCSLWL CAS*  Setup to W* 50 ns

18 TWLCSH Write Setup Time 50 ns

19 TCSLWH Write Hold Time 150 ns

20 TRSLRSL RAS*  Cycle Time 600 ns
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8005Preliminary
A.C. Characteristics (Assuming 20 MHz Input Master Clock) 
Over the operating vcc and Temperature Range
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Figure KI. Local Dram Buffer Page-Mode Read and Write Cycle Timing Diagram

Figure K2. Local Dram Buffer Single Cycle Read and Write Cycle Timing Diagram

l_ seeo Technology, Incorporated
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8005Preliminary
A.C. Characteristics (Assuming 20 MHz Input Master Clock) 
Over the operating vcc and Temperature Range

Table L. Local Buffer Refresh Cycle

Ref. # Symbol Description Min. Max. Units

1 TAVRSL Address Setup Time to RAS* 5 ns

2 TRSLAX Address Hold Time from RAS* 150 ns

3 TRSLRSH RAS*  Pulse Width 200 ns

4 TRSLRSL RAS*  Cycle Time 400 ns

Figure L. Local Dram Buffer Refresh Cycle Timing Diagram

L-eeeo Technology, Incorporated
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Preliminary 8005
A.C. Characteristics (Assuming 20 MHz Input Master Clock)
Over the operating vcc and Temperature Range

Table M. Serial Interface Timing

Ref. # Symbol Description Min. Max. Units
1 TCKHCKH Txc/Rxc Cycle Time 95 1010 ns
2 TCKHCKL Txc/Rxc High Width 45 ns
3 TCKLCKH Txc/Rxc Low Width 45 ns
4 TCKLDV Txd Delay from Txc 60 ns
5 TDVCKH Rxd Setup to Rxc 30 ns
6 TCKHDX Rxd Hold Time from Rxc 20 ns
7 TCKLTEH Txen Delay from Txc 60 ns
8 TCKLTEL Txen Hold Time from Txc 20 ns
9 TCSHCKH CSN Setup to Rxc 20 ns

10 TCKHCSL CSN Hold Time from Rxc 20 ns
11 TCHCL COLL Pulse Width Ref. 1+10 ns
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Figure M. Serial Transmit & Receive Interface Timing
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Preliminary
A.C. Characteristics (Assuming 20 MHz Input Master Clock) 
Over the operating Vcc and Temperature Range

Table N. Master Clock and Reset Timing
Ref. # Symbol Description Min. Max. Units

1 TCKHCKL CLK Pulse Width High 15 ns
2 TCKLCKH CLK Pulse Width Low 15 ns
3 TCKHCKH CLK Cycle Time 49.9 50.1 ns
4 TRSLRSH Reset Pulse Width 10 MS

Ordering Information
PART NUMBER

PRODUCT: 8005 ADVANCED EDLC

TEMPERATURE RANGE: Q « 0” TO 70°C

PACKAGE TYPE: N = 68 PIN PLCC

seeo Technology, Incorporated
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Military Quality 
Assurance Program

SEEQ’s Management emphasis is on Quality in productsand performance, converting the results of the Technology 
evolution and innovations to the greatest benefit of our customers with an ever increased degree of system reliability, 
quality, and functionality.
SEEQ’s comprehensive and interactive Quality program is designed to exceed military and customer expectations 
and requirements.
SEEQ’s Quality program complies with military standards including MIL-Q-9858, MIL-l-45208, MIL-M-38510 
Appendix A, MIL-STD-45662, FED-STD-209 and MIL-STD-883. Key segments of the Quality program are 
described below.

Quality Assurance
SEEQ’s Quality Assurance activity audits and moni
tors the operating system and reports compliance to 
processing requirements. Included within the activity 
is inspection of incoming material and outgoing pro
duct, audits and process monitors of Fab. Assembly 
and Test. Product improvement and corrective action 
is based on statistical data reduction and analysis.

Quality Control
SEEQ’s Quality Control activity is an in-line inspec
tion, reporting and statistical control system. Included 
is product inspection, and disposition of material and 
processes which do not conform to specification.

Quality Engineering
Quality engineering supports incoming, Fab, assem
bly, test, customer returns, and failure analysis through 
the use of statistics and analytical capabilities. Quality 
Engineering supplies focus, coordination and integra
tion for quality improvement and system optimization, 
throughout the entire business entity of SEEQ.

Product Monitor Program
SEEQ’s Product Monitor Program merges the classi
cal reliability Quality Conformance Inspection (QCI, 
Groups B, C, and D) and Device Qualification Activi
ties into one comprehensive product data base. 
Results are published quarterly.

Document Control
Document Control generates, implements and main
tains procedures that will ensure control of all 
documents related to the design, production and test
ing of manufactured products, including the trans
lation of customer specification requirements into 
SEEQ internal travelers, specifications and pro
cedures.
SEEQ's Document Control program assures internal 
specifications and procedures are maintained to the 
correct revision levels (Engineering Change Notice 
Control) and provides historical records of all 
changes.

Reliability Engineering
Reliability (quality over time) is built into each SEEQ 
device, using proven engineering techniques. 
Process and product performance is demonstrated 
using accelerated stresses and tests. Results are 
jointly analyzed with design and sustaining engi
neering; then any improvements are incorporated 
into manufacturing.

Device Physics
The Device Physics groups help characterize the 
design and process, particularly in regard to quality 
and reliability. Potential failure mechanisms are ana
lyzed for impact on processing and design. Overall 
product performance is enhanced by development 
of test, screens, process or design changes as 
necessary.

L-seeo Technology, Incorporated
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Military Product
Processing Program

SEEQ’s Military product flow (Chart 1) incorporates manufacturing processing, screening and controls. Controls 
as specified in Military procedures or customer specifications are an integral part of the processing flows in 
wafer fabrication, assembly product screening and test. (Table 1)

Quality Conformance Inspection
Group A Tests

Group A — lot acceptance tests (see Table 1) are per
formed on each of SEEQ’s production lots or sub-lots 
(splits) after completion of all processing. Q.A. electrical 
and mechanical inspection is performed using a sample 
of 116, accept on 0.

Group B — Tests (see Table 2)
Group B testing is performed by product and package 
type. The Group B covers the lot's <sub lot > seal date 
code and the next consecutive five (5*)  weeks of seal. 
The date code marked on the product is the week of 
seal.
Group C Stresses — (see Table 3)
The product stressed, as part of Group C, is identical 
to that shipped or from the same process and product 
family. The seal date code of the product covered will 
be the same as or within the 51*  consecutive weeks 
following the Group C seal date code. Electrical test is 
per SEEQ data sheet.
Group D Stresses — (see Table 4)
The package stressed, as part of Group D, is identical 
to that shipped. The seal date code of product 
covered will be the same as or within the 51*  weeks 
following the Group D date code.

Product Monitors
On-Going
Process control monitor samples of product are sub
jected to marking permanency, endurance, pressure 
pot and hermeticity. These tests are performed and 
reported by the Quality Assurance activity. Monitor 
tests and procedures are in accordance with appli
cable MIL-STD-883 test methods.

‘Frequency is stated for Military processed lots. Some group B, 
C, D stresses and tests for commercial products are performed 
more frequently.

Extended Product Monitors
As part of SEEQ's product reliability data program 
samples of released military product are subjected 
to extended stresses. The extended stress are sum
marized as follows:

Stress
Dynamic Life Stress 
Endurance (E2ROM) 
Endurance (EPROM) 
Temperature Cycle 
Data Retention 
Static Life Stress

Stress
Frequency Duration
Annually 10,000 Hours
Quarterly 1,000,000 Cycles
Quarterly 50 Cycles
Quarterly 1,000 Cycles
Quarterly 1,000 Hours
Quarterly 1,000 Hours

Product Monitor
Quality Conformance Inspection Data
SEEQ updates quarterly all product monitor data 
and can supply summary data upon request. Generic 
data is defined for Group B, C, and D tests as well as 
other tests SEEQ deems necessary. Electrical end
point testing is per SEEQ data sheet using SEEQ 
standard test programs and equipment. Dynamic life 
stress (burn-in) is performed in compliance with 
MIL-STD-883, MIL-STD-883, Method 1015.

^seeQ Technology, Incorporated
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Product Processing Flow 
(Chart 1)
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SEEQ Screens, Tests, & Monitors (Table 1)

Military Screen MIL-STD Method Reqmt.

Internal Visual 2010, Test 
Condition B

100%

Stabilization Bake 1008, 24 Hrs @ 
Condition C

100%

Temperature Cycling 1010, Test 
Condition C

100%

Constant Acceleration 2001,Test 
Condition D, Yi 
Orientation Only

100%

Seal
(A) Fine
(B) Gross

1014
Condition A or B 
Condition C or D

100%

Visual Inspection 100%

Initial (Pre-Burn-In-Test) 
Electrical
Parameters

Per Applicable 
SEEQ Specification

100%

Burn-In Stress 1015, Dynamic @ 
125°C

100%

(Post-Burn-In—Test) 
Electrical Parameters 
Tested within 96 Hrs.

Per Applicable 
SEEQ Specification

100%

Percent Defective 
Allowable (PDA) 
Calculation

5% Cumulative 100%

Quality Assurance 
Group A Tests

Per Applicable 
SEEQ Specification

LTPD 
116/0

(A) Static Tests Cumulative across 
temperature (-55, 25, 
125°C)

(B) Dynamic Tests and 
Switching Tests

(C> Functional Tests

Qualification or Quality 
Conformance Inspection 
Test Sample Selection

External Visual 2009 100%

SEEQ Quality Monitors
Wafer Fab
Monitors and Audits:
• Phosphorous Content
• Spec, and ECN Control
• Defect Density
• Defect Inspection
• Critical Dimensions
• Oxide Thickness
• On-Going Mask
• SEM (Step Coverage)

Assembly Processing
Monitors:
• 2nd Optical LTPD 10/1, 

Method 2010 Cond B
• Die Shear (2 Units/4 Hours)
• Bond Strength (2 Units/4 Hours)
• 3rd Optical — LTPD 10/1, 

Method 2010 Cond B
Assembly Environmentals
Monitors:
• Tin Plating Thickness
• Solderability
• Visual
• Equipment Monitors
• Fine and Gross Leak LTPD 10/1
Assembly Receiving
Monitors:
• Internal Visual
• Bond Strength
• Die Shear
• Lid Torque
• Lead Fatigue
Test and Finish
Monitors:
• PDA Verification
• 96 Hour Test Time Window
• Conformance Audits
• Solderability
• Fine Leak/Gross Leak
• Marking Permanence
Quality Conformance Inspection (QCI)
Monitors:
• Group B (Table 2)
• Group C (Table 3)
• Group D (Table 4)
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Group B Tests (Table 2)

Test
Test 

Method Test Conditions
Quality Level/ 

Accept Number
Subgroup 1
Physical Dimensions 2016 Per SEEQ Outline Drawing 2 Devices (no failures)

Subgroup 2
Resistance to Solvents 2015 4 Devices (no failures)

Subgroup 3
Solderability 2003 Soldering Temperature of 

+245°C Plus or Minus 5°C LTPD 15 Accept = 1

Subgroup 4
Internal Visual and Mechanical 2014 Failure Criteria Based on Design and 

Construction Requirements of SEEQ 
Specification

1 Device (no failures)

Subgroup 5
Bond Strength

Ultrasonic or Wedge 2011 Test Condition C or D LTPD 15 Accept = 1

Subgroup 7
(A) Seal

(1) Fine
(2) Gross

1014 As Applicable LTPD 5 Accept = 0

M
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Group C Stresses (Table 3)

Test
Test 

Method Test Conditions
Quality Level/ 

Accept Number
Subgroup 1
Steady-State Life Test 1005 Condition B, 1000 Hours LTPD 5 Accept = 1

End-Point Electrical Per SEEQ Specification

Subgroup 2
Temperature Cycling 1010 Condition C, 10 Cycles LTPD 15 Accept = 1

Constant Acceleration 2001 Yi Orientation 20,000 (g)

Hermeticity 
Fine 
Gross

1014 As Applicable

Visual Examination

End-Point Electrical Parameters Per SEEQ Specification

^eeeo Technology, Incorporated
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Group D Stresses (Table 4)

Test

MIL-STD 
Test 

Method Test Conditions

Minimum 
Quality Level/ 

Accept Number

Subgroup 1
Physical Dimensions 2016 Per SEEQ Outline Drawing LTPD 15 Accept = 1

Subgroup 2
Lead Integrity
Hermeticity, Fine and Gross

2004
1014

Test Condition B2 LTPD 15 Accept = 1

Subgroup 3
Thermal Shock
Temperature Cycling

Moisture Resistance
Hermeticity, Fine and Gross 
Visual Examination
End-Point Electrical Parameters

1011
1010

1004
1014
1004
1010

T = -55°C to +125°C, 15 Cycles Minimum
T = -55° C to +125° C, 100 Cycles 
Minimum
90% Minimum Relative Humidity

Per SEEQ or Customer Specification
Per SEEQ or Customer Specification

LTPD 15 Accept = 1

Subgroup 4
Mechanical Shock
Vibration, Variable Frequency 
Constant Acceleration 
Hermeticity, Fine and Gross 
Visual Examination
End-Point Electrical Parameters

2002
2007
2001
1014
2009

1500(g)
20(g)
Yi Orientation 20,000 (g)

Per SEEQ or Customer Specification
Per SEEQ or Customer Specification

LTPD 15 Accept = 1

Subgroup 5
Salt Atmosphere
Hermeticity, Fine and Gross 
Visual Examination

1009
1014
1009

24 Hours

Per SEEQ or Customer Specification

LTPD 15 Accept = 1

Subgroup 6
Internal Wafer Vapor 1018 5,000 ppm Maximum Water Content at 

T = +100°C
3 Devices, 0 Failures or
5 Devices, 1 Failure

Subgroup 7
Adhesion of Lead Finish 2025 Bend 90°, Inspect at 10x to 20x

Magnification
LTPD 15 Accept = 1

Subgroup 8
Lid Torque 2024 As Applicable to Glass-Frit Packages LTPD 15 Accept = 1

L-eeeo Technology, Incorporated
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Features

■ Full Military and Extended Temperature 
Range
— M52B13/M52B13H: -55° to 125 C 
- E52B13/E52B13H: -40° to 85°C

M52B13/M52B13H
(Military Temperature Flange)

E52B13/E52B13H
(Extended Temperature Range)

16K Electrically Erasable PROM
October 1987

■ Input Latches
■ 5V ± 10% 2K X 8 EEPROM
■ 1 ms (52B13H) or 9 ms Byte TTL Erase/Byte 

Write
■ 10,000 Erase/Write Cycles per Byte Minimum
■ Chip Erase and Byte Erase
■ DiTrace"
■ Fast Read Access Time — 250 ns
■ Infinite Number of Read Cycles
■ J ED EC Approved Byte Wide Memory Pinout
■ M2816E2 Compatible

Description
SEEQ'sM52B13andE52B13are 2048 x 8 bit, 5 volt elec
trically erasable programmable read only memories 
(EEPROMs) which are specified over the military and 
extended temperature range respectively. They have 
input latches on all addresses, data, and control (chip 
and output) lines. In addition, for applications requiring 
fast byte write time (1 msec), an M52B13H and 
E52B13H are also available. Data is latched and elec
trically written by a TTL (or a 21V pulse) on the Write 
Enable pin. Once written, which requires under 10 ms, 
there is no limit to the number of times data maybe read. 
Both byte and chip erase modes are available. The 
erasure time in either mode is under 10 ms, and each 
byte may be erased and written a minimum of 10,000 
times.

Block Diagram

The M52B13 is compatible to the M2816 and SEEO's 
M5213. For system upgrades of these older generation 
EEPROMs, the M52B13 isspecifiedoverthe full-55° to 
+ 125°C temperature range and has an access time of 
250 ns. The M52B13 is available in a 24 pin cerdip 
package.

IL
IT
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*»>
COLUMN 
ADDRESS 
DECODE

(continued on next page)

Pin Configuration
M52B13/E52B13

E2
MEMORY
ARRAY

A4-101 =>

WRITE/ERASE ENABLE

Pin NamesVOLTAGE 
DETECTION

CONTROL 
LATCHES

i/oo t

1/01 £ 

l/O2 £

GND

ROW 
ADDRESS 
LATCHES

ROW 
ADDRESS 
DECODE

*<a

LATCH ENABLE

LATCH ENABLE

CONTROL

LATCHES

I/O BUFFERS

Ao-Aio ADDRESSES

CE CHIP ENABLE

OE OUTPUT ENABLE

WE WRITE ENABLE

I/Oq-7 DATA INPUT (WRITE OR 
ERASE)

DATA OUTPUT (READ)

L-seeo Technology, Incorporated
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These EEPROMs are ideal for applications that require a 
non-volatile memory with in-system write and erase 
capability. Dynamic reconfiguration (the alteration of 
operating software in real-time) is made possible by this 
device. Applications will be found in military avionics 
systems, programmable character generators, self
calibrating instruments/machines, programmable 
industrial controllers, and an assortment of other sys
tems. Designing the EEPROMs into eight and sixteen bit 
microprocessor systems is also simplified by utilizing 
the fast access time with zero wait states. The addition 
of the latches on all data, address and control inputs 
reduces the overhead on the system controller by elimi
nating the need for the controller to maintain these 
signals. This reduces IC count on the board and 
improves the system performance.

Device Operation

SEEQ’s 52B13 and52B13H have six modes of operation 
(see Table 1) and except for the chip erase mode they 
require only TTL inputs to operate these modes.
To write into a particular location of the 52B13 or 
52B13H, that byte must first be erased. A memory loca
tion is erased by presenting the 52B13 or 52B13H with 
Chip Enable at a TTL low while Output Enable is at TTL 
high, and TTL highs (logical 1's) are being presented to 
all the I/O lines. These levels are latched and the data 
written when write enable is brought to a TTL low level. 
The erase operation requires under 10 ms. A write opera
tion is the same as an erase except true data is presented 
to the I/O lines. The 52B13H performs the same as the 
52B13 except that the device byte erase/byte write 
time has been enhanced to 1 ms.

The 52B13 is compatible to prior generation EEPROMs 
which required a high voltage signal for writing and 
erasing. In the 52B13 there is an internal dual level detec

M52B13/M52B13H
E52B13/E52B13H

tion circuit which allows either a TTL low or 21V signal 
to be applied to WE to execute an erase or write 
operation. The 52B13 specifies no restriction on the 
rising edge of WE
For certain applications, the user may wish to erase the 
entire memory. A chip erase is performed in the same 
manner as a byte erase except that Output Enable is 
between 14Vand22V.AII2K bytes are erased in under 10 
ms.
A characteristic of all EEPROMs is that the total number 
of write and erase cycles is not unlimited. The 52B13 and 
52B13H have been designed for applications requiring 
up to 10,000 write and erase cycles per byte. The write 
and erase cycling characteristic is completely byte inde
pendent. Adjacent bytes are not affected during 
write/erase cycling.
A fter the device is written, data is read by applying a TTL 
high to WE, enabling the chip, and enabling the outputs. 
Data is available, Ice time after Chip Enable is applied or 
Iaa time from the addresses. System power may be 
reduced by placing the 52B13 or 52B13H into a standby 
mode. Raising Chip Enable to a TTL high will reduce the 
power consumption by over 60%.

DiTrace"
SEEQ’s family of EEPROMs incorporate a DiTrace" field. 
The DiTrace" feature is a method for storing production 
flow information to the wafer level in an extra column of 
EEPROM cells. As each major manufacturing operation 
is performed the DiTrace~ field is automatically 
updated to reflect the results of that step. These 
features establish manufacturing operation traceability 
of the packaged device back to the wafer level. Contact 
SEEQ for additional information on these features.

Table 1. Mode Selection (Vcc = SV ± 10%)

PINMode —
CE 
(18)

OE 
(20)

WE 
(21)

I/O
(9-11, 13-17)

Readl’l Vil Vil Vih Dout

Standby!1! Vih Don't Care Vih High Z

Byte Erase l2l Vil Vih Vil Din = Vih

Byte Write!2! Vil Vih Vil Din

Chip Erase I2! Vil VOE Vil Din = Vih

Write/Erase Inhibit Vih Don't Care Don't Care High Z

NOTES:
1. WE may be from Vih to6V in the read and standby mode.
2. We may be at Vil (TTL WE Mode) or from 15 to 21V (High Voltage WE Mode) in the byte erase, byte write, or chip erase mode of 

the 52B13/52B13H.

Technology, Incorporated
MD400007/A 4-8



M52B13/M52B13H
E52B13/E52B13H

Power Up/Down Considerations
SEEQ's “52B" E2 family has internal circuitry to 
minimize false erase or write during system Vcc 
power up or down. This circuitry prevents writing 
or erasing under any one of the following 
conditions:
1. Vcc is less than 3 V.1’1
2. A negative Write Enable transition has not 

occurred when Vcc IS between 3 V and 5 V.

Under the above conditions, the outputs are in a 
high impedance state.

Absolute Maximum Stress Ratings*
Temperature

Storage ..................................... -65°C to +150°C
Under Bias...............................  -65°C to + 135°C

All inputs or Outputs with
Respect to Ground........................ +6V to -0.3V

WE during Writing/Erasing
with Respect to Ground............. +22.5 to -0.3 V

'COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the 
device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation 
of the device at these or any other conditions above those 
indicated in the operational sections of this specification is 
not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating condi
tions for extended periods may affect device reliability

LI
TA

R
Y

■

Recommended Operating Conditions

Vcc Supply Voltage 5 V± 10%

Temperature Range:
M52B13/M52B13H (Case) -55° to+125°C
E52B13/E52B13H (Ambient) -40° to +85°C

NOTE:
1. Characterized. Not tested.

seeo
MD400007/A

Technology, Incorporated
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M52B13/M52B13H
E52B13/E52B13H

Endurance and Data Retention

Symbol Parameter Value Units Condition

N Minimum Endurance 10,000 Cycles/Byte MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1033

Tor Data Retention > 10 Years MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1008

D.C. Operating Characteristics During Read or Write/Erase (Over operating vCc and temperature range.)

Symbol Parameter Min. Nom. Max. Unit Test Conditions
IlN Input Leakage Current 10 mA Vin = Vcc Max.
Io Output Leakage Current 10 mA Vout = Vcc Max.
IWE Write Enable Leakage 

Read Mode 10 mA WE = Vih

TTL W/E Mode 10 mA WE = Vil

High Voltage W/E Mode 1.5 mA WE = 22V, CE = Vil

High Voltage W/E Inhibit Mode 1.5 mA WE = 22V, CE = Vih

Chip Erase — TTL Mode 10 mA WE = Vil

Chip Erase—High Voltage 
Mode 1.5 mA WE = 22V

ICC1 Vcc Standby Current 15 35 mA CE = Vih

ICC2 Vcc Active Current 50 90 mA CE = OE = Vil

Vil Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V

Vih Input High Voltage 2 Vcc + 1 V

VwE WE Read Voltage 2 Vcc + 1 V

WE Write/Erase Voltage 
TTL Mode -0.1 0.8 V
High Voltage Mode 14 22 V

Vol Output Low Voltage 0.45 V Iol = 2.1 mA

Voh Output High Voltage 2.4 V I OH = -400 mA

Voe OE Chip Erase Voltage 14 22 V Ioe = 10 mA

NOTE:
1. Nominal values are for Ta = 25°C and Vcc = 5.0 V.

L-seeo
MD400007/A

Technology, Incorporated
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M52B13/M52B13H
E52B13/E52B13H

A.C. Operating Characteristics During Read

Symbol Parameter

Device 
Number 
Extension

M52B13/ 
M52B13H

E52B13/ 
E52B13H

Units
Test
ConditionsMin. Max. Min. Max.

tAA Address Access Time -250 250 250 ns
-300 300 — ns CE = OE = Vil

-350 - 350 ns

tCE Chip Enable to Data Valid -250 250 250 ns
-300 300 — ns OE = Vil
-350 — 350 ns

tOEl'l Output Enable to Data Valid -250 90 90 ns
CE = Vil-300 90 — — ns

-350 — — 110 ns

tDF'2 Output Enable to High Impedance -250 0 70 0 70 ns
-300 0 70 — — ns CE = Vil
-350 — — 0 80 ns

tOH Output Hold All 0 0 ns CE = OE = Vil

Cin/Cout'3' Input Capacitance All 10 10 pF ViN = 0 V for
Output Capacitance AH I 10 10 pF ClN, VoUT = 0V 

for Cout,
Ta = 25°C

M
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Equivalent A.C. Test Conditions161
Output Load: 1 TTL gate and Cl = 100 pF

Input Rise and Fall Times: < 20ns

Input Pulse Levels: 0.45V to 2.4V

Timing Measurement Reference Level: 
Inputs 1Vand2V
Outputs 0.8V and 2V

READ TIMING

NOTES:
1. OE may be delayed to tAA- tOE after the falling edge of CE without impact on tAA.
2. tDF is specified from OE oor CE, whichever occurs first
3. This parameter is measured only for the initial qualification and after process or design changes which may affect capacitance.
4. After tH, hold time, from WE, the inputs CE, OE, Address and Data are latched and are "Don’t Cares" until tWR, Write Recovery Time, after the trailing 

edge of WE.
5. The Write Recovery Time, twr> is the time after the trailing edge of WE that the latches are open and able to accept the next mode set-up conditions. 

Reference Table 1 (page 2) for mode control conditions.
6. These are equivalent test conditions and actual test conditions are dependent on the tester.

Technology, Incorporated
MD400007/A 4-11



M52B13/M52B13H
E52B13/E52B13H

A.C. Operating Characteristics During Write/Erase (Over the operating Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter Min. Max. Units

ts CE, OE or Address Setup to WE 50 ns

*ds Data Setup to WE 15 ns

tH141 WE to CE, OE, Address or Data Change 50 ns

twp Write Enable (WE> Pulse Width 
Byte Modes — M52B13/E52B13 9

ms
Byte Modes— M52B13H/E52B13H 1

IWR51 WE to Mode change
WE to Start of Next Byte Write Cycle 50 ns

WE to Start of Read Cycle 2 MS

52B13/52B13H High Voltage Write Specifications
Except for the functional differences noted here, the 52B13 and 52B13H operate to the same specifications, 
including the TTL W/E mode.

BYTE ERASE OR BYTE WRITE TIMING

Symbol Function/Parameter

M52B13 
E52B13

M52B13H 
E52B13H

UnitsMin. Max. Min. Max.

twp Write Enable Pulse Width 
Byte Write/Erase 9 20 1 20 ms

Chip Erase 9 20 9 20 ms
VWE WE Write/Erase Voltage 

High Voltage Mode 14 22 14 22 V

Notes: See AC notes

MD4OOOO7/A 4-12



M52B13/M52B13H
E52B13/E52B13H

Chip Erase Specifications
Symbol Parameter Min. Max. Units
ts CE, OE Setup to WE 1 MS

tOEH OE Hold Time 1 MS

twp WE Pulse Width 10 ms
tER Erase Recovery Time 10 MS

Chip Erase Timing

M
IL
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1. Vwe and Vqe can be from 15V to 21V in the high voltage mode for chip erase on 52B13.

Ordering Information

D- CERAMIC DIP
L-LCC

M—55°C to +125°C 
(Military)
E—40°C to +85°C 
(Extended)

2K x 8 EEPROM (Blank) - Standard Write Time 250-250 ns /B- MIL883 CLASS B
H - Fast Write Time 300-300 ns Screened

350-350 ns

L-seeo
MD400007/A

Technology, Incorporated
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M52B33/M52B33H
E52B33/E52B33Hseeo

64K Electrically Erasable PROM
October 1987

Features
■ Full Military and Extended Temperature 

Range
— M52B33/M52B33H: -55° to 125°C
— E52B33/E52B33H: -40° to 85°C

■ 10,000 Write Cycles/Byte Over Temperature
■ Input Latches
■ 5 V ±10% Vcc
■ 1 ms (52B33H) or 9 ms (52B33)

TTL Byte Erase/Byte Write
■ Power Up/Down Protection
■ DiTrace"
■ Fast Read Access Time—250 ns
■ Infinite Number of Read Cycles
■ J EDEC Approved Byte-Wide Memory Pinout

Description
SEEQ's M52B33 and E52B33 are 8192 x 8, 5V elec
trically erasable programmable read only memories 
(EEPROMs) which are specified over the military and 
extended temperature range respectively. They have

input latches on all addresses, data, and control (chip 
and output) lines. In addition, lor applications requiring 
fast byte write time (1 ms), an E52 B33H and M52 B33H 
are available. Data is latched and electrically written 
by a TTL pulse on the Write Enable pin. Once written, 
there is no limit to the number of times data may be 
read. The erasure time is under 10 ms, and each byte 
may be erased and written a minimum of 10,000 times

The E/M52B33 is available in a 28 pin cerdip or 32 
pin leadless chip carrier. The pin configuration is 
to the JEDEC approved byte wide memory pinout 
for these two types of packages. These EEPROMs are 
ideal for applications that require a non-volatile 
memory with in-system write and erase capability. 
Dynamic configuration (the alteration of opening 
software in real-time) is made possible by this 
device. Applications will be found in military avionics 
systems, programmable character generators, self
calibrating instrument/machines, programmable 
industrial controllers, and an assortment of other 

(continued on page 2)
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Pin Configurations
DUAL-IN-LINE 

TOP VIEW

vcc 
WE 
N/C 
A8 
Ag
Aii
OE
A10
CE
I/O, 
I/O. 
I/O. 
I/O4 
I/O,

Pin Names

LEADLESS CHIP CARRIER
BOTTOM VIEW

Ag

A11

NC

OE

Aio

CE

I/O, 
I/O.

A0-A4 ADDRESSES - COLUMN (LOWER ORDER BITS)
A5-A12 ADDRESSES - ROW

CE CHIP ENABLE

OE OUTPUT ENABLE
WE WRITE ENABLE

I/Oo-T DATA INPUT (WRITE OR ERASE), DATA OUTPUT (READ)
cc CHIP CLEAR

N/C NO CONNECT

Technology, Incorporated
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M52B33/M52B33H
E52B33/E52B33H

systems. Designing the EEPROMs into eight and six
teen bit microprocessor systems is also simplified by 
utilizing the fast access time with zero wait states. The 
addition of the latches on all data, address and con
trol inputs reduces the overhead on the system 
controller by eliminating the need for the controller 
to maintain these signals. This reduces IC count on 
the board and improves the system performance.

Device Operation
SEEQ E/M52B33 and E/M52B33H have six modes of 
operation (see Table 1)and require only TTL inputs to 
operate these modes.

To write into a particular location, that byte must 
first be erased. A memory location is erased by hav
ing valid addresses, Chip Enable at a TTL low, 
Output Enable at TTL high, and TTL highs (logical 
1’s) presented to all the I/O lines. Write Enable is 
then brought to a TTL low level to latch all the 
inputs. The erase operation requires under 10 ms. A 
write operation is the same as an erase except true 
data is presented to the I/O lines. The 52B33H per
forms the same as the E/M52B33 except that the byte 
erase/byte write time has been enhanced to 1 ms.
A characteristic of all EE PROMs is that the total number 
of write and erase cycles is not unlimited. The E/M52B33 
is designed for applications requiring up to 10,000 write 
and erase cycles per byte over the temperature range. 
The write and erase cycling characteristics are com
pletely byte independent. Adjacent bytes are not affected 
during write/erase cycling.

After the device is written, data is read by applying a 
TTL high to WE, enabling the chip, and enabling the 
outputs. Data is available, tCE time after Chip Enable 
is applied or tAA time from the addresses. System 
power may be reduced by placing the device into a 
standby mode. Raising Chip Enable to a TTL high 
will reduce the power consumption by over 60%.

DiTrace"
SEEQ’s family of EEPROMs incorporates a DiTrace' 
field. The DiTrace" feature is a method for storing 
production flow information in an extra row of E EPROM 
cells. As each major manufacturing operation is per
formed the DiTrace” field is automatically updated to 
reflect the results of that step. These features establish 
manufacturing operation traceability of the packaged 
device back to the wafer level. Contact SEEQ for 
additional information on these features.

Chip Clear
Certain applications may require all bytes to be 
erased simultaneously. See AC. Operating Characteris
tics for TTL chip erase timing specifications.

Power Up/Down Considerations
SEEQ’s “52B" E2 family has internal circuitry to min
imize false erase or write during system Vcc power 
up or down. This circuitry prevents writing or eras
ing under any one of the following conditions.

1. Vcc is less than 3 V.'11
2. A negative Write Enable transition has not 

occurred when Vcc's between 3 V and 5 V.

Writing will also be prevented if CE or OE are in a 
logical state other than that specified for a byte write 

Mode Selection (Table 1) in the Mode Selection table.

NOTE:
1. Characterized. Not tested.

Mode
Function CE 

(20)
CC 
(1)

OE 
(22)

WE
(27)

I/O 
(11-13,15-19)

Read Vil Vih Vil Vih Dout

Standby Vih Don’t Care Don't Care Don’t Care High Z
Byte Erase Vil Vih Vih Vil Din = Vih

Byte Write Vil Vih Vih Vil Din

Chip Clear Vil Vil Vih Vil Vil or Vih

Write/Erase Inhibit Vih Don't Care Don't Care Don’t Care HighZ

L-eeeo
MD400009/A
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M52 B33/M52 B33 H
E52B33/E52B33H

Absolute Maximum Stress Rating*
Temperature

Storage............................
Under Bias....................

All inputs or Outputs with 
Respect to Ground.......

—65°C to +150°C
—65°C to +135°C

+61/ to —0.3 V

'COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maxi
mum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This 
is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at 
these or any other conditions above those indicated in the opera
tional sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to 
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may 
affect device reliability.

Endurance and Data Retention
Symbol Parameter Value Units Condition

N Minimum Endurance 10,000 Cycles/Byte MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1033

Tdr Data Retention > 10 Years MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1008

Recommended Operating Conditions M
IL
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Vcc Supply Voltage 5 V± 10%
Temperature Range:
M52B33/M52B33H (Case)

-55° to + 125°C

E52B33/E52B33H (Ambient) -40° to + 85°C

DC Operating Characteristics During Read or Erase/Wrlte
(Over the operating Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter Min. Norn.1’1 Max. Unit Test Condition
IlN Input Leakage Current 10 pA Vin = Vcc Max
Io Output Leakage Current 10 mA Vout = Vcc Max
IWE Write Enable Leakage 

Read Mode
W/E Mode

10
10

mA 
mA

WE = Vih
WE = Vil

ICC1 Vcc Standby Current 15 50 mA CE = Vih

ICC2 Vcc Active Current 50 120 mA CE = OE = Vil

Vil Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V

Vih Input High Voltage 2 Vcc+ 1 V

Vol Output Low Voltage 0.45 V Iol = 2.1 mA

Voh Output High Voltage 2.4 V Ioh = -400 mA

NOTE: See next page for notes.

eeeo Technology. Incorporated
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M52B33/M52B33H
E52B33/E52B33H

A.C. Operating Characteristics During Read
(Over the operating Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter

Device 
Number 
Extension

M52B33 
M52B33H

E52833 
E52833H

Unit
Test 
ConditionsMin. Max. Min. Max.

tAA Address Access Time -250
-300

250
300

250
300

ns
ns

CE = OE = Vil

tCE Chip Enable to Data Valid -250
-300

250
300

250
300

ns 
ns

OE = Vil

toe'21 Output Enable to Data Valid -250
-300

90
90

90
90

ns 
ns

CE — Vil

tor'3' Output Enable to High Impedance -250
-300

0
0

70
70

0
0

70
70

ns
ns

CE - Vil

toH Output Hold All 0 0 ns CE — OE — Vil

C|n/
CoutI4’

Input/Output Capacitance All 10 10 pF Vin = 0 V for 
ClN, Vout = 0 V 
for Cout,
Ta = 25° C

Read Cycle Timing

NOTES:
1. Nominal values are for Ta = 25°C and Vcc = 5.0 V.
2. OE may be delayed to tAA — toE after the falling edge of CE without impact on tAA-
3. top is specified from (5e or CE, whichever occurs first.
4. This parameter is measured only for the initial qualification and after process or design changes which may affect capacitance.
5. After tH, hold time, from WE, the inputs CE, OE, CC. Address and Data are latched and are "Don’t Cares” until twR. Write Recovery

Time, after the trailing edge of WE. ___
6. The Write Recovery Time, twR. is the time after the trailing edge of WE that the latches are open and able to accept the next mode 

set-up conditions. Reference Table 1 (page 2) for mode control conditions.
7. These are equivalent test conditions and actual test conditions are dependent on the tester.

seeo Technology, Incorporated
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M52B33/M52B33H
E52B33/E52B33H

A.C. Operating Characteristics During Write/Erase
(Over the operating Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter
Limits

UnitsMin. Max.

ts CE, OE or Address Setup to WE 50 ns

tDS Data Setup to WE 15 ns

tH151 WE to CE, OE, Address or Data Change 50 ns

tWP Write Enable, (WE) Pulse Width 
Byte Modes — M52B33/E52B33 9 ms
Byte Modes — M52B33H 1 ms

twa'61 WE to Mode Change
WE to Next Byte Write/Erase Cycle 50 ns
WE to Start of a Read Cycle 1 MS

Equivalent A.C. Test Conditions171
Output Load: 1 TTL gate and Cl = 100 pF
Input Rise and Fall Times: < 20 ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0.45 V to 2.4 V
Timing Measurement Reference Level:

Inputs 1 V and 2 V
Outputs 0.8 V and 2 V

Byte Erase or Byte Write Cycle Timing

M
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See previous page for notes.

seeo Technology. Incorporated
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M52B33/M52B33H
E52B33/E52B33H

A.C. Operating Characteristics During Chip/Erase (Over the operating Vcc and temperature range)
Symbol Parameter Min. Max. Units
ts CC, CE OE Setup to WE 50 ns
tH'4' WE to CE, OE, CC change 50 ns
twp Write Enable (WE) Pulse Width 

Chip Erase — M52B33/M52B33H 
Chip Erase — E52B33/E52B33H

10 ms

twR'5' WE to Mode change
WE to Start of Next Byte Write Cycle

50 ns

WE to Start of Read Cycle 1 MS

7TL Chip Erase Timing

NOTE: Address, Data are don’t care during Chip Erase.

Ordering Information

seeo Technology, Incorporated
MD400009/A 4-20



Q E/M2816A
Timer E2

16K Electrically Erasable PROMs
October 1987

Features
■ High Endurance Write Cycles

— 2816A: 10,000 Cycles/Byte Minimum
■ On-Chip Timer

— Automatic Erase and Write Time Out
■ All Inputs Latched by Write or Chip Enable
■ 5 V ± 10% Power Supply
■ Power Up/Down Protection Circuitry
■ 250 ns max. Access Time
■ Low Power Operation

— 110 mA max. Active Current
— 40 mA max. Standby Current

■ J EDEC Approved Byte-Wide Pinout
■ Military and Extended Temperature Range 

 55°C to +125°C: M2816A (Military) 
 40°C to +85°C: E2816A (Extended)

Description
SEEQ’s E/M2816A are 5 V only, 2Kx 8 electrically 
erasable programmable read only memories 
(EEPROM). EEPROMs are ideal for applications 
which require non-volatility and in-system data 
modification. The endurance, the minimum number 
of times that a byte maybe written, is 10 thousand 
for the E/M2816A. The E/M2816A’s high endurance 
was accomplished using SEEQ's proprietary 
oxyntride EEPROM process and its innovative “Q 
cell""’ design. The E/M2816A is ideal for systems 
that require frequent updates.

There is an internal timer that automatically times 
out the write time. A separate erase cycle is not 
required and the minimum write enable (WE) pulse 
width needs to be only 150 ns. The on-chip timer, 
along with the inputs being latched by a write or chip 
enable signal edge, frees the microcomputer system 
(continued on next page)
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Block Diagram Pin Configuration

Pin Names
A0-A10 ADDRESSES
CE CHIP ENABLE
OE OUTPUT ENABLE
WE WRITE ENABLE

I/O0-7 DATA INPUT (WRITE OR 
ERASE)
DATA OUTPUT (READ)

—seeo Technology, Incorporated
MD40001 7/A
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E/M2816 A

for other tasks during the write time. The E/M2816’s 
write time is 10 ms. Once a byte is written, it can be 
read in 250 ns. The inputs are TTL for both the byte 
write and read mode.

Device Operation
There are five operational modes (see Table 1) and, 
except for the chip erase model'1, only TTL inputs are 
required. To write into a particular location, a TTL low 
is applied to the write enable (WE) pin of a selected 
(CE low) device. This, combined with output enable 
(OE) being high, initiates a write cycle. During a byte 
write cycle, addresses are latched on the last falling 
edge of CE or WE and data is latched on the first rising 
edge of CE or WE. An internal timer times out the 
required byte write time. An automatic byte erase is 
performed internally in the byte write mode.

Mode Selection (Table i)

X: Any TTL level.

MODE CE OE WE I/O
Read Vil Vil Vih Dout

Standby Vih X X High Z

Byte Write Vil Vih Vil Din

Write X Vil X High Z/Dout
Inhibit X X Vih High Z/Dout

Power Up/Down Considerations
The E/M2816A has internal circuitry to minimize a 
false write during system VCc power up or down. This 
circuitry prevents writing under any one of the follow
ing conditions.
1. V'cc is less than 3 V.'2'
2. A negative Write Enable (WE) transition has not 

occurred when Vcc's between 3 V and 5 V.

Writing will also be prevented if CE or OE are in a 
logical state other than that specified for a byte write in 
the Mode Selection table.

Absolute Maximum Stress Ratings*
Temperature

Storage................................... —65°C to +150°C
Under Bias............................. —65°C to +135°C

All Inputs or Outputs with
Respect to Ground..................... +6V to —0.3 V

‘COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maxi
mum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is 
a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these 
or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational 
sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device 
reliability.

Recommended Operating Conditions
M2816A E2816A

Temperature Range (Case) -55°C to 125°C (Ambient) -40°C to 85’C
Vcc Supply Voltage 5 V± 10% 5V± 10%

Endurance and Data Retention

NOTES:
1. Chip Erase is an optional mode.
2. Characterized. Not tested.

Condition Symbol Parameter Value Units

N Minimum Endurance 10,000 Cycles/Byte MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1033

Tdr Data Retention > 10 Years MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1008

seeo
MD400017/A

Technology. Incorporated
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E/M2816A
DC Operating Characteristics (Over the operating \JCC and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter
Limits

Units Test ConditionMin. Max.

Ice Active Vcc Current 125 mA CE = OE = Vil; All I/O Open;
Other Inputs = 5.5 V

ISB Standby Vcc Current 40 mA CE = Vih, OE = Vil; All I/O's 
Open; Other Inputs = 5.5 V

I LI Input Leakage Current 10 mA Vin = 5.5 V
Ilo Output Leakage Current 10 mA Vout = 5.5 V
Vil Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V

Vih Input High Voltage 2.0 6 V

Vol Output Low Voltage 0.4 V Iol = 2.1 mA
Voh Output High Voltage 2.4 V I OH = -400 A

AC Characteristics
Read Operation (Over the operating Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Units

E/M2816A-250 E/M2816A-350

Min. Max. Min. Max.

*RC Read Cycle Time 250 350 ns
*CE Chip Enable Access Time 250 350 ns
*AA Address Access Time 250 350 ns
*OE Output Enable Access Time 90 100 ns
*LZ CE to Output in Low Z 10 10 ns
«HZ CEto Output in High Z 100 100 ns
*OLZ OE to Output in Low Z 50 50 ns

toHZ OE to Output in High Z 100 100 ns
toH'” Output Hold from Address Change 20 20 ns
tpu111 CE to Power-up Time 0 0 ns
tpD|1] CE to Power Down Time 50 50 ns

M
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Capacitance121 ta=25°c, t=i mhz

Symbol Parameter Max Conditions
C|N Input Capacitance 6 pF Vin = 0 V
COUT Data (I/O) Capacitance 10 pF Vi/o = 0 V

E.S.D. Characteristics

Equivalent A.C. Test Conditions
Output Load: 1 TTL gate and Cl = 100 pF
Input Rise and Fall Times: <20 ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0.45 I/ to 2.4 V
Timing Measurement Reference Level:

Inputs 1 V and 2 V
Outputs 0.8 V and 2 V

NOTES:
1. Characterized. Not tested.
2. This parameter measured only for the initial qualification and after process or design changes which may affect capacitance.

Symbol Parameter Value Test Conditions

VzAP1’1 E.S.D. Tolerance >2000 V MIL-STD 883
Test Method 3015

seeo
MD400017/A

Technology, Incorporated
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E/M2816 A

Read Cycle Timing

AC Characteristics
Write Operation (Over the operating vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Units

E/M2816A-250 E/M2816A-350

Min. Max. Min. Max.

<wc Write Cycle Time 10 10 ms

Us Address Set Up Time 10 10 ns

'ah Address Hold Time 50 70 ns

tcs Write Set Up Time 0 0 ns

*CH Write Hold Time 0 0 ns

<cw CE to End of Write Input 150 150 ns

*OES OE Set Up Time 10 10 ns

*OEH OE Hold Time 10 10 ns

twpl’l WE Write Pulse Width 150 150 ns

1dl Data Latch Time 50 50 ns

^DVl2) Data Valid Time 1 1 Ms

<DS Data Set Up Time 50 50 ns

*DH Data Hold Time 0 0 ns

Notes:
1. WE is noise protected. Less than a 20 ns write pulse will not activate a write cycle.
2. Data must be valid within 1 maximum after the initiation of a write cycle.

seeo
MD400017/A
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E/M2816A
TTL Byte Write Cycle
WE CONTROLLED WRITE CYCLE CE CONTROLLED WRITE CYCLE

ADDRESS

CE

OE

WE

DATA IN

•cs

I
w_

1
7

>

7
1 \

DATA IN I
* -1
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Ordering Information

D M 2816A-250 /B

PACKAGE 
TYPE

TEMPERATURE 
RANGE

PART TYPE ACCESS TIME SCREENING OPTION

D-CERAMIC DIP M-—55°C to+125°C 
(Military)

E - —40°C to +85°C 
(Extended)

2Kx8 EEPROM 250-250 ns
350-350 ns

/B - MIL 883 CLASS B
Screened

MD40001 7/A
1—seeo Technology, Incorporated
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seeo E/M2817A
Timer E2

16K Electrically Erasable PROMs
February 1987

Features
■ Military and Temperature Range

• -55° C to +125°C: M281 7A (Military)
• —40°C to +85° C: E2817A (Extended)

■ Read/Busy Pin
■ High Endurance, 10,000 Byte Write Cycles 

Minimum
■ On-Chip Timer

• Automatic Byte Erase Before Byte Write
■ 5 V ± 10% Power Supply
■ Power Up/Down Protection Circuitry
■ 250 ns max. Access Time
■ Low Power Operation

• 110 mA Active Current
• 40 mA Standby Current

■ J EDEC Approved Byte-Wide Pinout

Description
SEEQ’s M2817A is a 5 V only, 2Kx 8 electrically 
erasable programmable read only memory 
(EEPROM). It is packaged in a 28 pin package and 
has a ready/busy pin. This EEPROM is ideal for 
applications which require non-volatility and in- 
system data modification. The endurance, the 
minimum number of times which a byte may be 
written, is 10 thousand cycles.

The M2817A has an internal timer that automatically 
times out the write time. The on-chip timer, along 
with the input latches, frees the microcomputer sys
tem forothertasks during the write time. The 2817A’s 
write cycle time is 10 ms over the military temperature

Pin Configuration M
IL
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Block Diagram
INDEX 
CORNER

DUAL-IN-LINE 
TOP VIEW

LEADLESS CHIP CARRIER 
BOTTOM VIEW

LATCH ENABLE

Pin Namest HASt

OE

R0Y/BU5*

COLUMN 
ADDRESS 
LATCHES =0> COLUMN ■

ADDRESS ■ 
DECODE ■

ROW 
AODRESS 
LATCHES

ROW ■
ADDRESS ■ 
DECODE ■“

RDY/BUSY d 21 Vcc
27 WE A,
2t> J NC

L 24 J A*
s 5 A, NC

I. 23 5 NC NC
(. 22 5 oe OF J
t. 21 J A,o

I. 20 5ce Aio
10 19 J l/o, 5e

(. it J I/O,

(. 5 I/O, I/O,

(. it J I/O. I/O.

I. 15 J l/o.

EDGE 
DETECTION CRT 

AND LATCHES

LATCH ENABLE

CONTROL 
LATCHES

CONTROL
LOGIC

OATA 
LATCHES

I O BUFFERS

Ao-4 ADDRESSES — COLUMN (LOWER ORDER BITS)

As-10 ADDRESSES — ROW

CE CHIP ENABLE

OE OUTPUT ENABLE

WE WRITE ENABLE

l/Oo-z DATA INPUT (WRITE OR ERASE). DATA OUTPUT 
(READ)

RDY/BUSY DEVICE READY/BUSY

N/C NO CONNECT

MD400015/A
seeo Technology. Incorporated
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E/M2817A

range. An automatic byte erase is performed before a 
byte operation is started. Once a byte has been 
written, the ready/busy pin signals the microprocessor 
that it is available for another write or a read cycle. 
All inputs are TTL for both the byte write and read 
mode. Data retention is specified for ten years.

Device Operation
There are five operational modes (see Table 1) and, 
except for the chip erase mode,1’1 only TTL inputs are 
required. To write into a particular location, a TTL 
low is applied to the write enable (WE) pin of a 
selected fCE low) device. This, combined with output 
enable (OE) being high, initiates a write cycle. During 
a byte write cycle, addresses are latched on either 
the falling edge of CE or WE, whichever one occurred 
last. Data is latched on the rising edge of CE or WE, 
whichever one occured first. The byte is automatically 
erased before data is written. White the write opera
tion is in progress, the RDY/BUSY output is at a TTL 
low. An internal timer times out the required byte 
write time and at the end of this time, the device 
signals the RDY/BUSY pin to a TTL high. The RDY/ 
BUSY pin is an open drain output and a typical 3K Q 
pull-up resistor to Vcc is required. The pull-up resistor 
value is dependent on the number of OR-tied 2817A 
RDY/BUSY pins.

Mode Selection (Table i>

Power Up/Down Considerations
The M2817A has internal circuitry to minimize a false 
write during system Vcc power up or down. This 
circuitry prevents writing under any one of the follow
ing conditions.
1. Vcc is less than 3 V.121

2. A negative Write Enable (WE) transition has not 
occurred with Vpc is between 3 V and 5 V.

Writing will also be prevented if CE or OE are in 
TTL logical states other than that specified for a 
byte write in the Mode Selection table.

Absolute Maximum Stress Ratings*
Temperature

Storage................................... —65°C to +150°C
Under Bias............................. —10°C to +735°C

All Inputs or Outputs with
Respect to Ground ........................ +6V to —0.3V

‘COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under “Absolute Maxi
mum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This 
is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at 
these or any other conditions above those indicated in the 
operational sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure 
to absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may 
affect device reliability.

X: Any TTL Level.

Mode/Pin CE OE WE I/O RDY/BUSY
Read VlL VlL VlH Dout High Z
Standby VlH X X High Z HighZ
Byte Write VlL VlH VlL Din Vol

Write X VlL X High Z/Dout High Z
Inhibit X X VlH High Z/Dout High Z

Recommended Operating Conditions
M2817A-300
M2817A-250

E 2817A-300
E 2817A-250

Vcc Power Supply 5V± 10% 5 V± 10%
Temperature Range (Case) -55°C to +125°C (Ambient) —40°C to +85°C

Endurance and Data Retention

NOTES:
1. Chip Erase is an optional mode.
2. Characterized. Not tested.

Symbol Parameter Value Units Condition

N Minimum Endurance 10,000 Cycles/Byte MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1033

Tor Data Retention > 10 Years MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1008

seeo Technology, Incorporated
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E/M2817A

D.C. Operating Characteristics (Over the operating Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Units Test ConditionMin. Max.
Icc Active Vcc Current 

(Includes Write Operation)
110 mA CE = OE = Vil; All I/O Open; 

Other Inputs = 5.5 V
ISB Standby Vcc Current 40 mA CE = Vih, OE = Vil; All I/O 

Open; Other Inputs = 5.5 V
I LI Input Leakage Current 10 mA Vin = 5.5 V
Ilo Output Leakage Current 10 mA Vout = 5.5 V
Vil Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V
Vih Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc + 1 V
Vol Output Low Voltage 0.4 V lOL = 2.1 mA
Voh Output High Voltage 2.4 V Iqh = -400 pA

A.C. Characteristics
Read Operation (Over the operating Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Units Test Conditions
E/M2817A-250 E/M2817A-300

Min. Max. Min. Max.
tRC Read Cycle Time 250 300 ns CE = OE = ViL
tCE Chip Enable Access Time 250 300 ns OE = Vil

tAA Address Access Time 250 300 ns CE = OE = Vil

tOE Output Enable Access Time 90 100 ns CE = Vil

tDF Output Enable High to Output 
Not being Driven

0 60 0 60 ns CE = Vil

tOH Output Hold from Address Change, Chip 
Enable, or Output Enable whichever occurs 
first

0 0 ns CE = OE = Vil
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Capacitance111 ta=25°c, t=i mhz

Symbol Parameter Max Conditions
C|N Input Capacitance 6 pF ViN = 0 V
COUT Data (I/O) Capacitance 10 pF Vi/o = 0 V

A.C. Test Conditions
Output Load: 1 TTL gate and Cl = 100 pF
Input Rise and Fall Times: <20 ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0.45 V to 2.4 V
Timing Measurement Reference Level:

Inputs 1 V and 2 V
Outputs 0.8 V and 2 V

E.S.D. Characteristics
Symbol Parameter Value Test Conditions

VzAp'2' E.S.D. Tolerance >2000 V
MIL-STD 883 
Test Method 3015

AC Characteristics
Write Operation (Over the operating Vccand temperature range)

Symbol Parameter

Limits
E/M2817A-250 E/M2817A-300

Mln. Max. Mln. Max. Units

tAS Address to Write Set Up Time 10 10 ns

tcs CE to Write Set Up Time 10 10 ns

twpl3l WE Write Pulse Width 150 150 ns

t*H Address Hold Time 50 50 ns

tDS Data Set Up Time 50 50 ns

tDH Data Hold Time 0 0 ns

tCH CE Hold Time 0 0 ns

toes OE Set Up Time 10 10 ns

tOEH OE Hold Time 10 10 ns

tDL Data Latch Time 50 50 ns

toV^ Data Valid Time 1 1 MS

tDB Time to Device Busy 200 200 ns

twR Write Recovery Time 
Before Read Cycle

10 10 MS

twc Byte Write Time 10 10 ms

NOTES:
1. This parameter is measured only for the initial qualification and after process or design changes which may affect capacitance.
2. Characterized. Not tested.
3. WE is noise protected. Less than a 20 ns write pulse will not activate a write cycle.
4. Data must be valid within 1 ms maximum after the initiation of a write cycle.

— seeo
MD400015/A

Technology. Incorporated
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Write Cycle Timing
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Ordering Information

D M 2817A - 250 /B

_____ T ' T T

I
PACKAGE TEMPERATURE PART TYPE ACCESS TIME SCREENING OPTION
TYPE RANGE

D- Ceramic Dip M—55°C to +125°C 2Kx8 EEPROM 250-250 ns /B- MIL883 CLASS B
L-LCC (Military) 300 - 300 ns Screened

E—40°C to +85°C
(Extended)

seeo
MD400015/A

Technology, Incorporated
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M2864/M2864H
E2864/E2864H

Timer E2
64K Electrically Erasable ROMs

October 1987

seeo
Features
■ 64 K EEPROM

— Military Temperature M2864
— Extended Temperature E2864

■ Ready/Busy Pin
■ High Endurance Write Cycles

— 10,000 Cycles/Byte Minimum
■ On-Chip Timer

— Automatic Byte Erase Before Byte Write
— 2 ms Byte Write (M2864H)

■ 5 V± 10% Power Supply
■ Power Up/Down Protection Circuitry
■ 250 ns max. Access Time
Description
SEEQ’s M2864 is a 5 V only, 8K x 8 NMOS electrically 
erasable programmable read onlymemory(E EPROM). It 
is packaged in a 28 pin package and has a ready/busy 
pin. This EE PROM is ideal forapplications which require 
non-volatility and in-system data modification. The 
endurance, the number of times which a byte may be 
written, is a minimum of 10 thousand cycles.

The EE PROM has an internal timer that automatically 
times out the write time. The on-chip timer, along 
with the input latches, frees the microcomputer 
system for other tasks during the write time. The 
standard byte write cycle time is 10 ms. For systems 
requiring faster byte write, an M2864H is specified 
at 2 ms. An automatic byte erase is performed 
before a byte operation is started. Once a byte has 
been written, the ready/busy pin signals the microproc
essor that it is available for another write or a read 
cycle. All inputs are TTL for both the byte write and 
read mode. Data retention is specified for ten years. 

These two timer EEPROMs are ideal for systems with 
limited board area. For systems where cost is impor
tant, SEEQ has a latch only “52B" family at 16K and 
64K bit densities. All “52B" family inputs, except for 
write enable, are latched by the falling edge of the 
write enable signal.
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Pin Configuration

Block Diagram

WE

RDY/BUSY r

INDEX 
CORNER

DUAL-IN-LINE 
TOP VIEW

LEADLESS CHIP CARRIER 
BOTTOM VIEW

LATCH ENABLE

Pin NamesERASE
DETECTION CRT 
AND LATCHES

INPUT 
DATA 

LATCHES

rdy/6U5y

COLUMN 
ADDRESS 
LATCHES

COLUMN ■
ADDRESS 1 
DECODE ■

ROW 
ADDRESS 
LATCHES => ROW ■

ADDRESS I 
DECODE ■“

LATCH ENABLE

CONTROL 
LATCHES

CONTROL 
LOGIC

O BUFFERS

Ao-4 ADDRESSES — COLUMN (LOWER ORDER BITS)

As-12 ADDRESSES - ROW
CE CHIP ENABLE

OE OUTPUT ENABLE

WE WRITE ENABLE

I/O DATA INPUT (WRITE OR ERASE). DATA OUTPUT 
(READ)

RDY/BUSY DEVICE READY/BUSY

N/C NO CONNECT

seeo Technology. Incorporated
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E2864/E2864H

Device Operation
There are five operational modes (see Table 1) and, 
except for the chip erase mode, only TTL inputs are 
required. To write into a particular location, a 150 ns 
TTL pulse is applied to the write enable (WE) pin of 
a selected (CE low) device. This, combined with 
output enable (OE) being high, initiates a 10 ms 
write cycle. During a byte write cycle, addresses are 
latched on either the falling edge of CE or WE, 
whichever one occurred last. Data is latched on the 
rising edge of CE or WE. whichever one occurred 
first. The byte is automatically erased before data is 
written. While the write operation is in progress, the 
RDY/BUSY output is at a TTL low. An internal timer 
times out the required byte write time and at the end 
of this time, the device signals the RDY/BUSY pin to 
a TTL high. The RDY/BUSY pin is an open drain 
output and a typical 3K (1 pull-up resistor to Vcc is 
required. The pull-up resistor value is dependent on 
the number of OR-tied RDY/BUSY pins. If RDY/BUSY is 
not used it can be left unconnected.

Mode Selection (Table n

‘Pin 1 has an open drain output and requires an external 3K 
resistor to Vcc- The resistor value is dependent on the number of 
OR-tied RDY/BUSY pins.

Mode/Pin CE 
(20)

OE 
(22)

WE 
(27)

I/O
(11-13,15-19)

rdy/ 
BUSY 
(D*

Read V|L Vil Vih Dout High Z

Standby Vih X X High Z High Z

Byte Write Vil Vih Vil Din Vol

Write X Vil X High Z/Dout High Z
Inhibit X X Vih High Z/Dqut High Z

Chip Erase
Certain applications may require all bytes to be 
erased simultaneously. This feature is optional and 
the timing specifications are available from SEEQ.

Power Up/Down Considerations
The M2864 has internal circuitry to minimize a false 
write during system Vcc power up or down. This 
circuitry prevents writing under any one of the 
following conditions.
1. VccIS /ess than 3 V.111
2. A negative Write Enable (WE) transition has not 

occurred when Vcc's between 3 V and 5 V.

Writing will also be prevented if CE or OE are in TTL 
logical slates other than that specified for a byte 
write in the Mode Selection table.

Absolute Maximum Stress Ratings"
Temperature

Storage ............................................... -65° C to + 150°C
Under Bias ...................................... -65° C to +135°C

All Inputs or Outputs with
Respect to Ground.................................. +6 Vto -0.3 V

‘COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maxi
mum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This 
is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at 
these or any other conditions above those indicated in the opera
tional sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to 
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may 
affect device reliability.

Recommended Operating Conditions
M2864

M2864H
E2864 

E2864H

Vcc Supply Voltage 5 V± 10% 5 V ± 10%

Temperature Range (Case) —55°C to+125°C (Ambient) —40°C to +85°C

Endurance and Data Retention

NOTE: 1 - Characterized. Not tested.

Symbol Parameter Value Units Condition
N Minimum Endurance 10,000 Cycles/Byte MIL-STD 883 Test 

Method 1033

Tor Data Retention >10 Years MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1008

MD400003/A



M2864/M2864H
E2864/E2864H

DC Operating Characteristics (Over the operating Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter
Limits

Units Test ConditionMln. Max.

Ice Active Vcc Current 
(Includes Write Operation) 120

mA CE = OE = Vil; All I/O Open; 
Other Inputs = Vcc Max.

I SB Standby Vcc Current
50

mA CE = Vih, OE = Vil; All I/O Open; 
Other Inputs = Vcc Max.

ILI Input Leakage Current 10 mA Vin = Vcc Max.
Ilo Output Leakage Current 10 mA Vout = Vcc Max.
Vil Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V

Vih Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc + 1 V

Vol Output Low Voltage 0.4 V Iol = 2.1 mA
Voh Output High Voltage 2.4 V Ioh = -400 mA

AC Characteristics Read Operation (Over the operating Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Units Test Conditions

E/M2864H-250 
E/M2864-250

E/M2884H-300 
E/M2864-300 M2884-350

Mln. Max. Mln. Max. Mln. Max.

tRC Read Cycle Time 250 300 350 ns CE = OE = Vil

tCE Chip Enable Access Time 250 300 350 ns OE = Vil

tAA Address Access Time 250 300 350 ns CE = OE = Vil

tOE Output Enable Access Time 90 100 100 ns CE = Vil

tDF Output Enable High to Output Not 
being Driven

0 60 0 60 0 80 ns CE = Vil

tOH Output Hold from Address Change, Chip 
Enable, or Output Enable whichever occurs 
first

0 0 0 ns CE or OE = Vil
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1. OE MAY BE DELAYED TO t^- t0E AFTER THE FALLING EDGE OF CE WITHOUT IMPACT ON Iaa
2. tDF IS SPECIFIED FROM OE OR CE, WHICHEVER OCCURS FIRST seeo Technology, Incorporated
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Capacitance Ta1"=25°C; t = 1 mhz

Symbol Parameter Max. Conditions
ClN Input Capacitance 6 pF Vin = 0 V
Cout Data (I/O) Cap. 10 pF Vi/o = o v

M2864/M2864H
E2864/E2864H

AC Test Conditions
Output Load: 1 TTL gate and Cl = 100 pF
Input Rise and Fall Times: <20 ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0.45 V to 2.4 1/
Timing Measurement Reference Level:

Inputs 1 V and 2 V
Outputs 0.8 V and 2 V

E.S.D. Characteristics141
Symbol Parameter Value Test Conditions

Vzap
E.S.D. 
Tolerance >2000 V MIL-STD 883 

Test Method 3015

AC Characteristics
Write Operation (Over operating temperature and Vcc range)

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Units

E/M2864H-250 
E/M2864-250

E/M2864H-300 
E/M2864-300

E/M2864H-350 
E/M2864-350

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

twc Write Cycle Time/Byte 
Standard Family Only

10 10 10 ms

“H” Family Only 2 2 - ms

tAS Address to WE Set Up Time 10 10 10 ns

tcs CE to Write Set Up Time 0 0 0 ns
tWPl2l WE Write Pulse Width 150 150 150 ns

tAH Address Hold Time 50 50 70 ns

tDS Data Set Up Time 50 50 50 ns

tDH Data Hold Time 20 20 20 ns

tCH CE Hold Time 0 0 0 ns

tOES OE Set Up Time 10 10 10 ns

toEH OE Hold Time 10 10 10 ns

tDL Data Latch Time 50 50 50 ns

tov® Data Valid Time 1 1 1 MS

tDB Time to Device Busy 200 200 200 ns

twR Write Recovery Time 
Before Read Cycle

10 10 10 MS

Notes:
1. This parameter is measured only for the initial qualification and after process or design changes which may affect capacitance.
2. WE is noise protected. Less than a 20 ns write pulse will not activate a write cycle.
3. Data must be valid within 1 p.s maximum after the initiation of a write cycle.
4. Characterized. Not tested.

Technology, Incorporated
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M2864/M2864H
E2864/E2864HWrite Cycle Timing

Ordering Information
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2864 H- 250 /B

D=CERAMIC DIP 
L- LCC

M - —55°C to+1 25°C 
(Military) 

E--40°C to +85°C 
(Extended)

(Blank) - Standard Write Time 
H-Fast Write Time

250-250 ns 
300 - 300 ns 
350-350 ns

seeo Technology, Incorporated
MD400003/A 4-37
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GeeQ E/M28C64
Timer E

64 K Electrically Erasable PROM
PRELIMINARY DATA SHEET October 1987

Features
■ Military and Extended Temperature Range

• —55°C to +12S°C Operation (Military)
• —4O°C to +85°C Operation (Extended)

■ CMOS Technology
■ Low Power

• 60 mA Active
• 250 pA Standby

■ Page Write Mode
• 64 Byte Page
•160 us Average Byte Write Time

■ Byte Write Mode
■ Write Cycle Completion Indication

• DATA Polling
■ On Chip Timer

• Automatic Erase Before Write
■ High Endurance

• 10,000 Cycles/Byte Minimum
• 10 Year Data Retention

■ Power Up/Down Protection Circuitry
■ 250 ns Maximum Access Time
■ JEDEC Approved Byte Wide Pinout

Description
SEEQ’s E/M 28C64 is a CMOS 5Vonly, 8Kx8 Elec
trically Erasable Programmable Read Only 
Memory (EEPROM). It is manufactured using 
SEEQ’s advanced 1.25 micron CMOS Process 
and is a vailable in both a 28 pin Cerdip package as 
well as a Leadless Chip Carrier (LCC). The 
E/M28C64 is ideal for applications which require 
low power consumption non-volatilityandin system 
reprogramability. The endurance, the number of 
times a byte can be written, is specified at 10,000 
cycles per byte and is typically 1,000,000 cycles 
per byte. The extraordinary high endurance was 
accomplished using SEEQ’s proprietary oxy
nitride EEPROM process and it’s innovative “Q- 
Cell" design. System reliability, in all applications, 
is higher because of the low failure rate of the Q- 
Cell.
The E/M28C64 has an internal timer which 
automatically times out the write time. The on- 
chip timer, along with input latches free the micro-
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Pin Configuration
LEADLESS CHIP CARRIER

BOTTOM VIEW
INDEX

□ O 5 kZ Z < <

O o z z O O 
- - o - -

Pin Names

DUAL-IN-LINE 
TOP VIEW

CORNER
NC ;
Au 2

28

27

L) VcC

J WE
A>C 26 5 NC

I 
L A. *.Q 25 ■1

A A.q 5 24 ■1 A,
L **4 A.t 6 23 J An

Aj A.(. 7 22 J| OE

I
A.t 8 21 ■1 A,o

Ai A, t 9 20 CE
A»i 10 19 J l/o7

■ Ao I/O. £ IS J I/O.
NC I/O, £ » 17 J l/o.
I/O. i/o, c 16 J I/O.

GND (, 14 15 J I/O,

Ao-s ADDRESSES—COLUMN

A.-A,, ADDRESSES—ROW

CE CHIP ENABLE

OE OUTPUT ENABLE

WE WRITE ENABLE

I/O0-7 DATA INPUT (WRITE)/DATA 
OUTPUT (READ)

NC NO CONNECTION

©eeo Technology, Incorporated
MD400001/B
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processor for other tasks while the part is busy 
writing. The E/M28C64’s write cycle time is 10 ms. 
Anautomatic erase is performed before a write. The 
DATA polling feature of the E/M28C64 can be 
used to determine the end of a write cycle. Once 
the write cycle has been completed, data can be 
read in a maximum of 250 ns. Data retention is 
specified for 10 years.

Device Operation

Operational Modes
There are five operational modes (see Table 1) 
and, except for the chip erase mode, only TTL 
inputs are required. A Write can only be initiated 
under the conditions shown. Any other conditions 
for CE, OE, and WE will inhibit writing and the I/O 
lines will either be in a high impedance state or 
have data, depending on the state of aforemen
tioned three input lines.

Mode Selection

X: Any TTL level 
Vh: High Voltage

MODE CE OE WE I/O
Read Vil Vil Vih □ out

Standby Vih X X HI Z
Write Vil Vih Vil Din

Write X Vil X HI Z/Dout
Inhibit X X Vih HI Z/Dout

Chip Erase Vil Vh Vil X

Writes
To write into a particular location, the address must 
be valid and a TTL low applied to the Write Enable 
(WE) pin of a selected (CE low) device. This com
bined with Output Enable (OE) being high, 
initiates a write cycle. During write cycle, all inputs 
except data are latched on the falling edge of WE 
orCE, whicheveroccurredlast. Writeenable needs 
to be at a TTL low only for the specified tWP time. 
Data is latched on the rising edge of WE or CE, 
whichever occurred first. An automatic erase is 
perfomed before data is written.

Write Cycle Control Pins
For system design simplification, the E/M28C64 is 
designed such that either the CE or WE pin can be 
used to initiate a write cycle. The device uses the 
latest high-to-low transition of either CE or WE 
signal to latch addresses and the earliest low-to- 
high transition to latch the data. Address and OE 
setup_and hold are with respect to the later of CE 
or WE; data setup and hold is with respect to the 
earlier of WE or CE.

To simplify the following discussion, the WE pin is 
used as the write cycle control pin throughout the 
rest of this data sheet. Timing diagrams of both 
write cycles are included in the AC Character
istics.

Reads
A read is accomplished by presenting the address 
of the desired byte tojhe address inputs. Once the 
address is stable, CE is brought to a TTL low in 
order to enable the chip. The WE pin must be at a 
TTL high during the entire read cycle. The output 
drivers are made active by bringing Output Enable 
(OE) to a TTL low. During read, the address, CE, 
OE, and I/O latches are transparent.

Technology, Incorporated
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Write Mode
One to 64 bytes of data can be randomly loaded 
into the page. The part latches row addresses, 
A6-A12, during the first byte write. These addresses 
are latched on the falling edge of the WE signal 
and are ignored after that until the end of the write 
cycle. This will eliminate any false write into another 
page if different row addresses are applied and 
the page boundary is crossed.

The column addresses, A0-A5, which are used to 
select different locations of the page, are latched 
every time a new write initiated. These addresses 
and the OE^state (high) are latched on the falling 
edge of WE signal. For proper write initiation and 
latching, the WEpin has to stay low for a minirnum 
of tWp ns. Data is latched on the rising edge of WE, 
allowing easy microprocessor interface.

Upon a low to high WE transition, the E/M28C64 
latches data and starts the internalpage load timer. 
The timer is reset on the falling edge of the WE 
signal if another write is initiated before the timer 
has timed out. The timer stays reset while the WE 
pin is kept low. If no additional write cycles have 
been initiated within tBLc after the last WE low to 
high transition, the part terminates the page load 
cycle and starts the internal write. During this time 
which takes a maximum of 10 ms, the device 
ignores any additional write attempts. The part 
can be read to determine the end of write cycle 
(DATA polling).

Extended Page Load
In order to take advantage of the page mode’s fas
ter average byte write time, data must be loaded at 
the page load cycle time(tBLc). Since some applica
tions may not be able to sustain transfers at this 
minimum rate, the E/M28C64 permits an extended 
page load cycle. To do this, the write cycle must be 
“stretched" by maintaining WE low, assuming a 
write enable-controlled cycle, and leaving all other 
control inputs (CE OE) in the proper page load 
cycle state. Since 1/ie page load timer is reset on 
the falling edge of WE, keeping this signal low will 
not start the page load timer. When WE returns 
high, the input data is latched and the page load 
cycle timer begins. In CE controlled write the same 
is true, with CE holding the timer reset instead 
of WE.

DATA Polling
The E/M28C64 has a maximum write cycle time of 
10 ms. Typically though, a write will be completed 
in less than the specified maximum cycle time. 
DATA polling is a method of minimizing write times 
by determining the actual endpoint of a write cycle. 
If a read is performed to any address while the 
E/M28C64 is still writing, the device will present 
the ones-complement of the last byte written. 
When the E/M28C64 has completed its write 
cycle, a read from the last address written will 
result in valid data. Thus, software can simply read 
from the part until the last data byte written is read 
correctly.

A DATA polling read can occur immediately after a 
byte is loaded into a page, prior to the initiation of 
the internal write cycle. DATA polling attempted 
during the middle of a page load cycle will present 
a ones-complement of the most recent data byte 
loaded into the page. Timing for a DATA polling 
read is the same as a normal read.
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Chip Erase
Certain applications may require all bytes to be 
erased simultaneously. This feature, which 
requires high voltage, is optional and timing 
specifications are available from SEEQ.

Power Up/Down Considerations
There is internal circuitry to minimize a false write 
during power up or powerdown. Thiscircuitry pre
vents writing under any one of the following 
conditions:

1. Vcc is less than VW1V
2. A high to low Write Enable (WE) transition has 

not occurred when the Vcc supply is between 
Vw/V and VCc with CE low and OE high.

Writing will also be inhibited when WE, CE, or OE 
are in TTL logical states other than that specified 
for a write in the Mode Selection table.

— seeo Technology. Incorporated
MD400001/B
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Absolute Maximum Stress Range*
Temperature

Storage..................................... —65°C to +150°C
Under Bias............................. -65°C to +135°C

All Input or Output Voltages
with Respect to Ground............ +6 V to —0.3 V

★COMMENT: Stresses beyond those listed under “Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the 
device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of 
the device at these or any other conditions beyond those 
indicated in the operational sections of this specification is 
not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating conditions 
for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Recommended Operating Conditions
M28C64 E28C64

Temperature Range (Case) —55°C to+125°C (Ambient) —40°C to +85°C

Vcc Power Supply 5V± 10% 5V± 10%

Endurance and Data Retention
Symbol Parameter Value Units Condition
N Minimum Endurance 10,000 Cycles/Byte MIL-STD 883 Test

Method 1033

Tdr Data Retention >10 Years MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1008

DC Characteristics (Over operating temperature and Vcc range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Units Test ConditionMin. Max.

Ice Active Vcc Current 60 mA CE = OE = Vil; All I/O Open; 
Other Inputs = Vcc Max.;
Max read or write cycle time

ISB1 Standby Vcc Current 
(TTL Inputs)

2 mA CE = Vih, OE = Vil; All I/O Open; 
Other Inputs = ANY TTL LEVEL

ISB2 Standby Vcc Current 
(CMOS Inputs)

250 mA CE = Vcc -0.3
Other inputs = Vil to Vih
All I/O Open

IilI21 Input Leakage Current 10 Vin = Vcc Max.

lOL Output Leakage Current 10 mA Vout = Vcc Max.

Vil Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V

Vih Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc + 0.3 V

Vol Output Low Voltage 0.45 V Iol = 2.1 mA

Voh Output High Voltage 2.4 V Ioh = —400 gA

VwiOl Write Inhibit Voltage 3.8 V

Notes:
1. Characterized. Not tested.
2. Inputs only. Does not include I/O.

Technology. Incorporated
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AC Test Conditions
Output Load: 1 TTL gate and CL= 100 pF
Input Rise and Fall Times: <20 ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0.45 V to 2.4 V
Timing Measurement Reference Level:

Inputs 1 V and 2 V
Outputs 0.8 V and 2 V

E.S.D. Characteristics
Symbol Parameter Value Test Conditions

VZAP* 21 E.S.D. 
Tolerance >2000V MIL-STD 883

Test Method 3015

Capacitance" ta = 25°c, f = 1 mhz

Symbol Parameter Max. Conditions

ClN Input Capacitance 6 pF Vin = OV

CoUT Data (I/O) Capacitance 12 pF Vi/o = ov

AC Characteristics Read Operation (Over operating temperature and Vcc range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Units
Test 
Conditions

E/M28C64-250 E/M28C64-300 E/M28C64-350

Mln. Max. Min. Max. Mln. Max.

tRC Read Cycle Time 250 300 350 ns CE = OE = Vil

tCE Chip Enable Access Time 250 300 350 ns OE — Vil

tAA Address Access Time 250 300 350 ns CE = OE = Vil

tOE Output Enable Access Time 90 150 150 ns CE = Vil

tDF Output or Chip Enable High to 
output not being driven

0 60 0 80 0 80 ns CE = Vil

tOH Output Hold from Address Change, 
Chip Enable, or Output Enable, 
whichever occurs first

0 0 0 ns CF or OE = Vil
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Read/Data Polling Cycle Time

Notes:
1. This parameter is measured only for the initial qualification and after process or design changes which may affect capacitance.
2. Characterized. Not tested.

—seeo Technology. Incorporated
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AC Characteristics Write Operation (Over the operating temperature and Vcc range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter

Limits
E/M28C64-250 E/M28C64-300 E/M28C64-350

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Units

twc Write Cycle Time 10 10 10 ms

tAS Address Set-up Time 10 10 10 ns

tAH Address Hold Time (see note 1) 150 150 150 ns

tcs Write Set-up Time 0 0 0 ns

tCH Write Hold Time 0 0 0 ns

tew CE Pulse Width (note 2) 150 150 150 ns

tOES OE High Set-up Time 10 10 10 ns

t0EH OE High Hold Time 10 10 10 ns

twp WE Pulse Width (note 2) 150 150 150 ns

tDS Data Set-up Time 50 50 50 ns

tDH Data Hold Time 0 0 0 ns

tBLC Byte Load Timer Cycle 
(Page Mode Only) (see note 3)

0.2 200 0.2 200 0.2 200 us

tLP Last Byte Loaded 
to DATA Polling

200 200 200 ns

Write Timing
WE CONTROLLED WRITE CYCLE CE CONTROLLED WRITE CYCLE

DATA
._________  BYTE WRITE _________ POLLING________ -

Notes: ___ __
1. Address hold time is with respect to the falling edge of the control signal WE or CE.
2. WE and CE are noise protected. Less than a 20 nsec write pulse will not activate a write cycle.
3. tBLC min. is the minimum time before the next byte can be loaded. tBLC max. is the minimum time the byte load timer waits before 

initiating internal write cycle.

MD400001/B
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Page Write Timing

Ordering Information
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D M 28C64 —250/B
I I i i ------------ 1

PACKAGE TEMPERATURE DEVICE ACCESS TIME MIL 883
TYPE RANGE 8K x 8 E2 PROM 250=250 ns CLASS B

D=CERAMIC DIP M- —55°-+125°C 300=300 ns SCREENED

L= LCC (Military) 350=350 ns
E- -40° - +85°C

(Extended)

seeo
MD400001/B
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Features
■ Military and Extended Temperature Range

• —55°C to +125°C Operation (Military)
• —40°C to +85°C Operation (Extended)

■ CMOS Technology
■ Low Power

• 60 mA Active
• 250 p-A Standby

■ Page Write Mode
• 64 Byte Page
• 160 us Average Byte Write Time

■ Byte Write Mode
■ Write Cycle Completion Indication

• DATA Polling
. RDY/BUSY Pin

■ On Chip Timer
• Automatic Erase Before Write

■ High Endurance
• 10,000 Cycles/Byte Minimum
• 10 Year Data Retention

■ Power Up/Down Protection Circuitry
■ 250 ns Maximum Access Time
■ JEDEC Approved Byte Wide Pinout

Description
SEEQ's E/M28C65 is a CMOS 5V only, 8Kx8 elec
trically Erasable Programmable Read Only 
Memory (EEPROM). It is manufactured using 
SEEQ's advanced 1.25 micron CMOS Process 
andisavailable in both a 28 pin Cerdip package as 
well as a Leadless Chip Carrier (LCC). The 
E/M28C65 is ideal for applications which require low 
power consumption, non-volatility and in system 
reprogramability. The endurance, the number of 
times a byte can be written, is specified at 10,000 
cycles per byte and is typically 1,000,000 cycles 
per byte. The extraordinary high endurance was 
accomplished using SEEQ’s proprietary oxy
nitride EEPROM process and it's innovative “Q- 
Cell” design. System reliability, in all applications, 
is higher because of the low failure rate of the Q- 
Cell.
The E/M28C65 has an internal timer which auto
matically times out the write time. The on-chip timer, 
along with input latches free the microprocessor

Pin Configuration
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DUAL-IN-LINE 
TOP VIEW

LEADLESS CHIP CARRIER 
BOTTOM VIEW

ROW 
ADORESS 
DECODER

_j_ ROW 
> ADDRESS

LATCHES

Pin Names

COLUMN 
ADORESS 
DECODER

I/O BUFFER 
□ATA POLLING

INDEX

Sis >“ o lj z cc < <
[s]

D RDY/BUSY 28
J29| A. *-G 27
J28] A> A, M 3 26

127] r?c A. A. L 4 25
*. C 5 24

A, A« 1, 6 23
J25] A, A., 7 22

J2<1 I IOC A, 8 21

I lie Ao *.C 9 20

Ao, 10 19
NC I/O. 1. 18

• 2T] rnt l/O0 I/O. C 12 17
E] ® i/o, C 13 16

« n o o
GND C 14 15

O o o 0 6

seeo Technology. Incorporated 
MD400026/A

Ao-5 ADDRESSES — COLUMN

A6-12 ADDRESSES ROW

CE CHIP ENABLE

OE OUTPUT ENABLE

WE WRITE ENABLE

l/Oo-7 DATA INPUT (WRITE) 
DATA OUTPUT (READ)

RDY/BUSY DEVICE READY/BUSY

NC NO CONNECTION
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for other tasks while the part is busy writing. The 
E/M28C65’s write cycle time is 10 ms. An automatic 
erase is performed before a write. The DA TA polling 
feature of the E/M28C65 can be used to determine 
the end of a write cycle. Once the write has been 
completed, data can be read in a maximum of 250 
ns. Data retention is specified for 10 years.

Device Operation

Operational Modes
There are five operational modes (see Table 1) 
and, except for the chip erase mode, only TTL 
inputs are required. A Write can only be initiated 
under the conditions shown. Any other conditions 
for CE, OE, and WE will inhibit writing and the I/O 
lines will either be in a high impedance state or 
have data, depending on the state of aforemen
tioned three input lines.

E/M28C65
PRELIMINARY DATA SHEET

Writes
To write into a particular location, the address must 
be valid and a TTL low applied to the Write Enable 
(WE) pin of a selected (CE low) device. This com
bined with Output Enable (OE) being high, 
initiates a write cycle. During write cycle, all inputs 
except data are latched on the falling edge of WE 
orCE, whicheveroccurredlast. Writeenable needs 
to be at a TTL low only for the specified t„P time. 
Data is latched on the rising edge of WE or CE, 
whichever occurred first. An automatic erase is 
perfomed before data is written.

Mode Selection

X: Any TTL level 
Vh: High Voltage

MODE CE OE WE I/O RDY/BUSYl'l
Read Vil Vil Vih Dour HI Z
Standby Vih X X HI Z HI Z
Write Vil Vih Vil Din Vol

Write X Vil X HI Z/Dout Hl Z
Inhibit X X Vih HI Z/Dout HI Z
Chip Erase Vil Vh Vil X HI Z

Write Cycle Control Pins
For system design simplification, the E/M28C65 is 
designed such that either the CE or WE pin can be 
used to initiate a write cycle. The device uses the 
latest high-to-low transition of either CE or WE 
signal to latch addresses and the earliest low-to- 
high transition to latch the data. Address and OE 
set upland hold are with respect to the later of CE 
or WE; data setup and hold is with respect to the 
earlier of WE or CE.

To simplify the following discussion, the WE pin is 
used as the write cycle control pin throughout the 
rest of this data sheet. Timing diagrams of both 
write cycles are included in the AC Character
istics.

Reads
A read is accomplished by presenting the address 
of the desired byte tothe address inputs. Once the 
address is stable, CE is brought to a TTL low in 
order to enable the chip. The WE pin must be at a 
TTL high during the entire read cycle. The output 
drivers are made active by bringing Output Enable 
(OE) to a TTL low. During read, the address, CE, 
OE, and I/O latches are transparent.

NOTES;___
1. RDY/BUSY Pin 1 (Pin 2 on LCC) has an open drain output and requires an external 3K resistor to Vcc.The value of the resistor is 

dependent on the number of OR-tied RDY/BUSY pins.

Technology. Incorporated
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Write Mode
One to 64 bytes of data can be randomly loaded 
into the page. The part latches row addresses, 
A6-A12, during the first byte write. These addresses 
are latched on the falling edge of the WE signal 
and are ignored after that until the end of the write 
cycle. This will eliminate any false write into another 
page if different row addresses are applied and 
the page boundary is crossed.

The column addresses, A0-A5, which are used to 
select different locations of the page, are latched 
every time a new write initiated. These addresses 
and the OE^state (high) are latched on the falling 
edge of WE signal. For proper write initiation and 
latching, the WE pin has to stay low fora minimum 
of twp ns. Data is latched on the rising edge of WE, 
allowing easy microprocessor interface.

Upon a low to high WE transition, the E/M28C65 
latches data and starts the internal page load fimer. 
The timer is reset on the falling edge of the WE 
signal if another write is initiated before the timer 
has timed out. The timer stays reset while the WE 
pin is kept low. If no additional write cycles have 
been initiated within tBLc after the last WE low to 
high transition, the part terminates the page load 
cycle and starts the internal write. During this time 
which takes a maximum of 10 ms, the device 
ignores any additional write attempts. The part 
can be read to determine the end of write cycle 
(DATApolling).

Extended Page Load
In order to take advantage of the page mode's fas
ter average byte write time, data must be loaded at 
the page load cycle time (tBLc). Since some applica
tions may not be able to sustain transfers at this 
minimum rate, the E/M28C65 permits an extended 
page load cycle. To do this, the write cycle must be 
“stretched” by maintaining WE low, assuming a 
write enable-controlled cycle, and leaving all other 
control inputs (CE, OE) in the proper page load 
cycle state. Since tkie page load timer is reset on 
the falling edge of WE, keeping this signal low will 
not start the page load timer. When WE returns 
high, the input data is latched and the page load 
cycle timer begins. In CE controlled write the same 
is true, with CE holding the timer reset instead 
of WE.

DATA Polling
The E/M28C65 has a maximum write cycle time of 
10 ms. Typically though, a write will be completed 

seeo Technology. Incorporated
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in less than the specified maximum cycle time. 
DA TA polling is a method of minimizing write times 
bydetermining the actualendpoint of a write cycle. 
If a read is performed to any address while the 
E/M28C65 is still writing, the device will present 
the ones-complement of the last byte written. When 
the E/M28C65 has completed its write cycle, a read 
from the last address written will result in valid 
data. Thus, software can simply read from the part 
until the last data byte written is read correctly.

A DATA polling read can occur immediately after a 
byte is loaded into a page, prior to the initiation of 
the internal write cycle. DATA polling attempted 
during the middle of a page load cycle will present 
a ones-complement of the most recent data byte 
loaded into the page. Timing for a DATA polling 
read is the same as a normal read.

READY/BUSY Pin
E/M28C65 provides write cycle status on this pin. 
RDY/BUSYoutput goes to a TTL low immediately 
after the falling edge of WE. RDY/BUSY will 
remain low during the byte load or page load cycle 
and continues to remain at a TTL low while the 
write cycle is in progress. An internal timer times 
out the required write cycle time and at the end of 
this time, the device signals RDY/BUSY pin to a 
TTL high. This pin can be polled for write cycle 
status or used to initate a rising edge triggered 
interrupt indicating write cycle completion. The 
RDY/BUSYpin is an open drain output and a typical 
3 K pull-up resistor to VCc is required. The pull-up 
value is dependent on the number of OR-tied 
RDY/BUSY pins. If RDY/BUSY is not used, it can 
be left unconnected.

Chip Erase
Certain applications may require all bytes to be 
erased simultaneously. This feature, which 
requires high voltage, is optional and timing 
specifications are available from SEEQ.

Power Up/Down Considerations
There is internal circuitry to minimize a false write 
during power up or power down. Thiscircuitry pre
vents writing under any one of the following 
conditions:

1. Vcc is less than VWIV __
2. A high to low Write Enable (WE) transition has 

not occurred when the VCc supply is between 
VW/V and VCc with CE low and OE high.

Writing will also be inhibited when WE, CE, or OE 
are in TTL logical states other than that specified 
for a write in the Mode Selection table.
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Absolute Maximum Stress Range*
Temperature

Storage..................................... —65°C to +150°C
Under Bias.............................  —65°C to +135°C

All Input or Output Voltages
with Respect to Ground............ +6 V to —0.3 V 

★COMMENT: Stresses beyond those listed under “Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the 
device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of 
the device at these or any other conditions beyond those 
indicated in the operational sections of this specification is 
not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating conditions 
for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Recommended Operating Conditions
M28C64 E28C64

Temperature Range (Case) -55°C to +125°C (Ambient) -40°C to +85°C

Vcc Power Supply 5 V ± 10% 5 V± 10%

Endurance and Data Retention

Symbol Parameter Value Units Condition
N Minimum Endurance 10,000 Cycies/Byte MIL-STD 883 Test 

Method 1033

Tdr Data Retention >10 Years MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1008

DC Characteristics (Over operating temperature and Vcc range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Units Test ConditionMin. Max.

Icc Active Vcc Current 60 mA CE = OE = Vil; All I/O Open; 
Other Inputs = Vcc Max.;
Max read or write cycle time

ISB1 Standby Vcc Current 
(TTL Inputs)

2 mA CE = Vih, OE = Vil; All I/O Open; 
Other Inputs = ANY TTL LEVEL

<SB2 Standby Vcc Current 
(CMOS Inputs)

250 aA CE = Vcc -0.3
Other inputs = Vil to Vih 
All I/O Open

IilI2! Input Leakage Current 1 mA Vin = Vcc Max.

lOL Output Leakage Current 10 ma Vout=Vcc Max.

Vil Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V

Vih Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc + 0.3 V

Vol Output Low Voltage 0.45 V Iol = 2.1 mA

Voh Output High Voltage 2.4 V Iqh = —400 pA

Vwil’l Write Inhibit Voltage 3.8 V

Notes:
1. Characterized. Not tested.
2. Inputs only. Does not include I/O.

Technology,
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AC Test Conditions
Output Load: 1 TTL gate and Cl = 100 pF
Input Rise and Fall Times: <20 ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0.45 V to 2.4 V
Timing Measurement Reference Level:

Inputs 1 V and 2 V
Outputs 0.8 V and 2 V

Symbol Parameter Max. Conditions
ClN Input Capacitance 6 pF Vin = ov
COUT Data (I/O) Capacitance 12 pF Vi/b = ov

E.S.D. Characteristics
Symbol Parameter Value Test Conditions

VZAP'2' E.S.D. 
Tolerance >2000 V MIL-STD 883 

Test Method 3015

AC Characteristics Read Operation (Over operating temperature and Vcc range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Units
Test 
Conditions

E/M28C65-250 E/M28C65-300 E/M28C65-350

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.
tRC Read Cycle Time 250 300 350 ns CE = OE = Vil

tCE Chip Enable Access Time 250 300 350 ns OE = Vil

tAA Address Access Time 250 300 350 ns CE = OE = Vil

tOE Output Enable Access Time 90 150 150 ns CE = Vil

tDF Output orChip Enable High to 
output not being driven

0 60 0 80 0 80 ns CE = ViL

tOH Output Hold from Address Change, 
Chip Enable, or Output Enable, 
whichever occurs first

0 0 0 ns CE or OE = Vil
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Read/Data Polling Cycle Time

Not«s:
1. This parameter is measured only for the initial qualification and after process or design changes which may affect capacitance.
2. Characterized Not tested

seeo Technology. Incorporated
MD400026/A
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AC Characteristics
Write Operation (Over the operating Vccand temperature range)

Symbol Parameter

Limits
E/M28C65-250 E/M28C65-300 E/M28C65-350

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Units

twc Write Cycle Time 10 10 10 ms

tAS Address Set-up Time 10 10 10 ns

t*H Address Hold Time (see note 1) 150 150 150 ns

tcs Write Set-up Time 0 0 0 ns

tCH Write Hold Time 0 0 0 ns
tew CE Pulse Width (note 2) 150 150 150 ns

tOES OE High Set-up Time 10 10 10 ns

toEH OE High Hold Time 10 10 10 ns
twp WE Pulse Width (note 2) 150 150 150 ns

tos Data Set-up Time 50 50 50 ns

tDH Data Hold Time 0 0 0 ns

tBLC Byte Load Timer Cycle 
(Page Mode Only) (note 3)

0.2 200 0.2 200 0.2 200 us

t|_P Last Byte Loaded 
to DATA Polling

200 200 200 ns

tDB Time to Device Busy 100 100 100 ns

Write Timing

WE CONTROLLED WRITE CYCLE CE CONTROLLED WRITE CYCLE

NOTES: ___ __
1. Address hold time is with respect to the falling edge of the control signal WE or CE.
2. WE and CE are noise protected. Less than a 20 nsec write pulse will not activate a write cycle.
3. tBLC min. is the minimum time before the next byte can be loaded. tBLC max. is the minimum time the byte load timer waits before 

initiating the internal write cycle.

Technology.

MD400026/A
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Timer t 

256K Electrically Erasable PROM
PRELIMINARY DATA SHEET October 1987

Features
■ Military and Extended Temperature Range

• —55°C to +125°C Operation (Military)
• —4O°C to +85°C Operation (Extended)

■ CMOS Technology
■ Low Power

• 60 mA Active
• 250 pA Standby

■ Page Write Mode
• 64 Byte Page
• 160 us Average Byte Write Time

■ Byte Write Mode
■ Write Cycle Completion Indication

• DATA Polling
■ On Chip Timer

• Automatic Erase Before Write
■ High Endurance

• 10,000 Cycles/Byte 
•10 Year Data Retention

■ Power Up/Down Protection Circuitry
■ 250 ns Maximum Access Time
■ JEDEC Approved Byte Wide Pinout

Description
SEEQ’s 28C256 is a CMOS 5 V only, 32Kx 8 Elec
trically Erasable Programmable Read Only 
Memory (EEPROM). It is manufactured using 
SEEQ’s advanced 1.25 micron CMOS Process 
and is available in both a 28 pin Cerdip package as 
well as a Leadless Chip Carrier (LCC). The 
28C256 is ideal forapplications which require low 
power consumption, non-volatility and in system 
reprogramability. The endurance, the number of 
times a byte can be written, is specified at 10,000 
cycles per byte and is typically 1,000,000 cycles 
per byte. The extraordinary high endurance was 
accomplished using SEEQ's proprietary oxy
nitride EEPROM process and its innovative “Q- 
Cell” design. System reliability, in all applications, 
is higher because of the low failure rate of the Q- 
Cell.

The 28C256 has an internal timer which 
automatically times out the write time. The on- 
chip timer, along with input latches free the micro
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Pin Configuration
LEADLESS CHIP CARRIER 

BOTTOM VIEW |N0EX

I/O BUFFER' 
DATA POLLING

DUAL-IN-LINE 
TOP VIEW

< IS > Z < < <

/ (SI M W n ra f>i H i

A®
A,2q 
AtF 26

A® a. 5 25
J27] [~7C A® Ast 24

As

>251 Aj 22

>241 Hoc AiC 2'
A,C 20

111C Ao Aol, 10 19
fiat NC l/Oot 18

I2il lut l/Oo I/O, £ IT
i/o2(;

O O O z z O 6
GND£ '5

Pm Names
Ao-5 ADDRESSES - COLUMN

A6-14 ADDRESSES - ROW

CE CHIP ENABLE

OE OUTPUT ENABLE

WE WRITE ENABLE

I/O DATA INPUT (WRITE)/DATA 
OUTPUT (READ)

seeo Technology, Incorporated
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processor for other tasks while the part is busy 
writing. The 28C256’s write cycle time is 10 ms 
maximum. Anjiutomatic erase is performed before 
a write. The DATA polling feature of the 28C256 
can be used to determine the end of a write cycle. 
Once the write cycle has been completed, data 
can be read in a maximum of 250 ns. Data reten
tion is greater than 10 years.

Device Operation

Operational Modes
There are five operational modes (see Table 1) 
and, except for the chip erase mode, only TTL 
inputs are required. A Write can only be initiated 
under the conditions shown. Any other conditions 
for CE, OE, and WE will inhibit writing and the I/O 
lines will either be in a high impedance state or 
have data, depending on the state of the aforemen
tioned three input lines.

Table 1

Mode Selection

X: any TTL level 
VH: High Voltage

MODE CE OE WE I/O
Read Vil Vil Vih Dout

Standby Vih X X HI Z

Write Vil Vih Vil Din

Write X X Vih HI Z/Dout
Inhibit X Vil X HI Z/Dout

Chip Erase Vil Vh Vil X

Writes
To write into a particular location, the address must 
be valid and a TTL low applied to the Write Enable 
(WE) pin of a selected (CE low) device. This com
bined with Output Enable (OE) being high 
initiates a write cycle. During a byte write cycle, all 
inputs except data are latched on the falling edge 
of WEorCE, whicheveroccurredlast. Write enable 
needs to beat a TTL low only for the specified tWP 
time. Data is latched on the rising edge of WE or 
CE, whichever occurred first. An automatic erase 
is performed before data is written.

The 28C256 can write both bytes and blocks of up 
to 64 bytes. The write mode is discussed below.

Write Cycle Control Pins
For system design simplification, the 28C256 is 
designed such that either the CE or WE pin can 
be used to initiate a write cycle. The device uses 
the latest high-to-low transition of either CE or WE 
signal to latch addresses and the earliest low-to- 
high transition to latch the data. Address and OC 
set up and hold are with respect to the later of CE 
or WE; data set up and hold is with respect to the 
earlier of WE or CE.

To simplify the following discussion, the WE pin is 
used as the write cycle control pin throughoutthe 
rest of this data sheet. Timing diagrams of both 
write cycles are included in the AC Character
istics.

Reads
A read is typically accomplished by presentingthe 
address of the desired byte to the address 
inputs. Once the address is stable, CE is brought 
toaTTLIowin order to enable the chip. The WE pin 
must beat a TTL high during the entire read cycle. 
The output drivers are made active by bringing 
Output Enable (OE) to a TTL low. During read, the 
addresses, CE, OE, and input data latches are 
transparent.

MD400021/B
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Write Mode
One to 64 bytes of data can be randomly loaded 
into the device. The part latches row addresses, 
A6-A14, during the first byte write. These 
addresses are latched on the falling edge of the 
WE signal and are ignored after that until the end 
of twc. This will eliminate any false write into 
another page if different row addresses are 
applied and the page boundary is crossed.

The column addresses, A0-A5, which are used to 
select different locations of the page, are latched 
every time a new write is initiated. These 
addresses and the OE state (high) are latched on 
the falling edge of WE signal. For proper write 
initiation and latching, the WE pin has to stay low 
fora minimum of twp ns. Data is latched on the rising 
edge of WE, allowing easy microprocessor 
interface.

Upon a low to high WE transition, the 28C256 
latches data and starts the internal page load timer. 
The timer is reset on the falling edge of the WE 
signal if another write is initiated before the timer 
has timed out. The timer stays reset while the WE 
pin is kept low. If no additional write_cycles have 
been initiated in (tBLc) after the last WE low to high 
transition, the part terminates the page load cycle 
and starts the internal write. During this time 
which takes a maximum of 10 ms, the device 
ignores any additional write attempts. The part 
can now be read to determine the end of write 
cycle (DATA Polling).

Extended Page Load
In order to take advantage of the page mode’s fas
ter average byte write time, data must be loaded at 
the page load cycle time (Iblc)- Since some 
applications may not be able to sustain transfers 
at this minimum rate, the 28C256 permits an 
extended page load cycle. To do this, the write 
cycle must be "stretched” by maintaining WE low, 
assuming a write enable-controlled cycle, and 
leaving all other control inputs (CE, OE) in the pro
per page load cycle state. Since the_page load 
timer is reset on the falling edge of WE, keeping 
this signal low will inhibit the page load timer. 
When WE returns high, the input data is latched 
and the page load cycle timer begins. In CE con
trolled write the same is true, with CE holding the 
timer reset instead of WE.

DATA Polling
The 28C256 has a maximum write cycle time of 10 
ms. Typically though, a write will be completed in 
less than the specified maximum cycle time. DATA 
polling is a method of minimizing write times by 
determining theactualendpointofa write cycle. If 
a read is performed to any address while the 
28C256 is still writing, the device will present the 
ones-complement of the last byte written. When 
the 28C256 has completed its write cycle, a read 
from the last address written will result in valid 
data. Thus, software can simply read from the part 
until the last data byte written is read correctly. A 
DATA polling read should not be done until a 
minimum of tLP microseconds after the last byte is 
written. Timing for a DATA polling read is the same 
as a normal read once the tLp specification has 
been met.

Chip Erase
Certain applications may require all bytes to be 
erased simultaneously. This feature, which 
requires high voltage, is optional and timing 
specifications are available from SEEQ.

Power Up/Down Considerations
There is internal circuitry to minimize a false write 
during power up or power down. This circuitry pre
vents writing under any one of the following 
conditions:
1. VCc is less than Vw, V
2. A high to low Write Enable (WE) transition has 

not occurred when the Vcc supply is between 
VWI V and Vcc with CE low and OE high.

Writing will also be inhibited when WE, CE, or OE 
are in TTL logical states other than that specified 
for a byte write in the Mode Selection table.
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Absolute Maximum Stress Range*
Temperature

Storage.......................................-65°C to +150°C
Under Bias................. -65°C to + 135°C

All input or Output Voltages
with Respect to Vss.........................+6 V to -0.3 V 

★COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the 
device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of 
the device at these or any other conditions above those 
indicated in the operational sections of this specification is 
not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating conditions 
for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Recommended Operating Conditions

M28C256 E28C256
Temperature Range (Case) —55°C to+125°C (Ambient) -40°C to 85“C
Vcc Power Supply 5 V± 10% 5 V± 10%

Endurance and Data Retention

Symbol Parameter Value Units Condition

N Minimum Endurance 10,000 Cycies/Byte MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1033

Tor Data Retention > 10 Years MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1008

DC Characteristics Read Operation (Over operating temperature and VccRange, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter
Limits

Units Test ConditionMin. Max.

Icc Active Vcc Current
60 mA CE=OE=Vil; All I/O open; 

Other Inputs = Vcc Max. 
Min. read or write cycle time

ISBi
Standby Vcc Current 
(TTL Inputs)

2 mA CE=Vih, OE=Vil; All I/O open; 
Other Inputs = Vil to Vih

ISB!
Standby Vcc Current 
(CMOS Inputs)

250 mA CE=Vcc-0.3
Other I nputs = Vil to Vih 
All I/O Open

Iil'2' Input Leakage Current 1 mA Vin=Vcc Max.
Iol'3' Output Leakage Current 10 mA Vout=Vcc Max.
Vil Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V
Vih Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc +0.3 V
Vol Output Low Voltage 0.45 V Iol=2.1 mA
Voh Output High Voltage 2.4 V Ioh=—400 /iA
Vwi"1 Write Inhibit Voltage 3.8 V

NOTES:
1. Characterized. Not tested.
2. Inputs only. Does not include I/O.
3. For I/O only.

MD400021/B
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AC Test Conditions
Output Load: 1 TTL gate and Cl= 100 pF
Input Rise and Fall Times: <20 ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0.45 V to 2.4 V
Timing Measurement Reference Level:

Inputs 1 V and 2 V
Outputs 0.8 V and 2 V

Capacitance"' ta = 25°c, t = 1 mhz

Symbol Parameter Max. Conditions

ClN Input Capacitance 6 pF Vin = OV

CoUT Data (I/O) Capacitance 12 pF Vi/o = OV

E.S.D. Characteristics
Symbol Parameter Value Test Conditions
VzAP>2' E.S.D. Tolerance > 2000 V. Mil-STD 883 

Test Method 3015

AC Characteristics Read Operation (Over operating temperature amd Vcc range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter

limits

Test 
Conditions

E/M28C256-250 E/M28C256-300 E/M28C256-350

UnitsMin. Max. Mln. Max. Min. Max.
tRC Read Cycle Time 250 300 350 ns CE = OE = Vil
tCE Chip Enable Access Time 250 300 350 ns OE= Vil

tAA Address Access Time 250 300 350 ns CE = OE = Vil

tOE Output Enable Access Time 150 150 150 ns CE = Vil

tDF Output or Chip Enable High to 
output in HI-Z

0 60 0 80 0 80 ns CE — Vil

tOH Output Hold from Address Change, 
Chip Enable, or Output Enable, 
whichever occurs first

0 0 0 ns CE = OE = Vil
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Read/DATA Polling Cycle

Notes:
1. This parameter is measured only for the initial qualification and after process or design changes which may affect capacitance.
2. Characterized Not tested

seeo Technology, Incorporated
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AC Characteristics Write Operation (Over the operating temperature and Vcc range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter

Limits
E/M28C256-250 E/M28C256-3OO E/M28C256-350

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Units

twc Write Cycle Time 10 10 10 ms
tAS Address Set-up Time 20 20 20 ns
t*H Address Hold Time (see note 1) 150 150 150 ns
tcs Write Set-up Time 0 0 0 ns
tCH Write Hold Time 0 0 0 ns
tew CE Pulse Width (note 2) 150 150 150 ns
tOES OE High Set-up Time 20 20 20 ns
tOEH OE High Hold Time 20 20 20 ns
twp WE Pulse Width (note 2) 150 150 150 ns

tos Data Set-up Time 50 50 50 ns
tDH Data Hold Time 0 0 0 ns
tBLC Byte Load Timer Cycle 

(Page Mode Only) (note 3)
0.2 200 0.2 200 0.2 200 us

tLP Last Byte Loaded 
to DATA Polling

650 650 650 us

Write Timing
WE CONTROLLED WRITE CYCLE CE CONTROLLED WRITE CYCLE

Notes: __  __
1. Address hold time is with respect to the falling edge of the control signal WE or CE.
2. WE and CE are noise protected. Less than a 20 nsec write pulse will not activate a write cycle.
3. tBLC min. is the minimum time before the next byte can be loaded. tBLC max is the minimum time the byte load timer waits before 

initiating internal write cycle.

MD400021/B
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Page Write Timing

Ordering Information
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PACKAGE 
TYPE

TEMPERATURE 
RANGE

28C256-250 /B

~TTJ5
PART TYPE ACCESS TIME SCREENING OPTION

D- Ceramic Dip 
L-LCC

M—55°Cto+125°C 32K x 8 EEPROM 
(Military)
E--40°C to +85C
(Extended)

250=250 ns MIL 883 CLASS B
300 - 300 ns SCREENED
350 = 350 ns

Technology. Incorporated
MD400021/B
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High Speed CMOS Electrically Erasable PROM
PRELIMINARY DATA SHEET October 1987

Features
■ Military and Extended Temperature Range

• —55°C to +125°C Operation (Military)
• —40°C to +85°C Operation (Extended)

■ High Speed:
• 45 ns Maximum Access Time

■ CMOS Technology
■ Low Power:

• 400 mW
■ 10 Year Data Retention
■ High Output Drive

• Sink 16 mA At 0.45 V
• Source 4 mA At 2.4 V

■ 5 V ± 10% Power Supply
■ Power Up/Down Protection Circuitry
■ 50 ms Chip Erase
■ Fast Byte Write

• 5 ms/Byte
■ Automatic byte clear before write
■ Jedec approved byte wide pinout
■ Direct replacement for bipolar PROMS
■ Slim 300 mil Packaging Available

Block Diagram

Description
SEEQ’s 36C16/32 are high speed 2K x 8/4Kx 8 
Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only 
Memories, manufactured using SEEQ’s advanced 
1.25 micron CMOS process.

The 36C16/32 are intended as bipolar PROM 
replacements in high speed applications. The 45 
ns maximum read access time meets the 
requirements of many of today’s high perfor
mance processors. In addition they offer in- 
system reprogrammability. The endurance, the 
number of times the part can be erased/written, is 
specified to be greater than 100 cycles. The 
36C16/32 are built using SEEQ’s proprietary 
oxynitride EEPROM process and its innovative 
“DQ cell" design. System reliability in applications 
where writes are frequent is increased because of 
the low endurance-failure rate of the DQ-cell.

Data retention is specified to be greater than 
10 years.

The 36C16/32 are available in 24 pin Slim 300 mil 
CERAMIC DIP. 24/28 pin full featured EEPROM 
versions are also available (38C16/32).
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DECODERS

E2 
MEMORY 

ARRAY

A0-A3 | % COLUMN 
DECODER =c> COLUMN ADDRESS 

GATING

CS2 — *
CS3121

CONTROL 
LOGIC

— — ERASE
• WRITE

----------► READ

I/O
BUFFERS

Pin Configuration

DUAL-IN-LINE 
TOP VIEW

36C16/36C32
(24 pins)

Pin Names

Technology, Incorporated

A0-A3 ADDRESSES - COLUMN
A4-A,,'3' ADDRESSES - ROW

CS1 
cs2
CS3

CHIP SELECT INPUTS

I/O0-7 DATA INPUT (WRITE) 
DATA OUTPUT (READ)

Vcc
*8
A9
A10
C§1
CS3/A11111

CS2
I/O7
1/06
I/O5
I/O4
I/O3

NOTES: 1. Pin 19 is A11 on the 36C32.
2. CS3 is on the 36C16 only.
3. A4-A10 on 36C16.
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X: Any TTL level

MODE PIN CSi CS2 CS3121 I/O
Read Vil Vih Vih Dout

Standby
Vih X X

Hl ZX Vil X

X X Vil

Write VHI" Vil X Din

Read
A read is started by presenting the addresses of 
the desired byte to the address inputs. Once the 
address is stable, the chip select inputs should be 
brought to the proper levels in order to enable the 
outputs (see Table above).

Write
To write into a particular location, addresses and 
data must be valid, CS2 must be TTL low and a VH11’ 
pulse has to be applied to CS, for 5ms. An 
automatic internal byte clear is done prior to the 
byte write. The byte clear feature is transparent to 
the user.

NOTES:
1. Vh- High Voltage.
2. CS3 applies only to the 36C16. This pin becomes An in the

36C32 and a don’t care during operational modes.
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E/M36C16
E/M36C32
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Temperature
Storage.............................
Under Bias.........................

All Inputs and Outputs 
with Respect to Ground

Dedicated High Voltage Inputs 
with Respect to Ground........ -0.5 V to +14V

—65°C to +150°C 
—65°Cto +135°C

-0.5 V to +7 V

COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under ‘‘Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the 
device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of 
the device at these or any other conditions above those 
indicated in the operational sections of this specification is 
not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating conditions 
for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Recommended Operating Conditions

E36C16
E36C32

M36C1 6 
M36C32

Vcc Supply Voltage 5 V± 10% 5 V± 10%
Temperature Range (Ambient) -40°C to +85°C (Case) —55°C to+125°C
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DC Operating Characteristics (Over operating temperature and Vcc Range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter
Limits

Unit Test ConditionMin. Max.

Ice Vcc Active Current 120 mA
CS2=CS3=Vih; CSi=ViL; 
All inputs = Vcc Max. 
Max read/write cycle time

IlN Input Leakage Current 1 pA 0.1V>=Vin<=Vcc Max.
IOUT Output Leakage Current 10 pA Vout=Vcc Max.
Vil Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V

Vih Input High Voltage 2 Vcc +1 V

Vh Input High Voltage During 
Write/Chip Erase 10.8 13.2 V ForCSi Input Only

Vol Output Low Voltage 0.45 V Iol=16 mA, Vcc= Vcc Min.

Voh Output High Voltage 2.4 V Ioh—~4 mA, Vcc= Vcc Min.

losI1i Output Short Circuit Current -20 -90 mA Vcc^Vcc Max, 
Vout=0

Veil" Input Clamp Voltage -1.5 V Vin Pulse width < 10ns

NOTE:
1. Only one output at a time for less than one second.

eeeo Technology, Incorporated
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AC Test Conditions
Output Load: 10 TTL gates and total CL = 30 pF
Input Rise and Fall Times: < 5 ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0.45 V to 2.4 V
Timing Measurement Reference Level:

Inputs 1 V and 2 V
Outputs 0.8 V and 2 V

E/M36C16
E/M36C32

PRELIMINARY DATA SHEET

E.S.D. Characteristics
Symbol Parameter Value Test Conditions

Vzap*2' E.S.D. Tolerance >2000 V MIL-STD 883
Test Method 3015

Capacitance " T*=25°c,t=i mhz

Symbol Parameter Max. Conditions
Cin Input Capacitance 6 pF Vin = OV
COUT Data (I/O) Capacitance 12 pF V|/O = OV

AC Characteristics Read Operation (Over operating temperature and Vcc Range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Units

E/M36C16-45
E/M36C32-45

E/M36C16-55
E/M36C32-55

E/M36C16-70
E/M36C32-70

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

tRC Read Cycle Time 45 55 70 ns

tcs Chip Select Access 
Time

30 35 45 ns

tAA Address Access Time 45 55 70 ns

tDF Output Enable to
Output not being Driven

25 30 35 ns

tOH
Output Hold from
Address Change or Chip 
Select whichever occurs first

0 0 0 ns

Read Cycle Timing

nuioa.
1. This parameter is measured only for the initial qualification and after process or design changes which may affect capacitance.

2. Characterized. Not tested.

Technology,
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E/M36C16
E/M36C32

PRELIMINARY DATA SHEET

AC Characteristics Write Operation (All Speeds) 
(Over operating temperature and Vcc Range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter

E/M36C16 
E/M36C32

UnitsMin. Max.
twp Write Pulse Width 5 50 ms
tAS Address Set-up Time 0 MS
tAH Address Hold Time 0.5 MS
tcs CSjSet-up Time 0 MS
tCH CS2Hold Time 0 MS
tps Data Set-up Time 0 MS
t0H Data Hold Time 0 MS
twR Write Recovery 10 MS

Write Cycle Timing

M
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Ordering Information

E/M36C16
E/M36C32

PRELIMINARY DATA SHEET

M 36C16-45
M 36C32-45

PACKAGE TEMPERATURE 
RANGE

PART TYPE ACCESS TIME SCREENING OPTION

D-SLIM 
CERAMIC DIP

M-—55’C to +125°C 
(MILITARY)

E - —4O°C to +85°C 
(EXTENDED)

36C16-2Kx8 EEPROM
36C32-4KX8 EEPROM

45-45 ns
55-55 ns
70-70 ns

/B-MIL 883 CLASS B 
SCREENED

The “Preliminary Data Sheet” designation on a SEEQ data sheet indicates that the product is not fully characterized. The 
specifications are subject to change, are based on design goals or preliminary part evaluation, and are not guaranteed. SEEQ 
Technology or an authorized sales representative should be consulted for current information before using this product. No res
ponsibility is assumed by SEEQ for its use, nor for any infringements of patents and trademarks or other rights of third parties 
resulting from its use. SEEQ reserves the right to make changes in specifications at any time and without notice.
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seeo E/M38C16
E/M38C32

High Speed CMOS Electrically Erasable PROM
PRELIMINARY DATA SHEET October 1987

Features
■ Military and Extended Temperature Range

• —55°C to +125°C Operation (Military)
• —40°C to +85°C Operation (Extended)

■ High Speed:
• 45 ns Maximum Access Time

■ CMOS Technology
■ Low Power:

• 400 mW
■ High Endurance:

• 10,000 Cycles/Byte Minimum
• 10 Year Data Retention

■ On-Chip Timer and Latches
• Automatic Byte Erase Before Write
• Fast Byte Write: 5 ms/Byte

■ High Speed Address/Data Latching
■ 50 ms Chip Erase
■ 5 V ± 10% Power Supply
■ Power Up/Down Protection Circuitry
■ DATA Polling of Data Bit 7
■ Jedec approved Byte Wide Pinout

• 38C16: 2816A Pin Compatible
• 38C32: 28C64 Pin Compatible

Pin Names

Description
SEEQ’s 38016/32 are high speed 2K x 8 / 4K x 8 
Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only 
Memories (EEPROM), manufactured using 
SEEQ’s advanced 1.25 micron CMOS process.

The 38C16/32 are ideal for high speed 
applications which require non-volatility and in- 
system reprogrammability. The endurance, the 
number of times a byte maybe written, is specified 
at 10,000 cycles per byte and is typically 1,000,000 
cycles per byte. The extraordinarily high 
endurance was accomplished using SEEQ’s pro
prietary oxynitride EEPROM process and its 
innovative “DQ cell” design. System reliability in 
applications where writes are frequent is 
increased because of the low endurance-failure 
rate of the DQ-cell. The 45 ns maximum access

Pin Configuration 
DUAL-IN-LINE

TOP VIEW
38C16 38C32
(24 pins) (28 pins)

A0-A3 ADDRESSES - COLUMN
A4-A11111 ROW ADDRESSES

Ce CHIP ENABLE

OE OUTPUT ENABLE

WE WRITE ENABLE

I/O0-7 DATA INPUT (WRITE) 
DATA OUTPUT (READ)

Block Diagram

LEADLESS CHIP CARRIER 
BOTTOM VIEW

1. A4-Alo on 38C16. I/O,,
2. NC — No Connect

38C16
INDEX

38C32
INDEX

eeeo Technology, Incorporated
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E/M38C16
E/M38C32

PRELIMINARY DATA SHEET

time meets the requirements of many of today’s 
high performance processors. The 38C16/32 
have an internal timer which automatically times 
out the write time. The on-chip timer, along with 
the input latches, frees the microprocessor for 
other tasks during the write time. DATA Polling 
can be used to determine the end of a write cycle. 
All inputs are TTL compatible for both write and 
read modes.

Data retention is specified to be greater than 
10 years.

The 38C16 is available in 24 pin CERAMIC DIP; 
the 38C32 in 28 pin CERAMIC DIP; 32 pin LCC 
packaged versions are also available. 24 pin 
versions of both 38C18 and 38C32 intended for 
bipolar PROM replacement are also available 
(36C16/36C32). All parts are available in commer
cial as well as military temperature ranges.

Write
To write into a particular location, addresses must 
be valid and a TTL low is applied to the write ena
ble (WE) pin of a selected (CE low) device. This 
initiates a write cycle. During a write cycle, all 
inputs except for data are latched on the falling 
edge of WE (or CE whichever one occurred last). 
Write enable needs to be at a TTL low only for the 
specified tWP time. Data is latched on the rising 
edge of WE (or CE, which ever one occurred first). 
An automatic byte erase is performed before data 
is written.

Device Operation 
Operational Modes

X: Any TTL level

MODE PIN CE OE WE I/O
Read Vil Vil Vih Dout

Standby Vih X X HI Z
Write Vil Vih Vil Din

Write 
Inhibit

X 
Vih
X 

Vil

X 
X 

Vil 
Vil

Vih 
X

Vih 
Vil

HI Z/Dout 
HI Z

HI Z/Dout 
No Operation 

(HI Z)
Chip Erase11! Vih VhI2I Vih HI Z

DATA Polling
The EEPROM has a specified twc write cycle time 
of 5ms. The typical device has a write cycle time 
faster than the twc. DATA polling is a method to 
indicate the completion of a timed write cycle. 
During the internal write cycle, the complement of 
the data bit 7 is presented at output 7 when a read 
is performed. Once the write cycle is finished, the 
true data is presented at the outputs. A software 
routine can be used to “poll", i.e. read the output, 
for true or complemented data bit 7. The polling 
cycle specifications are the same as for a read 
cycle. During data polling, the addresses are 
don’t care.

Chip Erase
Certain applications may require all bytes to be 
erased simultaneously. This feature, which 
requires high voltage, is optional and timing 
specifications are available from SEEQ.

Read
A read is started by presenting the addresses of 
the desired byte to the address inputs. Once the 
address is stable, CE is brought to a TTL low in 
order to enable the chip. The WE pin must be at a 
TTL high during the entire read cycle. The output 
drivers are made active by bringing output enable 
(OE) to a TTL low. During read, the address, CE, 
OE, and I/O latches are transparent.

Power Up/Down Considerations
Protection against false write during Vcc power 
up/down is provided through on chip circuitry. 
Writing is prevented underanyoneof the following 
conditions:

1. Vcc is less than Vw, V.
1. A high to low Write Enable (WE) transition has 

not occurred when the Vcc supply is between 
Vw, V and VCc with CE low and OE high.

Writing will also be inhibited when WE, CE, or OE 
are in TTL logical states other than those 
specified for a byte write in the Mode Selection 
table.

NOTES:
1. Chip erase is an optional mode.
2. Vh — High Voltage.
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E/M38C32
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Absolute Maximum Rating

Temperature
Storage....................................... -65°C to+150°C
Under Bias.................. -65°C to+135°C

All Inputs and Outputs
with Respect to Ground........ —0.5 V to +7 V

Dedicated High voltage Inputs
with Respect to Ground........ —0.5 V to +14 V

Recommended Operating Conditions

COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the 
device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of 
the device at these or any other conditions above those 
indicated in the operational sections of this specification is 
not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating conditions 
for extended periods may affect device reliability.

M38C16
M38C32

E38C16
E38C32

Vcc Supply Voltage 5V± 10% 5 V ± 10%
Temperature Range (Case) —55°C to125°C (Ambient) —40°C to 85°C

Endurance and Data Retention
Symbol Parameter Value Units Condition

N Minimum Endurance 10,000 Cycles/Byte MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1033

Tdr Data Retention > 10 Years MIL-STD 883 Test 
Method 1008

M
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DC Operating Characteristics (Over operating temperature and Vcc Range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter
Limits

Unit Test ConditionMin. Max.

Icc Vcc Active Current 1 20 mA
CE=OE=ViL;
All I/O open;
All other inputs = Vcc Max. 
Max read/write cycle time

(SB Stand by Vcc Current 60 mA
CK=Vih;
All I/O open;
All other inputs TTL don’t care;

IlN Input Leakage Current 1 pA 0.1 V>=ViN<=Vcc Max.
IOUT Output Leakage Current 10 aA Vout=Vcc Max.
V|L Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V
VlH Input High Voltage 2 Vcc +1 V

Vol Output Low Voltage 0.45 V Iol=2 mA, Vcc= Vcc Min.
Voh Output High Voltage 2.4 V Ioh=—400 /iA, Vcc Min.
Vwil’l Write Inhibit Voltage 3.8 V

NOTES:
1. Characterized. Not tested.

seeo Technology, Incorporated
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AC Test Conditions
Output Load: 1 TTL gate and total CL = 30 pF
Input Rise and Fall Times: < 5 ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0.45 V to 2.4 V
Timing Measurement Reference Level:

Inputs 1 V and 2 V
Outputs 0.8 V and 2 V

E/M38C16
E/M38C32

PRELIMINARY DATA SHEET

E.S.D. Characteristics Capacitance111 ta=25°c, f=i mhz

Symbol Parameter Value Test Conditions

VZAP'2' E.S.D. Tolerance >2000 V MIL-STD 883 
Test Method 3015

Symbol Parameter Max. Conditions
C|N Input Capacitance 6 pF Vin = OV
COUT Data (I/O) Capacitance 12 pF V|/O = OV

AC Characteristics Read Operation
(Over operating temperature and Vcc Range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter

Limits

Units
Test 

Conditions

E/M38C16-45
E/M38C32-45

E/M38C16-55
E/M38C32-55

E/M38C16-70
E/M38C32-70

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.
tRC Read Cycle Time 45 55 70 ns CE=0E=Vil

tCE Chip Enable Access 
Time

30 35 45 ns OE=Vil

tAA Address Access Time 45 55 70 ns CE=OE=Vil

tOE Output Enable Access 
Time

25 30 40 ns CE=Vil

tDF Output Or Chip Enable 
To Output Float

25 30 35 ns CE=Vil

tOH

Output Hold from 
Address Change, Chip 
Enable Or Output Enable 
Which ever occurs first

0 0 0 ns CE orOE=ViL

Read Cycle Timing

ADDRESSES VALID

NOTES:
1. This parameter is measured only for the initial qualification and after process or design changes which may affect capacitance.
2. Characterized. Not tested.
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AC Characteristics Write Operation
(Over operating temperature and Vcc Range, unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter

E/M38C16-45 
E/M38C32-45

E/M38C16-55 
E/M38C32-55

E/M38C16-70
E/M38C32-70

UnitsMin. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

twc Write Cycle Time 5 5 5 ms

tAS Address Set-up Time 0 0 0 ns

tAH Address Hold Time 25 30 40 ns

tcs Write Set-up Time 0 0 0 ns
tCH Write Hold Time 0 0 0 ns

tew CE Pulse Width 25 30 40 ns

toes OE High Set-up Time 5 5 5 ns

tOEH OE High Hold Time 0 0 0 ns

twp WE Pulse Width 25 30 40 ns

tDS Data Set-up Time 25 30 40 ns
tDH Data Hold Time 0 0 0 ns

top Time to DATA Polling 
from Byte Latch

45 55 70 ns

Write Cycle Timing

WE CONTROLLED WRITE CYCLE CE CONTROLLED WRITE CYCLE
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NOTES: __ __
1. Address hold time is with respect to the falling edge of the control signal WE or CE.

seeo Technology, Incorporated
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Ordering Information

D M 38C16-45 /B
D M 38C32-45 /B

(EXTENDED)

PACKAGE 
TYPE

TEMPERATURE 
RANGE

PART TYPE ACCESS TIME SCREENING OPTION

D-CERAMIC DIP

L-LCC

M-— 55°C to +125°C 
(MILITARY)

E- —40°C to +85°C

38C1 6 - 2K x 8 EEPROM 
38C32 - 4K x 8 EEPROM

45-45 ns
55-55 ns
70-70 ns

/B- MIL 883 CLASS B
SCREENED

The “Preliminary Data Sheet” designation on a SEEQ data sheet indicates that the product is not fully characterized. The 
specifications are subject to change, are based on design goals or preliminary part evaluation, and are not guaranteed. SEEQ 
Technology or an authorized sales representative should be consulted for current information before using this product. No res
ponsibility is assumed by SEEQ for its use, nor for any infringements of patents and trademarks or other rights of third parties 
resulting from its use. SEEQ reserves the right to make changes in specifications at any time and without notice.
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eeeo M48C512/48C1024
512K/1024K FLASH™ E EPROM

ADVANCE DATA SHEET July 1987

Features
■ 64K/128K Byte Writable non-volatile memory
■ Low Power CMOS Process
■ Electrical Chip and Block Erase

e 7.5 Second Maximum Erase Time
■ Electrical Byte Write

• 1 ms. Maximum, 500 ^s typical
■ Input Latches for Writing and Erasing
■ Fast Read Access Time
■ Single High Voltage for Writing and Erasing
■ Flash" EEPROM Cell Technology
■ Ideal for Low-Cost Program and Data Storage

• Minimum 100 Cycle Endurance
• Optional 10OO Cycle Endurance Screening
• Minimum 10 Year Data Retention

■ 5V± 10% Vcc
■ —55°C to +125°C Temperature Range (Reads)
■ -55°C to +85°C Temperature RangefErase/ 

Write)
■ Silicon Signature" and DiTrace"
■ Jedec Standard Byte Wide Pinout

• 32 Pin D.I.P.
• 32 Pin Ceramic Leadless Chip Carrier

Block Diagram

Ao-A8 FOR 48C512
NOTE 2: PIN 2 IS N.C. ON THE 48C51 2

SILICON SIGNATURE", FLASH" and DITRACE" 
are registered trademarks of SEEQ Technology.

Pin Configuration

TOP VIEW 
LEADLESS CHIP CARRIER

DUAL-IN-LINE 
TOP VIEW
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Pin Names

Ao-As COLUMN ADDRESS INPUT(48C512)

A0-A9 COLUMN ADDRESS INPUT(48C1 024)

Ag-Ais ROW ADDRESS INPUT (48C512)

A10-A16 ROW ADDRESS INPUT (48C1024)

CE CHIP ENABLE
OE OUTPUT ENABLE

WE WRITE ENABLE

I/O0-7 DATA INPUT(WRITE)/OUTPUT(READ)

N.C. NO INTERNAL CONNECTION

Vpp WRITE/ERASE INPUT VOLTAGE

eeeo Technology, Incorporated
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M48C512/48C1024
ADVANCE DATA SHEET

Description
The M48C.512 and M48C1024 are 512 Kbit and 
1024 Kbit CMOS Flash EEPROMS organized as 
64K x8 and 128K x 8 bits. Built using Seeq’s pro
prietary Flash EEPROM single transistor memory 
cell, they feature input latches on address and 
data inputs for both erasing and writing, chip 
erase and block erase capability and a fast byte 
write. Endurance, the number of times a byte can 
be written, is specified as 100 with an optional 
screen to 1000 cycles.

Read
Reading is accomplished by presenting a valid 
address with chip enable and output enable at Vil, 
write enable at V/H, and VPPat any level. See timing 
waveforms for AC. parameters.

Erase and Write
Latches on address, data and control inputs permit 
erasing and writing using normal microprocessor 
bus timing. Address inputs are latched on the fall
ing edge of write enable or chip enable, whichever 
is later, while data inputs are latched on the rising 
edge of write enable or chip enable, whichever is 
earlier. The write enable input is noise protected; 
a pulse of less than 20 ns. will not initiate a write or 
erase. In addition, chip enable, output enable and 
write enable must be in the proper state to initiate 
a write or erase. Timing diagrams depict write 
enable controlled writes; the timing also applies 
to chip enable controlled writes.

Block Erase
Block erase erases all bits in a block of the array to 
a logical one. It requires that the VPP pin be 
brought to a high voltage and a write cycle per
formed. The block to be erased is defined by 
address inputs Ag through A15forthe48C512 and 
A10 through A16 for the 48C1024. The data inputs 
must be all ones to begin the erase. Following a 
write of ‘FF’, the part will wait for time Tabort to 
allow aborting the erase by writing again. This per
mits recovering from an unintentional block erase 
if, for example, in loading a block of data a byte of 
‘FF’ was written. After the Tabort delay the block 
erase will begin. The erase is accomplished by 
following the erase algorithm in figure 2. VPPcan 
be brought to any TTL level or left at high voltage 
after the erase.

Chip Erase
Chip erase changes all bits in the memory to a 
logical one. Refer to figure 3 for the chip erase 
algorithm. VPP can be brought to any TTL level or 
left at high voltage after the erase.

Block and Chip Erase Algorithm
To reduce the block and chip erase times, a 
software erase algorithm is used. Refer to figures 
2 and 3 for the block erase and chip erase flow 
charts.

Byte Write
A byte write is used to change any 1 in a byte to a 0. 
To change a bit in a byte from aO to a 1, the byte 
must be erased first via either block erase or 
chip erase.

Data are organized in these Flash EEPROMs in a 
group of bytes called a block. There are 128 
blocks in both the 48C512 and the 48C1024. A 
block, which is 512 bytes in the 48 C512 and 1024 
bytes in the 48C1024, is conceptually like a sector 
on a disk drive. Individual bytes must be written as 
part of a block write algorithm which is detailed in 
figure 1. This algorithm is designed to minimize 
the total time to write a block of data.

Blocks are written by applying a high voltage to 
the VPPpin and writing individual non-FF bytes in 
sequential order. Each byte write is automatically 
latched on-chip, so that the user can do a normal 
microprocessor write cycle and then wait a 
minimum of twc ns. for the self-timed write to 
complete. Each byte write incrementally pro
grams bits that are to become a zero. A write loop 
has been completed when all non-FF data for all 
desired blocks have been written. Following each 
loop, a read-verification is done. If any bytes do 
not verify, another write loop is performed. When 
all bytes read correctly, additional loops are per
formed to insure adequate bit cell margin. The 
total number of loops will vary by device and 
depends on temperature; low temperature reduces 
the number of loops required. Forexample, a typical 
(room temperature) loop count is 4. Blocks need 
not be written individually; the entire device or any 
combination of blocks can be written using the 
write algorithm.

L-Geeo Technology, Incorporated
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Because bytes can only be written as part of a 
block write, if data is to be added to a partially 
written block or one or more bytes in a block must 
be changed, the contents of the block must first 
be read into system RAM; the bytes can then be 
added to the block of data in RAM and the block 
written using the block write algorithm.

Power Up/Down Protection
These two devices contain a Vcc sense circuit 
which disables internal erase and write 
operations when Vcc is below 3.5 volts. In addition, 
erases and writes are prevented when any control 
input (CE, OE, WE) is in the wrong state for writing 
or erasing (see mode table).

High Voltage Input Protection
The Vpp pin is at a high voltage for writing and 
erasing. There is an absolute maximum specifica
tion which must not be exceeded, even briefly, or 
permanent device damage may result. To minimize 
switching transients on this pin we recommend 
using a minimum 0.1 uf decoupling capacitor with 
good high frequency response connected from 
Vppto ground at each device. In addition, sufficient 
bulk capacitance should be provided to minimize 
Vpp voltage sag when a device goes from standby 
to a write or erase cycle.

Mode Selection Table

M48C512/48C1024
ADVANCE DATA SHEET

Silicon Signature™
A row of fixed ROM is present in the 48C512 and 
48C1024 which contains the device’s Silicon 
Signature". Silicon Signature" contains data 
which identifies Seeq as the manufacturer and 
gives the product code. This allows device pro
grammers to match the programming specification 
against the product which is to be programmed. 

Silicon Signature" is read by raising address Ag to 
12 ± 0.5 V. and bringing all other address inputs 
plus chip enable and output enable to VtLwith Vcc 
at 5 V. The two Silicon Signature" bytes are selec
ted by address input Ao. Silicon Signature" is 
functional at room temperature only (25 C.)

Silicon Signature™ Bytes
Ao Data (Hex)

Seeq Code Vil 94

Product code (48C512) Vih 1A

Product code (48C1024) Vih 1C
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MODE CE OE WE Vpp
A9-15 
A10-16

*0-8
*0-9 Do-7

Read Vil Vil Vih X Address Address Dout

Standby Vih X X X X X HI-Z

Byte write Vil Vih Vil Vp Address Address Din

Chip erase select Vil Vih Vil TTL X X X

Chip erase Vil Vih Vil Vp X X 'FF’
Block erase Vil Vih Vil Vp Address X ‘FF’

Absolute Maximum Stress Ratings Recommended Operating Conditions

Temperature:
Storage.......................................
Under bias.................................

—65°C to +150°C
—65°C to +135°C

All Inputs except Vpp and 
outputs with Respect to Vss- ■ ■ +6 V. to -0.3 V.

VPPpin with respect to Vss... 14 V.

M48C512/ 
M48C1024

Vcc supply voltage 5V ± 1 0%
Temperature range 
(for reads)

—55°C to 125°C
(case temp.)

Temperature range 
(for writes and erases)

-55°C to85°C
(case temp.)

Leeeo Technology, Incorporated
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M48C512/48C1024
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DC Operating Characteristics
Over the Vcc and temperature range

Symbol Parameter
Limits

Test ConditionMin. Max. Unit

IlH Input leakage high 1 mA V|N = Vcc

IlL Input leakage low -1 mA Vin = 0.1 v

lOL Output leakage 10 mA V|N = Vcc
Vp Program/erase voltage 11.5 12.5 V
VpR Vpp voltage during read 0 Vp V

Ipp Vp current
Standby mode 
Read mode 
Byte write 
Erase

200
200
40
60

mA 
mA 
mA 
mA

CE = Vih, Vpp = Vp 
CE = Vil, Vpp = Vp 
Vpp = Vp
Vpp = Vp

Icci Standby Vcc current 200 mA CE = Vcc ~-3
lcC2 Standby Vcc current 5 mA CE = Vih min.
lcC3 Active Vcc current 80 mA CE= Vil

Vil Input low voltage -0.3 0.8 V
Vih Input high voltage 2.0 Vcc+.3 V
Vol Output low voltage 0.45 V Iol =2.1 mA
VOH, Output level (TTL) 2.4 V Ioh = —400 fiA
VoHa Output level (CMOS) Vcc~.4 V Ioh = “100 nA

AC Test Conditions
Output load: 1 TTL gate and C(load) =100 pf.
Input rise ana .all times: < 20 ns.
Input pulse levels: 0.45 V to 2.4 V
Timing measurement reference level:

Inputs 1 V and 2 V
Outputs 0.8 V and 2 V

NOTE:
In AC. characterist all inputs to the device, e.g., setup time, hold time and cycle time, are tabulated as a minimum time; the user must pro
vide a valid state on that input or wait for the stated minimum time to assure proper operation. All outputs from the device, e.g., access time, 
erase time, recovery time, are tabulated as a maximum time, the device will perform the operation within the stated time.

Advance Data Sheets contain target product specifications which are subject to change upon device characterization over the full specified 
temperature range. These specifications may be changed at any time, without notice.
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M48C512/48C1024
ADVANCE DATA SHEET

E.S.D. Characteristics

Note: Characterization data — not tested.

Symbol Parameter Value Test Conditions
VZAP E.S.D. Tolerance >2000 V MIL-STD 883 

Method 3015

Capacitance111 ta=25°c, t=i mhz

Symbol Parameter Value Test Conditions
C|N Input capacitance 6 pf. V|N = 0 V

CpuT Output capacitance 12 pf. V|/p = 0 V

Note 1: This parameter is only sampled and not 100% tested.

AC Characteristics READ
(over the Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter

48CXXXX 
-250

48CXXXX 
-300

UnitMin. Max. Min. Max.
tRC Read cycle time 250 300 ns
tAA Address to data 250 300 ns
tCE CE to data 250 300 ns
tOE OE to data 100 150 ns
tDF OE/CE to data float 60 80 ns
toH Output hold time 0 0 ns
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Read Timing

- Z7 V
eeeo Technology, Incorporated
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M48C512/48C1024
ADVANCE DATA SHEET

AC Characteristics BYTE WRITE
(over the Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Pa rameter

48CXXXX 
-250

48CXXXX 
-300

Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit

tvPS Vpp setup time 2 2

tvPH Vpp hold time 250 250 MS

tcs CE setup time 0 0 ns

tCH CE hold time 0 0 ns

t0ES OE setup time 10 10 ns

t0EH OE hold time 10 10 ns

tAS Address setup time 20 20 ns

tAH Address hold time 100 100 ns

tos Data setup time 50 50 ns

tDH Data hold time 0 0 ns

twp WE pulse width 100 100 ns

twc Write cycle time 100 150 100 150 MS

twR Write recovery time 1.5 1.5 ms

Byte Write Timing

L-seeo Technology, Incorporated
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M48C512/48C1024
ADVANCE DATA SHEET

AC Characteristics BLOCK ERASE
(over the Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter

48CXXXX 
-250

48CXXXX 
-300

Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit

tvPS Vpp setup time 2 2 MS
tvPH Vpp hold time 500 500 ms
tcs CE setup time 0 0 ns

t0ES OE setup time 0 0 ns
tAS Address setup time 20 20 ns

tAH Address hold time 100 100 ns

tos Data setup time 50 50 ns
tDH Data hold time 0 0 ns
twp WE pulse width 100 100 ns

tCH CE hold time 0 0 ns

toEH OE hold time 0 0 ns

tERASE Block erase time 500 500 ms
tABORT Block erase delay 250 250 MS
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Block Erase Timing
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M48C512/48C1024
ADVANCE DATA SHEET

AC Characteristics CHIP ERASE
(over the Vcc and temperature range)

Symbol Parameter

48CXXXX 
-250

48CXXXX 
-300

UnitMin. Max. Min. Max.

tvPS Vpp setup time 2 2 MS

tvPH Vpp hold time 500 500 ms

tcs CE setup time 0 0 ns

tOES OE setup time 0 0 ns

tos Data setup time 50 50 ns

tDH Data hold time 0 0 ns

twp WE pulse width 100 100 ns

tcH CE hold time 0 0 ns

toEH OE hold time 0 0 ns

tERASE Chip erase time 500 500 ms

Chip Erase Timing

eeeo Technology, Incorporated
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M48C512/48C1024
ADVANCE DATA SHEET

FIGURE 1
480512/1024 WRITE ALGORITHM
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M48C512/48C1024
ADVANCE DATA SHEET
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M48C512/48C1024
ADVANCE DATA SHEET

FIGURE 3
48C512/1024

CHIP ERASE ALGORITHM
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seeo M2764/M27128
(Military Temperature Range)

E2764/E27128
(Extended Temperature Range)

2764/27128 EPROM
March 1987

Features
■ Military and Extended Temperature Range

• —55° to +125°C: M2764
• -55° to +125°C: M27128
e —40° to +85°C: E2764/E27128

■ 200 ns Access Times at —55° to 125°C
■ Programmed Using Intelligent Algorithm
• 21 V Vpp Programming Voltage
■ J ED EC Approved Bytewide Pin 

Configuration
— 2764 8K x 8 Organization
— 27128 16K x 8 Organization

■ Low Power Dissipation
— 120 mA Active Current
— 40 mA Standby Current

■ Silicon Signature™

Block Diagram

Description
SEEQ's2764 and27128 are ultraviolet light erasable 
EPROMs which are organ ized8Kx 8 and 16 Kx8 res
pectively. They are specified over the military and 
extended temperature range and have access times 
as fast as 200 ns over the Vcc tolerance range. The 
access time is achieved without sacrificing power 
since the maximum active and standby currents are 
120 mA and 40 mA respectively. The 200 ns allows 
higher system efficiency by eliminating the need for 
wait states in today's 8 - or 16-bit microprocessors.

Pin Configurations
DUAL-IN-LINE

TOP VIEW

Vcc

PGM

A8
Ag
A,,
OE

Aio
CE

O7

O6

O5

04

03
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PIN 26 IS A NO CONNECT 
ON THE DIP 2764

X can be either Vil or Vih

* For Silicon Signature": Ao is toggled, A» = 12V, and all other addresses are at TTL low. 
Silicon Signature" is a registered trademark of SEEQ Technology.

PINS CE 
(20)

OE
(22)

PGM
(27)

Vpp 
(1)

Vcc 
(28)

Outputs 
(11-13, 15-19)

Read Vil Vil Vih Vcc Vcc Dout

Output Disable X Vih Vcc Vcc Vcc High Z
Standby Vih X X Vcc Vcc High Z
Program Vil Vih Vil Vpp Vcc Din

Program Verify Vil Vil Vih Vpp Vcc Dout

Program Inhibit Vih X X Vpp Vcc High Z
Silicon Signature'** Vil Vil Vih Vcc Vcc Encoded 

Data

Pin Names
Ac ADDRESSES - COLUMN (LSB)
Ar ADDRESSES — ROW
CE CHIP ENABLE
oe OUTPUT ENABLE
Oo - O7 OUTPUTS
PGM PROGRAM

L-seeo Technology, Incorporated
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M2764/M27128
E2764/E27128

Initially, and after erasure, all bits are in the “1" 
state. Data is programmed by applying 21 V to Vpp 
and a TTL “0" to pin 27 (program pin). They may be 
programmed with an intelligent algorithm that is 
now available on commercial programmers. This 
faster time improves manufacturing throughput time 
by hours over conventional 50 ms algorithms. Com
mercial programmers (e.g. Data I/O, Pro-log, Digelec, 
Kontron, and Stag) have implemented this fast 
algorithm for SEEQ's EPROMs. If desired, the 27128 

and the 2764 may be programmed using the conven
tional 50 ms programming specification of older 
generation EPROMs.

Incorporated on the 27128 and 2764 is Silicon Signa
ture'". Silicon Signature contains encoded data 
which identifies SEEQ as the EPROM manufacturer, 
and programming information. This data is encoded 
in ROM to prevent erasure by ultraviolet light.

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Temperature

Storage ....................................... -65° C to +150° C
Under Bias ................................. -65° C to+135° C

All Inputs or Outputs with
Respect to Ground ............................ +6V to -0.3V

Vpp During Programming with
Respect to Ground.......................... +22V to -0.3V

Voltage on A9 with
Respect to Ground ....................... +15.5V to -0.3V 

'COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under “Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the 
device. This is a stress rating only and lunctional operation 
of the device at these or any other conditions above those 
indicated in the operational sections of this specification is 
not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating condi
tions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Recommended Operating Conditions

M2764 
M27128

E2764 
E27128

Vcc Supply Voltagel1! 5 v± 10% 5 V ± 10%

Temperature Range (Read Mode) (Case) -55° to 125°C (Ambient) —40° to 85°C

Vpp During Programming 21 ± 0.5 V 21 ±0.5 V

DC Operating Characteristics During Read or Programming

NOTES:
1 ■ Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and removed simultaneously or after Vpp.
2. Vpp may be connected directly to Vcc except during programming. The supply current is the sum of Icc and Ipp.

Symbol Parameter
Limits

Unit Test ConditionsMin. Max.

IlN Input Leakage Current 10 pA Vin = Vcc Max.

Io Output Leakage Current 10 pA Vout = Vcc Max.
|pp|2| Vpp Current Read Mode 5 mA Vpp = Vcc Max.

Prog. Mode (25° C) 30 mA Vpp = 21,5V

Icc: 2 Vcc Standby Current 40 mA CE = Vih

ICC2 2 Vcc Active Current 120 mA CE = OE = Vil

VlL Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V

VlH Input High Voltage 2 Vcc +1 V

Vol Output Low Voltage 0.45 V Iol = 2.1 mA

Voh Output High Voltage 2.4 V lOH = -400 /iA

LseeQ
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M2764/M27128
E2764/E27128

AC Operating Characteristics During Read

Symbol Parameter

Limits (nsec)

Test 
Conditions

E/M2764-20 
E/M27128-20

E/M2764-25 
E/M271 28-25

E/M2764-35 
E/M271 28-35 M2764-45

Mln. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.
tAA Address Access Time 200 250 350 450 CE = OE= Vil

tCE Chip Enable to Data Valid 200 250 350 450 OE = Vil
t0E121 Output Enable to Data Valid 75 100 125 150 CE —Vil

Idf'3' Output Enable to Output Float 0 60 0 85 0 105 0 130 CE = Vil

tOH Output Hold from Chip Enable, 
Addresses, or Output Enable, 
whichever occurred first

0 0 0 0 CE = OE = Vil

Capacitance'1

Symbol Parameter Typ. Max. Unit Conditions
ClN Input Capacitance 4 6 pF Vin = OV
COUT Output Capacitance 8 12 pF VoUT = OV

Equivalent A.C. Test Conditions^]

Output Load: 1 TTL gate and CL = 100 pF
Input Rise and Fall Times: < 20ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0.45V to 2.4V
Timing Measurement Reference Level:
Inputs 1Vand2V
Outputs 0.8V and 2V
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A.C.  Waveforms

NOTES:
1. THIS PARAMETER IS SAMPLED AND IS NOT 100% TESTED.
2. OE MAY BE DELAYED TO_t»A- toe AFTER THE FALLING EDGE OF CE WITHOUT IMPACT ON t«*.
3. toe IS SPECIFIED FROM OE OR CE, WHICHEVER OCCURS FIRST.
4. THESE ARE EQUIVALENT TEST CONDITIONS AND ACTUAL TEST CONDITIONS ARE DEPENDENT ON THE TESTER.

L-seeo
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M2764/M27128
E2764/E27128

Erasure Characteristics
The 2764 and 27128 are erased using ultraviolet light 
which has a wavelenght of 2537 Angstroms. The 
integrated dose, i.e., intensity x exposure time, for 
erasure is a minimum of 15 watt-second/cm2. The 
EPROM should be placed within one inch of the 
lamp tube during erasure. Table 1 shows the typical 
EPROM erasure time for various light intensities.

Silicon Signature is activated by raising address Ag to 
12V ± 0.5V, bringing chip enable and output enable to 
a TTL low, having VCc at 5V, and having all addresses 
except Ao at a TTL low. The Silicon Signature data is 
then accessed by toggling (using TTL) the column 
address Ao. There are 2 bytes of data available. The 
data (see Table 2) appears on outputs O0 to Og, with 
O7 used as an odd parity bit. This mode is functional 
at 25° ± 5°C ambient temperature.

Table 1. Typical EPROM Erasure Time

Light Intensity 
(Micro-Watts/cm2)

Erasure Time 
(Minutes)

15,000 20

10,000 30

5,000 55

Table 2. Silicon Signature Bytes

Ao Data (Hex)

SEEQ Code (Byte 0) VlL 94

Product Code (Byte 1)
2764 V|H 40
27128 V|H C1

Silicon Signature™
Incorporated in SEEO’s EPROMs is a row of mask 
programmed read only memory (ROM) cells which is 
outside of the normal memory cell array. The ROM 
contains the EPROM’s Silicon Signature. Silicon Sig
nature contains data which identifies SEEQ as the 
manufacturer and gives the product code. Silicon Sig
nature allows programmers to match the programming 
specification against the product which is to be pro
grammed. If there is verification, then the programmer 
proceeds programming.

Programming
The EPROMs may be programmed using an intelligent 
algorithm or with a conventional 50 msec program
ming pulse. The intelligent algorithm improves the 
total programming time by approximately 10 times 
over the conventional 50 msec algorithm.

The intelligent algorithm requires Vcc = 6V and Vpp = 
21V during byte programming. The initial program 
pulse width is one millisecond, followed by a se
quence of one millisecond pulses. A byte is verified 
after each pulse. A single program pulse, with a time 
duration equal to 4 times the number of one milli
second pulses applied, is additionally given to the 
address after it is verified as being correctly pro
grammed. A maximum of 15 one millisecond pulses 
per byte should be applied to each address. When 
the intelligent algorithm cycle has been completed, 
all bytes must be read at Vcc ~ vpp ~ 5V.

>— ©eeo
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M2764/M27128
E2764/E27128Intelligent Algorithm Flowchart
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M2764/M27128
E2764/E27128

Intelligent Algorithm

NOTES:
1. ALL TIMES SHOWN IN ( ) ARE MINIMUM AND IN MSEC UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
2. THE INPUT TIMING REFERENCE LEVEL IS ,8V FOR A VtL AND 2V FOR A V|H.
3. t0E AND tDFP ARE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DEVICE BUT MUST BE ACCOMMODATED BY THE PROGRAMMER.

L-seeo
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M2764/M27128
E2764/E27128

Intelligent Algorithm

AC Programming Characteristics ta = 25° ± 5°c, Vcc1141 = 6.ov ± 0.25V, Vpp = 21 v ± o.sv

NOTES:
1. Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and 3. The length of the overprogram pulse will vary from 3.8 msec

removed simultaneously or after Vpp. to 63 msec as a function of the iteration counter value X.
2. Initial Program Pulse width tolerance is 1 msec ± 5%. 4. For 50 ms programming, Vcc = 5 V ± 5%, Tpw = 50 ms

± 10%, and Tqpw is not applicable.

Symbol Parameter
Limits

UnitMin. Typ. Max.

tAS Address Setup Time 2 MS

tOES OE Setup Time 2 MS

tDS Data Setup Time 2 MS

tAH Address Hold Time 0 MS

tDH Data Hold Time 2 MS

tDFP Output Enable to Output Float Delay 0 130 ns

tVPS Vpp Setup Time 2 MS

tvcs Vcc Setup Time 2 MS

tpwl21 PGM Initial Program Pulse Width 0.95 1.0 1.05 ms

toPWl3' 41 PGM Overprogram Pulse Width 3.8 63 ms

tCES CE Setup Time 2 MS

tOE Data Valid from OE 150 ns
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Ordering Information

D M 27128-25 
D M 2764-25 /B 
JTTTT

PACKAGE
TYPE

TEMPERATURE
RANGE

PART TYPE ACCESS TIME SCREENING OPTION

D-Cerdip M—55°C to +125°C 
(Military)

E—40°C to +85°C 
(Extended)

2764 -8Kx 8 EPROM 
27128-16KX8 EPROM

20 - 200 ns
25-250 ns
35 - 350 ns
45-450 ns

MIL 883 CLASS B
SCREENED

^seeo
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eeeo M2 7C256/E2 7C256
256K CMOS EPROM

March 1987

Features
■ 256K (32K x 8) CMOS EPROM

■ Military and Extended Temperature Range
• —55° to + 125°C: M27C256
• —40° to +85° C: E27C256

■ Ultra Low Power
• 150 fiA Max. Vqq Standby Current
• 50 mA Max. Active Current

■ Programmed Using Intelligent Algorithm
• 12.5 V Vpp

■ 250 ns Access Times

■ 5 V±10% Vcc

■ JEDEC Approved Bytewide Pin 
Configuration

■ Silicon Signature"

Block Diagram

Description
SEEQ’s 2 7C256 is the industry’s first 256K CMOS 
EPROM. It has a32Kx8 organization and has very 
low power dissipation. Its active current is less 
than one half the active power of n-channel 
EPROMs. In addition thestandby current isorders 
of magnitude lower than those same EPROMs. 
Consequently, system memory sizes can be sub
stantially increased at a very small increase in 
power. Low active and standby power is important 
in applications which require portability, low 
cooling cost, high memory bit density, and long 
term reliability.

The 27C256 is specified over both the extended 
and military temperature ranges at 5 V±10% Vcc 
The access time is specified at 250 ns, making the 
27C256 compatible with most of today's 
microprocessors. Its inputs and outputs are 
completely TTL compatible.
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Pin Configuration
DUAL IN-LINE LEADLESS CHIP CARRIER

BOTTOM VIEW

0

X can be either Vil or Vih

*For Silicon Signature’” Ao is toggled. Ag - 12 V. and all other addresses are at a TTL low

Silicon Signature’" is a registered trademark of SEEQ Technology

PINS
MODE

CE 
(20)

OE 
(22)

Vpp 
(1)

VCC 
(28)

Outputs 
(11-13, 15-19)

Read Vil Vil Vcc Vcc □out

Output Disable X Vih Vcc Vcc High Z

Standby Vih X Vcc Vcc High Z

Program Vil Vih Vpp Vcc Bin

Program Verify Vih Vil Vpp Vcc Dout

Program Inhibit Vih Vih Vpp Vcc High Z

Silicon Signature™* Vil Vil Vcc Vcc Encoded 
Data

Pin Names

Ao - A5 ADDRESSES - COLUMN LSB
A6 - Au ADDRESSES - ROW
CE CHIP ENABLE
OE OUTPUT ENABLE

Oo - O7 OUTPUTS

NC NO CONNECT

seeo
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M27C256
E27C256

Initially, and after erasure, all bits are in the “1" 
state. An intelligent algorithm is used to program 
the 27C256 typically in four minutes. Data is pro
grammed using a 12.5 V Vpp and an inital chjp 
enable pulse of 1.0 ms.

Incorporated on the27C256 is Silicon Signature”. 
Silicon Signature contains encoded data which 
identifies SEEQ as the EPROM manufacturer and 
gives the product code. This data is encoded in 
ROM to prevent erasure by ultraviolet light.

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Temperature

Storage ........................................ -65°C to +150°C
M27C256 Under Bias.................. -65°C to + 135°C
E27C256 Under Bias..................... -50°C to +95°C

All Inputs or Outputs with
Respect to Ground .......................... +6 V to —0.3 V

Vpp with Respect to Ground..........  +14.0 V to —0.3 V
Voltage on Ag with

Respect to Ground ..................... +14.0 V to —0.3 V 

‘COMMENT: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the 
device. This is a stress rating only and functional opera
tion of the device at these or any other conditions above 
those indicated in the operational sections of this specifi
cation is not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum 
rating conditions for extended periods may affect device 
reliability.

Recommended Operating Conditions
M27C256-25, 
M27C256-30

E27C256-25, 
E27C256-30

Vcc Supply Voltage1’1 5V± 10% 5 V± 10%
Temperature Range (Read Mode) (Case) —55°C to +125°C (Ambient) —40°C to 85°C
Vpp During Read121 Vcc Vcc
Vpp During Programming!3! 12.5 ± 0.3 V 12.5 ± 0.3 V

DC Operating Characteristics During Read or Programming

Symbol Parameter
Limits

Unit Test ConditionMin. Max.
Iin‘4' Input leakage 1 Vin=Vcc Max.
Io151 Output leakage 10 Vout=Vcc Max.
Ipp Vpp current:

Standby mode 
Read Mode 
Programming mode

150
1

30

mA 
mA 
mA

CE=Vcc_1 v. min.
F=5 MHz., CE=Vil
Vpp= 12.5v.

Icci Vcc standby current 150 CE>=Vcc-1 v.
Icca Vcc standby current 2 mA CE=Vih

lcC3 Vcc active current 50 mA CE=OE=Vil, O0-r=0, 
F=5 MHz.

Vil Input low voltage -0.1 0.8 V
VlH Input high voltage 2.0 Vcc + 1 V
Vol Output low voltage 0.45 V Iol=2.1 ma
Voh Output high voltage 2.4 V Ioh=—400 ptA.

NOTES:
1. Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and removed simultaneously or after Vpp.
2. Vpp cannot be left floating and should be connected to Vcc during read.
3.0.1 pF ceramic capacitor on Vpp is required during programming only, to suppress voltage transients.
4. Inputs only. Does not include I/O.
5. For I/O only.

seeo
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M27C256
E27C256

AC Operating Characteristics During Read

Symbol Parameter

Limits (nsec)

Test 
Conditions

M27C256-25
E27C2S6-25

M27C256-30
E27C256-30

Mln. Max. Mln. Max.

tAA Address Access Time 250 300 CE = OE = V,L
tcE Chip Enable to Data Valid 250 300 OE = VIL
W2' Output Enable to Data Valid 100 120 CE = VIL
toF'3’ Output Enable or Chip Enable to Output Float 60 105 CE = VIL
*OH Output Hold from Chip Enable, Addresses, 

or Output Enable whichever occurred first
0 0 CE = OE = V|L

Capacitance^'
Symbol Parameter Typ. Max. Unit Conditions
Cin Input Capacitance 4 6 pF ViN = OV
Colit Output Capacitance 8 12 pF Vout = 0V

Equivalent A.C. Test Conditions14'
Output Load: 1 TTL gate and Ci_ = 100 pF 
Input Rise and Fall Times: < 20ns
Input Pulse Levels: 0.45V to 2.4V
Timing Measurement Reference Level: 
Inputs 1Vand2V
Outputs 0.8V and 2V

A.C. Waveforms

ADDRESSES 
VALID

HIGH Z HIGH Z
OUTPUT

NOTES:
1. THIS PARAMETER IS SAMPLED AND IS NOT 100% TESTED.
2. OE MAY BE DELAYED TOUa - toE AFTER THE FALLING EDGE OF CE WITHOUT IMPACT ON t»*.
3. tDF IS SPECIFIED FROM OE OR CE, WHICHEVER OCCURS FIRST.
4. THESE ARE EQUIVALENT TEST CONDITIONS AND ACTUAL TEST CONDITIONS ARE DEPENDENT ON THE TESTER.

VALID OUTPUT

IL
IT
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M27C256
E27C256

Erasure Characteristics
The27C256 is erased using ultravioletlightwhich 
has a wavelength of 2537 Angstroms. The 
integrated dose, i.e., intensityx exposure time, for 
erasure is a minimum of 15 watt-second/cm2. The 
EPROM should be placed within one inch of the 
lamp tube during erasure. Table 1 shows the typical 
EPROM erasure time for various light intensities.
Table 1. Typical EPROM Erasure Time

12V±0.5V, bringing chip enable and output ena
ble to a TTL low, having Vcc st 5V, and having all 
addresses except Ao at a TTL low. The Silicon 
Signature data is then accessed by toggling Ao 
The data appears on outputs Oo to 06with O7used 
as an odd parity bit (see Table 2).

Light Intensity 
(Micro-Watts/cm2)

Erasure Time 
(Minutes)

15,000 20

10,000 30

5,000 55

Table 2. Silicon Signature Bytes

Ao Data (Hex)
SEEQ Code (Byte 0> Vil 94

Product Code (Byte 1) Vih C2

Silicon Signature™
Incorporated in SEEQ’s EPROMs is a row of mask 
programmed read only memory (ROM) cells which 
is outside of the normal memory cell array. The 
ROM contains the EPROM’s Silicon Signature. 
Silicon Signature contains data which identifies 
SEEQ as the manufacturer and gives the product 
code. This data allow programmers to match the 
programming specification against the product 
which is to be programmed. If there is verification, 
then the programmer proceeds to program.

Silicon Signature is activated by raising address A9 to

Programming
The 27C256 is programmed using the industry 
standard intelligent algorithm.

The intelligent algorithm requires Vcc=6 V and 
VPp= 12.5 V during byte programming. The initial 
program pulse width is 1.0 millisecond, followed 
by a sequence of 1.0 millisecond pulses. A byte is 
verified after each pulse. A single program pulse, 
with a time duration equal to 3 times the number 
of 1.0 millisecond pulses applied, is additionally 
given to the address after it is verified as being 
correctly programmed. A minimum of one to a 
maximum of 25 1-ms pulses, plus one 3X over
pulse, may be applied to each byte. When the 
intelligent algorithm cycle has been completed, 
all bytes must be read at VCC=VPP =5 V.

MD400013/-



M27C256
E27C256

Intelligent Algorithm Flowchart
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M27C256
E27C256

Intelligent Algorithm

NOTES:
1. ALL TIMES SHOWN IN ( ) ARE MINIMUM AND IN MSEC UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
2. THE INPUT TIMING REFERENCE LEVEL IS 0.8 V FOR A V||_ AND 2 V FOR A V|H-
3. toE AND tDFP ARE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DEVICE BUT MUST BE ACCOMMODATED BY THE PROGRAMMER.
4. 0.1 pF CERAMIC CAPACITOR ON Vpp IS REQUIRED DURING PROGRAMMING ONLY. TO SUPPRESS VOLTAGE TRANSIENTS.
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M27C256
E27C256

Intelligent Algorithm
AC Programming Characteristics t* = 25o±5°c,vCci’i = 6.ov±o.25v. Vpp= i2.sv

NOTES:
1. Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and removed 

simultaneously or after Vpp.
2. The length of the overprogram pulse will vary from 2.85 msec to 

78.75 msec as a function of the iteration counter value X.

Symbol Parameter

Limits

UnitMin. Typ. Max.
tAS Address Setup Time 2 ms

tOES OE Setup Time 2 MS
Ids Data Setup Time 2 MS

tAH Address Hold Time 0 MS

tDH Data Hold Time 2 MS

tDFP Output Enable to Output Float Delay 0 130 ns

typs Vpp Setup Time 2 MS

tvcs Vcc Setup Time 2 MS

tpw CE Initial Program Pulse Width 0.95 1.0 1.05 ms
toPW12' CE Overprogram Pulse Width 2.85 78.75 ms

tOE Data Valid from OE 150 ns

AC Conditions of Test

Input Rise and Fall Times(10% to 90%) .... 20 ns
Input Pulse Levels.........................  0.45 V to 2.4 V
Input Timing Reference Level .... 0.8Vand2.0V
Output Timing Reference Level... 0.8 Vand2.0 V
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Ordering Information

PACKAGE
TYPE

TEMPERATURE
RANGE

PART TYPE ACCESS TIME SCREENING OPTION

D- Cerdip 
L-LCC

M—55°C to +1 25°C 
(Military)
E—40°C to +85°C 
(Extended)

32Kx8 EPROM 25-250 ns
30-300 ns

MIL 883 CLASS B
SCREENED

Lseeo Technology, Incorporated
MD400013/- 4-101
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RELIABILITY

(Reliability Report)





SEEQ EEPROM Reliability Report

Introduction and Product Description
SEEQ offers a family of EEPROMs (Electrically Erasable 
Read Only Memories) which range in size from 4K to256K 
bits in CMOS and NMOS technologies. They conform to 
the JEDEC configurations for byte wide memories One 
family has internal input latches a second family has inter
nal input latches as well as a timer and a third with input 
latches timer, and a page mode feature for fast write. New 
developments in process technology, circuit design 
techniques and memory cell design combine to provide 
high performance from these EEPROMs that require only 
a single 5-volt power supply. SEEQ uses an innovative Q- 
Cell design on all its EEPROMs designed since 1983. The 
Q-Cell, combined with oxynitride in the tunnel dielectris 
substantially improves the write/erase endurance of 
EEPROMs This gives higher reliability to systems requir
ing infrequent writes (Le., once a day for ten years) as well 
as to systems writing 5-10 times per day.

Programming the state of the memory cells (via the write 
and erase modes) is accomplished by charging and dis
charging a floating gate device via Fowler-Nordheim tun
neling. This tunneling occurs through a proprietary 
oxynitride dielectric under the floating gate (see Figure 1). 
The use of oxynitride provides fast write/erase times at 
internal voltages that are 25% lower than those required 
for conventional oxide-only approaches due to a lower 
barrier height than thermal oxide. In addition, oxynitride 
provides lower charge trapping characteristics which 
gives improved write/erase endurance of each cell The 
use of oxynitride in the dielectric area and SEEG’S proprie
tary Q-Cell design allows endurance to be specified up to 
1,000,000 cycles/byte.

Memory Cell Operation
The SEEQ EEPROM Memory Cell consists of a MOS 
Floating Gate Memory Transistor and a Select Transistor. 
See the Device Cross Section in Figure 1 and schematic 
representation in Figure 2. The Memory Cell defines the 
Logic state, either a“ 1 ” or a “0”, by storing negative or posi
tive charge on the Floating Poly Silicon Gate (Poly 1 in 
Figure 1). When the reference voltage is applied to the top 
Poly Silicon Gate (Poly 2 in Figure 1), the Memory Cell will 
or will not conduct a current This cell current is detected 
by the sense amplifier and transmitted to the output buf
fers as the appropriate Logic state.

Charge is transferred on and off the Floating Gate through 
the thin Oxynitride Tunnel Dielectric by Fowler-Nordheim 
Tunneling; (A Quantum Mechanical transmission 
mechanism of an electron penetrating through the energy 
bandgap for the thin oxide MOS structure). Fowler- 
Nordheim Tunneling occurs when a high voltage, typically 
17-20 Volts, is placed across the Tunnel Dielectric region 
of the Memory Cell This high voltage is generated internal 
to the device, the user need only to apply an external 5 Volt 
leveL

For a Logic “1", electrons are stored on the Floating Gate; 
using the conditions defined For “erase.” Fora Logic “0”, 
holes are stored on the Floating Gate; using the con
ditions defined for “write." The Memory Cells Thresholds 
for a Logic “1” and “0” are shown in Figure 3.
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FIGURE 1. EEPROM N-MOS

Program Erase Read
Column 17V 5V 5V
Row 20V 20V 5V
Sense 0 20V 0
Bit 17V 0 2V
Array Vss Floating 0 0
Floating Gate ■Vp +vE
VT <-5V >+2V
I Cell 40/iA 0/iA

The select transistors are used to isolate the Memory 
Transistor in order to prevent data disturb. Memory cells 
and Peripheral Logic are combined to form the Q-Cell, 
which is a Memory Error Correction technique 
transparent to the user.

*- ©eeo Technology, Incorporated
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Static LifeSENSE AMP

FLOATING GATE 85 ANGSTROMS OXY NITRIDE

FIGURE 2. Generic EEPROM Memory Cell

“Static” refers to the D.C. bias of the cell periphery. Failure 
modes for static life include threshold shifts and leakages 
The typical failure mechanisms are mobile ion contamina
tion or trapped charges

The “static” stress mode may be used either for screening 
or determining the long term reliability of the product

Through the use of the proprietary Oxynitride process for 
the Tunnel Dielectric and use of the Q-Cell, SEEQ pro
vides EEPROM’s with typical data retention times of 
greater than 100 years, and Intrinsic Endurance Failure 
Rates of less than .03%/1000 cycles Devices with a 
guaranteed Endurance of 1,000,000 cycles are 
possible.

NUMBER OF WRITE/ERASE CYCLES

-
LOGIC 1 MARGIN

' I
SENSE AMPLIFIER 

REFERENCE VOLTAGE

-

I
ADDITIONAL 
OXYNITRIDE

- MARGIN

LOGIC 0 MARGIN

-____ THERMAL OXIDE______

OXYNITRIDE

iiii

FIGURE 3. EEPROM Cell Margin Characteristics

Operating Life
The operating life of an EEPROM is limited by its general 
reliability which includes integrity of the peripheral cir
cuitry as well as the memory cells. The operating life is 
characterized using a dynamic high temperature life 
stress

Dynamic high temperature life stress is a standard 
approach used to evaluate the failure rate distribution of a 
product under accelerated conditions The failure rate is 
statistically derived from the experimental results 
obtained at elevated temperatures, then extrapolated to 
typical operating temperature conditions This extrapola
tion is accomplished using the Arrhenius relationship and 
an apparent activation energy consistent with the failure 
mechanisms observed. This acceleration technique 
works well for common causes of failure such as oxide 
defects, interconnect voids, and defective bonding.

For ease of calculation, the instantaneous failure rate is 
assumed to be constant throug hout the lifetime of the pro
duct (i.e., the probability density function of the time to 
failure is assumed to be exponential).

Units to be stressed were drawn from finished goods 
inventory and written with a data pattern selected to pro
gram both logic states of “1” and“0” into locations in each 
row and each column of the array. Initial, intermediate, and 
final electrical testing of units was conducted at room 
temperature using a test program that checks paramet
rics, functionality and timing parameters

The dynamic high temperature stress was applied in 
accordance with the conditions prescribed in MIL-STD- 
883, Method 1015, Condition D. Oven ambient tempera
ture was maintained at 125 degrees C. The schematics 
are available upon request

Table 1. Static Life Stress Results

Product

Total 
Devices 
Stressed

Total Device 
Stress Hours 
© Ta = 1 25° C

Number of 
Failures

Predicted Failure Rate 
© 90% 

Confidence @ Ta = 55° C 
(Ea = 0.6 eV)

52B13 324 324,000 hrs. 0 0.019%/1000 hrs.

seeo Technology, Incorporated
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The results are summarized in Table 2. The predictions 
use an assumed activation energy of Ea= 0.4 ev for Ta = 
55 degrees C. The predicted charge gain failure rate is 
less than one-half the intrinsic failure rate of NMOS, as 
would be expected This implies thefield usage failure rate 
would be accurately predicted by dynamic life test

Data Retention Bake
Intrinsic data retention is defined as the ability to retain 
valid data over a prolonged period of time under storage 
conditions At the cell level, data retention is a measure of 
the ability of the floating gate to retain charge in the 
absence of applied external gate bias Data retention 
failures in a floating gate structure are commonly caused 
by dielectric defects and can be accelerated by high temp
erature bake stress This characteristic provides a tech
nique for both screening potentially defective product 
from the production flow as well as predicting expected 
retention lifetimes of outgoing product
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FIGURE 4. Comparison of Positive Charge Trapping at 
Tunnellng-Dlelectrlc/SI Interface.

In order to determine the data retention capability of 
SEEQ’s products unbiased devices are subjected to high 
temperature bake at 250 degrees C. The failure mode is a 
change in the state of the memory cell, and the typical 
failure mechanism is a dielectric defect resulting in 
“charge loss". Because dielectric defects can be induced 
by the electric fields generated during write/erase cycles 
data retention and endurance are related topics The 
effects of cycling on data retention are covered in the 
endurance section. In this section, the intrinsic data reten
tion characteristics are evaluated and compared against 
the minimum data retention goal of ten years

Units to be stressed are drawn from finished goods inven
tory and erased to an all 1 ’s pattern (eg., negative charge 
on floating gate). After erasing and initial testing, parts 
were temperature stressed at 250 degrees C. Voltage 
stress is not required for this evaluation; therefore, all 
leads are held at ground potential

The results are summarized in Table 3. Using an activation 
energy of 0.6 ev, the data retention lifetime predicted by 
the data exceed 100 years at a 55 degrees C temp
erature. This period exceeds the industry 10 year stand
ard for erasable memories

Endurance
Endurance is defined as the ability of an EEPROM to 
operate to data sheet specifications after repeated write/ 
erase cycles to each byte. SEEQ specifies an endurance 
option of either 10,000 or 1,000,000 cycles/byte. The 
extraordinary high endurance is accomplished using 
SEEQs proprietary oxynitride process and its innovative 
Q-Cell design. Products which are specified with 
1,000,000 cycle endurance are designated with “55” 
series part numbers

Endurance failures are characteristically caused by 
dielectric breakdown occuring in the tunnel dielectric 
itself. This breakdown is associated with charge trapping 
that occurs during repeated write/erase cycles Because 
this behavior is central to the device physics of an EEP
ROM memory cell, endurance will be discussed in two 
parts; first, at the cell level, then, at the product level.
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Table 2. High Temperature Dynamic Life Stress Results

Product

Total 
Devices 
Stressed

Total Device 
Stress Hours 

@ Ta = 125° C
Number of 

Failures

Predicted Failure Rate 
@ 90% 

Confidence @ Ta = 55° C 
(Ea = 0.4 eV)

52B13 684 684,000 hrs 1 0.050%/1000 hrs.
52B33 603 658,000 hrs 1 0.052%/1000 hrs.
5516 A/
2816A

603 772,000 hrs. 1 0.045%/1000 hrs.

L-seeo Technology, Incorporated
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During each write/erase operation of a floating-gate EEP- 
ROM cell, a miniscule amount of charge is trapped in the 
dielectric through which the programming charge tunnels 
(Ref. 1). The cumulative effect of this charge trapping has a 
strong impact on the effective threshold voltage that the 
cell exhibits at each write/erase cycle. The envelope of the 
“written” threshold voltage and the “erased” threshold 
voltage plotted over a number of cycles is referred to as 
the cell threshold “window” and is a key figure of merit for 
any EEPROM cell Referring to the representative 
threshold window shown in Figure 3 the net effect of 
charge trapping results in an initial widening of the window 
(due to positive trapped charge). Ultimately, negative 
charge trapping sets the upper limit on endurance when 
the window becomes too narrow to be useful.

FIGURE 5. Comparison of Negative Charge Trapping

The improved performance of oxynitride over oxide is 
directly related to the superior trapping characteristics of 
the oxynitride film, as shown in Figures4 and 5. In Figure4, 
the positive charge trapping characteristics of oxynitride 
and oxide are compared as a function of field strength (the 
principal independent variable). The positive charge trap 
density is consistently lower for oxynitride by approx
imately a factor of four. In Figure 5, the negative charge 
trapping characteristics of oxynitride and oxide are com
pared as a function of total injected charge (the principal 
independent variable in this case). Note the benefit of 
oxynitride in this case continues to increase with increas
ing charge, thus verifying the endurance improvement 
first observed in Figure 3.

Units were pulled from finished goods inventory and 
stressed by performing repeated write/erase cycles on 
every byte in the memory. Data retention, read/write 
functionality, AC performance, and parametrics were 
periodically tested against data sheet specs Failures 
(typically caused by the selective failure of random bits) 
were analyzed and compiled for failure rate 
calculations

A summary of the results is shown inTable4. It shows that 
all of SEEQ's EEPROMs meet or exceed the intrinsic MOS 
failure rate of0.05%/1000 hours ifyou write once per day. 
It should also be noted that the Q-Cell EEPROMs have 
higher endurance than the non Q-Cell 52B13. All of 
SEEQs EEPROMs are Q-Cell except for the 52B13. For 
applications where writing occurs more frequently or 
where a failure rate of less than 0.03%/1000 hours is 
required, then a 1,000,000 cycle part such as the 16K 
5516A should be considered.

As seen from the endurance plot of Figure3, the threshold 
window achieved using the SEEQ oxynitride dielectric 
represents an improvement over the traditional silicon 
dioxide case by at least a factor of ten. The oxynitride win
dow demonstrates very little closing at 106 cycles, and 
provides a very useable window at 107 cycles

Reference
(1) Ching S. Jeng et al, IEDM Technology Digest 1982, 
p. 811.

Table 3. High Temperature Bake Test Results

Product

Total 
Devices 
Stressed

Total Device 
Stress Hours 

@ Ta = 250° C
Number of 

Failures

Predicted Failure Rate 
@ 90% 

Confidence @ Ta = 55° C 
(Ea = 0.6 eV)

52B13 82 118,000 hrs. 2 0.0023%/1000 hrs.
2816A/ 
2817/ 
5516A

133 133,000 hrs. 0 0.000873%/1000 hrs.

Technology. Incorporated
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Table 4. Write/Erase Endurance Test Results

Product

Total 
Devices 
Stressed

Total Device 
Stress Cycles

Number of 
Failures

Predicted Failure Rate 
@ 90% 

Confidence @ Ta = 55° C 
(Ea = 0.125 eV)

Equivalent 
Failure

52B13 189 4.4 m cycles 5 0.30596/1000 cycles .01396/1000 hrs.
2816 A/
2817

2,196 1,057 m cycles 147 0.022596/1000 cycles 0.000996/1000 hrs.

5516A 1,427 1,427 m cycles 5 0.00196/1000 cycles 0.0000496/1000 hrs

52B33 3,107 1,732.4 m cycles @ 25°C
8.5 m cycle @ 125°C

68
8

.007896/1000 cycles .00032/1000 hrs.

Accelerated stress is updated quarterly and is available from SEEQ Technology-
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seeo Radiation and MOS 
Non-Volatile Memories

Introduction
The effect of radiation on non-volatile memories is of 
concern when the devices may be exposed to radiation 
and are expected to continue functioning. Such 
environments include space, non-hardened battlefield 
conditions or commercial radiation applications SEEQ 
EEPROM’s have demonstrated similar performance 
as other NMOS or CMOS memories and can be 
successfully used in the above listed environments as 
well as other applications requiring functionality during 
and after radiation exposure. SEEQ EEPROM’s have 
proven particularly resistant to single event upsets.

Concerns
A. Permanent damage is a function of:

1. Total dosage of ionizing radiation;
2. Neutron flux;
3. Gamma dose rate.

B. Transient errors (single event upset) are a 
function of:
1. Cosmic rays;
2. Gamma dose rate.

Failure Mechanisms
A. Permanent Damage:
1. Build up of trapped charge in dielectrics, primarily 
gate oxides; caused by net positive charge generated 
by the radiation flux congregating at defects in the 
oxide. This results in threshold shifts and subsequent 
non-functionality.
2. Build up of interface states caused by net positive 
charge generated by the radiation flux accumulating at 
layer boundaries. This results in degradation in 
transconductance and threshold shifts and subsequent 
non-functionality.
3. Formation of interstitials and vacancies in the crystal 
lattice structure caused by neutron flux. This results in 
changes in the electrical characteristics of the bulk 
silicon and subsequent non-functionality.

B. Transient Errors:
1. Generation of false electrical signals from photo
currents in semi-conductor junctions caused by high 
energy particles or gamma rays. These result in data 
upset during read.

Models
A. Total dose ionizing radiation: Simulated by 
exposure to gamma rays, usually from a Co 60 source. 
Expect MOS devices to withstand 103 to 104 rad (Si) of 
total dose before permanent damage. Variables include:
1. Thinner gate oxides are less likely to trap charge.
2. Bias applied during irradiation aggravates charge 
trapping.

B. Dose rate: Simulated by exposure to gamma rays 
usually generated by a linear accelerator. Expect MOS 
parts to withstand 106 to 107 rad(Si)/sec before transient 
damage and 109 to 1010 rad(Si)/sec before permanent 
damage.

C. Neutron flux: Simulated by exposure to neutrons, 
usually generated by a nuclear reactor. Expect MOS 
parts to withstand greater than 1014 neutrons/cm2.

D. Cosmic rays: Simulated by exposure to high 
energy, heavy ions, usually generated by a particle 
accelerator. Baseline standards are not well established 
for MOS parts.
1. Smaller channel lengths appearto aggravate upsets.

Data for SEEQ MOS parts (attached)

A. Total dose is as expected for a thin oxide, MOS part.

B. Dose rate for both transient and permanent damage 
is better than typical for MOS parts.

C. No data for neutron flux, but expect to be similar to 
other MOS parts, e.g. greater than 1014/cm2.

D. Data for single event upset (SEU) is using various 
models to simulate worse case cosmic rays. The parts 
appear to perform better than expected.

Definitions
A. Curie—A quantity of radioactive material undergoing 
3.7 times 101° disintegrations per second.

B. Rad —Radiation Absorbed Dose — The absorbtion 
of 100 ergs of radiation energy per gram of absorbing 
material.

C. Roentgen — The amount of gamma rays required to 
produce ions carrying 1 electro-static unit of charge in 
1 cubic centimeter of dry air.

Technology, Incorporated
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Radiation and MOS 
Non-Volatile Memories

D. REM — Radiation Equivalent (in) Man — The 
measure of the biological effect of radiation exposure 
and is obtained by multiplying the absorbed dose (in 
rads) by a “quality factor” for the particular radiation.

E. Radioactivity — The spontaneous emission of 
radiation, e.g. particles and/or electro magnetic waves 
(photons), from the nuclei of an unstable isotope, which 
eventually decays to a stable non-radioactive isotope.

Radiation Test Results
16KEEPROM 

(5516A/2816A, 
5517A/2817A, 

52B13)

64K EEPROM 
(52B33, 
2864)

256K EPROM 
(27C256)

Stress Conditions Failure Mode Failure Range Failure Range
Unbaised total dose Alternating data 

patterns, (e.g.
1 st exposure all 0’s, 
next exposure all 1’s) 
Co 60 gamma ray 
source (10 RAD/SEC)

Device will read 
but some 
locations fail 
to write

9000 ± 2000 
RAD (Si)

6500 ± 500 
RAD (Si)

Biased total dose Alternating data 
patterns, (e.g.
1 st exposure all 0’s, 
next exposure all 1’s) 
Co 60 gamma ray 
source (10 RAD/SEC)

Device will read 
but some 
locations fail 
to write

Read only

3000 ± 1500 
RAD (Si)

3000 ± 500 
RAD (Si)

11,000 (±) 2500 
RAD (Si)

Biased dose rate upset Erased (1’s state), 
linear accelerator 
gamma ray source

Upset during 
read; not 
permanent

3 ± .75 X 107 
RAD (Si)/SEC

1.6 ± .02 X 107 
RAD (Si)/SEC

Biased dose rate survival Erased (1’s state), 
linear accelerator 
gamma ray source 
(200 RAD/20 ns PULSE)

Device will 
read, all 
locations fail 
to write

> 10’° 
RAD (Si)/SEC

-101°
RAD (Si)/SEC R
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256K EEPROM 
(28C256)

Stress Conditions Failure Mode Failure Range
Biased total dose Memory Programmed 

to all 0’s, Exposed 
to Co60 source (1 
to 35 RAD/SEC)

Device Fails to 
Read, Multiple 
bits read 1’s

15,000 (±) 2,000
RAD (Si)

Dose Rate Upset Byte Checkerboard 
Data Pattern; 54 ns 
to 1.5 us Pulse 
Widths; Linear 
Accelerator

Single Bits 
Change State

1.1 X 109 to
6.6 X 1O10 
RAD (Si)/SEC

Biased Dose 
Rate Latch-Up

Byte Checkerboard 
Data Pattern; 54 ns 
to 1.5 us Pulse 
Widths; linear 
Accelerator

Parts Fail to 
Read, Recover 
After Power 
Down

5 X 107 to
1 X 108
RAD (Si)/SEC

seeo Technology. Incorporated
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Single Event Upset 
64K EEPROM (52B33)

Samples were programmed and subjected to different levels of radiation to simulate a cosmic flux. 

The devices are read after irradiating for upsets

RUN # IONS LET FACILITY ENERGY RAD H20 TIME UPSETS
1 Fe 8 BEVATRON 144 30 SEC NONE
2 Fe 6 BEVATRON 144 30 SEC NONE
3 Fe 4 BEVATRON 288 2 MIN NONE
4 Fe 3.8 BEVATRON 288 2 MIN NONE
5 Kr 41 CYCLOTRON 200 MeV NONE

Ar 15.4 CYCLOTRON 160 MeV NONE
Ne 5.7 CYCLOTRON 88 MeV NONE
0 1.8 CYCLOTRON 217 MeV NONE
N 2.9 CYCLOTRON 68 MeV NONE

6 P .004 CYCLOTRON 148 MeV NONE
7 CF-252 42 105 MeV NONE

Technology, Incorporated
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Memory Products 
Application Note

48128 FLASH" EEPROM 
OFFERS IN-CIRCUIT 
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MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING WITH 
SEEQ’S FLASH" EEPROMS

INTRODUCTION
This application note describes the interfacing 
of SEEQ's FLASH™ Electrically Erasable Pro
grammable Read Only Memory—‘FLASH'™ 
EEPROMs to a microprocessor bus. The 48128 
FLASH™ EEPROM is the first member of a new 
generation of memory devices from SEEQ. The 
48128 FLASH™ EEPROM is a 128 K-bit (16Kx8) 
memory device combining EPROM and 
EEPROM technologies to give a high density, 
low cost memory ideal for applications with in
frequent In-system updates such as program 
store. The FLASH™ EEPROM can be easily 
bulk-erased electrically and programmed In- 
circuit. Only a single high voltage supply (21 v) 
is needed for chip erase or byte write. The fast 
read access time (170 ns) meets the require
ments of many of today's popular micropro
cessors.

FLASH™ EEPROM Advantages:

The in-circuit erasability and programming fea
ture of the FLASH™ EEPROM brings several 
system advantages:

• Reduction of system development time—the 
FLASH™ EEPROMs erase in 20 seconds and 
program fully in 32 seconds. In contrast a 
128K UV EPROM takes 20 to 30 minutes 
under ultra-violet light to erase and pro
gramming time is over 2 minutes. Also the 
UV EPROMs have to be removed from their 
sockets for each erasure.

• Elimination of unreliable socket connec
tions—the FLASH™ EEPROMs can be sol
dered directly on to the circuit board thus 
improving contact reliability.

• Elimination of excessive device handling 
during software changes occurring during 
user development/testing/ production.

• Elimination of glass-epoxy circuit board deg
radation due to ultra-violet radiation—the 
FLASH™ EEPROM can be erased electrically 
in-circuit unlike UV EPROMs.

• Elimination of UV radiation health hazard by 
using the FLASH™ EEPROM.

FLASH™ INTERFACE CONCEPTS:

The FLASH™ EEPROMs interface concepts are 
similar to EEPROMs. SEEQ memory products 
application notes 2A and 8A describe micropro
cessor interface techniques for SEEQ's 
EEPROM devices. In this application note 
FLASH™ EEPROM interface techniques are 
presented. The 48128 FLASH™ EEPROM data 
sheet provides detailed information on device 
characteristics. The unique part of the 
FLASH™ EEPROM interface to the micropro
cessor is the chip erase and write concept. 
The FLASH™ EEPROM has to be chip erased 
before a write. The chip erase time Is 20 sec
onds. A write operation can also be performed 
without first erasing the chip if the previously 
written (non-FF Hex) data will not be changed. 
As is the case with UV EPROMs, if a location is 
to be changed from a non-erased state, 48128 
FLASH™ EEPROM must be chip erased first. 
The write time per byte Is 2 ms. Hence, there 
is an intrinsic timing difference between the 
48128 memory and the microprocessor. 
Therefore additional hardware is necessary to 
accommodate these timing differences. The 
read operation is similar to EEPROMs and UV 
EPROMs.

FLASH™ is a registered trademark of SEEQ Technology, Inc.

L-seeo Technology. Incorporated
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There are different approaches to micropro
cessor interfacing:

• The microprocessor performs a write (or 
erase) operation as usual. As soon as the 
command is initiated, a control interface 
takes over and continues the command op
eration independent of the CPU. Command 
termination is indicated to the CPU by the 
control interface through interrupt service or 
I/O polling schemes. Thus, the micropro
cessor can run independently of the 
FLASH™ EEPROM controller during chip 
erase or write time.

• In the second approach the microprocessor 
Is dedicated to the FLASH” EEPROM chip 
erase/write operation. The disadvantage is 
that the microprocessor is inhibited from 
doing any other function during the chip 
erase and/or the write time.

The second approach is acceptable in many 
applications where erase/write is infrequent. 
This technique is very is easy to implement and 
does not require any software overhead in 
terms of I/O polling or interrupt servicing. In 
terms of hardware the scheme can be imple
mented by controlling the microprocessor’s 
ready line. In this case wait states are inserted 
in the microprocessor's cycle as long as nec
essary to complete the chip erase or write op
eration.

The two distinct interface approaches dictate 
the amount of hardware and software required 
to Interface the FLASH™ EEPROM to the mi
croprocessor. The efficiency of information 
transfer is also dependent on the type interface 
approach taken.This application note discusses 
the second approach, since the FLASH” 
EEPROM Is an Ideal device for systems with In
frequent system updates, requiring low cost, 

high density memory with in-circuit erase/write 
feature. An overview of the 48128 FLASH” 
EEPROM chip erase and write operation is 
given prior to the interface discussion.

FLASH™ EEPROM CHIP ERASE/WRITE
Chip erase is done by raising Vpp to high volt
age (21 V) with OE held at a TTL high level. 
Address pins A,, A2, A6 must also be brought 
to a high voltage level. The erase cycle is then 
started by PGM and CE. During the erase cycle 
it is necessary to control address A3. Wait 
states are inserted in the processor's write 
cycle to stretch PGM active width to 100 p.s. 
For complete erasure the effective PGM width 
should sum up to or equal 10 seconds each with 
A3 'high' and 'low' alternatively. This can be 
achieved by repeating the 100 |is writes 
100,000 times twice; first with address A3 high 
and then low. See 48128 data sheet for chip 
erase details.

Once the chip is erased fully, the FLASH™ 
EEPROM can be written by applying a high volt
age to the Vpp pin (21 V). OE should held 
high. CE then selects the device and pulsing 
PGM after presenting valid data at the inputs 
starts the write cycle. The PGM low pulse 
width(s) should equal 2 ms for a successful 
byte write. Processor time can be saved by 
only writing to those address locations in which 
data will change from the erased state (FF 
Hex).

The control signal specifications for read, chip 
erase and write operations of the 48128 
FLASH™ EEPROM are shown in the mode se
lection Table ( table 1). For timing specifica
tions refer to the data sheet.

Table 1. Mode Selection

Function 
(Pin) 

Mode
CE
(20)

OE 
(22)

PGM 
(27)

Vpp 
(1)

A,, A2, A6 
(9, 8, 4)

A3
(7)

vcc
(28)

Do - D 7
(11-13, 15-19)

Read V|L V,l V|H X Address A3 vcc dout

Standby V|H X X X X X vcc HI Z

Write V,L V|H TTL 
Pulse

v N Vpp Address A3 vcc D IN

Verify V|L V|L V|H X Address A3 vcc dout

Chip Erase V|L V|H TTL 
Pulse

V [1) Vpp VeaW TTL 
Pulse vcc HI Z

Notes:
1. Vpp-21V
2. V£A - 15V mln 21V max
3. a - Don’t Care
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VppAND CHIP ERASE SWITCHING
For In-circuit erase/write V pp, A,, A2 and A6 
switching is key to the microprocessor inter
face. This necessitates that high voltage sig
nals be actively present in the microprocessing 
environment. The high voltage signals are dy
namic and need to be controlled over a wide 
temperature range. VPP can be at 21V for all 
modes of operation for the 48128 (table 1). 
Hence VPP can be connected directly to 21V 
eliminating the need for a VPP switch. The h igh 
voltage circuit drivers for chip erase (i.e) A1( 
A2, Ae are shown in Figure 1. The high voltage 
power supply should take into account the satu
ration voltage drop across the switching tran
sistors. it is important to note that the chip 
erase driver does not have to source large cur
rents. The high voltage levels on A,, A2, A6are 
needed to trigger the internal level detectors on 
48128 during Chip Erase Mode and the maxi
mum current would be 10p.A on these inputs. 
See 48128 datasheet for specs. The high volt
age rise times for VPP and chip erase (A,, A2, 
A6) should be long to minimize overshoots. The 
0.1 pF capacitor placed between VPP and 
ground provides additional protection against 
overshoots during erase/write operations. The 
capacitor should be high frequency ceramic 
disc type in order to handle transient noise 

spikes. Another important point to be consid
ered is the effect of pin to pin coupling between 
input signal lines. Because of the 21 V high volt
age pulses, the voltage coupled between Input 
signals can be quite large and may damage 
other devices on the signal line whose Input 
specifications demand that V,N does not ex
ceed Vcc+1 V. Due to the high input impedance 
of MOS memories, driver characteristics, sig
nal shielding, device package and board layout 
parameters have to be considered to minimize 
the effects of pin to pin coupling between Input 
signal lines.

Microprocessor system environments demand 
the capability to connect multiple devices to
gether. The 48128 FLASH” EEPROM mode 
table shows that the device can be deselected 
using CE during erase/write. Hence, from a 
system perspective, Chip Erase (A,, A2, A6) 
can be bussed to multiple devices in the sys
tem. Using TTL level control of only CE, any 
FLASH" EEPROM device can be selectively 
erased or written. This allows for simple and 
straightforward control of multiple FLASH™ 
EEPROMs in the system. The result Is a highly 
compact, cost effective design with only one 
Chip Erase switch for the entire FLASH” 
EEPROM memory array.

+ 21V +5V

Figure 1. High Voltage Drivers for Chip Erase

—seeo Technology, Incorporated
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Switching Regulator

In order to generate the high voltage pulses 
required for Vpp, A,, A2 and A6, a power sup
ply with the capacity to supply output voltages 
up to +24 V is needed. In a system environment 
where this voltage is not available a D.C to D.C 
switching regulator can be used to convert +5 V 
to +21 V.
A switching regulator worth considering is the 
LT 1070 from Linear Technology. The LT 1070 is 
a monolithic high power switching regulator ca
pable of delivering load power up to 100 watts 
without external power devices. The switch 
duty cycle in the device is controlled by switch 
current.

The LT1070 is operated in the boost mode. De
sign procedure for the 5V to 21V boost regula
tor is fairly simple and straightforward. Fig
ure 2 shows the boost regulator. The vcc pin 
is used for frequency compensation, current 
limiting, soft start and shut down. Empirical 
techniques have to be used to select compo
nent values for frequency compensation, soft 
start and shut down. It is recommended that 
LT1070 data sheets and design manual AN-19 
from Linear Technology be used to develop in
dividual designs.

Figure 2. +5V to +21V Boost Regulator

MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACE 
OVERVIEW
In the FLASH™ EEPROM interface to a micro
processor bus, both bus timing and software 
timing are used to gate the control signals. Fig
ure 3 shows the block diagram of the control 
interface. It is assumed that the microproces
sor is dedicated to the task of erasing/writing 
the FLASH™ EEPROM. The VPP and Chip 
Erase switches can be turned on/off through 
dedicated I/O ports of the processor. The 
other option would be to use logic gates along 
with latches and assign dedicated memory ad

dresses for the switches. Then, the VPP and 
Chip erase switches can be turned on or off by 
performing dummy writes to the addresses. 
The memory write control line of the processor 
should be connected to the FLASH™ EEPROM 
PGM pin. The wait state generator uses the 
microprocessor's ready line to insert wait 
states in the memory write cycle to extend the 
write cycle time to 100 p.s. ‘^pp ON’ is used to 
qualify wait state generation.
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R

I/O Port 1

I/O Port 2

MEM WR

Data
Memory 
Address 
Decoder

Ready

Figure 3. Flash" EEPROM Microprocessor Interface
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Write cycle extension

Different techniques can be used to insert wait 
states into a microprocessor’s write cycle. A 
convenient approach would be to use a one- 
shot like the 74HC123A, Figure 4. ^>pON and 
the start of a write cycle should trigger the 100 
ps timer. The one-shot's 100 ps pulse output 
is used to negate the processor’s READY line 
thus Inserting wait states in to the write cycle. 
It is important to ensure that the RC time con
stant used to time the 100 ps pulse is tempera
ture compensated. The FLASH™ EEPROM 
48128 specifies a minimum pulse width of 90 ps 
and a maximum pulse width of 120 ps for the 

PGM signal during write. Hence the one-shot 
design should ensure that the write cycle dura
tion does not violate device specs.

An alternative to the one-shot is a programma
ble digital timer like the 74LS294, Figure 5. The 
count modulo can be digitally controlled using 
the inputs provided. For example, using a 5 
MHz clock, programming for 29 will give a pe
riod of 102.4 ps. Using this signal as the ‘NOT 
READY' to the processor, the write cycle time 
or PGM width can be extended to a minimum of 
102.4 ps satisfying the 48128 write specifica
tions for PGM width.

Write Cycle Extension Using Ready Input of Microprocessor

To Ready 
Input of 

Microprocessor

Figure 4. One-Shot Approach
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Period = 102.4 ps
_____________________________________________________________@ 5MHz

Figure 5. Programmable Digital Timer Approach
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Figure 6. Flash™ EEPROM Chip Erase Flowchart

Figure 7. Flash™ Chip Erase Timing
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Chip Erase

During Chip erase, it is necessary to control 
the address line A3. In the high voltage drivers 
shown In Figure 1 for chip erase, the OR gates 
ensure that addresses A,, A2 and A8 remain 
'high' during chip erase. Dummy writes to any 
two address locations can be performed in or
der to toggle A3 for chip erase; one with ad
dress bit A3 high and a second with A3 low. For 
example the addresses can be OOFF hex and 
00F7 hex. The order of toggling A3, i.e, the 
addressing order is immaterial. The software 
flowchart to control the FLASH™ EEPROM chip 
erase and programming is shown In Figures 6 
and 8. The write cycle time or the PGM width Is 
assumed to be 100 p.s. To do a chip erase the 
processor does dummy writes to the selected 
FLASH™ EEPROM 100,000 times twice; first 
with A3 address line at ‘0’ and subsequently 
with A3 at ‘1’ or vice versa. With this tech
nique, the effective PgM width during A3 ‘high’ 
and ‘low’ times, add up to 10 seconds each to 
total 20 seconds thus satisfying the 48128 
datasheet specifications for chip erase.

Using the digital timer approach with a 5 MHz 
clock, would give a PGM width of 102.4 p.s. The 
number of writes then should be 97655 times 
Instead of the 100,000 times to achieve the 
10 seconds effective time.

Writing to FLASH” EEPROM

While programming the FLASH™ EEPROM, it 
should be ensured that Chip Erase Is 'OFF' 
before starting the programming cycle. A 
100 p.s write cycle Is performed with the data 
and address for each memory location to be 
programmed. The process is repeated 
20 times. The effective write cycle time thus 
adds up to 2 ms satisfying thePG^ pulse width 
requirement for programming. With the digital 
timer approach the effective write time will be 
2.048 ms. Processor write time can be saved 
by only writing to those locations in which the 
data will change from the erased state. The 
2 p.s delays shown in the software flowchart 
are needed to satisfy the \£>p , Chip Erase (A,, 
A3 and A6) setup times and write/erase recov
ery time of the 48128 FLASH™ EEPROM. 
Other timing requirements of the FLASH™ 
EEPROM like the address, data, CE and CE 
setup times are satisfied using hardware tech
niques. The techniques outlined in this applica
tion note use general control signals to permit 

adaptation to any microprocessor system's 
bus. Examples of Interfacing to specific proc
essors are now presented.
Intel 8086/88
The Intel 8086 and 8088 are microprocessors 
with time multiplexed address and data lines. 
Both the processors have 20-blt address bus 
and differ essentially from one another by their 
respective data bus widths. The 8086 uses 
16-bit data bus while the 8088 uses 8-bit data 
bus. The Interface example discussed here 
uses the 8086 and the technique can be ex
tended to the 8088 easily. The 8086 system 
discussed here Is assumed to be In MAX mode 
with demultiplexed, buffered address and data 
lines. 8282 address latches, 8286 transceivers 
and 8205 decoders are assumed to be used. In 
addition It Is assumed that the 8288 bus con
troller is used to control access to the FLASH™ 
EEPROM devices on the demultiplexed buff
ered system bus. The 48128-200 FLASH™ 
EEPROM with 200 ns read access time easily 
meets the read requirements of the 8 MHz 
8086-2 microprocessor without the need for 
wait states. The 48128-300 with 300 ns read 
access time can be used with the 5 MHz 8086 
processor without any wait states for the read 
operation. While the read interface is straight
forward, the write/chip erase timing require
ments of the 48128 FLASH™ EEPROM require 
a few accommodations to be made in hardware 
and software, to ensure 8086 and 48128 timing 
compatibility. The 5 MHz and the 8MHz 8086 
timings during write operation meet the OE 
setup time requirement of the 48128. The CE 
and and data setup times are ‘0’ for the 
48128. The next timing requirement is the PGM 
or the write command pulse width. Wait states 
have to be introduced in the processor write 
cycle to meet the 100 p.s PGM pulse width re
quirement for the 48128 chip erase/write op
eration. The Ready Input for the 8086 should be 
disabled by the end of T2 processor state to 
guarantee the insertion of wait states. In order 
to meet the setup and hold requirements for 
the Ready input, the advanced write command 
(from the 8288 bus controller) along with the 
chip select signal can be used to generate the 
100 p.s ‘Not Ready' signal.
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Figure 8. Flash™ Write Flow Chart

Vpp 

Address 
A0-A13 

CE

OE

PGM

Data

Figure 9. Flash™ Write Timing
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‘Note: 1. High Voltage Drivers for Vpp, A,, A2, A6 not shown
2. “VppON” is Generated Through I/O Port

Figure 10. 8086 Interface to 48128 Flash" EEPROM

Clock

ALE

ADq -AD15

8288 _____
Output AMWC

100p.S Ready 
Wait State 
Generator

Data Out Va d
A

PP
. N

O
TE

S

\

Figure 11. 8086/8088/ Bus Timing
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Motorola 68008/68010
The MC68008 has a 20-blt address bus and 
8-blt data bus while the MC68010 has a 24-blt 
address bus and a 16-bit data bus. The 
MC68008 Interface to the FLASH” EEPROM Is 
explained In this section. The technique dis
cussed here can be easily extended to the 
MC68010 processor since both processor 
timings are similar. The write timing and inter
face for the MC68008 are shown in Figures 12 
and 13. In order to stretch the write cycle time 

to 100 |is It Is necessary to delay the assertion 
of DTACK beyond the falling edge of S4 state 
of the processor. To guarantee the Insertion of 
wait states In to the processor write cycle, the 
R / /W can be used along with chip select and 
‘VppON’ signal to delay the assertion of 
DTACK for 100 p.s. The read interface to the 
48128 Is straight forward. The 48128-20 with 
the 200 ns max read access time can be easily 
used with the 8 MHz 68008 without wait states.

System Reset
Notes: 1. 48128 needs a OE hlghset uptime of 100nS mln. before falling edge of PGM 

during write. PGM should be delayed after OE rising edge to satisfy OE set up 
time. Delay depends on system clock rate and may be zero for 8MHz clock.

2. High voltage drivers are not shown.

Figure 12. MC68008 Interface to Flash” EEPROM

Clock
Address
a0-A19

AS

DS
R/W

Data

S0 S, S2 S3 S4 W W S5 Sg S7 S0

VX------------------
Data Valid 

-if-------------------

DTACK
100)1 s-*- 1

Figure 13. MC68008 Write Cycle timing
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National NS32C016

The NS32C016 is a CMOS microprocessor with 
32-bit architecture and implementation. It has 
a multiplexed address/data bus with 24-bits of 
address and 16-bits of data. It is assumed that 
the NS32C201 timing control unit (TCU) is used 
to provide system clock, system control logic 
and microprocessor cycle extension logic. 
48128-200 with the 200 ns read access time 
can interfaced to the 10 MHz NS32C016-10 
without wait states. In order to provide the 
100 p.s PGM for the 48128 write operation it is 
necessary to extend the processor write cycle 
by inserting wait states. The NS32C016 CPU 
checks the RDY input at the end of T2 state on 

the falling edge of PH2 clock, to see If wait 
states are needed. The CWAIT (continuous 
wait) pin on the NS32C201 TCU can be used to 
generate the wait states. The 100 (is NOT 
READY signal should be gated with the TSO 
signal from the TCU to generate the CWAIT. 
TSO Is activated at the beginning of state T2 of 
the CPU cycle and Is de-activated at the begin
ning of state T4. The TCU drives the RDY pin 
to the CPU causing wait states to be Inserted in 
the CPU cycle as requested by the CWAIT. 
The write cycle timing and interface are shown 
in Figures 14 and 15.

LOBYTE

Figure 14. NS32C016 Interface to Flash" EEPROM
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Figure 15. NS32C016 WRITE CYCLE TIMING
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CONCLUSION:
This application note has provided an example 
of a simplified approach for interfacing 
FLASH" EEPROMs with microprocessors. The 
FLASH" EEPROM interface described has util
ized both hardware and software timing for chip 
erase and programming. An important point to 
keep in mind is that the tradeoffs between 
hardware and software timing is system de
pendent. It is obvious that FLASH" EEPROMs 

provide benefits to the system designer. In- 
circuit changes to non-volatile program and 
data storage can be implemented in systems 
at low cost. Also at the same time, costs as
sociated with software changes, maintenance 
and service can be reduced significantly. Sys
tem functionality and performance can be ex
tended to higher levels.
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Microprocessor Interfacing 
with SEEQ’s Latched EEPROM

Introduction
This application note describes the interfacing of 
SEEQ’s "latched" Electrically Erasable Read Only Mem
ory (E2ROM or E2) to a microprocessor bus. The 
latched E2ROM family is comprised of a 16K 52B13 
and 64K 52B33. On each of these devices there are 
internal latches on all inputs except write enable. A 
byte must first be erased before it can be written. In 
addition to the latched E2ROM family, SEEQ has a 
timer E2ROM family. This family is comprised of a 
16K 2816A (24 pins), a 16K 2817A (ready/busy) and a 
64K 2864 (ready/busy). The timer family has internal 
latches on all inputs and has an internal timer which 
automatically performs a byte erase before write. In 
this application note, the E2 used is SEEQ's 52B13, a 
2K x 8 memory. Since the timing of the higher- 
density members of the family is compatible, the 
circuits given can be extended to interface equally 
well with the 52B33 (8K x 8). Both bus timing and 
software timing are used to gate the control signals. 
The case presented here uses general control signals 
to permit adaptation to any system's bus structure. In 
addition, modifications are given for interfacing to 
specific processors.

interface Signals
The_solution presented here (see Figure 1) uses an
S-R flip-flop (74LS00) with TTL gates (74LS32) to 
latch WE for the 52B13. This flip-flop causes valid 
data to be latched correctly, satisfies device setup 
and hold times, and allows easy latch/unlatch of the 
WE signal.
The system-dependent direct bus interface compo
nents form the second part of the interface circuit. 
These components will generate CHIP SELECT and 
E2ROM SELECT to enable this part of memory. 

CHIP SELECT is usually generated separately for 
each word-wide group of devices. In this way, it 
chooses the actual devices to be written. E2ROM 
SELECT would be an “OR” function of the CHIP 
SELECT signals for all the devices for which this 
latch gates WE. With WE wired in common, only one 
gated latch is required for the E2ROM array. Of 
course, fanout must be considered, with a high- 
current driver used if necessary. In the example bus 
interfaces shown in this application note, gating for 
one device is assumed, and E2ROM SELECT is tied 
directly to CHIP SELECT.

The bus interface components perform other tasks 
common to a memory/bus interface. For a multi
plexed data bus, the bus interface components must 
demultiplex the data and addresses. In addition, this 
bus interface circuitry may generate MEMORY READ 
and MEMORY WRITE, if required. Details of this bus 
interface are given in the section “Considerations for 
Special Applications,” beginning on page 5.

Details of Operation
Byte Write or Erase
The timing diagram in Figure 2 shows the details of a 
byte write or erase operation for SEEQ’s latched 
E2ROM family. The two modes are the same, except 
that hex “FF” is presented to the I/O lines for erasure. 
Due to this similarity, only the write mode will be 
discussed.
The first step is initiation of a write cycle. First, the 
processor issues addresses, and the system’s decod
ing circuitry brings CHIP SELECT valid. Although 
the chip is enabled at this point, a write to the chip 
has not yet begun, because MEMORY WRITE has

Technology, Incorporated
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Figure 1. E2ROM Interface Circuit
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not yet been issued. This prevents inadvertently writ
ing to an incorrect address as the address lines are 
allowed to settle out before a write is initiated. Fol- 
lowing the timing events above, the active level of 
MEMORY WRITE sets the flip-flop, bringing WE low 
to the E2. Data, Addresses, CE, and OE are latched 
at this point.
In the second part of a write, WE continues to be 
active low for the entire write cycle. This requires a 
timeout, which can be effected in any of several 
ways. The designer can use a timing loop in soft
ware, or trigger a timer which interrupts the 
processor after the correct time. The software 
timeout may require less hardware on-board. The 
hardware timeout, on the other hand, allows the 
CPU to perform other tasks. Obviously, a good 
compromise is a software architecture with regular 
(perhaps one-millisecond) timing interrupts, for sys
tem real-time synchronization. Division of the task 
between hardware and software is best left to the 
individual systems engineer.

Regardless of the method used in the timeout, the 
write pulse is terminated by WE being brought high. 
This is effected by a read to any location in the 
device, which resets the flip-flop to bring WE high. 
A second read cycle is required for byte verify. 
System designers should allow extra time between 
the two reads to meet write recovery time (tWR> 
requirement. This method of write-cycle termination 
provides another form of protection against inadver
tent writing to the chip. Even if a statistically unlikely 
succession of glitches were toMgger both flip-flops, 
enable the gates, and bring WE low, a subsequent 
read to the device could terminate the write before 
data would be written.
For the case of a fully software-timed write, a flow
chart is given for the sequence of operations (see 
Figure 3). This processor-independent flowchart 
handles all the erasure and writing for storing data in 
the E2ROM, using the circuit from Figure 1. In addi
tion, a segment of example code (written for the Z8) 
is shown (see Figure 4).

ERASES E2R0M; 
WE GOES LOW

TIMEOUT WRITE CYCLE

TURN OFF ERASE: 
FORCES WE TO 
HIGH STATE

LATCH ADDRESS 
AND DATA INTO 
E2ROM;
WE GOES LOW

TIME OUT WRITE CYCLE

TURN OFF WRITE; 
WE GOES HIGH

RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM

*Data is not valid during this cycle.

Figure 3. Flowchart for 52BXX Erase/Write — Software Timing

seeo Technology, Incorporated
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186 //..........
187 // Th* fol 1OWl ng is a g eneril routine for writing
188 / / data contai ned in th e working register
189 // Data Reg to an EEROM in
190 // th* location pointed to by the working register
191 // pair AdReg. This EEPROM is assumed to be in the
192 // external da ta memory of Z8.
193 / / Writ c FF to erase byte.

p 0060 7C FF 194 EEWRi LD OutReg, »XFF
p 0062 92 70 195 LDE SAdReq, OutReg
p 0064 06 0071 196 CALL Wa1tWP II Wait for Twp
p 0067 82 80 197 LDE NowReg» @AdReg // Turn off WE

198 // Now» write t h e data to the par t.
p 0069 92 90 199 LDE SAdReg» Da t aReg
p 006B 06 0071 200 CALL WaitWP II Wait for Twp
p 006E 82 80 201 LDE NowReg» SAdRwg // turn off WE

202
p 0070 AF 203 F inWr: RET //return from routine

204 II End of EEPROM Write Rout 1ne
205
206
207 // Timi ng rout 1 nes

p 0071 EC 0A 208 Wai tWP: LD RLoop2» #Twp // # of ms to wa i t
209 // 10-> wait 10 mS.
210 II 1 -> Wa1t 1 mS.
211

p 0073 D6 007E 212 WPLoop: CALL Wa1t1ms
p 0076 00 EE 213 DEC RLoop2
p 0078 6D 007D 214 JP Zt DunWP
p 007B 8B F6 215 JR WPLoop
p 007D AF 216 DunWPi RET // Done with Twp.

217
218 // Basi c 1 mse c 11 m 1 n g rout me -
219 // adjust for m 1 croproc essor crystal freq.
220 // Th* value o f Hex58 ( Dec88) works with
221 // a Z8 with a 6.144 MHz x t a 1 .
222 / / Use *6A for 7.3723 MHz xtal. Elimination
223 II of NOP, or xtal subs 11 tution( will
224 // require recalibration.

p 007E FC 6A 225 Wa111 ms : LD RLoop3, »X6A
226

p 0080 FF 227 Tim 1p; NOP
p 0081 00 EF 228 DEC RLoop3
p 0083 60 0088 229 JP Z, Dun 1ms
p 0086 8B F8 230 JR Tim 1 p

231
p 0088 AF 232 Dun 1 ms: RET // Done with wait

233
234 //End of EEPROM Timing Rou tines
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Figure 4. Sample Z8 Code for 52BXX Write
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Read Operation
The timing for a read (see Figure 5) is simpler than 
for a write. In the read mode, the on-chip latches are 
transparent. The leading (falling) edge of CHIP 
SELECT brings CE low, and the falling edge of 
MEMORY READ brings OE low. Data is available 
from the 52BXX E2ROM after a delay of Toe (from 
OE) or Toe (from CE). Table 1 shows the Tacc required 
for operation with sample microprocessors, using no 
wait states. Memory devices currently available from 
SEEQ feature Toe as fast as 200 nanoseconds. For 
certain new microprocessors (for example, the 68000 
or 8085A-1) which may require faster access, SEEQ 
is currently developing memories with access times 
of 150 nanoseconds or less.
To terminate the read, the rising edge of MEMORY 
READ brings OE high. CE. however, is dependent 
only on CHIP SELECT, and remains active low for 
the entire microprocessor cycle.

Table 1. Zero-Wait State Required Minimum TACC 
(Assuming zero delay for buffers and drivers)

Microprocessor
Clock Freq. 

(MHz)
Required TACC 
(nanoseconds)

72720 10 350
8085A/8085AH 3 460

8085A-2/8085AH-2 5 270
8085A-1/8085AH-1 6 175
8086/8088 5 402
8086-2/8088-2 8 267

8086-1 10 227

Z8 8 310

Z80 2 575
Z80A 2.5 325

Z80B 6 190

6800 1 605

Considerations for Special Applications
Use with Z8, Z8000 Systems
The implementation of the circuit shown in Figure 1 
in a Z-Bus application allows simple generation of 

the control signals. First, the control signals 
MEMORY READ and MEMORY WRITE can be gen
erated by one half of a 74LS139 decoder, as in 
Figure 6. In addition, for the Z8, the lower byte of 
addresses must be latched, due to the multiplexing 
of address and data. This can be easily accom-

VALID

DATA ________________________________________________/V VALID DATA '_________________________________________

, : ///a'z v ' \ \_______________ /7ZZZZZZZZL

________/ \\\\\\\
MEMORY READ -7ZZZZ7 \ /Z7ZZZZ7ZZ77L

Figures. Read-Cycle Timing Diagram
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TO 
CIRCUIT 

IN 
FIGURE 1

Figure 6. Interfacing to a Z8

plished with an 8212 octal latch, as in Figure 6. 
Interfacing to a Z8000 (or 16-bit Z-Bus) requiresan 
additional 8212 latch, to demultiplex ADs-ADis. AS, 
the Z-Bus address strobe, is active low, and must be 
connected to the active low input in order to clock 
these latches.
Use with Z80 Systems
The circuit shown in Figure 7 provides a bus inter
face to a Z80, Z80A, or Z80B processor. In Figure 7, 
MEMORY READ and MEMORY WRITE are gen- 
erated from combining MREQ with the Z80 RD 
and WR, respectively. Since address and data are 
issued by the Z80 processor on separate lines, the 
8212 latch is not needed.

Use with 8085 Systems
The implementation of the E2ROM interface circuit 
in an 8085 system is extremely simple. Figure 8 
shows the bus interfacing necessary. MEMORY 
READ and MEMORY WRITE are issued by the pro
cessor directly. However, MEMORY WRITE must be 
delayed, as shown in Figure 8, to ensure latching of 
valid data. CHIP SELECT is generated from the top 

©eeo Technology, Incorporated---------------------------

5 address bits and IO/M, using a 74LS154 decoder. 
The RESET to the 8085 processor also supplies 
RESET for the E2ROM interface. Finally, the demul
tiplexing of address and data lines is accomplished 
by a 74LS373 latch triggered by ALE. Alternatively, 
an 8212 latch can be used but requires more board 
space.

Interfacing to 8088/8086 (Minimum Mode) Systems
The above considerations for implementation of this 
solution in an 8085 system also apply to an 8088/ 
8086 system operation in minimum mode, with two 
additions. As above, the processor issues ALE, RD, 
WR, and multiplexed address/data. However, an 
inverter is required in order to produce IO/M from 
M/IO. In addition (for an 8086), another octal latch 
must be added, in order to demultiplex ADs-ADis.

The time delay indicated in Figure 8 depends on the 
type of processor used and its clock frequency. For 
a 5 MHz 8088/8086, this time delay should be 100 
nanoseconds; for an 8088-2/8086-2 at 8 MHz, it 
should be 60 nanoseconds. For a 10 MHz 8086-1, the 
time delay should be 50 nanoseconds.
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Figure 7. Bus Interface — Z80

Figure 8. Bus Interface Circuitry — 8085 System
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Interfacing with 72720 Systems
The 52BXX E2ROM can be interfaced to SEEQ’s new 
72720 microcomputer (with 2K x 8 on-board E2ROM) 
more easily than to any other processor. The 72720 
PRG instruction operates off-board, to program an 
external E2ROM. This instruction initiates latching 
and timing of WE, as well as presentation of valid 
data. These tasks are handled automatically within 
the 72720. As a result, the write enable latch circuit 
of Figure 1 is not required. Total 52BXX interface 
hardware, shown in Figure 9, is very simple, even 
including a 74LS373 latch to demultiplex the lower 
eight bits of address. The software required for pro
gramming is shown in Figure 10. This example 
subroutine erases and writes one byte.

Interfacing with the 6800
One example of a complete interface between a 
6800 processor and a 52BXX is shown in Figure 11. 
The DBE signal from the 6800 is delayed for a time 
between 250 and 350 nanoseconds, in order to pro
vide a strobe for valid data. This data strobe clocks 

R/W into the flip-flop at the correct time, so that the 
falling edge of WE can satisfy timing requirements 
with respect to valid address, data, and control 
signals.

Conclusion
This application note has been prepared to assist the 
designer in implementing the technology of latched 
E2ROMs in systems requiring adaptability. The de
signer is encouraged to create new designs based 
on these ideas. E2ROM technology, while still in its 
infancy, holds the promise of being the memory 
breakthrough for the eighties. With a reliably non
volatile approach to alterable program memory, 
systems for control of avionics, manufacturing, and 
data acquisition can be enhanced in usefulness. 
With the timing to use the advanced technology of 
E2ROMs, the system designer can incorporate more 
features now, while allowing still more flexibility for 
the future.

Z-Bus, Z8, Z8000, Z80A, Z80, and Z80B are trademarks of Zilog.
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0 ERRORS
7000 ASSEMBLER REV 1.3

0001 9000
0002 9000 * #

0003 9000 * EEROM AUTO ERASE BEFORE WRITE ROUTINE *

0004 9000 * *

0005 9000 * DATA TO BE PROGRAMMED IN REGISTER 102 *

0006 9000 ♦ LOCATION TO BE PROCRAMMED IN REGISTERS 100/101 *

0007 9000 * *

0008 9000 »«»««»«**«»«»«»»»»«»««>««»«<«*«««»«»»*»««»»*»«»•*
0010 9000
0020 9000 0066 EEDAT EQU R102 DATA TO BE PROGRAMMED
0030 9000 0065 EEADR EQU Pl 01 POINTER TO LOCATION
0040 9000 B8 EEWR PUSH A SAVE ACCUMULATOR
0050 9001 22 MOV X>FF,A IS LOCATION ALREADY ERASED?

9002 FF
0060 9003 9D CMPA #EEADR

9004 65
0070 9005 E2 JEQ PROG

9006 00
0080 9007 04 PRG *EEADR IF NOT PROGRAM WITH FF HEX

9008 65
0090 9009 12 PROG MOV EEDAT,A IF ERASED PROGRAM DATA

900A 66
0100 900B 04 PRG *EEADR

900C 65
0110 900D B9 POP A RESTORE ACCUMULATOR
0120 900E 0A RETS RETURN
0130 900F END
<

Figure 10. 72720 Code for Programming 52B13/33

NOTE: THIS ELEMENT OF THE CIRCUIT SHOULD DELAY A
RISING EDGE (A TTL LOW-TO-HIGH TRANSITION)
BY 250 (MIN) TO 350 (MAX) NANOSECONDS

Figure 11. 6800/52BXX Interface
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72720 E2 ADAPTABLE SINGLE BOARD 
COMPUTER

There Is a new generation of microprocessors 
now In the marketplace that have the capability 
to learn and alter their own program. Many of us 
have learned that dynamically changing code is 
not good programming practice, but in some 
cases It can be very useful. For example, a 
microprocessor controlling a mechanical device 
can alter its program to compensate for the 
mechanical wear that occurs over time. One part 
that has this ability is the SEEQ 72720 E2 
microprocessor.To help in evaluation of this new 
technology, SEEQ has developed a board that 
can program slave devices or can be used as a 
stand alone controller.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The 72720 Design Board demonstrates the 
capabilities of the SEEQ 72720 Self-adaptive 
EEPROM Microcomputer.The board functions as 
a stand alone computer or controller and It can 
be used to program EEPROM's or other 
72720's. It can communicate with a terminal or a 
host computer through two RS-232 ports and it 
has two 25 pin I/O connectors for controlling 
other external applications. Information and 
programs can be transferred to and from a host 
computer by using commands from the Design 
Board Monitor. Use of E2 non-volatile memory 
allows incremental debugging and development 
without continuous uploading and downloading.

72720 Controller
At the heart of the Design Board is the SEEQ 
72720 Microcomputer. It is based on the TMS 
7000 family of microprogrammed computers. 
The 72720 has 2K bytes of EEPROM on chip that 
can be self programmed or slave programmed 
by a system such as the design board. The 
processor has 256 bytes of RAM, a 13 bit Timer, 
4 levels of interrupts and a Security Lock feature 
that prevents unwanted access to Internal 
programs.

Processor Instructions
The 72720 shares the standard instruction set of 
the TMS 7000 series with an additional instruction 
to program Internal or external EEPROMs. There 
are 61 instructions including Binary and BCD 
arithmetic, an 8 * 8 multiply, logical instructions, 
bit tests of memory or I/O, load/move Instruc
tions and I/O instructions. Address modes 
include Register file addressing, Peripheral file 
Addressing, Immediate, PC relative, Direct, 
Indirect and Indexed.

Design Board Hardware
The complete Design Board Hardware consists 
of the CPU, 6 memory chips, 2 port chips and 8 
TTL glue chips. Only a subset of these chips are 
needed for a minimal system. To run BASIC, the 
parts needed are: the program ROM. a RAM, 
the CPU and the glue chips. To use the Slave 
programming utilities, an 8155 and a socket for 
the slave need to be added. The additional 
memories are for non-volatile program storage 
and the 8255 expands the I/O capabilities. 
Depending on the choice of memory and glue 
chip technology, the board can be set up to run 
on low power or high speed operation (16 MHz 
clock rate).

Two sockets are set up to be low insertion force 
sockets for programming Slave 72720's and 64k 
EEPROMs. All memories can be write protected 
by use of jumpers.

Design Board Monitor
The Design Board Monitor is a collection of 
utilities to aid in developing programs for loading 
into the 72720. On power up the Baud rate is 
determined from a Carriage Return from the 
terminal. A command can then be entered and 
executed. From the monitor you can call up 
routines to download assembly language pro
grams from a host computer in several different 
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formats. These programs can be modified or 
moved to different EEPROMS. By entering the 
slave programming mode, a slave 72720 can be 
cleared, programmed or read. Also resident in 
the monitor is a special version of Tiny Basic. For 
controller applications, programs can be written 
quickly in the Higher level language and can then 
be tuned by replacing sections with assembly 
language code that can be executed from within 
Basic. There are special Basic commands that 
allow storage and retrieval of Basic programs 
from non-volatile memory.

Applications
The Design Board can be a platform for many 
applications that demonstrate the utility of 
EEPROMs and EEPROM microprocessors. It can 
be used to implement an Adaptable Controller 
whose program can be altered depending on 
environmental stimulus. The system can be used 
as a stand alone computer when connected to a 
terminal or it can be a remote slave controller 
communicating with a master or host computer 
over the RS-232 link. Finally it provides a means 
to slave program 72720’s for use in other

DESIGN BOARD MEMORY MAP 

systems or program any EEPROM in a 28 pin 
package.

72720 DESIGN BOARD
The 72720 Design Board can be used to program 
other 72720 chips and it also functions as a stand 
alone computer or controller. It can commu
nicate with a terminal or a host computer through 
two RS-232 ports and it has two 25 pin I/O 
connectors for controlling other external appli
cations. Information and programs can be 
transferred to and from a host computer by 
using commands from the Design Board Monitor.

The complete Design Board Hardware consists 
of the CPU, 6 memory chips, 2 port chips and 8 
TTL glue chips. Only a subset of these chips are 
needed for a minimal system. To run BASIC, the 
parts needed are: the program ROM, a RAM, 
the CPU and the glue chips. To use the Slave 
programming utilities, an 8155 and a socket for 
the slave need to be added. The additional 
memories are for non-volatile program storage 
and the 8255 expands the I/O capabilities. (See 
board layout and schematics for additional 
information).

0000-00FF 72720 RAM (256 BYTES)
0180-0185 8155 REGISTERS T
0200-02FF 8155 RAM (256 BYTES)
0800-0803 8255 REGISTERS

1000-1FFF 2 * 2K X 8 EEPROM

2000-3FFF 8K X 8 RAM *,t
4000-5FFF 8K X 8 EEPROM (SPACE ON PC BOARD FOR ZIF SOCKET) 

(REMOVABLE FOR STORING BASIC 
PROGRAMS)

6000-7FFF 8K X 8 EEPROM

8000-FFFF SYSTEM EPROM (72720 EEPROM NOT ACCESSIBLE) *,t

IC sockets at locations A6 and A20 should be 
low insertion force sockets. A20 is where a 
slave 72720 can be programmed for use in an
other system. This part can also execute a pro
gram in Single Chip mode while in this socket 
and can communicate with the Main processor 
through the 8155 port chip. The EEPROM at A6 
is used to save BASIC programs and it can be 
removed if it becomes filled (up to 255 pro
grams) or if a program needs to be copied into 

• PARTS NEEDED FOR BASIC
t PARTS NEEDED FOR SLAVE PROGRAMMING

several memories. A program stored in RAM will 
not be destroyed if this part is changed while 
holding the reset button.

There are a number of jumpers for options on 
the board and to Write Protect the E2 memo
ries. JP 4-7 and JP15 are used to enable RAMs 
or E2 memories. When they are removed, the 
chips' Write Enable line is pulled high through a 
resistor.
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Below is a list of the Jumpers:

Neither jumper need be on for 64K parts

JP4 Write Enable A4
JP5 Write Enable A5
JP6 Write Enable A6
JP7 Write Enable A7
JP15 Write Enable A15, A16
JP4A O------ > A6 pin 1 Jump top posts for 256K EEPROM

O------ > Addr. 14
O------ > A6 pin 27 Jump bottom posts for 256K EPROM

JP13 is reserved for future use and is presently a Don’t Care.
J2 and J6 can be used for connecting to the 72720 APORT and BPORT lines or can be jumped to 
ground for signalling other options to the 72720. (APORT lines have internal pull ups.)

JPS1
O

O O
O

O
O—O

O

JPS2
O
o o
o

o 
0—0 
o

RS-232 Options

No jumpers for 2 wire communication on JIB

4 wire communication on J1B (TXD, RXD, DSR, DTR)

2 wire communication on J1B and J1T
o o

o o 
° 2 wire communication on J1B and J1T (RS-232 pins 2 

and 3 reversed on J1T)

There are two LED's on board to indicate Power 
On and Slave programming in progress. If the 
proper program is on board, then a terminal is 
not needed to program slaves. The Slave Pro
gram LED will come on when a Slave is being 
programmed and will go out when it Is OK to 
remove the part.

72720 DESIGN BOARD MONITOR
The Design Board Monitor is a collection of 
utilities to aid in developing programs for loading 
into the 72720. On power up the Baud rate is 
determined from a Carriage Return from the 
terminal. A command can then be entered and 
executed.

COMMANDS:
BA Start Basic. See SEEQ E2 BASIC Document for more information.
SP Slave mode Programming. See Design Board Programmer document for more infor

mation.
DT Download (Tl format). Accepts a .MPO file from host system and loads it into RAM. 

The data can then be block moved somewhere else (using MV) or it can be moved 
into a Slave 72720 using SP.

DH Download (Cybernetic format). Accepts a .HEX file from host system and loads it 
into RAM. The data can then be block moved somewhere else (using MV) or it can 
be moved into a Slave 72720 using SP.

(Continued on next page)
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COMMANDS:
BT Download (Tl format). Accepts a .MPO file from host system and loads it into RAM

or E2 starting at the AORG address.
BH Download (Cybernetic format). Accepts a .HEX file from host system and loads it

into RAM or E2 starting at the AORG address.
UT <SRC_STRT> <SRC_END> Upload (Tl format). Uploads data to host 

system for storage.
UH <SRC_STRT> <SRC_END> Upload (Cybernetic format). Uploads data 

to host system for storage.
DM <STRT> <STOP> Display data from start to stop in hex.
MM <ADDR> Display/Modify Memory at ADDR.Space or 

+ will step to next location. - will decre
ment address to be displayed.<CR> to 
terminate.

MV <SRC_STRT> <SRC_END> <DEST_STRT> Move data block between SRC STRT and 
SRC END to DEST STRT.

EX <ADDR> Execute assembly language program at 
ADDR. Program should end with RETS to 
get back to Monitor.

UO-7 8 commands are available for User defin
able routines.

A scrolling display can be frozen by using "S and started again using *Q.  Most routines in progress can 
be terminated by "C.

SEEQ E2 BASIC
SEEQ E2 BASIC is based on Palo Alto Tiny Basic 
with extensions to read and write EEPROM for 
program/data storage. There are also exten
sions to PEEK any memory location and POKE 

RAM or EEPROM and to run assembly language 
subroutines. Below Is a list of commands and 
their formats. This is followed by a more de
tailed description of each command and the 
BASIC structure.
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Direct Commands: Direct/Program Commands: (Con’t)
NEW
LIST [<start line #>] [,<# of lines>] 
RUN [<line #>]
EECLR

Dlrect/Program Commands:
[LET] <variable> = <expression>
PRINT ^expression or string>] [, ... ] 
INPUT [‘<strlng>'J <variable> [, ... ] 
IF <expression> ...
GOTO <expression>
GOSUB <expression>
RETURN
GOASM <address>
FOR <variable> = <start expo TO 
<stop expo [ STEP <expo ]
NEXT <variable>
STOP
REM ...
POKE <address>,<data>

SAVE <index #> [,<start line #>] 
[,<# of lines>]

LOAD <index #>[,...]
DELETE <index #>
INDEX
EXIT

Arithmetic/Compare:
+ , /. *,  ( ), =. #, <• >, <=, >=.

Functions:
ABS (<expression>)
RND (<expression>)
SIZE
PEEK <address>

Notes:
[ ] denotes optional field
All commands can be abbreviated as shown 
in Table 1
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BASIC Basics
SEEQ BASIC will signal it is ready by the prompt 
‘OK’ and '>'. Direct commands or a program 
can then be entered in from the keyboard. A 
Basic program consists of statements which are 
made up of a line number followed by one or 
more commands. Line numbers can be between 
1 and 32767. Commands in the same line are 
separated by a semi-colon. The commands 
GOTO, STOP and RETURN cannot be followed 
by another command. Commands entered 
without a line number will be executed 
Immediately and the semi-colon will concatenate 
commands together in this mode also. The 
commands NEW, LIST, RUN, and EECLR can 
only be used directly; they can't appear in a 
program.

Numbers, Variables and Arithmetic
All numbers are integers between 32767 and 
-32767. There are 26 variables denoted by the 
letters A through Z and an array variable @(idx) 
where the range of the index is set to make use 
of all memory space that is left unused by the 
program (I.e. 0 through SIZE/2, see SIZE 
function later). Variables are not initialized 
automatically so they should be initialized within 
the program.

Expressions are formed with numbers, variables 
and functions with arithmetic and/or compare 
operators between them. The expression is 
evaluated from left to right with * and / done 

first, + and - next and compare operators done 
last. Parentheses can be used to alter the order 
of evaluation. The result from a comparison will 
be 1 if true or 0 If not true. The division result will 
be truncated to an integer.

Hexadecimal numbers can be mixed in with 
Integers in expressions. A Hex number is 
preceded by % sign (e.g. %FC00 or % 9A). The 
Hex numbers range from %0 to %7FFF (decimal 
0 to +32767) and %8001 to %FFFF (decimal 
-32767 to -1). The value %8000 is illegal in 
expressions but It can be used as an address in 
PEEK, POKE and GOASM. If there are more 
than four hex digits, then only the last four are 
used.

Error Messages
There are 3 main error conditions In SEEQ 
BASIC. The statement that contains an error is 
printed out with a question mark inserted at the 
point where the error is detected. WHAT? 
means it doesn’t understand you. For example, 
if a command is misspelled or a parenthesis is 
missing. HOW? means it understands you but it 
does not know how to do it. For example if there 
is arithmetic overflow or if you GOTO a line 
number that doesn't exist. SORRY means there 
is not enough room in memory to store 
something. There are other error messages 
when using the E2 commands and these will be 
explained later.

COMMAND DESCRIPTIONS
Direct Commands:

NEW
Will clear any previous program from mem
ory.

LIST [<start line #>] [,<# of lines>]
Will print out the program listing. The first 
parameter will give the starting line number 
(default = 0). The second parameter is the 
number of lines listed (default = 32767). 
With no parameters the whole program will 
be listed.

RUN [<line #>]
Starts execution at the specified line num
ber or the next one found if cline #> doesn't 
exist (default = lowest line #).

EECLR
This will initialize an EEPROM for program/ 
data storage. It will first prompt SURE? 
(Y/N). If you type Y it will continue, any
thing else will abort the command. If there 
is not an EEPROM or a RAM in the socket it 
will return the error message: NOT 
FOUND.

Direct/Program Commands:

[LET] <variable> = <expression> [ ,<variable> 
= <expr.> ...]

Will assign the evaluated expression to a 
variable. The word ‘LET’ can be omitted, 
e.g. LET A=2 is the same as A=2.Multiple 
assignments can be made by separating with

PRINT ^expression or string>] [, ... ]

Will output a number or a string to the ter
minal. Multiple items can be separated by 
commas and extra spaces can be gener
ated by commas. A number is printed with 
leading blanks so they take 8 spaces each. 
This field width can be changed by '#' fol
lowed by a number indicating a new width. 
The new width is effective until the end of 
the PRINT command unless another # is 
found. Strings are delimited by matching 
pairs of “ ” or ‘ '. For example PRINT 
3/2-4, 5. ' STRING EG "#! ’, #3, B

(Continued on next page)
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COMMAND DESCRIPTIONS (Con’t)
will result In the output:
-3 5STRING EG “#! <the value of B in 3 
spaces> In this example, B could take more 
spaces If It was > 999 or < -99. The PRINT 
statement will end with a carriage return 
unless the list ended with a ‘ ,’in which case 
the next PRINT statement will resume 
printing where the last left off.

INPUT ['<string>'] <varlable> [, ...]
Will input an expression from the keyboard 
and assign it to a variable. Basic will prompt 
with '<string>' or the variable if no string is 
specified. Other variables can be input by 
using commas. For example: INPUT ‘EN
TER VOLUME’ V will prompt: ENTER VOL
UME . The statement: INPUT V will 
prompt: V<space> If you type: 3*8*4  <re- 
turn> it will assign the value 96 to V.

IF <expression> ...
If the expression is evaluated to be zero, 
the rest of the line will be skipped. Other
wise, the rest of the commands in the line 
will be executed. The result of a compari
son using =, #, <, >, <=, >=, will be 1 if true, 
0 if false. These operators are not always 
needed. For example the statement: “IF A 
...” is the same as: “ IF A # 0 ...”(# means 
not equal). The “...” stands for the com
mands following the IF statement. Note 
that the word THEN Is not used.

GOTO <expression>
Wille number evaluated In expression. This 
line number must exist and GOTO can not 
be followed by more commands.

GOSUB <expression>
This will also jump to <expression> line 
number but when the called routine en
counters a RETURN, execution continues 
from the command following GOSUB.

RETURN
The program will jump back to the com
mand following the most recent GOSUB. 
This command cannot be followed by oth
ers in the same line. Subroutines can be 
nested with the depth limited by the exter
nal Stack Space.

GOASM <address>
This command is like GOSUB except that it 
will call a 72720 Assembly language routine 
anywhere in the processors’ memory 

space. This can be used to do special func
tions or to increase the speed of a particu
lar operation or calculation. Assembly lan
guage subroutines, PUSHes and POPs are 
limited by the internal Stack space of about 
150 locations. To transfer control back to 
Basic, the assembly language routine 
should end with a RETS opcode. The Ad
dress can be an expression or it can be a 
Hex value, e.g. GOASM %FC0A.

FOR <varlable> = <start expr> TO <stop 
expo [ STEP <expo ]

This initializes a loop that is terminated by a 
NEXT statement. When a FOR is first en
countered, the specified variable is set to 
the evaluated start expression. When 
NEXT is encountered, the optional STEP 
value (default = + 1) is added to the vari
able and the program jumps back to the 
command following the FOR. This repeats 
until the variable equals or exceeds the 
stop expression. The loop Is always exe
cuted at least once. There can only be one 
NEXT for each FOR. FOR loops can be 
nested with the depth limited by the exter
nal Stack space.

NEXT <variable>
Terminates the FOR loop

STOP
Will stop execution of Basic program and 
return to the Direct mode.

REM
This command is ignored by Basic. It is 
used to comment the program or insert 
data.

POKE <address>,<data> [ <data> ... ]
Will write the specified data into a RAM or 
EEPROM at the specified address. Both 
the address and data can be an expression 
or a Hex constant. Multiple bytes of data 
can be POKEd into sequential locations 
starting at <address>.

EXIT
Stop BASIC and return Monitor

EEPROM Commands
SAVE <index #> [,<start line #>] [,<# of 
lines>]

Will save all or a portion of the present 
program. The format is similar to LIST ex
cept an Index number needs to be specified 
for future access to the entry. The Index 
number must be between 0 and 255 and

(Continued on next page)
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COMMAND DESCRIPTIONS (Con’t)
If there is not enough room in EEPROM for 
the data being saved an error message is 
returned saying: E2 OVERFLOW. If the 
data just fits or if you are using the 255th 
entry, a warning message Is sent saying: E2 
FULL . If the SAVE command was being 
used In a program, execution will continue 
In this case. If no Index Is specified an error 
message is returned saying: WHERE? The 
saved statements must have line numbers, 
but they do not have to be executable com
mands. If they appear in the program after 
a STOP or a GOTO loop then these lines 
can be text or data that can be LOADed, 
modified and SAVEd under program con
trol.

LOAD <lndex #>[,...]
Will load the specified entry (or entries) 
from EEPROM and place in the present 
program. Statements with line numbers 
that match line numbers in the loaded pro
gram will be lost as the loaded program 
overwrites them. If an Index is specified 
that doesn’t exist in the EEPROM then an 
error message will be returned saying: NOT 
FOUND.

DELETE cindex #>

Will delete an entry from the EEPROM. If an 
Index is specified that doesn’t exist in the 
EEPROM then an error message will be re
turned saying: NOT FOUND. This com
mand modifies all data saved In the 
EEPROM. In the worst case (deleting an en
try from the bottom of a full EEPROM) it 
can take up to 4 minutes to execute.

INDEX
Will print the Index number followed by the 
first line of the saved entry for every item in 
the EEPROM. The first line SAVEd should 
be a REM statement describing the entry.

Functions
ABS (<expression>)

Gives the Absolute value of the expression 
RND (<expression>)

Gives a random number between 1 
<expression> inclusive

SIZE
Gives the number of bytes of RAM left 
used by the program.

PEEK (<address>)
Returns the contents (in decimal) of
specified memory location. Address can be 
an expression or Hex constant.

and

un-

the

Command Abbreviations
All commands can be abbreviated with a period. 
The minimum required abbreviations are shown in 
Table 1 along with the recommended minimum to 
uniquely distinguish each command. Basic 

recognizes the command containing the minimum 
required letters up to the full spelling. For 
example; P., PR., PRI. and PRIN. all stand for 
PRINT.The command LET can be omitted 
entirely.

TABLE 1. COMMAND ABBREVIATIONS
COMMAND MINIMUM 

REQUIRED
MINIMUM 

RECOMMENDED

NEW N. N.
LIST
RUN R. R.
EECLR E. E.
LET LE. (or omit) (omit)
PRINT P. PR.
INPUT IN. IN.
IF I. IF
GOTO G. GOTO
GOSUB GOS. GOS.
RETURN R. RET.
GOASM GOA. GOA.
FOR F. FOR

(Continued on next page)
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TABLE 1. COMMAND ABBREVIATIONS (Con’t)
COMMAND MINIMUM 

REQUIRED
MINIMUM 

RECOMMENDED

NEXT NEXT
STOPS ST.
REM REM REM
POKE PO. PO.
SAVE SA. SA.
LOAD LO. LO.
DELETE D. DEL.
INDEX IND. IND.
EXIT EX. EX.
ABS A. ABS
RND RND
SIZES SI.
PEEK P. PE.

72720 DESIGN BOARD PROGRAMMER
Program can be entered from the monitor with 
the command “SP" (Slave Programming) or a

After test Is complete, typing carriage return will 
bring up a short menu of commands available 
(TYPE BVFCWHZORS). Typing any other 
key will repeat the same test again. (Parameter

basic call; GOASM %F200. Before each test is 
executed, a routine will determine what part Is In 
the programming socket; 72710 or 7272X.

for the V test must be reentered in case a 
different section is wanted). Any input sequence 
can be aborted with "C. This will bring up the 
menu again.

COMMANDS:
B SSSS XXX DDDD Block move XXX bytes of data from SSSS in 

main memory Into E2 at DDDD (all values 
HEX).

V X Read (verify) a 256 byte section of E2. X 
ranges from 0 to 7 and determines which sec
tion to display (e.g. V 7 will display from FF00 
to FFFF).

F XX Fill E'2 with XX (HEX)
C Block Clear then verify all one’s.
W Block Write then verify all zero’s.
z Verify all zero's. Reads E2 and prints the ad

dress of any bad location if any.
H Verify all one's. Reads E2 and prints the ad

dress of any bad location if any.
T Trace Write. Accepts 16 characters for input 

into Tracebility E2. If test if repeated, only last 
four digits need to be entered.

R Trace Read. Prints Trace information.
S Stop exerciser and return to Monitor.
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TABLE 2. 72720 DESIGN BOARD PARTS LIST

ICs: RESISTORS:
MOS: 360 

1K 
5.1K
6.8K 
10K
22

SIP RESISTORS:

72700 
72720 
8255 
8155 
27C256 
2864 
2816A 
6264

LOGIC:

1K
8 pin
10K 8 pin
10K 10 pin

CONNECTORS:74LS245
74LS273
74LS139
74LS139 
74LS04 
7406 
74LS00
1488
1489

CAPACITORS:

RS-232 Female Right Angle 
IDC Cable
Shorting Blocks 
“Snapable” Headers 
24xP40 Straight Leadp

MISCELLANEOUS:
XTAL: 10MHZ
DIODE: IN4148
LEDS: MINI RED, Led Holders
MEMORY: RAM, HITACHI, HM6264-12
SWITCH: Pushbutton

1uf 35v 20% Tantalum electrolytic 
10uf 20v 20%
47uf 35v 20%
.1uf 50v 20%
15pf MICA

S31O
N 

ddV
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Interfacing the 8003 EDLC™ 
to a 16-Bit Bus

Introduction
The SEEQ 8003 Ethernet Data Link Controller (EDLC™) 
chip together with the SEEQ 8023A Manchester Code 
Converter (MCC™) chip provide an economical two- 
chip solution for the Data Link Layer and Physical 
Layer of the Ethernet protocol. These chips are fully 
Ethernet compatible and suitable for use in terminals, 
personal computers, workstations, printers, disk drives 
and host computers.
The 8003 is a VLSI data link controller chip in a 40- 
pin package. It replaces approximately 60 MSI and 
SSI components in a typical Ethernet node configura
tion. The choice of which one to use is governed by 
the system interface requirements for the design. The 
8003 provides protocol functions like frame format
ting, link access control and error control. The part is 
optimized for Direct Memory Access techniques for 
frame storage.
The 8023A MCC™ Manchester Code Converter per
forms the signal encoding and decoding in Manchester 
Code at 10 million bits per second. It also monitors 
the channel for “carrier” and “collisions” (two nodes 
transmit simultaneously). Low-power CMOS technol
ogy is used in the 8023A, which is in the 0.3 inch 
20-pin package.

Ethernet Node Configuration
A typical Ethernet node is shown in Figure 1. The 
System Interface on the left connects the host sys
tem bus to the network. This interface varies 
depending on processor and system requirements.

The station-resident hardware, consisting of the Sys
tem Interface, the 8003 EDLC™ chip and the 8023A 

MCC™ chip, is connected to the Transceiver by the 
Access Unit Interface (AUI) cable. This cable consists 
of 78Q balanced, shielded twisted-pair connections, 
DC biased at the station end and transformer-coupled 
at the Transceiver end.

Besides a passive tap to the Trunk Coax, the trans
ceiver provides signal amplification, preconditioning 
on the receive path, impedance matching, DC isola
tion, collision detection and collision signaling 
generation. DC power for the Transceiver circuits is 
provided through the cable.

Host-Dependent System Interface
There are three basic methods for interfacing the 
CSMA/CD channel to the system bus. The first one 
employs First-In, First-Out (FIFO) buffer memory to 
temporarily hold the transmit and receive frames. On 
the system-bus side of the FIFOs, data is transferred 
serially a byte at a time by the processor. The second 
method uses Direct Memory Access to transfer data 
directly between the Ethernet Data Link Controller 
and the system memory. In the third method, Direct 
Memory Access is also used, this time with a tempo
rary buffer memory intervening between the system 
memory and the EDLC™ chip. The intervening buffer 
relieves the system bus of some of the traffic and 
timing requirements associated with the channel. 
(For more information on DMA-type interfaces, see 
SEEQ’s Application Brief 6).
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Figure 1. Ethernet Node Configuration

IEEE 802.3 CSMA/CD Standard Protocol for 
Local Area Networks (Alias Ethernet)
The first Ethernet local area network was 
implemented in Palo Alto, California in 1975 as 
a joint effort of Stanford University and Xerox 
Corporation. Since then, Ethernet has been 
expanding in use and accumulating history. 
Over the years, it has proven to be reliable and 
efficient in a wide variety of network applica
tions. As a result, it has become the first 
industry-standard protocol for local area net
works, supported internationally by computer 
manufacturers in the U.S. and Europe.
In 1980 the Institute of Electrical and Electron
ics Engineers (IEEE) sponsored a committee to 
review, document and publish this protocol as 
an international industry standard. After three 
years of review and refinement, this specifica
tion is about to be published by IEEE Press 
under the title IEEE 802.3 CSMA/CD Local 
Area Network Standard Protocol, (“CSMA/CD” 
describes the medium access method, Carrier 
Sense, Multiple Access with Collision Detec
tion). The IEEE 802.3 document supersedes all 
previously published Ethernet specifications.
CSMA/CD — Carrier Sense, Multiple Access 
with Collision Detection
CSMA/CD: This expression describes the 
medium access method used in Ethernet alias 
IEEE 802.3 CSMA/CD. Carrier Sense means all 

nodes on the network can detect all signals 
transmitted on the network from any source. 
Multiple Access means all nodes can have 
equal access to the network without need for 
centralized control. A node is permitted to 
transmit if the network is not already busy. If, 
however, two or more nodes start to transmit 
simultaneously, it is called a collision. Collision 
Detection means that all nodes can detect a 
collision by monitoring the medium. When a 
collision occurs, the transmitting nodes resolve 
which will retransmit first bv differential backoff 
timing.

Data is transmitted in “packets” or “frames” 
which begin with a preamble for synchroniza
tion and end with a CRC field for error 
detection. In between, the frame has source 
and destination addresses, a byte-count field 
and an information field. Total frame length is 
72 to 1526 bytes.

The physical signaling format used in Ethernet 
is baseband Manchester Code transmitted at a 
rate of 10 million bits per second. In Manches
ter Code, each bit is encoded by a transition. A 
“one" is encoded as a low-to-high transition 
and a “zero" as a high-to-low. In this way there 
is a continuous supply of bit-framing informa
tion for the receiver, since the transmitted 
signal is never stationary for more than one bit 
time.
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Interface Techniques for 16-Bit Busses
Ethernet is a byte-oriented protocol. That is to say, 
the smallest unit of data which can be transmitted is 
a byte. Hence, the 8003 EDLC™ chip has byte-wide 
data bus. Whether the System Interface is the FIFO- 
buffer type or the DMA type, the data transfers to and 
from the 8003 are byte-wide. This application brief 
describes some techniques for interfacing this byte
wide communication channel to a 16-bit wide bus.
In designing an Ethernet node, trade-offs have to be 
made between processing speed and communica
tion speed, cost and performance, flexibility and 
simplicity, etc. The right balance may be different for 
each piece of equipment designed, depending on its 
purpose and system requirements. In order to help 
you strike the right balance for your design, several 
interface techniques will be given in the following 
sections. They are covered in order of increasing 
cost/complexity/performance.
In an 8-bit system, the 8003 can be interfaced 
directly to the data bus as shown in Figure 2. The 
RxTxDO-7 bus is the bus for transferring frame data. 
It connects to the internal 16-byte transmit and 
receive FIFOs. The CdStO-7 bus is a separate input/ 
output port for control and status. It interfaces to the 
system bus so that the processor has direct access 
to all command and status bits. In a 16-bit system, 
CdStO-7 would connect either to the upper or lower 
data byte.

Split-Word 16-Bit Data Interface
Refer to Figure 3 for a circuit diagram of this tech
nique. The split-word method splits the 16-bit word 
into two halves, using one half for transmit data and 
the other for receive data. In Figure 3, the upper byte 
of the system data bus is used for the transmit 
memory buffer and the lower half for receive. Two 
74LS244 tristate buffers isolate the system bus lines 
from the RxTxDO-7 bus of the 8003. The upper 
74LS244 is enabled by TxACK from the DMA Con
troller. TxACK is the DMA Acknowledge signal for 
the transmit channel. When enabled, this buffer 
transfers a byte of data from the upper byte of sys
tem memory to the 8003's Transmit FIFO. Similarly, 
the lower 74LS244 transfers data from the 8003’s 
Receive FIFO to the lower byte of system memory. 
Configured in this way, the transmit and receive 
buffers in system memory can occupy the same 
word-address space.

Full-Word 16-Bit Interface Using Byte-Wide Memory 
Transfers
Another type of 16-bit interface is one that assem
bles and disassembles words by transferring the 
upper byte and the lower byte separately. For exam
ple, suppose the convention is chosen that the upper 
byte is to be the first of the two bytes to be transmit
ted and the lower byte the second. Then the first 
byte of a frame and all odd-numbered bytes are 
always transferred to/from the upper byte of 
memory, and the second and all even-numbered 
bytes to/from the lower.

c
\z

Figure 2. 8-Bit DMA Data Interface

CdSto-7

8003

RxTxDq-7

Figure 3. Split-Word 16-Bit DMA Data Interface
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The data interface for this approach is a variation of 
the one shown in Figure 3. Two tristate buffers are 
replaced by two bi-directional transceivers. AO, the 
least-significant bit of the DMA Controller’s address 
is decoded with TxACK and RxACK to enable the 
transceivers. The more significant address bits from 
the DMA Controller, A1 through An, are used as the 
memory address. Upper and lower memory strobes 
are also controlled by AO. Refer to Table 1 for the 
truth table.

This is the simpler and more economical of two 
“Full-Word” data interfaces described in this applica
tion brief. The other one, shown in Figure 5, 
assembles and disassembles words in registers, and 
transfers 16 bits at a time. The advantage of the lat
ter approach is in saving bus bandwidth, since it 
uses half as many bus cycles to transfer the same 
amount of data; but there is some additional cost in 
hardware.

Table 1. AO Address Decoding for Full-Word 16-Bit Interface Using Byte-wide Memory Transfers

DMA Controller 
Outputs

Transceiver Enabled 
Toward (Memory; I/O) Memory Activity

AO TxACK RxACK Upper Lower Upper Lower
— 1 1 — - — -
0 0 1 I/O — Read —
1 0 1 — I/O - Read
0 1 0 Memory - Write -
1 1 0 - Memory - Write

Note: — indicates not active.

a. No Request, No Wait b. With Request

d. With Request, Acknowledge and Bus Arbitration
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Four types of data transfers are shown in Fig
ure 4. The first, labeled a, is an unconditional 
transfer sequence such as the type that would 
be used to refresh a CRT screen. This type has 
no use in an Ethernet interface since it is not 
controlled by availability of storage space or 
stored data.
The diagram in Figure 4 Part b, illustrates a 
transfer which is initiated “on demand". The 
transfer takes place only when a “request” is 
given. An example of this type is data moved 
by a processor on its own synchronous bus. 
Physically the request is generated by the pro
cessor, manifesting itself as a set of 
bus-controls, and an address.
Part c illustrates a transfer that is requested by 
one entity and acknowledged by another. The 
acknowledge signal is used to notify the 
requesting entity that the transfer is about to 
take place. This implementation provides the 
requesting entity verification that the transfer is 
taking place. The diagram represents the 
response of the acknowledging party to the 
request. The requesting party normally waits 
for the acknowledgement to occur. This allows 
the acknowledging party to delay, if necessary, 
for data access. This mechanism is used on 
asynchronous busses, like that of the 68000 
microprocessor.

The diagram in Part d is that of a transfer with 
request, acknowledge, and bus arbitration. This 
implementation is one that is used to transfer 
information using a DMA controller on the 
main system bus. There are actually two 
request/acknowledgement sequences in this 
transfer, one for bus acquisition and one to 
transfer information on the acquired bus. 
Initially a request generated by one of the two 
"transferees” queues the DMA controller to exit 
its idle state, and arbitrate for the system bus 
by generating a “bus request” signal. When the 
bus master relinquishes the bus, a “bus grant” 
acknowledgement is received, notifying the 
DMA controller that it now owns the bus. The 
DMA controller then performs the transfer, or 
transfers, by generating a “DMA Acknowledge” 
to the original requesting device, and generat
ing the appropriate addresses and read/write 
control signals. Finally the sequence is termi
nated with control of the bus returning to the 
main processor through another arbitration.

Diagrams like these can be used to design 
state machine programs for interfaces like the 
one in Figure 5, which employs a single-chip 
state machine.

Helpful Hints for State Machine Designers
As with writing a program, it is desirable to 
start with a "flow chart" or “state diagram”. 
Examples of state diagrams can be seen in 
Figure 4. The following are the definitions used 
in the circle-and-arrow state diagrams used 
here.

1. Each circle represents a single physical 
machine state or an unconditional sequence 
of machine states such that there are no 
“hidden branches” omitted from the 
diagram.

2. All conditional branches, and wait states 
(which may be viewed as conditional 
branches) are indicated explicitly by arrows. 
Each arrow is labeled with the condition 
which determines the branch.

Following these or similar guidelines will help 
to avoid unforseen anomalies in the operating 
flow.
Care should be taken in defining the programs 
for state machines when inputs are asynch
ronous with respect to the state-register clock. 
Problems can result when making a conditional 
branch based on an asynchronous input. Such 
problems can cause intermittent branching 
failures with possibilities of perverse conse
quences. Intermittency makes this type of 
problem hard to diagnose, so it pays off to 
avoid them by following these design rules:

1. When a branch is conditional on an asynch
ronous input bit, assign next-state addresses 
such that only one state-register flip-flop is 
affected by the asynchronous bit.

2. For a 3 or more-way conditional branch 
based on more than one independent 
asynchronous bit, break it down into inde
pendent 2-way branches which conform to 
rule 1.

3. For inputs which are mutually-dependent 
combinations of 2 or more bits, it is best to 
synchronize them with an input register 
whose clock is synchronized to the state
register clock.

When you have finished the state diagram, you 
have defined the operating program design. 
The next step is to choose the hardware that 
can run your program most efficiently.
After choosing the hardware, you can translate 
the state diagram, verbatim into program code 
for the state machine.
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+5

Figure 5. 16-Bit Full-Word DMA Data Interface with 8237/9517 Using Registered I/O Ports

Full-Word 16-Bit Interface Using Registered 
I/O Ports
This data interface method assembles/disassembles 
16-bit words in a pair of 8-bit registered I/O ports. 
The data transfers between the memory and the I/O 
ports are 16 bits wide. Transfers between the ports 
and the 8003 EDLC™ chip are byte-wide.
Registered I/O ports are configured by taking two 
8-bit D-type registers with tri-state outputs and con
necting them front-to-back. The result is two 8-bit 
bus connections, each connected to the D inputs of 
one register and the tri-state outputs of the other. 
The port has two register clocks and two output
enable controls. An example of such a chip is the 
74LS652. The more popular 8-bit registered I/O port 
chips on the market are in the 0.3 inch 24-pin 
package.
This interface technique can be used with some 
variation for any of the three basic types of system 
interface, i.e. 1. with FIFO frame buffers, 2. with 
DMA to off-line frame buffers or 3. with DMA to sys
tem memory.

A state machine is used to sequence the assembly 
and disassembly processes. Programmable single
chip state machines and logic blocks, available from 
multiple sources, are excellent for this type of 
design. Most are field-programmable one time by 
burning fuseable links. Normally, the state machine 
portion of the design can be done in one or two 
chips.
A circuit example with the 8237/9517 DMA Con
troller appears in Figure 5. A single-chip state 
machine, such as the Signetics 82S159 or 82S105A, 
coordinates the timing for all other components. 
Two 74LS652s are the two registered I/O ports. The 
bus lines on the right side of the ports are com- 
moned to make an 8-bit connection to the RxTxD0-7 
pins of the 8003. On the left, the 16 port lines con
nect to the data bus.
Most of the command signals associated with data 
transfer are sequenced by the state machine. DMA 
requests (REQ0 and REQ1), port output-enable line 
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OEB, register clock CKB, Transmit FIFO write 
(TxWR) and Receive FIFO read (RxRD) are all under 
state machine control. Output-enable OEA and 
register clock OKA are controlled by the DMA 
Acknowledge lines. All the status lines for data 
transfer connect to the state machine’s inputs.
Figures 6 and 7 summarize the state-machine state 
diagrams for the application in Figure 5. Refer to 
Figure 6 for the word disassembly diagram. The dis
assembly process starts with a DMA request issued 
to the DMA's transmit channel. If the channel is not 
enabled, no acknowledge will be given and the state 
machine will remain in the DMA Request State. If the 
channel is enabled, the DMA Controller will request 
and acquire the system bus, then issue the DMA 
Acknowledge. A 16-bit word of data is then read 
from system memory into the two ports. The next 
state is Idle 1. Here the state machine waits for a 
TxRDY ready signal from the 8003 if not already 
present. When TxRDY is high, the machine goes to 
the Read First Byte State. This state moves the 
upper data byte from the upper port into the Trans
mit FIFO of the 8003. Another idle state occurs 
where TxRDY is checked for Transmit FIFO readi
ness. When ready, the lower data byte from the 
lower port is moved to the Transmit FIFO, ending 
the cycle.

Refer to Figure 7 for the word assembly state dia
gram. Word assembly starts in the Idle 1 State. Here, 
the state machine waits for a signal from the Receive 
FIFO (RxRDY pin) indicating data is present. When 
RxRDY is high, the machine advances to load the 
first byte of the word being assembled to the upper 
port. As the data is read out of the FIFO, the 8003's 
EOF line is tested to determine if it is the last byte of 
the frame. If it is, reading of the second byte is 
skipped. If not, the Idle 2 State is entered. When 
ready, the second byte will be loaded into the lower 
port. Then a DMA Request is given. The DMA Con
troller will then request the bus, acquire it and give 
the DMA Acknowledge. Then the state machine 
passes through the Transfer State, writing the 16-bit 
word to system memory. That ends the word 
assembly cycle.

Further References Available from SEEQ
8023A MCC'“ Data Sheet
8003 EDLC'*  Data Sheet
Application Note 3: Manchester Encoding and De
coding for Local Area Networks
Application Brief 6: DMA Interconnection to the 
8003 EDLC'*

Figure 6. State Diagram for 16-Bit Word Disassembly Figure 7. State Diagram for 16-Bit Word Assembly
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DMA Interconnection 
to the 8003 EDLC

Introduction
SEEQ’s 8003 Ethernet-compatible data link control
ler provides an economical communication interface 
for terminals, personal computers, workstations, 
printers, disk drives and host computers. The 8003 
is a 40-pin VLSI device which can replace approxi
mately 60 MSI and SSI components in a typical 
Ethernet node configuration.
This application brief is about design techniques for 
an Ethernet node when direct-memory access (DMA) 
is chosen as the means of transferring data between 
the system bus and the channel. The methods des
cribed herein can be applied to virtually any com
puter or system bus architecture.
Ethernet local area networks use the broadcast net
work topology. That is to say, a signal transmitted by 
any station reaches all other nodes on the network. 
This is in contrast to other types of networks, such 
as the "star” and the “ring”, which use point-to-point 
interconnections. Transmitted messages in Ethernet 
are “broadcast” on a segment of 50(1 coaxial cable. 
Communication nodes are attached to this cable via 
passive taps, so that new nodes can be added at any 
time without interrupting the network service. Nodes 
on the network can be addressed individually, in 
“multicast" groups, or by the “broadcast mode” to all 
nodes simultaneously. The broadcast topology is a 
very efficient mode of communication, yet it is sim
ple and inexpensive to implement.

Ethernet alias IEEE 802.3 CSMA/CD
The first Ethernet local area network was imple
mented in Palo Alto, California in 1975 as a joint 
effort of Stanford University and Xerox Corp. Since 

then, Ethernet has been expanding in use and 
accumulating history. Over the years, it has proven 
to be reliable and efficient in a wide variety of net
work applications. As a result, it has become the first 
industry-standard protocol for local area networks, 
supported internationally by computer manufactur
ers in the U.S. and Europe.
In 1980 the Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers (IEEE) sponsored a committee to review, 
document and publish this protocol as an interna
tional industry-standard. After three years of review 
and refinement, this specification is about to be pub
lished by IEEE Press under the title IEEE 802.3 
CSMA/CD Local Area Network Standard Protocol. 
(“CSMA/CD" describes the medium access method, 
Carrier Sense, Multiple Access with Collision Detec
tion.) The IEEE 802.3 document supersedes all 
previously published Ethernet specifications.

CSMA/CD — Carrier Sense, Multiple Access with 
Collision Detection
CSMA/CD: This expression describes the medium 
access method used in Ethernet alias IEEE 802.3 
CSMA/CD Carrier Sense means all nodes on the 
network can detect all signals transmitted on the 
network from any source. Multiple Access means all 
nodes can have equal access to the network without 
need for centralized control. A node is permitted to 
transmit if the network is not already busy. If, how
ever, two or more nodes start to transmit simul
taneously, it is called a collision. Collision Detection 
means that all nodes can detect a collision by moni
toring the medium. When a collision occurs, the 
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transmitting nodes resolve which will retransmit first 
by differential backoff timing.

Data is transmitted in “packets” or “frames" which 
begin with a preamble for synchronization and end 
with a CRC field for error detection. In between, the 
frame has source and destination addresses, a byte
count field and an information field. Total frame 
length is 72 to 1526 bytes.

The physical signaling format used in Ethernet is 
baseband Manchester Code transmitted at a rate of 
10 million bits per second. In Manchester Code, 
each bit is encoded by a transition. A “one” is 
encoded as a low-to-high transition and a “zero” as 
a high-to-low. In this way there is a continuous 
supply of bit-framing information for the receiver, 
since the transmitted signal is never stationary for 
more than one bit time.

Figure 1. Ethernet Node Configuration

Figure 1 shows a typical CSMA/CD node con
figuration. The System Interface connects the 
host system bus to the network. This interface 
varies depending on processor and system 
requirements.

Data Link functions are performed by SEEQ's 
8003 EDLC™ Ethernet Data Link Controller 
chip. This device performs medium access 
control, frame formatting and error detection. 
The Physical Layer functions, carrier sense, 
collision signal detection, data signal encoding 
and decoding are performed by SEEQ’s 8023A 
MCC™ Manchester Code Converter chip. Man
chester Code is the physical signaling format 
used on the network. Data is transmitted on the 
network at a rate of 10 million bits per second. 

The Data Terminal Equipment hardware, con
sisting of the System Interface, the 8003 
EDLC™ chip and the 8023A MCC™ chip, is 
connected to the Transceiver by the Access 
Unit Interface (AUI) cable. This cable consists 
78(1 balanced, shielded twisted-pair connec
tions, DC biased at the Data Terminal end and 
transformer-coupled at the Transceiver end.
Besides the passive tap to the Trunk Coax, the 
Transceiver provides signal amplification, pre
conditioning on the receive path, impedance 
matching, DC isolation, collision detection and 
collision signaling generation. DC power for 
the Transceiver circuits is provided through the 
cable.
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Figure 2. SEEQ's Ethernet Chip Family: 8003 EDLC™ 
Ethernet Data Link Controller, 8023A MCC™ Manchester 
Code Converter

Direct Memory Access System Interface
There are two basic methods for interfacing the 
CSMA/CD channel to the system bus using DMA, 
illustrated in Figure 2. The first method uses DMA to 
transfer data directly between the Ethernet Data Link 
Controller and the system memory. In the second 
method, a temporary buffer memory intervenes 
between the system memory and the EDLC™ chip. 
The intervening buffer relieves the system bus of 
some of the traffic and timing requirements asso
ciated with the channel. These two methods will be 
the subject of the following sections.

DMA Design Considerations for Ethernet
In designing an Ethernet node, some trade-offs have 
to be made between processing speed and commun
ication speed, cost and performance, flexibility and 
simplicity, etc. The right balance can be different for 
each piece of equipment designed, depending on its 
purpose and system requirements. In order to help 
you evaluate the trade-offs for your design, this sec
tion discusses some of the key parameters for you to 
consider at the outset.

Time is Data
Since the data transmission rate for Ethernet is 10 
million bits per second, data transfers during active

DMA DIRECTLY TO/FROM 
SYSTEM MEMORY

DMA WITH DEDICATED BUFFERS

Figure 3. DMA System Interface Techniques

periods will have to keep up. That means data has to 
be moved at 1.25 million bytes per second to/from 
the communication channel. The DMA Controller 
must meet this speed requirement or frames will be 
lost. If the system is to support loopback diagnos
tics, both transmit and receive DMA channels will 
have to operate simultaneously, together transfer
ring 2.5 million bytes per second. Not just any DMA 
Controller will do.

Bus Bandwidth
This is only a consideration for systems with heavy 
communications traffic and/or critical response tim
ing. The transfer of data on the system bus can 
sometimes use up a considerable percentage of the 
bus time, at least for short bursts. If this is a prob
lem, the method with dedication buffer memory can 
be used to offload the system bus (see Figure 2 
bottom).

With or Without Dedicated Buffer Memory
If the system architecture does not support 1.25M 
Bytes/s DMA, the dedicated buffer approach can 
solve the timing problem. If the system architecture 
does support high-speed DMA, then bus bandwidth 
is the key factor which influences this decision. In 
this case it is clearly a cost-performance issue. The 
dedicated buffer can relieve system bus traffic, but it 
takes more hardware to implement.
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Cycle-steal or Burst Mode DMA
Refer to Figures 3 and 4. In the Cycle-steal DMA 
Mode, the DMA Controller “steals” a bus cycle to 
transfer one and only one byte or word of data. In 
the Burst DMA Mode, each time the DMA Controller 
acquires the bus, it can transfer several bytes or all 
the data to fill or empty a buffer. Either of these two 
modes can work for Ethernet in principle if the 
transfer speed is adequate. The Burst Mode is usu
ally preferred by reason of timing efficiency. In Burst 
Mode, bus arbitration and change-over delays are 
kept to a minimum. Also, Burst Mode allows the 
DMA Controller to fill or empty a buffer in one DMA 
cycle.

On Demand
Transfers between memory and the communication 
circuitry must be done on demand. Some DMA Con
troller chips will only transfer blocks of data in 
predetermined lengths. This will not work since the 
processor and DMA Controller cannot know in 
advance how many bytes of data can be transferred 
at a given time.
Maximum Bus Grant Latency
The time it takes to get the bus after a request is 
made is called bus grant latency. If the DMA method 
without buffer memory is used, each time a DMA 
transfer to/from the 8003 EDLC™ chip begins, the 
DMA Controller must arbitrate for and acquire the 
system bus. If the latency is too long, the transmitter 
may underflow or the receiver overflow. The 8003 
has transmit and receive FIFOs which are 16 bytes 
deep, so it must transfer data at least once every 
12.8 microseconds when active (16 x 800 nano
seconds). Maximum bus grant latency should be 
deterministic and always less than that required to 
prevent underflow and overflow.

Figure 4. DMA Cycle-steal Mode State Diagram

BUS 
ACQUIREDNO

Figure 5. DMA Burst Mode State Diagram

8003/DMA Node Hardware
The 8003 has an 8-bit bi-directional data bus 
(RxTxDq-7) for data transfers to and from its internal 
FIFOs. In Figure 6, the node hardware is configured 
to transfer data directly to/from system memory over 
this bus. (This is the technique referred to previously 
in Figure 3 at the top.) A two-channel DMA Controller 
is used, providing one channel for transmit data and 
one for receive data.
A transfer to the transmitter of the 8003 begins with 
a DMA Request given by the 8003 (its TxRDY pin 
goes high). The DMA Controller then issues a Bus 
Request to the processor. After completing the cur
rent cycle, the processor halts and gives a bus grant 
to the DMA Controller, which then transfers the data 
by issuing a DMA Acknowledge and all necessary 
address and control signals. Additional transfers 
would take place if Burst Mode is used until the 
Transmit FIFO is full, indicated by the TxRDY pin 
going low. Then the bus is released to the processor 
and the DMA cycle is over.
Data transfer from the Receive FIFO happens in the 
same way but with data flowing in the opposite 
direction. It starts with a DMA Request from the 8003 
(its RxRDY pin goes high). If Burst Mode is used, the 
DMA will continue to transfer until the Receive FIFO 
is empty, indicated by a low on the RxRDY pin.
The Data Interface for a DMA node with buffer 
memory appears in Figure 6. In this case, a 4- 
channel DMA Controller is used. Two channels are 
needed as before to transfer data between the 8003 
and memory. These two channels operate “off-line” 
and do not require bus arbitration. The other two 
transfer data between the buffer memory and the 
system bus. They do require the usual bus 
arbitration.
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For this design, the RxTxDo-7 Receive/Transmit 
Data Bus of the 8003 connects to a separate bus 
which is isolated from the system bus by a trans
ceiver. This bus gives the 8003 immediate access to 
the buffer memory without the need for arbitration.
The two channels for memory-to-memory transfer 
use the usual bus arbitration method to access the 
system bus. For these two channels, data being 

transferred passes through the transceiver shown in 
the top center of the figure. The tri-state buffer 
appearing at the bottom center passes the address 
from the DMA Controller to the System Memory dur
ing the transfer. The tri-state buffer and transceiver 
are enabled by the DMA Controller at the appro
priate time in its cycle.

SYSTEM 
BUS

Figure 6. Data Interface for DMA Directly to/from System Memory

SYSTEM 
BUS

Figure 7. Data Interface for DMA with Buffer Memory
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Command Status Interface
The Command/Status Interface for the 8003 is 
shown in Figure 8. The 8003 has a separate bi
directional 8-bit bus for accessing its internal com
mand and status registers. This bus is labeled 
“CdStO-7” in the figure. Three address lines, Ao, Ai 
and A2 select the register to be accessed. Refer to 
the 8003 data sheet for a full description of these 
registers and their addresses.
To write to a command register, the system bus 
decoder must provide a low level to both Chip Select 
(CS) and Write (WR) while data and the three address 
bits are valid. To read a status register, a low is app
lied to both Chip Select and Read (RD) while the 
address is valid.
The Interrupt Request line (INT) goes high to request 
an interrupt when specific conditions occur. This 
line drives the interrupt input of the processor, either 
directly or through an interrupt-priority logic block. 
Conditions for generating an interrupt are selected 
by setting bits in the command registers. For details, 
see the data sheet. The Interrupt Request line is 
cleared automatically when the processor reads the 
status registers.

8237/9517 DMA Controller Interlace
The interconnection of popular the 8237/9517 DMA 
Controller to the 8003 is illustrated in Figure 8. The 
TxRDY control line from the 8003, which indicates 
that the Transmit FIFO is not full, is used to generate 
the DMA request for Channel 1, the transmit chan
nel. Similarly, RxRDY which indicates that the 
Receive FIFO is not empty generates a request for 
Channel 0, the receive channel. After a request for 

Channel 1, the DMA Controller will issue simultane
ously a DMA acknowledge (on DACK1) and an 
input/output write (IOW), which are used to assert 
the TxWR write line on the 8003. After a request for 
Channel 0, the DMA Controller will issue simultane
ously a DMA acknowledge on DACK0 and an 
input/output read (fOR). These are used to assert the 
RxRD read line on the 8003.
The EOP control line on the 8237/9517 indicates the 
"end of process” which has the same meaning as the 
8003’s "end of frame” line (EOF). These lines are 
used to terminate the transfer process after the last 
byte of a frame has been transferred. Both the EOP 
and EOF lines are bi-directional, the direction de
pending on the direction of data transfer. They are 
interfaced together by an inverting transceiver, whose 
direction of operation is controlled by the DACK0 
and DACK1 acknowledge lines.
The active polarities of the DREQ and DACK lines 
on the 8237/9517 are programmable by setting 
internal control bits. For the interface shown, they 
should be programmed active high.

68440/68450 DMA Controller Interface
The 8003 interface to the 68440/68450 DMA 
Controllers from the popular 68000 microcomputer 
family is shown in Figure 9. The request lines on the 
68440/68450 can be programmed to be level or edge 
sensitive. In this example, level sensitivity is selected 
by setting internal control bits. As in the previous 
example of Figure 9, the TxRDY output of the 8003 
drives the request line for Channel 1 and the RxRDY 
requests Channel 0.

Figure 8. Control/Status Interlace
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Figure 10. 8003 Interface to 68440/68450 DMA Controller

The acknowledge lines on the 68440/68450 can be 
connected directly to the TxWR and RxRD inputs of 
the 8003 as shown in Figure 9.
On the 68440/68450, the EOF function pin is called 
"done". The DONE pin interfaces to the 8003’s EOF 
pin through an inverting bi-directional transceiver 
shown at bottom center of the drawing. As in the 
previous example, this signal terminates the channel 
activity at the end of the frame.
The POLO and PCL1 lines on the DMA Controller 
are put to good use in this application. They are 
programmable inputs associated with Channel 0 and 
Channel 1 respectively. By setting internal control 
bits, the PCL1 line can be programmed to activate 
the on-chip interrupt request logic. The interrupt 
request output of the 8003 (INT) is used to drive it. A 
low on PCL1 will interrupt the processor to read the 

status registers of the 8003. This is used for a variety 
of conditions which can occur on the network. For 
example, if 16 consecutive collisions occur, network 
diagnostics and/or an alarm are ordered by inter
rupting the processor. The status code which has 
generated the interrupt is read by the processor 
from the 8003's internal status registers.
The PCL0 input can be programmed to be an input 
for restarting Channel 0, the receive channel. In this 
mode, a low on PCL0 will re-initialize the channel 
automatically. It is driven by the 8003’s RxDC 
receive discard line. RxDC goes high following 
reception of a bad frame or frame fragment. This will 
in effect discard the bad data and restart the receive 
channel, without the need for processor intervention 
in setting up the channel.
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Advanced EDLC™ 
User’s Guide

Introduction
Ethernet was developed by the Palo Alto 
Research Center (PARC) of the Xerox Corpora
tion. The first network was implemented in 1975, 
as a result of a joint effort by Stanford University 
and PARC. Overthe years, it was proven to be reli
able and efficient in a wide variety of network 
applications. As a result of that success, it 
became the first industry standard protocol for 
LANs, supported internationally by computer 
manufacturers in the United States and Europe. 

The network allows equal access by all nodes, 
can support upwards of 1000 nodes, and can 
operate with a coaxial cable length in excess of 
500 meters. Ethernet is easy to realize, due in 
large part to currently available LSI chips which 
implement it

In 1980 the Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers (IEEE) sponsored a committee to 
review, document, and publish this protocol as an 
international industry standard. After three years 
of review and refinement this specification has 
been published by the IEEE press underthe title, 
“ANSI/IEEE 802. 3-1985 CSMA/CD Local Area 
Network Standard Protocol”. The medium access 
method is described by the abbreviation CSMA/ 
CD, or Carrier Sense, Multiple Access with Colli
sion Detection.

CSMA/CD: CarrierSense, Multiple Access with 
Collision Detection
Carrier Sense
All nodes on the network can detect all signals 
transmitted from any source. A node is any con
nection to the coaxial cable via transceiver, 
shown in Figure 1.

The transceiver makes a connection to the cable 
via connectors or has barbs to pierce the cable 
and establish an electrical connection when a 
screw or bolt is tightened. The transceiver pro
vides collision detection, electrical isolation and 
voltage level translation between the system at 
the node and the cable carrying data.

Multiple Access
All nodes have equal access to the network. 
There is no priority assigned to any node. Also, 
there is no central control, nor is there any token 
passing. Any given node may transmit if the net
work is not already busy. If two or more nodes 
transmit at the same time, a collision occurs

Figure 1.
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Collision Detection
All nodes can detect a collision by monitoring the 
medium. When a collision occurs, the transmitting 
nodes jointly decide which node will retransmit 
first by a technique known as truncated binary 
exponential backoff, which provides for a random 
timeout at each node before each retransmit 
attempt.

Ethernet Data Format
Data is formatted and transmitted in “packets” or 
“frames”, as shown in Figure 2. These frames 
begin with a preamble for synchronization, and 
end with a CRC field for error detection. In 
between, the frame has destination and source 
addresses, a byte count field, and a data field. This 
data field contains from 46 to 1500 bytes of infor
mation which is passed to a higher layer of 
software for processing. It is transparent to the 
media access layer of Ethernet, and may contain 
any arbitrary sequence of bytes.

Total frame length is 72 to 1526 bytes, including 
preamble (8 bytes), and frame check sequence 
(4 bytes).

The signaling method used in Ethernet is base
band Manchester code, transmitted at 10 
Megabits per second. Manchester code is such 
that each bit is defined by a transition at its mid-bit 
point: a ONE is encoded as a high going signal 
and a ZERO is a low going signal. Thus, the data is 
said to be self clocked. This technique provides a 
continuous supply of bit framing information for 
the receiver, since the transmitted signal is never 
static for more than one bit time.

Addressing Scheme
An Ethernet address contains six bytes to define 
a station address. This allows for over 140 trillion 
unique addresses. The 48th bit in the address is 
reserved to indicate a broadcast or multicast 
address. Xerox Corporation controls issuing 
addresses for Ethernet. As a system manufac
turer, you receive your block of addresses when 
you receive a license. It is necessary to assign a 
unique address for each product that com
municates on Ethernet.

PREAMBLE (8) DESTINATION
ADDRESS (6)

SOURCE 
ADDRESS (6)

BYTE 
COUNT (2)

DATA 
(46-1500)

FRAME 
CHECK SEQ 

(4)

Figure 2. Ethernet frame format. Numbers in parentheses indicate the length of each field. Bits 
within a byte are transmitted and received LSB first and MSB last.
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Direct Memory Access System Interface
There are two basic DMA techniques for interfac
ing the network to the system bus. The first, in 
Figure 3a, uses DMA to transfer data directly bet
ween the Ethernet controller and the system 
memory. In Figure 3b, a temporary buffer memory 
intervenes between the system memory and the 
controller chip. This buffer eliminates the need to 
service LAN traffic in real-time.

Why a Local Buffer?
Consider the first approach, where no local buffer 
is used at the node. Since the LAN data rate is 10 
Megabits per second, the DMA controller must be 
capable of handling system data at a minimum of 
1.25 Megabytes per second. If the controller can
not operate at this rate continuously, LAN data 
will be lost. Additionally, if the system is to support 
loopback diagnostics, both transmit and receive 
must operate simultaneously, togethertransferring
2.5 Megabytes per second. Clearly, a garden 
variety DMA controller will not get the job done. 
Particular attention must be paid to how long it 
takes the controller to acquire the system bus. If 
too long, Ethernet data will be lost.

Collision Effects
Collisions normally occur during transmission of 
the first 64 bytes of data. If packets are retrieved 
via DMA from system memory, when a collision 

occurs these 64 bytes must be retransmitted. 
This is an inefficient use of bus bandwidth.

An Ethernet Controller is a True Asynchronous 
Peripheral
Prudent system design calls for buffering any 
peripherals which are asynchronous in nature. 
Buffering makes the resource much more 
manageable at the system level.

Implementing a Local Buffer
Most currently available Ethernet controllers 
have a modest buffer built in, usually on the order 
of 16 bytes. This is sometimes adequate to han
dle system bus acquisition delay, but it does not 
make efficient use of bus bandwidth in three 
important areas:

1. Collisions during transmit. As network traffic 
increases, the probability of a collision increases. 
Each time a collision occurs the Ethernet con
troller must retransmit from the beginning of the 
packet. The time spent retransmitting due tocolli- 
sion uses bus bandwidth unnecessarily.

2. Frame check sequence (CRC) errors after 
receive. Since errors are not detected until after a 
packet has been received, bus bandwidth will be 
wasted when receiving packets with errors.

SYSTEM 
BUS

SYSTEM 
BUS

Figure 3b.Figure 3a.
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3. A significant number of receive packets are 
minimum size (64 bytes) yet contain much less 
than 64 bytes of information. For exam pie, packet 
acknowledgments contain less than 20 bytes of 
information and are padded to the 64 byte 
minimum required. Transfer of these pad bytes 
over the system bus cannot be avoided without 
some large local buffer.

Supplementing the Controller Buffer
RAM can be added to the Ethernet board to add to 
the modest buffer already on the controller chip. 
Figures 4a and 4b show two possible ways.

The buffer should be at least 1514 bytes long. 
Static RAMs were chosen in Figure 4a to avoid 
having to include refresh control circuits in the 
dual port memory control logic

The memory control must regulate access to the 
buffer by two buses: the system bus, and the data 
bus from the controller. The SRAMs are costly.

If DRAMs are used as in Figure 4b the cost is 
lower but they do require refresh circuitry in the 
memory controller.

Local Buffering with the 8005
The 8005 Advanced Ethernet Data Link Con
troller combines several unique approaches to 
the problem of implementing an Ethernet con
nection. Look at the design in Figure 5.

First consider the local buffer the 8005 is 
designed to work with 64K x4 DRAMs which are 
readily available, and inexpensive. It has on board 
refresh circuitry, and just two DRAM chips pro
vide 64 Kbytes of local buffer storage.

The 8005 treats the DRAM in a unique fashion: it 
multiplexes both address and data over eight 
lines. This saves on circuit board traces: only 12 
lines are required to interface with the DRAMs, 
compared with 26 lines if static RAMs are used.

The 8005 also directly supports an address (EE) 
PROM, which allows for storage of the 8005’s 
Ethernet address and configuration data

The 8005 supports six unique station addresses. 
Thus, one physical connection on the Ethernet 
suffices for six logical connections. You could 
make effective use of this feature by, for example, 
connecting six devices to one Ethernet node, and 
controlling access to each device.

Figure 6 illustrates a cluster controller which ser
vices three printers and three PCs or terminals, 
and provides access to the Ethernet for the devices 

The printer controller services the cluster of three 
printers, and a low cost, low speed LAN provides 
coverage for the PCs. This LAN coverage may 
represent a relatively small geographic area like 
a single corporate department. Note, however, 
that each device has access to the Ethernet, and 
each has a specific Ethernet address.

Design Examples
In this section, we’ll briefly examine the way in 
which the 8005 can put two popular micro
processor bus formats on Ethernet by way of 
using the Intel and the Motorola bus modes built 
into the 8005. Then we’ll look in detail at a 
intelligent Ethernet controller which could realis
tically reside on a PC board, and usurp a minimal 
amount of resources from the system in which it is 
installed.

The Intel Mode
Figure 7 showsan implementation of the 8005 in 
an environment using an Intel processor. Note 
that BUSMODE is pulled up, indicating that the 
8005 will produce Intel-compatible output 
signals, and accept inputs from an Intel bus. Also, 
in this example, we have selected a 16 bit bus, 
since BUSSIZE is high.

The Motorola Mode
In Figure 8, the 8005 is configured for use with 
Motorola processors, and the interface fits that 
processor family. BUSMODE is a ZERO, and we 
have specified a 16 bit bus, as before with the 
Intel mode.

A Board Level Ethernet Controller
Figure9 illustrates a design using the Intel80186 
as a co-processor with the 8005, on the same PC 
board, to implement Ethernet. The 80186 is a par
ticularly good choice for this application, because 
it has an on-chip DMA controller.

The 80186 has multiplexed address and data 
lines, here shown being demultiplexed by the 
latch. The data bus is buffered by the 74LS245s, 
but these may not be required, depending on the 
fanout required by the specific application.

The important signals between the two chips are 
the following; refer also to Intel 80186 and SEEQ 
8005 data sheets.
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Figure4. Implementing a local bufferforEthernettraffic, using static RAM (a), and dynamic RAM 
(b). DRAMs are lower in cost, but require refresh circuitry.
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Figure 5. The 8005 Advanced Ethernet Datalink Controller: it supports a local buffer via DRAM, 
keeps its Ethernet address and configuration data in its own on-board PROM, and 
provides a very flexible and sophisticated link between your system and Ethernet.
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Figure 6. You can connect up to six devices to one Ethernet node using the capability of the 8005 
to decode up to six station addresses. In this example, three printers and three PCs or 
terminals are connected to one Ethernet node. The 8005 and its system CPU controls 
Ethernet access to and from the devices.

Use DREQ from the 8005 into DRQ0 of the80186. 
This is the highest priority DMA request on the 
80186. Since the80186 has no explicit DMA ack
nowledgment signal, you need to use the 
peripheral chip select signal: PCS1 is used as the 
DMA acknowledge, and PCSO is the 8005 CS 
(chip select). The 8005 INTerrupt is connected to 
the 80186 INTO, and IACK of the 8005 is pulled 
up, since the 80186 does not provide for its use.

The RDY line of the 8005 is connected to the 
ARDY(asynchronous ready), since the two chips 
are each running off their own clocks. At the 
80186, pull up SRDY (synchronous ready).

The 80186 does not provide a terminal count out
put, as do many other DMA controllers, to indicate 
to the 8005 to drop its DMA request Therefore, 
when the80186 Terminal Count I nterrupt occurs, 
software must disable the DMA request in the 
8005 by setting bit 11 in the command register.

Other Support Circuits
The 8005 supports a PROM, shown here as a 
2804A E2PROM. The PROM is used primarily to 
store its Ethernet address and configuration 
data, but other convenient data may be stored 
there too.

The 8005 supports the Tl TMS 4464 DRAMs (or 
equivalent) with a minimum of PC board circuit 
traces by multiplexing both address and data 
lines to the DRAMs. Two DRAM chips provide an 
ample 64 Kbytes of Packet Buffer storage. The 
8005 allows you to partition this buffer into 
receive and transmit areas of your own choice.

Finally, the diode RC network provides a power 
on reset pulse (minimum 10 microseconds wide) 
for both the 8005 and 80186.
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INTERCONNECT DIAGRAM 
8005, 16 BIT BUS, INTEL MODE

(/) LU I- o z
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Figure 7. The 8005 interfaced with an Intel processor. This example illustrates the use of a 16 bit 
bus, since BUSSIZE is a ONE.
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INTERCONNECT DIAGRAM
8005, 16 BIT BUS, MOTOROLA MODE

Figure 8. The 8005 in a Motorola environment, and with a 16 bit bus size.
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INTERCONNECT DIAGRAM
8005 AND INTEL 80186

Figure 9. The use of the 8005 and the Intel 80186 to implement a board level intelligent Ethernet 
data link. The 80186 is a good companion for the 8005, since it has an on-chip DMA 
controller. The 8005 supports an address PROM, and 64 Kbytes of DRAM to serve as a 
local Packet Buffer.

The 8005 in Non Ethernet Applications
The Ethernet, because of its simplicity and high 
speed, is often used in smaller physical con
figurations than those for which it was originally 
intended. Applications include communications 
between processors in a large parallel process
ing engine.

The 8005, because of its configurability, can be 
“trimmed down” for use in networks which need 
not strictly follow the Ethernet format

The Ethernet address is six bytes long. The 8005 
may be configured to accept just a 2 byte address, 
saving four bytes per address in a packet. Since 
there are two address fields per packet (destina
tion and source), eight bytes are saved.

Ethernet specifies a minimum “slot time” of 51.2 
microseconds. This represents the time required 
for one round trip of a packet on a maximum 

length cable, and is required for reliable collision 
detection. The 8005 may be configured for a slot 
time of 12 microseconds, which shortens waiting 
time after a collision. Additionally, when you 
select the shorter slot time, the 8005 
automatically reduces the Collision Jam Pattern 
from 8 to two bytes, and reduces the interframe 
spacing from 9.6 to 2.4 microseconds.

Refer to the 8005 data sheet for more detail on 
selecting these optional parameters.

Configuring the 8005
This step is required following hardware reset or 
software reset. Note that a hardware reset must 
be provided following power on. Following reset, 
allow 10 microseconds after the reset before 
attempting access to the part.
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Configuring includes loading the Ethernet sta
tion address(es), selecting transmit and receive 
packet buffer size and defining interrupt con
ditions and an optional interrupt vector.

All this information may be stored in a PROM on 
the same PC board as the 8005. This allows the 
assigned Ethernet station addressfes) to travel 
with the board.

Register Architecture
The general approach to initializing the 8005 
consists of reading information from the PROM 
into system RAM and writing it back into several 
registers inside the chip. See Figure 10, which 
depicts the Register Model of the 8005.

There are nine 16-bit registers which are directly 
accessable by using the signals Chip Select, I/O 
read, I/O write and A, through A3. There are also 
four registers which are selected by the buffer 
window code bits and accessed indirectly 
through the buffer window register.

In the discussion below, note that the 8005 has 
been configured fora 16 bit bus. Input Ao (pin 54) 
is ignored when in 16 bit mode, and is shown as a 
“Don’t Care” (X). In 8 bit mode, Ao selects the low 
order byte when a ZERO, and the high order byte 
when a ONE.

Reading the Address (EE) PROM
After reset, if you are using a local Address PROM, 
write that location to the DMA Address Register 
which points to the first configuration byte in the 
PROM. Select access to the Address PROM by 
writing 0006 to the Buffer Code Bits in Configura
tion Register #1. The8005 will then drive the chip 
enable line of the PROM via APEN (pin 10) for 
each Read or Write to the Buffer Window Regis
ter. When all configuration and station address 
bytes have been moved into system RAM, the 
next step is to write them into the 8005.

Loading Indirect Registers
Indirect registersare selected bythe buffer code 
in Configuration Register #1 and accessed 
through the buffer window register. All indirect 
registers are 8 bits wide and therefore only use 
data bits D0-D7.

Station Address Registers
To load the station address registers, select the 
desired station address register set by writing a 

value from 0000 to 0005 to Configuration Regis
ter # 1. Then write the appropriate 6 byte address 
to the buffer window register, one byte at a time, 
with the most significant byte first, and the least 
significant byte last. Each write automatically 
incrementsan internal pointer register to the next 
byte of the station address. Repeat this process 
until you have loaded all desired station 
address registers.

Specify Transmit Buffer Size
Write a 0007 to Configuration Register #1 to 
select the Transmit End Area register. Write an 8 
bit value to the Buffer Window register which 
specifies the most significant byte of the last 
address in the Transmit Buffer space.

For example, to define space for four packets, 
each 1514 bytes long:

1514 X 4 = 6056 bytes for data
4X4= 16 bytes for header

6072 bytes required;

6072/256 = 23+, or hex 0017

Thus, we would writehex0017 tothetransmitend 
area register. This also sets the receive buffer 
area, by default, to start at hex 1800, which 
leaves 58 Kbytes (hex FFFF minus hex 1800) for 
receive packets.

If interrupts will be enabled and an interrupt vec
tor is required, write a 9 into Configuration Regis
ter# 1 to select the I nterrupt Vector Register, and 
then write the 8 bit interrupt vector into the Buffer 
Window Register.

Specify Receive Buffer Size
Write an 8 bit value into the least significant byte 
of the Receive End Area Register to specify the 
most significant byte of the last buffer address for 
receive packets. This would normally be hex FF if 
the rest of the local buffer is to be used for 
received frames.

Loading Direct Access Registers 
Initialize Transmit Pointer Register 
Write 0000 to this register.

Configuration Register #1
Loading this register defines receiver match 
modes, enables station address register sets and 
sets up DMA burst interval and size. Access this 
register by setting A3-A0 to 001X.
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Ao BUSSIZE

Figure 10. Register Model, which illustrates the register architecture inside the 8005. Using 
both directly and indirectly accessable registers lowers pin count. All access to 
indirect registers and the Packet Buffer is through the Buffer Window Register.
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Configuration Register #2
Following reset, this register is configured for 
IEEE 802.3 compatible network interface. It con
tains bits to select non-IEEE 802.3 network 
operation, diagnostic modes (CRC enable/ 
disable for both receive and transmit), enable 
receiving packets with errors (short frames, 
dribble errors, CRC errors, overflow errors), select 
byte order for 16 bit bus and enable automatic 
receive end area update.

Initialize Receive Pointer Register
Load this register with the same value as the 
Receive Start Area (16 bit Transmit End Area 
address plus hex 0100). Save this value, since it 
points to the first byte of the next packet header, 
and you will need it to find the next received 
packet.

In the example above, the Transmit End Area 
address was hex 17FF. Therefore, the Receive 
Pointer Register should be loaded with hex 1800.

Initialize DMA Address Register
If no packets are to be loaded into the transmit 
area, load this register with the contents of the 
Receive Pointer Register.

Command/Status Register
Set RxOn (bit 9), and, if desired, Rx Int Enabl (bit 
1) to ONEs. If you are not using interrupts, you 
may poll Rx Int (bit 5) to see if a frame has 
been received.

Transmitting a Frame
This discussion assumes that the system is con
nected to an IEEE 802.3 compatible network The 
contents of a Transmit frame have no meaning to 
the Packet Buffer Controller and the Ethernet 
Data Link Controller circuitry, and can be arbit
rary in length and content. As discussed above, 
transmission of the Preamble and CRC (frame 
check sequence) can be suppressed under 
software control for specialized network 
requirements or diagnostic tests.

After you have gone through the configuring as 
outlined above, the 8005 is ready to receive or 
transmit frames. Refer to Figure 2 and recall that 
a frame consists of from 64 to 1 514 bytes, which 
includes a 6 byte destination address, a 6 byte 
source address, and an area for data all of which is 
supplied by your system software. The entire 
frame has a prefix containing a 62 bit preamble
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Figure 11. Transmit Packet Chain, residing 
in the Packet Buffer, and ready to be 
transmitted. Two packets are in this chain. 
Note that the Packet Buffer is 
nondestructively read, and the packets are 
still in the buffer after they have been 
transmitted. After transmission, the 8005 
updates the Header Status Byte (byte 4). 
The first two bytes of the Packet Header 
point to the address of the first byte of the 
second Packet Header.
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(which synchronizes the phase-locked-loop in 
the Manchester Code Converter with respect to 
the received packet), and a 2 bit start frame 
delimiter. Following the data field there is a 4 byte 
frame check sequence. All of the components of 
the prefix and the CRC are supplied by the 8005. 

A packet is prepared for transmission by writing 
into the Transmit Buffer Area a 4 byte header, 
followed by the destination address, the source 
address, and finally the data field. Refer to 
Figure 11. You may choose to do this via pro
grammed I/O, or via an external DMA controller. 
Frames may be chained together up to the 
capacity of the available Transmit Buffer Area by 
using the Next Packet Pointer (first two bytes) 
and the Chain Continue bit (bit 6) in the Transmit 
Header Command byte.

Refer to Figure 12. Read the Status Register to 
see if the DMA Fl FO direction is set to write to the 
Packet Buffer(bit 15 cleared). If it is and the DMA 
register is not going to be loaded with a new value 
then data can be written immediately. If the DMA 
register is to be changed, then check to ensure 
that the FIFO isempty(Status Register bit 4 set). If 
the FIFO is not empty, continue testing bit 14 until 
the FIFO is empty. If you change the FIFO direc
tion or write to the DMA Register, FIFO contents 
will be cleared.

If necessary, load the DMA Register with the 
address for the first byte of the Packet Header, 
and write Packet Header and data into the FIFO. 
The first Packet Header address is normally 0000.

LOADING TRANSMIT PACKETS INTO 
LOCAL BUFFER PROGRAMMED I/O
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SET DMA INTERRUPT 
ACKNOWLEDGE BIT DMA INTERRUPT

Figure 12. Loading Transmit Packets into 
the local Buffer, under Programmed I/O 
conditions. Note that, if you change the 
direction of the DMA FIFO, or load the DMA 
Pointer Register, you will lose any data 
stored in the FIFO.

LOADING TRANSMIT PACKETS INTO LOCAL 
BUFFER DMA TRANSFER WITH INTERRUPT

Figure 13. Loading Transmit Packets into 
the Local Buffer under DMA transfer, using 
Interrupt.
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Figure 13 depicts the same operation, only under 
DMA control, After you set up the system DMA 
controller, set DMA ON (Command Register, bit 
8), and DMA Interrupt Enable (Command Regis
ter, bit 0), if desired. The former enables the DMA 
request logic, and the latter causes an interrupt to 
be generated at the completion of a DMA opera
tion i.e., when terminal count has been input.

After all of the packets in a given chain have been 
written into the Transmit Buffer Area, load the 
Transmit Pointer Register with the address of the 
first byte of the first transmit packet header, set 
TxON(bit 10) and, optionally, TxlNTEnabl(bit 2) to 
ONES in the Command/Status Register.

The 8005 will then read the first header, which is 
pointed to by the Transmit Pointer Register, and 
process that packet, and all additional packets in 
the packet chain in turn. Any retransmission of a 
packet due to a collision will be automatically 
handled by the 8005, thus relieving your system 
from having to transfer that packet of data more 
than once.

When a packet has been successfully transmit
ted (or 1 6 collisions occur), the Done bit (bit 7) in 
the transmit header status byte will be set to a 
ONE. The Transmit Buffer Area occupied by that 
packet is now available for another packet, and 
may be written to at the same time as subsequent 
packets are being transmitted. The 8005 will 
move to the next packet in the chain.

When all packets in a chain have been completed 
(transmitted successfully or collided 16 times), 
the 8005 resets TxOn (bit 10) in the status regis
ter to indicate that it is ready to transmit another 
packet chain. If 16 collisions occur on a packet, 
the 8005 stops transmission attempts for that 
packet only and moves to the next packet in the 
chain, if one exists. In the example in Figure 11, 
bits 2 and 3 are ON in the transmit header com
mand byte which will cause the 8005 to set the 
transmit interrupt bit in the status register and, if 
enabled, interrupt the processor when 16 
collisions occur or the transmission is successful.

The last packet in the chain is denoted by having 
the Chain Continue bit cleared to a ZERO. The 
Next Packet Pointer points to the address follow
ing the last byte of the last packet.

You may treat the transmit packet buffer in one of 
two ways:

1. As a circular buffer with wraparound, where you 
remember the address to load new packet 

headers and packet data The DMA register 
automatically wraps around to address 0 when 
the transmit end area has been reached.

2. As a linear buffer, where you reset the transmit 
pointer to 0000 after each packet chain 
transmission.

Receiving Frames
Once the 8005 has been configured and the 
receiver enabled, frames which meet the match 
mode and station address requirements 
specified in Configuration Register #1 and the 
enable bits 2 - 5 in Configuration Register#2 will 
be moved into the Receive Buffer Area beginning 
at the address contained in the Receive 
Pointer Register.

When one or more packets are available in the 
receive area, the 8005 sets Rx Interrupt (bit 5) in 
the Command/Status Register to a ONE. If 
receive interrupts are enabled. (Command Regis
terbit 1 set), then the external interrupt (pin 11) is 
asserted. Frame header and data can now be 
read by loading the DMA Register with the start
ing address of the Packet Header and executing 
successive reads. If AutoUpdat REA (bit 1 of Con
figuration Register #2) is set, the Receive End 
Area Register will be updated with the upper byte 
of the DMA register each time a DMA read occurs. 
This releases buffer space as its contents are 
read, and allows for the receipt of more data at the 
same time as data is being read out

The action taken on a receive packet depends on 
the status of the packet and its contents If the 
packet status is bad, it may be skipped entirely 
without transferring any of its data to system 
memory by loading the Receive End Area Register 
with the most significant byte of the next packet 
pointer. This will release the buffer space of the 
previous packetforfuture packets. In like fashion, 
if the packet data shows it to be an “overhead” 
packet (such as a Packet Acknowledgement), this 
can be so noted in network software and the packet 
skipped. Thus, unnecessary transfer of the packet 
over the system bus can be avoided, and system 
bandwidth preserved. If the packet data must be 
processed, just the information portion of a packet 
(exclusive of any bytes used to pad the packet to a 
minimum size) can be read to system memory by 
programmed I/O or by an external DMA controller.
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Receive Packet Chaining
The 8005 automatically chains together receive 
packets using a circular FIFO buffer structure. 
Each packet is prefaced by a 4 byte header 
whose first two bytes form a 16 bit address that 
points to the next header. A chain of packets 
always ends with a header-only packet whose 4 
bytes equal 00. The address of this header-only 
packet should be saved, since it will contain the 
header of the next packet received. It is a simple 
matter to follow the packet chain from header to 
header until the chain Continue/End bit is read as 
a ZERO, calculate the length of the chain and set 
up the DMA Register and an external DMA con
troller to transfer the entire chain of packets to 
system memory if desired. This is advisable in 
applications where high average receive data 
rates are expected and data must be moved quickly 
from the local buffer to the system memory at the 
expense of bus bandwidth. To minimize system 
bus utilization, packets can be moved one at a 
time; this permits moving only the information 
content of a packet

Calculating Packet Chain Length
In order to perform a DMA transfer, you need to 
give the DMA controller the “count”; i.e., how 
many bytes (or words, in a 16 bit system) will be 
transferred. To do that, you need to calculate how 
many bytes are available in the Packet Buffer as a 
result of receive activity.

Refer to Figure 17. This flow chart illustrates the 
steps required to calculate the length of the 
packet chain.

The first step requires that you know the Packet 
Buffer address of the last packet header read in 
the most previous receipt of Ethernet data If the 
8005 has just been initialized, the address is the 
beginning of the Receive Packet Buffer which 
was determined earlier in this note (hex 1800). If 
packets have been previously been read this 
address will be the location of the header last 
read that had the chain continue/end bit reset.

The next step, referring to Figure 17, is to turn off 
the Auto Updat REA (Configuration Register #2, 
bit 1). This insures that the 8005 will not use the 
area occupied by this packet chain for new 
receive data.

Read each Packet Pointer in turn, and then read 
the Header Status byte immediately after the 
Pointer, which is Byte #3. Bit 6 of Byte #3 is the 

Chain Continue bit Continue reading this bit in 
each packet header until this bit goes to ZERO. 
This signals the end of the chain. Save the local 
buffer address of the first byte of this last header 
as this is the address of the header for the next 
packet received. Subtract the address of the first 
header in the chain from this address. If the result 
is a positive number, you have the chain length 
directly.

If the result is negative it denotes that the 
Receive Pointer Register has wrapped around 
past the beginning address of the receive area 
The chain length will be equal to the sum of the 
receive buffer size plus the value (including sign) 
of this result You already know the buffer size, 
since you defined it during configuration of the 
8005: hex FFFF minus the receive start address 
(defined during configuration) plus'!. For the pre
vious example, the buffer length is hex E800 
(FFFF -1800 + 1). Load the chain length into the 
DMA controller, and set Auto Updat REA. You are 
now ready to read data out of the receive buffer 
and into system memory.

There are two ways to read Packets out of the 
Local Buffer

1. Via programmed I/O.
2. Via DMA transfer.

The front end portion of each procedure is the 
same: first, check to see if the FIFO is empty; then 
set it to Read. If the FIFO is not empty, check to 
see if it is in the Write direction. If not, load the 
DMA Register with the address of the next Packet 
Header. If this is the first Packet to be read, this 
address will be that which was derived when you 
defined the Transmit Buffer size during con
figuration of the 8005.

Reading Packets Using Programmed I/O
The data path between the local buffer and the 
host bus is buffered by a 16 byte FIFO called the 
DMA FIFO. It serves as a rate buffer between the 
host and the local buffer, especially for 16-bit data 
transfers. Because the local buffer is a shared 
resource (there are 4 ports including the DRAM 
refresh port), the initial read from the buffer 
window which follows loading the DMA register 
may take eight microseconds worst case. The 
8005 signals this delay by deasserting Ready (if 
Busmode=1) or delaying DTACK(if Busmode=0). If 
this initial read wait state is unacceptable, then 
the buffer window interrupt feature can be used.
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The buffer window interrupt is asserted for pro
grammed I/O reads (not DMA reads) when the 
DMA FIFO has data available.

Under Programmed I/O control (see Figure 14), 
after you load the DMA Register, read Status 
Register bit 7, Buffer Window I nterrupt or wait for 
a hardware Buffer Window Interrupt if it is 
enabled. When the interrupt is asserted, read 
Packet Header and data out of the receive FIFO, 
via the Buffer Window, until all bytes have 
been transferred.

Reading Packets Using DMA
The second approach is by DMA transfer. See 
Figure 15. After loading the DMA Register, load 
the system DMA controller with the destination 
address in system memory, and the previously 

calculated packet chain length. Then set DMA 
ON (bit8 in the Command Register). Thisenables 
the DMA Request logic inside the 8005. 
Optionally, set DMA Interrupt Enable, which will 
cause an Interrupt to be generated when the 
DMA controller has asserted Terminal Count. The 
DMA Request output signal will be asserted when 
there are a sufficient number of bytes in the DMA 
FIFO to satisfy the DMA Burst Size (2, 4, 8, or 16 
bytes) which you selected earlier when configur
ing the 8005.

Interrupts
There are several interrupt sources in the 8005. 
This section describes these interrupts and how 
to service them. For this discussion, refer to 
Figure 18.

READING A PACKET FROM LOCAL 
BUFFER PROGRAMMED I/O

READING A PACKET FROM LOCAL BUFFER 
DMA TRANSFER WITH INTERRUPT

Figure 15. Reading the Local Buffer under 
DMA control.

Figure 14. Reading Packets out of the FIFO 
using the Programmed I/O procedure.
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Transmit Interrupts
There are four transmit interrupt sources in the 
8005; Babble, Collision, 16 Collisions, and 
Transmit Success. Each of these can set the 
transmit interrupt bit in the status register if so 
programmed in the transmit header command 
byte. If Tx Interrupt Enable (Command Register 
bit 2) is set, the 8005 will also assert an interrupt 
on pin 11. The transmit interrupt is cleared by 
setting TxIntAck (bit 6) in the command register.

Babble Interrupt
The 8005 will transmit packets as large as will fit 
in the transmit buffer. The IEEE 802.3 standard 

specifies a maximum packet size of 1514 bytes. 
The babble interrupt indicates that a packet 
larger than 1514 bytes was transmitted.

Collision Interrupt
When a packet collision occurs, the 8005 packet 
buffer controller automatically restores its 
transmit pointer to the beginning of the packet 
and schedules retransmission following the back
off time. In some applications it may be desirable 
to record the number of collisions that occur. This 
bit enables setting the TxInt bit in the status regis
ter for each collision.

READING A PACKET FROM LOCAL BUFFER 
USING BUFFER WINDOW INTERRUPT Figure 17. The steps necessary to calculate 

the length of a Packet Chain. You need to 
save the address of the last header in the 
last packet read, in order to perform the 
calculation.
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Figure 16. Reading a Packet from the local 
Packet Buffer using the Buffer Window 
Interrupt approach.
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Figure 17a. Example of two receive packets 
in a packet chain with wraparound.

16 Collisions Interrupt
The 8005 counts the number of collisions that 
occur on each packet. If a packet has collided 16 
times, the usual cause is a network fault such as 
an unterminated coaxial cable or an open in the 
cable. This interrupt notifies the host that a packet 
has collided 16 times, and the packet buffer con
trollerwill nowabandon transmit attempts forthat 
packet and move on to the next packet in the 
chain if one exists

Transmit Successful Interrupt
This interrupt indicates that a packet was suc
cessfully transmitted with less than 16 collisions

Receive Interrupts
The 8005 sets the receive interrupt bit (status 
register bit 5) whenever a packet that meets the 
criteria in bits 2 - 5 of Configuration Register #2 
has been placed in the local buffer. It will remain 
set and, if the receive interrupt enable bit is also 
set, the external interrupt will remain asserted 
until the receive interrupt acknowledge bit is set. 
If a separate interrupt for each packet is desired, 
the receive interrupt should be acknowledged 
within 70 microseconds which is the minimum 
time for receipt of a subsequent 64 byte packet If 
more than 70 microseconds elapses before 
acknowledging a receive interrupt, it is possible 
for additional packets to be added to the 
packet chain.

The8005 protects the receive interrupt condition 
such that if a new interrupt is being generated 
while the host is setting the receive interrupt 
acknowledge, the receive interrupt will persist. If, 
however, a new frame is received after the 
interrupt acknowledge and before the calcula
tion of the packet chain length, the packet chain 
which is read will include the new packet 
associated with the new interrupt. The new 
interrupt, when serviced, will now be associated 
with an empty packet since it was part of the pre
vious chain.

DMA Interrupts
The DMA interrupt bit in the status register is set 
following receipt of terminal count from the 
external DMA controller. If the DMA interrupt 
enable bit (command register bit #0) is also set, an 
external interrupt will be asserted. The interrupt 
is cleared by writing a 1 to the DMA interrupt 
acknowledge bit.
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Figure 18. Functional diagram of interrupt logic.

Self-Test and Network Diagnostics
The 8005 contains a number of special features 
for self-test and network diagnostic support

Loopback
Two forms of loopback are possible with the 
8005. Local loopback is accomplished when the 
8005 is connected to an 8020 Manchester Code 
Converter. When bit 11 of Configuration Register 
#2 is set the loopback pin of the 8020 will be 
brought low. This causes transmitted data to be 
looped back to the receiver of the 8020. If the 
packet transmitted meets the match mode and is 
addressed to one of the 8005’s enabled station 
addresses, it will be received and placed in the 
local buffer. Using diagnostic control bits9 and 10 
in Configuration Register #2, it is possible to 
transmit packets with CRC errors to check the 
receive CRC logic, and to include the CRC in a 
receive packet to check the transmit CRC logic. 
Loopback can also be accomplished by connect
ing the 8020 to an Ethernet transceiver. Because 
the network is half-duplex, any data transmitted 
will also be received. Thusthe same loopbacktest 
as above can be performed while the network is 
active by simply sending a packet to oneself.

Interrupts
The 8005 has separate control bits for turning on 
an off the receive logic, transmit logic and DMA 
logic. The interrupts for these functions can be 
tested without actually performing the function 
by setting both the on and off control bits 
simultaneously. For example, if the receive 
interrupt logic is to be tested set both RxOn and 
RxOff bits in the command register. This will 
cause the receive interrupt bit in the status regis
ter to be set and, if the receive interrupt enable bit 
is also set, will cause an external interrupt This 
mode has no effect on any logic other than the 
interrupt logic and associated status register bit,
i.e.,  packets can be transmitted and received 
while this diagnostic mode is set

Detecting Network Cable Faults
It is possible to make a gross determination of 
cable faults by taking advantage of the full-duplex 
nature of the 8005: although it will not transmit 
while receiving (that would violate the Ethernet 
specification), it does receive while transmitting, 
as long as the packet destination address fits the 
receiver match mode.
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Cable Opens/Missing Terminator
An open coaxial cable or a missing cable ter
minator results in the transmission line being ter
minated in an infinite impedance. Thus, any data 
transmitted will be reflected back from the 
impedance mismatch some time delay after it is 
transmitted. This time delay depends on the 
physical distance tothe impedance mismatch, so 
the length of the packet must be large enough to 
insure that data are still being transmitted after 
one round trip propagation delay to the mis
match. A 256 byte packet should be an adequate 
size. The reflected signal will partially cancel the 
transmitted signal and cause a collision to be 
detected by the transceiver. Thus an open is 
indicated by repeated collisions when transmit
ting a packet or, if the network is known to be quiet 
(no other nodes active), a single collision when 
transmitting. It is also possible to make a rough 

determination of where the fault is by enabling 
receipt of packets with errors (Configuration 
Register#2 bits3- 5) and then counting the num
ber of bytes correctly received. Note that if the 
cable open is very close to the transmitting node, 
the collision may occur during the preamble and 
the 8005 would unconditionally reject the 
receive packet

Cable Shorts
A shorted coaxial cable causes premature loss of 
carrier sense to the receiverof the 8005 while it is 
transmitting. It is therefore possible to send a 
packet of at least 256 bytes to oneself with the 
receiver enabled to accept frames with errors. A 
cable short results in a truncated receive packet; 
the size of the receive packet indicates the rough 
distance to the cable short.
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EEPROM Interfacing

Introduction
The continuing rapid evolution in semiconductor 
E2ROM memory device technology offers the system 
designer an ever-increasing choice of function and 
capability. With these increasing choices for E2ROM 
devices, however, comes the problem of standardiza
tion (or lack thereof) concerning such specifications as 
endurance, timing characteristics, interface require
ments, ad infinitum. Today, there are two popular types 
of commercially available E2ROM devices.

Both of these types of devices have the JEDEC- 
approved pinout shown in Figure 1, including the 
multi-functional pin 1, but differ in the timing of the 
control interface. The first E2ROM type, the latched 
type device, such as SEEQ’s 52B33 latches the ad- 
dresses, control, and data inputs on the falling edge 
of WRITE ENABLE (WE). For this type device, the 
WE input must remain active low for the duration of 
the write cycle. The second type of E2ROM, the timer
type device, latches addresses, data, and control sig
nals on the rising edge of WRITE ENABLE or the 
rising edge of CHIP ENABLE (CE). For the timer 
device, such as SEEQ's 2864 the WE input need not 
be held low for the entire write cycle. The primary 
difference between the latched and timer devices is 
the control timing required to interface to the micro
processor. Each of these types of devices has advan
tages depending on system performance and config
uration requirements.

LATCHED 
SEEQ 52B33

TIMER
SEEQ 2864

Figure 1. JEDEC Pinout — 64K E2ROMs

When the designer attempts to use the advantages of 
both in the same system, a problem is encountered.

One of the most frustrating problems facing a system 
designer is the design of an E2ROM/microprocessor 
interface that will allow compatible operation of timer 
and latched type E2ROM devices in the micro
processor-based system. The purpose of this 
application note is to give examples of cost-effective 
designs of E2ROM/microprocessor interfaces, which 
allow the use of both timer and latched E2ROM devices 
in the system with no changes required to either the 
controlling software or the hardware. With the inter
faces shown in this application note, it is possible to 
operate with BOTH latched and timer devices simul
taneously in the system if the device access times are 
compatible.

The microprocessor interfaces described in this appli
cation note are for the 8085, 8086, 8088, Z80, and 
71840. Software examples are provided for the Z80 and 
71840 processors. By extension, the Z80 code is easily 
transportable to 808X processors. In most cases, the 
hardware required for compatibility consists of only two 
additional standard (14-pin) TTL packages.

It is hoped that these example interfaces will assist the 
system designer in implementing E2ROMs in his sys
tem. By no means are these special cases presented to 
limit the system designer, but to provide a starting point 
for his design. The interface circuits presented are for 
the family of E2ROM devices (16K, 32K, and 64K). 
Other extensions of the ideas presented may permit 
lower power, lower cost, or optimization of other 
parameters deemed more important.

The body of this application note consists of two sec
tions. First, the Basic Operation section gives the 
theory of operation of all of the interfaces and should 
be read to familiarize oneself with those factors com
mon to all of the microprocessor interfaces. Second, 
the Microprocessor Interface section details the design 
of the TTL interface required for the given micro
processor.
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Basic Operation

Each of the E2ROM microprocessor interfaces de
scribed in the next section integrates hardware and 
software to achieve compatibility between latched and 
timer E2ROM devices. Naturally, both hardware and 
software are processor-dependent. However, the write 
cycle used is basically the same for all the examples 
shown.

For compatibility between the latched and timer E2ROM 
devices, the interface provides control waveforms that 
have timing compatible with both, since the major dif
ference between latched and timer E2ROM devices is 
the timing of the write control interface to the micro
processor (see Introduction). The basic waveforms for 
latched and timer E2ROMs are shown in Figures 2a 
and 2b, respectively. The latched type E2ROM device 
acquires data on the leading edge of WRITE ENABLE

Figure 2a. Latched E2ROM Write Cycle
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Figure 2b. Timer E2ROM Write Cycle
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(WE). The timer type device acquires data on either the 
trailing edge of WE or the trailing edge of CHIP ENA
BLE (CE). Interface compatibility is achieved between 
the latched and timer devices by strobing the data, con
trol, and addresses on the leading edge of the Write 
Enable pulse for the latched device and then by strob- 
ing the data on the trailing edge of CHIP ENABLE for 
the timer device (see Figure 3). By using this technique, 
the hardware interface is greatly simplified.
The software part of an E2ROM interface is very simple, 
but very important. A read operation for both latched 
and timer E2ROM devices is accomplished by a 
straightforward issuance of a microprocessor Read

'W
- \__

Figure 3. Latched/Timer Compatible E2ROM Write Cycle 

command at a particular address (see Figure 4). A write 
operation, however, involves a more complex process.
The flow chart for writing to the E2ROM is the same for 
all microprocessors and is shown in Figure 5. After a 
Write command is issued, time is required to allow 
proper writing to the storage cell of the E2ROM device. 
A Read command is then issued to terminate the write 
operation. Note that this Read command is not to be 
used to actually read the E2ROM device, but is inserted 
to reset the logic circuits used to drive the WE input of 
the E2ROM device.
Between initiation and termination of a write cycle, the 
interface uses some timing mechanism to assure 
proper write conditions to the E2ROM and to know 
when the E2ROM is available for another read/write 
cycle. The duration of the timeout (tWP) depends upon 
the type of E2ROM used. For all types, twp should fall 
between the minimum and maximum specifications of 
all E2ROMs for which the application is designed. The 
latched type of device requires less write time than 
does the timer type device.
The implementation of this timing can be accomplished 
in either hardware or software. In hardware timing, a 
timer can interrupt the processor at regular intervals, or 
at the end of the desired write time (twp). In software 
timing, the processor simply counts down, waiting for 
the desired twp. For ease of general implementation, 
the given examples utilize software timing (see Figure 
5). The tradeoffs, however, between software and 
hardware timing comprise an involved topic. The sys
tem designer must make this decision, considering 
such factors as processor throughput, board space, 
and expense.

X ADDRESSES 
VALID

Notes: 1. OE may be delayed up to tACC — tOE after the falling edge of CE without impact on tACC-
2. tDF is specified from OE or CE, whichever occurs first.
3. This parameter is periodically sampled.

Figure 4. E2ROM Read Cycle
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WRITE ROUTINE WAIT ROUTINE

Figure 5. Software Flowchart — E2ROM Write Cycle

After the cycle described by Figure 5 is complete, the 
E2ROM device is available to be accessed for another 
Read or Write command. Often, another read will be 
performed in order to verify the written data. With the 
solution proposed, this subsequent read cycle will have 
normal timing, and all required write recovery para
meters will be satisfied.
The general description provided above applies to most 
of the processors shown in the specific examples 
below. For more detailed information, the reader should 
refer to the schematic, waveforms, and software that 
apply to a specific processor.

Microprocessor Interfaces
8085 Interface
The schematic for the 8085 interface to a timer or 
latched E2ROM device is shown in Figure 6. This inter
face consists of one each of a 74LS02 and 74LS74 type 
package and allows the system designer to use the WR 
signal from the 8085 to initiate the write cycle to the 
E2ROM device. The design permits use of either a timer

Figure 6. 8085/E2ROM Interface 

seeo Technology, Incorporated
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OR a latched E2ROM device with no change required 
to the controlling software or hardware. The following 
discussion of the operation of the 8085 interface relies 
on the 8085 timing diagram summary for read and 
write cycles shown in Figures 7a and 7b respectively. 

Initiating a write cycle requires the software control 
routine as charted in Figure 5. Should the reader desire 
a specific example, the Z80 code (see Figure 12) is 
transportable to the 8085.

RD/INTA

Figure 7a. 8085 Read Timing Summary

CLK \ \___r~“A /------\
Afi A15 Y ADDRESS

AD0-AD7 ADDRESS DATA OUT

ALE J “A ______________________________________ !

Figure 7b. 8085 Write Timing Summary
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The basic write operation waveforms for this interface 
are shown in Figure 8. The write cycle begins with the 
addresses becoming valid and being decoded to drive 
SELECT active low, in order to drive the CHIP 
ENABLE (CE) active low at the E2ROM device pin 
(selecting the desired device) (see (a) in Figure 6). An 
active low level on WR from the 8085 (indicating a write 
cycle initiation) allows the WRITE ENABLE latch of the 
interface to be clocked by the next falling edge of the 
8085 clock output (CLK) (see (b) ). Addresses, data, 
and control inputs to the latched type E2ROM are 
latched in at the falling edge of WRITE ENABLE (WE) 
— shown as (§) in Figure 8. For the timer type E2ROM 
device, however, data is latched on the rising edge of 
CHIP ENABLE (CE) — shown as (c) in Figure 8. 
Note that CE is held active low for a relatively short 
period of time, while WRITE ENABLE (WE) is held low 

for the entire write time of the E2ROM device. In this 
manner, the waveforms shown in Figure 3 are pro
duced, providing signals compatible with both the 
latched and timer type devices.

To end the write cycle, the 8085 issues a Read com
mand to the E2ROM device. This read cycle en
ables the Write Reset latch which in turn presets the 
WRITE ENABLE latch (shown in Figure 6). The preset 
to the WE latch brings WE to Vih (see (6) in Figure 
8). As indicated in Figure 8, this read cycle does not 
produce valid data from the E2ROM. This read cycle is 
used merely to terminate the write cycle.

The latched and timer devices respond identically in a 
read cycle. The 8085 read cycle, shown in Figure 7a, 
produces the read cycle waveforms shown in Figure 4.

WRITE CYCLE 
INITIATION

WRITE CYCLE 
TERMINATION

*Ao-A7: ADDRRESS SIGNALS MULTIPLEXED WITH DATA SIGNALS MUST BE DEMULTIPLEXED USING OCTAL LATCHES.

Figure 8. Timing Diagram — 8085/E2ROM Interface
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Z80 Interface
A sample interface is shown for a Z80 processor (see 
Figure 9). The timing diagram for write cycle waveforms 
at this interface is also shown (see Figure 10). The basic 
circuit is very similar to the 8085 interface, with the dif
ferences based on the fact that the Z80 has data valid 
at both edges of WR (see Figure 11). This simplified 
timing allows a more simple interface. The CLK output 
from the processor is not necessary, and WR alone 
provides timing for the write cycle initiation.

The operation of the circuit is otherwise very similar to 
the 8085 interface. After addresses are brought valid on 
the address bus, they are decoded to drive SEL active 
low, which drives CE active low at the E2ROM device 
pin (see Figure 9, and (a) in Figure 10). At the falling 
edge of WR (when this device is selected), the WE latch 

is clocked, bringing WE active low (see (b) in Figure 
10). At this time, the latched type device latches 
address, data, and control signals, while the timer type 
device latches address and control signals. At the fall
ing edge of WR, the gating circuitry brings CE high , 
latching data for the timer type part (see (c) in Figure 
10). Within a normal processor cycle, a write cycle has 
been initiated with timing in accordance with the gen
eral approach of Figure 3. Even with additional buffers 
which may be common in a bus oriented system, this 
interface can be used with a Z80, Z80A, or Z80B oper
ating with no wait states at up to 6 MHz clock 
frequency. The individual system designer, of course, 
must check his own application to ensure satisfaction 
of applicable setup and hold requirements in the spe
cific system for which the application is intended.

Figure 9. Z80/E2ROM Interface
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WRITE CYCLE 
INITIATION

WRITE CYCLE 
TERMINATION

Figure 10. Timing Diagram — E2ROM Interface (Write Cycle)

The termination of a write cycle is very straightforward. 
As shown in the Basic Operation section (see Figure 5), 
a read operation to the E2ROM terminates the write 
cycle, but does not provide valid data. For the interface 
operation in write cycle termination, the reader should 
refer to Figure 10. The addresses are brought valid on 
the address bus, and are decoded to drive SEL active 
low (see (a) in Figure 10). The gating circuitry, how
ever, inhibits CE, and CE remains at Vih. At the rising 
edge of RD, the flip-flop receives a positive edge 
trigger, and clocks in the SEL signal to preset the WE 
latch. At this point, WE is brought high (see (d) in Fig
ure 10), terminating the write cycle. For the remainder 

of this processor bus cycle, CE becomes valid for a 
short while. However, RD is no longer active low, and 
no valid data is read in this bus cycle. There is no prob
lem with tWR since the write recovery time occurs 
during the remaining part of this bus cycle.

Frequently, one may wish to read again from the 
device, in order to verify data written. This read will be a 
normal read, following the general waveforms of Figure
4. In a read operation, the interface drives CE active low 
to select the device, and RD enables the output from 
the E2ROM device.
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Figure 11. Z80 Read and Write Cycle
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EEWRZ80.1
LOC OBJ CODE M STMT SOURCE STATEMENT ASM

175
176
177 ; Z80 EEROM Wr 1 te routine
178 ; I ricorpora tes auto-erase and timing
179 ; in software.
130 ; Accepts: address to be written: Reg DE
181 ; Data to be written: Reg B
132
183

; Uses: A, B, D E Destro ys: A

134
009B 3EFF 185 EEWR: LD A,OFFH ; FF for erasure.
009D 12 136 LD (DE), A ; BECIN ERASE
009E CDAEOO 187 CALL Wa1tTwp
00A1 1 A 188 LD A, (DE) ; END ERASE

189
00A2 78 190 LD A, B ; Data to be wri t ten
00A3 12 191 LD (DE), A ; BECIN WRITE
00A4 CDAEOO 192 CALL WaitTwp
00A7 1 A 193 LD A, (DE) ; Read to end Write
OOAS 1 A 194 LD A, (DE) ; Read to Ver i f y
00A9 B8 195 CP B ; Check Verification
OOAA C2C8OO 196 JP NZ, ERP1
OOAD C9 197

198
199
200

RET

201 ; Wait routine for EEROM Byte/ Erase
202
203
204

; Uses: Registe 
; Destroys: A,C

rs A, B, C

OOAE 7° 205 WaitTwp:LD A, B
206 ; Store B reg i r. TMP1

OOAF 3202C0 20,7 LD (TMP1),A
208
209 ; Set timing constant for Twp,
210 ; This 1 6 - b i t c ons t an t is loaded
21 1 ; into Register s BC, and depends
212 ; on the speed of the CPU cIock,

00B2 SEO 7 213 LD A, 07
00B4 47 214 LD B, A
00B5 3E06 215 LD A, 06
00B7 4F 216 LD C, A

217
218 ; The foilowing Ioop per f or ms the wait,
219 : by decrements ng BC unti 1 the 16 -b 1 t
220 ; number contai ned in BC equals zero,
221

OOB8 3EOO 222 LD A, OOH
OOBA OB 223 More: DEC BC
OOBB B8 224 CP B
OOBC C2BA00 225 JP NZ, More
OOBF B9 226 CP C
OOCO C2BA00 227 JP NZ, More
00C3 3A02C0 228 DUN: LD A, (TMP1) ; Restore B Reg
OOC6 47 229 LD B, A
00C7 C9 230 RET
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Figure 12. Z80 E2ROM Erase/Write Routine
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8088 Interface

An example interface is shown between an 8088 (oper
ating in minimum mode) and a 16K E2ROM (see Figure 
14). The reader may note that this is almost identical to 
the 8085 E2ROM interface (see Figure 6), with only 
minor differences. First, the NOR gates used cannot be 
a standard TTL or LSTTL device, but must be a CMOS 
or other high impedance input, so that the CLK signal 
is not loaded. The CLK signal, as output by the 8284, is 
used as the clock input to the 8088. The Voh level on 
this signal can fall below specification as a result of a 
TTL load. A CMOS NOR package, such as a 74C02 or 

similar device, eliminates this problem. Since the 
74LS74 operates from bussed control and data lines, its 
requirements are not so stringent, and a 74LS74 will 
work fine in most applications.
The operation of this circuit is almost identical to the 
operation of the 8085 interface, as a comparison of the 
timing diagrams will show (see Figures 7b and 15) . 
Because these processors share similar bus timing, the 
signals differ only in magnitudes of setup and hold 
times. All required setup and hold times should be con
firmed to the satisfaction of the system designer.

AD7-AD0

READ CYCLE 
___(NOTE 1)— 

(WS.INTA Voh) 
L

RD

X ■»■■« )—>———G

-------------\_______/
p AD7-AD0

WRITE CYCLE
NOTE 1‘

WR

Figure 13. 8088/8086 Bus Timing — Minimum Mode
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Figure 14. E2ROM Interface — 8088 (Minimum Mode)
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•Ao-Ais: ADDRRESS SIGNALS MULTIPLEXED WITH STATUS AND DATA SIGNALS MUST BE DEMULTIPLEXED USING OCTAL LATCHES.

.7’--------------------- 1—
'ij.jj.jA \ \ \ rm / II 1 1 1 1 / DON'T CARE/ 1 II 1 1 1 1Ti n i'llII \\\

)

\ 4
.////////////,^7////////////

7T"7 / r
/

ju7©

Figure 15. Timing Diagram — 8088/8086 E2ROM Interface

8086 Interface

A sample E2ROM interface shown for the 8086 (see 
Figure 16) compares very closely in layout and opera
tion to that for the 8088 (see Figure 14). The 8086 
interface accounts for the 16-bit 8086 data bus by latch
ing both bytes of address and implementing a pair of 
devices to read and write an entire word at a time. 
E2ROM interface control signals are identical to those 
for the 8088 interface (see Figure 15).

seeo Technology, Incorporated
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Figure 16. E2ROM Interface — 8086 (Minimum Mode)

i

Conclusion
The development in E2ROM memory is continuing at 
an ever increasing pace. Recent strides in E2ROM cost 
reduction, access time, and availability have made non
volatile memory suitable for more applications than 
ever before. It is the purpose of this application note to 
contribute to this evolution in semiconductor memory 
by assisting the system designer in the task of E2ROM 
implementation. Armed with basic hardware and soft
ware examples of working E2ROM applications, the 
designer can more easily complete a feasible E2ROM 
design, using the flexible, cost-effective devices cur
rently offered.

Silicon Security is a trademark of 
SEEQ Technology, Inc
Z80 is a trademark of Zilog, Inc
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Software Downline Load Using 
SEEQ’s CMOS EEPROMS

Introduction
Non-volatile semiconductor memories have 
been commercially available for some time but 
these early devices required multiple power 
supplies, high voltages and were slow in pro
gramming. The RAM-like nature of the new Elec
trically Erasable Read Only Memory (EEPROM) 
greatly simplifies their use in all areas of micro
processor based design. The elimination of com
plex timing and voltage requirements makes it 
attractive to the designer to incorporate in a 
design an EEPROM such as SEEQ’s 28C64 or 
28C256. These EEPROMs are self-supporting 
and as simple to use as a static random access 
memory. In addition, because of internal control 
over the write cycle, they can plug into the stan
dard socket of the 8K by 8 bit and 32K by 8 bit 
static RAM.
These EEPROMs are true non-volatile memories. 
Non-volatility is provided in the same way as 
EPROM. Unlike EPROM they can be written to 
without prior ultra violet light erasure. The byte
write requirements are identical to that of static 
RAM except that the EEPROM write cycle, once 
initiated by normal static RAM timing takes as 
long as 10ms. Once a write operation begins, the 
EEPROM is self supporting freeing the processor 
and all external circuitry for other tasks. This is 
accomplished through latches, as internal self
timing circuit and wave shaping circuitry. It also 
generates all necessary high-voltage programming 
pulses. These features fit well in a RAM environ
ment where 5 volts is the only voltage level avail
able. The read timing cycle of the EEPROM is 
identical to that of a standard EPROM, RAM 
or ROM.

The early EEPROMs had small storage capability. 
For this reason, they were not seriously con
sidered as main program storage medium. 
Therefore, most of the initial EEPROM 
applications used the EEPROM for limited data 
storage, such as calibration parameters and sys
tem configuration. The use of the EEPROM for 
main program storage was obviously reserved for 
those who could afford the cost and the board 
space required. The availability of the 28C256 
EEPROM along with the reduction in cost of lower 
density devices has created new interest among 
design engineers. The EEPROM is now con
sidered a cost effective approach to non-volatile 
main program storage, either by itself or in com
bination with ROMs and EPROMs. It will operate 
with the signals normally applied to a RAM, with 
the only restriction being the worst-case delay of 
10ms after starting a write cycle before access
ing data

Device Operation
The internal circuitry of the 28C64 and 28C256 
EEPROM does not write entered data bytes 
immediately to the array of memory cells. The 
bytes first accumulate in a 64 byte page buffer 
and subsequently transfer to a specific “page” of 
the array in an independently timed manner. As a 
result, up to 64 bytes can be written within one 10 
ms write cycle to the EEPROM array.
Each byte can be written to any location within 
the address space boundary of the currently 
active page. Because the device ignores the row 
address input after the first byte write, an attempt 
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to load data bytes beyond this boundary will not 
affect data elsewhere in the EEPROM array, but 
will cause the data to be written to the page buffer 
at a location determined by the lower 6 bits of the 
address bytes. The procedure to transfer a data 
byte from the bus to the EEPROM array consists 
of three steps: the load cycle, the write cycle and 
the optional data polling.

The load cycle
The load cycle is basically a byte-load window 
(tBLc) during which a data byte can be entered into 
a 64 byte page buffer before the write cycle starts. 
If an additional data byte is entered within the 
byte-load window the initial window timer is 
retriggered and the internal write cycle is preven
ted from commencing. Taking in consideration 
the twp min and tsLC min specifications, it will 
require only 22.4 us to enter a string of 64 bytes 
into the page buffer. The latest high to low transi
tion of eithertheChip Enable signal(CE) or Write 
Enable signal (WE) latches the address bits into 
the address latches. It also resets the internal 
page load timer. In order to ensure proper latch- 
ing and write cycle initiation the WE and the CE 
signals must meet twp min. Upon the earliest low 
to high transition of either CF or WE the EEPROM 
latches the data byte, places it in the page buffer 
and starts the internal page load timer tBi_c-

The write cycle
If no data byte has been loaded within the byte
load window the EEPROM terminates its load 
cycle and initiatesits write cycle. Duringthis write 
cycle, which takes maximum 10 ms, additional 
load attempts are ignored. The EEPROM, during 
these 10 ms, is not on the bus and requires no pro
cessor service.
The timing diagram on the 28C64 and 28C256 
data sheet shows that it can complete a byte load 
cycle within 170 ns.

i.e.  (tAs+twp+toH) = 20+1 50+0 = 170 ns.

The remaining 9.99983 ms of the 10 ms write 
cycle can be used to execute other system tasks. 
The write cycle is illustrated in Figure 1.

DATA polling
During the write cycle, the data bus of the EEPROM 
exhibits high impedance. The write cycle ends 
when the internal operations are completed, at 
which time the EEPROM is immediately available 
for access. A read command will then present true 
data at the output port. The maximum write cycle 
time is 10 ms, but typically it takes less time. The 
28C64 and 28C256 have a built-in software fea
ture to take advantage of this shorter write 
cycle.
When the EEPROM, while still in its write cycle, is 
read anywhere in its address space, the software 
feature will present at the EEPROM data bus the 
ones-complement of the data byte at the last 
address loaded. For example, data byte 
10001101 isreadasO1110010. With this feature 
the end of the write cycle can be detected and 
data loading can immediately be resumed. As a 
result the processor waiting time is reduced. This 
polling procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.

Design Considerations
The page mode feature can reduce the overall 
write-time by a factor equal to the page size. 
Unfortunately, page sizes as well as timing 
specifications for EEPROMs vary significantly 
among manufacturers and may not always match 
the timing requirements of a particular processor. 
For instance, a tight byte-load window specifica
tion, i.e. tBLc min to tsLC max, might not take full 
advantage of the page load feature. Consequen
tly, the maximum possible data transfer rate is not 
obtained. To illustrate this, the specifcations of 
the most significant EEPROM parameters, as 
given by different manufacturers, are shown in 
Figure 3. The byte-load window specification of 
the SEEQ 28C64 and 28C256 EEPROMs 
accomodates a large number of processors.

Software examples
Processors with MOVE STRING or LOOP/ 
REPEAT instructions might be able to load a
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START

WRITE CYCLE COMPLETE 
EEPROM AVAILABLE FOR ACCESS

Figure 1. Page Mode EEPROM Write Cycle.

EEPROM 
AVAILABLE 

FOR ACCESS

Figure 2. Page Mode Write DATA Polling
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Specification Comparison Table for
64K EEPROM

MANUFACTURER tBLC MIN. tBLC MAX. tpLW MIN. PAGE SIZE
SEEQ* 200 ns 200US infinite 64 bytes

#1 3 us 20 us 150 us max. 16 bytes
#2 3 us 100 us infinite 32 bytes
#3 30 us 100 us infinite 32 bytes
#4 100 us 500 us infinite 32 bytes

Specification Comparison Table for
256K EEPROM

‘Times are shown for military temperature range devices.

Figure 3.

MANUFACTURER tBLC MIN. tBLC MAX. tpLW MIN. PAGE SIZE
SEEQ* 200 ns 200us infinite 64 bytes

#1 2 us 100 us infinite 64 bytes

group of data bytes faster than the EEPROM 
allows. In that case the data transfer rate of the 
processor is in conflict with the minimum byte
load-time specification of that EEPROM. The 
solution to this problem is to emulate the MOVE 
STRING instruction in assembly code. This 
approach might cause conflict with the maximum 
byte-load-time specification.

Example 1, the taix min specification
The MOVE BLOCK instruction of the 8086 pro
cessor moves data bytes so rapidly that it con
flicts with the tBLC min of the EEPROM 
specification from several manufacturers. The 
following code instructions illustrate this.

DESTADD EQU ES:BYTE PTR [DI]
SRADD EQU DS:BYTE PTR [SI] 

The REP MOVS DESTADD, SRSADD instruction 
requires 9 clock periods to initiate the byte-move 
process and 17 clock periods to move each con
secutive byte. Consequently, the 8086 driven by 
a 6 MHz clock can move a byte in 2.83 us.Thisisin 
conflict with the minimum value for the tBLC 
specification of the 64K EEPROM made by 
manufacturers #1,#2, #3 and #4.
Any solution to this problem would reduce the 
data transfer rate. SEEQ EEPROMs are much 
faster and, as the table below illustrates, accom
modate these data rates easily.

PROCESSOR CLOCK RATE DATA RATE
80186 8 MHz 1.0 us /byte

80286 8 MHz 0.5 us/byte A
PP
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— — — — — — — — — —--------code instructions to
— — — — — — — — — —--------cause registers to point
— — — — — — — — — — — — to EEPROM address and
— — — — — — — — — — — — data source address.

MOV CX, NDLOAD ; load page size
REP MOVS DESTADD, SRSADD ; do page load till CX=0

RET
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PROM EEPROM

DOWNLOAD ROUTINE

OTHER ROUTINES

PROGRAM 
TO BE 

MODIFIED

RAM

SYSTEM STACK

DATA STORE

Figure 4.

EEPROM

DOWNLOAD ROUTINE

PROGRAM TO BE 
MODIFIED

Figure 5.

RAM EEPROM

SYSTEM STACK DOWNLOAD ROUTINE

DATA STORE NEW VERSION OF 
PROGRAM

Figure 7.
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Example 2, the Ulc max specification
Since the 8051 processor does not have BLOCK 
MOVE instructions it must emulate a BLOCK 
MOVE with 13 instructions, each requiring 24 
clock periods.
At a clock cycle rate of 12 MHz the data rate is 26 
gs per byte. This conflicts with the teLC max 
specification of manufacturer#!. Otherexamples, 
which violate the specification of manufacturer 
#1 are shown in the table below.

PROCESSOR CLOCK RATE DATA RATE
6805 4 MHz 20 us/byte

6801 4 MHz 36 us/byte

Example 3, the tpLw max specification
EEPROMS from some manufacturers require 
that all bytes be loaded into the page within a 
specified maximum time (tpLw). For example, if a 
processor has a data load rate of 10 gs per byte 
then this value complies with the tBLC 
specifications of an EEPROM from manufacturer 
#1. The tpLw specification of the same EEPROM 
is 150 gs and therefore, the processor can only 
load 150/10=15 bytes before the write cycle 
starts. As a result, the page buffer capacity is not 
fully utilized, and it takes longer to program the 
EEPROM.

SEEQ does not specify a limit for tpLw. The total 
page-load window time is infinitely long assuming 
the time between byte loads meets tBLC max

EEPROM Download
The cost of updating software contained in ROM 
or EPROM in the field is very high. EEPROMs 
allow the system software to be changed 
remotely, either through a terminal or a modem 
link to a main computer. Therefore, the key advan
tage of the EEPROM is reduced service cost for it 
allows update of software contained in non
volatile memory, without removing the memory 

device from the system. These remote software 
updates are very attractive for updating system 
software, self-calibration or changing the system 
configuration or capabilities. Data load rates in 
excess of 50,000 bits/sec are possible using the 
page mode feature of SEEQ’s28C256 and 28C64.

EEPROM and resident PROM configuration
In the case of an EEPROM and processor resi
dent bootstrap PROM combination, the actual 
download routine resides in the PROM as shown 
in Figure 4. The processor can now fetch instruc
tions from the PROM during the EEPROM write 
cycle.

All EEPROM configuration
If only EEPROM is used for the program storage 
and the code to be modified is on a different 
EEPROM than the one from which the processor 
is executing then a situation similar to figure 4 
exists. A more general approach which allows any 
EEPROM in the system to be written is the EEPROM 
and RAM configuration.

EEPROM and RAM configuration
In the case of the EEPROM and RAM configura
tion, the following approach is required. The pro
cedure starts with the memory contentsas shown 
in Figure 5.

In the first step both the download routine and the 
system program are stored in EEPROM. Once the 
system is instructed that the new version of the 
program is to be downloaded, the system copies 
the download routine from EEPROM to the RAM. 
At this point, the memory contents are as shown 
in Figure 6.

The processor then jumps to the RAM and 
executes the download routine and loads the 
new main program in the EEPROM. NexL the pro
cessor jumps to the new main program in EEPROM 
to continue its normal task, leaving the RAM avail
able for other services. Figure 7 shows the final 
contents of the memory devices.
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Applications
EEPROM is the preferred memory device when 
variable data storage is required. There are three 
important characteristics associated with 
EEPROM
1. Data contained within the EEPROM is retained 

when power is removed.
2. The EEPROM can store sufficient data to 

accommodate large lookuptablesorcomputer 
programs.

3. Data in the EEPROM is easily alterable, 
remotely or locally.

The list below illustrates that EEPROM 
applications are as various as they are 
numerous.
• Data lookup tables.
• Smart cards
• Electronic toys
• Terminal configuration (baud rate, data 

format, parity)
• Measurement instruments
• Digital positioning machinery
• Boot-up storage
• Calibration data
• Traffic control equipment
• Telemetry
• Navigational reference system
• Music synthesizers
• Signal synthesizers
• Radio and TV program control
• Disc Drive Servo
• Robotics
• Data encryption
• Self-modifying code.
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Power- Up/Down with 
SEEQ’s EEPROM

POWER-UP/DOWN 
WITH SEEQ’s EEPROM

April 1987
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Power-Up/Down with 
SEEQ’s EEPROM

Introduction
Electrically Erasable programmable Read-Only 
Memories (E2ROMs) are semiconductor devices 
offering high-density non-volatile random-access 
data storage. A read operation with E2 devices is 
similar to that for an EPROM or static RAM. The 
write operation, however, requires a millisecond or 
longer. Previous generations of E2ROMs required 
high-voltage wave-shaped pulses during a write 
operation. With such strict requirements for the 
write control signal, the typical E2 system designer 
was careful to ensure the correct level of this signal 
under all conditions, including power-related situ
ations when the system is turned off or on. Only 
recently has the convenience of E2ROM been avail
able in devices which can be written with simple 
TTL-compatible signals. SEEQ offers such devices 
in several densities.
With the advent of five-volt E2ROMs, non-volatile 
memory has shown far greater flexibility and ease 
of implementation. The ease of use allowed by TTL 
interfaces cannot release the designer from the 
normal constraint of ensuring reliable operation 
during power on/off situations. What signals should 
the interface devices provide when the system is 
turned off or on (or otherwise loses power)? Under 
conditions of extreme or repeated brownouts? Dur
ing times such as these, when Vqc may be outside 
of specified limits for correct operation of support 
logic, this support logic can supply signals to the 
E2ROM which initiate an undesired write cycle. This 
causes an inadvertent write to a location in the 
E2ROM. In order to ensure system reliability in such 
situations, it is very important to ensure that inputs 
(during power up/down conditions) from support 
devices do not cause inadvertent writes to an E2ROM 
device. A certain amount of the required protection 

is included on-board the E2ROMs, and is described 
below. At the system designer’s option, system 
reliability may be enhanced by absolute prevention 
of false writes.
The purpose of this application note is to provide 
the system designer with a simple method by which 
to prevent false writes during power-up and power
down situations. A simple circuit is shown (see 
Figure 1), its operation is explained, and some useful 
design considerations are outlined.

R, = 63.4 KQ (1% Metal Film) 
R2 = 71.5 KO (1% Metal Film) 
R3 = 51 KQ
R4 = 1.5 MO (1% Metal Film)
R5 = 10 KO
D, = LT1004 - 2.5

Figure 1. E!ROM Write-Protection Circuit 
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The ideas and designs presented in this note are 
meant to serve as a starting point for the designer, to 
assist him in accomplishing his goal. The solution 
given, however, is not the only approach. There are 
many ways to ensure desired signals to the E2ROM 
during power up/down conditions. The designer is 
encouraged to tailor his solution to the specific re
quirements of his application.

Using E2ROM’s Built-in Protection
In SEEQ’s E2ROMs, protection against false writes 
has been simplified by 3 built-in protection mech
anisms on the chip. This protection logic (transparent 
to the user) does not make writing any less con
venient. Table 1 shows the conditions which are 
required in order to guarantee initiation of a write 
cycle Vcc must be within specified limits, CE must be 
active low, and OE must be V|H, Tcs (50 ns) before 
the falling edge of WE. Due to E2ROM’s protection 
logic, under certain other conditions, there are modes 
in which writing is inhibited (see Table 2). First, if Vcc 
is less than 3.0 V, writing is prevented, regardless of 
the other input signals. Second, OUTPUT ENABLE 
(OE) at V|l (satisfying Tcs) inhibits writing. Third, in 
order to inhibit a write cycle, WE or CE can be held 
at V|H.
Several failure modes are prevented by the protection 
logic described above. For example, if Vcc comes up

Table 1. Conditions Required to Guarantee 
Write-Cycle Initiation in E’ROMs

WE CE OE Vcc

All 
Other 
Pins

V|L V|H 4.5 -5.5 V X

Notes:
1. Active levels shown in above table require Ts set-up time of 

50 ns (see E2ROM's data sheet)
2. X = TTL Don’t Care.

with WE already low, this will be interpreted as a 
continuous low on WE and will not initiate a write 
cycle, because a falling edge on WE is required 
AFTER Vcc rises. Inadvertent writes are prevented 
when Vcc is less than 3.0 V (see Table 2); all that is 
left to external circuitry is write-protection for Vcc 
between the levels of 3.0 V (the lowest Vcc level at 
which the device can write) and the Vcc level at 
which the support logic issues valid signals.

External Write-Protection Circuitry
With the protection logic on board the E2ROMs, the 
part can be protected against inadvertent writes in 
any of several ways. The system designer can ensure 
that CE is high during power-up and power-down. 
Alternatively, one can ensure that WE never has a 
falling edge during power-up or power-down. For 
example, one could ensure that WE stays at Vil on 
power-up until a latch is reset, releasing a pull-down. 
This would ensure write prevention.
Another manner of write protection has been to bring 
OE low during power-up and power-down. This in
hibits writing (see Table 2), often allows the simplest 
realization, and is the general path chosen in this 
application note. Yet the timing and levels of signals 
provided must be scrutinized here, as well.
Merely inserting a pull-up on OE will tend to pull OE 
down when Vccis low, but may not force a valid Vn_ 
level. Inserting a low forward voltage drop diode 
between the system-wide RESET signal and the 
E2ROM's OE signal may work, but depends on the 
timing of Vcc and RESET.
The specific form of protection against inadvertent 
write cycles chosen for this application note, one 
with more certainty of protecting against inadvertent 
writes, is to force either OE low (Vil) or CE High 
(V|H) during power-up and power-down. Figure 1 
shows a circuit that can be used to fulfill this 
requirement.
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Table 2. Conditions Required to Inhibit Write-Cycle Initiation In E2ROMs

WE CE OE Vcc All Other Pins
Inhibition Mode 1 V|H X X X X
Inhibition Mode 2 X Vih X X X
Inhibition Mode 3 X X VlL X X
Inhibition Mode 4 X X X Under 3.0 V X

Notes:
1. Active levels shown in above table require Ts set-up time of 50 ns (see E2ROM’s data sheet)
2. X = TTL Don't Care.
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The circuit shown in Figure 1 provides a proper 
output signal (comparator’s output) to prevent false 
write. During power-up, as is shown in Figure 2A, the 
output of the comparator is kept low from the time 
that Vcc is 2.5 V until it reaches 4.8 volts. The output 
switches to Vih when Vcc goes above 4.8 volts. 
During power-down, however, as is shown in Figure 
2B, the comparator's output is forced low as soon as 
Vcc falls below 4.6 V and is kept low until Vcc goes 
below 2.5 volts. Circuit functionality is not guaran
teed below this point.
To prevent inadvertent writes, either OE or CE pin 
can be used. The first method is by forcing and 
keeping OE low (Vn_) when Vcc is below 4.5 volts. 
This can be done, as is shown in Figure 3A, by 
connecting comparator’s output directly to E;ROM’s 
OE pin. As soon as Vcc falls below 4.6 V, the OE is 
forced low preventing any internal write initiation. 
This pin is kept low (valid) until Vcc g°es below 2.5 
volts. Internal protection circuitry protects the part 
beyond this point (activated when Vcc falls below 
3.0 V).
The second method of protecting the part against 
inadvertent write is by forcing and keeping CE high 
when Vcc is below 4.5 and above 2.5 volts. This can 
be done, as is shown in Figure 3B, by NAND gating 
(74HCT00) the comparator’s output with a CS signal. 
The output of the NAND gate, which is connected to 
E2ROM's CE pin, is controlled by the CS input when 
Vcc Is above 4.6 volts. The other input controls 
NAND gate’s output when Vcc is below 4.6 V (above
2.5 V). Keep in mind that the CS line must be a high 
true signal and the NAND gate should be a high 
speed CMOS device.
Either method described above can be used for pro
tection against inadvertent writes. System designers 
have to determine their need first and based upon 
that, select one of the above circuits or one of their 
own.

Circuit Operation
The circuit shown in Figure 1 is designed to provide 
a high (V|H) output (comparator’s output) when VCc 
is above 4.8 volts and a low (V|L) output when Vcc 
falls below 4.6 V (above 2.5 V). This is done by using 
a comparator (LM193 available from National Semi
conductor), a temperature compensated voltage refer
ence device (LT1004MH-2.5 available from Linear Tech
nology) and a few resistors. The circuit has been 
designed to operate over military temperature range.

As it can be seen in Figure 1, the negative input of 
the comparator is connected to ground through a 
temperature compensated voltage reference device 
(D-!) and to Vcc through a resistor (R3). As long as

_______VZZ7
I

Figure 2A. Timing Diagram—Power-Up Using 
Either CE or OE Protection

oe w
I
I
I

CE

Figure 2B. Timing Diagram—Power-Down Using 
Either CE or OE Protection
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Figure 3A. OE Protection Circuit

74 HCT 00

Figure 3B. CE Protection Circuit

Vcc is below 2.5 V, Di is not conducting (no current 
flow through it). However, as soon as Vcc goes 
above 2.5 V and stays there, D! conducts providing a
2.5 V reference voltage at the negative input (no 
current flow into negative input). The resistor (R3) is 
used to limit the amount of current through Df.
The positive input on the other hand, is connected to 
a voltage divider (F^ & R2) as well as the output 
(through R4). The voltage at this input forces the 
output to go either high (Vih) or low (Vil). When Vcc 
is below 4.6 V, the voltage divider causes this input to 
be below reference voltage with respect to ground 
forcing the output low. On the other hand, when Vcc 
goes above 4.8 V, the positive input voltage goes 
above reference voltage forcing the output high. The 
output stays high as long as Vcc is above 4.8 volts. 
The feedback resistor (R4) is used to enforce output 
voltage on the positive input while R5 is used as a 
pull-up resistor. Proper device selection, as is recom
mended in this Application Note, can insure correct 
operation of the circuit over military temperature 
range.

System Consideration
As was mentioned above, correct circuit operation 
requires proper device selection. The comparator and 
temperature compensated voltage reference device 
(Di) selections are critical. You have to be sure that 
Di provides 2.5 V drop across allowing half a volt 
safety margin between external protection circuit and 
the internal one (3.0 V internal power protection). It is 
suggested to use devices recommended in this Appli

cation Note. Other circuit elements that can influence 
circuit operation are the resistors. For correct opera
tion over temperature, it is recommended to use 1% 
metal film resistor for Rj, R2 and R4. The other two 
can be carbon film resistors.

If CE pin is used for protection, the comparator’s 
output must be NAND gated with a CS signal. Proper 
gate output is guaranteed if a high speed CMOS gate 
is used. Also, designers have to make sure that the 
CS input is a high true signal. However, no NAND 
gate is needed if OE pin is used to protect the part 
against false write. Comparator's output can be con
nected to OE (through Rs). A choice of values for Rs 
Resistor depends on OE driver (RD line). The Rg 
resistor is used to insure a low OE input when Vcc is 
below 4.6 V (comparator's output is low). If open 
collector driver is used, the pull-up resistor can 
replace Rs-
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Conclusion
It has always been important for a system designer to 
ensure reliability as his system is turned off and on. 
Currently, the importance of this area of design is 
increasing. As the usage of five-volt E2ROMs in
creases, applications are expanding into environ
ments where Vcc may be undependable, power 
glitches may exist, and in general a system must be 
more fault-tolerant. With the circuit contained in this 
application note, the designer can more easily ensure 
that his system meets applicable specifications and is 
able to utilize the convenience of E2ROMs.

Technology, Incorporated
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Power Fail Protection With Seeq’s 
CMOS EEPROMS

Since 1982, SEEQ Technology Inc. has been 
producing EEPROMs that can be programmed 
in-circuit using only a 5 volt supply. All of the 
high voltages necessary for programming are 
generated by an on-chip charge pump. Therefore, 
the external signals required to initiate a write 
need only be at TTL levels. Unfortunately, these 
external signals can do unpredictable things 
during power-up or power-down. If during these 
power transitions (or during a brown-out), the 
signals needed to initiate a write to the EEPROM 
are generated, the system’s non-volatile memory 
may be corrupted.
Several methods of insuring the integrity of a 
system’s data have been proposed, and these 
methods are often referred to as "write protec
tion”. The two major classifications of write
protection are “software write-protection” and 
“hardware write-protection”.

SOFTWARE WRITE-PROTECTION
Software write-protection involves the use of 
decoders and latches which need to be written 
to by the system processor in a specific manner. 
This “unlock code” sequence must be executed 
before the EEPROM’s control signals can be
come valid, allowing a write into the EEPROM. 
These latches and decoders can be on the 
EEPROM die itself or part of the external 
circuitry.
The idea is that during power-ups and power
downs the chances of the proper sequence of 
signals needed to program the EE being gener
ated randomly are very slim. While this is true, 
there are some limitations to this technique 
which need to be discussed:
1. Since the unlock code used must be resident 

somewhere in the system’s software, a “run
away” processor could easily execute the 
unlock sequence, causing false writes. The 
only way to prevent this from happening 

during power-up or power-down is by gener
ating a system reset signal via a low voltage 
detector. How to prevent this during “normal” 
processor operations is beyond the scope of 
this article.

2. What happens if power fails after the system 
has executed a legitimate unlock sequence 
to perform a desired write? In this case, the 
EEPROM is vulnerable to false writes on 
power down unless some form of low voltage 
detector disables the EEPROM.

3. If power fails during the EEPROM’s internal 
programming cycle (while new data is actually 
being written into the memory array), data 
may be corrupted.

Obviously, software write-protection has some 
limitations which can only be overcome through 
the use of external hardware.

HARDWARE WRITE-PROTECTION
Hardware write-protection is just that; the’use of 
hardware to eliminate false writes. Much of this 
circuitry is contained onboard the EEPROM 
itself. Absolute protection against false writes is 
thus accomplished with the addition of some 
external hardware (which we have seen is 
needed even if software write-protection is used). 
An additional benefit of hardware write-protect 
is that it is totally transparent to the system’s 
software designer.
For these reasons, the remainder of this article 
will address the various aspects of hardware 
protection.

SEEQ’S ON-CHIP WRITE-PROTECT 
CIRCUITRY

A. Bandgap Reference Voltage
Internal to all of SEEQ's CMOS EEPROMS is a 
bandgap voltage level detector. This detector 
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disables the EEPROM whenever Vcc is below 
the WRITE INHIBIT VOLTAGE, Vwj. Character
ization data (see figure 1) has shown Vwj to be 
between 3.85 volts and 4.25 volts over the entire 
military temperature range. When Vcc is below 
Vwj, two things will be true:
1. The internal charge pump is disabled, pre

venting the high voltages which are necessary 
for programming the EEPROM from being 
generated. It is impossible for any data to be 
altered when the charge pump is disabled.

2. The EEPROM’s internal oscillator is disabled, 
forcing the device into a low-power standby 
mode. This feature results in an orderly shut
down of the device when the system’s power 
fails or is turned off. Also, this feature will 
save power in an all CMOS system where a 
low VCc standby mode is used.

Since SEEQ’s EEPROMs are guaranteed to be 
disabled when Vcc is below 3.85 volts, but TTL 
signals are only valid when Vcc is above 4.5 
volts, some external circuitry must disable the 
EEPROM (and probably hold the system in 
reset) while Vcc is between 3.85 volts and 4.5 
volts. In a CMOS system, logic signals are valid 
with Vcc as low as 3.0 volts, which is well below 
the Vwj threshold of the EEPROM. It would 
seem then that an external voltage detector 

might not be needed in a CMOS system. We 
will see that this assumption may not be valid.
On power-up, this assumption would be valid 
because the EEPROM would be idle and disabled 
until well after the system’s bus had settled 
down into valid logic levels. Unfortunately, if 
power is lost while the EEPROM is in the midst 
of an internal programming cycle, the data being 
programmed may be stored incorrectly.
Of course, with the orderly shutdown feature of 
SEEQ’s EEPROMs, and because the page 
address is latched into the device upon the first 
falling edge of WE, only those locations being 
changed when power was lost might be cor
rupted. All other locations will remain unchanged. 
Also, if the system processor was doing a page 
load on SEEQ’s EEPROMs and Vcc was to drop 
below 3.85 volts before the Tbic Timer timed out 
(see data sheet), then that programming cycle 
would never start and no locations would be 
changed.
Fortunately, there is a way to eliminate the 
possibility of having the EEPROM in an internal 
programming cycle, while allowing one final data 
store, when Vcc fails. This is accomplished by 
detecting a drop in the raw DC or AC voltage 
used to power the system (see Figure 2). As 
long as Cf is large enough, which is load

MIN, AVERAGE ANO MAXIMUM Vwl
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Figure 1. WRITE INHIBIT VOLTAGE—28C256 AND 28C64
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+5 VOLT 
REGULATOR

Figure 2.

dependent, a POWER FAILURE IMMINENT 
(PFI) signal can be generated at least 10 ms 
before Vcc fails.
This PFI signal can then be used to warn the 
system processor that there is time for only one 
more programming cycle before shut-down. Up 
to 64 bytes of data can be stored in one 10 ms 
programming cycle and return to its standby 
mode before Vcc fails. The final store is accom
plished, and all data is intact.

Now we must turn our attention to disabling the 
EEPROM when Vcc is between 3.8 volts and
4.5 volts.

B. Multiple Control Pins
There are three control signals on SEEQ’s 
EEPROMs, and each signal must be at the 
proper logic level for a write cycle to begin. 
Therefore, writes can be inhibited if any of the 
following input conditions are met:

seeo Technology. Incorporated -------------------------------

1. 3.8 < Vwj < 4.25
2. X — Don’t Care
3. All other inputs are don't care
4. Set-up and hold times on transition are in the specific data 

sheets for each part.

CE WE OE VCc WRITE MODE

V|H X X X INHIBITED

X VlH X X INHIBITED

X X V|L X INHIBITED

X X X BELOW 
vwi

INHIBITED

By using an HOMOS logic gate and a RESET 
signal (see figure 2) we can force any one of the 
control lines to a known state to disable the 
EEPROM when Vcc is below 4.5 volts. We could 
also use the RESET signal to remove power 
from the device, which will accomplish the same 
thing. An HOMOS gate should be used since it 
will drive the control line to either power rail 
even with Vcc as low as 3.0 volts.
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Why must we have a separate RESET line? 
Why not use the PFI line to disable the EEPROM? 
Well, that would allow the EEPROM time to 
finish an internal programming cycle before Vcc 
fails, but there are several problems with this 
approach.
First, during power-up, the unregulated voltage 
could be above threshold (enabling the EE
PROM) some time before Vcc has reached 4.5 
volts. This could lead to false writes. Second, if 
the EEPROM is disabled as soon as an imminent 
power failure is detected, the system would be 
unable to initiate any final programming cycles 
prior to shut-down. This could lead to the loss of 
valuable data.
From this, we can see that the EEPROM disable 
signal must be generated from a low voltage 
detector on the Vcc line. This disable signal 

would be the system’s normal RESET line (see 
figure 2).

EXTERNAL WRITE-PROTECT 
CIRCUITRY (SEE FIGURE 2)
In this circuit, the RESET signal will disable the 
EEPROM and hold the p.P in RESET any time 
Vcc is below 4.5 volts (or whatever other thresh
old is chosen). This will prevent any false writes 
from occuring during power-up. However, the 
RESET line will only prevent false writes during 
power-down if the EEPROM was not already in 
an internal programming cycle. If this does 
happen, only those bytes which were being 
reprogrammed could possibly be corrupted.
The PFI signal will prevent this from happening, 
as well as allowing the system enough time to 
save any vital data prior to power failure. By

REGULATOR
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making Cf large enough (which is load depend
ent), PFI will warn the /zP 10 ms before Vcc 
fails. After being warned, the p.P can initiate one 
more programming cycle. The EEPROM will 
then have enough time to complete its internal 
programming cycle before it is disabled.
In conclusion, the possibility of false writes can 
be totally eliminated if the system makes use of 
a RESET signal and a PFI signal in combination 
with SEEQ’s on-board write-protection circuitry.

A MONOLITHIC SOLUTION
(SEE FIGURE 3)
An alternative to using op-amps and discrete 
components to produce the PFI and RESET 
signals can be seen in Figure 3. This circuit 
makes use of a monolithic supply voltage super
visor family from TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. These 
devices are useful to detect power-up, power
down, and brown-outs. In addition, Ct can be 
chosen to determine how long the RESET 
signals will remain active after Vcc is above 
threshold, which guarantees proper system ini
tialization on power-up. The reader should refer 
to T.I.’s data sheet for details.

In this example, a TL7715 is used to produce 
PFI while a TL7705 is used to generate the 
RESET signal. This arrangement ensures that 
the EEPROM is disabled anytime Vcc is below
4.5 volts, and the PFI warning is issued anytime 
the raw DC powering the system falls below 
13.2 volts. (See TL7705 and TL7715 data sheets 
for details).

Lets assume that:
a. power is lost abruptly
b. Vf of D1 is 0.7 volts
c. The drop-out voltage of the regulator is 2.0 

volts
Then we can see that the voltage across Cf 
must take at least 10 ms to drop from 12.5 volts 
to 7.0 volts at the given load, l|. (13.2 - 0.7 =
12.5 and 5.0 + 2.0 = 7.0). Since l| = Cf dv/dt 
and dv = 5.5 volts, dt = 10ms, we have this 
relationship: l| = 550 Cf.
In other words, if l| is 550 mA, then Cf must be 
1000/zF for proper operation of the PFI 
protection.

CONCLUSION
Designers must be careful to avoid false writes 
to a system's EEPROM during power-up, power
down, and brown-outs. This is especially true in 
CMOS systems where “brown-outs” are often 
entered purposely to achieve low Vcc/low power 
standby states.
We have seen that to completely eliminate the 
possibility of false writes, the system must 
monitor the voltages on both sides of the Vcc 
regulator. This is true whether software or hard
ware write-protection is used.
SEEQ Technology has incorporated all of the 
on-chip hardware write-protection needed to 
design a trouble-free system using EEPROMS. 
In addition, this form of write-protection is com
pletely transparent to the system, making the 
software interface more convenient.
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As more systems designers are dropping bubbles, 
EEPROM—based designs are rapidly increasing. 
In the early to mid 80’s, we were told bubbles 
would take over mass storage designs. Surely 
bubbles were the design of the future for core 
memories and even to replace disc memories. As 
many of these dreams fade, let us consider some 
of the pro’s and con’s of each technology.

Common design considerations include density, 
power consumption, weight, access time, data 
rate, and environmental susceptability.

Density is certainly one issue that gets a lot of dis
cussion. Commonly available 4 megabit bubble 
packsareapproximately 1.25 cubic inches for the 
basic block. SEEQ Technology’s 256K PLCC 
package has a volume of approximately .0125 
cubic inches or 1% of the volume of the bubble 
pack. Therefore, an equivalent 4 megabit EE 
memory using 16 256Kbit devices has less than 
20% of the volume of the bubble memory. Mounting 
of either device was not taken into consideration; 
neither was the volume of the required support 
chips. The EEPROMs would take more area 
mounted than was implied strictly with a volume 
specification. Spacing between packages could 
increase total volume, although the ratio between 
EE and bubble would still be substantial.

Additionally, the high profile of a bubble memory 
device would greatly increase overall board 
volume as boards cannot be spaced closer 
together than the tallest component height. 
Decoding of a 4 megabit EEPROM array can be 
done with a simple one-of-sixteen decoder such 
as the 74LS1 54. In comparison, that 1.25 cubic 
inch bubble pack required a series of controllers, 
coil drivers, current drivers, etc. In the final 
analysis, semiconductor EEPROM memory will 
occupy a fraction of the space of bubble memories. 

Access time is the time from the issuance of the 
valid address or name of a file, datablock, word or 
byte until the first full size segment of data is avail
able. A full size segment would be the first bit of a 
serial data stream or the first full byte or word in a 
parallel data bank. Common 4 megabit bubble 
memories today have average random access 
times on the order of 50 to 90 milliseconds. Some 
of the new small size modules have average 
access times less than 10ms, but specify maximums 
above500ms. SEEQTechnology’s28C256 hasa 
maximum access time of 250 nanoseconds. 
Comparing the two technologies, bubble 
memory’s average access time is 200,000 times 
longer than the EEPROMs worst case; the 
EEPROMs could deliver 200,000 bytes of data 
while the bubble memory is accessing the first bit.

FIGURE 1 
COMPARISON CHART 

BUBBLES TO EEPROMs

BUBBLE EEPROM RATIO REMARKS
Power Consumption 5 .5 10/1 Considerable current 

would be drawn by 
bubble memory 
support circuitry

Access Time in microseconds 50,000 .25 200,000/1
Average Data Rate 
(Read) K Bits/Second

125 32,000 1/256

Data Rate
(Write) K Bits/Second

125 800 1/6.5 4 Megabit bubble and 
sixteen 256K EEPROMs/ 
shown in fig. 3

Weight (Grams) 75 5 15/1
1 Megabit Volume 
(Unit only) Cubic Inches

1.25 .2 6/1 Does not include 
bubble support chips
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Weight is one area that seldom becomes an issue 
in most designs but does come up on occasion. 
Once again, the comparison is not straight forward. 
Basic bubble memory devices commonly have 
weights in the vicinity of 75 grams per 1 megabit 
device. This, of course, doesnot take the weight of 
support circuitry into consideration. The 
equivalent EEPROM bank of four 256K devices 
would have an approximate weight of 5 grams. 
With the bubble memory support devices also 
taken into consideration, the ratio would 
significantly surpass this 15 to 1 ratio.

Power consumption almost always warrants 
some consideration. Four megabit bubbles have 
power supply requirements around 4 watts typical 
and greater than 5 watts maximum. Sixteen (16) 
of the 256K type EEPROMs and a one-of-sixteen 
decoder under worst case conditions would draw 
less than 100 ma at 5 volts. This would beone-half 
watt or about 10 percent of the powerof a bubble 
memory. While the sixteen 256K’s only require a 
single decoding chip for support, the bubble 
requires numerous support chips. This support 
draws power too. To get a realistic feel for bubble 
power consumption, it becomes necessary to 
examine then at the board level where the host of 
necessary support devices are installed.

The boards considered for comparison were not 
expandable, that is to say they were fully stuffed, 
4 megabit boards. Power consumption on these 
boards runs between 10 and 20 watts. Additionally, 
there were multiple power supplies required, not 
the single 5 volt supply required by the EEPROMs. 

Data rate is the speed at which the data can be 
continuously delivered to the addressing device. 
In this area the bubble is specified at maximum 
(burst) and average. Burst data rates can be fast 
as 200,000 bits per second. Average data rates 
can be on the order of 125,000 bits per second. 
Making the EE comparison, data rates are the 
same as access times, and therefore 250 
nanoseconds per byte (8 bits). Putting this in 
perspective, after the bubble has taken 88 
milliseconds to get started (initial access time), 
while the bubble is fetching 256 bytes the EEPROM 
could deliver 65,536 bytes.

Data rate does not imply direction. This is to say 
that data rate does not apply only to reads of data 
but also to data writes. Fora bubble memory, read 
and write data rates are equal, but the rates differ 
when EEPROMs are used. Read data rates were 

discussed above. Write data rates in EEPROMs 
are a bit more complex. In high density EEPROMs, 
byte write times and page write times are the 
same. A “page” is 64 consecutive bytes of data 
This page of data can be loaded as fast as 350 
nanoseconds per byte, thus a page load would 
take 22.4 microseconds After this time, a maximum 
of 10 milliseconds is required for the write cycle 
to complete.

The microprocessor's write data process must 
halt during this 10 milliseconds until the device is 
again ready to load another page and begin the 
10 millisecond write sequence again. This would 
imply a write data rate of 350 nanoseconds per 
byte “burst-mode” with a maximum of 64 bytes or 
an over all rate of 6400 bytes per second. This 
6400 bytes per second rate is comprised of one 
hundred 10 millisecond write sequences of 64 
bytes. While 6400 bytes per second (this would 
be 51.2 K bits per second) is about half the speed 
of the bubble’s write data rate it can be improved 
manyfold for systems using multiple EE Devices.

In the case of medium to large arrays, which 
would be the case in mass storage applications, 
the common approach is to decode chip selects 
from the high-orderaddress inputs(seefigures2 
and 3). But positioning the chip select decoder in 
the address space immediately above the page 
address inputs would allow each consecutive 
device to store the next logical page.

Applying this approach to a 4 megabit array, 
system addresses Ao to As would go directly to Ao 
to A5 inputs of the EEPROMs. For an array of 16 
E2 devices, requiring 4 address inputs to select 
the 16 devices, system addresses A6 - A9 would 
go to a 4 to 16 decoder network, providing the 16 
chip selects required. System address A10 would 
go to address A6, system address An to address 
A7, continuining thru system address A18 to 
address A14. The 10 msec write cycle would 
continue independently in each device while the 
system wascontinuing towrite logically consecu
tive pages in the other devices. This makes the 
page size 1024 bytes, thus the system should stop 
writing and wait for the write cycle to complete 
after 1024 sequential bytes had been written.

For a 4 megabit array (sixteen 256K EEPROMs), 
this design approach would produce a data rate in 
write mode of greater than 100,000 bytes per 
second or 6V2 times the bubble’s write data rate. 
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Temperature sensitivity is often a major design 
consideration. This is very true for military, indus
trial and space applications. These designs often 
require operation or at least storage down to —55 
degree C and as high as 125 degree C. Bubble 
memories have problems at temperature extremes 
and often specify their minimum temperature for 
operation a few degrees above 0 C. This does not 
comply with standard commercial grade tem
perature ranges and falls far short of either 
military or industrial grade temperature ranges. 
Similar problems exist at high temperature. We 
commonly see maximum temperature for operation 
between +30 degree C and +50 degree C. Even 

the+50 degreeC falls for short of the commercial 
temperature specification of +70 degree C. 
Needless to say both military and industrial tem
perature ranges are completely missed. EEPROMs 
operate over the entire commercial, industrial 
and military temperature ranges.

Clearly, EEPROMs share the intrinsic non
volatility of bubble memories without the disad
vantages in speed, power consumption and 
temperature range. Figure 1 compares the impor
tant attributes of the two technologies. Complete 
technical information is contained in Seeq’s 
28C256 datasheet.
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Memory Products 
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Using High Speed CMOS EEPROMs with 
High Performance Microprocessors.

Satisfying ever increasing demands on micro
processor throughout can be achieved in several 
ways, the simplest of which is to increase system 
clock frequency. However, this technique yields 
higher performance only if the remainder of the 
system is capable of operating at the higher rate. 
Memory devices on the system must be able to 
respond to the accelerated transfer rate to avoid 
insertion of wait states. Speeding up clock rates 
without decreasing access times will generally 
cause the microprocessor to wait faster. The 
38C16 and 38C32 high speed CMOS EEPROMs 
from SEEQ technology are designed to satisfy 
the performance requirements of high perfor
mance microprocessors.

The 38C16 and 38C32 are 2K x 8 and 4K x 8 bit 
CMOS EEPROMs manufactured using SEEQ’s 
advanced 1.25 micron CMOS process. Seeq’s 

proprietary oxynitride process and patented dif
ferential ‘Q’ cell design give the parts fast access 
times and high endurance. The 38C16/32 are 
ideal for high speed applications requiring non
volatility and in-system reprogrammability. Both 
commercial and military temperature range pro
ducts are available.

Device Features:
Read Operation:
38C16 and 38C32 are available in access times 
ranging from 35 ns to 70 n& The operational 
mode table is shown in Table 1. Read operation 
for the devices is similar to any standard memory 
device. Chip enable access times are faster than 
address access times (see data sheet) which can 
be a significant advantage in high speed micro
processor designs.

38C16/32 OPERATIONAL MODES

MODE PIN ce OE WE I/O
Read Vil Vil Vih Dout

Standby Vih X X HI Z

Write Vil Vih Vil Din

Write X X Vih HI Z/Dout
Inhibit Vih X X HI Z

X Vil Vih HI Z/Dout
Vil Vil Vil No Operation 

(HIZ)

X: Any TTL level

Table 1.

Technology. Incorporated
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Write Operation:
The write operation is similar to static RAM. 
Because of the fast address and data latches, the 
write data latch cycle is as fast as a read cycle. The 
address is latched on the falling edge of CE or WE 
whichever occurs last and data is latched on the 
rising edge of CE or WE whichever occurs first 
Afterthe data is latched the built-in timercompletes 
the non-volatile write cycle within a maximum 
time of 5 ms. A typical device has a write cycle time 
faster than the maximum specified 5 ms. The 
38C16/32 feature DATA polling to enable the 
user to optimize write time. During the internal 
write cycle, the complement of bit 7 of the data 
byte written is presented at the output l/O7 when 
a read is performed. Once the write cycle is com
pleted, true data is presented at the outputs. A 
software‘polling’ routine (see fig. 1) can be used 
to determine write cycle completion. The data bit 
7 polling cycle specifications are the same as a 
read operation. During data polling, the 
addresses are a don’t care.

Write data protection:
38C16 and 38C32 provide protection against 
false write during powerup/down using on chip 
circuitry. Writing is prevented under any one of 
the following conditions:

1. When Vcc is below write inhibit voltage Vwi-
2. A high to low write enable transition has not 
occured when Vcc is between Vwi and Vcc min.
3. WE, CE or OE are in TTL logical states other 
than those specified for byte write in the mode 
table (Table 1).

38C16 and 38C32 feature an on-board bandgap 
voltage level detector. The detector disables the 
EEPROM write circuitry whenever Vcc falls below 
write inhibit voltage Vwi. The internal charge 
pump (voltage multiplier) is disabled, preventing 
the high voltages which are necessary for the pro
gramming cycle from being generated. It is 
impossible for data corruption to occur when the 
charge pump is disabled. Seeq’s EEPROMs are 
guaranteed to be write disabled when Vcc falls 
below write inhibit voltage Vwi. Vwi is between 3.8 
to 4.25 V over the military temperature range.

Figure 1. BYTE WRITE WITH DATA POLLING.
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Since present day systems employ a mixmatch of 
both TTL and CMOS components, it is recommen
ded that external hardware write protection cir
cuitry be used in addition to the on-board 
protection circuitry just described. This is needed 
to eliminates false writes when Vcc is between 3.8 
to 4.5 V (see Application Note 11). Absolute pro
tection from false writes can be thus achieved 
while having the added benefit of being totally 
transparent to the system software.

System Interface examples:
MIL-STD-1750A is the U.S. Air Force’s instruction 
set for 16-bit microprocessors embedded in 
avionic weapon systems. This standard is also 
used by the Navy, Army and NATO. Typical 1750A 
applications involve real-time avionic 
applications in systems incorporated into aircraft, 
missiles and even ships or ground vehicles. The 
standard specifies the microprocessor architec
ture and instruction set. Also defined are two 
memory addressing modes, a standard mode of

Figure 2. MDC281 INTERFACE TO 38C16/32
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64K-word direct addressing and an optional 
expansion mode of 1-Mword direct addressing. 
The latter mode is segmented into 256 blocks of 
4K-words each. The 38C16 and 38C32 offer an 
excellent fit for 1750A processors and give sys
tem designers/programmers a wider array of 
choices to come up with the next generation of 
flexible and more powerful adaptive systems.

MDC281 MIL-STD-1750A CPU Module:
The McDonnell Douglas MDC281 is a certified 
MIL-STD-1750A(Notice 1) 16-bit CPU consisting 
of three custom CMOS/SOS LSI chips 
MDC17501 (Execution unit), MDC 17502 (Con
trol unit) and MDC 17503 (Interrupt unit) moun
ted on and interconnected within a ceramic 
substrate. The MDC281 CPU is designed for 
military avionics applications like sensor data 
processing, operation and control of weapons 
systems. The CPU is particularly suitable for 
embedded applications requiring less than 64K- 
words of memory.

38C16/32 Interface:
A typical MDC281 interface to 38C16/32 
memory is shown in fig 2. 38C16-70 or38C32-70 
with a maximum address access time of 70 ns can 
be used without wait states in the memory sub
system for a 20 MHZ MDC281. For a complete 
description of pin assignments and signal 
functions refer to the MDC281 data sheet. Each 
machine cycle consists of a minimum of 5 OSC 
periods. The synchronization clock(SYNC) output 
high to low transition signals the start of a new 
machine cycle and is used as the timing reference. 
SYNC low indicates that address is on the AD bus 
The AD bus is a bidirectional multiplexed Address 
and Data bus (ADoo - AD15). This bus is shared 
between the external system and the internal 
module resources and hence to avoid bus con
tention, the AD bus must be isolated from the 
external system using a bidirectional transceiver. 
Data Direction signal DD is used for transceiver 

direction control. DD low indicates read transfer, 
while high indicates a write transfer. High to Low 
transition of the address strobe AS is used to 
latch Address into a transparent latch during AD 
bus de-multiplexing.

All transfers between the module and the 
memory are referenced to the AS and DS bus con
trol signals and are characterized by IN/OP low 
and M/IO, CD high. Control Direction signal CD is 
used to control direction of the control signal 
transceiver. This signal goes high to indicate that 
the module is driving the AS, DS, M/IO, RD/WR 
and IN/OP signals.

Read Operation:
Read transfers begin with address being placed 
on the AD bus immediately following SYNC high 
to low transition. This address is assured to be 
valid for the cycle by latching it in a transparent 
latch on the high to low transition of AS. The DD 
signal is high during this portion of the transfer. 
RD/Windicates direction of transfer. During read 
(fig. 3) the AD bus drivers are placed in a high 
impedance state at the low to high transition of 
SYNC to give the memory access to the bus. Next 
DS signal goes low and is used by the memory 
system to generate output enable (OE). DD also 
goes low shortly after DS goes low and this signal 
reverses the direction of the AD bus transceivers. 
The memory then pulls RDY low to conclude the 
transfer. Read data from the 38C16/32 is latched 
into the module on the SYNC high to low transition.

Write Operation:
Write is indicated by RD/W going low (fig. 4). The 
address is replaced by data when SYNC tran
sitions from low to high. Next, the DS signal goes 
low and is used by the memory system to generate 
WE. Data is valid at the low to high transition of DS 
and is latched into the 38C16/32. DD stays high 
for the duration of a write transfer. The memory 
system pulls RDY low to conclude the transfer.
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Figure 3. MDC281 READ CYCLE
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Fairchild 9450:
Fairchild 9450 is single chip solution implementing 
the complete MIL-STD 1750A instruction set 
architecture (ISA) and its floating point standard. 
It allows addressing of upto2M words of memory 
and with the addition of the F9451 Memory 
management unit (MMU), up to 16M words of 
memory.

38C16/32 Interface:
A typical minimal configuration 38C16/32 
memory subsystem interface is shown in fig. 5. 
The 20 M Hz F9450 provides for a 90 ns memory 

access time without wait states. Hence, 38C16-70 
or38C32-70 with a maximum address access time 
of 70 ns can be used in the memory subsystem. 
Bus cycles are a minimum of 4 or 5 states long. 
Memory and T70 cycles are identical and the 
status of the M/TO line distinguishes the two 
cycles. State So is used for bus acquisition. This 
state is followed by S, state. After the start of Si 
state, the CPU outputs the address after a delay. 
At the end of Si, RDYA input is sampled. If RDYA is 
low the CPU stays in Si, extending the address 
phase of the bus cycle. Otherwise, it proceeds to 
states S2 followed by S3.

Figure 5. F945O MEMORY INTERFACE
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Read Operation:
STRBA signal is pulled low in state S2 (fig. 6). The 
high to low transition of this signal is used to latch 
the memory address. The CPU the pulls STRBD 
output low and prepares to receive read data from 
38C16/32 by turning the address/data bus 
around. STRBD is used to enable data from the 
memory.

Write Operation:
During write cycles the CPU starts driving the bus 
with the write data immediately after the address 
(fig. 7). STRBD signal is activated during S3, allow
ing enough write data setup time to STRBD falling 
edge and hold time for the rising edge of STRBD 
to write data. At the end of S3 RDYD is sampled, 
and if low, state S3 is continued extending the 
data phase. If the signal is sampled high the write 
cycle is terminated.

Software Considerations:
Examples of hardware interface of MIL-STD- 
1750A microprocessors to 38C16/32 have been 
shown. 38C16/32 have a built-in timer to control 
the internal non-volatile write cycle. The parts fea
ture an automatic erase before write. The write 
cycle takes a maximum of 5ms/byte. System 
software has to take into account this byte write 
time of the EEPROM. The system writes to the 
EEPROM and then follows the write with a polling 
routine as shown in fig. 1 to determine the end of 
the EEPROM internal write cycle. If the system 
application demands that the 5ms write time be 
utilized usefully, the technique shown in fig. 8 can 
be used. The on-board timers A or B can be used. 
These timers can be used to timeout the 5ms 
write time of the EEPROM and programmed to 
interrupt the CPU. The CPU can thus carry out 
other tasks while the internal write cycle of the 
EEPROM is in progress.

DSP Applications:
Present day DSP processors are finding a wide 
range of applications like Encryption/Decryption, 
voice-band, precision servo control, pattern 
recognition, adaptive control and intelligent filter
ing. Most of today’s applications use ROM or 
EPROM based memories to store algorithms and 
as a result use is restricted to applications that 
utilize fixed algorithms and co-efficients. Adap
tive algorithms must use RAM, thus forcing the 
processor to repeat its adaption sequence each 
time power is turned on. Seeq’s high speed 
CMOS EEPROMs 38C1 6 and 38C32 present an 
excellent fit for many of today’s DSP processors 
and open the door for system designers and 
programmers.

Figure 8. EEPROM BYTE WRITE SEQUENCE 
USING SOFTWARE CONTROLLED TIMER
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TMS320C25:
The TMS320C25 is a high performance digital 
signal processor featuring a single accumulator 
and a Harvard type architecture in which program 
and data are implemented in separate address 
spaces. The processor features on-chip data 
RAM of 544 words, on-chip program ROM of 4K 
words and supports direct addressing of up to 
64K words of external program memory and 64K 
words of external data memory. An on-chip serial 
port provides direct communication capabilities 
with serial devices.

For protyping, system expansion, external 
memories maybe required. The38C16/32 can be 
used as program memory and offer the ability to 
implement adaptive algorithms because of 
their reprogrammability.

38C16/32 Memory Interface:
The TMS320C25 distinguishes between pro
gram memory and data memory spaces using PS 
and DS signals. For a detailed description of pin 
assignments and their functions refer to the 
320C25 data sheet. The crystal or external clock 
source is divided internally by the320C25 to pro
duce a four phase clock. All bus activity is referen
ced to the four-phase clock The interface 
discussed here isforaTMS320C25 runningat40 
MHz. Fig. 9 shows 38C32-35 used as program 
memory. The 35 ns maximum address time of the 
38C32 satisfies the memory performance 
requirements of the 320C25.

External Read Cycle:
During the beginning of machine cycle (fig. 10) 
clock quarter-phasel, the320C25 begins driving 

the address bus and one of the memory space 
select signals PS or DS. R/W is driven high to indi
cate a read cycle. At the beginning of quarter 
phase2, STRB goes low to indicate valid address. 
STRB is used with R/W to state memory read 
enable signal. After decoding the address, the 
memory system must set up READY during 
quarter-phase2. READY is sampled by the 
320C25 at the beginning of quarter-phase3. If 
READY is sampled high, read data from the 
memory is clocked in at the end of quarter-phase3. 
Ready can be pulled high permanently, if the sys
tem components used do not require wait states. 
At the beginning of quarter-phase4 STRB is 
deasserted. The read cycle isterminated with the 
de-activation of the address bus and PS, DS. Care 
must be taken to avoid bus conflicts when a read 
cycle is followed by a write cycle. The 38C32 has a 
15ns max disable time and hence will not cause 
bus conflict.

External Write Cycle:
The external write cycle is similar to the read 
cycle described above, with the following differ
ences: R/W is driven low indicate an_external 
memory write. STRB is used with R/W to gate 
write enable signal. Write data is placed on the 
bus at the start of quarter-phase2. STRB is de
asserted at the beginning of quarter-phase4 and 
the write cycle ends with the de-activation of 
address bus and PS, DS. As before, care must be 
taken to avoid bus conflict when a write cycle is 
followed by a read cycle. Since STRB is used to 
enable the 38C32, potential bus conflict is 
avoided.
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Figure 9. TMS320C25 MINIMAL EXTERNAL MEMORY INTERFACE
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Figure 10. TMS320C25 READ AND WRITE CYCLES
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Software Considerations:
When 38C16 or 38C32 are used as program 
memory, the system can take advantage of the 
easy reprogrammability of these devices. Code or 
Program coefficients can be easily altered to 
implementadaptivesystems.The38C16/32 byte 
write time of 5ms max should be accommodated 
by the system software(fig. 11). The on-chip timer 
can be utilized to timeout the byte write time. A 
timer interrupt is generated every time the timer 
decrements to zero. The period register (PRD) 

can be used if necessary, so that interruptscan be 
programmed to occur at regular intervals.

Using the 38C16/32, remote down-load capabil
ities can be provided to the system using the on- 
chip serial port. Object code can be downloaded 
into RAM at high speed and then written into the 
EEPROMs from the RAM. Typical DSP algorithm 
implementations need up to4K words of program 
space. Using the38C16 or38C32 only two pack
ages are required thus minimizing package count.
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Figure 11. TMS320C25 WRITE SEQUENCE FOR 38C1 6/32 EEPROM WRITE.
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

T
he 1-Mb electrically erasable read-only 
memory has come a step closer, now 
that Seeq Technology Inc. is going into 
production with its version of a flash 
EEPROM. This device, so named because the con

tents of all the array’s memory cells are erased 
simultaneously by a single field emission of elec
trons from the floating gate to an erase gate, 
combines the advantages of ultraviolet-erasable 
EPROMs and floating-gate EEPROMs. It unites the 
high density, small cell size, low cost, and hot- 
electron write capability of an EPROM and the 
easy erasability, on-board reprogrammability, 
high endurance, and cold-electron tunneling era
sure of floating-gate EEPROMs. In doing so, 
Seeq’s single-transistor 16-K-by-8-bit memory 
paves the way for high-density EEPROMs.

“No longer will EEPROMs trail EPROMs in den
sity,” says director of marketing Michael Villot. 
EPROM arrays have a 4:1 density advantage 
over the EEPROM, whose array densities still hov
er at the 256-K level. And even though EEPROM 
cells are now as small as 57 p.m1 1 2, the EPROM cell 
remains one third its size with attendant cost 
advantages. But because flash EEPROMs are 
made with the same processes as EPROMs, says 
Gheorghe Samachisa, project manager, their 
prices will be competitive—and considerably low
er than comparable two-transistor EEPROMs.

“In addition, because the flash EEPROM can 
track the density path of the EPROM very closely, 
it resolves a dilemma for those users who re
quired the high density of EPROMs but also 
wanted the ease of erasability of EEPROMs,” Sa
machisa says. The San Jose, Calif., company’s 
first commercially available flash EEPROM (Fig. 
1) is the 2Vi-/xm n-MOS 42128 QPROM, for quick 
EEPROM. It is based on a proprietary 44-pm2 
single-transistor cell half the size of standard 
EEPROMs (Fig. 2). It will be followed soon by 
versions in the 512-K to 1-Mb range, says Villott.

Flash EEPROMs have two functional advan
tages over EPROMs—fast erasure and in-circuit 
reprogrammability. “Flash EEPROMs erase in 
about l/60th of the time—no more than 20 sec
onds,” says Samachisa. It takes a design engi
neer about 1 minute to erase and reprogram a 
flash EEPROM, compared with 20 minutes or 
more for an equivalent EPROM. These advan
tages cut the time needed to design a system 
and upgrade it in the field.

Even if in-circuit reprogrammability is not

HOW SEEQ
IS PUSHING 
EEPROMs TO 
1-Mb DENSITIES
Combining the fast programming 
techniques of EPROMs with the erasure 
mechanism of EEPROMs results in a 
high-density device with the best of each

1. FLASHY. Seeq's n-MOS 128-K 48128 QPROM is a flash
EEPROM whose cells are erased simultaneously by a single field 
emission of electrons from a floating gate to an erase gate. 
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2. SMALL CELL. At 44pmz, the cell size of Seeq’s QPROM (a) equals that of an EPROM cell (b) and is half that of an EEPROM cell (c).

used, Samachisa says, the flash EEPROM still 
comes out ahead of the EPROM because it can be 
upgraded in the field. This eliminates the need 
for an inventory of EPROM spares; it also ends 
the waste when replaced memories are discarded 
rather than returned for reprogramming. Fur
ther, as with less-dense traditional EEPROMs, the 
high-density flash chips can be soldered into the 
equipment. Erasing and reprogramming in the 
field are done either by removing cards and plac
ing them in a special programmer or by pro
gramming them without removal from the sys
tem when the required high-voltage program
ming and erasure voltages are available.

EPROMs vs. EEPROMs
An EPROM cell is relatively simple in structure. 

It is a true single-transistor cell, usually consist
ing of two polysilicon gates. The upper one, 
connected to row decoders, is the control gate, 
and the bottom one is a floating gate between 
the control gate and the substrate, isolated in 
the surrounding silicon dioxide. Programming, or 
writing, is done by avalanche injection of hot 
electrons from the substrate through the isolat
ing oxide under the influence of a high applied 
drain voltage. This causes an electrical charge to 
be collected on the floating gate. The electrons 
must gain enough energy to jump over, rather 
than through, the potential energy barrier be
tween the silicon substrate and the silicon diox
ide. When the high programming voltage is re
moved, the charge is trapped on the floating 
gate by the surrounding oxide insulator.

To pull the electrons toward the floating gate 
requires application of a high positive select volt
age. As the gate becomes more charged, the 
electrons in the oxide field are repelled from the 
floating gate and move back to the substrate.

An EPROM cell is erased through internal pho
toemission of hot electrons from the floating 

gate to the control gate and the substrate. In
coming UV light increases the energy of the 
floating-gate electrons to a level at which they 
jump the potential energy barrier between the 
floating gate and the SiO2. This avalanche injec
tion can occur with oxides as thick as 1,000 A, 
which makes the devices relatively easy to fabri
cate. However, they can be used only to write 
and have no deprogramming mechanism. This 
necessitates the use of an alternative method, 
such as UV light, to discharge the gate. In addi
tion, says Samachisa, there’s a tradeoff for the 
EPROM’s small size (about 20 pm2 at the 1-Mb 
level) and low cost. Designers have had to settle 
for low endurance—no more than 100 to 1,000 
erase/program cycles.

EEPROMs’ chief advantages are significant sys
tem flexibility, thanks to on-board programming 
capabilities, and an endurance of 10,000 to 1 mil
lion cycles. To achieve this, most manufacturers 
use a two- to three-element cell with two transis
tors and one tunneling dielectric element per 
cell. One transistor is used for reading, the other 
for programming and erasure. Standard EE
PROMs are erased by means of the Fowler-Nord
heim effect, in which cold electrons are tunneled 
through, rather than over, the energy barrier at 
the silicon-S2O interface and into the oxide con
duction band.

The advantage of the Fowler-Nordheim ap
proach is that it can be reversed and used for 
programming. Its disadvantage is that it de
pends on the manufacturer’s ability to process 
thin-oxide layers (100 A or less, depending on the 
technology) that have high reliability. Processing 
gets more difficult as device geometries shrink.

The program-erase operation of the EEPROM 
cell depends on the ability to apply a large re
versible electric field to the thin oxide separating 
the floating gate from the substrate. This field 
must be strong enough to produce a measurable 
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current through the thin oxide by indirect tun
neling. At the same time, the field in the interpo- 
lysilicon oxide has to be maintained at a relative
ly low value to prevent unwanted transport of 
electrons between the floating gate and the con
trol gate.

During programming and erasure, the thin- 
oxide field is controlled by the relative voltage 
applied to the control gate and the drain overlap 
region, resulting in much lower programming 
voltages than EPROMs. Erasure is performed by 
charging the floating gate, resulting in a logical- 
1 state in the cell. It occurs when the source, 
drain, and substrate are grounded and the con
trol gate is raised to a high voltage. Program
ming is done by tunneling electrons from the 
floating gate to the n+ drain dilfusion by 
grounding the control gate and applying the pro
gramming voltage to the drain diffusion. This 
produces a logical-0 state in the cell.

Unlike an EPROM cell, in which the control 
gate also acts as the select transistor, an EE
PROM cell requires a separate select transistor 
linked in series with the floating-gate transistor 
to read the device. During a read operation, the 
cell’s state is determined by current sensing by 
means of the select transistor.

ENTER THE FLASH EEPROM
In contrast, the flash EEPROM combines the 

programming, write and erase, and read-select 
functions in a single-transistor structure (Fig. 3). 
Frustrated by the high cost and low density of 
traditional EEPROMs, a number of companies re
cently have investigated single-transistor struc
tures for flash EEPROMs (see story, p. 47). In 
other companies’ approaches, though, an impor
tant functional problem remains, says Sa- 
machisa. “In the erased state, the cell’s floating 
gate is depleted of electrons and behaves like a 
depletion-mode transistor. What this means is 
that a nonaddressed cell in the erased state leaks 
current. This leakage can cause false data reads 
and/or a failure to program.”

Seeq’s design, however, modifies the basic 
EPROM so that the poly gate controlling the chan
nel between it and the floating gate extends 
beyond the floating-gate edge, creating a “phan
tom” select transistor. This eliminates the need 
for another transistor.

The cell is self-aligned at both the drain and 
source sides. The section of the channel under 
the influence of the control gate forms an n- 
channel select transistor that operates in the en
hancement mode, in effect linked to the floating
gate transistor in series. This prevents leakage 
during read and programming through an 
erased cell that has not been addressed.

The QPROM cell programs like an EPROM cell, 
using hot-electron injection in the channel be
tween the control gate and the floating gate. 
During programming, the phantom select tran
sistor is on only in the addressed cell. In all 

write mechanism (b) and EEPROM erase mechanism (c) with the 
read-select transistor into a single structure.

nonaddressed cells, the select transistors are off.
The QPROM is erased by Fowler-Nordheim tun

neling of electrons from the floating gate to the 
drain diffusion, during which the control gate is 
grounded and the drain raised to a high voltage. 
The erase speed depends on the oxide thickness 
and the potential voltage difference between the 
floating gate and the drain. It can be improved 
by decreasing the oxide thickness or increasing 
the drain voltage, but both approaches have dis
advantages. Scaling the oxide requires similar 
scaling in the horizontal direction, increasing the 
complexity of the process and increasing cost. 
Increasing the drain voltage adds the risk of 
breakdown and reduces reliability. In the Seeq 
approach, thin oxides are used only at the drain 
electrode in the overlapping area between the 
drain diffusion and the floating gate, which 
makes it easier to manufacture than devices us
ing thin oxides throughout.

Built with a relatively conservative 2.5-pm pro
cess, a 128-K QPROM cell measures about 44 pm2, 
the same as a cell in the company’s 27128
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EPROM. The device can be erased and repro
grammed in less than 1 minute, versus 20 min
utes or so for an equivalent EPROM: 20 seconds 
to raise the program voltage pin to 21 V in order 
to reset all memory locations to logic-1 states, 
and 32 seconds for programming. A 90-p.s pro
gramming pulse is then applied on a byte-by- 
byte basis after data is validated; the pulse is 
repeated for all addresses to be written.

BEYOND 128-K
Moving from 2.5 to 2 pm, Samachisa says, will 

allow densities in the 512-K range. And scaling to 
about 1.5 pm will push flash EEPROM densities 
beyond 1 Mb.

More importantly, if the flash EEPROM cell is 
scaled, the 21-V programming and erasure volt
ages can also be scaled to the 5- and 12-V levels 
typical of standard EEPROMs. “This will extend 
the applicability of flash-erase EEPROMs to sys
tems that might have used standard EEPROMs if 
they were more cost-effective,” Samachisa says. 
“With scaling, additional EEPROM-like features 

can be added, such as page-mode erase and pro
gramming, latches, and on-chip timers.”

Currently, the endurance of the company’s 
first flash EEPROM is about 100 erase/program 
cycles, approximately equivalent to that of an 
EPROM. However, says Samachisa, it should be 
possible to improve endurance considerably with 
a combination of process enhancements and cir
cuit-design improvements. And because the dou- 
ble-poly process used to fabricate the QPROMs is 
similar to that used in high-endurance EEPROMs, 
nonvolatile memory combinations merging the 
low cost and high density of the former with the 
high endurance and byte erasability of the latter 
are also possible, he says. □

TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH is a regular feature of 
Electronics that provides readers with exclu
sive, in-depth reports on important technical 
innovations from companies around the 
world. It covers significant technology, process
es, and developments incorporated in major 
new products.

THE QUEST FOR A HIGH-DENSITY EEPROM BEGAN OVER A CUP OF COFFEE
Th*  QMWM grew out of a conversation 
that Gheorghe Samachisa, project man
ager, held in late 1984 over coffee with 
several members of Seeq Technology 
Inc.’s research and development group.

“We were talking about the technical 
papers that had been appearing describ
ing various approaches to building high- 
density megabit EEPROMs,” he says. 
“A number of them were highly imagi
native designs. But all had critical 
flaws.” One had small enough cells, but 
the process and transistor structure 
were too complex. Another had a simple 
structure but still was prohibitive to 
make. A third had the right balance of 
all these factors, but it was not reliable.

Samachisa remembers that at one 
point he groaned in frustration 
and burst out “There has just 
got to be a simple way to de
sign an easily erasable, nonvol
atile memory cell that is as 
cost-effective as an EPROM 
but has all the features of an 
EEPROM.” At that point, he 
began scribbling ideas on 
pieces of napkin and passing 
them to coworkers George 
Smarandoiu, Chien Su, and 
Ting Wong. It was several 
weeks before he came up with 
a scheme he thought might 
work, and several months 
working with staff process en
gineer Su to determine if the 
device could be fabricated.

Samachisa, 50, is a 1977 graduate of 
the Polytechnical Institute in Bucharest, 
Romania, with a doctorate in semicon
ductor physics. He was a professor of 
semiconductor devices there until join
ing Seeq three years ago to work on 
standard EEPROMs.

Smarandoiu, 41, is an engineering de
partment manager for EPROM develop
ment Before joining Seeq five years 
ago, he headed the semiconductor R&D 
Institute in Bucharest From 1975 to 
1977, he worked at Siliconix Inc., where 
he developed the first monolithic MOS 
codec. A 1969 graduate of the Polytech
nical Institute, he received a master’s 
degree in engineering from the Univer
sity of California at Berkeley in 1978.

RIGHT MIX: Su, Wong, Smarandoiu, and Samachisa (from left) took 
Seeq's flash EEPROM from development to production.
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Su, 37 and a graduate of the Universi
ty of New Mexico in 1982 with a doctor
ate in electrical engineering, spent two 
years in the EPROM department at Intel 
Corp, before joining Seeq in 1984. The 
36-year-old Wong, director of engineer
ing in charge of special projects, has 
been with the company for four years. 
A 1977 graduate of the University of 
Pennsylvania with a doctorate in electri
cal engineering, he worked for Bix years 
in nonvolatile memory and static RAM 
development at Fairchild Semiconductor 
Corp, and Intel.

“The idea for the QPROM would not 
have occurred if we had only had experi
ence in EEPROMs or just in EPROMs,” 
Samachisa says. “What it required was

an understanding of both, as 
well as a number of other 
memory technologies. It also 
required a company willing to 
take a risk on a new approach 
to nonvolatile memory.”

Also contributing to the de
velopment of the flash EE
PROM was Chenning Hu, pro
fessor of electrical engineering 
and computer science at UC/ 
Berkeley, who served as pro
ject consultant

For good ideas to come to 
fruition, says Samachisa, it 
“takes the right mix of exper
tise, within the company and 
within the design group. And 
that is what we had.”
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ADVANCED ICs

M Opens

OORS
esigners

by Massoud Shamshirian and 
Ching Jenq, Seeq Technology

S
ince 1981. the bit densities of 
Electrically Erasable Program
mable Read Only Memories 
(EEPROMs) have increased 16 times. 

Today's 64K EEPROMs allow a typical 
program memory size of 128 Kbytes. 
However, next generation 256K 
EEPROMs will make it feasible to design 
a single board containing memory of 1 
Mbyte or more.

With these larger systems, data load 
time becomes critical. Because the write 
time of existing EEPROMs is specified at 
10 msec/byte. updating current systems 
can take 3 hours.

At the current 64K level, programming 
time can be reduced two ways. First, 
individual byte write times can be re
duced from 10 msec to 2 msec, simply by 
using faster 2-msec byte write 
EEPROMs. No additional hardware or 
software is required when replacing the 
10-msec part. The second method is to 
use page mode. This can decrease the 
overall write time by a factor equal to the 
page size (the larger the page, the lower 
the average byte write time). However, 
there are two problems with the existing 
page mode. First, the page size and 
timing vary among the EEPROM manu
facturers. Second, the specifications 
often limit the designer's ability to utilize 
the full page size and to maximize system
data transfer rates.
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ADVANCED ICs

Seeq Technology's (San Jose. CA) CMOS 28C256 EEPROM 
is an attempt to address and overcome these difficulties (Figure 
1). System implementation of the page mode feature has been 
simplified, while maintaining compatibility with existing 64K 
EEPROMs (both page and nonpage mode parts). The write 
time is reduced in both the single byte and page modes. The byte 
write time is specified at 2.5 msec, a4 times improvement over 
the 10-msec byte write EEPROMs. The page size is 64 bytes, 
consequently, the ■’effective" byte write time is 160 /rsec/byte. 
In addition, the 28C256's extended page load cycle and im
proved page load timing optimizes system data transfer rate and 
timing compatibility with the existing page mode.

Window Constraints
First generation page mode devices were introduced a year ago. 
with a page size 16-bytes long and a 150-gsec fixed-page load 
time. The page buffer required a minimum of 3 /rsec between 
two writes.

Unfortunately, only a handful of applications could use this 
feature because specifications on page load time, as well as time 
between two writes to the page buffer, were too complex to 
make interfacing with most microprocessors easy.

To use this feature and reduce write time, as many bytes as 
possible had to be loaded in a fixed specified time (i.e.. page 
load time). Since the load time was fixed, the maximum number 

of bytes that could be loaded at one time depended on the 
system's data transfer speed. Full page utilization was only pos
sible if the system had a minimum data transfer rate of 9 
/xsec/byte (150 jrsec/16 bytes). Slower systems could only load 
a portion of the page. The slower the transfer rate, the fewer 
number of bytes available.

For example, an 8085-based system with an operating fre
quency of 3 MHz can only load 9 bytes in 150 /zsec. since the 
time between two writes is about 16 /isec. In this example, an 
EEPROM program subroutine is called as a result of an inter
rupt. In the subroutine, the 8085's D and E register pair in the 
register array is used to point to the EEPROM destination 
address, while the H and L register pair contains the source 
address. A byte of data is first moved into accumulator A and 
then transferred out to the EEPROM. Register B is initialized 
at the beginning of the subroutine with the number of bytes 
(maximum of 16) that need to be transferred. This register is 
decremented each time a byte of data is loaded into the 
EEPROM. The processor exits the subroutine when the B 
register is zero. Figure 2 shows an 8085 assembly instruction 
required to load the EEPROM page. As shown, the page mode 
cannot be fully utilized in slow systems.

In taster systems, the page can be used effectively if additional 
software is written to overcome the 3-^sec “time between two 
writes" specification. Since the time between two writes is less 
than 3 /isec in some systems, the processor must wait before it 
can load another byte. The required software delay loop can be 
as long as 2 gsec.

For example, an 8088-based system requires more than 
l-/rsec delay time between a 2-byte load, since data can be trans-

1/Oi.s

Figure 1: The 28C256 256K EEPROM from Seeq Technology is specified with an endurance of 10.000 cycles/byte.
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ADVANCED ICs

ferred once every 2 /xsec. To fully use the 8O88's capabilities in 
this example, a string instruction is used for data transfer. The 
EEPROM program subroutine uses the SI register in the execu
tion unit to point to the source address, while the DI register, 
also in the execution unit, is used to point to the EEPROM 
destination address. The data transfer continues until the CX 
register (initialized earlier) is zero. The processor then returns 
to its original program.

68000-based systems also require the additional software 
delay. Figure 3 shows an 8088 assembly language software

Refinements to the 
EEPROM page mode 
feature have eliminated 
the performance limita
tions of early page mode 
parts. The combination of 
fast byte write and page 
mode in a single part 
gives designers the best 
of both worlds.
routine used to load the page. In this subroutine, the software 
delay is not included. However, the page mode feature's imple
mentation deficiencies, noted above, have prompted a new con
cept in page mode design.

Turning A New Page
The 28C256 EEPROM has a 64-byte page that reduces writing 
time while simplifying system implementation. A retriggerable 
page mode eliminates the earlier page mode's fixed-page load 
time constraint, allowing designers to load as many bytes as 
desired (maximum of 64) as fast as 350 nsec/byte. or as slow 
as 300 /xsec/byte. The loading specifications provide compa
tibility with both fast and slow systems.

The page consists of 64 registers. Data is loaded into these 
registers, then written into the main memory. Upon the first byte 
write, an internal 300-/xsec timer starts counting. If an addi
tional byte is loaded before the timer has timed out, the timer 
is reset and counts out another 300 /xsec. However, if no addi
tional data has been loaded within this time, the part terminates 
the load cycle and starts the internal write. The preloaded page 
is written into the main array in a maximum of 10 msec. Dur
ing this time, the device ignores any additional load attempts.

Data can be loaded into the page as fast as 350 nsec/byte. This 
is the time from the Write Enable (WE/) high to low transition 
to the next WE/ high to low transition. The short time between 
two writes simplifies microprocessor interfacing.

The first byte loaded determines the beginning of the page 
boundary. The 28C256 uses row addresses A6-A14 to determine 
the page boundary. Column addresses A0-A5 are used to 
address locations within the page. Once the page boundary is

SOURCE STATEMENT
INPUT EQU xxxxH
OUTPUT EQU yyyyH
NBLOAD EQU OzH

LHLD OUTPUT
XCHG ; Load EE addr. into D reg.
LHLD INPUT ; Load Data addr. into H reg.
LDA NBLOAD
M0V B.A ; load B reg. with the No. page 

byte write
RLOAD LDAX H ; load the data into reg. A

STAX D ; write the data into EE page
DEC B
JZ RTMAIN
INC H
INC D
JMP RLOAD ; load the next byte into EE

RTMAIN POP

RET

Figure 2:8085 assembly language program subroutine to load a page. 
A 3-MHz 8085-based system can load only 9 bytes in 150 Msec.

determined, the bytes within the page can be loaded in any 
order. The user can write into the same page location as many 
times as desired. Only the last byte loaded into a page location 
will be written into the main memory. While passing the page 
boundary (change in row addresses) is illegal, it will not affect 
the page contents, except for the byte pointed to by the column 
address. New data will be loaded into that location. Other loca
tions will remain unchanged.

Only the bytes loaded are transferred to the EEPROM array. 
Bytes that were not loaded will not be written. The content of 
those locations in the memory array will remain unchanged. 
Consequently, endurance is conserved.

Flexibility And Compatibility
Two write modes are available on the 28C256. The page mode 
is effective in applications with data block transfer require
ments. In this mode, data must be transferred no slower than 
once every 300 /xsec/byte. However, in some applications, such 
as systems with a slow A/D converter, data transfer rates can be 
slower than 300 /xsec/byte. but faster than 2.5 msec/byte.

SOURCE STATEMENT

DESTADD EQU ES:BYTE PTR [Dl|
SRSADD EQU DS:BYTE PTR [SI]
SRSOFF EQU xxxxH
OESOFF EQU yyyyH
INPUT EQU zzzzH
OUTPUT EQU kkkkH
NBLOAD EOU OXH

M0V BX.INPUT the first 6 instructions are
M0V DS.BX used to set the reg. to
M0V BX.OUTPUT point to EE addr. and data
M0V ES.BX source addr.
M0V SI.SRSOFF
MOV Dl.DESOFF
MOV CX.NBLOAD

REP MOVS DESTADD , SRSADD ; continue page load until 
CX reg. isequ. to zero

POP

RET
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Figure 3:8088 assembly language software routine to load a page. The 
software delay is not included.
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To simplify page mode system design, an extended page load 
feature allows the designer to suspend the load cycle as long as 
desired. Since the internal 3OO-/xsec timer is reset on the leading 
edge of the WE/ signal. it remains reset as long as the WE/ pin 
is low. and the other two control pins (Chip Enable and Output 
Enable) are at their proper states. Once the WE/ signal has made 
a low to high transition, the timer starts counting. The load cycle 
suspension can be performed on any of the page’s bytes, includ
ing the first.

There are some applications where minimum software 
changes are required when upgrading system memory from a 
64K to a 256K bits. The byte mode feature of the 28C256 not 
only meets these requirements, but it also improves total write 
time.

The 28C256's byte write mode feature reduces write time, 
without any major software changes, by a factor of 4 over the 
10-msec EEPROM. The part automatically enters this fast byte 
write mode when no additional bytes have been loaded after the 
first byte. It waits for a maximum of 500 gsec before terminat
ing the load cycle. The loaded data is then written into the main 
memory array in a maximum of 2 msec.

End Of Write
To determine the end of write cycle, the 28C256’s data polling 
feature can be used. Since a write cycle is typically completed 
in less than the specified time, a software routine can be used 
to poll data. If the part is still busy writing, a read will result in 
the inverted data of the last byte written. When the write cycle 
is completed, a read from the last address written will result in 
true data. Data polling is address independent while the part is 
still busy, and the timing is the same as the read timing.

When designing in the data polling feature, designers must 
consider the time delay between the last byte loaded into the 
page and the availability of valid data polling information. This 
delay time, which is page mode related, varies between manu
facturers. Since an internal timer (300/xsec) is reset upon a byte 
load after the last byte loaded into the page, data polling is not 
available immediately. On the 28C256. the maximum time from 
last byte loaded to valid data polling is 500 /rsec. Hence, the 
device cannot be polled for the duration of this time. Polling the 
part during this time will result in tri-state (i.e.. indeterminate 
output).

Today, the 256K EEPROM is a reality, and with this reality 
comes the first standardization of basic features among 
EEPROM manufacturers. Refinements to the EEPROM page 
mode feature have eliminated the performance limitations of 
early page mode parts and. for the first time, the combination 
of both fast byte write and page mode in a single part give 
designers the best of both worlds. The high density, low power 
CMOS technology of these devices now makes it feasible for 
large EEPROM systems to replace core. EPROM, bubble, and 
battery-backed RAM.

REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION D.D. MAR. 1986, DIGITAL DESIGN PUB. CORP.
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|xCs with on-chip
EEPROM provide 
system adaptability

Single-chip p.Cf with on-chip EEPROM 
bring versatility and security to many ap
plications. The EEPROM’s nonvolatile stor
age especially suits data logging, and its 
remote programmability makes it the best 
choice for program storage in embedded ap
plications. And you can use adaptive code 
to implement selfmodifying machines.

Larry Goss and Mark Bagula,
Seeq Technology Inc

Advances in EEPROM technology make it a viable 
candidate for program-storage on single-chip microcon
trollers. Given the improvements in write-voltage re
quirements (5V rather than 21V) and lifetime (1 million 
read/write cycles instead of 10,000), EEPROMs are 
now competitive with other nonvolatile memory tech
nologies, such as ROMs, EPROMs, and battery-backed 
RAMs.

On-chip EE PROM allows you to reprogram both code 
and data in circuit—a desirable feature in applications 
where there’s a need to adapt to changing requirements 
—while maintaining complete security. In addition, 
on-chip EEPROM provides the advantages found in 

systems that employ separate EEPROM and p.P chips. 
Such advantages include data logging, configuration
parameter storage, and self-adaptive, nonvolatile code 
implementation.

The ability to implement self-adaptive code is per
haps the most interesting benefit. When the on-chip 
processor has a special write-to-program-memory in
struction, EEPROM allows you to create adaptive 
algorithms that are impossible to develop with ROM or 
volatile control memory. Typically, this exercise in
volves the modification of look-up tables for self-calibra- 
tion. In more sophisticated systems, the microcontrol
ler with on-chip EEPROM can act as a long
time-constant filter to accommodate very slowly 
changing variables, such as wear of mechanical parts, 
drift in analog circuits, or seasonal changes that can 
affect operation. For example, the CPU could reliably 
maintain a 3-month rolling average of certain input 
variables, because this data will not be lost even if you 
remove the processor chip for servicing. Best of all, the 
processor can maintain the averages and perform other 
tasks automatically under software control, because it 
can write to EEPROM as if it were nonvolatile RAM.

When you’re producing your system in very high 
volumes, it makes economic sense to implement only a 
portion of program code in EEPROM; using mask 
ROMs or EPROMs to hold the bulk of the necessary 
code can save money. In fact, you can use the 72720 
with external ROM/EPROM in such cases.

However, this lower cost scheme exacts a penalty—a
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On-chip EEPROM allows you to repro
gram both code and data in circuit while 
maintaining complete security.

reduction in device and system flexibility. You can store 
initialization constants and accomplish some limited 
data logging with this approach, but if you desire 
in-circuit (or remote) reprogrammability, you must 
make some careful decisions about which code should 
reside in ROM and which in EEPROM.

The first issue to consider is what portion of the 
application program will be extensively modified dur
ing the life of the system and whether these changes 

can benefit from an in-circuit reprogramming capabili
ty. Configuration parameters and look-up tables are 
examples of code that generally should reside in on-chip 
EEPROM. Any code that remains relatively static 
during the life of the system (debugged executable 
code, for example) can reside in mask ROM.

The second consideration involves code and data 
security. When you substitute external mask ROM or 
EPROM for on-chip EEPROM, you create a vulnerable 

The inside story

The 72720 is a single-chip 
p.C with an integral 2k x 8- 
bit EEPROM. You can use the 
processor itself to erase and pro
gram the EE PROM, or you can 
program it under external con
trol. In addition, expansion 
modes allow you to add external 
EE PROM easily.

Two programming modes are 
available: slave and CPU con
trolled. In the slave mode, the 
application of address, data, and 
read/write strobes allows you to 
program the 72720 like a stan
dard EEPROM or EPROM. As a 
result, you can program the 
72720 externally with standard 
PROM programmers, or in cir
cuit with a master processor.

In the second mode, a PRG 
instruction uses any 16-bit 
register pair to program an 
EEPROM location. The design 
of the 72720’s external read/ 
write logic also allows you to 
program external E EPROM 
with the same instruction. This 
capability allows you to readily 
expand off-chip memory without 
affecting system software or 
timing.

In addition to the program
ming modes, the 72720 offers 
some expansion modes. The pe
ripheral expansion mode, ac

cessed as part of a 256-byte pe
ripheral file, allows you to place 
all external ports and peripher
als on an expansion bus that con
sists of port C, which acts as an 
8-bit address bus, and half of 
port B, which provides the nec
essary address latch and read/ 
write control lines. As a result, 
these ports use the same in
structions and bus timing as the 
on-chip peripherals.

The full expansion mode uses 
the same scheme to support ex
ternal devices, but it adds lines 
(dedicated to port D) to provide

the additional address lines nec
essary to gain access to the full 
64k-byte address space.

To provide code and data secu
rity, a software-activated option 
locks the processor in single-chip 
mode to prevent external access 
to proprietary programs. Once 
it’s set, this lock can only be 
reset by an external EEPROM 
block-clear operation that erases 
the entire memory. However, 
the processor still has read/write 
access to all internal memory lo
cations (including EEPROM).

72720 PIN VOLTAGES

•PIN B2 SHOULD BE DRIVEN THROUGH A 5-k!i RESISTOR

NO ENTRY INDICATES DON'T-CARE STATE

MODE
PIN VOLTAGES AT RESET

I/O CONTROL 
REGISTER

MODE 
CONTROL

B2* A A7 BIT 7 BIT 6

SINGLE CHIP OV 0 0

PERIPHERAL EXPANSION OV 0 1

FULL EXPANSION OV 1 0

MICROPROCESSOR 12V OV 5V OV

SLAVE PROGRAM EEPROM 5V 0/5V 5V

BLOCK CLEAR EEPROM 12V 5V 5V 5V
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memory system. You can easily decipher the contents of 
a mask ROM, for example, because you can visually 
determine its patterns after opening the chip. Any code 
stored externally is visible to any casual observer who 
monitors the data lines between the processor and 
memory.

On the other hand, instructions do not appear on the 
processor’s I/O pins when all program codes exist on 
chip. This arrangement renders the code invisible. 

Furthermore, when the processor fetches instructions 
only from on-chip memory, you have no external way to 
instruct the processor to dump the contents of internal 
registers or memory locations.

Implementing a microcontroller’s entire program 
code in on-chip EEPROM whenever possible provides 
the same benefits as on-chip EPROM (easy prototyp
ing), and the EEPROM doesn’t require a quartz win
dow for erasing. In addition, you won’t have to remove

SINGLE-CHIP MODE

INPUT 
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OUTPUT 
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This full-function, single-chip pC, the 72720, features an integral 2k*8-bit  nonvolatile EEPROM. Available expansion modes 
significantly increase device flexibility.
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When you plan to produce your system in 
very high volumes, it makes economic sense 
to implement only a portion of program 
code in EEPROM.

the chip to reprogram it. You can also use any portion of 
the EEPROM not used for program code storage as 
slow-write/fast-read nonvolatile data memory for stor
ing constants or logging data.

Factor in the disadvantages
EEPROM has one major disadvantage when com

pared with ROM or EPROM—high cost. However, this 
disadvantage diminishes somewhat when you take re
programming time and inventory costs into account. 
You can reprogram an EEPROM much more quickly 
than you can an EPROM, and the ability to reprogram 
means you don’t have to replace whole parts—as you do 
when you employ ROMs—when you need to implement 
system changes.

Compared with RAM devices, EEPROMs have an
other disadvantage, hinted at earlier: a relatively slow 
write time. Write-cycle times for current EEPROM 
devices range from 1 to 10 msec, while write-cycle 
times are typically 200 nsec for dynamic RAMs and 55 
nsec for static RAMs. This long writing time limits the 
amount of data that can be stored when the power fails.

Despite these disadvantages, on-chip EEPROM can 
be very beneficial. To better understand the adaptabili
ty of single-chip pCs with on-chip EEPROM, consider 
the following design examples, which employ the 72720 
microcontroller.

The 72720 is a single-chip microcontroller that’s capa
ble of implementing self-adaptive algorithms. You can 
erase and reprogram its 2k-byte on-chip EEPROM 
using the processor itself, or you can treat the 
EE PROM as if it were a standard memory device and 
program it under external control. Expansion modes 
allow you to add external EEPROM easily, so you can 
expand programs and data when necessary.

Simplifying PROM programmer design
Universal PROM programmers often need new pro

gramming algorithms for each PROM adapter. Conven
tional approaches either store the programming algo
rithm in a PROM housed in the adapter itself, or they 
require that the user insert PROMs with the new 
algorithm in the main programming unit.

Using a 72720 microcontroller with 2k bytes of on- 
chip EEPROM simplifies the design. A program in the 
EEPROM directs the CPU to communicate with a host 
computer through an RS-232C link. The EEPROM also 
contains time delays and PROM programming utilities 
for address and data manipulation. Another routine in 
the EE PROM holds the instructions that control the 

actual data transfer from the host to the target PROM. 
This approach allows you to change parameters and 
programming algorithms easily.

When downloading a new algorithm from the host 
into the on-chip EE PROM, the 72720 operates in pe
ripheral-expansion mode and initially configures ports 
B, C, and D for simple output to control the program
mer (Fig 1). It then stores the first 64 bytes, received 
serially from the host via one line of the A port, in 
internal registers. The A port is always configured as 
input. The 72720’s 256-byte RAM buffers downloaded 
data, and this data is then written into on-chip 
EEPROM whenever the baud rate of incoming data is 
faster (>600 baud) than the EEPROM write cycle.

Transfer to EEPROM is efficient
The 72720 can transfer data from the buffer to its 

EEPROM very efficiently using its PRO program in
struction. PRG stores the Accumulator Indirect in
struction with slower-than-normal timing to accommo
date the EEPROM. Stored data is placed in the 
accumulator, and any register pair in the on-chip RAM 
can serve as an address pointer.

The complete update procedure repeats for remain
ing data plus any additional downloaded code segments. 
With each new algorithm, the host supplies a jump
table address so that the 72720 will know where to 
begin executing as a particular device is selected for 
programming. Because the EEPROM is nonvolatile, 
you only have to download each programming algo
rithm once.

To program a PROM, the host merely sends the 
destination address and data to the universal program
mer through the serial link. The 72720 stores the data 
in a 4kx8-bit RAM buffer. It then transfers this data to 
the PROM in the device adapter by executing the 
related program stored in the on-chip EEPROM.

The ability to reprogram code and data at will makes 
systems more adaptable and easier to use. For exam
ple, custom programming protocols allow you to config
ure a dumb CRT terminal to suit your specific needs.

Fig 2 shows a keyboard-controller circuit that you 
can implement in any CRT terminal design. It uses the 
72720 to convert the normal ASCII character transmit
ted for a particular keystroke into a sequence of ASCII 
characters that have been stored in EEPROM. Al
though the EEPROM is initialized to supply a single
character equivalent to the original keyboard charac
ter, you can program it with any multiple command 
sequence required by a particular software package.
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The use of EEPROM offers an important benefit: You 
can develop command sequences while the terminal is 
being used in a transparent learn mode. The terminal 
requires no external modifications to the keyboard to 
implement this scheme.

To set the learn mode, simply type “control-clear” to 
store new response strings in EE PROM. The first 
keyboard combination entered identifies the new string 
and is not transmitted to the CPU. However, subse
quent keystroke combinations are both sorted and 
transmitted for action. To terminate the learn mode, 
simply depress the delete key.

EE PROM availability is the only limiting factor on 
the number of ASCII codes that you can generate with 
a single keystroke. The 72720 provides 2k bytes for 
storing programs and the tables that can translate 
keystrokes. You’ll need about 512 bytes for the key
board - scanning and translation routines and about 
another 256 bytes to hold the look-up table for the 
single-keystroke translations. The remaining memory 
locations can act as a series of pointers to the 256-byte 
table that holds the key codes you want to transmit.

The size of the transmitted key sequence determines 
the number of storable sequences. For example, you 
can store 16 key sequences in 256 bytes if each key 
sequence is 16 characters long. Any delimiter character 
—attached to the end of each key sequence if you 
require variable-length sequences—will obviously re
duce the number of storable sequences. However, you 
can easily add external EE PROM to the 72720 if 
necessary.

To see how the keyboard controller actually operates, 

look at the sequence required to execute a Basic inter
preter. First, you simultaneously enter “control-clear” 
to effect the learn mode and “control-2” to set the 
identifier string. You then, in order, type “basic,” hit 
the carriage return, and depress the delete key to 
terminate the learn mode. Because the “basic” string is 
transmitted as it’s entered, Basic should be running 
when you perform the subsequent actions. To run Basic 
in the future, you simply enter “control-2”; this action 
will transmit the “basic-carriage return” string to 
the CPU.

A disabled mode (entered by typing the “clear” and 
“repeat” keys simultaneously) allows the terminal to 
operate without any key redefinition. The enabled 
mode overrides the previous mode to intercept each 
keystoke combination stored in the corresponding 
EE PROM locations. You enter this mode by depressing 
the “control” and “repeat” keys simultaneously while 
the terminal is displaying the data actually received 
(either the transmitted character sequence or the CPU 
response).

This controller scheme can also support multiple 
users (each using a different set of custom key se
quences) on the same terminal. For example, several 
operators sharing a word processor can use some of the 
stored key sequences as a unique ID number. Each 
operator can reconfigure the keyboard to suit specific 
needs and make the configuration parameters inacces
sible to unauthorized users.

You can also develop self-adaptive routines to com
pensate for different levels of user proficiency. For 
example, the processor can monitor the operator’s
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Fig 1—To download a new algorithm into its on-chip EEPROM, the 72720 microcontroller initially configures ports B, C, and D for simple 
output service to control the programmer. Via one line of the A port, it then stores the first 64 bytes from the host in internal registers.
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The 72720 can efficiently transfer data 
from the buffer to its EEPROM using its 
PRG program instruction.

72720
UNENCODED 
KEYBOARD

C PORT

EEPROM 
PROGRAM 
MEMORY

CONTROL PROGRAM 
-KEY SCAN 
—LEARN ROUTINES 
—SERIAL I/O

KEY LOOK-UP TABLE

SERIAL OR PARALLEL 
INTERFACE TO HOST PROCESSOR

A PORT B PORT
<

D PORT LEARNED KEY 
SEQUENCES

Fig 2—In this keyboard-controller circuit, the 72720 converts the normal ASCII character transmitted by a particular keystroke into a 
sequence of ASCII characters that have been stored in EEPROM.

typing speed and accordingly adjust the n-key rollover 
algorithm that determines the number of adjacent keys 
the processor will recognize when those keys are de
pressed simultaneously. As a result, beginning opera
tors don’t have to worry about typing mistakes during 
the learning process. On the other hand, the program 
will allow expert operators to type at a much faster 
speed.

EEPROM stores diagnostic information
The ability to intercept keystroke combinations is 

only one data-logging application. With its ability to 
support remote programming, a single-chip microcon
troller that includes on-chip E EPROM can be a power
ful troubleshooting tool.

When functioning as a diagnostic processor, the 
microcontroller can monitor a system and record in 
EEPROM any errors that occur before the system fails. 
You can then execute diagnostic programs from on-chip 
memory, or download them from a remote host CPU 
that uses the results stored in the EE PROM to pinpoint 
the exact problem. You can also use the downloading 
capability to upgrade existing on-chip diagnostic rou
tines. This flexibility increases the effectiveness of 
on-site repairs, because service personnel will have 
immediate access to the diagnostic information stored 
in the EEPROM when they arrive at the site.

In addition, the on-chip EEPROM can store product 
warranties, configuration information (serial numbers, 

revision history, and special options), and service re
cords for easy reference. In fact, the diagnostic pro
cessor can detect product misuse and void the on-chip 
warranty information if necessary.

Data logging and storage on chip
Fig 3 shows the 72720 acting as a diagnostic pro

cessor for a computer system. In this example, on-chip 
and external EEPROM provide a data-logging function 
and also store the diagnostic routines and other applica
tion programs. This particular configuration is closely 
coupled to the system under test via a bus-activity 
monitor (composed of random logic or gate arays) to 
synchronize the 72720 with the transactions occurring 
on the address, data, and control lines.

When it’s functioning as a dynamic refresh controller, 
the 72720 looks for potential errors by processing the 
error-checking and -correction codes (CRC or Ham
ming) generated for the various data transactions that 
occur to and from memory. During refresh operations, 
the 72720 can also correct any single-bit soft errors it 
detects. It can also tally the number of uncorrectable 
soft errors and issue a message to the host computer if 
the number of warnings reaches a critical threshold.

This tightly coupled design provides the ability to 
discover and correct errors that occur on single bus 
transactions. This scheme does have some disadvan
tages, however. For one thing, the interface logic is 
somewhat complex. More important, the scheme will
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The ability to reprogram code and data at 
will makes systems more adaptable as well 
as easier to use.

slow bus transactions if diagnostics are not handled as 
background tasks, because the diagnostic processor 
will have to make more computations on the fly to 
correct errors on a cycle-by-cycle basis.

Loose coupling would speed operation
A more loosely coupled approach would forego the 

bus-activity-monitoring logic altogether and have the 
72720 act as a CPU peripheral that would request the 
host to schedule diagnostic routines to run in back
ground mode. The results could be stored in the error
logging portion of the on-chip EEPROM and transmit
ted to a remote service facility. Such an approach would 
be very useful for monitoring the operations of other 
CPU peripherals, such as disk drives and printers.

The loosely coupled scheme does more than reduce 
the complexity of the diagnostic processor. For exam
ple, it has no effect on bus transactions, because 
diagnostic programs are scheduled as a user task. 
Unfortunately, the loosely coupled approach cannot 
pinpoint exact problem sources, because it is collecting 
and processing large amounts of data in a timeshared 
fashion. You’ll have to provide some extra logic (similar 
to that required in a tightly coupled processor) to allow 
the loosely coupled processor to take an active role in 
diagnosing and correcting errors. To take corrective 
action, you will also have to provide the means to 
interrupt the host processor.

Either scheme can take advantage of an EEPROM’s 
self-adaptive capabilities, allowing the 72720 to antici-

Pig 3—Operating as a diagnostic processor, the 72720 can monitor a system and record any errors that occur prior to system failure. This 
particular configuration is closely coupled to the system under test via a bus-activity monitor, so the 72720 is synchronized with the 
transactions occurring on the address, data, and control lines.
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pate potential failures and take corrective action. For 
example, if you were to set up the 72720 as a memory 
controller, it would be able to determine when the 
number of soft errors reaches a critical threshold (by 
interrogating its error log) and map out those locations 
before the errors prove fatal.

To realize either scheme, you must have a good 
understanding of the system under test, so that you can 
program the scenarios (and their corresponding re
sponse) into the processor in advance. The exact pa
rameters that determine each action will obviously 
depend on the specific application. edn
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ADVANCED ICs

EEPROM Programs 
in a Rash
by Samba Murthy, Seeq Technology, San Jose, CA

he in-circuit erasability and pro- 
gramming features of flash 
EEPROMs clearly benefit the 

systems designer. Unlike UV EPROM 
parts that take 20 to 30 minutes to erase 
under UV light, flash EEPROMs erase in 
20 seconds. Programming time for 
EEPROMs is 32 seconds versus 2 min
utes for a UV counterpart. Further, UV 
devices must be removed from their sock
ets for each erasure, while EEPROMs 
can be soldered directly to the circuit 
board for improved contact reliability. 
Flash EEPROMs allow easy implemen
tation of in-circuit changes to nonvolatile 
program and data storage.

Although the EEPROM read operation 
is similar to that of UV parts, the write 
operation is not. Since the write time per 
byte is 2 msec, there is an intrinsic timing 
difference between the memory and a 
microprocessor. Additional hardware is 
necessary to accommodate these timing 
differences.

Different approaches exist for micro
processor interfacing. One technique is to 
use a dedicated controller to take care of 
the write/erase operations independently 
of the microprocessor. The micro
processor can then run independently of 
the flash EEPROM controller during 
chip erase or write time. In a second ap
proach, the microprocessor can be 
dedicated to the flash EEPROM chip 
erase/write operation. The two distinct 
interface approaches dictate the amount 
of hardware and software required to in
terface the flash EEPROM to the micro
processor. Information transfer effi
ciency depends on the type of interface 
approach taken.

The second approach is acceptable in 
many applications where erase/write is 
infrequent. This technique is easy to 
implement and does not require any soft
ware overhead in terms of I/O polling or

Figure 1: In this flash EEPROM microprocessor interface, both bus timing and software timing 
are used to gate the control signals to a microprocessor bus. The VPP and chip erase high-voltage 
switches can be turned on or off through the processor’s dedicated I/O ports. Alternatively, logic 
gates (and latches) can be employed, with dedicated memory addresses assigned for the switches.

Figure 2: Chip erase on the flash EEPROM is accomplished by raising VPP to high voltage (21V) 
with /OE held at a TTL high level. Address pins A1, A2 and A6 must also be set to high voltage. 
Wait states are inserted in the processor's write cycle to stretch /PGM active width to 100 Psec. The 
erase cycle is then started by selecting the chip with /CE and pulsing /PGM. For complete erasure, 
the effective /PGM width should sum up or equal 10 sec each with A3 high and low, alternately.
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interrupt servicing. The scheme can be 
implemented by using the microproces
sor’s ready line. In this case, wait states 
are inserted in the microprocessor’s cycle 
for as long as necessary to complete the 
chip erase or write operation.

Both bus timing and software timing 
are used to gate the control signals in the 
flash EEPROM interface to a micro
processor bus. Figure 1 depicts the con
trol interface. The Vpp and chip erase 
high-voltage switches can be turned on or 
off through the processor's dedicated I/O 
ports. Another option is to use logic gates 
along with latches, and assign dedicated 
memory addresses for the switches. 
Then, Vpp and chip erase switches can be 
turned on or off by performing dummy 
writes to the addresses. The processor’s 
memory write control line should be con
nected to the flash EEPROM/PGM pin. 
The wait state generator uses the micro
processor’s ready line to insert wait states 
in the memory write cycle to extend the 
write cycle time to 100 psec.

There are several techniques to insert 
wait states into a microprocessor’s write 
cycle. Using a one-shot or a retriggerable 
monostable multivibrator is a convenient 
approach. The one-shot’s pulse output is 
used to negate the processor’s READY 
line, thus inserting wait states into the 
write cycle. It is important to ensure that 
the RC time constant used to time the 
pulse output is temperature compensated. 
The flash EEPROM 48128 from Seeq 
Technology specifies a minimum pulse 
width of 90 psec and a maximum pulse 
width of 120 psec for the /PGM signal 
during write. Thus, the one-shot design 
should ensure that the write cycle dura
tion does not violate device specs.

An alternative to the one-shot is a pro
grammable digital timer, such as the 
74LS294. The count modulo can be digi
tally controlled using the inputs provided. 
For example, using a 5-MHz clock, pro
gramming for 29 will give a period of 
102.4 psec. Using this signal as the “NOT 
READY” to the processor, the write cycle time of /PGM width 
can be extended to a minimum of 102.4 psec. This satisfies the 
48128 write specifications for /PGM width.

Flash EEPROM Chip Erase/Write
Chip erase is done by raising Vpp to high voltage (21V) with 
/OE held at a TTL high level (Figure 2). Address pins Al, A2 
and A6 must also be brought to a high-voltage level. The erase 
cycle is then started by selecting the chip with /CE and pulsing 
/PGM. During the erase cycle it is necessary to control address 
A3. Dummy writes to any two address locations can be per-

Figure 3: Flash EEPROMs allow easy implementation of in-circuit changes to nonvolatile pro
gram and data storage. Once the chip is fully erased, the flash EEPROM can be written by ap
plying a high voltage to the Vpp pin (21V). Pulsing /PGM after presenting valid data at the inputs 
starts the write cycle. Write time can be optimized by only writing to those address locations in 
which data will be changed from the erased FF state. The cycle is repeated 20 times for all ad
dresses to be programmed. Software delays are needed to satisfy setup and write/erase recovery 
times for the 48121 flash EEPROM.

formed to toggle A3 for chip erase; one with address bit A3 high 
and a second with A3 low. For example, the addresses can be 
OOFF hex and 00F7 hex. Wait states are inserted in the pro
cessor’s write cycle to stretch /PGM active width to 100 psec. 
For complete erasure, the effective /PGM width should sum up 
or equal 10 sec each with A3 high and low, alternately. This can 
be achieved by repeating the 100 psec writes 100,000 times 
twice; first with address A3 high and then low.

Once the chip is fully erased, the flash EEPROM can be writ
ten by applying a high voltage (21V) to the Vpp pin. /OE should 
be held high. /CE then selects the device. Pulsing /PGM after
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presenting valid data at the inputs starts the write cycle. A 100- 
/tsec write cycle is performed with the data and address for each 
memory to be programmed. This process is repeated 20 times 
for each memory location to be programmed. The /PGM low 
pulse width(s) should equal 2 msec for a successful byte write. 
Processor time can be saved by only writing to those address lo
cations in which data will change from the erased state (FF hex).

The 2-/xsec delays shown in the soft
ware flowchart (Figure 3) are needed to 
satisfy the Vpp, chip erase (Al, A2 and 
A6) setup times and write/erase recovery 
time of the 48128 flash EEPROM. Other 
timing requirements of the flash 
EEPROM, like the address, data, /CE 
and /OE setup times, are satisfied using 
hardware techniques. The techniques 
outlined here use general control signals 
to permit adaptation to any micropro
cessor system’s bus.

For in-circuit erase/write, Vpp, Al, A2 
and A6 switching is key to the micropro
cessor interface. This necessitates that 
high-voltage signals be actively present in 
the microprocessing environment. The 
high-voltage signals are dynamic and 
need to be controlled over a wide temper
ature range. To generate the high-voltage 
pulses required for Vpp, Al, A2 and A6, 
a power supply with a capacity to supply 
output voltages up to 24V is needed. In a 
system environment where this voltage is 
not available, a dc-to-dc switching regu
lator can be used to convert 5V to 21V. 
The high-voltage circuit drivers for Vpp 
and chip erase (i.e., Al, A2and A6)can 
be built using a high-voltage open col
lector buffer like the 7407 and a transistor 
like the 2N2222A for the high-voltage 
switch. Care should be taken during the 
high-voltage driver design to minimize 
overshoots.

Microprocessor system environments 
demand the capability to connect multi
ple devices. The 48128 flash EEPROM 
can be deselected using /CE during 
erase/write. Hence, from a system 
perspective, VpPandchiperase(Al, A2 
and A6) can be bused to multiple devices 
in the system. Using TTL-level control of 
only /CE. any flash EEPROM device can 
be selectively erased or written. This 
allows for control of multiple flash 
EEPROMs in the system. It should be 
noted that the Vpp and chip erase switch
es should supply the standby current of 
the deselected devices in addition to the 
selected device being programmed. The 
result is a design with only one Vpp and 
chip erase switch for the entire flash 
EEPROM memory array. As an option,

Vpp can be tied to 21V, eliminating the need for a Vpp switch. 
The flash EEPROM interface described uses both hardware and 
software timing for chip erase and programming. An important 
point to keep in mind is that the trade-offs between hardware and 
software timing are system-dependent. ESD:

Reprinted with permission of Electronic System 
Design Magazine.
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Thermal Resistance of 
SEEQ Products

March 1987
LEAD COUNT PACKAGE TYPE 0JA (C/WATTS) Qjc (C/WATTS)

20 CERDIP (300 MILS) 60 22

PLCC 60 UE

24 CERDIP (600 MILS) 58 21
PLASTIC DIP (600 MILS) 49 UE

28 CERDIP (600 MILS) 45 - 55 21

PLASTIC DIP (600 MILS) 40 - 50 UE

32 LCC 50 — 65 18

PLCC 58 UE

40 CERDIP (600 MILS) 42 18

NOTES: 1. Actual Thermal Resistance of a given device may vary from the value on the table, this table contains the 
representative values for the package types specified.

2. All plastic package data refers to CU leadframe material.

3. All values are for socketed units.

4. LIE = Under evaluation
LCC= Leadless Chip Carrier
DIP= Dual-In Line Package

PLCC = Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier

Packaging Information

SEEQ Plastic Packages Incorporate:
• High thermal conductivity copper leadframe.
• Silver-filled epoxy die attach material.
• Gold bond wires.
• Low stress, moisture-resistant molding compound.

SEEQ Cerdip Packages Incorporate:

• Thermal conductivity Alumina substrates.
• Gold Silicon Eutectic die attach.
• Alloy 42 leadframe.
• Aluminum bond wires.
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PLASTIC DUAL-IN-LINE PACKAGES

20 LEAD PLASTIC PACKAGE TYPE P

________  1.035(26.29) _______
1.025 (26.04) 

(NOTE 2)

.260 (6.60) I

.240(6.10) I
(NOTE 2) I

n~i .-~i r~i r~i r~i r~i . r~i r~: r~i
o-

------------------------------ (
'J L' 'J J

.130 (3.30) NOM.

7 TYP. (4 PLCS)

.070 (1.78)

.060 (1.52)

.065 (1.65)

.055 (1.40)

.065 (1.65)

.055 (1.40)

____ j- PARTING LINE 

________SEATING PLANE 
J___ t .015 (.38) MIN.

160 (4.06) 
.125 (3.18)

.021 (.53)

.015 (.38)

NOTES
1. All dimensions are in inches and (millimeters).
2. Dimensions do not include mold flash. Max. allowable mold flash is .010 (.25).
3. Dimension is measured from shoulder to shoulder
4. Tolerances are ± .010 (.25) unless otherwise specified.
5. For solder dipped leads, thickness will be .020 (.51) max.

Technology, Incorporated
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PLASTIC DUAL-IN-LINE PACKAGES

24 LEAD PLASTIC PACKAGE TYPE P

NOTES
1. All dimensions are in inches and (millimeters).
2. Dimensions do not include mold flash. Max. allowable mold flash is .010 (.25).
3. Dimension is measured from shoulder to shoulder
4. Tolerances are ± .010 (.25) unless otherwise specified.
5. For solder dipped leads, thickness will be .020 (.51) max.
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PLASTIC DUAL-IN-LINE PACKAGES

28 LEAD PLASTIC PACKAGE TYPE P

PIN 1 INDICATOR

.002 (.30) 
008 (.20) 
(NOTE 5)

NOTES
1. All dimensions are in inches and (millimeters).
2. Dimensions do not include mold flash. Max. allowable mold flash is .010 (.25).
3. Dimension is measured from shoulder to shoulder.
4. Tolerances are ± .010 (.25) unless otherwise specified.
5. For solder dipped leads, thickness will be .020 (.51) max.

seeo Technology, Incorporated
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PLASTIC DUAL-IN-LINE PACKAGES

40 LEAD PLASTIC PACKAGE TYPE P

1.900 (48.26)-------------------------------------•
REF.

NOTES
1. All dimensions in inches and millimeters).
2. Dimensions do not include mold flash. Allowable mold flash is .010 (.25).
3. Dimension is measured from shoulder to shoulder.
4. Tolerances are ± .010 (.25) unless otherwise specified.
5. For solder dipped leads, thickness will be .020 (.51) max.
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CERAMIC DUAL-IN-LINE PACKAGES

20 LEAD HERMETIC CERAMIC DIP PACKAGE TYPE D

SEATING 
PLANE

.045 (1.14)

.330 (8.38) 

.300 (7.62)
(NOTE 3)

NOTES
1. For solder dipped leads, thickness will be .020 max.
2. All dimensions in inches and (millimeters).
3. Dimension Is measured from outside shoulder to shoulder. This 

complies with Mil-M-38510, Appendix C, Dimension E2 on D outlines 
which measures from center of shoulder-to-shoulder per section 50c mln. 
.290 (7.37) max. .320 (8.13).

Technology, Incorporated
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CERAMIC DUAL-IN-LINE PACKAGES

24 LEAD HERMETIC SLIM CERAMIC DIP PACKAGE TYPE D

nnnnrTnnnnnnr-i
♦

.308 (7.82) 

.268 (6.81)

1
UULTLJLJLJLJLJLJ

.080 (2.03) I
MAX.

NOTES
1. For solder dipped leads, thickness will be .020 max.
2. All dimensions in inches and (millimeters).
3. Dimension Is measured from outside shoulder-to-shoulder. This 

complies with Mil-M-38510, Appendix C, Dimension E2 on D outlines 
which measures from center of shoulder-to-shoulder per section 50c min. 
.290 (7.37) max. .320 (8.13).
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CERAMIC DUAL-IN-LINE PACKAGES
24 LEAD HERMETIC CERAMIC DIP PACKAGE TYPE D

SEATING 
PLANE

NOTES
1. All dimensions in inches and (millimeters).
2. For solder dipped leads, thickness will be .020 (.51) max.
3. Dimension is measured from outside shoulder-to-shoulder. This 

complies with Mil-M-38510, Appendix C, Dimension E2 on D outlines 
which measures from center of shoulder-to-shoulder per section 50c min. 
.590(14.99) max. .620(15.75).

Technology. Incorporated
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CERAMIC DUAL-IN-LINE PACKAGES

28-LEAD HERMETIC CERAMIC DIP PACKAGE TYPE D

(1.33 ± .32)

NOTES
1. All dimensions in inches and (millimeters).
2. For solder dipped leads, thickness will be .020 (.51) max.
3. Dimension is measured from outside shoulder-to-shoulder. This 

complies with Mil-M-38510, Appendix C, Dimension E2 on D outlines 
which measures from center of shoulder-to-shoulder per section 50c min. 
.590 (14.99) max. .620 (15.75).
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CERAMIC DUAL-IN-LINE PACKAGES

28 LEAD HERMETIC WINDOWED CERAMIC DIP PACKAGE TYPE D

(1.4O±0.25)

NOTES
1. All dimensions in inches and (millimeters).
2. For solder dipped leads, thickness will be .020 (.51) max.
3. Dimension is measured from outside shoulder-to-shoulder. This 

complies with Mil-M-38510, Appendix C, Dimension E2 on D outlines 
which measures from center of shoulder-to-shoulder per section 50c min. 
.590(14.99) max. .620(15.75).

Technology. Incorporated
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CERAMIC DUAL-IN-LINE PACKAGES

40 LEAD HERMETIC CERAMIC DIP PACKAGE TYPE 0

.624 (15.84

NOTES
1. For solder dipped leads, thickness will be .020 max.
2. All dimensions in inches and (millimeters).
3. Dimension Is measured from outside shoulder to shoulder. This 

compiles with Mil-M-38510, Appendix C, Dimension E2 on D outlines 
which measures from center of shoulder-to-shoulder per section 50c min. 
.590 (14.99) max. .620 (15.75).
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SURFACE MOUNT PACKAGES
32 PIN CERAMIC LEADLESS CHIP CARRIER TYPE L

NOTES
1. All dimensions in inches and (millimeters).
2. All tolerances shall be ± .010 (.25) unless otherwise specified.

.071-059
(1.80-1.50)

.082-068
(2.08-1.73)

Technology. Incorporated
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SURFACE MOUNT PACKAGES

32 PIN WINDOWED CERAMIC LEADLESS CHIP CARRIER TYPE L

.055.045 
(1.40-1.14)

NOTES
1. All tolerances shall be ± .010 (.25) unless otherwise specified.
2. All dimensions are in inches and (millimeters).
3. Drawing 295003 forms a part of this drawing.

115-098
(2.93-2.49)
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SURFACE MOUNT PACKAGES

20 PIN PLASTIC LEADED CHIP CARRIER TYPE N

REF.
«•----------200 (5.08)-------- •>

.030 (.76) 050 (1.27)
REF. REF.

NOTES
1. All dimensions In Inches and (millimeters).
2. All tolerances shall be ± .003 (.08) 

unless otherwise specified.
3. Dimensions do not include mold flash. 

Max allowable flash is .008 (.20).

Technology, Incorporated
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SURFACE MOUNT PACKAGES

32 PIN PLASTIC LEADLESS CHIP CARRIER TYPE N

NOTES
1. All dimension*  In Inches and (millimeter*).
2. All tolerance*  shall be ± .003 (.070) 

unless otherwise specified.
3. Dimension*  do not include mold flash. 

Max allowable flash I*  .008 (.20).

.123 (3.12)

.140 (3.56)

.015 MIN. (.381)

.015 (.38)

.025 (.64)
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SURFACE MOUNT PACKAGES

68 PIN PLASTIC LEADED CHIP CARRIER TYPE N

NOTES
1. All dimensions are in inches and (millimeters).
2. Tolerances are ± .003 (.08) unless otherwise specified.
3. Dimensions do not include mold flash. Max. allowable flash is .008 (.20).

Technology, Incorporated
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SURFACE MOUNT PACKAGES

2B-LEAD HERMETIC CERAMIC FLATPACK TYPE F

.003 (.08)

.006 (.15)

NOTES
1. All dimensions are in Inches and (millimeters).
2. Tolerances are ± .003 (.076) unless otherwise specified.
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SEEQ Die Sales

Many of the SEEQ Technology Products contained in this Data Book are available in 
unencapsulated die form. Products sold in die form have been specifically screened to a 
special die sales test flow and are ideally suited for hybrid and memory card applications. 
After screening, all die are optically inspected per method 2010 condition B of MIL-STD 
883C. Die are then placed in waffle packs and enclosed in anti-static vacuum sealed bags 
prior to shipment.

For your reference, the following pages detail product specific bond pad locations and die 
dimensions for the SEEQ products available in die form. Contact the factory or your local 
SEEQ representative for additional information.
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SALES OFFICES

Corporate Sales 
and Marketing 
Headquarters
SEEQ Technology, Inc. 
1849 Fortune Drive 
San Jose CA 95131 
(408) 432-9550
Telex: 296609
FAX: (408) 432-9549

Southern California 
Sales Office
SEEQ Technology, Inc 
23101 Lake Center Dr. 
Suite 120
El Toro CA 92630 
(714)472-2313
TWX: 910-595-1548
FAX: (714) 472-2307

Central Area
Sales Office
SEEQ Technology, Inc
300 Martingale Road 
Suite 650
Schaumburg IL 60173
(312) 882-6460
FAX: (312) 882-6697

Eastern Area
Sales Office
SEEQ Technology, Inc
15 New England
Executive Park, Suite 160
Burlington MA 01803 
(617) 229-6350
TWX: 710-332-8926
FAX: (617) 273-0322

Authorized North American Manufacturer’s Representatives

Alabama
Electronic Sales, Inc.

Huntsville AL
(205) 533-1735

Arizona
Western High Tech 

Scottsdale AZ 85258
(602) 860-2702

California
First Rep

Woodland Hills CA 
(818) 992-5442 

Hadden Assoc.
San Diego CA
(619) 565-9444

Taarcom, Inc
Mountain View CA 
(415) 960-1550

Connecticut
New England Tech Sales 

Wallingford CT 
(203) 284-8300

Colorado
Component Sales

Englewood CO
(303) 779-8060

Florida
Dyne-A-Mark Corp.

Clearwater FL
(813) 441-4702
Fort Lauderdale FL
(305) 771-6501
Maitland FL
(305) 629-5557 
Casselberry FL 
(305) 831-2822

Georgia
Electronic Sales, Inc.

Norcross GA
(404) 448-6554

Illinois
KMA Sales

Arlington Heights IL
(312) 398-5300

Indiana
Valentine & Assoc.

Greenwood IN
(317) 888-2260
South Bend IN
(219) 288-7070

Iowa
Advanced Technical Sales

Cedar Rapids IA
(319) 365-3150

Kansas
Advanced Technical Sales

Olathe KS
(913) 782-8702

Maryland
New Era Sales

Severna Park MD
(301) 544-4100

Massachusetts
New England Tech Sales

Burlington MA
(617) 272-0434

Michigan
A Blumenberg Assoc.,Inc

Oak Park Ml
(313) 968-3230
Grand Rapids Ml
(616) 942-5161

Minnesota
Cahill, Schmitz, & Cahill

St. Paul MN
(612) 646-7217

Missouri
Advanced Tech Sales

St Louis MO
(314) 878-2921

New Mexico
Nelco Electronix

Albuquerque NM 87111 
(505) 293-1399

New York
GenTech

Binghamton NY
(607) 648-8833
Liverpool NY
(315) 451-3480
Penfield NY
(716) 381-5159
Rochester NY
(716) 381-5159

J-Square Marketing, Inc
Jericho NY
(516) 935-3200

North Carolina
Prime Components

Charlotte NC
(704) 522-1150
Raleigh NC
(919) 850-9866

Oregon
Electronic Component Sales

Tigard OR
(503) 245-2342

Pennsylvania
Delta Technical Sales

Willow Grove PA
(215) 657-7250

Texas
Southern States Marketing

Richardson, TX
(214) 238-7500
Austin, TX
(512) 835-5822

Utah
Harris/CSI, Inc

Salt Lake City UT
(801) 467-2299

Washington
Electronic Component Sales

Mercer Island WA
(206) 232-9301

Wisconsin
KMA Sales

Milwaukee Wl
(414) 259-1771

Canada
Electro Source, Inc

Rexdale, Ontario
(416) 675-4490
Nepean, Ontario
(613) 726-1452
Pointe Claire, Quebec
(514) 694-0404
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Authorized North American Distributors
Alabama
O.C./Southeast, Inc.

Huntsville AL
(205) 830-1881 

Schweber Elect. Inc.
Huntsville AL 
(205) 895-0480

Arizona 
Anthem/Lionex

Tempe AZ
(602) 966-6600 

Schweber Elect. Inc.
Phoenix AZ
(602) 997-4874 

Time Electronics
Tempe AZ 
(602) 967-2000

California 
Anthem/Lionex

Chatsworth CA 
(818) 700-1000 
E. Irvine CA 
(714) 768-4444 
Sacramento CA 
(916) 922-6800 
San Diego CA 
(619) 453-9005 
San Jose CA 
(408) 295-4200 

Schweber Elect., Inc.
Canoga CA
(818) 999-4702 
Irvine CA
(714) 863-0200 
Sacramento CA 
(916) 929-9732 
San Diego CA 
(619) 450-0454 
San Jose CA 
(408) 432-7171 
Gardena CA 
(213)327-8409 

Time Electronics
Agoura Hills, CA 
(818) 707-2890 
Anaheim CA 
(714) 937-0911 
Chatsworth CA 
(818) 998-7200 
San Diego CA 
(619) 586-1331 
Sunnyvale CA 
(408) 734-9888 
Torrance CA 
(213) 320-0880 

Zeus Components
San Jose CA 
(408) 998-5121 
Yorba Linda CA 
(714) 921-9000

Colorado 
Anthem/Lionex

Englewood CO 
(303) 790-4500

Colorado (cont.)
Schweber Elect., Inc

Englewood CO
(303) 799-0258

Time Electronics
Englewood CO
(303) 799-8851

Connecticut
Lionex

Meridian CT
(203) 265-1244 

Schweber Elect, Inc
Danbury CT
(203) 748-7080

Time Electronics
Cheshire CT
(203) 271-3200

Florida
Schweber Elect., Inc

Altamonte Springs FL
(305) 331-7555
Pompano Beach
(305) 977-7511

Time Electronics
Ft. Lauderdale FL
(305) 974-4800
Orlando FL
(305) 841-6565

Zeus Components
Oviedo FL
(305) 365-3000

Georgia
O.C./Southeast Inc.

Norcross GA
(404) 449-9508 

Schweber Elect., Inc
Norcross GA
(404) 449-9170

Time Electronics
Norcross GA
(404) 448-4448

Illinois
Anthem/Lionex

Elk Grove Village IL
(312) 640-6066 

Schweber Elect., Inc
Elk Grove IL
(312) 364-3750

Time Electronics
Wood Dale IL
(312) 350-0610

Kansas
Schweber Elect., Inc

Overland Park KS
(913) 492-2921

Maryland
Lionex

Columbia MD
(301) 964-0400 

Schweber Elect., Inc
Gaithersburg MD
(301) 840-5900

Time Electronics
Columbia MD
(301) 964-3090

Maryland (cont.)
Zeus Components 

Columbia MD 
(301)997-1118

Massachusetts
Lionex

Wilmington MA 
(617) 657-5170

Schweber Elect., Inc 
Bedford MA 
(617) 275-5100

Time Electronics 
Peabody MA 
(617) 532-6200

Zeus Components 
Lexington MA 
(617) 863-8800

Michigan
Schweber Elect., Inc 

Livonia Ml
(313) 525-8100

Minnesota
Anthem/Lionex 

Eden Prairie MN 
(612) 780-9123

Schweber Elect., Inc 
Edina MN 
(612) 941-5280 

Time Electronics 
Bloomington MN 
(612) 944-9192

Missouri
Schweber Elect., Inc 

Earth City MO
(314) 739-0526

Time Electronics 
St. Louis MO 
(314) 391-6444

New Hampshire
Schweber Elect., Inc 

Manchester NH
(603) 625-2250

New Jersey
Lionex

Fairfield NJ 
(201) 227-7960 

Schweber Elect., Inc.
Fairfield NJ
(201) 227-7800

Time Electronics 
Pinebrook NJ 
(201)882-4611

New York
Lionex

Hauppauge NY 
(516) 273-1660 

Schweber Elect., Inc
Rochester NY 
(716) 424-2222 
Westbury NY 
(516) 334-7474

New York (cont.)
Time Electronics

Hauppauge NY 
(516) 273-0100 
E. Syracuse NY
(315) 432-0355 

Zeus Components
Port Chester NY
(914) 937-7400

North Carolina
Quality Components

Raleigh NC
(919) 876-7767 

Schweber Elect, Inc
Raleigh NC
(919) 867-0000

Ohio
Schweber Elect., Inc

Beachwood OH
(216) 464-2970
Dayton OH
(513) 439-1800 

Time Electronics
Dublin OH
(614) 761-1100 

Zeus Components
Dayton OH
(513) 454-1225

Oklahoma
Quality Components

Tulsa OK
(918) 664-8812 

Schweber Elect., Inc.
Tulsa OK
(918) 622-8000

Oregon
Anthem/Lionex

Beaverton, OR
(503) 643-1114

Time Electronics
Portland OR
(503) 684-3780

Pennsylvania
Lionex

Horsham PA
(215) 443-5150 

Schweber Elect, Inc
Horsham PA
(215) 441-0600
Pittsburgh PA
(412) 982-1600 

Time Electronics
King of Prussia PA
(215) 337-0900

Texas
Quality Components 

Addison TX
(214) 733-4300 
Austin TX
(512) 835-0200 
Sugarland TX
(713) 240-2255

Schweber Elect., Inc 
Austin TX 
(512) 458-8253 
Dallas TX 
(214) 661-5010 
Houston TX 
(713) 784-3600

Time Electronics
Austin TX
(512) 339-3051 
Carrollton TX
(214) 241-7441 
Houston TX
(713) 530-0800

Zeus Components 
Richardson TX
(214) 783-7010

Utah
Anthem/Lionex

Salt Lake City UT 
(801) 973-8555

Time Electronics
Salt Lake City 
(801) 973-8181

Washington
Anthem/Lionex

Redmond WA
(206) 881-0850 
Bellevue WA
(206) 747-1515

Time Electronics 
Redmond WA 
(206) 882-1600

Wisconsin
Schweber Elect., Inc 

New Berlin Wl 
(414) 784-9020

Canada
Future Electronics

Calgary, Alberta 
(403) 259-6408

Future Electronics 
Edmunton, Alberta 
(403) 486-0974 
Vancouver, 
British Columbia
(604) 438-5545 
Downsview, Ontario 
(416) 638-4771 
Ottawa, Ontario 
(613) 829-8313 
Pointe Claire, Quebec
(514) 694-7710
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INTERNATIONAL SALES OFFICES

Corporate 
International 
Sales Office
SEEQ Technology, Inc. 
1849 Fortune Drive 
San Jose CA 95131 
(408) 432-9550
TWX 910-338-2313
Telex: 296609
FAX: (408) 432-9549

Northern European 
Sales Office
SEEQ International Ltd.
Dammas House
Dammas Lane
Old Town
Swindon SN1 3EFU.K.
Tel: 0793-694999
Telex: 444588
FAX: 447-93616201

Southern European
Sales Office
SEEQ International Sari
4 Allee de Pomone, RN13
78100 Saint-Germain-en-Laye 
France
Tel: 33(1)30 61 21 23
Telex: 699912
FAX: 331-30612192

Authorized International Manufacturer’s Representatives/Distributors
Australia
RAE Industrial
Electronics Pty, Ltd.

Victoria
Tel: (03) 277 4033 
Sydney
Tel: (02) 232 6933
St. Leonards
Tel: (02) 439 7599 
Austinmer
Tel: (02) 232 6933 
Perth
Tel: (09) 470 2702

Austria
Sieg-Electronic

Vienna
Tel: 43 (222) 92 44 89

Brazil
Hitech

Sao Paulo
Tel: 55-11 (531-9355)

Denmark
Exatec A.S.

Copenhagen 
Tel: 45 1 19 1022 
Farsoe
Tel: 45 8 63 3311

Finland
ITT Disti.

Helsinki
Tel: 358-90739100

Federal Republic 
of Germany
Astek Electronlk 

Kaltenkirchen 
Tel: 49 (4191)8711

Dacom Elektronic 
Vertreibs GmbH 
Stuttgart
Tel: 49 (711)741021 
Munchen
Tel: 49 (89)60 98 031

Federal Republic 
of Germany (cont.) 
Dacom Elektronic

Dusseldorf
Tel: 49 (212) 59 30 11

Metronik GmbH
Munchen
Tel: 49(89)611 080 
Stuttgart
Tel: 49 (711)76 40 33 
Hamburg
Tel: 49 (40) 830 40 61

France
Radio Television
Franca ise (RTF)

Gentilly
Tel: 33(1)46 64 11 01

RepTronic
Paris
Tel: 33 (1)69 28 87 00

Hong Kong
Electrocon Products Ltd. 

Kowloon
Tel: 3-687214-6

India
SRI RAM Assoc.

Bangalore
Tel: 602 140

Kadcom
Bangalore
Tel: 365 648

Israel
Vectronics Ltd.

Herzlia
Tel: (0/52)556070 or 71

Italy
Cefra Spa

Milano
Tel: 39 (2) 23 52 64
Rome
Tel: 39 (6) 84.50.117

Eledra
Tel: 39 (2)81.82.1

Japan
Japan Macnics 
Corporation (J MC)

Kawasaki-City
Tel (0/44) 711 0022

Japan Macnics 
Corporation (JMC)

Osaka City
Tel: (0/6) 325-0880

Korea
Hanaro

Seoul
Tel: (02)783 7141

The Netherlands
Techmation
Electronics B.V.

Haaften
Tel: 31 (4189) 2222

New Zealand
VSI Electronics (N.Z) Ltd.

Epsom, Auckland
Tel: 600 760

Norway
Heko-Tech

Fjellhamar
Tel (47) 270 5244

Peoples Republic 
of China
AET (Asia) LTD.

Beijing
Tel: 81-5728
Hong Kong
Tel: 0-4161384

South Africa
Advanced Semiconductor
Devices (PTY) Ltd.

Sandton
Tel: (011) 802-5820

Singapore/Malaysia
Desner Electronics 
(Far East) PTE Ltd.

Singapore
Tel: 3373188

Spain
Semiconductores

Barcelona
Tel: 34 (3) 217 23 40

Sweden
Svensk Teleindustri AB

Vallingby
Tel (46) 8 761 7300

ITT Multikomponent, AB
Soina
Tel: (46) 08-83 00 20

Switzerland
Anatec AG Electronishe 
Bauteile

Zug
Tel: 41 (42)31 54 77

Taiwan
Bright Up Industries 
Co., Ltd.

Taipei
Tel: (0/2)773 2194

United Kingdom
Kudos Electronics

Reading
Tel: 0734-351010 

Pronto Electronic 
Systems Ltd.

Gants Hills/Essex
Tel: (0/1) 554 6222

ITT Multicomponents 
Slough, Berkshire 
Tel: (0753)824 212
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